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INTRODUCTION. 

The present volume of the official sUl'vey of " Eastern 

India" includes the Zilahs or ~ districts of Bhagulpoor, Go

ruckpoor (northward division) and Dipajepoor, The parti

culars given of the social state of the numerous inhabitants 

of these fertile and important Provinces are equally, if not 

more valuable and interesting with those detailed in the 

preceding volume. There may be some individuals who 

cannot appreciate the merit of the minutia! which this survey 

presents, but the philosophic mind will arrive at juster con

clusions respecting the character and condition of the people 

by means of this very minute specification, than by any other 

mode of ratiocination. The merchant and the capitalist will 

be also tile better enabled to judge of the capability of the 

country for the speculations of commerce, and the employ

ment of capital [in particulal' Bee Dinajepoor Appendix for 

the montilly household expenditure of filmilies of different 

ranks]-and dependent as the proprIetors of the East India 

Company now are for their dividends on the territorial reve

nue oflndia, the circumstantial account of the rent, tenure and 

produce of land-and the management of public and private 

estates, will prove of inestimable value. Since the appear

ance of the preceding volume, many old Anglo-Indians have 

declared that this survey has presented them with a clearer 

view of the actual frame-work and anatomy of society in the 

East, than any thing tht'y saw or heard dUl"ing their sojourn 
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in Hindostan. The famine now devastating the Upper Pro

vinces of the Bengal Presidency, gives an additional, painful 

interest to the details which this survey presents of the 

physical condition of the people. 

The desire to preserve as many details as possible relative 

to the landed tenUl'es and t~e cultivation of private estates in 

Bengal and Behar, has added considerably to the size of the 

volume, while at the same time its intrinsic worth has been 

much augmented. 

The ensuing volu\llc,'" which concludes the survey, will 
contain the Zilahs or districts of Pnraniya, Rungpoor and 

Assam. 
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HISTORY, TOPOGRAPHY, ANTIQUITIES, &c. 

0' 

EASTERN INDIA. 

BOOK I. 

DISTRICT OF BHAGULPOOR. 

CHAPTER I. 

AllB", TOPOGll"PlfY, RIVBRS. LAKES "IiID MARSHES, 

METEOROLOGY, &C. 

This district occupies the S: E. corner of the Mogul pro
vince of Behar, together with a small portion of Bengal i but 
would appear at one time to have beeD entirely included 
within the MuhamIQedaD kingdom of the latter name. Its 
greatest length, from the bouDdary of Virbhum on the 
Dwarka to that of Tirahut on the Tilawe, is about 133 miles 
in a N.N.W. and S.S.E. direction; and its greatest breadth, 
crossing the above line at right angles, from Rajmahal to the 
boundary of Virbhum near Chandan. is about 80 miles. Ac
cording to Major Rennell its southern extremity, at Chan
drapur on the Dwarka river,.~s ip ~4b 4' N.; and its northern 
extremity, on the Tilawe, extends to 25° 4e' N. Its eastern 
extremity on the Ganges near Gaur is 15' W. from the meri
dian of Calcutta; and on the bills of Gidhaur it extends 
about 2° W. 

By tracing the boundaries, so far as they could be ascer
tained on the map of Major Rennell, it contains allout 8224-
square British miles i but the extent cannot in this manner 
be ascertained with much precision i for in the whole district 
there are very few boundaries that are tolerably well defined. 
Every proprietor of land 'alleges, that his boundary e:r.tcnds 
fart)ler than his neighbour in that direction will ollow; and 
t VOL. II. II 



SOIL OF BHAGUt:POOR. 

as the whole boundaries of the jurisdiction have been fixed 
by the extent of certain properties, and Dot by any great 
lines marked by nature, the whole outline of the district is 
uncertain, except where decisions of the courts of law have 
determined the disputed parts. 

SOIL is varied; but the parts 6.t for the plough seem un
commonly rich, and want only pains to become highly pro
ductive. A very considerable extent is occupied by mere 
rock, totally incapable of cultivation j and this is the case not 
only on the hills, but in a few places on the plains. A much 
greater extent is covered_ with fragments of rock of various 
sizes. On the hills these fragments are so large and nume
rous, that, could the plough be used on account of the decli
vity, the nature of the soil would render its use impracticable: 
yet in many pat"ts such a soil is very fat" from being barren, 
and such alone is the land cultivated by the mountaineers of 
Rajmaha~, In their fields fully a half seems to consist of 
angular masses of rock, from six: inches usually to one foot 
in diameter, and yet their crops of cotton and arahar (pulse) 
equal any seen on the plains.. . 

There is also a considerable' extent of land, in which, 
mixed with a good soil, there are many small fragments of 
stone, of a size that does not impede the plough. In some 
parts these are considered as rendering the soil useless i but 
in others, land containing these small stones, is preferred for 
crops raised during the rainy season. The stones preserve 
the soil cool and moist. and encourage vegetation., The ex
tent of poor, sandy or gt"avelly soil is much smaller than in 
Puraniya •. Near the banb of the Ganges some land is over
whelmed with sand deposited from the inundations, and. is 
caned Balubord. it is ~onsidered as totally useless, at least 
in the western parts, and there the indigo planters have not 
discovered the advantage of sowing their plant on such land. 
Near the Ganges is a very light sandy soil, but still capable of 
cultivation; Neal' some smaller rivers, which inundate their 
banks, ia some vezy pOS:>l" land called U6ari. which has a 
thin soil over II sharp dry sand ... This land is too deeply 
inundated to yield any thing during the rainy s(!ason, and, 
during the dry, is too suddenly scorched tf) bring a crop to 
maturity. Even the grasll, which shoots 11S ~he floods r~t~. 
is soon withered, and becomes useless either for· thatch or 



QUALITIES OF THE SOIL IN BHAGULPOOR. S 

pasture. The extent of ~uch is small: It is very different 
from the high sandy lands of Puraniya, which in the rainy 
season give tolerable pasture, and with manure, would give 
crops of grain. Near the Ganges a thin, poor land over 
sand gives light winter crops of pulse and linseed. 

The soil in some few parts contains so much coarse sand 
and gravel, 'that it is unfit for the plough; but yields trees, 
and might be employed in plantations for rearing Tasar and 
Lac. Among the circumstances in some places alleged to 
render the soil totally useless, are calcareous nodules (ghang
gat) mixed in the earth, and an efflorescence of soda from its 
surface. In some places these calcareous nodules cover the 
whole surface, and there not a pile of grass is to be seen j 
but the whole extent of 'such 1~ very inconsiderable; and 
where the nodules are imbedded in a soil of red clay, and 
placed some way under the surface, they are far from doing 
harm. I have indeed observed no lands more productive in 
the district, even in the same vicinity, where it was alleged 
that they rendered the land totally useless, as at Bhagllipoor. 
The land impregnated with soda is of a very small extent i 
and in one place I saw it under crops of a very tolerable 
quality. Land of a red soil composes a great part of this 
district. In some parts it is mixed with so much sand as to 
constitute a free soil; but in general it is a stiff clay, and 
without artificial watering it cannot be cultivated, except in 
the rainy season; but it is very productive of such grains as 
can then be sown; and, when artificially watered, as in the 
gardens near Munggeer, it becomes by far the most valuable 
land in tIle district. The good land of an ash colour in the 
interior of the country is mostly clay, with more or'less inter
mixture of snnd; and towards the boundary of TirallUt, 
especially, there is much of a very ligh~ colour, approaching, 
when dry, 'to white, as in Dinajpoor., This is stiff; but, in 
tnost places the soil of this colour is rather free" j although ill 
general it cannot be cultivated for winter crops without a few 
"Waterings. In some places of .tJ!e interior the soil is of l'ather 
a peculiar nature, whicn; from its c'olour resembling that of 
an ass, is called Kkarawa.' This contains a very considera
ble portion of sand; but, when'dry, it is 'Very hard;" and, 
~hen under water, as in worn down paths, the sand imd clsy 
separate, the former coming "to the surface. On the move~ 

$-{ 
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able banks of the Ganges again, where there is no red soil, 
there is much of a rich blackish clay; during the inundation 
it is so soaked, that it· does not require to be watered to 
enable the- farmer to cultivate it in winter. There is also a 
great deal of a rich, free, dark ash coloured soil. 

ELEVATION.-Bhagulpoor is a hilly district: the hills in very 
few parts compose regular chains of considerable length; in 
most places there are passages'at verY'sh'ort intervals, through 
which a traveller might pass without any considerable, ascent; 
but in .the hilly parts these passages have been avoided. In 
the great cluster near Rajmahal the hills themselves, not.
withstanding the ruggedness of their 1I0il, are tolerably well 
occupied, considering the manner in which they are culti
:rated, as it requires long fallows. Many however of these 
bills are waste, 'and the number of people might be consi
derably augmented. ' 

The other clusters of hills are entirely waste, nor has the 
smallest attempt been made to introduce among them the use 
of the hoe. These hills are uQdoubtedly more rugged than 
those towards Rajmahal, and more vast masses of rock occupy 
their surface; they are of a primary formation, while the hills 
of Rajmahal are seconJary, and some of them perhaps vol
canic. The whole of these 'clusters, and even the hillll of 
Rajmahal compose, in the opinion of the natives, a part of 
.the Vindhyan' mountains, which extend from the south banks 
.of ,the Ganges to near Cape Comorin. In fact the natives 
.consider the vast plain, of Hindustan, forming the centre of 
,their world, as bounded by four mountains. That on the 
south has been already mentioned. On ,the north is ,Hima
layachal, or 'the Emodus of our ancienU. On the east is 
Udayachal, the mountains of Ava, unknown, I believe, to the 
ancients. On the west is Astachal, the Parapamisus . of an
cient geog;aphers/which separates India. from Persia.' Be
sides the more remarkable clusters of hills, there are many 
smaller' ones, and many detached peaks, which often spring 
suddenly from the most level parts of the country, and some
times from the bed of the Ganges; but in general there is a 
considerable extent' of swelling ground near the hills,' and 
most of the interior of the country is of this nature, although 
the swelling ground, and even the hills, ill some parts, ap~ 
proaeh to the very bank of the Ganges. 
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RJVJ!:RII.-Tke Gangea.-Above Mungger- the great sacred 
r~ver of the Hindus formll the boundary between this district 
and that of Tirahut for about thirty miles. In the time of 
Major Rennell, at the western extremity of this line, there 
was a large island in the river. the southern arm of which 
received the Kiyul river. This arm having become dry, the 
island is now conjoined" to the southern shore i but a small 
channel remains, which conveys the water of the Kiyul to 
Suryagarha, and is called by that name. }t'rpm Suryagarha, 
a place of considerable trade, the river runs about 11 miles. 
with a very wide 1,lninterrupted channel to the boundary of 
division Mungger. ,At the boundary of the division of Sury
agarha the Ganges divides into two arms, which surround a 
long winding island, extending to Mungger, and giving rise 
to numerous disputes among the. proprietors, and native 
officera of police of the two districts. In the time of Major 
Rennell there were in this space several small islands which 
have now united into the one above mentioned, although ,this 
is still intersected, by several small cbannels. 

From Mungger, a place of great trade, to Patharghat, the 
Ga~ges has this district on both sides fOf almost 60 miles. 
Immediately below Mungger the river, since the time of 
Major Rennell, has encroaclled much on both banks, espe
cially towards Sitakunda. an~ has formed in its channel some 
very large islands, the property o( some of which is keenly 
disputed by sundry persons. In many parts of this course 
the right bank of the river is rocky,' so that it. call make no 
farther encroachments. The channel between Sitakunda and 
the islands is smaller than that on the west, and ill some 
years ,has been fordable. Opposite to the lower of these 
islands a branch of great length sE-parates from the left bank 
of the Ganges, which it rejoins far below. It passes east for 
about IS miles through, the division of Gogri. where it is 
called BaharkhaI. It then takes a large sweep north to 
reach Bihipur. a place of some trade, P!lssing by Madhura
pur, where there is some 'commerce. At both these places it 
is called ,merely a branch of the Ganges, ilnd in fact this part 
of it, in the time of Major Rennell's survey, was the northern 
side of a large channel 'of the Ganges, which then passed 
~ihipur (Behpour R.), ',fLis channel is navigable in the 
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floods; but in many parts becomes quite dry during the fair 
season. From Bihipur it passes south about six: miles to 
Sibgunj, a place of considerable trade, where it is called the 
Kalbaliya, but is navigable in the rainy season alone. It re
joins the river about five miles below. 

The southern side of the same channel of the Ganges, in 
the time of Major Rennell passed -Bihipur, but now forms a 
branch called Ganggacharan; which runs within the former, 
and on which agriculture is making rapid encroachments. 
Below the islands and Sitakunda we have, for about 14 miles, 
a very uninterrupted channel, about a mile wide, but in the 
dry season one half, or perhaps more, is a white glittering 
sand. This is chiefly on the northern and convex bank, 
which is low, while the water keeps near the south bank, 
which is a high red clay filled with calcareous nodules, 
strongly resisting the encroachments of the river. At the end 
of this uninterrupted space, towards the east, is a vast rock 
of granite surrounded entirely by the stream, with another 
adjacent to the southern bank. Both have. been long dedi
cated to the various superstitions, which in succession have 
influenced the people, and the singularity of the situation 
still excites the devotion of multitudes. At this place is Sui· 
tangunj, a place of some trade. Below this. in the time of 
Major Rennell, a branch of the river took a sweep to the 
north, forming a large island; but this branch in the dry 
season is now stagnant, and in most places cultivated; while 
tlle small island. laid down by our geographer Bouth from tIle 
larger, has now grown much larger, and has on its northern 
side the chief branch of the river. Tllis island is now a 
subject of dispute between the people of the divisions of 
Lokmanpur and Kumurgunj. 

Opposite to this, as in the time of Major Rennell, and 
extending towards ~ahalgang, is a. channel of the Ganges, 
which is called Yamuniya or Jaohiya. Very considerable 
changes have however taken plac~ on these parts since the 
time of that dibtinguished geographer.- The channel in its 
upper 'part has contracted very much, and has been broken 
off' by the branch of the river, which surrounds the disputed 
island; while its lower has been 'very considerably enlarged, 
and is navigable throughout the year. Its channel however 
is again interrupted by the great "river, which has carl'ied 
away the islands opposite to Barari (Berraddy R.), in lieu of 
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which a part add~d to the northern bank is now claimed by
the people of the Kotwali division. Still farther the river 
has worn away a great part' of the northern bank, and has 
greatly enlarged the width of the lower part of i~e island 
between the Yamuniya and Ganges. The len~l1; of this 
island, towa.rds the east. has however been very m~ch cur
tailed, and three immense' rocks of granite, north from'Ka
halgang, which in the time of Major Rennell were included 
io this island, are now in the middle of the river, fonning one 
of the most picturesque scenes tbat I have ever seen. From 
these rocks to Patharghat the river sweeps some Tocky hills, 
and two small remnants of the former island still resist its 
power. One of them, opposite to Pathargbat, is supported 
by a rock of granite, which, when the river is low, rises a 
little above the surface. On the enlarged part .of the Yamu
niya the only place of trade is Bhagulpoor. On the south 
bank of the Ganges, in the whole of this extent, the only 
place of trade is Kahalgang j and on the northern bank the 
only place is SahaH, at the mouth of tbe branch of the river 
called Kalbaliya. A few miles below the mart called Sahali 
the Ganges Bends, from its left side, a small channel, which 
after 11 course of eight or nine miles rejoins the great streamj 
just before that unites with the vast body of the Kosi. This 
channel is called Ganggaprasad,' and has on its banks a small 
mart named Pangchgachhiya. It is only navigable in the 
rainy season. 

From Patbarghat dowrtwards the Ganges, so far as con
cerned with this district, has been described in the account 
of Puraniya.* It only remains to give an account of some 
branches of the river that are included in this district, and 
of the places of trade on its banks. Between Patharghat 
and Paingti is an old channel of the river, in many places 
both wide and deep, but in the dry season quite stagnant, 
and in many places cultivated. It extends five or six miles 
in length. and is called merely Ganggacharan, or a branch 
of the rivet. ' A little below Paingtif where there is some 
trade, what haa formerly been an island of considerable sizei 
is now in a great measure united to the division of that 
name, the channel by which it was leparated being now ve'rl 
narrow. and for the greater part of the year is quite dry. 

See Vol. iii. 
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, Between Teliyagarhi and Sakarigali are large islands in 
the river, but th,e principal channel goes by theit' northern 
side, and in spring the channel on their south contains little 
water. Below Sakarigali, wQere goods are exported and im
ported, are other m01'e extensive islands, and the branches 
by which they are surrounded are navigable 'at all seasons. 
Above Masaha there is in the undoubted possession of this 
districf an island, wb,ich is ~eparated by a channel called 
Pangchgachhiya, that of' late has been fast advancing tq 
obliteration. , 

Since'the tiine of Major Rennell the b~~d or the river be-. 
tween Masaha and Rajmahal has been entirely obliterated, 
the main channel of the river passing straight between the 
two places, The old course is now marked by a channel, in 
some places cultivated,. and called the Baramasiya. On thi. 
part of the river Rajmahal is the only place of. trade. Oppo<
site to Udhawanala {Oudanulla.lt.) the rivel: has made many 
changes since' Major Renn~ll drew the plan of the lines 
erected there by Kasem .ali.'" It has at one time encroached, 
and car~ied away almost the whole fort; but it hall since re-. 
tired to a. great distance, and )eft an extensive cultivated 
tract divided by two channels, one ofwhicb separates into two 
arms. In the dry season ~hese are not navigable:; but in !I~me 
parts they are wide, and contain large pools of stagnant water. 

At Phutkipur the Ganges sends an inconsid~rable branch 
called the Pagla to join the Gu~anmardan; and some miles, 
below it /lends imother, called the Khajuriyamqhana. N~ither 
is navigable in the J'ainy season •. A~ Mohangunj the smaller 
Bhagirathi sends, off another Pagla, encircling Mohangunj, 
and lIeparating this district fro",: a portion of Dinajpur. A 
little lower down the Bhagiratbi sends towards the west a 
channel called tbt: Kirtaniya, wbtch,afterwards bend a south 
to Thanah Pratapgunj, where it,comlIl:unicates with a branch 
of the Gumanmardan. < Xt afterwards turns east to rejoin the 
Bhagiratbi.' ne~r 'J'h~nah Aurunggabad; but in this space it 
sends from its south. side two branches, and receives on its 

, J" ) 

north a channel, whlch separate .. (rom the Bhagiratbi a little 
below the KirtaniY8, and, after running some way S. W. by, 
tbe name or Uparjani. turlls S. E.; and is called Kalapani. 
The ~irtaniya in December is in, many ,pla~~s dry i but the 

" Now written frequently C(}68;m Ali. 
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Kalapani contains lL great deal of stagnant water. Both the 
branches sent from the Kirtaniya go into the Virbhum dis
trict, and join a river called Baranadi, that wiII be afterwards 
mentioned. That towards the west is first named Boyaliya 
and then Kaksa. That towards the east is first named Mad
hojani, and then Chanduni. The Madhojani is a pretty large 
creek, but in December is stagnant. 

In the account of Puraniya it is mentioned; that in the 
rainy season 1809. the lower channel of the Bhagirathi, lead
ing to Calcutta, had been entirely shut 1 but in the fonowing 
year it opened again. and was nearly of the same size with the 
upper channel; both however suffered a considerable dimi
nution, owing probably to the new communication opened 
below the Jalanggi. On the upper channel, within this 
district. Mohangunj and, Kaligunj are inconsiderable marts 
for exportation. Songti laid down' by Major Rennen in this 
district, has been removed to the opposite 'side of the river, 
and placed in a corner of the district of Murshedabad. 
, Of tke river. on tke taortk of tke Gange •• -The first riller, 
that occurs in proceeding down the left bank of the Ganges, 
is that which Major Rennell calls the Bogmutty (Yagwati) ; 
but which now. at least, the natives call the Gandaki. The 
Vagwati derives its appellation front one of the names of the 
spouse of Vishnu, and in the valley of Nepal, where it has 
its source, is considered as holy; but, on reaching the plains 
of Hindustan, it looses its importance, and in the Tirahut 
district joins a small river, which passes Mozuffurpur its 
capital, and which is called the lellser Gandaki. * Although 
the Vagwati is by far the most considerable stream, yet a8 
this Gandaki is probably an old channel of the great river of 
that name; the united stream is- most commonly called Gao
daki, and channels alone, that proceed from it in different 
parts are considered as the Vagwati. Numerous changes in 
the coutse of the Vagwati have given rise to violent disputes. 
that have greatly impeded the improvement of the country. 

The Gogaree, in some }larta called Ghagri, and in others 
Tilynga, enters from Tirahu't the 'division of Gogri. in an 
exceedingly "neglected part. of the country, aa~ a very con-

" . ,. 

• The Gllndllki for nine' or teD mil~s "forma the bo.uodllry between 
Bhagulpoor and Tirllbut or Tirhoo\: its right branch is nllvigllble It III 
8e1l80DB.-ED. 
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siderable stream, navigable at all seasons for small boats 9f 
canoes, and in the floods admitting large vessels. 

The rivers south from tke Ganges-have a very different 
aspect from those hitherto described, and more resemble the 
rivers of Mysore. Although the channels of some of them 
are of great width, none of them in this district is at any time 
navigable, except in the Eastern corner, where in the floods 
the water of the Ganges, filling the lower parts of their chan
nels, renders them penetrable. for small boats. Even the 
largest of them, having channels from 200 to 400 yards wide, 
are in general fordable throughout the rainy season, and foot 
passengers even seldom find them too deep or rapid for more 
than three or four days at a time, or oftener than three or 
four times a year; but several of them at that season assist in 
floating down bamboos and timber, although the natives do 
not avail themselves of this assistance 110 much as they might. 
The practice is indeed almost entirely confined to the rivera 
that fall into Vil'bhum. 

In the dry season it is chiefly near their sources, that these 
rivers contain any visible stream, and then each of the nume
rous small branches appears to contain a greater quantity of 
water,. than the vast channel worn by the united .force of 
tliese torrents, when swollen by the periodical rains. The 
widest channels, indeed, appear in spring a perfect dry sand, 
but by digging a foot or two deep, good water may at all 
times be procured, and it is evident, that this subterraneou. 
water has in some cases a turreDt. as canals dug obliquely 
across the channel collect a small stream, which may be con
veyed to some extent, and with great advantage for the pur
pose of irrigating the fields. 

The Kiyul comes as a considerable channel from the 
country called Kharakdiha in the district of Ramgar. and 
leaving the old castle of Gidhaur at some distance from its 
western .bank, receives, nearly opposite to that fortress, a 
river called Maura. The Maura rises by two .ourcea from 
a chain of bills, which runs parallel to the frontier of the 
division of Mallepur. and at.no great distance from it, in the 
district of Ramgar. The united streams of the Maura and 
Kiyul have formed a channel, not less than 400 yards broad; 
but in March, when I .saw it there was no stream, and only a 
very little stagnant water in a few pools, at great distances 
from each other, and of inconsiderable size. Not only how-
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ever its main channel, but several tributary streams afford a 
great supply of water for irrigation, and their banks are one 
of the finest parts of the district. 

About two miles below the mouth of the Maura the Kiyul 
receives. from the East, a fine river named the utayi, little, 
jf at all inferior to it in size. This also arises in the Ramgar 
district, where it is said to ruD through a narrow passage 
called.Kewalgliat, (Kewal R.) and then over a rock of white 
marble, immediately below which it enters this district in the 
division of Mallepoor. There I found it in a narrow passage 
called Ghoramara, (or the death of horses), a name not unapt 
to a passage very formidable to cavalry. In the parching 
heats of March, the Ulayi at tbis place contained a very fine 
stream, the largest 1 think, that 1 have seen among the hills 
of this district; but fordable by a child. About 10 or 1t4 
miles below Ghoramara the Ulayi receives the Nagini, a 
torrent of short course, which contains a pretty stream, and 
comes from the hills towards the east. 

Below this junction seven or eight miles the Kiyul receives 
the Angjana, the nymph of wnicll, having being impregnated 
by Pavan, the god of storms (Eolus,) produced Hanuman 
( Pan,) the prince of mOllkies (Satyri,) and companion of 
Ram (Bacehus.)· No part in fact, abounds more with the 
amimals called Hanuman. The river has it source in hot 
springs, about 12 miles in a direct line soutll-wel>tfrom :Mal. 
lepoor, lIear which the Angjanajoins the Kiyul.· The Nakti 
is composed of two rivers, the Kathra and Mata. 

In the Bengal atlas south and west from l\Iungger is placed 
a large lake, sending two small cbannels to the Ganges. The 
lake has totally disappeared, ita situation in spring being 
covere,{ with one continued sheet of ,wheat and barley; but 
the two .channels remain.,.' They are both of considerable 
size; but in the dry season contain only a few stagnant pools. 
, Tbe Cbandan, from the town of that name to Jamdaha. 
passes through a roost beautiful country, the banks on botb 
aides being cultivated and finely planted, while the supply of 
water which it affords, renders them highly productive. At 
Jamdaha it may be 150 yards wide, and at all seasons con-
tains a stream. . ' 

From Jamdaha to Jathaurnath, where the Chandan entirely 
leaves the hilly country, the fertility of' its banks is by DO 

means diminished. At Thanl1h Bangka it, channel is between 
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4 and 500 yards wide; but even in N ovemher its stream is 
small, and in spring its .surface becomes entirely dry. A 
little below Bangka thJ! Chandan admits on its Jeft the Urani, 
a fine river, which supplies its banks with water, and they 
are most beiutiful, and well occupied. It rises about 15 or 
16 miles south-west from its mouth, and loon after receives 
an ad~ition from Kasmau. A little below tbis, at Gangti 
(G\lntee It.). I tound it in March a fine sandy channel with a 
small cleaf stream. From Jathaurnath the Cllandan pas lies 
south for about six miles. through a fine level country, and 
then separates into two branches J the most considerable of 
which js named Andbela& 

The Dhobe is '" more considerable river, and with its vari
ous brancbes waters the extensive division of Lakardewam; 
and, during the rainy season. is elPployed to float down 
timber and bamboos from the very centre of that territory. 
It rises near the northern houndary .of that division, and for 
some miles tuns west, parallel to the boundary of Bangka. 

[Several of the smaller rivers and their branches are given at considerable length 
in tbe surve}'. On tbe N. of the Ganges-the Gangacbaran Ie a channel between 
the Ganges and Gandaldl Kamaladahar and Kalyana small branches or the Gan
daki. The Mara (dead) Gandald is the left branch or the Gandaki, iI nearly dry 
at 80me seasons. The Dakuynata a branch of the preceding. Chaadaha flowa into 
the Vagwati. The Katnai. Dayus and Loram into the Tllynga. On the S. of the 
Ganges the Nakti bas its origin in two brancbes, the Keruya (W.) and BhaJaba (Eo) 
The Sabaijor is the S., and the Dhobejor the N. branch 01 tbe Katbra. The Mata 
or N. branch of the Naktl has its origin in two sources called Malmana (S.) alld the 
Bajan (N.): it reeeives the Jamkhar and Kasal. The Vagbdhar (or tiger-catcher) 
into the KlgUl, as also the ManUm and Morab~; and the Kasal and Had, ar Bahll
yara. The Amara and Mahelasariya form the channel of the Singgiya, or lake 
S. W. frOIl1 Mungger. The Gamiya and Bhela form the Mahelaaariya. The Da
kranata (proceeding fl'Qm the lIaIIle lake) called also Karehkol, where it changee 
its dIrection from E. and W •• to N. and S. receives the Murghat. The Ghorghat_ 
nala falls into the Ganges near Tbanah Kunurgunj. The Kodalkati wblch flows into 
the preceding receives the Ubhinahl. The Man rises from BelBD. receives a great 
accession from the warm springs at Mahadeva hill; then the cascade of Haba. 
the Pangchkumar, Patgha. Jalkunda, and then joint the Mohane. The Mohane 
receives the Khutiya, Auraha, (c(mtatninll the Bamura, GaJgbata, and Lubami) 
and Salmbe. Tbe Baruya lUi.lng in ffidbaur (Ramghar), receives the BUdbi;Nor. 
Matbsumbl\ior, Karing, Tabkuyanijor, Kbatra, Mandaba, and Patun. ~ine tnllea 
from Tarapur, the name of Panis-alajhil, and then receives the Neaaracbaongr, 
(called also the TJrakar, Bal'8Illasiya and Lohagar) whicb Is augmented by the 
Amra, Gabers and Gangti. The Neaara aqhaequently becomes the Belat-then the 
l3elaai, and next the Chandan, which alsO' recelvea several _all rivera. and ia 
named in different places the Andhela, KankaYltbi. Pangjarma, Gordhoyi or ~ani, 
Mahmudab and 'Guriyani. The Dakayi (rising in Virbhum) subsequently the 
Paraba, :Deonar, Kanljuri, Dbobe and l3aghora receives many 1JIIaI1 rivera. Tho 
YaDluni called also tbe Sahariya, and Bangiyhi receives the Khattlk, Sundar and 
Bhayna. The Koya. Domjala, Oudanulla, Kodalkati, Gvmanmard8ll, Monr, Katasi, 
Singgih", Anupnagar, Malangcha, Patbarghat, Baagsnai, Pagla. Brahmani, Duyarka, 
l3hlmsar, Maruka Motihara, Maur, Singguru, &C. are among the numerous nvel1l, 
streams, torrents and mwshea, which lIow into the eoutbern able of tbe Ganges In 
Ita coune along tbe Bhagulpoor dIatrk:t._(ED.] 
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Lake. and .tllaraM.r.-In this district pieces of stagnant 
water, exclusive of pools in rivets, which in the dry season 
lose theil"'t:urrent, are usually divided into two classes: jhila 
which eontain water throughout the year, and_chaongr which 
dry up in Winter. Some of the jhils are evide'ntly the old 
channels of large rivers, which at both ends have lost all 
communication with the stream; but are so filled with water 
during the periodical rains, that in spring they do not become 
dry. In this district, however, such are neither large nor 
numerous. The principal jhils here are a kind of lakes, that 
is low lands, which collect a great quantity of rain from floods 
and torrents, and that never become dry. Tfie most con
spicuous of these is Domjala south from Rajmahal, a noble 
piece of water, the banks of which were intended by Kasem
ali for the seat of a luxurious retirement. In the 'rainy season 
this lake" is said to extend about seven miles from east to 
west, and from three to four miles from north to south. In 
the dry season it is about fout miles long, and from one to 
one-and-a-half wide, nor does this diminution reduce the 
beauty of its banks, so much as might be expected; as it 
does not leave a fetid mud, or barren sand; but as the water 
retires, tbe banks are cultivated with spring rice. 

Between Domjala and Rajmahal is .another lake called 
Ananta Sarabar, wbich in tbe floods is of considerable size, 
but in the dry season is reduced to too small an extent, and 
IS too dirty, and too much overwhelmed with weeds, to be an 
ornament to the vicinity; but it is not a nuisance. the land 
which it leaves being cultivated. The marsh into which' 
Domjala empties itself, and which runs south from Udbaw&
nala, is of very considerable length; but in general it iw 
narrow,-and in most places is so shallow, and 80 much choked. 
with weeds, -that it cannot be" with propriety called a-lake, 
except about its middle. where it swells out, to a large size, 
and is called Chandsarjhil. - In January this forms a pretty 
lake. There are many other jhils, particularly on th~ north 
side of tbe Ganges, but none of them of such a size as to' 
deserve particular notice. The chaongrs, which in the tloods 
are lakes, but soon after become dry, are of much' greater 
extent, and seem to b;' on the increase. -, 

One of the most considerable is situated south and west 
from l\Iungger, and in the time of Major Rennell would 
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appear to have heen a lake. "The Zemindars iudeell allege, 
that it always was in its present 'IItate; but I think this is 
very doubtful; as they might be naturally afraid of acknow
ledging an acquisition of such a vast value; for it is said to 
contain 1~ bigahs customary measure, amounting to about 
8700 acres, which every year yield, with scarcely any trouble, 
a crop of wheat, barley or pease. The change from a lake 
to a Chaongr is indeed very natural. The violent torrents of 
this country, and the turbid waters of the Ganges, l)oured 
in during Boods, leave on stagnation so much sediment as to 
produce a great effect, and the enormous evaporation, soon 
dries up every thing that is not fed by a perennial stream. 

A much more extensive Chaongr is situated louth-east from 
l\1ungger, extending parallel to the Ganges. from near the 
rock Dholpahri for at least 12 miles to the east. and being 
from one to three miles wide. This land is almost totally 
neglected. and is considered as useless, although the greater 
part seems exactly similar to that now mentioned as so valua
ble. Part however is of a poor soil, and part dries up too 
late for sowing wheat, but would undoubtedly answer for 
some other crops. 

South-east from Bhagulpoor are also two extensive Cha
ongrs, Elawa. and Banggararajor. which are both considered 
as entirely useless, and left to produce the wild rose "(Koya
Aangta), which they do in luxuriance. a sure proof of a rich 
soil. They are however late of becoming dry. On tbe north 
side of the Ganges. the Chaongrs occupy a great extent of 
land, and are considered as totally useless. None of them 
that I saw, are large, but they are very numerous, and scat
tered in all directions~ -and as they do not become dry until 
January, or even Ftbruary, they render the country very 
difficult of access to the trayeller. They are everywhere 
overgrown with the. tree called Hijar. and the wild rose. and 
might. no ,doubt. produce spring crops of millet, but perhaps 
their greatest value Will. always be for pasture. the moisture, 
which they retain. until spring, enabling them to push out a 
verdure. which at that season is totally unknown in the neigh-
bouring. plains. . " 

MJ;TEOllOLOGy.-South winds are very uncommon in this 
district, in the greater part of which the east and west winds 
prevail ~ throughout the year r the former being about the 
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middle of June, and the latter abouttthe middle of February, 
10 that the east winds last double the time of those from the 
west; but they blow with les8 violence. When these winds 
change, and they are far from being regular, they seldom 
come from the north, and still more rarely from the south; 
but change to the opposite point from what usually prevails 
at the season. This year 1811, for instance, during the 
greater part of the season, in which the westerly winds should 
blow, those. from the east have prevailed, and have been very 
strong. The most usual,. deviations from this rule arE,! the 
storms from the N. W., which are very frequent from the 
middle of March until the middle of May; but in the eastern 
part of the ,district towards Moorshedabad there is a much 
greater deviation, the north wind usually blows from the 
middle of OctobeT to the middle of February;. and from 
thence until the middle of June the regular winds, which are 
west, frequently change to south, and sometimes. to Dorth. 
TheBe deviations seem to be owing to the influence of the 
Bhagiratbi. The winds are not near so strong. and on the 
whole much more irregular than in the western parts of the 
district, where the influence of the Ganges is less disturbed. 
The rainy season usually lasts from the middle of June to the 
middle of October, but in favourable s~asons during spring 
there are frequent showers, especially with the squalls front 
the N. W. These are often accompanied py hail.. sometimes 
of a size that would not be lIafe to mention in Europe by any 
one who was afraid of being the scoff of the vulgar. All on 
the south side of the Ganges, if the seasons are favourable, 
tbere are between the middle of October and the middle of 
November one or two heavy falls of rain; but such rains often 
fail, and on the north side of the Ganges the farmers think 
them prejudicial. .In December and January there is in some 
years. as this 1810-11, a good deal of rain, which is bighly 
injurious to the crop of wheat, but improves that of barley.-

In the morning there are usually fogs from the middle 
of December until the middle of February~ but .this year I 
did not ,observe them: more than two or three times. Dews 
are pretty copiou. from. the end.of the "rainy season until 
the middle of April,...but gradually diminish as .the. Beason 
advance •• :, The climate on the whole is much drier than that 
of Dinajpoor, and still more than th~t. of Ronggopool'. b 
seems even considerably drier than Puraniya. and the hill. 
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of Bhagu!POOr seem rather to contribute to dryness by the re· 
flection' Of It'he sun from the rocks. The winters I imagine 
ate in gelleral less cold .than in PUl'aniya, this one, 181()"11, 
was v~ much so, and the J,Iatives thought it as severe as 
usual. They always however at this season sleep by a fire. 
and suff'er much being very'poorly clothed. They often talk 
of ,frost destroying the crops after strong westerly winds, 
and one such day was said to have ,happened this year. I 
was not up early enough to ascertain whether or not it ac
tually froze, but a little after sun rise I saw no appearance 
of any such degree of cold. The climate, however, at least 
on the south side of the Ganges, is favourable for the arti
ficial production of ice, and children from the middle 'of 
December to the middle of February frequently amuse them
selves by the process. In the evening they boil some water, 
and expose it in shallow unglazed earthen pans to the wind. 
In the morning the pans are found covered with ice. A west 
~ind is as necessary to the process as boiling, and operates 
by' increasing the evaporation, as the west winds here are 
always uncommonly dry. 1 presume that the boiling operates 
in the same way, the sudden attraction of air. by the boiled 
water' contributing to that decomposition of its elements, in 
which the invisible evaporation of water in a great measure, I 
imagine, consists. 

The heats of spring, when the wind is westeJ·Jy. are very 
severe, these winds being hot and parchingly dry. In the 
eastern corner of the district the wind. are 081y hot when 
they come from the south. In general the east wind is moist 
and temperate i but in May, 181 I, the east winds, which at 
Mungger blew strong through almost the whole month, were 
often hot and parching. Towards the autumnal equinox the 
heat which ia mo~erated by the periodica.l rain. becomes very 
severe owing to the want of wind, but the night. become cool 
about the middle of October and continue so until August. 
The hills are no where of a height to reduce the temperature 
of the air in any considerable degree; and the reflection of 
the .lm's ray. from their rocks, and the shelter from winds 
that their foresta afford, renders the parts among the hills 
hotter than the plains; so that the mountaineers when in 
the open country complain much of cold, and the sepoys of 
that tribe are uncommonly subject to rheumatism. 
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CHAPTER II. 

HISTORY, TOl'OGRAPHY AND ANTIQUITIES OF BHAGU"POOR, ETC, ETC, 

In no part have I found fewer, or more discordant tradi
tions, concerning the history of the country; nor have I any 
where seen people so little interested about this impol'tant 
subject, a knowledge of which seems to be the most effectual 
of the means by which man is elevated above-the brute, and 
by which his most dangerous prejudices and degrading pro
pensities are most readily counteracted. It is commpnly said. 
that in this district there are comprehended a part of four 
ancient countries distinguished in Hindu legend, Angga~ 
Gaur, l\lithiIa, and 'Magadha. 

Angga, according to the most commonly received opinion, 
and according to the traditions of the inhabitants, is bounded 
on the east by Gaur, on the north extends to Baidyanath, 
and on the south to Bhuvaneswar, so that it comprehends the 
division of Lakardewani, and part of Kalikapoor belonging to 
this district; but I shall not enter into any investigation oC' 
its history; as in visiting the small portion of its most remote' 
and rude parts contained in this district I have procured 
scarcely any materials; and as at a future period I intend to 
examine a greater and more improved portion .... 
• In the Account which I gavE! of Puraniya I have stated; 
that the whole of Gaur is contained in that district; but here 
I am informed that I was mistaken, and that the eastern parts 
of this district, as well as the whole banks of the Bhagiratbi' 
from Gaur city to the sea belong' to that territory. ~ I cannut 
take upon myself ;0 decide whether the people of the Pura
niya district, who considered tlle Ganges as the boundary, or 
those of this "di4ltrict who allege that they belong to Gaur, 
are most accurate: nor have I any'thing new to offer con
cerning the histQry of the place. All the portion of this dis
tTict that is situated beyond the Ganges belongs to the tetrf- ' 
tory of Mithila, concerning which I clln say nothing in addition' 
to what has already been stated in my account of Puraniya, 
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.... ~ISTORY OF M(THILA AND MAGADHA. 

portion would appear to have heen annexed to 
MI.lm.dan kingdom of Bengal by Hoseyn Shabo This 

suspect that the Audisah, which in my account of 
stated to have been conquered by that prince, was 

it e province which we t:all Orixa, the Oriswa of the vulgar, 
but the Oriswa of the northern parts of MithiIa, called Odyssa 
by D'Anville, as mentioned in the account of Puraniya. 

There remains only to be mentioned the country called 
Magadha, a subject, BO far as lilY opportunities of knowledge 
yet extend, that is involved in Borne difficulty. In a paper 
written by Dl\ Leyden, that gentleman supposes, if I am cor
rect in quoting from memory, that Magadha is the country of 
the people whom we call Muggs, a supposition in which I 
believe he is perfectly singular. The term Mugg, these 
people assured me, is never used, by either themselves or by 
the Hindus, except when speaking the jargon commonly 
calle'd Hindustani by Europeans, and it is totally unknown to 
the people of Ava I but whether it is of Moslem, Portuguese. 
or English origin, I cannot take upon myself to say. many 
words among the natives being now in use as English, which 
it iii impossible to trace in our; or indeed in any other lan
guage. The original country of the Muggs, which is the 
district of Chatigong, altbough the name has been extended 
also to Aracan (Rakhain) is by the Hindus called [blank in MS.] 
This opinion tllerefore occasions little or no diffic~lty; but it 
is not clear, in the 9pinion of some Pandits, whether any por
tion of this district belongs to Magadba. although in the part 
of it that is situated west from Teliyagarhi. the vulgar most 
usually consider themselves u occupying a portion of that 
territory •. In the Saktisanggam Tantra, one of those revealed 
by the god Siva, but to whom I have not learneli. is a chapter 
called Desmala, dividing Bharatkhanda or the country then 
known to the Hindus into 56 territories. A division into tbi, 
number seems pretty universal among aU the sects and na .. 
tions of Hindus, and in my account of My sore I have given 
a list of the division that is adopted by the Brahmans of the 
south j but in different parts the division seems to diffe __ 
greatly, and that contained in the Saktisanggam Tantra. used 
in Behar, differs very essentially from that of the south, 23 
of the divisions mentioned in each list being unnoticed in the 
other. In the Saktisanggam Tantra it is stated; that M8-
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gadha extends fl·om the temple of Vyaseswar Siva on tne 
Vindhyan mountains at the frontier of Gaur, to Vyaskunda, 
which is on the Karuvmasa river. According to this autho. 
rity the greater portion of this district is in Magadha, as 
indeed is usually allowed; but in the Vayupuran aga.il, one 
of these attributed to Vyas, it is said, that Magadha extends 
from the Karmanasa (Caramnassa R) to the Kilbishi or Kiyul, 
and from the Gangga to the Vindhyan mountains, in which 
extent no part of this district, except a small part of Gidhaur, 
is included. 

The oldest traditions current respecting the portion of this 
district, which is supposed to have been a part of Magadha, 
and which no doubt at one time belonged to the sovereigns 
of that country, are, that it was the scene of some of the ac
tions of Ram or Bacchus; but the fables concerning this 
personage scarcely come within the scope of history, and 
what is related shall be mentioned in the account of the places 
of worship that are situated in the division of Mungger. The 
cosmographies of the Hindus it must be observed have UD

dergone many changes. One which is called Swarodaya, and 
which is said to be more ancient than that detailed in the 
Pangchamaskandba of the Sribhagwat, now most commonly 
current among those who study the Purans, is said to have 
been originally composed by the god Siva, but was revealed 
to mankind by Narapati, a holy man, whom many Europeans 
may probably consider as the author; but even he is sup
posed to have preceded Vyas, the author of the Bhagwat. 
In this system of cosmography Bharatkhanda, or the country 
known to the Hindus, is represented as occupying the back 
and members of a tortoise, in place of occupying the southern 
cornel' of Jambudwip, the whole of which, according to the 
Bhagwat, occupies only the centre of the tortoise's back, the 
extension of knowledge in the time of Vyas having rendered 
the old doctrine totally untenable. In the older system a 
country called Madhyades, or the central temtOl'Y, oceu'pies 
the tortoise's back, and is surrounded by eight other divi
sions, which occupy the head, tail and limbs of the animal
The northern parts of this district on both sides of the 
Ganges are generally said to belong to l\Iadhyades, the name 
by which the people of N epala now distinguish the Company's 

• See Plate I. Bllagulpoor. 
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territory. in which indeed a great part of the ancient Mad
hyades is included, for in the Swarodaya the following pro
vinces of the Madhyades are mentioned-Sangketa, Mithila, 
Champa (Champanagar near Bhagulpoor), Kausambi (towards 
Dilli), Kausiki. Ahikshetra, Gaya, Bindhya, Antarbeda, Mek
hala, and Kanyakubja. It must be remarked, that in this list 
neither .Magadha nor Kikat, said to be an older synonymous 
term, are used, although Gaya in the centre of Magadha is 
included. Madhyades was no doubt the country of the au
thor of the Swarodaya, as being placed in his centre of the 
earth. and it then prObably formed a powerful kingdom, or 
at least the author retained a knowledge of this having once 
been the case; but now all memory of such a circumstance is 
extinct among the people here, although it would appear 
probable that it may have been the kingdom of the Barhad
ratha8 mentioned by Major )Vilford in his curious paper on 
the kings of Magadha (Asiatic Researches, vol. 9), for 
Puru, the ancestor of that dynasty, is said by the learned 
Major to have obtained the central parts of India from his 
father Jajati; but concerning this dynasty, as usual in all in
vestigations of Hindu antiquities, there arises a monstrous 
difficulty. The Hth in descent from Puru was Jarasandha, 
who was contemporary with Yudhishthir, and who was sue-' 
ceeded by 22 monarchs of this central and most powerful part 
of India; but according to the opinion commonly received 
among the Hindus, Yudhishthir and his descendants were 
sovereigns of India fOf many generations. In this district 
some remains are at present attributed to princes of both dy
nasties, and in order to reconcile the above mentioned diffi. 
culty I must return to the observation lately made. of the term 
Magadha not being mentioned in the provinces, which ac
cording to the Swarodaya composed Madhyades, although 
this no doubt included Gaya. that is situated in Magadha. 
I presume, on thilt account, that it was the ancestors of Jara
sandha who were the sovereigns of India and of Madhyades, 
and that in this high station they were succeeded by the dy
nasty ofYudhishthirofHastinapoor,wlio allowed the descend
ants of Jarasandha to retain as tributaries a part of their old 
territory. which then assumed the nanie of Magadha. Jara
sandha, who seems undoubtedly to have been the sovereign 
of India immediately before YOdhishthir, is commonly indeed 
called the Raja of Magadha, and Major Wilford says, tha.t 
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he it was who first gave the country that name, it having pre
viously been called Kikat I but I think it not unlikely that 
the name Magadha was not known until the time of this 
prince's descendants, who, as I have said, were not probably 
sovereigns of India, but subordinate chiefs, for high sound in ... 
titles, that may occasionally be found connected with thei~ 
memory, must in India be considered as of very little weight. 

The remains supposed to be next in antiquity to those of 
the dynasties of Jarasandha and Yudhishthir are attributed 
to a Karna Raja of Magadha; but, as will appear from Major 
Wilford's account of the kings of Magadha (Ashtic Re
searches, vol. 9), the number of persons thus named is 
very considerable, and the eras in which they lived very dif
ferent, from 13 or 14 centuries before our vulgar era, until 
four or five centuries after its commencement. To the above 
curious treatise I shall refer for more full informlttion on the 
subject than I can undertake to give. I shall only venture to 
observe that the table of the kings of Magadha constructed 
by Major Wilford, although compiled with wonderful inge
nuity from the discordant materials of the Purans, would seem 
,to require much revision and abbreviation, as in order to pro
tract the time the same personages seem to be very frequently 
repeated. It may be especially remarked, that Major Wilford 
in one part (A. R. vol. 9. page 10.'», following the confused 
nature of his materials, thought that he had identified the 
six Pala kings mentioned in the inscriptions published in the 
first volume of the Asiatic Researches, with the Andhra kings 
of the Hihaiaya tribe descended from Sri Karnadeva, who is 
placed in the third century of our era; yet these Pala kings 
he afterwards acknowledges (page 203) to have lived at the 
time of the Muhammedan invasion, and the first of them on 
good authority is allowed to have lived in the beginning of 
the 11th century of our era. According indeed to the inter
pretation of these inscriptions given by MI. 'Vilkins and Sir 
William Jones, by which probably :Major Wilford was at first 
guided, these princes governed about the commencement of 
our era i but 'Major Wilford on strong grounds since con
tends that the era Somvat, which is mentioned in the inscrip
tions, does not imply the era of Vikrama, as these gentlemen 
supposed, and an inscription (A. R. vol. 9. page 206) found 
at Benares ascertains that Sft Deva Pala, mentioned in the 
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other inscriptions, was alive in the year of Vikrama 1083, 
which accOJ:ding to different hypotheses may be either the 
year of our Lord 1027 or 1017. I shall therefore cQnsidel' 
the eras of the antiquities which I have to describe, and be
longing tq ~hese two dynasties, as tolel'ably ascertained. 
';l'he.re can be little doubt, I think, that there were at least 
seven kings of the family of Kama. who were the most pow
erful Indian princes of theiu time, who began to reign at no 
long interval after the delltruction of the dynasty of Chandra
gupta, &l4Id whom Major Wilford, by ingeniously tracing them 
in Chinese history, finds to have enjoyed a most extensive 
sovereignty until aboRt the middle of the seventh century of 
tbe Christian era. (a •. R. vol. 9." page 112). This dynasty 
seems to ha.ve resided chiefly in this district, and to have ren
dered Magadha the most eminent province of India. 

The family of the Palas also in its inscriptions claims uni
yersal dominion, and at the time of the first Muhammedan 
invasion .seems to have possessed at least the greater part of 
the country watered. by the Ganges. The princes of this 
family seem to have governed from the end of the 10th until 
the 12th century of the Christian era, when the Moslems 
seized on the western, and the Bengalese on the eastern parts 
of their dominions. It 'is unquestionable that the Pala Rajas 
were Buddhists, and I think it somewhat probable that the 
Karnall were of the sect of Jain, as Champanagar, evidently 
their chief place of residence, still contains traces of that wor
ship, and as they do not appear to be favourites with the 
followers of the Purans (Asiatic Researches, vol. 9. page 
113). In the south of India the Jain boast of having de
stroyed the Buddhists. Here a contrary course of events 
liIeems to have taken place, and Sakya, in the north at least, 
leems to have restored the doctrine of the Buddhists after 
iell enemies had overwhelmed the followers of his predecessor 
G4utam. 

Between the times of these two ilynastie8 I have met with 
some "traces. by which I was a good deal surprised. ,The 
country we call Tanjore, south from Madras, in the Sangskrit 
is· called ChoIa, and in my accdtmt of Mysore I have men
tiOned that the Chola Rajahs were powerful princes, and in 
the south are said to have erected many temples an Over India. 
Several of these I have seen in, Karnata, but they are in a 
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Ityle much superior to some ruhle, attributed to a Raja of 
ChoIa, which this district contains. This however may have 
been owing to the rudeness of the country which did not 
afford workmen. It is pretended at Baidyanatb that Aditya 
Sen Raja of ChoIa, and ,sovereign of the whole country sur
rounded by the sea, built not only Baidyanath in Virbhum, 
but Mandir in this district, as well as other temples in adja-. 
cent territories. At Baidyanath it is supposed that this hap
pened in the Satya yug; but, as I have said in my account 
of Mysore, the Chola Rajas governed from about the fifth to 
the seventh centuries o( the Christian era. If the Chola Ra
jas of the south ever extended their dominions here, it must 
lIava been in a sudden invasion made by Aditya Sen, who 
with an army may have traversed India, compelling all the 
petty Rajas to pay him tribute; and he may have left behind 
him some officers who may have retained some part of the 
country as tributaries, and totally unconnected with theit 
countrymen of the south. In this district the Cholas would 
now appear to be perfectly extinct. The Rajas of Chola 
were protectors of Sangkaracharya, and among the first who 
adopted. the doctrines that are now considered as orthodox 
by tbe sect of Siva. 

The last Hindu prince of consequf?nce, of whom I find any 
traces, wall a Raja Indradyumna, who has left considerable 
traces in the western parts of the district, and, it is said, In the 
adjacent parts of Behar, over both of which he is said to have 
been king, after the Muhammedans bad obtained possession 
of Delhi. Finding himself unable to contend with these fero~ 
cious invaders, Indradyumna retired with his army and family 
to Jagannath. It is universally agreed that the temple there 
WIUl founded by a prince of this name, but the Brahmans will 
not allow that a place so distinguished can he of 80 very mo
dern a date: nor can I take upon myself to say that they are 
mistaken, but the subject seems to requite farther QIvestiga
tion. 'Vhether or not Indraclyumna was a person of the 
family of the Pala Rajas, or a person whQ on their fall had 
seized OD Magadha I cannot ascel·tain, but I think that the 
former is most probable. The Kama Rajas were undoubtedly 
Andhrast that is. belonged to tbe country near Hyderabltd ; 
and there is reason to think that the :rata Rajas, although 
not dellcended from the ~(lYfll Jamily were descended from 
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their servants, and were therefore probably of the same na· 
tion. On losing the Gangetic provinces a powerful dynasty 
still retained the original country of the Andhras, and the 
ancestors of Pritapa Rudra long governed at Warangol. as I 
have mentioned in my account of Mysore. I suspect that 
Indradyumna was the ancestor of Pritapa Rudra, who retired 
to the ancient dominions of Andhra, and having collected the 
powerful remnants of an overgr,o,!,n empire, may have actu
ally founded Jagannath, the vicinity of which no doubt be· 
longed to the Warangol dynasty of Andhra princes. Major 
'Vilford justly observes, that the Andhras were powerful in 
the time of Pliny, and they continued in possession of regal 
authority until the overthrow of Vijayanagar, in the 16th 
century of the Christian era, so that among the .Bengalese. 
and cven in the mountains of Nepal, Tailangga, one of the 
names of the Andhras has become the word in common use 
to signify a soldier. The tradition in this district is, that 
Indradyumna was a Bandawat Rajput. Some allege that the 
Bandawats are an impure tribe, some of whom still reside in 
the Ramgar district; while others maintain that the Banda
wats are pure Rajputs. 

From the time of Indradyumna until the English obtained 
the government of Magtdha, tlle greater part of this district 
seems to have been in a constant state of anarchy. Some 
indeed of the original tribes seem never to have been reduced 
by the Hindu followers of the Brahmans, and many of them 
seem very lately to have put themselves under the guidance 
of the sacred order. These rude tribes seem to have always 
skulked in the hills and .woods, rendering a very precariou8 
and irregular obedience to the governors of the plains; while 
numerous Jdventurers from the west found a settlement 
among these rude people, and by superior treachery Ilnd 
ferocity brought them undci' obedience to themselves, with
out, in general, rendering the country more settled. Even 
during the government of Shuja Shah, when the Mogul go
vernment was in the highest vigour, /lnd when this prince 
resided in the district, some part of the plains was subject to 
petty chiefs that despised his authority. The first consider
able eruption from the west was of a tribe called Kshetauris, 
who subdued the Nat and Bhungiyas,,1lnd were succeeded 
by Rajputs. As several of thclic tribes remain in possession 
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of estates, I shall, in treating of the landholders, have occa.
sion to give such relations, as I have heard, concerning the 
progress which these invaders made; and in treating of the 
different tribes and castes, I shall mention all that I know 
concerning the less remarkable chiefs who conducted the 
anarchy to which this wretched territory was so long a prey. 

I find no traces of any part of Magadha havinll belonged 
to the Hindu kingdom of B!mgal: but Hoseyn Shah annexed 
the whole of it that belongs to this district to the Muham
medan kingdom of Gaur, and secured the richer parts of it 
by strong fortresses, especially that of Munggel'. From this 
power it would not appear to have been wrested until the 
reign of Akbur. from whose time, as I have said, the Moguls 
enjoyed a nominal authority over the whole, and possessed 
the banks of the Ganges; but their government seems to 
have been constantly disturbed by the invasions and refrac
tory disposi~ion of the chiefs retliding in the wilder parts. 
Mogul officers of rank usually resided at Rajmahal, Bhagul
poor and Mungger; and the former seems to have been a 
favourite place with the Moslems of rank ever since Shuja 
Shah, the brother of Aurungzebe, made it the seat of the 
government of Bengal and Behar. 

In Bhagulpoor I anftold that there were the following Amels 
or governors, appointed by the Subahs of Bengal. In ,the 
reign of Muhammed Shah there were Delazag Khan. Reza 
Jammun Khan, Uahimdad Khan, Alikulibeg, Amiruddin 
Khan, Hendali Khan, and Alijawed Khan. In the reign of 
Ahamud Shah there were Aliknli Khan,. Bahamun Khan, 
and AlikuIi Khan. tn the reign 'of Alumgir there were Sub
khurali Khan, Jafurali Khan, Sayed Mukurem Khan, and 
Sheykh Fukhuruddin. In the reign of Shah Alum there 
were Mir Musoudali, Sultan Daud, Waresali Khan, Sad uraI
hnk Khan, and ZayilUlabdin KhAn, who was succeeded by an 
English gentleman. These officers in general were of il,.lferior 
rank to the governo<rs of Puraniya, few of them having been 
honoured with the title ofNawab. Kasem Ali, on quarelling 
with the English, seems to have intended this district as his 
'place of residence. He dwelt for some time at Mungger, 
was erecting a very great palace at Rajmahal, and intended 
to secure his independence by a line of fortifications erecte(I 
at Udhawanala. The forcing this by MaJorAdams, in 1763, 
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put an end to these visions j but the- turbulence of the chief& 
or the interior increased with the utmost violence, and Cap. 
tains Brooke a.nd Browne were for several years employed in 
a miserable warfare with these tribes, in' which they seldom 
seem to have heen supported by Government, so as to be 
able to act with,that vigour which the case required. Finally 
Captain ~rowneJ by enormous concessions, induced the dis
contented to become quiet, -an<\ his concessions were con· 
firmed by Mr. Clevelalld, the civil officer, who succeeded him 
in authority over the wilder parts of the district. . 

KOTWALI 01' BHAGULPOQl\.-This small division includes the 
capital, Bhagulpoor. In the centre of the district j round the 
town, the land is high and swelling, and in a few places rises 
into little hills too steep for the plough j but in general it is ex· 
cellently cultivated and finely p]~ted. North from the town 
most of the country is liable to the inundations of the Ganges, 
but extremely fertile. It is. howevev very bare, ,and does not 
look well, the villages being naked. South from the vicinity 
of the town also the country is very low, and in the rainy 
season almost impassablel but, except in occasional Hoods for 
two or three days at a time, it is not inuBdated. The soil in 
many parts is rather poor, but it is well cultivated, finely 
lJlanted, and would be very beautiful wete it not that the buts 
are wretched, and not concealed from view by fine· plants, a8 

is usually done' in Bengal. < In this division there are no 
woods, and the plantations consist chieHy of mangoes, with 
many Tal and Khajur palms, huc scar~ely any bamboos. The 
houses of the Europeans are more nunterous than might be 
expected from the small society, several of them being unoc
cupied; and as some of them are large, and all scattered 
round the town in very #ine and commanding situations, the)" 
add 'tery much to the ornament of the vicinity: The natives 
have 150 houses of brick, aIt in a very bad style, and none of 
thent~ r~spectab]e in size. There is a jail and hospital of 
brick/neither of which is any ornament te the place. There 
are mauy small mosques and other places dedicated to the 
religion of Muhammed, and built of brick. Although they 
are all small, and most' of them are ruinous, they are in by 
far the best taste of any such all I have yet seen in the course 

.• The Kotwal i8 a native police officer, who has a town or district under. 
his j.urisdiction.-[ED. ] c ' , 
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of this survey. In particular the monument of Ebrahim 
Hoseyn Khan, a.t KhuJ)zurpoor in the east end of the town, 
and said to bave been built abou~ 150 years ago, is in an 
excellent taste. It is a square building, roofed by five neat 
domes, and is built in a style of plain neatness, so ~hat the 
grace of its proportions is not &s usual frittered away in an 
awkward search after ornament. The rmfives are noC insen
sible to such merit, and fable that the Nawab, by whom it 
was built, cut off the hands of the architeet, lest he should 
.ever design a rival to this favourite work. 

The Zemindars of the district erected to the ntemory of 
Mr. Cleveland a monument of brick, whi~h is a. lofty building, 
placed in a very conspicuous situation, and at a distance 
makes a good show. It consists of a Hindu pyramid, of the 
most cumbrous rudeness, surrounded by 8JJ ill designed 
Grecian gallery. A monument of stone, with an inscription 
highly apprQving of -his conduct" wall sent by the Court of 
Directors from England, and placed in front of the house 
which the same gentleman had occupied when alive. No 
pains have been taken to presel'Ve this handsome work, and 
wild fig-trees have already fixed their roots in the creviceS', 
and in a few years will demolish the whole. The town, of 
Bhagulpoor, (or the abode of refugees,) a,tbough reckoned to 
extend two miles in length, and from one mile to balf a mile 
in width, except that it is in a beautiful situation, is a very 
poor place. The houses of the Europeans and the M!>slem 
pla.ces of worship are great ornaments; but the town con .. 
sists of scattered m89ket places, meanly built, and owing to 
the declivities of the ground, very inconveniently situated. 
Through and round it however thE're are tolerable roads, 
and a few trifling bridges. The most compact part is the 
market place called Shujagunj, in which there are thr~e or 
four streets dosely built. The other market places are Saray. 
which has also some compact buildings, Yogeswar, Munshur
gunj, andl Kbunzurpoor, in which last the courts of law are 
held and the office of the colleeto}." is situated. No estimate 
could be procured from the native officers of police concern.
ing the number of houses contained in the town. My people, 
after examining the whole" think that they may amount t. 
about 5000, but rather more, than less, aDd the alleged, im ... 
portation of commodities from all the vicinitr wQUId imply a 
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very considerable population, at least to the rate of six per
sons for each house. The markets are very badly supplied, 
and the price of almost every thing is enormously high when 
compared with that demanded in other parts of the cou.ntry. 
Lakshmigunj and Champanagar may be considered as one 
town; they are very populous, and tolerably compact. They 
J]lay cpntain about 1500 houses, mostly occupied by weavers, 
who have some-religious buildings of brick. Natbnagar, a 
little south from Champanagar, is also for this country a good 
town, containing perhaps 900 houses, and is the residence of 
traders. 

The Roman Catholics have at Bhagalpoor a small church. 
The place of worship that in general is considcred as most 
holy by the Moslems is the brick monument (Durgah) of 
Mogulana Shahbaz, close by the Thanah. It is by no means 
remarkable either for size or elegance, but daily offerings are 
made by the people of the vicinity, and many strangers fre
quent it in the month Aswin (from September to October.) 
A Fakir has the charge and emoluments, and is called Mo
zouwor. The monument (Durgah) of Pir Shah junggi Shah. 
baz is larger than the last mentioned place of worship, and 
~njoys a remarkably fine situation on the top of a small hill 
about a mile from the office of police I but the buildings are 
very rude. About 1000 people from the vicinity assemble 00 

the day of the saint, and no less than 20,000 on the day 
Kurbula, when all the gaudy pageantry, used in celebrating 
the memory of the grandsolls of the prophet, are thrown into 
a large pond at the bottom of the hillJt On both occasions 
the keeper (mozouwor) has some profit. 

Among the Hindus the chief place of worship is the Ganges. 
On the full moon in the month Ml.lgh, about 25,000 pcople, 
of whom 20,000 are strangers, assemble on the banks near 
}3arari, and bathe at what is called Dira-ghat. Formerly they 
bathed at Shukkurpoor on a Dira, or island in the Ganges; 
but, this having been carried away, they have retired to the 
high shores ncar Barari. 
. The old heretical sect of the Osawals have in this division 
two remarkable places of worship, remnants, if I am not mis. 

. taken, of the religion which prevailed during tbe government 
of the Karna Rajl\#!. As the sect is here completely extinct, 
farther thlln that .one or two attendants on these temples still 
rt'siclc, I sball now state all that 1 have to say on the subject. 



TEMPLE or PARASNATH. 

At Bhagulpoor I was infomled, that at Champanagar there 
was a temple, where the Osawals worshipped Parasnath under 
the form of the Phallus ( Lingga); but on going to the place 
I found, that this was a mistake, owing probably to the ordi
nary and natural inclination of my informants to twist every 
thing to their own doctrine. There are two temples of con
siderable size, built of brick, and covered with plaster, the 
ornaments on which are very rude. The one has been lately 
rebuilt, and the other is not yet quite finished, both entirely 
at the expense of such of the family of Jagat Seth, the banker, 
as still adhere to tbe worship of their fathers, although the 
chief bas adopted that of Vishnu. The two buildings are 
nearly in the same style; they are square, and consist of two 
stories. In the centre of each story is an apartment, which 
is surrounded by a narrow open gallery. The upper apart
ment is covered by a dome. The stairs, which are in the 
thickness of the wall, are, as usual in native buildings, to the 
last degree miserable; but the view from the roof is admira
ble. In the lower apartment of the temple, that has been 
finished, are Bmall images of white marble representing the 
!4 dcities of the Jain religion, sitting cross-legged, and ex
actly resembling the images worshipped by the Buddhists. 
The images worshipped are not only tota111 unlike the Lingga; 
but the temples are not. dedicated to Parasnath, as was pre
tended, but to Vasupujya. The Pujaris are the only people 
of the sect who reside at Champanagar, and were fat men, 
totally illiterate; nor could they give me the least account of 
the history of the place, nor of the sect. Many pilgrims, 
especially from Marwar in the west of India, are said to 
frequent these temples. 

The other place of worship belonging to the Jain is .at 
Kabirpoor, at no great distance from Champanagar. In the 
neighbourhood it is usually called Vishnu Paduka, or the feet 
of Vishnu, which the hasty ill informed people, who make the 
Jain and Buddhists branches of the followers of Vishnu, 
would no doubt consider as proving their theory; but this is 
a name given only by the vulgar, and both Brahmans and 
Jain agree, that the object of worship here represents the 
feet of the 24 deities of the Jain, which tIle inscription states 
to be those of Vasupujya, who was born at Champanagar or 
Champapuri. This emblem of the deity is very rudely carved, 
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and represents the human feet. Thf: inscription- between 
the feet mentions the name of the god. That before 
the toes implies, that it was made by Singheswar Stad, 
Kundakundacharya Bhattaraka, Kumudachandra Stati, and 
Dharmacbandra Upadesya of the fortunate place Tajapattar, 
and of the tribe (Jatau) Bagherwal. The date, according to 
the reading of the Pujad, is in the year of Sambat 694, and of 
Sak .559; but before each is a mark (q) resembling the Hindu 
cypher that represents one, which would make the date 1694 
of Sambat, and 1559 of Sak, or /I.. D. 1637. The Pujari 
asserts, that in Jain inscriptions this mark is prefixed to all 
numbers, and has no value. The inscription on the front of 
tbe stone is an exhortation to the believers in the Jains to 
worship the feet of Vasupnjya; but some parts of this in
scription. although fairly written, are not understood by the 
Pandit of the survey, who says, that it contains words, which 
seem peculiar to the sect. The stone formerly was in a small 
temple; but, when 1 visited the place, in order to have the 
building repaired, had been moved to the house of the Pujari. 
In front of the temple are two hollow columns of brick, with 
a spiral stair in the centre of each. These are called Mani
kasthamba, or in the vulgar diBlect Maniktham, which may 
perhaps throw some light on the history of the pillar, so 
named, Dear Dhamdaha in Puraniya. One of these columns 
has apparently inclined from the perpendicular, but both are' 
ill- good condition. The Pujari says, that his father was a 

. Maithila. Brahman. and a follower of Vyas, to whose doctrine 
he also adheres; but a woman of great riches, named Yamuna 
Bai, and descended from the original founders, having some 
years ago come from Karinja In the south, ~ear the sea., 
se\tleJ an endowment on his father to induce him and Ilis 
descendants to act as Pujaris. On this account they hav~ 
received instruction from the Jain sufficient to enable them 
to pe!',form worship, and to satisfy the curiosity of pilgrims. 
I suspect., however, that they are heretics, who. feeling this 
title disagreeable, pretend tQ be follo~ePl of V yaa. I met 
with no one, who could tell any ancient denomination for the 
country. Bhagulpoor seems to be a name of no considerable 
antiquity, and is said to have been given by the Mogul 
officers, who collected a number of fugitives, and defended 

• See Plate IV.-Bhagulpoor. 
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them in the plaine from the violence and depredations of tbe 
disorderly chiefs of the interior. It forlPed " part of Serkar 
Mungger. 

The place of most remarkable antiquity according to tbe 
Pandit of the mission, is a cave and 8ubterraneous gallery 
overhanging the Ganges at Mayagunj, a little east from the 
town. He alleges that this was the abode of Kasyap Muni, 
the son Kasyap, who was made by Brahma at tbe creation 
of man. Kasyap by various wives was father of many of the 
petty gods (Devatas), besides infidels (Daitgaa and dsttrs), 
devils (Rakskas), wamors (Danab), monsters (Raku and 
Ketu), birds, serpents, &c. Besides this multifarious offspring 
many Brahmans, in no manner different from ordinary men, 
claim a descent from Xasyap, who is also claimed by the 
Buddhists as one of the lawgivers of their sect, who pre
ceded GAutam. Without attempting to explain such diffieult 
matters I must observe, that the peasants in the vicinity ot 
tbe cave give an account more suited to my capacity. They 
say. tbat it was the residence of a hermit, who lived about 
150 or li!OO years ago, that ill some time before they remem .. 
ber; but; that, until tbe English government, the small hills 
around were covered with thickets, among which no one ven
tured, as they sheltered thieves and wild beasts. The cave in 
fact. ils very small, and unfit for the father of such a progeny 
at Kasyap possessed. It has been dug in a dry hard clay 
containing calcareous concretions. The roof is low, for'ibe 
pillar, by whicb it is supported, is not six feet high. Two 
narrow subterraneous galleries lead from this eave, and are 
said to terminate. in small chambers, at a considerable dis~ 
tance. About 15 years ago one of these was opened, and in 
it was found the skeleton of a man, who from the position or 
the bones, Mr. Glas the surgeon of the statioD, then present, 
Ilupposed to have died in the spot. Thelle .circumstance& 
would rather seem to point out the cave ail the retreat 
of a robber than as that of an hermit j although it is not 
unlikely, but that the same person may have united both 
professions. • 

Between Champanagar and Bhagulpoor is situated Karns.. 
gar tbe chief residence of }(arna. Raja. The ruin is exactly 
in the same \Style with that in Puraniya, which is said to have -
been 'he house of Kichak, contemporary with the Karna to 
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whom this work is attributed. that is it consists of a square 
rampart, without works, but surrounded by a ditch. There 
is no cavity within the rampart, the ruins having been suffici
ent to fill up the whole space, wbich is still very high. The 
hill-rangers are now cantoned on the ruins, which are finely 
adapted for the purpose, as they are dry, level, and of abun
dant extent both for quarters and for a parade. The people 
in the vicinity pretended to me, that this Karna was the half
broth!lr'bf Yudhishthir by the mother's side, and the style or 
the ruin is rather favourable to their opinion. 

This opinion is also adoptlld by Major Wilford in bis account 
of the kings of Magadha, (Asiatick Researches, vol. 9, p. 104), 
and he mentions, that this person faking part with Jarasandha, 
the opponent of his brother, was rewarded with a small king
dom, caned after his own name Karnad~s, which long con
tinued to be enjoyed by his descendants; and in dne place 
Major Wilford mentions this as being the Bhagulpoor district; 
but in oth~rs (probably following the discordant tradition of 
the Hindus) this kingdom of Karna is considered as tIle same 
with the Angga or the western parts of Virbhum: perhaps 
the kingdom of Karna may have included both territories. 
All' the Brahmans ot this district however, that I have con
s.ulted concerning this Karna Raja disallow the idea of his 
being the contemporary ofYudhishthir, and consider him as 
a prince, who attempted to seize on the throne of Vikrama. 
As: however, there have been many Vikramas and many 
Karnas, all usually confounded together by the BI'ahmans, 
I shall not pretend to determine tne discor~ant opinions; I 
shall only remark, that the princes of Champa named Karna 
wbere in all probability of the 'Jain religion, as Vasupujya 
the 12th great teacher of that school was born at their capi
tal, and as the monumepts of that religion are the only ones 
of note in that vicinity. It must however be allowed, that on 
the ruin at Karnagar there are two small temples, one of 
Siva and one of the Parwati, two gods or the BrahlAlans, and' 
each is provided with a Pujarj of the sacred tribe. These in 
the vicinity, although still t('lerably entire, are attributed to 
Karna. Even allowing to this all due weight, tIle opinion of 
the hetorodoxy of Karoa, which I have mentioned, need not 
be :relinquished, as the Jain admit not only of the ex.istence, 
Illlt of the worship of all the Devatas of the other Hindus. 
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In the ruin is also said to have been a Yogikunda, where the 
Raja i. said to have kindled a fire when he prayed. * 

I must also remark, that in digging, a tank in the immedi
ate vicinity~ the people of 1\Ir. Glas, surgeon to the station, 
found four small images of brass, of' whicp he allowed me to 
take drawings, (see. plate 2.) No.1 represents Chamunda, 
and No.2 Mahislimardini, two destructive spirits worshipped 
by tlle Brahmans of the north; but No .• 'i, and 4 are con
sidered by the Brahmans, whom I have consulted, as-strange 
gods. On No.4 is an inscription, which my people have 
some difficulty in explaining. It is dated after Parsa 925, 
I presume years after the era of Parsa, probably meaning 
Parasnath the 23rd teacher of the Jain. It is also dated at 
Champanagar; but the rest of the ins~riptio)i, 'probably in the 
old 1\Iagadha or Pali language, cannot be explained. For 
the protection of die vicinity the Moguls had erected two 
petty forts. One in the town is completely obliterated, anei 
of the other very few traces remain. 

RA.TNANG'!NJ.-This is a fully occupied and very beautiful 
country, especially towards the north-west, where' there are 
some rocky hills finely wooded, while the tldjac£>nt country is 
thoroughly cleared, and ru}orned with 'numerous plantations, 
consisting almost entirely' of DlangOllS, intermixed with palms. 
The villages however are poor, and the wretchedness of the 
huts is concealed by fences and buslies, There is no lake 
nor marsh of the least note. Two of the Zemindars have 
small hou'ses of brick, but there are no buildings that can at 
all be considered as an ornament to the country. Amarpoor, 
containing'about 200,hou~s, is the only place in the division 
that can be callf¥l a tOwn. ' 

There are no remains of remote antiquity. Between Rat. 
nangunj and 'Ainarp<>or are the traces of a fort of consider
able size, being above a mile wide, in the direction that 
I crossed; by.t it contains no traces of splendour, nor of any 
considerable strength. It is called Dumariya, and is said to 
have been in the possession of,. chief of the Kshetauri tribe, 
who refused to aubmit to Sultan Shuja, and was destroyed by 
that prince, who.afterwards erected near it two buildings, to 
which he occasionally repaired to hunt. I "isited one of these 

• See p. 39. 
YOL.IL J) 
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-situated at a village call/ild Banhara. It possesses neither 
great size nor elegance, and consists of a small tank sur
rouneled, without the mound thrown out from the cavity, by 
a rampart of earth and dit-ch, so that even near his capital in 
the vety strength of the Mogul government, the king's son 
was not safe in a hunting party, without a fortification to 
secure the place of his night's repose. In the day he of 
cours~ hunted with an army. , 

KODWAR consists of three parts: the first low land sur· 
rounded by the Ganges, or near its bank, tolerabty well cuI· 
tivated, but very bare; this occupies the northern partl. Se
condly, the central parts whi<;h ar~ fine high swelling land, re
markably well occupied, and finely planted with mangoes, but 
few palms or bamboos, yet still very beautiful. Thirdly, the 
s~)Uthern parb naked plains, in some places low and Booded 
during the rains i mUGh neglected and very dismal, much of 
them being overgrown with stunted trees and thickets of 
prickly bushes, but abounding in game, and very favourable 
for the chase.' Near the thanab are two small 'jhiZa or lakes, 
that contain water throughout the whole year. In this divi. 
sion there is no brick house nor temple. 

Kodwar, although' a small town containing about 200 
houses, has neither shop nor market. The only other place 
in the division that can be called a town is Soulutgunj, a little 
east from the thanah. It is about the same size with Kodwar. 

LOKMANPOOR is a large and tolerably populous division, of 
a very irregwar inconvenient shape. Parts of Kotwali and 
Fayezullahgunj are either entirely surrounded by this divi .. 
~ion, or are hemmed in between it and the great Ganges J 
and its, boundary with Kumurgunj is 'ill deijned and keenly 
disputed. Although there is If. good deal of marshy land, 
there is no one marsh of aIlY considerable size. The country 
may be divided into four pl).rts: First,-a narrow space near 
the banks of the Ganges, bare, but tolerably occupied. Se
condly • ...,..a very fine populou,a well occupied tract, beautifully 
planted with. mangoefi intermixed with tome bamboos and a 
few palms, and extending from the. above to the Tilyuga. 
Thb·dly,-a. very lQw neglected country, on both sidell of the 
Ghagri, some of it overgrown with thickets of Ituuted trees 
and bllshes, or with reeds and coarse grass; and fourthly,-a 
higher and better cultivated tract towards the north. of rather 
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a poor soil, but well planted, mostly however with mangoes 
alone, and productive chiefly of rice. The chief Zemindar 
has in his premises a ruinous brick house, very unsuitable to 
the extent and value of his estate. . 

Bihipoor, the residenee of the Darogah commissioner and 
Kazi, is a large scattered place, containing about 300 houses, 
four of them brick, and carries on some trade. Besides there 
are the following small towns: Madhurapoor contains about 
400 houses, Krishnagunj 150 houses, Chorhand/1100houses, 
Bhawanipoor 150 houses, Pangchgachhiya 100 houses, Sib
gunj 250 houses, and a subordinate 'Tactory belonging to the 
agent for supplying salt petre. Xhe above Elaces have weekly 
markets. Alumnagar has no market, but contains above ~OO 
houses. 

Pergunah Chhai, which constitutes almost the whole or this 
division, is called the country (Yelayet) of a certain Muham
medan saint named Shah Mangun Auliya, who has an endow
ment in land, and receives annually one rupee, and one man 
of grain from each village in his territory, 'and 15 anas a 
month from government. The chief place of Hindu worship 
is Sibgunj-ghat, on the Ganges, wh~re from 25 to 80,000 
people assemble annually, on the full moon of Magh, to bathe. 
At the full moons of Vaisakh and Kartik 501' 6,000 assemble 
at the same place. 

GOGRI-like the last division, this consists of four parts; a 
harrow tract near the Ganges bare, but tolerably cultivated, 
except where the squabbles of contending landlords have 
prevented the granting of leases; a rich finely planted part 
bounding the former on-the north, but less ornamented with 
bamboos than the similar portion of Lokmanpoor; a I~w neg· 
lected dismal portion on the banks of the Gbagri here very 
extensive, and more overrun with stunted woods and thickets; 
and finally high rice grounds, to~ards the nOllth, rather poor, 
but well planted, almost entirely with mangoes. In this vast 
extent are only two wretched houses of brick, one Qf them 
ruinous. ' There is one neat but small mosque 'belonging to 
the Kazi. Gogri the capital, has much the'resemblance of a 
Bengal village, being buried in fine groves of trees, Ilnd t.he 
houses being concealed by bedges; but it scareely con tams 
100 houses, Rasulpoor, Raghunathgunj, and Setonabad are 
about the same size. 

This country seems always to have been in a very rude 
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state, ilnd the only remains of antiquity, except the mosques, 
are a 'few petty fortresses, probably of a more recent date. 
Chandalgar was the residence of a Raja of that low tribe, to 
whom part of Pharkiya belonged. Bhawardihi is another 
fortress that was the abode of a chief of the low tribe Bba
wur, towhom Bahorsaha belonged. Mahadipoor, another petty 
fort belonged to a Goyala, the former owner of Sehazari. These 
low chiefs were destroyed by a colony of Rajputs, who still 
hold much of the country. They built several petty forts to 
protect themselves from each other, from the Chakoyars, a 
tribe of predatory Brab'mans in Tirahut, and from the au
thority of the Moguls, for the country continued in a complete 
state of anarchy, until some time after the commencement of 
the gO'lrernment of Mr. Hastings. The Mogul officers also 
erected some forts I but the whole are trifling, and unworthy 
of particular description. During these disturbances, besides 
petty cuttings -of throats innumerable, 10 or 1~ battles of 
Borne' note took place i and at each a Durgah, dedicated to 
BOme Moslem saint, was erected over the slain of both partie~. 
whether Moslems or Pagans. These monuments are called 
Gung-tsahid, and have trifling endowments. 

KUMURGUNJ.-Some part of the division east-end, consists 
of low lands surroUlided by the Ganges; At the weRt end are 
some hills and rocks finely wooded. and at their bottom lIome 
high rice land; but the great part of the jurisdiction consists 
of two long narrow lands running parallel to the Ganges, and 
of very different descriptions. That next, the river is high, 
and consists of a strong red clay, containing in some places 
calcareous concretions. This is very fl,llly occupied, and 
mOllt beautifully plantp.d with mangoe trE'ea intermixed with 
a gt'eat many Fal and Khajur palms i but this is very narrow. 
The interior is very low, overwhelmed in the rainy season by 
,water, .and in the dry- it becomes bare and dismal, and is 
almost .totally neglected. Two brick bouselil belong to 
natives, and theJ'e are two religioull buildings, that are lome 
,ornament to the country; more however from the fineness of 
their lIituation, than from any elegance or grandeur that tht'y 
.possess. ,The 'Vi11ages are not concealed by plantations, so 
.that the wretchedness of the huts is fully displayed. 

The larges.t place is Sultangunj, where there are about 250 
houses, and a good deal of trade. Two of the houses are 
built of brick, and three are tiled. Next to Sultangunj in 
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size is Chichraun, a town of invalids, containing about 220 
houses. The only otber place that can be called ,a town is 
Kumurgunj. which may contain 100 houses. 

The place of worship by far most frequented by the Hindus 
is the bank ofthe Ganges, immediately above the hill occupied 
by the mosque of Baiskaran, and opposite to a rock in the 
middle of the river occupied by a temple of the Gaibinath 
Priapus. Such places where the sacred river washes the 
rock are called Sila sanggam, or the union with stone, but 
that is not assigned as the: reason for the peculiar holiness of 
the place. This is owing to the river in this part running 
from the south towards the north. "lberever this happens 
the river is no doubt reckoned peculiarly boly, and is called 
Uttarbahini. The actual reason of the preference given to 
such parts of the sacred river is, perhaps, that they are not 
commons as the general course of the river is towards the 
south, but in this district I usually find it attributed to a very 
different reason. It is commonly said. that at these placea 
the god Siva took such liberties with the frail nymph of the 
river as might be expected from bis indecent form. Of the 
three holy places called Uttarbahini in this district, this is by 
far the most frequented, and yet the circumstance of the river 
running towards tIle north is by no means well defined, while 
at the other two it is very remarkable. Farther it must, be 
observed. that the Hindus have no native appellation for the 
place, but universally call it Sultangunj, a Persian, or rather 
an Arabic word. These circumstances induce me to suppose 
that the celebrity of the place has arisen from some old re-
ligion that }las now become heretical. and which has been 
celebrated on the two adjacent rocks that are covered with 
figures in bas-relievo. totally unconnected with the religious 
places that are now in possession, one being sacred to Siva 
and the other to Muhammed. It is indeed said that Jahnll 
.Muni of Gaur, who one day swallowed the Ganges. as I have 
mentioned in my account of PIll"aniy., had here a hQuse (As-
tam) ; but this ia a story rather apocryphal. and seems rather 
to relate to the> personification of 3 natw"al change in the 
course of tbe river. than to any event in the course of human 
affairll. '\Vhatever may be the cause, 18 families of Brah
mans, containing perhapll 50 adult males, live by officiating as 
the priests (Pandas), who perform the ceremonies practised by 
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-those that bathe. At the ~hree usual full mooDS. from twenty 
to thirty ~housand persons may in aU attend. to bathe, but the 
great emolument of the priests arises from about 50,000 pil
:grims who at various times come to carry away a load of 
~ater which they intend to pour on the head of various cele
~rated images in distant parts. In the south of India I bave 
met pilgrims carrying their load from this place, but by far 
the greater part goes to Devghar in Virbhum, where it is 
pObred on the Priapus or Linggll caned Baidyanath, to whom 
this water, taken fl'om a scene of former pleasure. is con
sidered 1\S peculiarly acceptable. 
, West from the, thanah about four miles. at a place called 
Kumarpoor. is a Lingga called Siddha.Dath, which was en
dowed by a Kshetauri ~hief, whose name has fallen into ob
livion. The land is enjoyed by a Dasnami Sannyasi, but the 
building is trifling, and the image attracts little notice, although 
a f~w assemble at the festival of the god. The only temple 
.now of any Dote is that on the rock which is surrounded by 
~he Ganges and is placed opposite to Sultangunj. This rock 
~eeming to me connected with the principal antiquities of the 
place, I shall proceed to treat of them in common. A little 
'west from Sultangunj is a square elevation called Karnagar, 
Vi'hjch exactly resembles that at Champanagar called by the 
-6ame name, but is not so large. Some traces of the brick 
wall by which the outer side was faced are still observable, 
-and it is said that a good deal remained pretty entire untU it 
~was pulled down by Colonel Hutchinson to erect a let of 
indigo works. There is no cavity within, the whole being 
.filled with rubbish and bricks, and the dwelling -house be
lOllging to the indigo works is placed. on a very fine situation 
In the centre. It is said in the 'vicinity that the monument of 
,3 Muhammedan i!aint was destroyed to make room for this 
house. but I look upon this as one of the pieces of 8candal110 
commonly proI?agated by the people of tllia district to vilify 
the English cJtaracter. as I have in general heard the natives 
speak of the tentlemap in question with great rcspect. The 
,size of Karnagar is not considerable. It appeared to me in 
,riding over it to contain, five Of six Bcres, but the natives say 
that it contains about fl5. bigahs, which is between 12 and 13 
,acres, aQd this max very li.kely be m~re accurate than -my 
-,Conjecture.. The people whom I consulted considered the 
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Karna Raja, to whom this palace belonged, as the same with 
the Karna Raja who dwelt at Champanagar near Bhagulpoor, 
and the style of both the ruins is exactly the same. Major 
Wilford,'however, considers these Karnas as perfectly diffe
rent (Asiatic Researches, vol. 9, page 108). and in the table 
bf the kings of Magadha, he makes the owner of the pal. 
near Sultangunj or Sri Karnadeva to have reigned in the 3rd 
century of the Christian era, 'while he makes the Karna of 
Champanagar to have been contemporary with Jara~ndha, 
first king of Magadha, in the, 14th . century before the birth 
of our Saviour. The former Karna lte considers as king of 
all India, the latter as a petty chief of Bhagulpoor: yet, as 
I have said, the ruins attributed to the chief are much more 
extensive than these attributed to the monarch bf India. 

This Karna, the great king, according to Major Wilford, 
was an usurper, and confined his predecessor on the rock 
near' his palace, that is surrounded by the Ganges, Which I 
shall now proceed to describe. It is a very tugged mass of 
granite, separated from another hill of the same materials~ 
now belonging to the Muhammedan saint by a bra,ncb of the 
Ganges, perhaps 400 yards wide. . The summit is occupied 
by the temple of Siva called Gaibinath, surrounded by the 
buildings of a convent of Dasnami Sannyasis. These build
ings are in good repair, and from theit4 noble situation look 
well from a distance; but on a near approach I founel them 
the most misshapen and rude mass that I have ever beheld. 
According to tradition Hal'inatb, a very holy person, who ha~ 
forsaken the pleasures of the world (Sannyasi), took ~p his 
abode oil the rock. This person was at vast trouble in mak
ing pilgrimages to Baidyanath, until at length the God in
formed him in a dream that he would have no farther occa
sion to come so far, as on his return to the island he would 
f!nd an image, to which he might address bis prayers. This 
accordingly hllppened, and Harinath became the Mahanta, 
or head of a convent of Sannyasis, who took up their abode 
at the temple' of the image, a Priapus called Gaibinatb. This 
could not havEfbeen in a remote 'Period, as Digambar the 
present Mahanta says tha't he is the thirteenth person who 
has enjoyed the dignity; to which no young man can hope to 
aspire. . The place does not seem to have risen into great 
reputation until lately, as Ananta the last Mahanta}$ said te 
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have erected most of the buildings that now stand.' Almost 
every person that comes to bathe at Sultangunj, on the three 
full moons~ visits th" temple of' Gaibinath, carries up a pot of 
.water, and pours it over the image. At the festival of'the 
G()d a good many perform this ceremony, but in order to 
render it more efficacious, such as haTe strength ()f head and 
limbs, carry the water to the summit of the spire, and dasb it 
from ,thence on the image. This however is a work to which 
Dlany cannot pretend, as the spire is lofty, and the ascent to 
it is by ladders of a very trem,:ndous appearance. The Ma
hanta acknowledges no Guru nor superior, and was born in 
the family of a Brahman of Kharakpoor; hut. he has given 
up aU the insignia of the sacred order. He has about twenty 
disciples, and the community has five or six ser~:ant8. In the 
rainy season they have little or no communication with the 
continent, the stream then rushing past with a violence that 
renders the approach dangerous; but a large proportion ot 
the neighbouring Hindus in the fair weather receive instruc.
tion from the convent; while most of those who frequent Sul
tangunj to bathe at the three regular full moons, all in the 
fair season. all those who visit the temple at the festival of 
the God, and almost every Hindu of note ·who passes up or 
down the river in fair weather make offerings, which enable 
the, Mahanta to lay up stores amply sufficient to supply the 
few wants of his disciples, who appeat to be very poor crea
tures living in a state of listlesl mortification. The Mahanta 
fail'ly said, that the community was . possessed' of no know
ledge but the art of begging, and that the otmost IItretch of 
its science is' to be able to read some forms of prayer which 
no one of them understands. They deny all knowledge of 
the state of their island previous to the arrival of their first 
Mahanta; yet it is evident that the place had previously been 
dedicated to religion. Below the buildings of the Sannyasis 
is a small temple dedicated to Parasnath, the £;Jrd teacher of 
the sect of, the Jains. The Sannyasis eay, that Baidyanath 
has given orders that the Jain should no longer worship on 
his sacred rock, which is as much as to say t~at they, 3S his 
servants, have put a atop' to this heretical practice. Some 
,!lins however, I am tolJ, still 'come privately to the place. 
The temple of this aect, now standing, seems evidently: to be 
a ve1·Y modern work, the authority of the Sannyasis having 
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probably been unable until lately to expel the heretics. There 
are however on the rocks a great many figures in bas relievo, 
and BODle of them seem to be of very great antiquity, as being 
much worn, although carved on such durable matetials. 
Theile earvings represent various personages received by all 
sects of Hindus as distinguished beings, among which I ob
served Para.suram, Na.rayan and Lakshmi, Ananta sleeping 
OD a anake, with ,the goose of Brahma flying over him, 
Krishna and Radha, N arasingha, Ganes, Hanuman, and 
Siva; but I observed also a Jineswar, which I believe is never 
to be found in any place dedicated to the worship of the 
Hindus now reckoned orthodox. . 

BATEMANGVNJ or HAvELll\iuI'IGGER.--This is a very small 
division. but remarkably well occupied, and containing a 
pretty large town. A little west from Sitakunda. is a lake, 
which at all times retains a little water; but in the dry season 
does not look well, as its banks are dirty. In the rainy sea~ 
son it ill a very fine object, as it is surrounded by hills, woods 
and rocks. The fort of Mungger itself is situated on a rocky 
eminence, and all towards the east and south the district, 
although finely cultivated, contains many rocks, in some parts 
rilling i,nto little hills, and, being finely planted, is perhaps one 
of the most beautiful parts in India. On the most consider
able of the hills, in a grove, is the monUlJJent of a Muham
medan saint, and near it is the house of an European, that 
are great ornaments to the country, as is also the house of 
the commandant of the garri~on, whfch is, by rar the hand~ 
somest building that I have seen in the course of my survey. 
The western part of the division is level, and rather too low 
to be well planted; but in spring it looks ,"e,ry rich, being 
then covered with one uninterrupted slleet of wheat and bar
ley. The parts surrounded by the Ganges, and beyond it, 
are very low and bare, and in some places rather dismal. 
owing to disputes between the proprietors, which have p~ 
vented cultivation. Besides the houses of Europeans the 
natives have 210 dwellings of brick. which together with se~ 
veral ruins and. the fort, add much to the ornament of the 
country. There are in the vicinity of the fort a good many 
small bridges of brick, made I believe by Europeans, and in 
good repair, and these, exclusive of the necessary storehouses 
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in the fort, some of which are good and very neat, are the 
only public buildings worth notice. 

Mungger is a town Df some note and great size, but as 
usual by D0 means populous in proportion to its dimensions. 
It consists of sixteen different markets scattered over a apace 
about Ii mile long from N. to S. and 1 mile wide. The only 
two parts in this extent that are close built, or resemble a 
town; are without the eastern and southern gates of the fort ~ 
at each is a street so wide as to admit carriages to pass, and 
-closely ,built with a good many brick houses. Besides these 
market places, between the river and the northern gate of the 
fort is a suburb, which may be considered as the port, but it 
.is chiefly built on the sands. of the Ganges, and every year 
during the Hoods many of the houses must be removed. No 
enu.meration of the inhabitants has been taken. The. native 
officer of police .thinks that in the whole there may be 7000 
houses, but my native assistants are not willing to allow much 
more than a half of that number, or 8600 pouses. Their opi
nion is founded on a careful inquiry from the people of each 
market; and although it is probable that the numbers may 
have designedly been underrated, yet they are, perhaps, 
nearer the truth than the native officer of policel wbo speaks 
merely by a random estimation. I do not think that by any 
means the population can be extended beyond 5000 houses. 
These, though very small when compared with the houses in 
European cities, are fun of inhabitants; for six persons, I am 
told, may on an. average be ;illowed for each. This would 
give a population of 30,000 persons, the whole charge of 
whose conduct. with that of a populous district, i. entrusted 
to one man, who is allowed 25 rupees a month, and who, in 
his manners and education, is sc&rcely fit to be a gentleman'. 
butler. 

About four miles east from Mungger are five pools lined 
with brick. One, tontaining a fine spring of hot water, is 
called Sitakanda; the other. contain a little dirty stagnant 
cold water, which seems to be entirely supplied by the rains, 
and are named the Kundas of Ram, Lakshman, Bharat, and 
Satrughan, after the husband of Sita, and hi,a three brothers. 
No mention, it is said by the Pandit, is. made of this place in 
the Ramayan of Balmiki; but the priests say, that an account 
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is given of it in the Kurma Puran, a part of the 18 alleged 
to have been written by Vyas. The legend as usual is curious 
enough, as showing the inconsistency of the Hindu stories. 
Ram, (Bacchus,) after having killed Ravan king of Langka. 
was haunted by the constant appearance of that 'prince, who, 
although a Rakshas or devil, was It very holy Brahman, and 
on account of his piety was served by the gods as his menial 
servants. Ram. in order to expiate the crime of such an 
atrocious act, was desired to travel as a- penitent until he met 
all the gods and .obtained .. pardon. In order to procure 
this meeting he and his wife and brothers came to Kashtaha
rani, where they knew all the gods would be assembled to 
bathe. Here he obtained a remission of his sins, and he is 
&aid to have left the mark of his foot at the place. There is 
indeed a kind of representation of this impression on the 
rock, but it has been made so lately that the Pandits cannot 
allow this part of the story, which may probably be 20 or 30 
yea!'s before it g~i~s full credit. 

On this occasion the gods seem to have been rather severe, 
as while they accepted of fruit from Ram Bnd his brothers, 
they rejected the offering of Sita, alleging, that they sus~ 
peeted her having been unfaithful to her 1!usband. when she 
had been in the power of Ravan. Previous to this the god
.dess, who was perfectly innocent, had allayed' the jealousy of 
her husband by undergoing a fiery ordeal; .yet the gods de
termined that she should undergo another before they would 
eat from her hand. This trial she suffered, where the hot 
spring now is, throwing herself into a pit fined with fire. and 
when she came pure from its flames, warm water flowed from 
the rock, as it continues to do at this day. The only autho
,ity for tlupposing that this legend is contained' in the Purans 
is that of the Pandas or priests of the place i and that is, I 
confess. next to nothing. Since last year they have contrived 
to invent a miracle. - They say, that during the last hot sea-
80D, the water of the well having become so cool as to admit 
of bathing, the Governor sent orderll to prohibit the practice, 
because it renderedlhe water'so dirty that Europeans could 
not drink it. , But on the very day when the bricklayers 
began to build a wall, in order to exclude the bathers, the 
water became SQ hot that no one could bear to touch it. so 
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that, the precaution bl"ipg unnecessary, the work of' the infi
dels was abandoned. 

The officiating priests or Pandas are Maithila Brahmans, 
and amount to 100 houses; but the profits are divided into 
60 shares, some of which are subdivided. None of them 
have studied the Sangskrita language, and the only sort of 
science that they possess is 'a knowledge of the legends re
specting the place, and some forms of prayer, both acquired 
by rote. Most of the 30,000 peopre who bathe at Kashtaha
rani repair afterwards to Sitakunda, and worship there; and 
on the birth day of Ram about 1000 people assemble to cele
brate the memory of that event. Besides vast number. of 
travellers by land and by water and pilgrims resort to the 
place. so that the offerings are pretty considerable; but they 
are divided among so many, that in general the Brahmans of 
the place have only a scanty subsistence. They posses. some 
land, for part of which it is commonly said there is no title. 
In the year,1803 I visited the place, and f~und the Brah~ans 
'Very importunate beggars, and difficult to satisfy, a. they re
jected with scorn an. offering of five rupees; but this year 
(1811) I found them very modest. and thankful for the same 
money. This, I am told by my native assistants, proceed .. 
from their having known nothing about me when. I visited 
them first. and 'from their being afraid when I saw them last 
of the result of my inquiries. 

At Vikramchandi, near the town, is a hole in a rock sacred 
to Chandi, the Gramadevata of the place, and covered by a 
small building of brick •. ,This goddess was courted by two 
of the most powerful sovereignll of India, Vikrama and 
Karna, who ~re here considered as having been contempo
rary. Karna, in order to procure the favour of this goddess, 
hit upon the happy expedient of tormenting himsl'lf by a 
daily immersion of his body in boiling butter i and by this 
means he every day procured 1~ man of gold, which he dis
tributed to the poor. Vikrama, jealous of such favour shown 
to a neighbouring king, came in disguise, and entering the 
service of Karna, found out the manner in which his rival 
worshipped. He then determined to excel, which he ao. 
cordingly did by slicing his skil'l in nriou8 places. and baving 
offered his blood to the goddess. he gave himllel(exquisite 
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torment by filling the gasbes with salt and spices, after all 
which he went into the bath of his rival. Such a gallant wor
ship obtained the decided favour of the goddess, who has 
ever since been called Vikram~chandi. There is no image, 
but the priest (Panda) is a man of some learning, and makes 
a good deal of money, as he performs ceremonies for almost 
every pure Hindu in the town, and offerings are made at the 
temple every Tuesday and Saturday. The most common 
deity of the villages is Dubebhayharan. This is allowed to 
have been in Madhyades, or the central kingdom; but tht" 
people of the town will not acknowledge that it belonged to 
Jarasandha king of Magadha. In fact that kingdom has at 
different periods had very different extents, and this at one 
time may have belonged to it, while at others it wAs excluded. 
In the Mogul government, of course. it formed a part of 
Serkar Mungger in the province of Behar. 

The place called by men Mungger, in the language of the 
gods is said by some to be called Mudgalpuri or MudgaJasram, 
from its having been the abode and property of Mudgnl 
Muni, who lived long ago, and is said to have excluded Jara
landha, with wpom of course" he is supposed to have been 
contemporary. Others say, on the authority of the Hari
bangsa, that the town derives its name nom a certain Mud gal 
Raja, one of the five sons ofViswamitra, son of Gadhi Raja, 
who received this part of his father's dominions; but, when 
}Ie lived, or who he was, I ha.ve not learned. It must how
ever be observed, that in an inscription seven or eight cen
turies aId found at the place, and perhaps more ancient than 
the Haribangsa, the name is written Mudgagira, or the bill of 
Mudga, and not Mudgalpuri, or the abode of Mudgal. The 
existence of the saint and prince of that Dame is perhaps 
therefore problematical, as Mudga is the Sangskrita name 
for a kind of pulse, the Phaseolus Mungo of Linnreus. from 
whence al80 the vulgar name of the place is probably derived. 

Major Wilford says, that Sagala is another ancient name 
for Mungger; but I do not know on what authority, aDd such 
of the Pandits, ag well as ?ulgar of the place, as I have con
sulted, are totally ignorant of the name. The remain of anti
quity, which according to tradition goes farthest back, is on 
a hill called Nauyagarhi, south-east about four miles from 
lUungger. It is said to have been the prison where Jara-
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sandha king of Magadhlll bad confined 80,000 of the princes 
of India, whom in pursuit of universal monarcby he had taken 
prisoners, and intended to sacrifice to the gods; but fortu
nately he was killed by Bhim, the brother of Yudhishthir, 
who afterwards contested the sovereignty of India with his 
kinsman Duryodhan. • 

Ne;ltt to this I find celebrated in this division a Karna 
Raja, who, as I have said, is by the traditions here made 
contemporary with Vikrama sovereign of India, and who i. 
here supposed to have attempted. but without success, to 
have seized on the power of tpat monarch. With respect to 
Vikrama such confusion prevails, as appearll from Major 
Wilford's valuable treatise on the subject, in the 9th. volume 
of the Asiatick Researches, that no attention need be paid to 
any traditions concerning a person of such dubious existence. 
This very Karna is indeed one of the persons. who according 
to Major Wilford is styled Vikrama. Karna, as I have said, 
paid particular attention to the worship of the tutelar god
dess of Mungger, and huilt a house on the hill now occupied 
by the elegant quarters of the Commandant, and in the time 
of Major Rennel's survey by a saluting battery. This hill is 
still called KarnachaufIl, and the house upon it was not in
tended for the residence of the prince, but for the distribu
tion of alms. Two tanks neat the hill, are considered as the 
work of the king and ofbis wife. 

From Pte time of Karna, until that of Hoseyn king of 
Bengal, the people of Mungger think that their country was 
overwhelmed by forest. An inscription on copper indeed 
found in the fort mentions, that Raja Deva Pal, the third of 
that fa.mily, was encamped there with his .ictorious army, 
and had constructed a bridge of boats for a passage, while 
his elephants darkened the face of day. while the dust from 
the feet of the borses of the princes of the north spread 
darkness all round, and while sO many princes of Jambudwip 
attended to pay their reJlpects, that the earth sank beneath 
the weight of the feet of their attendants: This does not 
absolutely contradict tbe opinion of the natives concerning 
the deserted state of their country for many ages, much less 
does it support an inference which hila been made .. of the 
,Pala Rajas having dwelt at Mungger. It would appear that 
the prince was then only passing with bis army; and not .. 
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withstanding his boasting, was perhaps returning from the 
Dinapoor district, where, as I have said in my account of that 
district, he continued to skulk until the retreat of the Moslems, 
who had invaded Patna his capital, and had overrun the 
western parts of his dominions. 

Hoseyn Shah, the greatest of the kings of Bengal, extended 
his dominions on both sides of the river, as far at least as 
l\Illngger, and is said to have built the present fort, which, 
although not strong, has been a very magnificent structure. 
In the northern gateway, which ?s built of stone are many 
materials, that have evidently been taken from ruins, as the 
ornamented stones are built into the wall without any attention 
to symmetry, and these ruins have evidently been Hindu, as on 
a stone of hornblende in mass, which appears to have been the 
lintel of a door or window, there are figures in the human 
form, concerning which the men of Hindu lore are not agreed. 
One end of the stone is hid by the wall, but in the accom
panying drawings, Pl. 3, No.1, will be lound a representation 
of what projects, which is the most elegant design of Hindu 
sculpture that I have yet seen. The execution is however 
less neat than the design, and' the drawing therefore looks 
much better than the original. On the inside of this gate is' 
also a figure carved on granite, and representing the human 
form (see Plate 8, No.2). Although this is very rude, r 
refer it to the same period with the other, and attribute the
difference in execution to the difference of materials; for so 
far as I have seen in tlieir works. the natives of the north of 
India hav~ never possessed means of cutting granite with any 
tolerable neatness. 

Near a sally :port. on the inside ot the rampart, the' fall of 
the plaster, by which the building 'Was encruljted, has dis~ 
coveqd two stones of almost exactly the same pattern with 
that at the water-gate. but smaller. These have probably 
been part of windows; and it is probable, that an accurate 
examination of the whole wall would discover mamy such. A 
very cursory view disclosed several in different .parts of the 
wall, two of which are represented in Plate 3. N (IS. 3 amI 
4·. The former representll the five great gods of the ortho
dox Hindus with four nymphs. The latter in a foliage has a. 
human heaa between two sheep, of which the Panclitsgive no 
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explanation. I do not .think that the ruins, from whence 
these carved stones have been taken, can be referred to allY 
other era with so much probability as to that of the Karna 
Rajas. The other gates of the fort have been cov~red with 
carving, but this evidently Moslem work, the carving con
sisting entirely of foliages, and every stone being suited by 
its ornaments to fit the place which it occupies with symmetry. 
The stone employed in these gates is very different {I'om 
eithE'r of the former, and is a material of very small durability. 

It is said, that Akbur took Mungger after a severe battle 
in the vicinity; but so ignorant" of history are the people here, 
that they imagine the pl'ince who lost it. to have been Hoseyn 
Shah, who preceded Akbur by at least a century. During 
the wbole period of the Mogul government, Mungger con
tinued to be a place of importance, and wa's the station of a 
series of officers of considerable rank; but I can Jearn no 
account of their names, nor characters. Shuja Shah, the 
great grandson of Akbur, probably wben about to contest 
the empire of India with his brother Aurungzebe, is said to 
have repaired this fortress; and at toe same time erected lines 
to the west of it, extending frb~ the hil~s to the Ganges, and 
about three coss in length. The channel called Dananala 
strengthened these lines towards the west; but the prince 
built over it a bridge, the largest which I have yet seen in 
the course of my survey, but very far from being a great work. 
It is now an irreparable ruin. The fort was again repaired 
by Kasem ali, who resided in it for a part of two years, while 
he was on very bad terms with the English. The accommo. 
dations in the fort, then occupied by Kasem al~ a. his publio 
palace, would appeal' to have been very large; but the greater 
part has ~een pulled down, and the remainder so aJtered, 
for the purpose of suitably accommodating it. presentlJCCU
pants, that no judgment can bE! formed of the style, in which 
it was built •. The chief mosque, in the time of Major Ren
nell, seems to have been converted into a powder magazine; 
but as a building much titter for that purpose has since been 
erected. the mosque has become the storehouse of an Euro
pean trader.. A private chapel superior to that at Rajmahal 
is still pretty entire i but has been deprived 01 some of the 
marble by which it was ornamented. The ladies of Kasern-. 
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ali are said tQ have occupied buildings without the gate lead
ing to Patna, which have been of considerable size; but are 
of very uncommon clumsiness, and are now ruins. 

SURYAGARHA.-Is a beautiful and well occupied country. 
The southern parts contain, or are skirted by some low hills 
covered with wood, and are productive of rice, and well 
plant~d with mangoes. _ The western parts, towards the 
Ganges and Kiyu1 are finely pla~ted with mangoes and palms; 
but are rather poor. The plantations are not ornamented 
with bamboos, but some are surrounded by Sisau trees, that 
add a very beautiful yariety. This practi<:e has also begun 
iu some other parts, but IS no where else so common. The 
eastern parts are low and bare of trees, being deeply inun
datea, but in spring are-covered with one continued sheet of 
corn. There are two houses and one shop of brick; but the 
habitations are no ornament to the country, the misery of the 
"illages beiBg too much exposed to "iew; nor is there any 
public building worth notice. 

The most common village deities are Chandi and Ratna .. 
mohan. But these petty gods are here eclipsed by Kshem~ 
karni, who although she hall' only ODe place of worship, 
receives annually from 1,000 to 1,200 goats. The people 
whom I consulted;knew no older appellation for the country, 
than that of Serkar Mungger, in the province of Behar, ,es.
tablished by the Moguls. 

About five miles east from Suragarha is a monument. which 
like Asurgar in Purl1niya, and the Karnagars Dear Champa
nagar, and Sultangunj, is in the Hindu style, which I con
sider as of the greatest antiquity. It consists of a great heap 
containing bricks. and about 500 yards square. As there is 
no cavity within, it seems to have been rather a large palace 
or castle, than a fortified town. It is said, that, until a few 
years ago a ditch was very observable; but it'bas been filled 
up by an extraordinary inundation that happened nine or ten 
years ago. On the east side of the great elevation is a lower 
space, about 4<00 yards square, which contains many bricks; 
but the surface ia very uneven, as if the buildings on it had 
been detached. East from this again are five or six old tanks, 
the spaces betweeu which contain some small elevations and 
bricks. The tanka probably furnished the materials for the 
whole work. the country round being exceedingly Jow; and 
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the bllilding$ now forming little heaps, were probably the 
abode of domesti<!s. All the people whom I consulted,' attri
buted this work to Parikshit, the second prince of the family 
of Pandu, which succeeded Jarasandha. of Magadha in the 
1J0V'ereignty t>f India. This family however resided at Hasti
bapoor, far tIp the Ganges. Whether or not this be the ruin 
meant by Major Wilford, (As. Res. vol. 9, p. 109,) and said 
to have been the residence of a KarDa king of Magadha, in 
the 12th or 13th century of the Christian era, I do not exactly 
know. It is the only Hindu ruin of any note between Mung
ger and Suryagarha of which I heard, and it is situated at 
no great distance to the north-west from the Dahara of the 
Bengal atlas, the marks by which Major Wilford distinguishes 
his ruin; but the Dahal'a of Major Rennell was called to me 
Dharhara, and could not therefore, I imagine, be the Dahara 
from which Karna the king of Magadha derived his name; 
nor have I seen any ruin attributed to such a person. 

It is said, that at Abgel. between two and three miles below 
Suryagarha, there was a Moslem city of considerable size j 
but the J'iver has there for some years, been making great 
encroachments, and I could see no remains of buildings on 
its banks, except a ruinous mosque of blick, and that of an 
insignificant size. During the former encroachments of the 
:river it is however said, that every- year the foundations of 
large buildings were exposed to view. In this division there 
have been several small forts belonging partly to turbulent 
chiefs, and partly to the officers of the M~gul government, 
employe4 to keep the others in awe. The'whole has become 
totall, ruinous, being fortunately no !onger of use. 

MALLEPool\.-This division, where it is properly occupied, 
is very beautiful, being rich land finely diversified by hills 
and woods, .and ,the cultivated parts are ornamented with 
numerous groves of the mango and a few palms, but no 
bamboos. Besides many scattered hills, there are three very 
remarkable groups. The largest towards the north, is an 
uninterrupted chain, which extends east from the hanks of 
the Kiyul, and after running through the northern parts of 
this district for a long way, turns suddenly to the north, and 
forms the boundary between this and Tarapoor. Adjacent to 
the sQuth of this ridge, and separated only by narrow rugged 
defiles, is an extensive mass of a very irregular form. and 
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surrounded by a cluster· of smaller hills. Each of these has 
a distinct name; but I could procure DO general name either 
for the whole collection of hills, for the long ridge, or for the 
large irn:gular mass; each peak of these however has a name, 
br rather various names. The next great range is that which 
overhangs the old castle of Gidhaur, and extends west from 
thence to a great distance. The third great collection of hills 
is in the south-east comer of the division. It consists entirely 
of detached peaks, each. having an appropriate name. One 
of them is called Ganda, which Major Rennell has extended 
to the whole mass; but, so far as I can learn, this is not in 
imitation of the natives. All the hilla are covered with woods 
or bamboo growing spontaneously, of which there is a vast 
quantity; and the woods extend over a great proportion of the 
level country. In some remote parts ~e trees and bamboos 
are of a tolerable size; but in common, if compared with the 
forests of Nepal, Kamrup, Chatigang or Malabar,- they are 
diminutive. The bouses, as usual in the westerD parts of 
this district, are DO ornament to the country; OD the contrary 
their meanness is very disgusting, nor are they hid as in the 
eastern parts of Bengal, by bedges or trees. The Zemindars 
of Gidhaur. although a very powerful family, do BQt dwell in 
brick houses; but they have an office for collecting their 
rents built of that material, as a safety for their papers, and 
five shops are also built of the I18.me. There is no public work 
that is any 80rt of ornament. Mallepoor. the residence of the 
Darogah and Commissioner, contains about 300 houses. finely 
situated on the banks of the Angjana river, and not on the 
Kiyul as represented in the Bengal atlas. lamuyi contains 
about 150 houses, among which are the six buildings of brick 
above-mentioned. Sono contains about 200 houses. No other 
place can be called a town. The most ancient monument 
of antiquity is on a hill near the Thanah, where the ruin of 
some buildings. said to have been erected by the god Ram 
are shown; but the hill forms a part of the Ramgar district. 

Next in antiqu~ to these, in the opinion of the natives, is 
the ruin of a town called Indappe, situated a few miles east from 
the old castle of Gidhaur. I have already mentioned all that 
I could learn concerning Inoradyunma or Indradawan. the 
founder. The work is pretty e.s:tensive, the fort being· a 
square of about 1,650 feet. The rampart of brick has been 
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about 10 feet thick, and the ditch about 15 feet wide, so that 
neither could have been intended for any set·ious resistance 
to an army; but they were sufficient to guard against sur
prise or insurrection. The east face is rather irregular, being 
bent in south from the gate, which is not exactly in the 
middle, as is also the case with the western gatl'. In the 
northern and southern faces are no gates. Before the 
eastern gate are two heaps of brick, that have been con
siderable buildings. Within the outer fort has been a 
citadel. To the left of the passage between .the outer gate 
and that of the citadel, entering from t~e east, are two con
siderable heaps of brick j that nearest is said to have been 
a temple of Siva, and a priapus still remains. On the right 
towards the north-east" corner of the outer fort, are three 
very considerable heaps, surrounding four smaller. Towards 
the south-west corner of the inner fort, on its south side, is 
another heap; and these are the only traces of buildings in 
the outer fort. On entering the citadel from the esst, you 
have on the left a mound, which, from its great height is by 
far the most conspicuous part of the whole building. It is 
said to have been a place (Chandini), to which the Raja 
repaired to enjoy the freshnes3 of' the evening air; and this 
tradition is confirmed by the remains of a small terrace 
of brick, as usual in such places, that has been built on the 
top of the mound. The mound is however so very great a 
member of the whole, that I l'ather suspect it to have been a 
solid temple of a Buddh; as we know that the Rajas of this 
part of the country, immediately previous to the Muham
medan invasion, were of that sect. Beyond the mound is the 
royal palace, as it is called, raised on a lofty terrace 2~O feet 
long by 110 wide. Traces remain to show that this terrace 
has been occupied by three apartments, where probably the 
Raja sat in state, while his family was lodged in wooden 
buildings, tlJat have left no trace. The brick buildings in 
the outer fort, and without the eastern gate, where probably 
public offices, and the officers and dome"tics of the family 
were perhaps accommodated in buildings of no durability 
sufficient to leave traces that are now observable. A Brah
man, who was cook to Indradyumna, is said to have had a 
}lOuse at Jamuyi, where some heaps of bricks are shown as 
its remains. 
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The old castle of Gidhaur is a considerable work. The 
most common account of it is, that it WfiS built by Sher 
Shah, who expelled Homayun, and became emperor of India; 
but many allege, that the founder is totally unknown; and 
others again allege that it was built by a Hindu officer, who 
was agent for the king that expelled Indradyumna, and who 
governed the country for some time, after which the garrison 
was withdrawn, and the country for many years contiriued a 
forest, inhabited by small bands of robbers, who made pre
datory incursions into the cultivated country towards the 
Ganges. A description of the ruin may serve to throw some 
light on the subject. The fort, or rather castle, consists of a 
square wall, built rudely of up~ut stones, taken from the 
adjacent mountain, and very iUJudiciously disposed. The 
stones, by which the walls are faced, are tolerably large; but 
in place of being huilt with their ends alone exposed, the 
greatest extent of smooth surface has been exposed to view, 
and the interstice between the two faces has been filled up 
by loose stones, thrown in without the trouble of building, on 
which account the wall does not possess strength in pro
portion to its great thickness. The walls, at the middle and 
angles, are ~ or !'.l4 feet thick at the bottom, and about 17 
feet at the top; but in the middle, between the gate, in the 
centre of each face, and the angles, the wall is narrower by 
seven feet, owing to stairs being taken from' its thickness. 
The walls seem to have been .about 30 feet high, besides the 
parapet, which has been only intended for the use of small 
missile weapons, and not for cannon. The projecting works 
are not higher than the curtains, and there has been no 
ditch, nor is there the smallest trace of any building for the 
accommodation of the garrison, which must have been hutted 
in the area of the castle. At each side of each gateway, in 
the thickness of the wall, is an arched recess for the security 
of the guards. The northem and principal gate has been 
defended by an outwork, but this was probably a more 
modern work, as it never appears to have been strong, and, 
having been hastny erected, has fallen to the ground. The 
curtain between that gate and the N.'V. angle has evidently 
fallen, and has been rebuilt very rudely and hastily, as no 
flanking projection has been \added. A hasty attempt has 
been aho made to strengthen the other gates, by straitening 
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the passages; and this has been effected by placing; at each 
side, a column of stone, evidently taken from some more 
finished ruin, as the column is cut into regular form, and is 
Qf a different nature from the rock of the adjacent mountain, 
witb which all the original part. of the castle have been, 
built. The columns are connected by the fragments of 
others, laid across their tops, and not by a stone cut in the. 
&hape of a lintel, as would un~oubtedly have been the case, 
had they been cut on purpose for their present situation. 
Besides, the pillars are not at all connected with the walls, 
which they undo1.lbtedly woutd have been, had they made a
part of the "Original fabric. Three of the gates retain the. 
name of the elephant, horse, and camel; but that towards. 
the eas~ is called the gate of the great God (Mabadeva), and 
an image is placed at one side of the entrance. This, I have 
no doubt, shows the castle to have been JI. Hindu work; lIor 
did the early Moslem kings, so far as I recollect, employ 
Hindus in commands of trust. I think it most probable, 
therefore, while Indappe was the usual residence of Indrady
\Imna, that the castle of Gidhaur was his principal strong
hold, by which he secured a communication with the fast-: 
nesses of the IJIQunta.ins. {t ill very likely that She!;' Shah, 
jn his war with Homayun. he advancing from Behar, and hil\ 
antagonist from Gaur, may have occupied the castle, repah'ed 
it, and taken 'some of the materials from the more elegant 
ruins of Indappe. 
. T .RAPOOR.-The J]orthern parts of this division are of thee 
lIame dismal appearance with the interior of Kumurgunj, on 
which they border, and which have b~en already described. 
South from thence,is a very beautiful level country,. well 
occupied, and finely planted with mangoeli and many palms. 
It contains a few scattered -,"ocks, that add to its beauty; but 
is in general low, and well supplied with water, which can 
be raised by machinery from . canals or wells, the water in 
many places being found a few feet below the surface. The 
western parts are hilly, composed chiefly of portions detached 
from the great: mass, described in the northern parts of the 
east division. Among these hilb there are many fine valleys, 
but in general much neglected, both being overgrown with 
woods of small trees and balllboos. Two other clusters of 
hills are remal·kable. One towards the east is on th~ 
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boundary of Ratnagunj and Bangka~ and consists of detached 
hills, each of which haa a p,:culiar name; but the cluster has 
no common apPellation that I could learn. The country to 
tlle south of this, and east of the first mentioned cluster of 
hills, is of the fine nature that I have before described, near 
the hills being' mostly fitted for winter rice, and far from them 
being fitted for various otbe1' crops; but towards the hills are 
some extensive woods. In the south end of the district is 
part of the cluster that I bave described as belonging to the 
S.E. corner of Mallepoor. Between these three clusters is a 
large space, covered with forests, through which it would 
have been difficult to pass. In this the peuple are very thinly 
scattered. 

The houses, as usual in the western. parts, are very mean. 
Even that of the Raja: of Kharakpoor, although it contains 
some small portions of brick, is but a very sorry place. 
Near it, however. he has a very handsome mosque, over* 
hanging'the Man in a fine situation, while he is erecting 
opposite a building that. promises to be. ornamental, anq is 
intended to celebrate the memory of the grandsons of the 
prophe·t. The vicinity is ornamented by the ruin' of a house 
that belonged to his grandfather, and that went to ruin 
during the insurrection, which he· raised against the last 
remnants of the mogul force. It batt been a very large 
building, and looks more like an old European castle than 
any thing that I have seen in the course ofthis survey. The 
dewan of the raja has also a brick house, the only other one 
in the division. Among the forests of the interior of this 
district (Janggaltari) the houses make a still worse appear. 
Bnce than in the open country I not that the huts are much 
worse, that being scarcely practicable j but the extreme 
jealousy of the men, in order to conceal their women, has 
erected a thick fence of the withered branches of trees, that 
make the most dismal appearance possible, and entirely con. 
ceal the huts, which in most other places are rendered some.
what more agreeable to the eye, by being covered with 
gourds, pumpkins, or a cl~bing bean. There is no p\lblie 
building of the least note. Tarapoor, where the native 
officer of police resides, contains two market-places. Bazar 
Gazipoor, and Hat Tarapoor, with abom 200 houses very 
much scattered. Arjusgunj, the residence of the Commisp 
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l1ioner, has more the hppearance or a town, and contains 
about 500 housel, with a neat srpall mosque in good repair. 
Kharakpoor, the residence of the owner of the whole division, 
and of other vast estates, contains about 260 houses. 
Belwari and Mozuffurgunj, two market places, have each 
rather more than 100 houses. South from Tarapoor is a 
very pi,cturesque rock of granite, at a village called Madbu
sudanpoor or Devghara. On its summit is a small temple, to 
which none of my Hindus would venture to ascend; although 
they were very desirous, and although a Moslem laskar 
showed them an example; but the precipice is tremendous, 
and the ladders were very bad. It contains no image j but it 
is said, that formerly it contained One of Narayan. Why this 
should have been removed, cannot now be ascertained. 
Lower down the hill is a representation of the human feet. 
like those on tbe Jain Temple, near Bbagulpoor, and which. 
like those, tbe vulgar call Visbnu Paduka; but they are 
dir.ty, and ate neglected even by tbe sect of Vishnu: These 
may perhaps account for tbe temple on the hill being deprived 
of its image. 

Gauripa~ar is a most romantic rock, some miles e;st Crom 
the lofty Lord, and tbere are at the place two ruinous tem
ples, one of Siva, and the other of his wife. On a rock near 
these temples are carved some rude figures representing the 
solid temples, used in tbe worship of the Buddhists; but I 
could trace no tradition respecting tbe persons by whom they 
were made. One of them is represented on the opposite page. 
Near it, on the rock, is carved in a modern Hindu character 
the name Daniyali Saba Daska Sertaz; but the Kanungoe 
pretends that this was done by tbe Bon of a Moslem King, to 
signify that he was protector of the Kanungoes ancestor. 
The oldest ruins are attributed to the Kshetauris, who pos
sessed the country before tbey were expelled by the Rajputs, 
ancestors of the present Muhammedan family. I shall after
wards bave occasion to mention the foul deed more fully, and 
it would be unnecessary ,to enumerate the small ruins left by 
the petty chiefs of the Kshetauri" who were very numerous; 
but all appear to have lived in brick houses, and to have been 
110mewhat more civilized than the barbal'ians by whom they 
were expelled; and they do not appear to have been so 
turbulent, as round their houses I perceive no trace. of for-
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tifications; whereas after their expulsion, the, country was 
filled with small mud forts, erected chiefly by _the Rajputs. 
but some also by the officers of the Muhammedan govern
ment. ' The anc~stors of the Rajas in particular fortified 
every pass in the mountaiqs, and whenever they were o~ bad 
terms with the gov~rmpent, retired into the narrow valleys 
among the hills,'where they could not be followed by the 
Mogul horsemen: '. Th~s~ ,works are quite ruinous; and 
except to destroy them, as nests harbouring banditti, never 
deserved notice. Having'" pl'omised sll, much, I shall here 
confine myself to describe the" works at Khe!'ahi Hill. in the 
north-east part of the division, attributed to Sasangka Raja, 
the last chief of the KshetauriS: " 

At the end of the small ';idge named Itherahi; extending 
nearly north and south; and not east and west as represented 
in the Bengal" atlas, and towards' a small detached peak 
called Nari, is a 'Very considerable spac~. in which the ruins 
of houses, built with brick, may be traced, and in this are 
several small tanks, as usual in Indian towns. From a :small 
market, situated at the' north end of the hill • .I ascended 
gradually \1P its eastern' face, by a road formed of flags cut 
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from the mountain, but veT\, l·ude. Where the ascent is 
steep, these flags form a kind of stair; where the declivity is 
gentle, they form a pavement. Having reached the top of 
the ridge, the road divides into two. One branch goes south 
to the second stage of the hill, the other runs north, along 
the first stage, to its end,which overlooks the market-place. 
t proc7eded first to this, passing on both sides many scat
tered bricks, wher\! there probably have been many small 
temples. On the west side of the road I found it flag, on 
which was cut the cIlaracters delineated in the drawing No.8. 
No one, that I have been abII'! to find, can tell what character 
it is; but it has a strong resemblance to the Pali of A va, 
which Major 'WUford~ 'with great reason, think. the same with 
the old character of Magadha, fro'm which country Gautam, 
the lawgiver 'of Ava, undoubtedly came. On the end of the 
hill, commanding ,a most noble view of th~ Ganges, are the 
foundation's of' a small brick chamber, near which is a flag, on 
which is carv~4 a mark of'the form placed under the characters 
(see plate 4, No.; 3.) • '.rhis chamber was pointed out by the 
villagers a, the' place' in, which the Raja was wont to enjoy a 
cool ail', but this' seems doubtful. Having returned to the 
other branch of the road, I for a little way ascended the 
second ,tage.of the hill, when I turned tq the jeft to see a 
very fine- circular well (lndara), which had been lined with 
brick, and had been at least 16-feet in diameter. A wUd fig 
tree has been allowed to take'ropt, and to throw down the 
wall, so as entirely to choke the well, .wqich in aU probability 
was very deep:. Returning again 'tq: the road, and ascending 
the second stage of the hill,30 Pf 40.yards, I came to an 
image of Priapus, more resembling the object it is intended to 
represent, than anY.flftempt of the kind, that I have seen in 
India. Immediately above this is a large heap of brick. 
which is comDlo~ly called the Raja's. house I but appears 
evidently ~o have been a temp1et for, its size is not suitable 
for a d ,~rling, ,and the steepness of t}le hm .would have ten
dered it exceedingly inc<onvenient" ~1cepJ; as a place of 
strength, and tbere i, not the smallest appearance of fortifi
cation. This heap consists of two parts, one between the 
summit of the hill anel the priapus, and one on the summit. 
The walls of the former seem in some measure to remain, but 
the roof has fallen in, leaving an irregular mass of bricks with 
a cavity in the c~ntre. Near the priapus a pillar of granite 
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'projects frodt t~e brjck tl:u:ee or four feet; we may form a 
juDgment of ibe reliance that is due to the reports of the 
poor neighbours by their supposing that the Raja's elephant 
was secured by tyipg him to this pillar. The building, on the 
summit has been immadiately adjacent to the other, anll some 
of its foundations, constructed of cut granite, still I'emain. 
The walls have been thrown down the hill, where many masses 
of granite may be seen; and among them parts of doors and 
windows rudely carved. A Ganes is very distinguishable, 
and there are other idolatrous fig'ures; but so much defaced, 
that the particular opjects which they represented are' not re
cognizable. This building has been between flO'and SO' feet 
square. In the hollow I?etween this second and the third and 
highest summit or the ridge hav~ been several small build
ings; and on the third summit, overlooking the lower and 
sb~thern end of the ridge, has be.~it a SIllflIl chamber of brick, 

, about nin'e feet square, with one door towards- the N. E., and 
no window. This the people call the queen's apartment; but 
we cannot suppose, that even a Hindu lady could.~)1t!ur!l to 
be. squeezed into such a ~ovel. It looks more like the den of 
a hermit. On the whole, I am persuaded that the buildings 
on the hill have been .dedicated'· to religion, whi1e' the Raja 
dwelt below i and from the appe-arance of the inscription, in 
particular,.I think it probable that the religious buildings ort 
the bill are of great antiquity, probably coeval with Jara
sandha, when the Pan was the learned language of Magadha. 

BANGKA is a most beautiful territory, there being scattered 
through it a grea.number of small detached bills and rocks, 
finely wooded. The plains or .swelling grounds .by which 
they are surrounded are by nature very'!'ich, but have been 
most miserably neglected, owing partly to the turbuIepce of 
former times, which introduceq. habits not yet overcome, and 
partly to an indulgence shown, to the Zemindarll, bJ' whom it 
bas been grossly abused. Near the Chandan river and a few 
other large streams, however, there is much most beautiful 
cultivation, with fine plantations of mango trees and a few 
palms, and in the northern corner a few bamboos. The 
forests of the west resemble those of Tarapoor, consisting 
chiefly of a variety of small trees and bamboos, with many 
Mowal trees near. the scattered villages; but toward~ the 
.east the wood II, where not cut, are. m4i!l'e stately, contain no 
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"amboos, and consist chiefly of Sakuya. and Asan, both of 
which, however, are in many places stunted, by extracting 
rosin or feeding Tasar. Except towards the N. E. the Mowal 
is there also very common. In the whole division there is no 
dwelling house of brick nor any public building that is an 
ornament to the country, or the least relief from the uniform 
misellY $)f the huts. In the woods these are however hid 
from view, as in the last division, by still more ugly fences of 
withered branches and leaves., 

Bangka is a poor little townT which may contain 1120 houses. 
Subalpoor and Jaypoor contain each about 200 houses, and 
Chandan about 10Q houses. The Moslems have no place of 
worship at all considerable. That most attended by the 
Hindus is Madhusudan, 8\ very modern work, and which 
seems to have derived its celebrity entirely from a neighbour .. 
ing hill named Mandar. I visited Madhusudan, concerning 
which I had heard much. and it was by mere accident that 
in passing 1 saw some of the ruins that are near the hill; noE' 
did I discover that it contained anything interesting until I 
was too far removed to be able to visit it. I was therefore 
1,1nder the necessity of contenting myself with sending an 
intelligent person, who brought me a fae-simile of an old 
inscription, and some account of the place. Mandar hill is 
an immense detached rock of granitE', like those on which 
the hill forts of the south of India ha.ve been erected. There 
is said to be a book called the Man dar Mahatma, which gives 
an account of the t>lace. Some people told me that it is a 
portion of the Skandha Puran, but such 4lssertions I know 
are of very little value; and a Brahman, who Baid that he 
had a copy, told me $hat it was first delivered orally by Kartik 
to Siva, who again related the contents to Raja Parikshit, 
who repeated it to Kapil Mun!. who published it in writing. 
The Brahman took the price of transcribing the book, but 
has not favoured me with the copy. This is perhaps no great 
loss, as tpe legend is probably so monstrous as to afford little 
insigbt~ The oldest buildings are said to have been erected 
by Raja. Chhatra Sen of the Chol tribe, who lived before the 
time of the Muhammedans; and the Chols were expelled by 
the-Nat, who in their turn gave way to the Kshetauris. who 
fled before the Rajputs that bOW possess the country. In
Ilcriptions attributed.to the Chal are engraved on the rock at 
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two different parts" but the inscription at botb would beem 
to be the same. T4at in the two lines (Plate 4, No.4) is lowest 
down. and its letters are about savell inches long. The higher 
(Plate 4, No.5) is written in four lines. the letters of which are 
"bout an inch anel a half long. None of the buildings on the 
hill afe near these inscriptions j ~ut at some little distance 
from the upper is said to be a very rude outline of the hUllUln 
face, which the people call Madhu Kaitabh; 'and say, that 
Madhu and Kaitabh were two Asurs or infidels, who were 
l.illed by Vishnu before. that god was incarnate. Some way 
above this is a small temple of Siva. On the summit of the 
hill are two small temples. One contains six representations 
I)f the human feet ex,ctly like those in the Jain temple at 
Cbampanagar. The people say that two represent the feet 
of Vishnu, two those of Saraswali, apd two those of Laksbmi, 
In the other temple was formerly the image of Vishnu, under 
the title of the destroyer of Madhu (Madhusudan); but it is 
now empty. Cbhatrapati Ray temindar of Mandaf, as 1 am 
informed by bis successor in the seventh generation, removed.. 
the image to a small brick temple (Dalan) now in ruins, and 
placed at the foot of the hill. :Near this be built a Math. to 
which the image is carried on the festival, and which, accord~ 
ing to an inscription, he erected in the year of Sak, 1521 
(A. D. 1589.) Near this also Antikanath; a Sannyasi, tQolt 
llP his abode, anil, died. His pupil, Achintagiri, built ~ house 
entirely of cut stone, which is still occupied by his successors, 
and is tbe rudest building of this material that I have ever 
seen. It is said t1> bave been built about 150 years ago. The 
lmage of Madhusudan is supposed to have been made by 
llamcbandra, one of the incarnations of,the god, which it re
presents. It remaineli some time at the temple built by the 
:Jtajputs, when Rudramohal\ Das, a clerk in the office of the 
provincial Kanungoe. removed it ~o a small building about 
two miles distant, ",hich has peen greatly en,larged by Rup-. 
~arayan Deo, a considerable Zemindar now alivew It is an. 
~:-ceeJingly rude work, although of considerable size j and the 
priests, wno are numerous, are most importunate beggars. 

The two temples on the top of the hin. a stair leading up 
~o them, the inscriptions and some rude carving~ on the rock 
are attributed to the Chol Raja. Among these carvings is 
,aid to be a personifi~ation of the Kaliyug or degenerate age. 
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at which the people assembled on the holy day were wont to 
throw dirt j but the practice was prohibited by a late magis
trate, and the people had the good sense and moderation to 
take no off'ence. Besides these remains on the hill, ruins are 
scattered about its foot for above two miles in extent, and are 
attributed to the Chol Raja. 1 saw them in passing by mere 
accide,l1t. Between the present temple of Madhusudan and 
Mahdar hill I saw a great many stones and fragments of pil
lars carved in a very rude manner, but which must evidently 
have formed a very large building. A small tank at the foot 
of the rock is called Manoharkundal On its east side is a 
titait built of stones, evidently taken from ruin!\,; and near the 
$tair is lying a stone, on which is very rudely carved in relievo 
the figure of a female deity called Papaharani, or destroyer 
of sin. It has been very much mutilated, but communicates 
her name to the tank, which is more usually called Papaha
rani than Manohar. The scattered stones and bricks of ruins 
extend a coflsiderable way from Papaharani beyond the build
ings erected by Chhatrapati to a .pretty considerable tank. 
Near this has been a temple, which has quite fallen i but the 
object of worship called Jagatma or Jagadamba, (the mother 
of the world,) still remains. It is a large flat etone, on which 
have been carved many figures. The chief hail been so much 
mutilated that I cannot .say what it represented, but it pro
bably has bad somewhat the form of a woman. West from 
the temple of Jagatma, very near it, and evidently dependent, 
has been another smaller one, still pretty entire. In this is 
the image of a quadruped, with its fore parts turned towards 
Jagatma. It is said to have represented a cow; but it is eo 
much mutilated and so rudely carved that I think no one can 
possibly say what animal may have been intended. It is called 
Kamdhenu. Madhusudan is a place of pilgrimage, to which 
about 10,000 people assemble on the last day of the solar 
month Paush (THuya Sangkranti), and continue performing 
their devotions for three days. I suspect much that in this 
place the worship of Madhusudan has been of no long stand
ing, as I am told that the chief object of the multitude is to 
bathe in tIle pools on tbe hill. especially in Manobar. and to 
worship Pap.aharani. So strongly inclined to the marvellous 
are the people here, that they imagine that there is a stone 
Btair at each side Df this tank, and that it contains 11 bigahs 
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of land. This is at least ~ouble the size; and, if the ghats 
exist in the eye of faith, I may safely assert, that they are 
invisible to the eyes of the infidel. The people also imagine, 
that the water of Akasgangga. a pool on the hill, is hot; but 
I am assured by the messenger whom I sent, a descendent of 
the god Siva, tllat the heat is not perceptible to the senses. 
The priests of Madhusudan are Mithi1a Brahmans, ,and the 
modern inscriptions on the works of Chhatrapati are in the 
Mithila character. 

FAYEZULLAHGUN1·is a jurisdiction of moderate size. Were 
it in a decent state of .cultivation, it-is a 'Very beautiful coun
try; but, owing to the neglect of the proprietors, it has in 
many parts a !nost dismal appearance. The northern extre
mity is low land flooded by the river, most heautifully culti
vated, and adorned at each end by little hills. Within that 
is a fine swelling tract; in some parts rather poor, in others 
of most extraordinary fertility; but almost everywhere very 
much neglected, especially towards the east, where it is na
turally most fertile. Here remain many fine old plantations, 
but there are vast wastes overgrown with stunted trees or 
bushes thinly scattered among coarse grass. Towards the 
S. E. is a low tract called Manihari of very rich land, sur
rounded by hills, and finely watered, which would have been 
one of the finest estates that I have ever seen had decen.t 
attention been paid to its management. It contains many 
scattered stunted trees. but the wastes are mostly covered 
with coarse grass. 

Some bouses built by Europeans are an ornltment to the 
country, although partly ruinous, partly devoid of architec~ 
tural merit. but the natives have erected no dwelling of brick, 
and there are some Troglodytes, who still live in caves. There 
are two or three miserable brick bridges, but no public work 
in any degree prnamental. Kahalgang is for this country a 
good small town, containing about 400 h(luses rather regu
larly and neatly built. The only other place that can be 
called a town is Gajarajgunj, whicn contains rather more 
than 100 huts. . 

Although the Ganges runs almost due. north from Kahal
gang to Patharghat for about eight or nine miles, and although 
it not only washes, but surrounds the rocks of the Vindhyal'l 
mountains, this place, which on both accounts ought to be 
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peculiarly holy, is totally neglected, and no assembty takes 
place to bathe. On the contrary, the people all flock to the 
opposite side, where the river runs south, and the whole 
country is a dead level. Both Moslems and Hindus have 
indeed attempted to take advantage of the rocks, that are 
now surrounded by the river; and, since they have been se
par!lted from the continent, a Fakir has erected the monument 
of a saint on one, and a Sannyasi has found an image of Pri
apus on another; but both seem silly fellows. They only go 
occasionally to these places. and have -not resolution or re
sources to pass the "rain, season on'the spot; and they have 
made no progress in bringing their rocks in.o a source of 
revenue. 

At Patharghat, just where the river turns round to the 
east, a rock of granite projects into. the channel, and has 
carved on" it lIome figures of gods"j but like those on the 
rocks of Sultangunj they are no longer objects of worship. 
They ar~ exceedingly rude, and much defaced by time, so 
that in general the deities, which they have been intended 
to represent, can no longer be recognised. One of them 
seems to be Krishna and Radha. On the face of the hill 
-east from thence, and facing the river, is a rock called 
Chaurasimurtisthan, or the place of 84 images. These are 
carvings, in very high relief, representing the adventures of 
Krishna and Ram. The figures are· between two and three 
feet high. . There is no. tradition concerning these images, 
nor is any worship paid to them, and the same is the case 
with 50 or 60 'images of all sorts lying scattered about the 
temple-of Bateswarnath, which now attract the whole attention 
of the pious, and has superseded some old place of wotship. 

The image of Bateswarnath,- until ldtely was poorly ac
commodated; but the Dewan of the Collector has lately 
rebuilt and enlarged the temple. The image is supposed to 
have been there for many ages, and came to the place without 
human assistance. The priests denied any endowment, but 
I find, that they \ have 25 bigahs, with another priapus 
(Busbanatb)., and a temple of Bhairav on the same hill, and a 
temple in Kodwar. of which"I have given an account. The 
family has divided into eight houses, each of which officiates 
for a day in rotation, and takes all the offerings that are made, 
while they officiate. Almost every passenger of pure birth 
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stops to make offerings. so that each day produces somewhat. 
About 1000 people assemble to worship at the full moon of 
l\fagh, and 500 at the Sivaratri. 

, At Kahalgang is an old mud fort. the history of which was 
totally unknown to those whom I consulted. 

PAINGTI.-There are a few scattered hills, and those of the 
northern tribe of mountaineers beund most of the territory on 
the Bouth, and would render the 1!cenery very fine, were the 
land between them and the river 1lccupied and planted; but 
it is almost totally neglected. and has an exceedingly dismal 
appearance, being chieH), covered with coarse withered grass 
and stunted trees: The islands and low banks of the river, 
except the town of Paingti situated on the face of a little hill, 
are almost the only places, in which there is a house; and 
these, as usual, are very bare, while their cultivation is less 
attended to than common i so that I have no where seen such 
a wretched jurisdiction. There is no dwelling of brick, nor 
any public building, that can in any degree be considered as 
an ornament. 

Paingti containing about 140 house, and Ganggaprasad 
containing about 100, are the only places that can be called 
towns. Th~ fonner is rather a neat thriving place, th,e latter 
lleems to be chiefly occupied by impudent and querulous 
beggars, wI. .. live by S-f'ing passengers, while they carryon 
their plan by complaining of being plundered. 

The principal place of worship among the Moslems is the 
monument or Pir Saiud Shah Kumal, a saint, who, on his 
arrival at the Paingti, found the place preoccupied by a Pagan 
Raja of tbe Nat tribe, who passed a life of great austerity in a 
cave, that overhangs the river and communicates with sundry 
subterraneous passages. It' being impossible for two such 
persons to live in the same place. the saints fought. and tbe 
Pagan was slain. The Moslem tben lived undisturbed at 
Paingti, and, wben be died, was buried OD the hill above tbe 
cave of his formet adversary. When be had been 10 year~ 
dead. Bundugi Shah Iyusuf, at Mudinah in Arabia, had a 
dream, desiring him to ge to Paingti, and build a monument 
to the saint, a school, and mosque. \\'bich he accordingly did. 
The present keeper (Khadem) boasts of being the descendant 
of the Arab, and enjoys an endowment of 51'1 bigahs of land, 
which was probably intended. in part at least. to support the 
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school; but that is entirely neglected. The monument on 
the top- of the hill consists of the graves of the saint, of his 
son, of his horse, and of a tiger, covered with brick and 
plaster, and surrounded by a. brick wall, all in good repair. 
The keeper says, that over the gate there was an inscription, 
which, about 10 years ago, an Europe!ln took away by force. 
The infidel had scarcely removed the stone into his boat, 
when i. storm arose, and w()uld have sunk him, had not he 
thrown the stone overboard •. 

The mosque is at the bottom of the hill, on the right as 
you ascend, and has been a decent building, although of no 
great size. Some additions were made- to it by Captain 
:Brooke, while he was acting against the mountaineers, and it 
was converted into a barrack for his seapoys. The Moslems 
.have had the good sense to despise the pollution, and continue 
to worship God, as if an infidel bad never entered the 
temple. 

The mudursah or school was built over against the mosque 
on the left of the ascent. It has consisted of three chambers 
behind, with an open and wide gallery in front, extending the 
whole length of the three chambers. These served for the 
accommodation of the Moulavi, who taught, and through the 
day the pupils sat in the gallery to receive instruction. ... The 
roof has fallen. This school is built ov". the mouth of a 
subterraneous gallery (Sujjah), th~at is said to have led to the 
cave overhanging the river, in which the Hindu saint lived; but 
the passage has been walled up, a rude chamber under the 
school having been converted into a powder magazine, when 
the troops occupied the mosque. This chamber is now 
inhabited by a Muhammedan hermit, one of the most wretched 
animals. that I have seen. There is no great assembly at this 
monument; but both Hindus and Moslems. residents and 
passengers, make offerings, the place J>eing considered as very 
holy. Sakaragar is an old fort, about four miles west from 
Sakarigali in the portion of this division, that is surrounded 
by Rajmahal. It is said to have been built by a Nat Raja, 
proprietor of the vicinity, and to be named after his wife 
Sakara. It contains some brick walls surrounded by a ditch, 
so wide and deep, that it is called a tank (Talab) ,and is so 
clear, that the work ie probably not very ancient. 

At Teliyagarhi, where the hills descend close to the river, 
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and form the boundary between the Mogul provinces of 
Beng~l and Behar, Sultan Shuja buil~ a fortress, which has 
been a considerable work, the two extreme gates being about 
a mile, road distance, from each other. The gates are built 
partly of stone, the houses within are entirely of brick. At 
the western gate is lying on tlle ground an iron cannon of 
extreme rudeness. 

RAJMAHAL is a long narrow strip, extending 40 miles from 
north to south, and for the whole of that length borders on 
the northern tribe of mountaineers. The country, at a little 
distance from the Ganges, in general rises into little swells, 
and in some places into small hills, and would admit of fine 
plantations; but there is a great deal of land near the marshes 
subject to inundation from the river, which under present 
circumstances is bare. As, however, this is a good deal inter
mixed with higher lands, and is extremely fertile, the whole 
district might be made most beautiful, as the hills of the moun
taineers are everywhere in full view to diversify the scene, and 
the lakes add a beauty, that ill uncommon in India. In its pre
sent neglected state, however, a great part of the division is 
extremely dismal, especially between Udhwanala and Rajma
hal, and between Mus aha and Sakarigali, where it is covered 
wit~ long harsh grass. There are however many plantations 
of mangoes and palms, with a few bamboos. The woods are 
all stunted. The residence of a prince of the house of 
Timur, and of sundry other personages of very high im
portance, has left behind many buildings, that would have 
been highly ornamental; had they not in general fallen into 
ruin; and the 220 dwellings of brick, that still remain, are in 
general so slovenly as to impress the mind with little less regret 
than even the common huts of the peasantry. There are two 
bridges of brick: one at Udhuwanala, said to have been 
built by Kasem Ali, and another towards Pirpahar. They 
are both small, and exceedingly rude; and, although still of 
use, are fast hastening to ruin. 

Major· Wilford seems to have been able to find some 
authority, for considering Rajmahal as a place of note in great 
antiquity, and says, (Asiatick Researches, vol. 9, page 84) 
that Balaram, the brother of Krishna, after his wars with 
Banasur, whose residence is still shown near Puraniya, 
(Purneah) built Rajagriha or Rajamahal, on the banks of the 

VOL. II. 
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'Ganges, which must not be confounded with Patna, the 
Rajagriha -of Jarasandha. I presume, therefore, that Major 
Wilford means our Rajmahal, which in fact is at no great 
distance from the city of Banasur, that I halTe described in 
my account of Dinajpoor j and near Puraniya I have not been 
able to trace any work attributed to that bero. The Pandits, 
whom I consulted allege, tbat Balaram never was a Raja, 
and; 'as a descendant of Jadu could not pretend to that 
distinction, and the inhabitants universally attribute the name 
at Raj mahal to a very modern period. They say, that Man 
'Singhal when sent by Akbur to settle the affairs of Bengal, 
selected this as a situation for building a house j and he had 
'begun to huild one, the ruins of which are still shown, and 
had begun to erect a temple; when Futehjung Khan, who had 
'the management of the neighbouring country, wrote to the 
'King, that Man Singba was erecting a-palace, which all the 
'Hindus called Rajmahal; ,that although an officer of the- king, 
he was profaning tne town by building a palace of idolatrous 
worship, and was evidently meditating insurrection. Man 
Singba had timely information of,this letter; and knowing his 
danger, immediately issued an order, that the new town 
should be called Akburnagar, and that the temple should be 
cbanged into tbe great place of assembly for the faithful, and 

'caUed Jomma Musjed. The king receiving intelligence of the 
Hindu'& loyalty, at the same time with the complaints of 
Futehjung, considered them as malicious. The Hindu and 
Moslem chiefs lived afterward!! on very had terms, and at 
length their followers came to blows, and a battle ensuing the 
'Moslem was killed. There is' no doubt, that'Akburnagar is 
the name, by which this lown is called among the Moslems; 
but as usual the Hindu title has pl·ev'ailed. I must, however, 
observe, that the people of Bengal are apt to attribute a vast 
many things to Man Singha, in which, I sUl>pect, he had no 

, concern; and that the mosque called Akbluabad was un
doubtedly built by Futehjung Khan, who probably, therefore, 
gave the natne of Akburnagar to tbe city. I auspect, there
fore, that the name Rajmahal is older than the time of Akbur j 
although, I most confess, that, after a most careful investiga
tion of the place, I have not been able to find any traces of 
considerable 'antiquity, nor have I beeu able to learn one 
tradition concerning any Raja, by whom it was formerly 
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occupied. Before the arrival of Man Singha, however, it 
appears to have been a place of note, as being the residence 
of Futehjung Khan, who from the size of his works has 
evidently been Itn officer of distinction. The Akburabad 
mosque, although not very large, has been a very neat work; 
some chambers, and a gate of his house remain, which show 
it to have belonged to a person of r<lnk; and his tomb is equal 
to that of the personi of highest dignity, that are buried in 
the vicinity, and have been works of considerable elegance. 
It is, however, very probable, that Man Singha killed Futeh
jung; for bloody feuds between officers of the same government, 
in the general opinion of the nativ~s, are considered as of little 
importance, and I suspect, even in the best periods of the 
Mogul government l\ave. not heen uncommon. 

The house of Man Singha called Huduf, is shown, and has 
been partly built of !3tone;., but it would not appear to have 
been a palace sufficient to e~cite thE} jealousy of Akbar. The 
Jomma MlIsjed is however much sup~rior to the mosque of 
his rival, and by its, magnitUde seems'intended to have ac
quired the confidence of the faithful. Althougli very inferior 
in size to Adinah, which I have described in my account of 
Dinajpoor, it seems tO,me constructed with more taste, and 
far surpasses any of the buildings that I saw in Gaur. I have' 
therefore given a ground plan and elev,aticin (in the succeeding 
page). Its outline pleases n~ore than that of anylarge native 
building, which'l have seeJljn the course of this survey; but 
in this district some of the smaller builings of the Moslems 
are certainly in a'1?etter taste. The execution of the Jomma 
Musjed is however exceedingly rudE', whether considered as 
a mere piece of masOlUY, or in the delineatio.n of the smaller 
numbers of the building.' The great temple on the inside, 
exclusive of the small chambers at the end. measures 188 by 
60 feet. which will serve at a scale for the drawings. This 
buildipg has no endowment, is fast hastening to ruin, and is 
no longer a place o~ worship.· . 

. 
.. Vules8 drawings be made oC the varioUli temples and antiquities of 

Jnoia, in a few years more not a t~ace I1f them ~v~ll be extant. (ED.] 
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Rajmahal, during the whole time of the Mogul govern
ment continued a place of importance, although I was not 
able to trace t.he succession of its governors, the people heing 
sUlik into the most brutal state of dissipation and ignorance. 
It was however raised to great eminence, by being made the 
residence of Sultan Shuja, son of Jahanggir, who governed 
both Bengal and Behar, for site of the capital of which it is 
admirable situated. This prince' at first, took up his resi
dence in the palace of the kings of Bengal at Gaur, which to 
his ancestor Homayun had appeared a paradise; but what 
appeared in that light to the hardy Tartar, was probably 
considered by his luxurious descendant as a dungeon; and 
even for his temporary residenc~ it became necessary to erect 
a building of greater splendour. This now called the Sung
gidalan or stone hall, although in a miserable state of ruin 
and dilapidation, still contains traces to show that by its 
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magnitude and numerous accommodations it was fitted for 
the abode of any prince; and a view of it evinces the height 
of magnificence to which the family of Taimur had arrived, 
when such enormous buildings were required for the tempo
raryaccommodation of one of its sons, when employed at a 
distance from the capital. . . 

A great deal of the building has been pulled down for its 
materials, especially for its stones, which hav~' been employed 
tQ erect the palaces of the Nawabs at Moorshedabad; and 
much has been' removed to make room' for inodern hovels; 
but a survey of the remains, and the accomP!lnying sketch 
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Ground plan of the ruins of the Sunggidalan at Rajmahal. 

will justify what I have said. "Near the ruinous 'inn, which 
I am assured occupies part of the situation of the palace, 
may be observed iwo gateways (A B) which, as usual. in l\fu
hammedan b~i1ding~ are very large and han~omt!'. Entering 
by the eastern one (A) the visitor probably came into a court, 
in the centre of which was an octagon reservoid'or water (C) 
each side 32 feet in length, and coristructed of brick. The 
water was conveyed to it by a narrow canal of the same mate
rials (F) which seems to have been formed in the middle of 
an elevated walk, that led by the right of the court. to the 
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interior of the palace. On this road, at no great distance 
from the reservoir, J1as been a smaller gateway (D) leading 
into another court (E E E E) which was ftearly square, and 
extended to the wings of the principal court of the palace. 
This court is intersected from north to south by the road, 
and no remains of buildings can be traced, although Borne 
probably existed. -

The great court of tIle palace \'Vas surrounded on three 
sides by buildings o,f brick, two stories high, w.hich consisted 
of a great -central building ~ N), with fwo great wings (G II), 
connected by' four, ·lower ranges (1\1 L 1.K): The central 
building had before it' a terrace (0 Q), in the middle of which 
was a square l'eserv6ir (P), from whence the water fell into 
the canal, and was conveyed into. another octagon, reservoir 
near the entranc~ of this court, from whence again it passed 
through the canal into th~ reservoir (C) in ~he outermost court. 
This great central building, evidently the most ornamented part 
of the whole wa~ in the upper story divided into three apart
ments, a large one in the centre, ,.and a smaJler at each end; 
but the three rooms communicat~ by yery wide and lofty 
arches. T~e lowfr story of this must have been very dismal. 
Under each end ro~m it is divided into tw:.o by a longitudinal 
wall; umler the centre it is first divided into f~}1r by transverse 
walls, and then the twO' middle divisions are eacb subdivided 
into two •. ',The interior decora,.!ions of. this building can no 
longer be traced, but the plaster oq the outside has contained 
wreathed mouldings in a good taste. Each of the two great 
~ings pn the upper floor, has been.d'ivided into three cham
bers as in the. centre, onlY'smaller. '',fhe. ,lower. buildings 
(I K L M) by which the three great ones are connected, have 
been subdivided into a vast n!lmber of apartments, that, owing 
to rubbish, dirt. and disgusting and dangerous reptiles, it 
would be difficult to trace. Between the farther buildings of 
this gr~at court and the river has be~n a row 'of apartments, 
or at least arched passages (Q Q), communicating one side 
with the lower story OJ these buildings, and on the other with 
a terrace (R R) overhanging the Ganges, which is called the 
Tukht. The greater part of this haa be~n undermined, and 
has fallen into the river in immense mas.ses~ 80 that the-form in 
the plan is laid down, from what I judge it may have been from 
some fragments that, remain entire, but arc not sufficient to 
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enable a plan to be traced with- accuracy. At the east end 
of the row of buildings (Q Q), is a great well lined with brick, 
through which the river water was raised by machinery to 
supply the palace, and the jet d'eaux, that were undoubtedly 
in the reservoirs. of at least the great court; and into which 
the natives imagine that the ladies of Sultan Shuja threw 
themselves with all their ornaments, when he fled before the 
victorious troops of his .brother. The great court of the 
palace is considered by the natives as having been the ladies 
apartment; but I am convinced that it is a mistake, as I shall 
afterwards qave occasion to show, LSf,le.nothing about these 
buildings marking thar cautious 'jealousy, with which the 
Muhammedans watclt t!tis precious comJDodity. I ani per
suaded, that' the' grE;at cOU'rt is the place ,!l\.ere the public 
entertainments' were given, and all round the cornices of the 
buildings are' Axed rings 'of stone,. to which. the sides of a 
canopy could be fixed, SO as to.shtde the, whole court. 

Returning to the reservoir were we first began, and passing 
the gate (B), the .isit'or comes into another court, where most 
of the building~ have heen destroy~d, having probably been 
small places'or hut~. for the accommodation of troops; hut 
turning to the right, you come to a gateway of eonsiderable 
size (a), which is called l\Iojragah. Immediately within this 
is another great court; hating in front of the gate 'an elevated 
terrace (c, c, c, c,) on" which .is erected the Dewan khanah, 
where the sultan- and his officers sat "t~ administer justice, 

,Fansact business, and give audience •• Those who were ad
mitted to this Jionbur: began their prostrations at the Mojra-! 
gah, and continued... frequently to repeat them as they ad
vanced to approach as near the royal person as the etiquette 
permitted. The Dewan.khanah (b b) is the part of the build
ing that is in a state'most fit to give·an idea of the whole, 
the walls being entire. ,It is true, that the c~rnice has been 
injured by a new ~oof added by 1\1r. Dickson, who covered 
the building, then very ruinous, and has, pr~served it as a 
treasury, . for which it .stili serves, :although it has again 
become ruinous:, It consi~ts of an open, gallery extending 
the whole length of the front, llrid behind this of three apart
ments which are ;ery' dark., This building is only. of one 
story, and next to the ',central part of the first grea, COU1·t 
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has no doubt, been the highest finished part of the whole. 
The view of its front will probably induce the reader to 

conclude with 1Il ( ', that whatever may have been the mag
niJicence of th e palace, its elegance wa!l Qn a very confined 
scale; and thi s will be farther confirmed by' the drawing, 

which represents the finishing of one side of the room (d), 
at the east end of the Dewan khanah, where the original 
plaster remains perfectly entire. The east side of the court 
of thc Dewan khanah is shut in hy the buildings (G I), which 
form the west side of the grand court; and tbe covered gal
lery (QQ) extends so far along its back, as to form a commu
nication with the back of the Dewan khanah, and with a low 
terrace (e e) between that and the riTer, to wbich at its east 
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end there is a' descent by a small' stair (f). On fhe right, 
entering the court of the, Dewan khanah, is a small ,aquare 
terrace (g) on which, it is said, the <?fficer called Dewan sat, 
while the Sultan gave audie'nee •. but it does not seepl suited 
for such a purpose, a~ it appears to have had no shelter. 
The east side of the court of the Dewan khanah consists of 

a low range of buildings (hk), which com~unicates with one 
consisting of two stories (i), the upper as uilual, div,ded into 
three apartments. This has no windows' tQwards the court 
of the Dewan khanah, but hehind it is a small,fOOIp (k). which 
has a door towards that court, and cqmmunicates .by a pas
sage (I:) with the interior of the building. On the outside of 
this passage, facing tO,wards the gate and guard-room (a), 
called 'Mojragah, are niches apparently intended (or the 
accommodation of a. guard. This passage seems to me to be 
that by which the prince passed'into. his ladi~s' apartments; 
and these, I presume, composed a tliir,d court, bound~d on 
the east by the buildings (II, It, I,) of the, court of the Dewan 
khanah, and on the west by a similurow.ofwhich the greater 
part has been removed, to make rOOm for a bungalo built by 
an European; ,but the building (n), which formed itll end 
most remote from the river still remains,. and is exactly simi-

-lar ~o the one (z) opposite to it. If this wa,s really the abode 
of the ladies, large walls no doubt surro'unded jt; I}u~ of these 
no traces remain. Towards the river this interior court had 
some small buildings, two 'oiwbich are still pretty entire. but 
so much transformed and concealed by the add,itions of some 
Goth, that their'original form can be scarcely traced, The 
one most highly finished is a small oratOl'Y (0', 18 feet by l~ 

'on' the inside. ,Its front consists pf w bite marble tol~rably 
polished, and neatly inlaid ,with pi.ous ~entences.,in black 
marble. The mil/ara or.-columns, at tbe cor~e:rs .have been 
built into the walls of a room. where the Goth proba,bly swilled 
cool claret, and which from its, neatness WQuld have de~erved 
some credit, had it not totally destroyed. !l;he fa<;e of ,the build
ing against which it was erected; fop ,.~he,se. 'minilrs a.re the 
most ornamental parts of. Mo!\lern temples. ,:.rhe ~nterior of 
the oratory has been totally 'prllseryed. ,but' has always.- been 
clumsy, the marble extending'only a little way up the lVil~ls. 
The only injury that the interior ,of. this ,chamber, has, ,IIuf
fered, is that. in repairing tbe roof', the' Gotw has removed the 
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ceiling, and left the beams staring in aU the bareness ot 
Anglo-Indian architecture. The other parts of the outside 
he has also completely changed, by adding a bath to one end 
of the oratory, and by white-washing the whole; but the rain 
has begun to remedy this, and shows that the outside has been 
painted, and enamelled with very gaudy colours. East from 
this oratory, and overhanging the river, is a small building, 
where the prince and his ladies are said to have sat while 
enjoying the fresh, air that blows from the water. This ori
ginally consisted of three long narrow apartments, which the 
Goth to increase accommodation, has divided into five. That 
in the centre was open at the sides, where the roof was sup
ported by little clumsy pillars and arches of black marble; 
but it has a pleasant situation, and the ceiling has been very 
neat. The two end apartments were very long with small 
'Windows, through which alone the ladies were probably 
-allowed to peep. These have been cut down to the floor 
'and _enlarged, so as to admit a ventilation necessary ~n such 
a climate for European existence, and the whole has been 
'Surrounded by an open gallery, which added much to the 
'Comfort of the accommodations, but was not much suited to 
the taste of ,die original building, which in fact should have 
been left undisturbed; and the gentleman might have been 
much better accommodated, and on more reasonable terms, 
by a building entirely new. . 

Although the palace derives its name from stone, no great 
quantity of that material seems to have entered iti compo
sition. The doors, windows, and a row next the foundation of 
the chief part. seem to have been the whole, and the removal 
of these by cutting them out of the w.aU, seems to have been 
what has principally reduced a very strong and massy build. 
ing to such a wretched state of decay. At a considerable 
distance south-west from the Sunggidalan is a ruin called the 
Phulvari, or flower garden. which some attribute to Sultan 
Shuja, and others to a Hasunali Khan, who was Faujdar or 
governor of the place since the time of that prince. It con
sists of several brick houses, each 'ot such a size as is usually 
occupied by' the chief European officers of the Bengal 
government residing in the country, and placed at Bome 
distance from each other, in a fine grove of mango trees. Its 
size is no doubt suited for the abode of a peraon of high 
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rank; but it retains no traces of elegance. Near this is the 
tomb of Bukht Homa, widow of a Shayesta Khan, who is 
said to have been an aid-de-camp (Mosaheb) to Aurungrebe. 
It is certainly the building of best taste in the place. A 
square space, containing perhaps three acres, has been sur
rounded by a neat brick wall, consisting of a series of arches 
filled up by a small thickness of wall, which produces a very 
neat effect, and saves materials. At each corner is a neat 
octagon building, the lower story as high' as the wall, the 
upper covered with'a dome, and having in eacq side a wide 
arched window. In the middle of one side is the entry by a 
lofty, wide, and handsome gate, which is arched and orna
mented with a dome and minarets. The area is planted, and 
in the centre is the tomb, which is square, with an open 
gallery of three arches on each side, and a small chamber at 
each corner. The building is adorned at the corners by four 
minarets, too low, as usual here, but in other respects neat~ 
The tomb in the centre is covered by a dome of brick; and 
each of the corner apartments is covered by a wooden cupola. 
with eight windows. These cupola, the upper parts of the 
minarets, and the whole cornice are painted with very bright 
colours. On the cornice, especially, is a row' of fine blue 
Iris, very gaudy, but exceedingly stiff. Although this tomb 
has a considerable endowment, it is fast hastening to ruin, 
and the condition of the ground is exceediNgly" slovenly. 

,Some way south from thence is another monument, nearly 
on the same plan, but not so fine, although I was told by the 
keeper that it contains the remains of Merza Muhammedbeg 
Subah of Bengal, and father of Alaverdi Khan, who suc
ceeded to that high· office. South a little from thence was 
N ageswarbag, a palace built by Kasem ali, Subah of Bengal, 
and which 'seems to have been intended entirely for a luxu
rious retirement among women, as it contains only one set of 
apartments, within which most assuredly no man but himself 
could have been admitted. The situation is remarkably fine. 
on a high ground commanding a noble view of the great lake, 
of the hills, and of a very rich intermediate country. The 
building has been large; but, so far as I can judge. very des
titute of taste. It consists of an immense wall of brick, per
haps 30 feet high, and 500 feet square. At one corner is an 
aperture by way of entrance, fortified "without, by walls and 
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guard rooms, which' were intended (or eunuchs; the places 
for the guard of cavalry being' without. All round the inside 
of the wall ran a row of apartments, each consisting of '8 

small court open abbve,' and surrounded by small dark 
hovels, like pigeon holes, in which the ladies and their 
ferllale attendants' might have been crammed. The roofs of 
these apartments formea a walk, concealed by the upper part 
of'the l"a11 r but there' are in this some small holes through. 
which the ladies may have been allowed to peep: These 
apartments communicated with each other by an'~rched gal
lery,-which surrounded the interior court. In the centre has 
been a square building, chiefiy of wood, somewhat- like the 
garden house of Hyder at Seringapatam. It was called 
Rungmahal; or the painted hall. The outside of the wall 
seems to have been surrounded by a I'OW of sheds, which it 
is said were intended for the accommodation of a guard of 
cavalry, and of the male domesticS'. Kasem ali neve~occu-
pied> this house, having been put to flight just as It was 
finished. Solne troops, that soon after came to check the 
incursi'ons of the mountaineers, took up their quarters in and 
near it j and, although built only 57 years, it has been ren
dered a complete ruin, by taking away the timbers of the 
roof to build the house of the: Nawab Rokunuddoulah, who 
live~ at Rajmahal. 

In the'town is' the tomb of Mirun, eldest son of Jafur ali, 
the successor of Kasem. This young prince was killed by 
lightning: His tomb is in the same style as the othet'8, but 
inferio'l' in size'. Some attention is, however, paid to keep it 
neat, as ma't1'Y flowers are planted in it, and as the remainder 
is cultil'ated as a kitchen garden j and e~en onions and car
rots look' better than the rank weeds that usually spring in 
such places~ 'These are the principal mOr/uments in or near 
Rajmahal, but there are many small mosques and monuments 
too numerous to be mentioned here, although in other parts 
of the country ,I have noticed some that are or less size; 
because, from the scantiness of any thing except hovels in 
their vicinity, they have become' of importance in the eyes of 
the people, who have seen no better.' Rajmahal has nu 
doubt greatly' diminished since it was the seat of the govern
ment, which 'ruled the whole of Bengal and Behar; it has 
lost even in consequence since the courts have been remove. 
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from it to Bhagulpoor, still, however, it ill a large place; but 
the ruins and the scattered manner in which the town now 
stands, renden its appearance very dismal. The officers of 
police maintained, however, that it still contains 20,000' 
houses and 50,000 peQple, but even the latter sEjems greatly 
exaggerated, although it, is in no proportion to the number of 
houses which tIley state., On inquiry, I found that it still 
contains 12 market places, scattered over an, immense extent. 
On applying to the owners for an account of the people 
belonging to these'market places, they gave me a list of 1285 
houses; but this is probably as much diminished as the other 
account is exaggerated.' Besides in villages, scattered in the 
places between these market places, there are a great many 
houses, so that I do not tbink that the population can be less 
than from 25 to 30,000 persons i and the number of travellers 
by land and water is geBeralIy very considerable. The 
supply of these with necessaries is, indeed, the chief support 
of the town. Atapoor, containing about 500 houses, and 
Kaligunj. containing 600, are the only other places that can 
be called towns. 

PHUTKIPOOll.~At the northern end of this division is one 
small hill, and & long marsh extends along its western side. 
The greater part of it consists of land. tbat is constantly un
dergoing changes from the action of 'he Ganges; and very. 
bare, although fertile, and tolerably culti.vated. The inland 
part, belonging mostly to invalids, is ~serably neglected, and 
exceedingly dismal, being mostly covered with long harsh 
grass. There is no dwelling house of brick, and no public 
work. deserving notice. 

TUllROKHABAD.-The whole of this district is level; and 
some of it, owing to the changes produced by the Ganges, is 
rather bare; but .in general it is tolerably occupied, and. 
where exempted from the influence of the rive'~ the villages 
are finely sheltered with. treelJ and bamboos, as in Bengal. 
There is no house, nor temple of brick, nor any public work. 
that deserves notice. Kharidangra and Jamur,. containing 
each about 100 houses, are the only places that can be 
"aUed towns. There is no remain of antiquity. 

PUTAPGUNJ.-This cQuntry i! all level, Rnd a great part 
of it inundate~; but, except in new-formed land, the villages 
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are finely sheltered with trees and bamboos, and a very feW' 
palms. It contains several smal1 lakes or marshes, that never 
become entirely dry. The largest are at Chandakuri and 
Tarapoor, the former containing 1500, and the latter 1000 
bigahs. It contains seven private buildings of brick, partly 
dwelling houses, partly chapels. There is no public work of 
any note. Shumshergunj, containing about 200 houses, is 
the only place that can be called a town. No remains of 
antiquity. 

AURuNGABAD.-The country resembles the division last 
described; but contains no marsh nor lake worth noticing. 
There are two dwelling houses of brick, but one of them is 
ruinous. Five persons have brick chapels within their pre
mises. There is no public work that is at all ornamental. 
Jafurgunj, containing about 100 houses, and Kaligunj con
taining about the same' number, are the only places that can 
be called towns, although Manggalpoor, which contains about 
60 houses, might be considered as a part of Kaligunj, as the 
two places are nearly adjacent. 

At Mahishali, Basudevpoor, and Tangtipara are three 
tanks, which many allege to have been dug by Mahipal 
Raja; but on the spot I found the first attributed to a Mabes 
Raja, a person of the low tribe or Tiwars, to whom this part 
of the country is said to have at one time belonged. The 
greatest length of this tank, being from east to west, it has 
in all probability been dug by a Moslem. The people again 
of Basudevpoor attribute both their tank and that of Mahi
shali, to Viswakarma. the god of artists, who instructed the 
Chinese and Europeans in all their arts. The tanks are far 
from being worthy of such' a personage. At Manggalpoor 
are some ruins, apparently those of a small town, which itt 
~enerally admitted to have been the residence of a son-in-law 
of Lakshman Sen, king of. Bengal. Some of the neigh~ 
bouring Zemindars, as will lle afterwards mentioned, claim a -
descent from this person. Among the small tanka and heaps 
of rubbish is a small piece of water called Jivatkunda. For
merly~ it is' said, any dead body might have been restored to 
life by being thrown into'this pond; but, since the country 
has become subject. to infidels, the water. it is certain, has 
lost its virtue. It is also imagined, that in this tank there is 
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a throne of stone (Merh); but in December, when I visited 
the place, it was not visible: the people said, that it would 
be seen in spring, when there would be less water. 

KALEKAPOOR consists of two portions, separated by Virb
hum; and each of these again consists of a small space well 
cultivated, and of a great tract almost totally neglected. 
The villages are more naked than is usual with those in
habited by Bengalese. Another portion is almost in a state 
of nature, and mostly coverCfd'with forests, which are kept 
stunted by frequent cutting for fire wood. A little towards 
the north-east is inundated, but in general the land is high 
though level. . All Ambar is free from hills, but there are a 
few scattered through the wastes of Sultanabad. Both of 
the Zemindars have some brick buildings in their houses; 
that of Ambar is very decent, and is gradually improying by 
additions, made as the owner can afford. Several farmers 
haye small brick places of worship, which they keep in neat 
order. There is no place that can be called a town, Virkati 
is the largest; nor is there any public building that deserves 
notice. Near Virkati are many small tanb, as if there had 
been a considerable town; but I see no traces of buildings, 
nor is there any tradition of a town having been in that 
situation. 

CHANDRAPooR.-In the year 1796, many robberies ha~ing 
been committed in Virbhum, then under the magistrate of 
Moorshedabad, and it being pretended, that the perpetrators 
belonged to the southern tribe of mountaineers, lVIr. Brooke, 
then magistrate of lVIoorshedabad, applied to Mr. FombelIe, 
then magistra~e of Bhagulpoor, to check the inroads. Accord
ingly a thanah was established at Chandrapoor, and a small 
portion of Virbhum was placed under the superintendence 
of a Darogah. , 

LAKARDEWANl.-The country is naturally beautiful, as it 
consists of very rich lands, finely interspersed with detached 
rocky hills, that are covered with wood. Near Nuni these 
form a small cluster; but in many directions it is intersected 
by level passages. The country, however, has been miserably 
neglected, and is overrun with forests, and the houses are 
very mean. The most usual fences, as in Bangks, are 
formed of dry branches and leaves, So as to conceal the huts 
altogether. The forests, as in the adjacent parts of B:angka. 
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consist chiefly of Mowal abont the villages, and of Sakuya 
and Asan in more remote parts. Many of these trees are 
stunted by extracting rosin or by feeding Tasar; but in some 
parts the trees attain a tolerable. 'Size. There are only a few 
bamboos. The cultivated parts are finely planted, with 
mangoes chiefly, and a few palms. There is no house of 
brick, nor any public- building deserving notice. ~engduya 
is the only place that can be called a town, and may contain 
about 100 houses. No remaills of antiquity wOI,th notice. 
The northern parts are in the Mogul province of Behar, and 
the southern in that of Bengal; but the Mogul authority 
seems to have extended very little into these parts. Several 
tribes yet remain, who speak languages totally different from 
both Hindi and Bengalese; and the dialects of both these lan
guages, that are in use, are most miserably corrupt, or rather 
unimproved. The southern parts are considered as belong .. 
ing to Anggades. 

TERRITORY BELONGING TO THE MOtTNTAINEERs.-There still 

remains to be described a large portion of the district, which 
is not included in any regular divisions estab1ish:d for the 
administration of justice, or preservation of order: because 
it is occupied by mountaineers, who are exempted from the 
ordinary course of law, and from.all taxes. Causes, not 
Ij.ffecting the public peace, they settle among themselves, by 
their own customs j but they are bribed by annual pensions 
to give up such as commit violent outrages, such as robbery 
and murder; and these are punished by the judge, provided 
an assembly of their countrymen finds them guilty. The 
territor)< of the mountaineers may be divided into a northern 
and southern portion: the former occupied by a tribe, that 
has an appropriate language, that eats beef, and has not the 
least vestige of the doctrine of caste; the southern tribe baa 
adopted the Hindi or Bengalese languages, according as these' 
prevail in the low-lands adjacent to their hills; with this they 
have adopted the spiritual guidance of some low Hindus, and 
tbe doctrine of caste; and finally they have rejected the use 
ofheef. ' 

TERRITORY or THE NORTHERN TRIBE OF MOUNTAINEERS.

It is by far the most extensive, and .in general is the best 
defined, because the impurity of its manners has secured 
this tribe bettel' from intrusion. In fixing a boundary tW() 
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difficulties occur. In the very middle of the division of 
Fayezullahgunj are scattered some hills, occupied by the 
mountaineers, who, although constantly traversing that 
territory. and daily dealing with its people, are exempted 
from the jurisdiction of its officers.- If these could be induced 
to retire to hills, that are unoccupied, of which there are many, 
I think it would be highly advantageous. In the next place, 
in the centre of the territory belonging to this tribe, there is 
a tract of fertile levelland, lyjng on both sides of a fine river, 
and undoubt"8dJy belonging to the Zemindar of Manihari, 
although he pays no rent, and has entirely deserted it; while 
the only lands, that remain occupied, have been purchased 
by the company, and are given in part to some of the armed 
men,' that are under the Suzawul. All these persons, and 
all those, who cultivate'their grounds, 0' whom the Zemindar 
might send 10 occupy grounds belonging. to him, would be 
under the authority of the ordinary police, which is likeHy to' 
produce a jarring of authority, not easily conducted without 
dispute. I would, therefore, propose, that a person, entrusted 
with the care of the communication between government and 
this northern tribe, should reside at Majhuya, in this arable 
tractf and have the authority of Darogah, over its 1ow-Iand 
inhabitants. It may contain 36 square miles of an exceedingly 
rich soil, and, if protection were .offered, might maintain a 
great many people; while traders, residing in it, would supply 
the wants of the mountaineers. From Fayezullahgunj to this 
tract, which is distinguished in the accompanying map by red, 
while the lands of the tribe are marked green, is a level route, 
that I travelled, and passes between the hills, that are ref{ularly 
delineated; while on all other sides it is surrounded by hills 
closely adjoining, which in general I have not been able to 
trace with precision. I presume, that this was the route, by 
which the Mahratta army entered Bengal; although none of 
the people, whom I consulted, had ever heard of such an 
event; but in the time of Captain Browne (1772) it was still 
remembered. The road, however, is much worse, than was 
represented. to that gentleman; for, although so far as 
Majbuya is tolerably level, yet it is exceedingly strong against 
cavalry. being narrow and covered with wood; and between 
Majhuya and Rajmahal hills of a considerable height intervene. 
The most common passage is by Chaun(ll, to the summit of 
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which I found an exceedingly fatiguing journey; and I have no 
doubt, from traces, which I saw, that this was the way. by 

-which the Mahrattas came; as by the side of the road were 
collected many heaps of stones, which the mountaineers said 
their fathers had thrown together by orders of an army, 
which came that way. They knew not indeed the nation, of 
which the army was composed, a circumstance in which they 
were in no degree interested. So far 3S I could judge, from 
viewing .tIie country from several hills, there probably might 
be found many passages through these mountains; but these 
are so broken by watercourses, that few of them are fit for 
the plough, and the hills are more easy of access. 

The hills in general are two or three miles long, and half a 
mile wide, and very steep and rugged. Among them there 
are many springs, and small streams. The villages are neater, 
and the huts better than tbose of the ordinary farmers on the 
plain. In many parts the views from them are exceedingly 
fine, althougli the woods almost every where are stunted. 
This on the hills arises from their being cut and burned after Ii 
growth offrom six to eight years, in order for the fields to be 
cultivated. On the plains it arises from "the trees being cut 
for fire 'wood, which keeps low all towards the north and east; 
but on tne west side there are some forests of a tolerable 
growth. There are but few bamboos. 

The only antiquity in this division is Lakrugar, an old fort 
in the 'central arable land, where a Raja, of the Nat tribe 
namedDuriyar Singha resided, and governed the mountaineer. 
as well as the Nat, some of whom remain in the vicinity, and 
seem driginally to have been of the same race with the 
mountaineers. He was driven out by the Kshetauris, who 
now possess the country, and who bad a fort at l\1ajhuya 
about two miles from the former. Here' they resided for 
some generations, until the father of the present Zemindar, 
being inflamed with jealousy, excited the mountaineers to 
murder a Mogul officer. After this the mountaineers, 
discovering the imbecility of government, became too turbulent 
for the management of the Zemindar, who was compelled to 
retire to the low country. 

THE SOUTHERN DIVISION OF 1'HE COUNTRy-Is a much more 
fertile territory than that occupied by the northern tribe, 
being much less mountainous; but it is less populous, as from 
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fear of disturbance, it is the hills alone that either tribe is 
willing to cultivate, knowing that on these the lowlanders 
will make no encroachment. Except in the south-west corner 
tbe hills are low and detached, and roads frequented by 
carts or oxen pass through them in many directions. Owing 
to the vast demand for charcoal, on account of the iron mines 
in Virbhum, the woods are very much stunted. The villages 
of the hill people are much inferior in neatness and comfort, 
to those of the northern tribe. There are no traces of 
antiquities. 
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CHAPTER III. 

POPULATION, EDUCATION, REt.IOION, MANNERS AND 

CUSTOMS, .ETC. 

In the Fusli year 1209 CA. D. '1802) Government, it is said, 
ordered a Kkanak Skomari, or list of inhabitants to be pre
pared. It was in two divisions only that I procured the re
sult, and the nature of this satisfied me that I had nothing 
to regret in the want of the record. In forming an estimate 
of the population I have not been able to rely much on any 
general statements procured from the natives, because I often 
found them unwilling, and not unfrequently unable to give 
me such information as I wanted. I have proceeded in the 
first place by estimating the number of people required to 
cultivate the extent of land occupied in every division, having 
taken into consideration the various- natures of the soil and 
crops, the different quantities of stock, -and the various de
g~ees of industry among the people. I have then compared 
~he proportions between the agricultu.ral population and the 
other classes of society, as given by the natives; bllt with 
this I have seldom found occasion to be satisfied, and have 
endeavoured to correct the numbers in ·these .c1ass~ from 
very minute inquiries mlfde by the Pandit of the survey; be
cause I think his inquiries concerning the various castes occa
sioned less suspicion than those respeCting the number of 
houses occupied by cultivators, artificers, and idlers, such 
being immediately and evidently connected with the value of 
each estate. . 

It must be observed, that the proportion of land cultivated 
twice in the year is here much smaller than towards the east, 
and that in many parts a very large proportion is sown either 
without a previous ploughing, or with very slight cultivation, 
while the stock of cattle is strong. On this account, not
withstanding an uncommon' indolence and want of skill, one 
man in general cultivates more land than is done in Bengal 
Had I indeed taken the reports of the farmers, I should have 
in Bome cases allowed 40 bigabs for one plough; but in such 
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cases the ploughman does no other work, and people are 
bil'ed to perform every other part of the labour. 

In the Appendix will be found the results of my inquiries 
concerning the populat!on of this district, together with an 
estimate respecting some of the causes by which it is affected. 
A few (500) of the young men, chiefly ,from Mungger and the 
villages occupied by invalids, have entered into the regular 
corp!! ,?f the army; but this number is so inconsiderable as 
not to affect the population. A .large proportion of the 
northern hill tribe belongs to a military corps; but as this 
seldom, if ever, leaves the district, and as many of their 
women live with the soldiers in cantonments, this does not in 
any considerable degree affect the population. In fact this 
tribe is much more flourishing than the southern, scarcely 
any of whom enter into service of any kind. Many of the 
'people would wish to be considered as by birth qualified for 
the profession of arms, and on that account most of them 
excuse themselves from manual labour, at least of any severe 
nature, but some condescend to hold the plough, aQd all have 
farms either free or. rented. They endeavour as much as 
possible to, have these cultivated by servants, and prefer 
much to agriculture the casual employment of acting as daily 
messengers (Mohasel!,r Muzkuri). In general they are not 
well qualified for their profession bt~~rsona) endowments, 
and they cannot endure the restraints which European dis
cipline .requires. :fhey fill up' however the enormous police 
establishment which .is here maintained. and, I believe, would 
be exceedingly 'willing to.assist any party in a predatory war
fare. The men serving in the regular police (Burukandaj) 
are superior both in knowledge and appearance to _those 
commonly found in Bimgal; but those paid in lands for .mili
tary service are very indifferent. It was r.eckoned that in tIle 
whole district there were,9:210 men dedicated by birth to the 
use of arms" and willing to be employed in this kind of ser-
vice. ,Of these only 4045 had found regular employment at 
home, 1580 had gone tG other plac~s in quest bf employment, 

,and 1110 strangers .were here in addition employed •. The 
. military serw.ce, therefore, makes very little drain 'on popula
. tion. The civil service rather gives an increase of population. 
In the whole district it was estimated that 1107 men had gone 
to distant parts in quest of this employment, and that 1:260 
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strangers had here found. service. Commerce makes little 
change on the population. A few Bengalese traders are 
settled in the wilder parts, but most of the commerce is car
ried on by natives. The number of boats is very small, and 
even tbese are mostly manned by people from the Puraniya 
district. In fact the people are of a very domestic turn, ex
ceedingly unwilling to go abroad, and at home make very 
little e~ertion; but there is in this a good deal of difference. 
In the western parts near the Ganges, and in the eastern 
corner towards Moorshedabad, the people are more industri
ous than they are about Rajmahal, Kahalgang, and through 
wllat is called the Janggaltari. . 
Th~ draips on population are very small, and in' general 

, the manners of both women and men ,are exceedingly strict. 
Notwithstanding these circumstances, and an uninterrupted 
peace for a number of years, with a large extent of very fer
tile territory unoccupied, it would appear from the reports of 
the natives, that the population is in some places on the di
minution, and scarcely any where is advancing with that rapi
dity which might be expected. For this diminution or slow 
progression of population various reasons are assigned, and 
deserve especial notice. The system of premature marriages 
is cal'ri~d to a very destructive length.. and no doubt contri
bute~ tQ ,check population; but not to a greater degree than 
in many parts, where the population has made a. rapid in
crease. The widows, who adhere to the rigid rule of Hindu 
celibacy, are bere more numerous than in Bengal. This how
ever is probably not more than sufficient to counterbalance 
the superior strictness in the moral conduct of the wives of 
Bhagulpoor. . , 

The practice of inoculation is almost universal; but the 
few families that reject it, will in all probability continue ob
stinately to adnere to their refusal; for it has become a rule 
of caste. Some of them are Moslems of rank, who adhere 
to their folly from a knowledge of the doctrine which their 
prophet taught. The greater prevalence of inoculation in 
this district than in some of those already surveyed ought to 
have produced art increase of population; but other diseases 
ar,e no -doubt common, and it is to sickness that many attri
bute the decrease in the number of people. This I am per
suaded is a mistake; for in the first place, the diseases 
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peculiar to India, especially the Koranda, which chiefly affects 
propagation, are not near so common a8 towards the east; 
Rnd fevers, the most common destroyer of mankind, are not 
near so common as in Puraniya. In the nest place, the most 
populous part of the district, near Moorshedabad, is just that 
where these two diseases are the most severe. It is true, that 
in Rajmahal, Paingti, and Fayezullabgunj fevers are stated 
to be more' common, but they are not near 80 fatal. The 
western parts of the district are, for a warm climate, uncom
monly healthy, yet many parts there are very thinly inhabited. 
Fevet:s in general are not so dangerous as in Europe, and it 
is only in the eastern corner of the district that a great pro
portion assume a bad form. This indeed is said tq have been 
only the case for about 17 or 18 years; for until then the vici
nity of Moorshedaba<1 was by the natives considered as rather 
salubrious; but now a sad reverse has taken place, and al
most every year there is in that part of the country a severe 
autumnal epidemic. Every where in the vicinity of the hills 
and woods the vernal epidemic is more severe than jn culti
vated plains; but I no where heard that it equalled in severity 
the epidemic of autumn. Fluxes, pituitous and binous, are 
more common in spring than autumn; but are neither very 
frequent nor destructive. Choleras are far from common. 

The people afflicted with both kinds of leprosy are viewed 
bere with the same injustice that folIowtf them in Puraniya. 
I saw several instances of complete albinos, with weak blue 
f?yes, and white hair. Two of them were children born of 
parents quite black, and apparently in good health; but the 
children were weakly. At Tarapo9r in this district I saw two 
dwarfs, both adult men: one of them was 3 feet 9~ inches 
high, aria tolerably well mad~; the other was somewhat 
smaller, but he was rather distorted. The different chroni
cal swellings. are here much rarer than in the districts hitllerto 
surveyed. Persons who reside on the right bank of the 
Ganges seem little subject to the swelIin~ which affects the 
throat, and most of those in the divisions south fro~ the 
great river who have this disease have been affected durmg a 
residence of considerable length on the opposite bank. The 
people who live on the bank of t~e Mon river are considered 
as peculiarly liable to this disease. . It is said that Haradatta 
Singha, a neighbouring Zemindar~ dug there a fine well 
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(Indara,) which was lined with brick. While this well conti. 
nued in repair the disease is said to have appeared in the 
vicinity less frequently; but, since the water has become bad, 
the disorder has !'ecome as common as ever. These circum
stances would seem to point out a certain condition of the 
water used as the Clluse of the disease; and it may be sup
posed, that the water of the Ganges is, purified. by a long 
course

l 
from the quality that produces this disease, and which 

seems to be peculiar to the water of Alpine regions. I am 
however told, that the people of the Northern hill tribe are 
subject. to this 'complaint, and their hills have nothing ap
proaching to an alpine elevation. On passing the ~oundary 
of the Mogul province of Bengal the Sarcocele becomes a 
more rare disease, and seems to diminish more and more to
wards the west. 

In this district the fever, accompanied by an enlargement 
in the glands of the neck, is very rare; but that attributed to 
• diseased state of the nose is now exceedingly common and 
troublesome; for it usually attacks those who are liable to it 
almost every month', and lasts two or three days at a time. 
Forinerly, all it is said, this disease was not common, and it 
is for only five or six years that it has become so prevalent. 
The people of this district, and those of the hill tribes more 
particularly, are much subject to rheumatism, which seems to 
be owing to a wa.nt of sufficient clothing, and to their supply
ing the want in cold weather by hanging much over a fire. 

As to the condition and manner 'of living of the people I 
shall chiefly contine my remarks to the manners of the people 
inhabiting the more civilized parts on theoanks oftbe Ganges, 
and wh15 sp~ak the Hindi language. The people of rank here 
are still mor€f fond than in Puraniya of going out with a nu
merous attendance, especially of armed men; but in every 
other respect"their appearance js very mean and squalid, and 
their marriage ceremonies' are so enormously expensive, as to 
render the utmost parsimony 'on other occasions, absolutely 
necessary.' Funerals !'Xe conducted on more rational princ'" 
pIes, but still,are exceedingly burthensome. The practice of 
hoarding bu1lion is supposed to be 'Very general, . especially 
among the middle ranks, whose external appearance is in 
general very mean. . 

In the three considerable towns of the district, the former 
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residence of Moslem chiefs. seems to have introduced,the 
custom of building houses of brick, which are pretty nume
rous. They are in general occupied by traders, and no 
zemindar has a house becoming the rank of a gentleman. 
The best are in the partS' belonging to Bengal. The bri~ 
houses of the towns are i.a the very ~orst style, and the 
meanest that r have seen any where e~cept in Maldeh. 
Some of ,them hav~ 'tiled roofs, but in general the5r are 
covered with plastered terraces. The clay houses are of 
two kinds, one having two stories, !lnd the other only one. 
The former usually consist of one chamber on each floor, and 
most commonly it has in front of the lower story an open 
gallery' supported by small wooden posts. The stair is ex
tremely wretched, and indeed the most common means of 
mounting to the upper room is by means of a ~adder. The 
usual dimensions are from nine to fifteen cubits long, by from 
seven to ten cubits wide. In the upper room a persoll cannot 
always stand erect, the lower is generaUy six or seven cubits 
high. There are always wooden doors. The roof is thatched 
with a-frame of wood and bamboos. The walls are not 
white-washed, -nor in' Behar, especially, are they' well 
smoothed. The floor is terraced with clay. A house of 
this kind costs froIl) lilO to 25 rupees, and wiIllast 15 years; 
but it requires annual repairs. If the roof is burned, the 
walls are not materially injured, and much of the property in 
the lower apartment may be saved. 

The houses with mud walls and consisting of one story, are 
thatched, and have no ceiling covered with clay to lessen the 
danger from fire. These houses consist of one apartment, of 
the same size with those of two stories, and have seldom any 
gallery. The roof is in general of the same shape with dlat 
in the eastern parts of Bengal, consisting of t!"o sides meet
ing in an arched ridge; but the pitch is usually very low, and 
they are commonly of the structure called Chauka, of which 
I 'have giien an account in treating of Puraniya. ~n Kali
kapoor inost of' the roofs consist of four triangular sides, 
forming a kind of pyramid; or, if the house is oblong, the 
two lateral triangles are truncated. In that part- of the 
country the houses 'are' neater and cleaner than in Behar. 
Among the woods, many houses have walls of bamboos split 
and interwoven like It basket. The hc.vels in form of a bee-

1 • - , 
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hive are not so common as in Puraniya. They are most 
usual on the north side of the river, where bamboos are very 
scarce, and in Fayezullahgunj, where the people are totally 
abandoned to sloth. 
~ If there is any native house in the district sufficiently large 

to accommodate a wealthy family, the number must be ex
ceedingly small; ~and the usual abode of the wealthy consists 
of a humber of buildings, each of one apartment, or perhaps 
one or'the number may contain two rooms. Wherever the 
owner can afford it, the whole is hid by walls or fences, 
which are generally very unseemly.· The best are mud waUs 
thatched to prevent the rain from washing them away. 
Bamboos. which in many parts are very cheap, make a neat 
fence, but it admits of too D)uch Jleeping. Dry branches, 
with the withered leaves adhering, are preferred in the 
woods, and reeds confined by bamboo splits are chosen in 
the open country. The huts in the latter are usually built 
close together, and sellfom separated by quick-set hedges or 
gardens, or sheltered by gourds, climbing heans, or other 
plants, so that they appear naked, and fires are exceedingly 
destructive. The spaces between the huts are in general al 
slovenly as in Puraniya. The people here have scarcely any 
furniture, except bedding, and lome brass, copper, and bell 
metal "essels. Bedsteads are much more common than in 
Puraniya. The pest a~e called Palang or Chhaparkhat, and 
their wooden work is < somewhat polished, while they have 
curtains, mattrasses, pillows, and a sheet, and the people who 
sleep on them cover themselves with sheets or quilts, accord
ing to the weather •. The next kind, called Charpayi, is very 
rough, but the fee~ ,are tarned, and the bottom is made ot 
ropes, wrought pretty cl~se together. These have no cur
tains, and it is a few only that have a very bad mattrass. 
The ropes are usually covere<I with a blanket, a 6mall cotton 
earpet, or a quilt. The worst kind of bedsteads called 
Khatiyas, are made entirely of rough sticks rudely joined 
together, and the bottom is made of straw or grass ropes. A 
coarse quilt serves fpr bedding.· A felV during the floods 
sleep on bamboo stages. Many sleep on the ground, chiefly 
on mats made of grass (Kusa). oJ' 01 palm leaves. 

In the parts of tbia district that belonged to Behar, the 
fashions of dress are 'nearly the same as in Puraniya. The 
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higher ranks of Hindus, even Pandits, have on occasions of 
great ceremony adopted, in a great measure, the Muhamme
dan dress. Many of the Brahmins, as in the south of India, 
wear a cap of cotton cloth dyed. which sits close to the head, 
and descends with two flaps over the ears. It is a very ugly 
thing, but seems to be the origina} dress of the sacred order. 
In general it may be observed, that the people here, espe
cially the women, are, if possible, more dirty than those even 
of Puraniya, and that their clothing is more scanty. The 
poorer women are allowed only one piece. of cloth in the 
yeaI', and it is not woven of a breadth sufficient to hide their 
nakedness, so that two breadths must be stitched together to 
make one wrapper, which, after all, is very scanty. and is
called a Kiluya, while that of proper dimensions, woven of 
full bl·eadth, is called Il Sare. In the estimate, what is called 
silk, consists often of the Maldehi cloth, made of silk. and 
cotton mixed. Some cloth of Tasar silk is made use of by 
women of rather a low rank; but very little of the Bhagul
poori cloth, made of silk and cotton, is used in this district. 

Ornaments of the precious metals are not so common as 
even in Puraniya. The Hindu women usually ornament their 
armJ! with rings of coloured lac, and paint their foreheads 
with red lead. The women of the milk-men, however, and 
some othe~ castes of labouring people~ lise rings of bell metal 
or brass, either for one or both arms. ~he Muhammedan 
women also use chiefly rings of coloured lac; or a shape dif
ferent from those used by the Hindus i ,but many of them 
use rings made of glass, such as are worn in the south of 
India. Both religions give ornaments of tin to their children. 
The custom of anointing the body with 'oil in' the western 
parts of the district is not very prevalent j but ploughmen, as 
~lmost every where in Bengal, during the rainy season, never 
work without rubbing their feet. Shoes or sandals are in 
general use with those who can afford the expense: In the 
parts of the district towards Moorshedabad, the people) espe': 
cially the women, are more cleanly i they almost ali anoint 
themselves frequently, and the women use much gold, silver, 
and shells as ornaments: nor do they dau!,} their faces with 
red lead, except a small mark at the upper part of the nose. 
They also make only a few marks 'Of the kind, tha,t in. the 
South Sea Islands, is called tatooing; but the women of 
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Behar are almost as fond of this ornmament as those ot 
Otabeite, especially on tile parts that here are most com. 
monly visible. Some new fangled people, however, espe· 
dally among the women of the Brahmans, begin to think that 
the blaek marks disfigure their skins, and these make no 
more stains than just enough to satisfy' the conscience of 
those who would not drink water from the hand of a nymph 
whose @kin wa$ spotless. 'Women and children blacken their 
eyes with lamp-black and oil put under the lids. Men only 
use this mark of effeminacy at tbeir marriage. The women 
tie their hair as in Puraniya.. ' 

In the' Appendix will be found the result of my in· 
quiries respecting the diet of the natives. At Bhagulpoorl 

Mungger, and Rajmahal, meat is every day to be had in the 
market; but it is so wr~tchedly lean, that it is unfit for the 
use of an European. except for soup. Goat meat is com· 
monly sold, but beef is occasionally procurable. At l\fungger, 
on account of the Europeans, a good many sheep are killed. 
In the other places very few, as the natives prefer goat flesh. 
A few young buffaloes, chiefly males, are brought to market. 
The Hindus of this country, except the very highest castes, 
would purchase meat from the butcher, could they afford it; 
but by far the greater part of the meat used in the district, 
is that offered by the Hindus or Muhammedans to their gods 
or saints. N one of the sect of Vishnu ought to eat meat; 
but here many Of them defer taking Upades until they an'ive 
at a good age, and until then indulge their appetites; and on 
occasions of festivity do not prevent their wives and children 
from indulging theirs. There are, however, many that reject 
meat, and in the table these are included among those who 
cannot afford it. The belplessness of tile people prevents 
them from procuring riear so much game as they might easily 
have; still, however, tbis forms a very considerable portion 
of the meat that is used. The impure tribes in tIle greater 
part of the district are not so well provided with pork as in 
Puraniya. 

In some parts of the district fish is seldom procurable; 
and in most parts there is a considerable proportion of the 
inhabitants that reject its use, In most. parts. Dear the 
Ganges, fish' is 'not prowrable 'during the inundation, and it 
is only in lUjulahaJ, and the division$' .outh from thence 
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that there is a regular abundance. 01' that the people are dis .. 
posed to avail themselves of this kind of food. so much as is 
usual ill Bengal. This of course greatly diminishes the nu
trition which they receive. although they use more meat than 
is common in Bengal Milk, however, is a more common 
article of food than in most parts of India; but it is almost 
entirely used after it has become acid and has curdled, 
which very much diminishes its nutritive qualities. 

The portion of oil and salt, which the poor are able to pro
cure, is very small. 'The rich have it in greater abundance, 
and the wealthy have .from two to four curries at each meal. 
Those in middling ranks have this Juxury five or six; times a 
month; and the poorest at their marriage feasts or such 
high occasions. »y consulting the table, the proportions of 
these different classes may be seen. Oil and salt, capsicum, 
and turmeric, are the grand articles of seasoning, acids are 
little employed. The quantity of foreign spiceries, chiefly 
black pepper, is very small, and the number of those who 
use them may be seen in the table. Ghiu also, or melted 
butter, is a luxury, the daily use of which falls to a very 
small proportion of the community, 

With respect to the oil, the quantity considered as a full 
allowance for five people, young and old, varied in different 
places from 11 to 50 8. w., tbe latter in the capital, where 
much business is done by the lamp. The average is abou~ 
J'20~ s. w: The second class consumes from 5 to 171 s. w., 
average ] 01 s. w. The third class uses froIQ J'2j ~ 11 j s. w. 
aver.age 5} s. w. The lowest class procures from I j to 
5 s. w. average.3 s. w. As usualt this allowance contains 
the whole consumption for lamp, unction and kitchen, and no 
one can ascertain the proportion; but the higher classes 
using a much larger proportion 'for the two former purposes 
than the poorer, there is less difference in the quantity used 
as seasoning,. than would appear in the above -estimate. 

The whole of the salt being used fol' > seasoning,' the dif
ference in the proportions used by different classes is much 
greater; but as the rich use three' or four dishes; while the 
poor use only one, their dishes are >not higher salted ~ but 
their food i8 much better seasoned, as they have four dishes 
in place of one, to correct the insipidity of ~he grain, ",hich 
forms the basis of their food. ~lre people here never uee ashes 
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to supply the place of .salt., Very little of the salt from the 
coast of Coromandel is here in demand. The quantity said 
to be abundant tot the dlrily consumption of five persons, 
young and old, varied in different divisions from 7 to 23 s. w.; 
but the average was r~ther more than 121- s. w. and the 
people were commonly divided into four classes ,as with 
respect to. 9il, diminishing in varioult' proportions j so that 
the second 'class varied .from 4 to 17i s. w., average 8 s. w.; 
the. third class varied from 2 to 12 s. w., average 4& s. w. 
The lowest class varied from 1 to 5} s. w., average 3 8. w. 

Rice forms the staple article of ,food with ali that Can 
afford it; but the rich sometimes, foi the sake of variety, eat 
wheaten ca~es. The poorer ranks must for a great part of 
the year content thems«;Ives with, wheat, or still coarser 
grains. Some of these grains they boil in imitation of rice; 
but in general they are made into cakes or paste 8S I have 
before mentioned, and the paste is often made of .different 
kinds of pulse.; but this is not included in the table, where 
the pulse, stated to be used, is entirely dressed as a curry I 
and eaten as a seasoning with grain prepared by boiling or 
as bread or paste. In the wilder parts of the'district, some 
of the poor, for some months in the year, cannot 'Procure 
grain, and use in its stead the dried flowers of the Mahuya 
tree (Bassia latij'olia), the seeds of the Sakuya (SkoTlBa 
Tobusta), and some other natural productions.. The. quantity 
of cleaned grain stated to be sufficient fOJ: the daily consump
tion of !ive people, young and old, varied from .7~ to 40 s. W'O 

and the average is 52~ $. w. a trifle less than the average of 
Puraniya., . 

In some .of the divisions, especially Lokmanpoor. Pratap
gunj, and Furrokhabad. tht: proportion of those who drink 
distilled spirits is evidently underrated, and the same has 
been done respecting those who. drink palm wine in Lok
manpoor. Kumurgunj, aDd Tarapoor, in the two latter of 
whi"h, in particular, the practice is almost universal Every
where west from Udhawanala, throughout the cultivated 
country, the palm~ "are plentiful. In almost every part of 
the district the only spirit used is distilled from Mahuya. 
flowers.. TIle spirit. drawn by native artists both from grain 
aud fl'om this flower,' hine a smell so disgusting, that I have 
not he en able to taste them so as to judge which lit the least 
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execrable i-but I have had already occasion to dWEm OD the, 
advantage that might arise from an improvement 9f the rna-. 
nufacture. The most execraple ,quality that can be imagined 
is no bar to excess; on the contrary it rather conduces tet it.! 
This is strongly confirmed by what I have seen here" In no 
cou'ntry have I seen so, many drunken people walking abroad;, 
and in more than -one in!\tanc;e I saw men, who from their 
dress were far above the vulgar, lying on the road perfectly 
stupified with drink, and that in the midst of day, and in 
places far ~emoved from the luxury and dissipation ot towns. 

Different kinds of betle-nut possess very various degrees 
of narcotic qualities, but all, like other narcotics, produce an 
exhilaration and insensibility which accounts for the fondness 
with which this nut is devoured by nations, that are res
trained from using strong liquors. All betIe that is not dried, 
possesses this quality the strongest. The people here using 
mm,h strong drink are less addicted to betIe; for, although 
8 large proportion is said to procure betIe in abundance, the 
quantity called such here, would towards the east be con
sidered as trifling, few using it more than two or three times 
a day. At the' capital eight leaves and two nuts are reckoned 
a full allowance for the most wealthy. 

Fuel in almost every part of the district is abundant, as 
there is no place far removed either from forests, or from 
sandy banks oyergr01V11 with tamarisks. In fact charcoal and 
firewooa form a considerable part of the exports of the dis
trict; yet in' almost every part cow dung; mixed with the 
husks of rice 'and other grain. forms some part of the fuel, 
beCllUse it is collected close to the house, and costs less 
trouble to bring home than wood, which may ,be two or three 
hundred yards off. Wherever the ~ountry is tolerably clear. 
the poor burn scarcely anything else, except 'towards Moor
shedabad, where they are still worse economists, and burn 
much straw. In the cold season almost every falJlily burns a 
fire an night .. and sleeps round it. The conl3umption of lamp 
oil in religious ceremonies is much smaller, even in proportion 
to the number of inhabitants, than to~ards the east. The 
natives of this district are very fond of a numerous attendance 
and showy equipage; but their poverty prevents them from 
vying in 'this point with those of Ppraniya. Camels jus~ begin 
to appear in the western extremity of thill, district. 
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The fl'ee male domestic servants of the great are of three 
kinds: Bhandaris who are stewards, and take care of all the 
household effects; Khedmutgars, who dress their master, 
attend bim at meals, supply him with tobacco and betIe, and 
make his bed; and Tahaliyus, who clean the kitchen and ita 
utensils, bring wood and wat,er, and buy provisions; but in 
common one man does everything, and takes care also of the 
horse, and of any cows and goats that may live in the house. 
'l'heirwages vary from 8 to 24 anas a month, b~sides food and 
clothing. About 1 r. is however the average, the food may be as 
much and the clothing may be 4rs. a year. T,hewhole aUowance 
seldom exceeds 80rs. a year. Female free servants are in gene
ral not procurable, and those than can be had are commonly old 
women, who have lost all their kindred, and attend as domestics 
for food and raiment. The invalids have in general servants,· 
male and female, whom during their service they either pur
chased, or acquired by the force of arms. Although luch 
might be called slaves, this word would convey a very differ
ent idea concerning these persons, from what is the real case. 
In fact these boys and girls are 'looked upon by the old 
soldier as his children j and when he dies, he in general leaves 
them the whole of his ~ffects. If the girl acquires a proper 
age, before the veteran's death, she often becomes bis con
cubine. and many of them as wives, receive a pension from 
the Company. 

Proper slaves of the male sex are in this district called 
N nfurs, and their women are called Laundis. They are con
fined to tbe part of the district included in Subah 'Behar,. 
In general they belong to the OWQers of land, chiefly on free 
estates, or to wealthy Brahmans, who rent land. None of 
them are employed as confidenti!ll servants, such as in Pura
niya receive a good farm for the subsistence of tbeir family; 
on the contrary they are generally very poorly provided. and 
the greate'f part of tbe m~n are employed in agriculture. 
Some of them, when theI:e is nothing to do on the farm. 
attend their ma~tet as.doQlestics; otbers are employed entirely 
as domestics, and living in their master', house receive food 
and raiment; ~nally.1 others are constantly employed on the 
field, and these ,get no allowance, When there is no work on 
the farm; btit are allowed, to cut fire-wood, or do any other 
kind of labour for a subsistence. 'Vhen old, their allowance 
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is in general exceedingly Bcanty, and commonly depends in 
some measure, and sometimes in a great part upon what their 
children can spare. If they have no children they are som~ 
times turned out to beg. The usual daily allowance is about 
3 sers Calcutta weight, or about 6Ibs. of rough rice, or of the 
coarser grains, the great quantity of the husks of the former 
making it of less value than the latter. The siave from this 
must find clothing, salt, {lil, and other seasoning, fuel, and 
cooking utensils. . His master gives him il wretched hut, 
where he lives almost alone; for, although he is always mar
ried, his wife and children l~ve in the master's house, and 
there receive food and clothing. The women when young, 
are usually alleged to gratify their master's desires; and, 
when grown up, sweep the house, bring fuel and water, wash, 
beat and. winnow grain, and in fact are women of all work. 
At night thl'}' go to their husbands' hut, \lnless when young 
and too attractive; in which case they are only allowed to 
make him occasional visits for the sake of decency. The 
boys, so soon as fit, are employed to te!ld cattle, are early 
married. if possible to a girl belonging to the same master. 
but sometimes the master has no girl of an age fit for mar
riage, and cannot purchase, in which case he allows his boy 
to marry a girl belonging to another master, or a free girl, in 
either of which cases he gets no shal·e of the children. If a 
man has a marriageable girl, and no slave to whom he can 
give her. he allowll her to ·marry another person's slave, or 
even a free Dlan; but ~n both cases retains all the children. 
In general a free man' marrying a slave girl is not personally 
degraded to slavery aa in ,Puraniya; in other places he 
becomes a Chutiya-Golam ( cunno serous), but cannot be sold; 
he works for his wife's master at the usual allowance that a 
slave receives. Slaves may be sold in whatever manner the 
master pleases; but they are not often brought to market. 
All the slaves are either of the Dhanuk or Rawani castes. 
Free men of the Dbanuk caste, if very poor, sell their chjl~ 
dren j but in'this district this is not done by' the Rawanis. 
The slaves here Bre in general industrious, seldom run away, 
and are seldom beaten. 

I have procured ~o estimate of the mere 'domestic slaves, 
either male or female, that are kept by Muhammedans of 
rank, and of which class I have given an account in treating 
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of Puraniya. There are, no doubt many such, as the chief 
persons in the district are Muhammedans, and some of them 
have, I understand, dealt in this commodity to a ruinou~ 
length. I saw two Abyssinian boys in the train of one person 
of rank, and he told me he had ,commissioned them from 
Calcutta on account of the character for fidelity, which this 
nation holds throughout the east. In the division of ~fungger' 
alone, I ij,tlderstand, that the Moslems have 50 male, and 70 
female domestic slaves (Golam and Laundis). 

The number of common beggars, that were estimated to b~ 
in the district, amounts to about 4000. I have certainly no 
where seen this class more numerous j and in general they 
are real objects. In general they have small huts; and are 
not destitute of food, so long as they are able to ask for it 
from door to door j but, when sick or infirm, they are in 
general totally neglected. Many poor persons, however, 
lame and blind, are sheltered by their kinsmen, and taken care 
of when unable to beg; but as their kinsmen are straitened, 
such are very naturally considered objects of charity, and 
procure from that source their common means of subsistence. 
It is those alone, who have no near kindred, that are suffered 
to perish from neglect; and this is more owing to the doctrine 
of caste than to a hardheartedness among the people .. The 
Muhammedans are therefore more distinguished for real 
cllarity, than the Hindus; and I mention with satisfaction the 
goodn;ss of SheykhzayedAli, a small Zemindar near l\:[ungger, 
who supplies all the infirm poor, that live near him, with food. 
Mohan Das a wealthy religious Hindu mendicant of Lakar
dew ani is entitled to the same praise. The number of sufferers 
is however great, and would shock, the most hardened nation 
of Europe. In general the women 'of this district have"s very 
fair character. The men are exceedingly addicted to intoxica
tion, and particularly in the interior are very slot\lful. They 
are less charitable than inDinajoor,but less addicted to robbery 
and theft. . Yet there are many pilferers. The men are exces
sively jealous of their women, which leads to frequent murders. 
They are also of a most suspicious disposition with respect 
'to the views of every person in authority, which. one· might 
not have expected, considering the kindness with which they 
have been treated, but they are conscious, that their burthens 
are nothing, and cannot, be" brought to think, that govern-
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ment will preserve its faith. I may venture to say, that no 
people on earth has less regard to truth than themselves. 
Their men of business are only remarkable for chicane, in 
which they are complete adepts. In the interior I found the 
people uncommonly obliging, and my wants were cheerfully 
supplied; but everywhere near the great road, I heard of 
nothing but difficulties, raised entirely for the purpose of 
enhancing the price to an extent, of which my attendants 
most bitterly complained. 

EDUCATION..-The schools for teaching to read the languages 
spoken by the Hindus, and the progress made are very near 
on the same footing as in Puraniya, but the number of teachers 
is smaller. In some parts, however, the Guru instructs the 
boys only in the mere rudiments of writing and arithmetic, 
by instructing them to form their letters and figures, on a 
board, with a reed and white ink, made of powdered mica. 
The boys are afterwards taught, by their parents, to write on 
paper, and to keep accounts. The teachers, where the 
Hindi language prevails, are called Gurus; hut, where the 
Bengalese dialect is in use, they are called Pandits, a name, 
which in most parts of Bengal and Behar is confined to men 
of more exalted science. 

In by far the greater part of the district the Hindi character 
and dialect almost universally prevail; except that a few rude 
tribes still retain languages peculiar to themselves, which, 
appearing to have derived very little from the Sangskrita, 
may be considered as pure aboriginal Hindu dialect, these 
tribes having in their appearance nothing of the Chinese nor 
Tartar race. The Hindi spoken in the better cultivated 
parts of the district differs no more from that of Mithila, than 
is usual in different parts of Puraniya, and the pronunciation 
is nearly the same. Among the hills and woods the accents 
vary much, and each tribe, even of those, which have adopted 
the Hindi dialect, retains many obsolete. or strange words, 
besides an uncouthness of pronunciation, so that many of them 
are almost totally unintelligible. Even in the part of the 
province of Bengal, that is contained in this district the Hindi 
dialect, ·called Khotta, by the Bengalese. is very prevalent. 
In Paingti, Rajmahal and Phutkipoor there are more Khottas 
than Bengalese. In Furrokhabad they are about equal. In 
Pratapgunj and Auruggabad the Bengalese is by far the 
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most prevalent. In Kalikapoor and Chaudrapoor, scarcely any 
speak Hindi. In the north part of Lakardewani the Hindi, 
and in the south part the Bengalese,is the most predominant; 
hut both so corrupted by the accents and uncouth phrases of 
rude tribes, as to. be with difficulty recognisable. The 
Bengalese usually spoken in this district is of the Gaur 
dialect, which extends along both banks of the Bhagirathi 
from Gaur to the sea j but differs considerably in different 
places. The people of Calcutta, who speak the dialect of 
Gaur, although confounded by the pride of the west with 
Bengalese, in ·their turn, as usual, ridicule the accent of the 
people of Dhaka, who are the proper Bengalese j and Calcutta 
being at present the capital, the men of rank at Dhaka are 
becoming ashamed of their provincial accent, and endeavour 
to speak like the Babus of the former city. In the southern 
parts of Lakardewani and Bangka the Bengalese resembles 
that of Virbhum, which is a part of Augga. The revenue 
accompts in !he province of Bengal are kept in Bengnlese 
even at Rajmahal, where as I have said, the Hindi language 
is most prevalent. 

The Bengalese of this district, lUI elsewhere, call their 
polite' or poetical language Praki-ita, and the books in it, 
which they most usually study, are those written by Kavi
kangkan and Kasi Dasl. N one of the women ~an read the 
common character, and very few understand the poetical lan
guage woen it is read by others. In this district those who 
use the Hindi dialect in common affairs, write the Nagri 
character j and the highest ranks, even the Pandits, both in 
common discourse and epistolary correspondence on ordinary 
affairs, employ the language that is commonly spoken, pnd is 
intelligible to the vulgar. It is promiscuously called tue 
Bhasba or Desbhasba, and no boob have been composed in 
it. The compositions which they possess, that are not in 
pure Sangskrita, are all so mixed with that language, as to 
be unintelligible to the vulgar; and this language also is 
called Bhasba.; The Ramayan of Tulasidasi is the one most 
used. and is much more read than understood. I am told, 
that of the 16 people who read it, two inay understand it 
completely; four, may understand some selltences j ten un
derstand a great. many words .. but are ignorant of so many, 
that they do not ,know the meaning of anyone sentence. 
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Among the Brahmans and higher classes are some who un
derstand the meaning. although they cannot read any cha
racter. This is the case with all the women, who understand 
the poetical language i for none of the female sex have 
been instructed to read.. The other books in the poetical 
language that are in most common use, are Harischandra 
Lila. giving an account of a Raja named Harischandra, the 
Bhagwat {)f Lalach Halwai. mentioned in my account of 
Puraniya i and the Rasvihar, 1\180 mentioned in the same 
account •. These three are more easily understood than the 
Tulasi Dasi, and even the vulgar understand a considerable 
part of Harischandra Lila. On this account probably it is 
that they are little esteemed. 

Th,s Prakrita, which is suppose4 to have been the lan
guage of Ravan, and of his subjects the monstrous can
nibals of Langka, has been, I believe, considered as the same 
with the old dialect of Magadha. If that be really the case, 
it has been- nearly banished from this part of its original 
seat i as the Pandit of the mission heard of one Brahman 
only who pursued its study. This person, Nityananda Jha, 
of the Mithila nation. resides at Bhagulpoor, and is esteemed 
as a man emiment for learning. 

I have already mentioned, that Major 'Wilford considers 
the Pall of Ceylon and Ava as being the ancient dialect and 
charact,er of Magadha. That language,has undoubtedly the 
strongest affinit>: with the Hindu and Sangskrita, but the 
character has been~totally lost. I have mentioned one small in~ 
$cription lsee plate 4, No.8), which, I imagine, is a remnant of 
this ancient character i but every person in the district to 
whom 1 have shown it, alleges that he never before saw any 
such writing. In this district most modern inscriptiol)s are 
in the Tirabuti character, but Sangskrita books are usually 
written in the Deva Nagri. Many people imagine that this 
is the prbper c11al'acter of the'Sangskrita language. but tbat 
mllst be confined to some, of the countries, where the Hindi 
language is spoken. In aU other parts of India th~ Deva 
Nagri is very ,ittle used in writing Sangskrita;' and even in 
Mithila, where the lIindi language prevails, a different cha
racter is used in science. I do not recollect ani old inscrip
tion in which the Deva Nagri is used. AU the characters of 
India, ancient and modern. have many thing~ in. common; 
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but I suspect that the Deva Nagri now in use is a very 010-

,lem form of the Hinda character. 
The state of Persian literature is here much the same 8S 

in Puraniya. On the whole, it must be observed, that the 
p~le of this district have rendered themselves fully as well 
qulli6ed for transacting ordinary business as those of 
PUl'aniya; but. the various offices are not so respectably 
filled. The -men of business in this part, especially in the 
vicinIty of Bhagulpoor, are fond of emigration, and most of 
those who bave any intellect or industry, seem to have founel 
their way to Calcutta, where some of their countrymen, 
having risen to eminence, afford them assistance. Those 
that remain, eSIlecially in Magadha, my native assistants have 
found uncommonly stupid. In Gaur and Mithila tlley are 
more a<;ute. The education of the Zemindars and other 
landholders, has been funy as much neglected as in Puraniya. 
In the plan of education here, science, or any study that can 
enlarg~ the views, or improve the heart, has been most 
deplorably 'TIeglected; and the chief object seems to have 
been to lay in a stock of chicane, in which even the most 
stupid are very profound adepts.'*' I have been often tempted 
to think that the stupidity was feigned, as a. cloak for. design j 
but my native assistants, who must be better judges 'than 
myself, are of a contral'y opinion. 

In the Appendix will be found the result of my inquiries 
"especting the extent of common education in this district, 
and in the first statistical table will be found a list of the 
schoolmasters or teachers. The science of the Arabs bas not 
been so totally neglected 8S ill Puraniya.· .Muhammed Fayek, 
of Bhagulpoor, is the head of a very respectable family, of 
which there are now 20 persons, all called Maulavis, and 
who all instruct pupils in Arabic. Their houses are called 
Mudursahs. The family has considerable endowments in 
land, and the Moulavis take no fees for instruction .. Their 
pupils amount only to 40 young men. Muhammed Fayek is 
a person highly and justly respected by his countrymen, ex
ceedingly aHabla and unaffected in his m~nners. obliging and 
communicative to s-trangers, and said to be well skilled in 
Arabi~ lore: , 

• Dr. Buchanau forgot tuat cUlluing was a vice naturally resulting from 
oppression IImidst a feebJe people.-ED. 
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In Suryagarha two brothers, Golam Mortuja and Golam 
IIoseyn, who have a large free estate, have endowed a Mu
dursah, and employ a Moulavi to instruct youth in Arabic 
and Persian literature. These two men affect an uncommon 
sa'nctity of manners, and avoid strangers j nor do I know what 
proficiency the person employed:by them has made in his 
studies. Muhammed Hayat, of Bhajuya, near Gogri, has an 
endowment, and instructs seven youths in Arabic, Persian, 
and the Koran. ' lIe as usual takes no fee, and gives food to 
such of his pupils as choose to avail themselves of his 
liberality. Muhammed Fayek says, that none of the Kazis 
know A:alJic or grammar; and that they have made very 
little ,progress in a knowledge of the law. In general they 
know a little of Persian literature; but this is the extent of 
theh' knowledge. Many as usual read the Koran. who do 
not understand a word of it. From the small number of pro_ 
fessors who teach the three great sciences of the Hindus, 
that i8, grammar, law, and metaphysics, and who amount to 
only 14, as will appear from the first statistical table, it will 
readily be perceived, that such learning is here at the lowest 
ebb. - Three of the professors, I understand, are men distin
guished among their countrymen. Besides the teachers, 
thcl'e are in the whole district about 50 persons called Pan
dits, who have been educated regularly in grammar and law, 
none of them have studied metaphysics; but most ·of them; if 
not aU; have a smattering of Jyotish, so as to he able at lea>;t 
to calculate nativities and fortunate times. One of them 
constructs almanacks. Two have studied grammar, but in 
general this and the' higher sciences have been entirely re
served to the sacred order. 

The Brahmans in the western parts of the distl"ict have 
reserved to tllemselves the exclusive, privileges of acting as 
astrologers, soothsayers, and wise men (Jyotish). In the 
eastern parts tIle Daivaggnas of Bengal have made some 
intrusion on this v.aluable branch of science, which is here by 
far the most profit'able. :Among the 50 Pandits above men~ 
tioned, 40 may practise this art, and perhaps 15 more are 
practitioners, without having received an education that 
entitles them to the degree of Pandit. The common Dasa~ 
karma. Brahmans can tell fortunate days for marriages, 
building houses, cultivating land, or such trifles. These 
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men can read. but do not understand any composition in 
Sangskrita. The Daivaggnas of the east possess nearly a 
similar state of knowledge. Medicine is in rather a more 
c:reditable state than towards the east. About 270 Sakad
wipi Brahmans and a few Maitbilas practise medicine. 
They in general know mOJ:e"or less of Sangskrita, and have 
some books treating on diseases and remedies, and written in 
that la~guage. A great part is committed to memory, and a 
Slok or couplet is on all quoted as or-divine authority to 
remove all doubts, and to astonish the multitude, who do not 
understand a word of it. At Bhagulpoor, Mungger, Rajma
hal, and Pratapgunj, are men who have regular practice. In 
other parts they are hired as servants, and receive monthly 
wages, amounting to from 10 to 20 rupees, partly given in 
Jand. In thi!,! district 1 did not hear of any other practi
tioners of medicine, who possessed any thing like science. 
except eight men in -Rajmahal. partly Br/Lhmans, partly 
Kayasthas of Bengal, and partly Mullammedans. The 
Baidyas here have entirely relinquished the profession of me
dicine. The practitioners who exhibit medicine without having 
books, and in general without being able to read, are called 
.by various names as in Puraniya. In· the whole district 
there may be of such 600, some of whom are old women. 

In the three chief towns are about 20 Jurrahs, who eva
cuate the water of hydrocele, treat sores, and draw blood 
_both by cutting a vein, and by a kind of imperfect cupping. 
They are by birth J>arbers. The midwives Are the women of 
the lowest castes, and merely cut the umbilical cord. The 
low people, who cast out devils, cure diseases and the bites of 
serpents, and oppose the influence of witchcraft by incanta
tion, are exceedingly numerous. In "some parts the lame 
person pursues all branches of this profession, in others he 
confines himself entirely to some ODe. On the whole, there 
may be about. 15 or 16 hundred persons who pretend to a 
knowledge of this mummery. The low castes, that eat pork 
and drink spirits, ,are supposed to have most skill in devils. 

A branch of these wiseacres practise inoculation for the 
sDlall pox, and with the utmost success. The number stated 
to belong to this district is about 80, but many practitioners 
CODle f-,;om adjacent districts. It is not here the custom for 
the inocula.tor to repeat prayers. Some BrahlDlUls and makers 
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of garlands perform this office. I am informed. that of those 
who are seized with the spontaneous disease, Dot above one 
in twenty dies. The operation is managed exactly In the 
same manner as in the districts already surveyed, and is at
tended with the most complete success, very few indeed 
dying. This success and the general adoption of the prac
tice render the introduction of the vaccine of very little im
portance. * Mr. Hogg at Mungger, employed as subordinate 
vaccinator, cannot procure one penon to bring a child with
out a bribe. It is true that bribe is not high, being one ana, 
or not quite twopence, or about a day's wages for a common 
labourer. One from this might be led to suppose, that pa
rents here are little interested in their children when such a 
trifle can induce them to submit their offspring to a practice 
which they consider in any degree objectionable. I do not 
however see any other mark of such want of affection; on the 
contrary, the parents of this district seem fully as fond of 
their children as any where else, and to the amount of the 
bribe we must add the saving of the fee, that would be given 
to the in'oculator. 

In this llistrict witchcraft (Jadu) is supposed to be exce'ed
ingly common. The people in -the parts hitherto surveyed 
did not mention it so much as here; but whether from be
lieving in it more or less I cannot say. My native assistants 
seem to think that they concealed their belief from an extra· 
ordinary fear; for not one of tbemselves seems to have the 
least doubt of the frequent practice or reality of the art. I 
suspect however, that in reality the people there are not so 
much afraid of the art as here; for they seemed much more 
communicative than the people of this district, and the only 
talk that I heard of it was in Kamrup, especially at Goyal
para, wh~re the women were accused of using witchcraft for 
deluding their lovers. Much more desperate and unjustifi
able views are here attributed to the witches, and occasion 
very great alarm to most parents. 'The witches (Dain) here 
also are supposed to be women, some young and some old. 
Their supposed practices would appear to be from pure 
malice. ' It is thougbt, whenever one of these witches sees a 

• This is a mistaken idea i the continuance of iooculation.,propagalf'8 
the disease, while vaccination tends to meliorate or '0. ell:pel it.-ED. 
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fine child, by means of imprecations addressed to some un
known gods, who are pleased with such worship, that she 
destroys its 'health, so that it pines away, and is deprived of 
reason, 'or dies."" Unless the witch knows the real name of 
the child. her imprecations do no harm. On this account 
children are usually called by some nickname, and their pro
per on~ 1s concealed; and, as most parents think thet1.chil
dren fine, almost everyone is alarmed, when in piay his 
children go out of sight. The children however are gene
rally fortified by hanging on them sQmething that is consi
dered as a charm against spells.t At Bhagulpoor it was 
stated to me, that about 25 children are supposed annually to 
perish in that town from the malevolence of these witches. 
Some poor women, it may be suspected, are not unwilling to 
be considered as witches j for, after they acquire this charac
ter, parents are alarmed whenever they approach i and, after 
having concealed their children, give the Dain some present 
to induce her to go away. 

RELIGION AND SEcTs.-Calculating in the same manner as 
I did in DinajpoQr, and including the hill tribes among the 
Hindus, I reckon the Muhammedan population at 23 per cent. 
of tIle whole, or at about 458,000 persons. In the Appendix 
will be seen the result of the calculation for each division, and 
also the various proportions of Muhammedans and Hindus in 
different parts of the district. 

THE MUHAMMEDANs.-The number of Moslems seems to 
be diminishing, although converts are occasionally made, be
cause they have less encouragement and means of subsistence 
than fOI'merly. Although by far the greatest landholder is 
a Moslem, he seems far from encouraging the faith, and per
haps regrets the change of his family religion; for in some 
parts of his estate, of considerable extent, there is scarcely 
one or the faithful . The same mutual adoption of each 
other's religious practices, that exists between the Moslems 
and Hindus of Puraniya, prevails in Bhagulpoor. The Kazi 
of Mungger and Kharakpoor had never hearu of the Satya 
Pir. I suspect, therefore, that this object of worship, com
lnon to the Hindus and Moslems,. is peculiar to Bengal; but 

• • TWa is the Germao story of the evil eye.-ED. 
t fa Africa these charms or spells are used by all c~ses,-ED. 
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at Mungger the Hindus pray occasionally to Satya-Narayan, 
repeating verses in the dialect of BengaL The Kazis seem 
to have no regular mode of conducting business. In some 
places they have regular deputies, called Nayebs or MollaliJ, 
who officiate fQr certain portions of their respective jurisdic
tions. In other cases they depute a person for each occasion, 
when personal attendance would be inconvenient. They do 
not in general, at least in Kharakpoor, consult the people in 
the appointment of MoUas, and there are no people of this 
description except the few who act as their deputies. I have 
not learned that any person in this district acts as a Mirroa
halut. The lower excluded castes have Mehturs or Serdars, 
who sett1~ the business of their associates in public assembly. 

The office of the Pirzadahs, who admit people into the 
order of Murids, is somewhat like the confirmation of the 
church, or the Upades of Hindus, and seems more, respected 
here than in the districts hitherto s'urveyed, although the 
number of ,t1lose who profess themselves Murids is by no 
means greater. Considerable establishments have been granted 
to the families who enjoy the office, which.s hereditary, and 
they seem to perform their office for many people who do not 
reside. I heard of.no persons called Khondkars. I sllspect 
that it is a term used in Bengal for those who are here called 
Pirzadahs.· All religious mendicants,' Hindu and Moslem, 
here as well as in Puraniya, are called Fakirs aAd Padres; 
but I shall confine the term Fakir to th"ose of the faith in 
Muhammed. The Fakirs in tlIif district are much on the 
same footing as in PUl'ilOiya, but are not so numerous, they 
may amount to b!'tween 550 and 600 families, mostly married; 
but the country is overwhelmed with vagrants of this name, 
most of whom want women, and are Benawas. The residents 
seem to be in general less amply provided than in Puraniya. 
There were four great founders of the order of Fakir, and 
every person of this profession belongs to the sect of some 
one of these four doctors. These fOllr sects have again 
branched out into 14 orders, and every Fakir belongs also to 
some ohe of these r but the orders again have branc~ed out 
almost ad infinitum, ancJ the ignorant are in general only ac
quainted with the subordinate rule to which they pretend to 
belong. A great many of the Fakirs are here calle4 Arzan. 
shabi, from a holy man of Patna, who founded a rul.,. After 
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having resided some time. at Patna or Azimabad he went to 
W ordi, ~nd on that account many of his disciples are called 
Shahar-W ordi Fakirs. A disciple of this saint, named Mor
tuja Shah Anund. settled at Sutigram in the division of Pra
J:apgunj, and founded a new rule of Fakirs. called Mortuja 
Shahi, after his name. These two are the most common sects 
here. bUll there are also some Julali and Madaris. 

The Benawas are divided into two classes, Gudriposh and 
:Ben~was proper. The Gudriposh dress in rags sown toge
ther, and derive their origin from a certain Ben/lwa named 
Gadanarayen, who added this extravagance to the rules of 
severity, which the common Benawas observe. They have 
.110 women, and beg for their daily subsistence, preserving 
nothing for to-morrow J and sleeping under trees, or acci
dental shelter. The Madaris should not keep women, dress 
in dark coloured clothes covered with ashes, and do not 
shave their heads nor beards. Muhammed Fayek says, that 
Budiuddin. who founded this order, did 110t live at Mudinah, 
but at Mukunpoor near Lakhnau. The Julalia ought to cover 
themselves with lIjbes, but do not seem to be' excluded from 
women. They eat serpents and centipedes, and .burn their 
bodies with balls made of charcoal, and torment themselves 
with iron spikes. The tomb of J ulal of B;khari, their founder, 
is at Kuriaungch in the Sikh country. 

The people h~re seem more attentive to prayer and ablu· 
tion than even in Puraniya. In Mungger the Kazi says, that 
from one-fifth to one-fourt. of the whole perform tbese cere
monies at the five stated periods, and many",more once or 
twice a day; but I believe, that in other parts of the district 
there is a much greater relaxation. Pilgrimage lIeemll far 
from being fashionable; but I heard of two persons who have 
been at Mecca. I met several who pretended to be on the 
way, and on the strength of their intentions levied contribu
tions from the charitable. I suspect, however, that they never 
meant to leave the banks of the Ganges. 1\1any people, all I 
have said. are diligent readers of the Koran. The fasta are 
far from being regularly observed, and are neglected much, 
as in Puraniya; and many of the ~aithful drink. spirituous 
liquors: The Mohurrum is observed by both Moslems and 
Hindus,_ Pluch as in Puraniya I but only one of the latter, the 
Sultangunj Rani, makel1 a pageant; many send offerings. 
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The. number of Shiyas is very inconsiderable; but either 
their zeal, or the intolerance of the Sunnis this year, during 
the celebration of the Mohurrum, was near occasioning an 
open rupture. On this occasion the Shiyas curse Omur, Abu. 
bukur and Osman, whom the Sunnis regard as saints, and are 
of course exceedingly enraged, although it would appear that 
the Shiyas perform their curses in places of worship peculiar 
to themselves, tp which the Sunnis have no occasion to go. 
This year the Mofti of the court of circuit was a Sunni; and, 
it is said, procured an order from the magistrate to prevent 
the Shiyas from following their usual scurrilous practice. This 
gave great offence, and a tumult was likely to have ensued, 
had not -a battalion of sepoys happened to march into the 
town. They were delayed a day, which kept every thing 
quiet. Concubines (Nekahs) are always united to their keep. 
ers by a religious ceremony, and their children are entitled 
to a share, even if there are children by a virgin spouse. The 
children by slave girls have no claim, if there are any legiti. 
mate children ot near kindred. The doctrine of caste is fully 
more extended among the Moslems here than in Puraniya. 

The Sajuds are very numerous, especially at Bhaghulpoor, 
and in Suryagarha. At Rajmahal the chief family of Z. 
mindars, who before their conversion were Brahmans. con· 
tend that on that account they are entitled to be called 
Saiuds, and the influence which the family possesses, has On 
the spot produced an acquiescence i but i~ other parts none 
are called Saiu3s who °are not supposed to be descended of 
the prophet. It is thought. that in the whole district there 
may be 2300 families of this kind. The Moguls are lesa 
numerous, amounting only to about 900 or 1000 families, 
about one.half of whom are settled in the capital. The 
Pathans amount, it is supposed, to about 3400 families, of 
whom a large portion is also settled in the capitaL These 
tbree tribes form a kind of gentry, none of whom chooses to 
apply his band to labour i but they do not enjoy the high 
privileges with which they have been indulged in Puraniya. 

, The bulk of the Moslems, who here also are called Sheykhs. 
chiefly employ themselves in agriculture. Of the tradesm~n, 
who in this district are- excluded from intermarriages With 
the Sheykhs. -I heard the following mentioned. Momin
Jolahas or weavers, about 4300 families. Tape weavers and 
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string knitters (Patwars) 140 houses; and three weavers or 
cotton carpets are also excluded. Cotton cleaners (Dhu~ 
niyas), 1680 families.- Those who prepare and retail cards 
100 houses, confined to the division of Fayezullahgunj. Tay. 
lors about 330 families. Washermen about 108 families, 
besides five families that scour shawls. Barbers about 45 
families. .. To these belong also !O families called Jurrah, who 
are a kind of surgeon-barbers, that have been already des .. 
cribed. Butchers, including those who kill both beef and 
mutton, about 45 houses. Gelders (Abdal), 85 houses. Horse 
shoers, here called Nalbund, two families. Cutters,!8 families, 
are the only workers in the metals that are excluded. 

One family which makes ornaments of lac j 25 families 
who make ornaments of glass, and about seven families of 
turners are excluded. Painters of two kinds, Patwar and 
Rungsaz, are generally excluded, thera being IS families or 
the former, and 20 of the Jatter; yet I found even a de
scendant of the prophet employed in this occupation, and not 
disgraced. Ninety-six families of paper-makers; and 20 fa
milies of those, who prepare tubes for smoking tobacco, are 
excluded. Eighty-seven families of dyers are exclpded. A 
good many BeMars or pioneers have been converted, and 
still keep a separate caste. I heard of about 150 houses. 

, In this district no Muhammedans are fishermen; but there 
are about ~o families who retail fish, and are called Mahi~ 
furosh or Pajari, and are excluded. Twenty families are 
excluded, because they live by catcMng bircfs and managing 
hawks, and are caned Mirshekars. Sixty-six families of Mu
keri are excluded on account of being petty dealers in grain, 
and about 1450 families (Kungjra), because they retail greens. 
Five families, that retail the charcoal balls uBed in smoking 
tobacco (Tikiya~furosh), about 280 families, who retail tobacco 
prepared for being smoked, and 47 Bakhos and 80 BeBatis, 
who retail spices, are also excluded. Eighty-siX families of 
Bhathiyaras, wbo keep inns (8arays) are excluded from com
munion, and alsd about 16 families of bakers. 

The Moslem bards (Bhat) are excluded, and amount to 
17 families. The Damphalis, who are excluded, amount to 
above 140 fa~i1ies. Here they nofonly play ~n the Damph 

• Caste it wilfthus be seen extends to the followers of Muhammed.-ED. 
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and beg, but hawk trinkets and spices. Eleven companies 
of Hijras or eunuchs, may be placed in the same class, as 
they are mendicants. Twenty houses of Dhotis are musi
cians, but do not beg. 

There are 8~ families of Bhangr, whom I took in Puraniya 
to have been jugglers '; but I am told, that they are mendi
cant wits, who amuse the people by making wry faces and 
gestures, and singing ridiculous songs. Four houses of Ba
diyas play tricks with serpents, and no less than 63 families 
of Chambas tame monkies and, bears for the amusement of 
the public, and do not torment themselves i,lS in some other 
parts. The Helas are a low class of Moslems, the men of 
which here keep dogs, and the women are midwi;ves to the 
rich. I heard of only four fatni1ies. The accounts of this 
caste that I received in Puraniya were rather contradictory, 
and no one here sp~aks with certainty concerning people 
considered so vile. A great many of the femal€t attendants, 
that European ladies can procure in I~dia, are said to be of 
this class. The Muhammedan women of loose character are 
excluded from communion, and amount to about 112 houses. 
Besides these, 10 families of a higher class of dancers anll 
singers, cailed Piranis, are to be found at Rajmahal, where 
they pretend to exhibit before persons of high rank only. 

THE HINDUS.-I shall first, as formerly, give an account 
of the tribes and castes, and then conclude with some general 
observations. In enumerating the castes, I shall in general 
follow the order' of rank which each holds in the western 
part of the district, formerly a part of the province of Behar; 
and this order differs much from that observed in Bengal; 
for the sake of connection, however, I shall treat of the ana
logous tribes of Bengal in the same order, although in the 
part of the district, which belonged to Bengal, the order of 
precedence is very different. as I have had occasion to men
tion in my account of Puraniya, to which I shall refer. when
ever I have nothing new to offer on any subject. 

To begin with the sacred order, Major, Wilford says, 
(Asiatic Researches, vol. 9, page 74), that all Brahmans are 
of tw~ k.inds, Kanyakubja and Sak!lIs, who came from Sa
bdwip. With respect to the former he also says (page 92), 
that the Brahmans acknowledge that they are not natives of 
India. but 'lame from the north-west, and that Kanoj was 
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their first settlement. The Pandit of the survey ha. pro
cured a book, called Rudrajamal • .supposed to be composed 
by Siva, and published by Parasuram, who delivered it to 
the Munis or sages of old; but the man by whom it was 
made known to sinners is not known. In this book it is 
stated, that the Brahmans came froin Sakadwip to Jambud .. 
wip, and after some generations went to Kanyakubja. After 
some generations again they dispered over different countries, 
as the Dakshin, Angga, Bangga, Kalingga, Kamrup, Odra, 
Bata, Magadha, Barandra, Chola, Swarnagrama, China, 
Karnata, &aka, and Barbara, according as they were favoured 
by different Rajas. This book mentions no other Brahmans. 
I am also informed by Gauri Datta, a Saryuriya Brahman of 
Kanoj, the most intelligent man whom I could procure to 
assist me in making this account, that in the Vishnu Puran 
it is mentioned, that all Brahmans were originally of Kanoj, 
and were afterwards divided into ten nations, according to 
the countries in _which they settled. Major Wilford also haa 
been informed, that the colony from Sakadwip first settled 
in the country called Kikat or South Behar. to which they 
communicated the name Magadha, from their ancestor Maga. 
Nor does this contradict the report of the Rudra Jamal; as 
the descendants of those, who remained behind in Kikat, 
might retain the original name of Magas or Sakadwipis, 
while the more successful colony of 'Kanyakubja is consi.
dered as the common source of the sacred order of this 
miserable world (Jambudwip). What country may be meant 
by Saka, r shan not take upon myself to say. From its being 
surrounded in Hindu legend by a sea of milk, I suspect 
that it is imaginary t but Major Wilford seems to think that 
he has been able to trace it in the west. In the country 
occupied by the Magas was first taught the doctrines of the 
Buddhs, which has been spread even to China, and in 
Ceylon, Ava, Siam, and Thibet has been accompanied by the 
original legends and written characters oC the Gangetic 
plains; but I ~annot agree with Major Wilford in supposing, 
that the inhabitants of these countries are descended from 
the Magas; in my opinion the countenance of the rude tribes 
of both countrit;s, as well as of the more polished and inter
mixed nations, mark them clearly as distinct races of the 
lmman species. In the .following account of the sacred order 
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I shall first mention the Brahmans of the ten nations derived 
from Kanyakubjas a8 the most important, and then return to 
the Magas and Sakals. 

The extreme difficulty of coming to any fixed or rational 
conjecture concerning the transactions of a people who have 
no history, may be well exemplified in the opinions which 1 
have given concerning the original seat of the nation of 
Brahmans called Gaur. In my account of Dinajpoor, I sup
posed it to have been in the. west of Indi.ill but, when I 
reached Puraniya, a traditiGn current in that country induced 
me to change, my opimon~ Major Wilford however says, 
that the term Gaur in Hindu books is never applied to 
Bengal as a province, but to the city alone, as being the 
abode of the deity Gauri, whose temples I have mentioned 
ift my account of that city; and he farther says, that the 
proper Gaur (Gauda as he writes it) is on the banks of tbe 
Narbada in Malava. In this district, at any rate,' about 
36 families only of Gaul' Brahmans have settled; but 25 of 
them reside at Rajmahal, in what is now reckoned Gaur. 
They are of the sect of Vishnu, and their Guru resides in 
Brindaban, being of the Radhaballabhi school, which implies 
their worshipping Vishnu under the form of Krishna. Most 
of them here, as well as in Puraniya, are men of the world. 
chiefly merchants and shopkeepers; but ,five or six of them 
have images, and act as Gurus and Purohits for several 
tribes from the west of India. 

The 4\laithilas are by far the most numerous of the teu 
nations of Brahmans,. and amount to betweeen 5 and 6000 
families. About a tenth part of these have taken up their 
abode in the part of this district, which belongs to the pro
vince of Bengal. The remainder reside in the western and. 
southern parts of the district, and seem to have acquired al 
complete an ascendency in Magadha as they have in MithiIa. 
In the two countries they follow very nearly the same cus-. 
toms which I have described in the account of Puraniya. 
The only difference which I perceive is, that ,the Brahmans. 
who officiate in temples,' are here usually called Pandas, but 
this term is also bestowed on priests of the lower tribes. In 
the south it Beems confined to the Sudrall, who are dedicated 
to the worship of Siva. 
. Of the live sacred tribes introduce.d from Kanyakubja by 
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the Hindu kings of Bengal there may be 500 families, of 
whom nine-tenths at least belong to the Rarhi diyision, and 
not a tenth to Barandra i for Bollal Sen assigned all the por. 
tion of this district that belonged to the province of Bengal 
to the Rarhi Brahmans. A]most a half of this division how
ever, has settled in the part of the district which belongs to 
the Mogul province of Behar. Besides these, there are from 
2 to 300 families, who, by officiating for low tribes, have in 
the south-east part of the district degraded themselves to the 
rank ofVarnas; and somcwho officiate for the Kaibartas, and 
are called Patits, or sinnerffo Only three houses of the Baidik 
Brahmans of Bengal are to be found in the whole district. 
Of the Brahmans, who retain the title ofKanyakubja, there are 
between 13 and 1,400 houses. Some of them call themselves 
merely Kanyakubjas; but others distinguish themselves by 
the subordinate and inferior denominations of Antarbediya, 
Saryuriya and Sanoriya. They go in carts drawn by oxen, 
as in Puraniya; but few only of them are of the sect of Saiva, 
and they are very much divided among the diJferent lects 
that now prevail. A great part of them have . lands either 
free or rented, by the cultivation of which they chiefly live. 
Some of them give religious instruction to their own tribe to 
Kshatris, Rajputs and Kayastbas; but the Maithilas perform 
.most of the ceremonies, which here as well as in Puraniya is 
the most profitable part of the sacred office. 

The Saraswat nation of ' Brahmans are from 20 to 30 fami. 
lies, who live chiefly by officiating in the ceremoniel. of the 
high ranks from the west of India. There is only one family 
of theUtkal nation. Besides the Maithila and Kanyakubja 
Brahmans already mentioned, from 4 to 500 families of the 
sacred order have been degraded in ~he western parts of the 
district by acting as priests for the low castes; and between 
2 and 300 by performing the office of Kantha, or l\Iahapatra, 
or Agradani i but some of these last are of the five tribes of 
Bengal. In general the nation, to which these degraded 
Brahmans belong is not known, and they are called by their 
office, or by the name of the tribe for which they officiate. 
In this district none of the southern n~tionl of Brahmans 
(Pangclta'Dravir) have settled. 

These are all tlle Brahmans that belong to the '10 nations, 
into which the sacred o~er is usually divided; but their is a 
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kind of Brahman called Mathura, from the name of a city in 
Brindaban. They pretend, that they sprung from the sweat 
of Krishn:. They live in what is called a pure manner, and 
confine themselves to officiate as Gurus and Purohits for pure 
tribes, or to cultivate' lanel, which they rent or enjoy free. 
One of them haa I;ome science j but concerning this tribe I 

. have not yet learned anything sufficient to enable me to enter 
into a detail Four families of Brahmans pretend that their 
ancestors were brought from Kraungcbadwip by Dasarath, 

,'the father of Ram, in order to enable him to have a child. 
:This Kraungchadwip is surrounded by a sea of melted butter, 
and is therefore far beyond the extent of my geographical 
knowle,dge; nor have I anything to relate concerning these 
Brahmans, except that th~y instruct many of those who 
worship Ram, and are considered skilful in astrology. 

In my account of Puraniya, and in the foregoing pages, I 
• }lave given lIome account of the Sakadwipi colony; they are 
alleged to be tIle original stock of almost the whole Brah
mans; but it }s only those who remained behind in Magadha, 
when their brethren removed to Kanyakubja, that retain, the 
name Sakadwjpi. Of these there are in this district from 
2 to 300 families. They mostly practise medicine, by which 
they probably recommended themselves, when they arrived 
from their original country I and most of them understand 
the books on their science, which are to be found in the 
Sangskrita language. In search of employment many of them 
go abroad to other districts, and a few have studied Persian, 
and entered into the management of worldly affairs. They 
act 8S Gurus, or religious instructors for themselves; but hire 
Maithilas to perfOfm their ceremonies. The people of the 
sect of Saur, who worship the sun, give much of their offer
ings to the Sakals. who are considered as peculiar favourites 
of the :great luminary; but most of the Sakal!! are of the 
Sakti sect. They are divided into 18 families, and a man 
cannot marry a woman of the same family with himself. They 
say, ~hat i~ Sakadwipi there were four classes of men: First, 
Magas, from whom the Brahmans are descended. Secondly, 
Magadhas, who were the military tribe of the country. 
Thirdly, }lanasas, who were the merchants; and fourthly, 
l\fandagaS', who were tIle labourers; but none of the ~hree 
lower tribes came with the Magas from their original country. 
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They stilI acknowledge the name of Magas. It is said, that 
an account of this tribe is to be found in the Samba-Puran, 
attributed to Vyas. 

These Magas must by no means be confounded with the 
Magahis, Bhungihar or Zemindar Brahmans, yet these are 
undoubtedly the old 8ubjects of the kings of Magadha, and 
are admitted by all to belong to the sacred order, although 
they Dever perform any of its peculiar duties. In my account 
of Puraniya I have given some account of this race, and when 
it was composed, I thought, that in tMs district I should have 
had an. opportunity of clearing up many points, concerning 
which I found myself dubious. In this however, I have been 
in a great measure deceived; for, although there are in the 
district at least 10,000 families of this tribe, they are uncom
monly shy, and the very mention of the terms Bhungibar or 
Magahi, especially of the latter, puts them in a rage. In 
Major Wilford's account of the Anugangam, or country 
watered by the Ganges, I perceive II. reason that may be 
assigned for'their unwillingness to be called by their national 
name. The Pauraniks, says this learned officer, (Asiatic 
Researches, vol. 9, p. 62), allege, that "Ripungjay drove away 
the Brahmans i and raised to the priesthood men of the lowest 
tribes; Kaibartas boatmen and fishermen, Patus, Pulindas, 
and Madrakas ; but these Brahmans were no better than 
Mlechchhas or impure and base-born men. These boatmen 
and fishermen, being used to live upon fish, would never give 
up their favourite food when. raised to the priesthood, and 
their descendants the Bengal Brahmans live upon fish even 
to this day. The same circumstance is mentioned ~n the 
Vishnu Puran." The comment on the Brahmans of Bengal 
has probably been written by lIome persoll who was not aware, 
that of all the five northern nations of Brahmans, Gaur, Utkal, 
Kanyakubja, Maithila and Saraswat, it is only the first that 
are excluded from eating fish, although many of all the nations 
reject this food from an idea of purity. The books to which 
the Major alludes, have therefore in all probability been 
written in the south of India. The Brahmans of Bengal 
cede to none, I believe, in either purity or learning; and this 
passage in the Purans seems in reality to be aimed at the 
introduction of the sect of Buddh, to*which the late; Hindu 
princes on the banks, of the Ganges belonged. ,: As the 
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doctrines of the Purans prevailed, and when this story had 
become current, the Brahmans of Magadha became ashamed 
of their country. The reason why they seem to be offended 
at the Hindu term Bhungiya, and to prefer the Persian syno
nym Zemindar, is, that in this district there is an exceedingly_ 
low tribe called Bhungiya, with whom they are afraid of being 
confounded. This Ripungjay Raja, who lived about the 
seventh or eighth century of the Christian era, is also said to 
have" exterminated the remnants of the Kshatri tribe, and 
to have filled their places with people of the lowest classes." 
Part of these I take to be the ancestors of the BhuDgiyas, 
with whom this tribe of Brahmans is afraid of being con
found~d; but the Kshatriyas of Magadha had previously 
been destroyed, or driven out of the dominions of Mahan
anda king of India. who :flourished in the fifth century before 
the birth· of Christ, (Asiatic Researches, vol. 9, p. 37), and 
this prince placed Sudras in the room of these nobles or sol. 
diers. "I am inclined to suspect. that the Zemindar Brah
mans are the descendants of those Sudras, admitted by 
this prince into the military orde\' j for their- manners are 
entirely similar to those of the other tribes of military cul
tivators; and. as I have said in my account of Puraniya, they 
seem to be the descendants of the Bracbmani of Pliny .• Brab
man. it must be observed in the languages of India, is not 
exclusively applied to the order of priesthood; but' as I have 
said in my account tlf the religion of the Burmas, is applied 
to the ne'w inhabitants of any land. Accordingly we find in 
Mr. Joinville's account of Ceylon, many colonies of Brahmans 
entering that island j but these Brahmans, instead of being 
priests, would appear to be industrious weavers; and it must 
be observed, that the title of the Brahman priesthood in their 
original country is said to have been Maga; so that it was 
probably on their arrival in India as a new colony, that they 
receive~ the name Brahman. 

Great persons among these Brahmans are fond of being 
called Raja, those who have estates assume the title of 
Zemindar, and those who. are poor distinguish themselves 
by the name of the tribe to which they belong. • These tribes 
are numerous, and somewhat resemble the old clans of Scot.
land, :'8 all the members are supposed to have a common 
descent in the male line; but they ,seem to have little attach-
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ment or respect for their chiefs. The nation is said to extend 
on both sides of the Ganges from Benares to the frontier of 
Bengal. In this space I have heard of 19 tribes. . 

Before the time of Siwai Singha they acknowledge, that they 
all ploughed and worked oxen with their own hands j but those 
in Mithila having since been threatened with being reduced 
t9 the rank of impurity, should they persist in this iniquity, 
have. given. it up. The poor, however, even there do aU 
other kind of work about their farms, and in Magadha they 
continue to hold the plough. Besides these common Brahmans 
of Magadha, are between one and two hundred familes, who 
call themselves Magadha Desi Srotriya Brahmans, who live 
very pure, and act as Gurus and Purohits fox: pure castes; 
but, so far as I could learn, have no learning; nor have I 
been able to hear any thing of their history. They have no 
connection with the Srotriyas of Bengal, but are Ctlnsidered 
as much higher .than the military and agricultural tribes of 
Magahi Brahmans. . 

In the eastern corner of the district are about 4'() l'amilies 
of Daivaggnas, who are hereditary astronomers, and are con
sidered in rank as next to the Brahmans. In the other parts 
of the district the sacred order has reserved to itself this 
branch of science. Next in rank to the astrologers are 
between :five and six hundred bards of the Hindu religion, 
who ~re called Brahma Bhat. Most of them llave small en
dowments, and they all have some land, that they rent from 
Zemindars, or hold from government. They are all employed 
at funerals and marriages i or, if they are very poor, are open 
beggars on all public occasions. In common, men of reputa
tion get from one to five rupees, but great perlions often give 
20 rupees. Bhats of inferior abilities get from one to 15 anas. 
If not paid according to their expectation, they are apt'to be 
ver,! abusive; but of late people of rank have begun to resent 
the liberties, which the bards were wont to take. Notwith
standing the military tribe has been twice at least expelled from 
this country, there are about 80 families scattered through 
the district, who call themselves Kshatris; but there is great 
reason to think, that these are in reality Khatris from the' 
west of India. . j 

. The Rajputs in this district are exactly on the ~ame footing 
as in Puraniya I that is; in the parts, which belonged to the 
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province of Bengal, they are considered as inferior to the 
scribes, physicians, and merchants; but in Behar, they are 
considered as next in rank to the bards, and are allowed to be 
Kshatriyas or members of the pure military tribe. In this 
district are between five and six thousand families. Some of 
them hold the plough with their own hand; but these are 
disgraced,and the others will not intermarry with their families. 
There is besides a tribe of Rajputs called Baksariya from 
Baksar (Buxar R.), of whom about 500 families have settled 
in this district. 'Vherever any considerable number of these 
Bahariyas live in one pLace, it is called Katgar. They are 
considered as peculiarly warlike, and bold, and plough with 
their own hand; but, owing to their violence, their purity is 
not disputed. The customs of the Rajputs here are the same 
as in Puraniya. 

The Kshetauris pretend to be of the military rank, and 
llaving been long in possession {)f a great pad of the district, 
.their claim is so far in general admitted~ that in many parts 
they are placed next in rank to the Rajputs. I have men
tioned 'the remains, which their chiefs have left. In the 
western end of the district the KshetauJ'is have been in a great 
measure exterminated; but there still remain, in the middle 
parts chiefly; above 3000 families, and there are still in the 
division of Bangka four persons, who assume the dignity of 
Raja, and take their titles from Manihari, Hangrwe, Barkop 
and Parsanda. An account of their genealogy and condition 
will be afterwards given. The Kshetauris pretend, that, 
when Parasuram destroyed the military tribe of India, two of 
them fled 'to Viswakarma the god of artists for protection. 
Parasuram, coming up, was desirous of killing them, but 
Viswakarmll said, these are not Kshatris (fencibles), but 
Kshetauris, (farmers), on which Parasuram demanded proof 
by their handling the plough, -which in order to save their 
Jives these df'generate persons consented to do. Their 
descendants have ever since been called Kshetauris, and are 
considered as somewhat degraded. The tribe, after this,. 
resided for many ages in the vicinity of Delhi; but, on the 
Muhammedan conquest of that city, they retired to Chhota 
Nagpoor and Kharakpoor, both of which, for some time, 
Illmost en'irely belonged to them. 'No such tribe I am told 
remains near Delhi. but the Kshetauri, Koeri and Dhanggar 
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are still the principal inhabitants of Chhota Nagpoor, where. 
I am informed, the two latter, and I suspect, the former do 
not speak the Hindi language, and the Dhanggar are still 
impure, and perhaps infidels (Mlechchhas). Another tradition 
concerning the Kshetauris is, that they were originally of the 
low tribe of fishermen called Chandal, and were raised to im
portance by one of them, who was a favourite of Ram. I 
bave little doubt, that in fact, whether infidel mountaineers 
or vife fishermen, they were one of the tribes raised to military 
rank by Raja Ripungjay, and that on their becoming followers 
of the Brahmans, these priests invented a Pauranik legend. 
They have now entirely adopted the manners of the Rajputs, 
and as many, as can afford, will not labour their fields with 
their own hands; but those .. who hold the plough" are not 
d~sgraced. Their Gurus are partly Maithila, and Rarhi 
Brahmans, partly Dasnami Sannyasis. The Brahmans of 
. both" kinds perform their ceremonies. The affairs of caste 
,are settled in assemblies of respectable people, nor have they 
any he¥ditary chiefs. 

Of the medical tribe of Bengal (Baidyas) there are only 
between twenty and thirty families, all settled in the parts of 
the district that belonged to the province of Bengal i where 
they are allowed to be higher than the scribes. In Behar the 
pen-men' (Kayeth or Kayastha) art' placed next to the 
Kshetauris, and by the Brahmans are considered as bastards; 
to whom the rank of Sudras.has been given; imd in general 
they do not presume to be angry at this decision, which in 
Bengal would be highly offensive. So~e of them lJOwever 
pretend, that they did not proceed from the feet of Brahma, 
like Sudras; but that three of them were made from the dust, 
with which, during the fatigues of creation, the whole person 
(Kaya) of the God was covered. One of these men of dust, 
named Cihitra Sen, was writer to Ram or Bacchus, and from 
him are descended all the scribes on earth. One of the 
remaining two was given to the judge of the infernal regions, 

. and the other to the chief of serpents. 
[Dr. Bucha'nan gives a long account of the various castes 

, 01' trades,-a description of which will be found in Puraniya, 
Behar, &C.-ED.] 

The mountain tribes are, I believe, the descendants of the 
original inhabitants of the country, very little, if at all. mixed 
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with foreign eotonies. Theil! features and complexion re
semble those of all the rude tribes, that I have seen on the hills 
from the Ganges to Malabar, that is on the Vindhya mountains. 
Their noses are seldom arched, and are rather thick at the 
points, owing to their nostrils being generally circular; but 
they are not so diminutive as the noses of the'Tartar nations, 
nor flattened like those of the African Negro. Their faces 
are oval, and not shaped like a lozenge, a8 those of the Chinese 
are •. Their lips are full, but not at all like those of the Negro; 
on the contrary, their mouths in general are very well formed. 
Their eyes, instead of being hid in fat, and placed obliquely, 
like those of the Chinese, are exactly like those of Europeans. 
In fact, considering that theh' women are very hard wrought, .. 
they are far from having harsh featm'es. 

The most remarkable of these mountaineers is the tribe', 
which occupies the northern part of the Rajmahal hills. To 
the map and topography I refer for an account of the territory, 
which they possess, and for an account of their manners I 
l'efer to a paper by Lieutenant J'homas Shaw contained in 
the fourth volume of the Asiatic Researches, to which I 
have very little occasion to make any additions. The ortho
graphy, wllich I have adopted. differs from that employed by 
the above mentioned intelligent officer, not from any idea, that 
his is incorrectj but for the sake of uniformity. In the first visit, 
that I made to their villages, on the bill Gadaitunggi, east 
from Udhwanala, I went from the bank of the Ganges in a 
palanquin, which I left at the foot of the bill, and in order to 
give no alarm ascended with only two servants, and a guide 
who was 8 mountaineer in the service of the post office. Not 
one of us had even a stick in his hand. As we ascended, we 
were joined by a young man; son of the chief of the village, 
who, as I passed, caine from a. farm on the plains, which his 
father rents. The young man was intelligent, and not at all 
rude; but allowed no disposition to give us a cordial recep
tion. ,'\Vhen we came to the village, all tile men remained in 
their houses, and most of them shut their doors, The women 
and children came out to look at me, but declined conversa
tion, although the young maq said, that all the women could 
speak the low country dialect. I went towards two or three 
groups; but, as I approached,· they all retired, except one 
young woman, who had a good deal of reason to be aatisped 
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with her appearance. As, I approached, she stood with a 
becoming, but modest assurance; but she would not speak. 
I now determined to put the young chiefs hospitality to a full 
trial,' and sat down on a. stone by his father's door, complaining 
of the heat, and of thirst; but he neither offered to take me 
into the house, nor to give me water. 

Another attempt on the hill Chdtmili, west from Rajmahal, 
con\'in,ced me, that these peOI)I~ do not possess the virtue of 
hospitality. I soon after indeed found out the means of making 
them assume its appearance. I had passed along a great part 
of their frontier, without, having been able to procure any 
intercourse, sufficient to give me a knowledge of their manners ; 
and I therefore' determined to give a fcast, which I was told 
would answer the purpose. At Ganggaprasad I invited those 
of the neighbouring hills, and gave them a dinner and drink. 
At Paingti I gave another entertainment. t\fterwards, so 
long as 1 continued in their neighbourhood, I was completdy 
worried with their attentions. Flocks poured in with little 
presents of honey, and eager to give me information j and, 
when I visited any of their villages, I found every door open. 
Our intercourse, however, always terminated in a solicitation 
for drink, a most extravagant fondness for which seems to be 
the greatest foible of the tribe. They are, however good 
natured iIi their cups; and one of them, who was brandishing 
a hatchet, as he was dancing amidst a staggering crowd, readily 
gave it up to me, and seemed sensible of the propriet.v of my 
taking it. A custom, which they observe in their dances, 
clearly marks their insatiable desire for liquor. The chief 
person goes round the men and women of the party, as they 
dance; and in their .turn. pours from a pitcher into the mouth 
of each, what he thinks a reasonable quantity. When he 
has gone the round, another person takes the pitcher, and 
helps the chief. Noone helps himself to the pitcher, sensible 
that so long as a drop remained, he could not remove it from 
his lips. ' 

They are fully as well dressed and cleanly as the neigh
bouring peasantry, and their women have a greater quantity 
of ornaments, and these more valuable. Their bouses are 
more roomy and airy, and fully more clean. The principal 
ornament of their huts consists of the skulls of the. tigers, 
d(>~l', hogs and porcupines, ,which the owner haa slain, an~ 
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on the number of these trophies he prid~s himself with all 
the exaltation of a keen sportaman. Their chief art is the 
preparation of what they call Pachoi, that is fermented grain, 
from which they prepare their liquor, and which differs con. 
siderably from the operation of malting. The grain, either 
maize or janera (Holcus liorgkum) is boiled, and spread out 
on a Dlat to cool. It is then mixed with the ferment of vege
tables called Bakar, which I have described in my account of 
Ronggopool', 'and kept in a large earthen pot for eight or nine 
days. * Warm water may at any time be added to this, and in 
a few hours it ferments, and is ready for being drank. This 
liquor they call Pachoitadi. Some of them can distil it, and 
prepare Patkatadi. In. the southern parts of their hills this 
tribe possess many oxen and cows; but in the northern parts 
they have only domestic swine and goats, as mentioned by 1\Ir. 
Shaw. A few of them can read and write the Nagri character. 

Thesl.' people call themselves Maler; but they admit that 
this name is also applicable to tIle southern tribe of moun
taineers, whose manners and language are very different, and 
with whom they cannot eat nor intermarry, nor could I hear 
of any tradition concerning the two tribes having ever had 
similar customs; but probably their customs at no very re
mote time were the same, their traditions going back to no 
distant periods. They bave, for instance, no tradition con
cerning the introduction of maize, which is now their princi
pal food; and its introduction must have been the greatest 
improvement on their condition that has ever taken plstce, and 
has occasioned the addition of a new god to their we.", ~ip. 
AIJ 9ther tribes they call Galer; but among these are eo~' 
prehended several tribes that shall be afterwards mentioned, 
with whom they sometimes intermarry, many of whom retain 
their language, and all eat in common, and join in the repast 
on beef. The Suzawul or native officer who superintends their 
conduct estimates the number of this tribe at 80,000 houses. 

On a most careful inquiry I learned that the territory of 
this tribe is reckoned to contain 589 villages, and that though 
some few. of these contain from 80 to 50 houses, the average 
cannot be tak~n at above 12 houses and 60 people for each, 
giving in all 7068 houses, and 85,840 people. In the whole 

• See Vol. III. book II. 
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of tbeir territory I have allowed 38,000 people, the difF..!rence 
being on account of the Gbatwals and their dependents re
siding among the hills. This tribe openly boasts in its im
purities, and g10ries in eating beef and drinking beer, as if it 
were composed of Englishmen; but all the other tribes have 
become mOl'e 01' less ashamed of ~mmitting such enormities, 
apd endeavour to shun or conceal part of their impurity. Tbis 
prpducea a great difficu1ty in tracing their pedigree; fo\' the 
various degrees of command which in different parts tbe peo
ple of the same tribe have obtained over their unruly appe
tites has given rise to innumerable divisions, and at very litde 
distances totally different customs prevail. 

The Nat are usually called PJhariya (hill) Nat, in order to 
distinguish them from those who amuse the people by per
forming tricks. The northern tribe consider their southern 
neighbours as brethren, and call them Maler, the name which 
they give themselves; but the southern tribe, sbocked at the 
impurity of the others, deny this consanguinity, and most 
usually call the northern tribe Chet, while they assume to 
tb,emselves the denomination of Mal or Mar, which however 
is probably a word of the same derivation with Maler.' The 
Mal however divide themselves into three tribes, Kumarpali, 
Dangrpali, and Marpali; and they often call the northern 
mountaineers Sumarpali, thus, as it were, acknowledging a 
common origin, which I have little doubt is the fact. The 
blanners and 1anguage of the three' Bouthern Pan are t11f~ 
same, 8M they speak a very impure dialect of the BE'ngalese. 
Tb~dtee Pali were originalfy local distinctions, but now all 

.life intermixed, have exactly the same customs and language, 
and intermarry; but there are five reat hereditary distinc-o 
tions, which descend in the male line. The highest rank 
consists of the Rajas or chiefs and their descendants, all of 
whom are called Singhas or Lions. Next to these are certain 
families that were' at one time rich, and 'are called Grihi. 
They assisted their pOoier brethren with loans, and seem. to 
have been a kind of bankers, like the Vaisyas of the Hindus. 
They never seem to have held any office in the state. The 
third in rank were the Majhis or chiefs of yillages,' and none 
but persons of this rank were eyer permitted to hold this 
office. The persons of the Aheri or fourth, class were by 
birth hunters;. and at first, in all probAbility, were the lower 
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and labouring class, like the Sudras of the Hindu'!; for what 
is now considered as the lowest and fifth class is composed of 
the Naiyas, who are allowed to have originally been the 
priests, but have been totany discarded from that office. It 
must be observed, however, tbat by the neighbouring Hindus 
the term Naiya is usually. given to the whole. tribe. From 
among the persons of a certain family he appointed a Majhi 
for each village; but after his appointment the Majhi could 
not be dismissed without the consent of an assembly of the 
whole tribe, froln which no one was excluded. The Raja 
appointed also a Foujdar to command in predatory excur
sions, and could dismiss him at pleasure. He also appointed 
a Dewan. Each person gave annually to his l\fajhi some 
sbare of his crop, a goat, a pot of honey, and a bundle of 
rope; and the Majhis again gave to tbe Raja a share of what 
they thus procured. This custom continues i but the Fouj-. 
dar is no longer necessary, and the Majhis are considered as 
hereditary by right of primogeniture. The land seems to be 
tbe property of the cultivators. On the hills and swelling 
land the field is cultivated two year", and then Jies fallow fop 
five or six; but a man may prevent any other from cultivating 
his fallow land. Every family has some land, but some have 
not enough, and these at spare time work for wages. There 
are no slaves. , 

A field thus cultivated after a fallow i~ called a Vari, and 
in the hills is not ploughed; but in the low country it is often 
ploughed, and there some of the Mal possess rice lands, that 
e'Very year are regularly cultivated. Their buts are usually 
contiguous to the Vari, and near them they have small gar
dens, in which they rear plantains, capsicum, and green vege
tables •. On the hills the Vari is not ploughed nor hoed. The 
men cut the trees and burn them, and the women sow the 
seed. On the first year they scatter over the surface seed of 
the kinds of millet called Khen and Kangni; and, with a 
stick pointed with iron, form small holes, in which they drop 
seeds of the tn/lize, of janera, and of a pulse called Bora or 
Kalai. In the second year they plant only the maize and 
janera.· In the Varis on the low lands, which are ploughed, 
they raise the same articles as on the hills with the addition 
of rape-seed and sesanlUm. They collect wild yams, and 
besides COWl and os en. for milk and labour, they rear swint' 
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-goats, fowls and pigeons for eating. They ferment both Dlaize 
and janera, and usually drink the liquor without distillation; 
but some are acquainted with this art. _They make no cloth, 
and cannot work in iron. They have most of the instruments 
of music commonly used in the low country, and have adopted 
inoculation for the small pox. Although their progress in 
agriculture is' greater than that of their northern neighbours, 
thei~ hut§ hre much more wretched and dirty, their clothing 
is more scanty, and their women are less cleanly and worse 
provided with ornaments. Thiss I _ presume, is owing to a 
consciousness of impurity apd sense of degradation which 
has taken away the pride that induces men to labour for dis
tinction. Their deities have neither images nor temples. The 
bodies of the dead. are burned on the sanle day that they 
die; and, if the person has been of rank, a Brahman per
forms ceremonies. The kindred mourn five days, Bnd then 
give a feast. 

Among the rich, who have Hindu priests. premature mar
riages are in use; but the poor often wait until the girl is :':0 
years old i her inclination however is never consulted. Her 
parents always receive some money from the bridegroom, but 
not enough to defray their expense. A man may marry se
ver..al wives. A widow may live as a concubine (Samodh) 
without any religious ceremony, but the connection is perma
nent. Adultresses are turned away, but may become concu
bines. If an unmarried woman prove with child, her paramour 
must marry her. The eldest son- at present succeeds to all 
dignities and land, but he gives his brothers a share to culti
vate, and a father's moveabl~s are divided equally among his 
sons. The women are left to be provided for by the 80ns -
until they are married, or become concubines. 

My informants have no tradition conceming their tribe 
having emigrated from any other country, nor have they ever 
heard of any emigration from their hills; but in the hills of 
Mallepoor, south from Mungger, there are about 100 families 
of' a similar rude tribe called Naiyas, the name usually given 
to the Mal by the neighbouring Hindus. These Jive by cut.. 
ting timber; and have scarcely any agriculture. Neither 
Naiyas have indeed any knowledge of the other. 

GENERAL MANNERS OF THE Hn~DVs.~ln this district I 
shall chiefly confine myself t& those which belong to l\Ia4 
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gadha, and they <liffer very little from those of Mith~ 
which have been described in my account of Puraniya. I shali 
therefore confine mys&lf to the mention of their differences. 
The pure castes are allowed to eat rice cleaned by boiling, 
an indulgence, however, from which a great many abstain, 
especially the Baniyas. Brahmans do not eat !Deat, except 
such as has been sacrificed, and that of weathered. goats. 
The other pure tribes do not eat tortoises, and as' usual the 
sect of Vishnu, even of the lowest rank, abstains entirely 
from animal food and liquor... On this account, people of 
this sect seldom take Upades untJl advanced in years. Many 
of the hill tribe kill alld eat the ox, and some of tbem eat 
rats, serpents, and jackals, and monkies. Some Brahmans 
smoke tobacco. Except Brahmans, Rajputs, a few of the 
Baniyas, and the sect of Vishnu,. all avowedly drink spi
rituous liquors. Somewhat more than in MithiJa celebrate 
their parents' memory in the Tithi; but they only observe 
the Amabasya of the month Aswin. The people here have 
no objection to live in a house where a person has died; but 
yet they very seldom allow anyone to die in the house, least 
he should become a devil or ghost. If near the holy river, 
the moribund are placed with their feet in. the water, and the 
Purohit reads prayers until they die. 

The low castes marry earliest; but the high castes almost 
always procure matches for their daughters before they 
reach the age of maturity. The two most heavy expences 
which a Brahman incurs, are the marriages of his children, 
and the assuming the thread; but, if they have not money 
enough of their own, they can uS)lally raise it by a subscrip
tion of the neighbours. The season for marriage lasts Magh 
and Phalgun, stops in Chait, and recommencing in Vaisakh, 
continues all Jyaishth. and Ascharh. The expence and 
Doise are intolerable, and for a great part of the time many 
people continue idle, going from one feast to another. ~hf!re 
is little or no trouble in matching their girls with persons,of 
proper rank; the Brahmans here being less attentive than in 
Puraniya to dis~inctions of that kind. The men very seldom 
take a second wife. unless their first has lived long without 
having children. 

,Among the castes who keep concubines, the younger 
brother cannot take the elder's widow except she is willing. 
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and she may go with whomsoever she pleases. The concu
bines are widows, and are not connected with their keeper 
by any religious ceremony; but the ,onnection is indisso
luble, except on account of infidelity. They are called 
Samodhs, Sagai, and Chuman, and their children may in
termarry with those of virgin spouses. An unmarried woman 
who has had a child cannot be married; but, if her lover 
has b~en 1>f the ~ame caste" she may live with him 8S a 
Samodh j he must however iri that case pay a sum for puri
fication. If her paramour has been low, she is turned out of 
bel: caste, imd ber kindred .must pay the expense of purifi
cation before tbeywill b~ received in company. The children 
of private connections are illegitimate. 

Widows in some parts burn themselves pretty frequently,· 
especially the Bhojpuri tribes settled in Mungger. In that 
town about one in a year may burn berself, and in the wbole 
district besides there may every year be about two sacrifices 
of this "nature. In my account of the castes I have mentioned 
the prim:ipal sects to which each is addicted. The Pandit 
of Mungger thinks that in Magadha the three sects of Vishnu, 
Siva, and Sakti Me nearly equal in number. The doctor 
chiefly followed by the sect of Sakti is Krishnananda. None 
profess themselves of tbe Virbhav, at least in Magadha; not 
is the Syamarahasya in request. In the Bengalese part 
almost all the sect ofVisbnu worship Krishna. In Magadha 
and Mithila they chiefly worship Ram. There are a very 
few of the secf of Saur and Ganapatya. 

All sects and tribes make offerings to the Grama Devatas, 
but the sect 01 Vishnu do not kill the animal; they turn it 
loose. In the account of the topography of the divisions I 
have mentioned, the most usual of these deities, many of 
which are males, and seem to have in general been rather 
men celebrated for their piety than for Jheir heroic Action&. 
Many again, both male and female, seem' to have been the 
deities of rude tribes who foI'mel-ly inhabited the country, 
and whose descendants have been converted.' -The females 
have. usually annexed to their name the title ~~~ta, just as in 

4 ____ --1._~ _______ ~~ ___ ' ____ _ 

• This horrid murder.is now totally Ilbolished; I established in ludia a 
journal in four languages, which led to its safe and immediate cessation in 
I 829 • .:.....p:in.) . 
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the south ofIndia they are called Uma, both words signifying 
mother. Many again of these gods are called Bhut Devatas 
or devils, by the Brahmans, who however do not fail to 
worship them. They have no images, but sometimes a rnde 
stone, or where that cannot be procured a lump of mud, 
generally on a hilI, or under a. tree. Many have Brahman 
Pujari.s, and many have persons of low or even vile tribes 
approaching on being, Mlechehhas: some of both linds have 
endowments. In the part of the distl·ict, which formerly 
belonged to Behar, the priests of most' of the village deities. 
are called Kaphri, a word peculiar, I believe, to that part of 
the eountry. The Kaphris are ilupposed~ to be capable of 
inspiration by gods and devils. Those wbo are fn danger 
from disease, not only apply to procurl favour from the god, 
but to know the result. When the Kaphri makes the oifer
ing, he becomes violently agitated, and, after the usual mum
mery, gives a response. When people are bitten by serpents, 
they are in many parts carried to a temple of Bishahari; and 
the Kaphri pretends, by looking at a pot of water, to foretell 
the event. If the water is agitated when the oiferin'g is 
made, it is supposed that the deity has come to assist in the 
recovel'Y, which will of course take place. It is not only the 
Kaphris that are supposed to be capable of inspiration; but 
the devils or gods are supposed to. inspire another class of 
men called Chatiyas, who, on such occasions are violently 
agitated and give responses. Some of these Chatiyas' are 
Brahmans, others are low fellows. The ignorant worship 
them, oifering sacrifices, milk, sweetmeats, and the like. 
Each Kaphri or Chatiya, who I,>retends to be inspired, has" 
an attendant named Phuldhariya, who conducts the cere
monies, and holds his master while he pretends to be de
prived 'of reason by the deity or deviL He also explains 
what his master says, which is generally unintelligible. In 
fact he is generally the greater rogue of the two. 

The following . 'are the chief Grama Devatas •. Kali. in 
some places called Burbi Kali, is well known 4lS the great 
object of worship among the Brahmans of Bengal. Siva is 
in some places here considered as a Grama Devata, is some
times called Kanggali or the beggar, in others Burhanath, in 
others Gaurisangkar, and in others Bangkanatb. One of 
the most common is Bisbahari. the terrible reptiles .under 
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her authOl'ity being uncommonly destructive. Siddhcs-wari, 
ChanJi, and Mahamaya. are not 'Very common, and I saw 
none of Sitala. Makeswari is a female deity. 

Dubebhayharan, in the very extensive territory of Klla
rakpoor, is the most common village deity. He is supposed 
to have been a Brahman of Kanoj, on whose lands Abhiram, 
a Kshetauri Raja, built forcibly a house. The Brahman, in 
order t~ be revenged, ript up his own belly, and, having 
becom~ a devil of the kind called Brahmadasya, has ever 
since been a terror to the whole country. In particular he 
has destroyed the whole Kshetauris; and those who call 
themselves such, are alleged by the Kaphris of this god to 
be mere pretenders. 

Pachuya, a male devil, WllO destroys cllildren. Ram Keyari, 
a male deity. l\Iahadano or Dano and Pahardano, a male 
god of the rude tribes. Bisurawat, who was a holy man of 
the Goyala tribe. Chamufoujc1ar who was a holy man of the 
Tiwar tribe. Kama and her husband Kira were two holy 
persons of the low tribe called Musahar. Chaldev, a god o( 
the Maler. Nilamata, the god of several rude tribes. Hari 
Ojha, a male saint. Ratnamohan, who was a Zemindar 
Brahman, that was killed by a tiger, and became a devil, of 
whom everyone is exceedingly afraid. He is chiefly wor
shipped at marriages. Kokilchandra is a devil exactly' of 
the same kind, but he is addressed chieHy at harvest. 
Several of his priests are Brahmans. Jaguhajra, a watchman 
or Dosad. Garbhakumar. This devil, according to some, 
was a potter, !,ccording to others, a milkman; but it is gene
rally believed, that like the two Brahman!!, he was killed by 
a tiger, and his ghost bas -ever since been a terror to the 
neighbourhood, and it is deemed prudent to worship him. 
IIis priests are 'milkmen. Bhaiya Singhamata, a female. 
Sivaram Thakur, a sainted Brahman of KI\Duj, Ram Thkur 
another. Kalkali, a female deity. Ajan Singha, a sainted 
Brahman. Sales, of whom I have made mention in my ac
count of Puraniya. Kamalnaiya, a sainted' or bedeviled 
Brahman. Bhimsen, mentioned in my account or Puraniya. 
Vindhyavasini, a female deity.' Rakshasi, a CIeity . or the 
Maleft Sikharavasini, a. female deity. Bajun, a female 
deity. Takshak. Sanggu MandaI. Satbluliya. Loknath. 
Sabal Pahalwlln.~ ~abu Ray, a male devil. Brabma Devata, 
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a deified saint of the sacred order. In many villages the 
deity is anonymous, and is merely called Grama Devata. " In 
Magadha the Charakpuja is not in use, except among some 
Bengalese settlers. 

The chief worship among the Hindus of this district is 
bathing in the river. and pilgrimages. Out of th8 district, 
Baidyanath is the chief place of resort; perhaps one quarter 
of the Behar population, including women and children, and 
the western tribes settled in the part of Gaur belonging to 
this district, go there annually. Few of the Bengalese give 
themselves the trouble. Next to Baidyanath, Harihar Chha
tra at the junction of the Gandaki and Ganges, opposite to 
Patna, is the place resorted to by most people of this district. 
Perhaps 5 or 6,000 go there on the Purnima of Kartik.. It 
is a great fair, and the trade and amusements of the place 
8eem to be a principal object. • 

About equal in reputation is the .Mela near Kangrhagola, 
at the junction of the Kosi and Ganges, as mentioned in my 
account ofPuraniya. To Jagannath perhaps 1.000 people may 
go annually, and as many to Janakpoor; 500 may go to Gaya, 
and 300 of these may go on to Kasi. Perhaps 100 go to 
Kasi alone. Perhaps as .many go to Prayag at the junction 
of the Yamuna with the Ganges. Here the worship by hoist
ing Hags is not fasbionable. In the Bengalese part, during 
the month Kartik. many people hoist a lamp, and bunc4 of 
sweet basil (tulasi). at the end of a bamboo. 

In Behar the Holi is much more celebrated than the Dur
gapuja, or Dasahara. In tile Bengalese part the reverse is 
the case. 'At the Holi great multitudes of men assemble, 
wherever there are images of Krishna and Radba. and sing 
indecent songs, and throw red starch at each other. In 
Sravan (from the middle of July to the middle of August), llt 
a festival called Jhulan, the women and children assemble at 
night, and amuse themselves by a swing, and celebrate the 
loves of Radha and Krishna in songs. 

The Goyalas in October or November, celebrate a boly 
day called G~vardhanpuja or Annakut Yatra. They pray 
to Ii heap of boiled rice, which is supposed to represent the 
hill Govardhao, w}lere Radha and Krishna passed Boae of 
their time; aod ,"make an offering' of food, red lead, tur. 
meric, and fbwers, to each animal of the cow kind that 'they 
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possess. They also repeat some prayers to the sacred 
herd. The Sudras are lIot allowed to read the sacred books, 
and the Kshatris do not give themselves the trouble. In 
Kartik, Magh and Vaisakh, some learned men read small 
portions of the Purans to the rich, and explain the meaning 
in Hindi. The portions selected explain the modes of 
worship, that will be agreeable to such and such gods, dnd 
procure such or such blessings. The people of Magadha 
have 1ittle or no objection to take an oath by the river water. 
The Purohits have here much more profit than the Gurus or 
religious guides, although every Hindu here, as else" here, 
acknowledges tllat his Guru or spiritual guide is perfectly 
equal in wisdom and power to God. 

In a few places are some Brahmans, -who perform the 
ceremonies of those only who abstain from Samodh j but in 
others the same person officiates for aU the pure tribes. The 
whole are caned Paurohityas, and the term Dasakarma is 110t 

in use. There are here no Chausakhis, each impure tribe 
bas Ii sect of degraded Brahmans peculiar to itself. No Guru 
of the Sackti sect bas any considerable influence. They are 
mostly Brahmans, but the Dasnami Sannyasis have begun to 
interfere. 

"The Saivas do Dot here conceal their sect. The Brahmans 
of this opinion have Gurus among their own order. The 
Rajputs and Sudhas are under the guidance of the Sannyasis 
as in Puraniya. In this district there are scarcely any of 
this order of men who arc merchants, perhaps five or six 
houses; and many of those, who act.as spiritual guides, are 
(Udasin) unmarried, and are supposed to observe the rules of 
their order. ,There are of them about 80 Akharas, the most 
distinguished of which is on the rock near Sultangunj, that is 
surrounded by the Ganges. Each Alhara contains sevel"al 
Sannyasis under the authority of a Mahanta or Mathdhari. 
They seemed to me to be poor ignorant creatures, Yery pious, 
and zealous in the mortification of the Hesh. Some of them 
can read, but only one of them understands any Sang~krita. 
Of those who have married, and have become San-Yogis are 
150 families, wIll) also act as instructors. Some of tllem have 
end8Wments j others rent land; and employ servants to cul
tivate j none of them have any sort of learning. -By far the 
gl'eater part-of the people of the sects of Siva and Salti are 
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instructed by strangers, who come wandlring thl'ough the 
country, and those who have their houses or Akharas here. 
wander in the same manner; for it would appear, that the 
more they are known the less they are respected, or that like 
the prophets of old, they are little' valued at home. 

The Kanphatta-Yogis have a few disciples in this district; 
but none of them reside. The Janggams Il,re married, and 
observe the rules of purity. commonly kept by Sudras of the 
sect of Siva; that is, they eat the meat of saCl'ifices and fish, 
drink spirituous liquors, and keep concubines. All their nlale 
children follow theil" profession, which is that of mendicants. 
The women dp not beg. The men when begging, sing con
cerning the nuptials of Siva and Parwati, ring bells, and make 
various noises to attract notice. They wear many beads, and 
hllVe on their head an ornament of brass, which they call a 
temple of Priapus, and it contains an image of the great god; 
They'consideJ;" themselves as representatives of the IUD; but 
worship Siva alone. They are followers of Gorakshanath, 
who was born of a cow, impregnated by their god. Gorak
shanath"" is however considered as a god, and his disciples 
the Yogis, are the Gurus of the Janggams. Their ceremo~' 
nies aloe performed by Brahmans of Mithila, who are not 
degraded. Their dead are buried. They would admit pro
selytes from the highest ranks; but afterwards would neither 
eat in their company, nor give them their' children in marriage. 
They take no share in the instruction of the disciples of the 
Yogis. They are quite ignorant, and imagine that Gorak
shanatq was begotten, while Vishnu was churning the ocean, 
a fable which seems to be in favou," among the Hindus, in pro
portion to its monstrous extravagance. Of the Aghorpanthi, 
it is sl\id, that there are l~ pe\"sons or heads of families. 

At Mungger I procured an interview with Betolnath, and 
one. of his pupils, The chief was sald to be at the head of 
aU the sect in this -district, and was called Guru; but was se> 
drunk as to articulate with difficulty, and he could never 
read. Th~ pupil (Chela), who was tolerably sober, alledged 
that the GUlli '\Vould succeed to the dignity of Kinanath of 
Benares, when that chief of the whole order died.. The 
Gurus should abstain from all connection with WOOleIil. and 

• See V(})' I. po 6.5, figure 6, plate VI. 
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the CheJas do not marry; but they have families by womm 
of the sect, who by exchanging necklaces form permanent 
connections equally binding with marriage. Disciples may 
be admitted from atpong .Brahmans, Kshatris, Khatris and 
Rajputs, but from no other caste. Betal was born a Rajput. 
The Gurus have no fixed abode, but go from ()he Chelas 
house to another j and the CheIas live entirely by begging, 
or rather by terrifying weak people; for their customs pro
duce" universal abhorrence. They are permitted by their 
rules to eat whatever they please, even human careases, which 
they occasionally do, as they say, merely to excite the asto
nishment of those from whom they wish to procure charity. 
They do not care who cooks their victuals. They say, that 
there is only one god Nirakar (the immaterial) Brahma, at 
least, that he is the only proper object of their worship i for 
it does not seem ever to have entered into the imagination 
of my imformants to dispute the existence of other gods. 
They say also, that they follow the doctrine of Gorak~hanatb, 
and that some few of their Gurus can read. 
. In the eastern parts of the district the Goswamis of Ben
gal have by far the greatest influence, especially the family 
of Nityananda., who may have ten-sixteenths of the people of 
this sect. One of the family called Ballabikanta, has taken 
up his abode at Syamgunj in Aurunggabad.· He is not con
sidered as a man of learning. Another branch of the same 
family is represented by TiIakananda, Chhabilananda and 
Premananda, who live at Nasipoor and Panisala, near J.\foor
shedabad and at Junggipoor. The eastern part of the dis
trict is considered as their property (Velayet), and every 
worshipper of Krishna gives them somewhat,. although he 
may have another Guru. They have appointed a Foujdar, 
who resides at Manggalpoor. To. assist him in collecting 
their dues, they have from 25 to 30 Chhariburdars. These 
officers are not Brahmans, and take no share in the religious 
duties,' which are performed by Adhikari Brahmans for the 
high castes, and by Vaishnavs for the low. Acharya Prabhu 
descended of the same doctor, and mentioned in my account 
of Puraniya, has about two-sixteenths. The descendants of 
Adwaita residing in Bholahat have about 2 anas, The Ra
mayits of the 'west have procured the remainder, except 
about 400 families belonging to Thakur Mahasay. . 
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The Udasin Vaishnavs, who act as Gurus for the lower 
ranks, amount to 140 converts. and have not married. 1\Iany 
of them are vagrants, and JOO of th~ convertll are in the 
capital, where the customs of the vicinity require a considerable 
restriction on the acts of the flesh. 

Of the married Vaibhnavs there may be near ;00 houses, 
many of whom are the Gurus for the lower classes in tbe part 
of Beng~l belonging to this district. There are besides about 
50 houses of Gaur Vaishnavs, all married. None of the 
Sakhibhav V lIishnavs reside; but those of Puraniya act as 
Gurus for some people in this district. There are here no 
Narha. Vaishnavs. 

Confusion arises from the term Vaishnav being applied to 
the religious among the worshippers of Ram, as well as to 
those who adore Krishna i and the Ramanadis and Ramanyits 
or Vairagis are consillered as the same, although the one are 
descended of ~rahmans. and the latter Sudras. Those, who 
abstain from marriage, in this district amount to 18 Akharas; 
and those who have married to 35 houses, but a vast many 
stra.ngers frequent the country. Some of the most remarkable 
convents of this order are dependent on the Mahanta, who 
resides in the Mastarami Akhara at l\1urshedabad. 

The" sect of Sivanaryar, of which I never before heard, say 
that this person was born as a Narayani Rajput of Sesana. 
three or four days journey west from Gazipoor. He set up as 
an incarnation of God, and he called those. who adopted his 
doctrines, Santas (pious), and does not seem to have established 
any hierarchy. Tbough dead, he is still called Guru, aud 
his three sons are only called Santas, but are highly respected. 
He wrote several books, Gurunyas Santakari, Sanlabilas, 
Santaupades, Santaparwana, Santasunilar. Santasagar, Santa 
Mahima, &e. The Gumnyas contains the first, and most 
essential doctrines, and is that in mOl.t common use. It is 
written in the vulgar language of the country, where the Guru 
lived. A little Sangskrita is intermixed. The sect seems to 
have been propagated by these books distributed among those 
who can read, who explain them to those who cannot, and 
the principal agent seems to have been Rokhanram, a Rajput 
at BaTsundi Dear Gazipoor, who was a very intelligent person. 
Many go to him for advice, and be receives presents. The" 
SOliS of Guru seem occasionally to travel. in attempting to 

VOl.. II. K 
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expl~in the doctrine of their father. My informant Bechuram 
is the most intelligent man at Mungger of this sect. He 
pretends to no superiority over the other Santas of the 
place; but every year all the sect assemble at his house on 
,the Basantapangchami, and bring presents. A copy of the 

'.)book is produced/and part of it read. Then it is laid down 
and receives offerings of flowers, red starch, betle, and sweet 
meats. The whole is thus consecrated, and divided among 
the assembly. Occasionally, at different times, two 01' three 
people assemble, but at no fixed times, and present offerings 
in the same manner to the book, and hear it read. The 
Santas ought to acknowledge no God, except Sivanarayan; 
but many ignorant persons cannot be persuaded to abstain, 
from the worship of destructive spirits, in cases of danger, 
especially if their wives adhere to the old doctrines. . They 
c,onsider, that Sivanarayan is omnipresent,'and always existed, 
and that his appearance on earth lately was an incarnation 
for the instructlon of mankind. All persons, who are n(1t 
Santas, will undergo transmigration; all the good Santas go 
to· Santades, or the abode of the pious, but bad men although 
believers, will be born again. They employ Brahman Purollits 
to perform the ceremonies at marriages, funerals, and births; 
,but merely in compliance with the custom of the country. 
Every Santa observes the rules of the caste, to which he 
formerly belonged, and continues to intermarry with infidels. 
They do not attempt to instruct the low castes, and they can

. not admit Moslems j because these, having lost their own 
religion, would have no caste, and no one would associate 
with them; but there seems to be no absolute law against 
admitting prosp.lytes of any kind. When J asked for a copy 
of his book, the poor man seemed to ihink, that he bad made 
a convert. It is saiel, that in the vicinity of Benares there 
are many Santas, especially among the military tribes. 
- The priests, who officiate in temples, are in Magadha called 
Panda, a title, that in the Routh of India seems confined to 
the Sudras, who officiate in the temples of Siva. The pro
fession here is not considered as honourable for the sacred 
order; but less disgrace attends it in Magadha than usual, 
and the PanJas are not excluded from intermarriage with the 
highest families. In some parts the Zemindars take a share 
(If the profits, -which thee priests receive: and there are 
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temples, which have endowments, and have DO priests. There 
the Zemindar keeps a cleTk, and takes the whole profit. 

The young Brahmans usually pass four days ,in the state 
of Brahmachari, before they assume the thTead. During this 
time they eat only once a day, abstain from salt, oil and animal 
food, and study forms of prayer. 

No Brahman of this district, so far as is known, has becom~ 
a hermit, nor has anyone gone to Kasi to become a Gym
nosophist. I saw a fellow on the rock near Sultangunj. who 
had reduced himself to this state, and was a most impudent 
and saucy beggar; but he was not of the sacred order, and 
I was happy to learn fTom himself, that tht people treated 
him with neglect. In some caves dug into the rock at 
Patharghat five or six Tapaswis or penitents have taken up 
their abode. They are strangeTs, and sit constantly in their 
dens, feeding on what is given to them without solicitation. 
It is supposed, that they often want for a day or two at a time; 
but, when I saw them, they appeared to be in tolerable case. 
Two or thTee old women, one of whom formerly followed the 
camp,. have dedicated t~emselves to God, and O're called 
Vaishnavis, have procured some images, called their houses 
Akharas, and give instruction (Upades) to sundry persons, 
who 'Worship Ram. One of them at Sibgunj has taken the 
title of l\Iahantini. No women have become Avadhutinis; 
but mendicants of the kind occasionally come. In the part 
of this district, that belongs to Behar, there are no DoIs, like 
those of Bengal. 

The purity of caste, among the high tribes, is preserved by 
assemblies (Pangchayit), in which all the members are equal. 
Among the lower tribes there are chiefs called Serdars. 
Chaudhuris, Mehturs, or Mangjans. The office is usually 
hereditary, but on complaint from his dependents they are 
change~ by any person in power, such as the Zemindar, 
Tahasildar, or Darogah, who procures an oTder from the 
magistrate, who, ifhe chooses, confirms the change. 'Vidows 
sometimes succeed to the offices of their husbands. The 
people under each chief are called a Chatayi, as all sitting on 
the same mat, an honour which they forfeit by acting contrary 
to the rules of castt; but the authority of these chiefs is 
not confined to matters of caste alone. No man will enter into 
any engagement to perform work without 'fhe order of hi. 
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chief, who thus makes Ii monopoly, in the true spirit of cor
poration. The chief cannot excommunicate without the con
sent of the principal persons of his Chatayi. The chief 
receives" commission on the wages given by persons of rank 
to the labourers, whom he has furnished, and has the chief 
share in the feasts, which are given at purifications. Under 
the chief is a person called the Barik, who receives the fines 
for transgressions, and with them purchases the feast. On 
dividing this, if there are any remains he takes them to himself; 
if there is a deficiency, he must furnish it from his own house. 
Some of the Baniyas, and all the inferior castes have chiefs. 

Among all Hindus, wherever an animal of the cow kind 
dies by accident, such as by fire, by the bite of a serpent, or 
the like, or, if the beast dies when tied in the house, or to a 
post, the master of the !l.nimal incurs sin, lI,11d must perform a 
ceremony of purification (Prayaschitta). Certain Brahmans, 
skilled in the law, point out the ceremonies proper to be 
performed, Q.ccording to the nature of the case; and, in some 
parts of the district, the Zemindars have .appointed certain 
Brahmans for the purpose, and no others' are allowed to give 
their advice, or rather to issue their brders. • 

At Bhagulpoor there is a small church belonging to the 
Roman Catholics, and about 50 Christians of that persuasion. 
Half of them are descendants of Portugese, and the others 
are native converts, who retain their own dress, and language. 
The priest is a native of Milan, sent by the Societas de pro
paganda fide; and, BO far as I could judge from a Bhort 
interview, \Vas a man of decent manners and education. lIe 
has charge also of the flock in Puraniya, amounting, as he 
says, to abqut 40 persons. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THB NATURAL ,RODUCTIONS OP THB InSTBICr OP 

BHAGULPOOR. 

ANIMAL8.-The most common monkey in this district, and the 
most destructive of the wild quadrupeds, orrather as the French 
naturalists say, of the wild four handed animals, is the 
Hanum~n. This animal seems confined to certain territories 
in a manner, for which I cannot well account. On the north 
side of the Ganges there are none, which occasions no 
difficulty, as the river is too wide fqr them to cross i but, 
although they are' numerous in almost every wood in the 
district, and are exceedingly common in the town of Bhagul
poor, there are scarcely any in Rajmahal or the low country 
S.E. from it, nor are there any in Mungger, Suryagarha, or 
the adjacent villages. There seems to be nothing in the situa
tion of these places, that can occasion the difference. I pre
sume, therefore, that the people of Rajmahal, Mungger, &c. 
resist the incursions of these destructive animals with more 
vigour, than the consciences of the people of Bhaglll,poor, and 
of otheX' sufferers would admit. The people of Mungger, 
indeed, deny theiX' using any force or violence, and pretend, 
that when a Hanuman comes to invade their property, they 
merely make a noise, and use threats, but this I have seen 
tried very often with no effect, and I haxe no doubt, that 
more severity is wed, but this is looked upon by so many as 
sinful, that the poor people, who defend their property, are 
afraid 1.0 avow their industry. I have also no doubt, tllat a 
very moderate exertion of violence' might altogether expell 
these pests, and the havoc, which at present they commit on 
the -crops, is very great. To destroy one of them is considered 
almost as great a sin as to kill a cow; and moreover it is 
imagined, that such an action is exceedingly unlucky, 
and that where a Hanuman has been killed aU 'the 
people will soon die. His bones also are exceedingly un
fortunate, and no house built, where one is hid under ground, 
can thrive. The discovery of these bones, or the ascertain
ing, ~hat none such are concealed, where a house is to be 
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built, is one of the employments of the Jyotish philosophers 
of India, so highly vaunted for the purity of their science. 
It is perhaps owing to this fear of ill luck, that no native will 
acknowledge his having seen a dead Hanuman; for it can 
scarcely be supposed that the animals conceal their dead, as 
many of the natives suppose. In the town of Bhagulpoor and 
some villages they are far from being shy, but hal'e no sort of 
tameness, and in the woods they are very noisy, but shy. 
They herd in considerable numbers. The short tailed monkE'Y 
is also pretty common, on both sides of the Ganges. 

The black l>ear of India (Bhal) is found in all the woods of 
this district on the south of the Ganges; but, except towards 
the southern boundary, is not very numerous, and does little 
harm. Sometimes, however, the bears kill a man; but they 
never attack cattle. 

The UrsUIJ indicUIJ of Shaw is found on the hills south 
from Mungger, where it lives in holes under large stones or 
rocks. It is called Bajrabhal, or hard, heal', because it may 
be beaten very much without bE'ing killed. These animals 
live in pairs or families, and eat frogs, rats, white-ants, and 
other insects, for which they dig. Tbe people here have 
never seen this animal digging up graves, nor eating dead 
earcasses, as I formerly heard was its usual custom. In this 
district the Indian icklleumon, or Biji, is pretty common, and 
undOUbtedly kills, and eats serpents, on which account it 
deserves the utmost protection. Had Hindu fable been 
directed to such a laudable purpose, it would have merited 
some excuse; but in general its object seems to have been to 
recommend whatever is useless, and often what is prejudiciaL 
On the banks of the Ganges there are many Otters. . 

The Tiger or Selavagh in this district is pretty common, 
but it cannot be said to be.very destructive. It is not beasts 
of pl'ey, that are most prejudicial to mankind. Those which 
attack the sources of subsistence, such as monkies, hogs, deer 
and elephants. do much more harm. I am indeed persuaded, 
that the tigers, by destroying hogs and deer, do more good 
than harm, at least in a district, where the two latter animals 
are so numerous and destructive. 

Of the two large spotted animals of the feline genus that 
are common in India. I saw only the former. The Harvagba 
or Harak, derives its name from eating bones; for it pas-
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sesses so little swiftness that it cannot overtake any living 
animal. It is said to resemble in size the spotted tiger or 
leopard; but it has about the loins a peculiar weakness, to 
which its want of swiftness is attributed, and it is Btriped 
like a tiger. not spotted like a leopard.' It was said not to 
be uncommon in the southern parts of the district, where it 
rt'mains the whole year; but, although I have offered ample 
rewards, I have not been able to procure a specimen dead or 
alive; and the leopard at Mungger is called Lakravagh. 

The hyrena or Lakravagh in this district has acquired an 
uncommon degTee of ferocity, is said to carry off goats, 
calves, and sometimes even children; for it is a bold animal, 
and enters villages at night, which tigers or leopards seldom 
do, at least with an intention of attacking the human species. 
The Kohiya, although I have never,heen able to procure a 
specimen, is undoubtedly an animal of the canine genus, of 
which I have heard reports from a great variety of places in 
India, and have been favoured with some drawings. It fre~ 
quents the 30uthern parts of the district; but does not breed 
there, nor does it come every year. It usually appears in 
February~ coming in packs of from fifteen to twenty, and 
hunts in company. On its arrival, all other wild lOlimals in
stantly fly! for it attacks even the tiger without fear, and is 
~upposed to :fly immediately at his eyes. It is, the natives 
say, like a dog, but longer in shape, has II black muzzle, and 
is of a red colour, without spots. The Kobiya occasional1y 
kills calves, taking them to be deer, which are its favourite 
,food; but the good which it does in driving away other wild 
animals. is ample compensation. Such is all the information 
that I have been here able to procure concerning this animal~ 
which I suspect is the real cani8 aureU8, or according to 
Buffon, the panthero8 of the ancients; while our jackal, 
which has in its' colour nothing red, or still less golden, 
seems to be the adive of the great naturalist of France, a 
name which in the dialect of Karnats merely implies any 
thing wilt!. , 

This jackal in some parts of the district, especially in the 
part which is included in Gaur, is more numerous and noisy 
than I have any where else observed. It is' not only during 
night that one is there annoyed by their dismal and dis. 
cordant how lings. This gave me an opportunity of ascer-
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taining that it is this animal which makes the howl, resembling 
somewhat the word Phao, concerning which the natives are 
very much divided, some asserting that this noise is made by 
the jackal, while others allege" that it is the voice of the fox. 
The natives allege, that the jackal is mo~t noisy at the end 
of every watch (Pahar) or the night; and so' far it may be 
allowe4,-that for a little they usually set up a general howl, 
and dlen for /;lome time continue silent. So indistinct is the 
native nomenclature, that in Bengal this wretched animal 
and the powerful royal tiger are often c~lled by the same 
name, Siyal. When the growling of a tiger is heard at night, 
a Bengalese will not say that it is the roar of a tiger, least 
the animal should instantly rush in and devour him; at night 
he always speaks of the tiger by the name Siyal; and it is 
only in the day that he ventures to call the animal a Vagb. 
Thejackals, called Gidar in the Hindi dialect, are accused of 
being great thieves, and 'of carrying away clothes, money. 
Hnd many other things, for which they can have no use. 
The i'.lct, I believe, is, that they sometimes earry away par
cels, thinking that they contain food. At Phutkipoor, a bag 
belonging to one of my servants, was taken out or his tent. 
and in the morning its 'contents were found scattered about 
at a little distance. This was attributed to the jackals, and 
perhal~s with reason, as a thief would probably have carried 
away the articles, which were wearing apparel. The 'Wolf 
(Hundar) is said to be sometimes but rarely seen in this dis4 
trict. The Iridian fox (Canis Bcngalcnsis. Pennant) is very 
common, and is a pretty harmless creature. 

According til the report of the natives, all these bessts of 
prey may annually kill 20 people, and fl50 head of cattle. 
The porcupine, called here Sahi, is not very common, which 
seems to be partly owing to its being eagerly sought after 
by many who eat it. and partly to the soll being too stiff. 
In the hills it is more common than on the plains, and findl) 
shelter under . large stones and rocks. The Indian hare 
(Khurgosh), is much more common, although a good many 
are killed for eating.' In general, however, the natives seem 
to give a decided preference to the porcupine; although 
both are admitted to be pure food. In every part of the 
district the small striped squirrel (Gilhari Lukkhi or Kat 
Biral) is very common. The Sciurus Indicus of naturalists is 
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not uncommon in the woods of Mungger, where it is called 
Rato. Except when breeding, it is a solitary animal. 

The animal of which the natives are by far the most afraid, 
and to which they attribute their having deserted many vi1~ 
lages, is the elephant. This animal is, -however, confined to 
two parts. The greatest number frequents the Rajmahal 
hills and their vicinity, and it is -6aid, that it is within thes~ 
80 01" 40 last years that the wild elephants hllve made their 
appearance. The stock is said to have been j10me that made 
their escape from the Nawab's stud. which is often sent for 
forage to the vicinity of Rajmahal. So far as I can learn, 
there may be in all 100 head, partly on the east, and partly 
on the west side of this range of hills. From the latter. 
small herds sometimes make ex.cursions so far as the hills 
south from Mungger; but this is not usual, and hitherto 
these animals have in general confined tbeir depredations to 
within seven or eight coss of the Rajmahal hills. -

The natives, I am persuaded, greatly exaggerate the in
jury done by-these animals; but there can be no doubt. that 
these h~rds are chiefly fed on the crops; for in many woods 
frequented by the elephants there is scarcely any forage 
that they wilt eat. Palms, Tatans, scitamineous plants, bam
boos, Teeds, and marsh grass, are there very SCdrce, nor are 
the fig-trees, which the elephants eat" common any where 
except near villages. It seems therefore surprising that the 
elephants have not entirely resorted to the western hills. 
where the bamboo is very abundant. and where in some 
places there is a tree called Galgal, of which they are said to 
be fond. This circumstance, in my opinion, s~ows that the 
elephant is Dot an adventurous animal, and might be easily 
repelled. 

The alarm tbat the elephants occasion is exceedingly great. 
One night that I lay close by the hills, although I had a 
guard, the men of the village close by my tents retired at 
night to trees, and the women hid themselves among the 
cattle, leaving their huts a prey to the elephants, who know 
very well where to look for grain. Two nights before some 
of them had unroofed a hut til. the village, and had eat up aU 
the grain, which a poor family-bad preserved in its earthen 
store (Kuthi). . On the north side of the river, a colony of 
elephants, lIimilar to that in the southern. parts of P\lraniya, 
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frequented the marshy woods of that part, and occasioned 
an ·equal alarm.-

In most of the wild parts of the distl'ict, the rhinoceros is 
occasionally but very rarely seen. Formerly, in the marslu~s 
at the foot of the MUs between Rajmahal and Sakarigali. 
there were many, and ewen now there are always some, but 
they have been so much disturbed by European sportsmen, 
that they have become scarce, and exceedingly shy. They 
never did much harm. In almost every part of the district 
wild hogs are to be found, and even in Munggel', its best cul
tivated part, they have been known to come into the fort; but 
in general they are neither numerous nor very destructive; 
and nre worst on the Ilorth side of the Ganges. In the 
wilder parts they seem to be kept within bounds by the 
number of persons of low birth, who take a delight in hunt
ing them on account of their unclean flesh. 

The Indian term Harin, is difficult to explain. It includes 
not only the Moschus, Antilope, and Cervus of European 
zoolog;sts, but also a wild species of the Bos, wllile it ex
cludes the wild buffalo. The ftlosc/ms ftlemina is a· pretty 
little animal, not Dluch larger than a hare. Intermediate be
tween tlle Moschus and Cervus, as having the tusks of the 
one, anJ the horns of the other, is the rib-faced deer of Pen
nant, whic1) is pretty common among the hills. The Cenus 
Axis in many parts is exceedingly common and destructive. 
It is perhaps the finest of the deer kind, not only on account 
of its beauty, but of the facility with wbich it is tamed. 

A very beautiful animal of the genus Antilope is pretty 
numerous. It is found in all the woods or the southern parts 
of the district, and goes in small herds or families. It re
sembles very much the Nilgayi, or Antilope piela, and may 
perhaps be considered as a mere variety of that fine animal; 
but it is much the colour of the stag, and grows to the size 
of a small horse. From its make, it would appear to possess 
both, great strength and agility, and its IIhape, carriage, and 
motions are graceful. 

The Antilope Cervicapra is the wild quadruped of which 
I baw the greatest number in this district, but that probably 

• They are somNimes laken in snares by tame elepbants; but 8 ycry 
small nUlnber sur\ ivc the los8 of their freedom -[ Eo,) 
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was owing to its frequenting open naked plains, while the 
deer and hogs, in the day at least, usually conceal themselves 
in woods and thickets. It goes in sma)) herds of from three 
to seven. I have not observed more than one male with a 
herd, but I have sometimes seen solitary males hovering 
around. I suspect, that the males, so soon as they become 
fit for procreation, fight until only one remains alive, or at 
least until all the weaker competitors are compelled to retire 
from the herd. It seems difficult to account for the bounding 
which this animal uses in running, when not hard pursued; 
for it very mueh impedes their progress, must be very 
fatiguing, and seems to be totally useless. I at one time 
thought, that it might be with a view of enabling the animal 
to see if any enemy was concealed behind bushes or other 
cover; but I have observed them to use this manner of ad. 
vancing when on exceeding bare plains. 

Along with musks, deer and antelopes, under the generic 
name of Harin, tbe natives class an animal of tbe genus BOIl, 
whicb in the Hindi dialect is called Gaul or Gaur HariD, and 
in the Bengalese Gyal Harin. I could procure no specimen, 
except a pair of horns without the skulL The Gaur is repre. 
sented as extraordinarily fierce and untameable, which is by no 
means the case with the Gyal of C4atigong I but I have heard 
from 1\Ir. Maera, surgeon there, that in the eastern woods an 
animal resembling the Gyal, only of extraordinary ferocity 
bas been sometimes found. The Gaur is said to be about 
the size of a buffalo, and in this district is rare; but in all the 
wilder parts of the south it is occasionally seen. 

The wild buffalo~ so common in the eastern parts of Ben
gal, is searet'ly Known here. No native of this district, it was 
alleged, makes hunting a sole profession; but the men of the 
hill tribes pass a great deal of their time in this exercise, 
partly from the love of sport, and partly to supply themselves 
with food. The boar. deer, antelope and porcupine are their 
common objects of pursuit, and the bow and arrow their 
usual inlplement. The arrows are in general poisoned with 
the root brought from Nepal Some of the ruder tribes 
towards the lioutb use the same means; but in most places 
the farmers have nets, with whicb they take these animals; 
and hares are so abundant, that tbey are knocked down with 
sticks, although they also are often eaught in nets. In many 
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places dogs ate trained to drive the wild animals from their 
cover, and in a few the matchlock is used in their destruction. 
On the north side of' the river it is in the rainy season chiefly, 
that the farDlers hbnt. The animals then are often 10 sur
rounded by water, that even tigers fall an easy prey. In the 
Ganges porpoises are exceedingly numerous, and are occa
sionally' eaught in the 'fishermen's nets, and their oil is used 
for the.lamp.' , 

Birds of prey are numerous, but do little harm, carrion and 
wild animals giving them a copious supply of food. Some 
Rajahs keep tame hawks for sport. Duck's, teals, snipes 
and the Bageri lark or Indian Ortolan are taken; and in some 
places we heard that partridges and quails were caught, amI 
fattened by the natives for their 'own eating. The small sing
ing birds, which the Mirshekars catch with nets, are chiefly 
a species of the Loxia. The Aggin, a lark very much resem
bling the Alauda arvensis of' Latham i but it is considerably 
smaller, and -its note not so stl'ong as that of the sky-lark 
of Europe, its manners are very similar; the Chandul is a 
crested lark.$ The birds that are most destructive to the 
crops are the crane, parakeet and peacock. The latter is 
exceedingly numerous, and it is good eating. 

Near the Ganges, and in> the larger of its branches on the 
north side, tortoises are very numerous; they are caught by 
the common fishermen and are saleable; but except among 
the lower tribes are in little request. Some are sent from 
Rlljmahal to Moorshedabad, and to the mountaineers. At 
Mungger there are reckoned seven kinds. First, Singgiya, 
which is said to grow to between five and six feet in length; 
the other kinrts vary trom two feet to four feet in length. All 
these tortoises lay their eggs in the sand, digging a hole for 
the purpose, and covering them with sand. The season is 
from abont the 1st of March to the middle of April. On other " 
occasions tlle whole continue'rtlwaY$ in the river, except the 
Katha. which occasionally during the afternoon basks on the 
shore. They are supposed to feed chiefly on nsh; but they 
al'e also thought to eat shell-fish, the reed c{1lled Kosala, the 
roots of which are inundated, and mnd. Their eating the 
Kosala appears to me doubtful; and what the nath'es mean 

• See Purallya for a dCBcriplion o~ varioua birdll.-Eu. 
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by eating mud. must have arisen from their having seen these 
animals searching among the mud, for worms, IInails, or such 
like animals. 

Crocodiles, both of the Ghariyal and Boch kinds, are nu
merous in the Ganges, and still more 110 in the Tilyuga. 
They are occasionally caught in the fishermen's nets j but are 
not intentionally molested, except on the north side of the 
Ganges, where the low tribe Musahar pursue them with 
spikes, and extract the oil. The Ghariyal when caught, is 
eaten by the fishermen, as well ~s the Musahar; but by n~ 
others. The Boch is rejected by alI. Some invalids, whom 
it was attempted to settle on the banks of the Tilyuga, as
signed the number of crocodiles as a reason for having deserted 
their lands j but I did not hear that in the whole district these 
animals had ever destroyed man or beast. I have however 
heard of tbe Bocb having bitten people very severely. In 
one tank I heard of their being tamed to a certain degree, as 
mentioned in my account of Puraniya. Lizards are not com
mon. Serpents are certainly more numerous and destructive 
than in any of the divisions hitherto surveyed. and it was al
leged, that annually from 180 to 200 persons are killed by their 
bites. The Maler on a hill near Paingti shewed me a hole in a 
rock. opening into a hollow space close by the path leading up 
to their village. They said, that this hole was the abode ~f a 
very large serpent, which they considered as a kind of god. 
In cold weather they never saw it; but in the hot season it 
fre' ~ntly ·was observed lying in the hollow before its den. 
The people pass it without any apprehensions, thinking that 
it understands their language, and would on no account injure 
a Maler. should even a child or a drunken person fall upon it. 
The animal is said to be almost as thick as the body of a 
man~ and is exceedingly slothful. How it procures food, the 
people cannot say; but they think that it eats deer and hogs. 
Several such serpents were said by the chief of the village to 
be in other parts .of the hills belonging to this tribe. . 

In the interior of the country south from the Ganges; fish 
are very scarce; the rivers, for a great part of the year, are 
almost dry, and there are few marshes, ponds, or lakes. In 
the rainy season, however, a few are generated, and are 
mostly caught by the farmers, as the waters elry up. Near 
the Ganges again, and especially pear the Tilyuga or Ghagri, 
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on the north side of the great river, there is a great abun
.dance of fish; but during the floods, Qwing to the want of 
skill in the fishermen, the supply is every where scanty; and 
at Bhagulpoor, owing probably to some defect in the police, 
the scarCity prevails at all seasons, while at Mungger and 
Rajmahal, not more favourably situated; the supply during 
the dry season is uncommonly copious,and the quality tolerable. 

Some fish are dried, and sent to the interior, and to the 
adjacent hilly parts of the Virbhum district; near the Ganges 
this kind of food is not in request; nor do the people there 
prepare the' balls called Sidal, formerly mentioned. A large 
proportion of the fish used is far 'advanced in putrescence 
before eaten. Rahu, Katla and Mrigal, being sent to Moor
shedabad in considerable quantity, sell about one-fourth 
dearer than the other kinds. In the dry season these valua
ble species sell at Mungger, fdt from 21 to 3 paysas a ser of 
84 s. w. (about 2l pound), 64 paysas being equal to a rupee.' 

Some of the Banpar Gongrhis at Mungger are said to strike 
large fish with" the Gig (Dukti) which is chiefly done in the 
floods~ Some Kewats called Duharu or Divers are said to 
pursue fish under water with a spear, and I was gravely 
assured both at Suryagarha and Mungger, that these men 
could continue under water a Hindu hour (24 minutes), but 
two men, that I tried at Munggel', did not complete one 
minute, although one of them brought up a prawn. The 
number of fishermen stated to belong to this district was 3800 
or 3900; but many of these are employed part of their time 
gathe'ring tamarisks for fuel, in harvest, and in working the 
boats which belong to the district. The number actually 
employed may therefQre be 7000 i and allowing, that each 
fishes eight months in the year, and catches five rU\lees worth 
of fish monthly, the total value will be Rs. 2,80,OOeJ, of which 
the owners of the fishE-ries may be able to secure a third part. 
No fish, 80 far as I heard is sent to Calcutta. The sales are 
managed as in Puraniya. 

The fishermen during the ilshing season can clear from two 
to six rupees a month, that is on an average four rupees, and 
the people, whom I employed merely to buy such fish as I 
wanted, complained of four rupees a month, as being hard 
wages. The following is a list of some of the species., wllich 

• Dr. n. !locs into a detail of many otbElr speciefl which it is unnecessary 
to give.-[ED.) 
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I procured: I was a good deal surprised to find so high up a 
fresh water river as l\fungger, a species of Ra;4; but I am 
told, that this fish is not uncommon so high up even 8S Kan. 
poor (Cawnpore R.) This species approaches nearer the 
Lymme dt>ttcrihed by Lacepede, than to any other mentioned 
by that author. but may readily ;he distinguished by having 
a fin on the fore part of the under side of the tail. It does 
not grow to a large size, at Mungger is uncommon, but is 
thought very good. The Phokcha of l\IuDgger djffers from 
tbe species of 'retrad on, called by that name at Nathpool'. 
It is however very probable. that both may be called by the 
same name, as they have strong affinities. At Calcutta this 
is called Gang Potaka, fl'om its frequenting rivers. while the 
other it! most commonly found in marshes, tanks or ditches. 
The fish, which I am now describing, grows to about six inches 
in length; and. when irritatwl, does not swell near so much 
in proportion as the other kind. 13amach is an ugly animal. 
even for an eel. and may perhaps be the Murenetachete~ of 
Lacepede. Europeans, who like eels, think this very good, 
but it is not Common. Whel,l full grown it is said to be two 
and an one.half cuhits long, and one cubit in circumference; 
hut I strongly suspect, that the latter dimension is exaggerated~ 
for one, which I procured. 38 inches long, was only six ami 
one-half inches round. It is a very distinct species from th, 
Vamos of thE' lower parts of Bengal, although the llames ~re 
undoubtedly the same. 

The Pathri is a species ofLutian, which by the Europeans 
at Calcutta is often called a whiting, being a fish nearly of the 
same size. and somewhat of the same taste with our European 
fish of that name. although it is inferior in quality, and in the 
eye of the naturalist has little or no affinity. The Kalban~s 
{a proper Cyprinus)," when caught in water, that is pure, and 
which has a hard bottom. assumes a different colour from 
what it baldo dirty pools, many of the lateral scales being then 
of a coppery hue. In this case it is called Kundbna. The 
Rohu, that most elegant of carps, called Rohit in Bengal, is 
here perhaps the most common fish; but, being ge!\erally 
caught in ditty stagnant pools, it .iii seldom very goorl. 
Excellent Robus are, however, sometimes pr,?cured from the 
river. No fish seems so much to have attracted the. attention 
of the Brahmans. 
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Oblong' crustaceous fishes are in very great abundance 
through the whole course of the Ganges, and at Mungger 
those about the size of a prawn are remarkably well tasted. 
Small crabs are common in the inundated lands. Insects 
are very troublesome and destructive. I have not however 
heard, that Locusts have ever been seen; on the south siJe 
of the Ganges the white ant (Diyak) is more destructive, 
than in any part, that 1 have ever been. In Gidhaur many 
heaprof earth, much larger than a native hut, were shown 
me as the remains of their work. Flying bugs are exceed
ingly troublesome. 

Honey bees are numerous in the woods, but no person 
makes a profession of gathering the honey or wax, nor is 
there any rent exacted. Many fanners, however, ,at iJle 
times, collect both j and usually present a part to their land
lord or his agents. The bill tribes gather a good deal of 
honey, which in general they eat; but those near the great 
road dispose of it to Europeans, to great advantage, under 
the pretence- of giving presents. In the high parts of the 
district there are few or none of the shells, from whence lime 
is prepared. In the low lands they are in abundance, simiiar 
to those in Ronggopoor.. ' 

PLANTs.-':This district is an excellent field for a botanibt, 
although the plants bear so great -an affinity to those of the 
soutb of India, now best known' to Europeans, that I have 
met with much less new matter than I did in the Ronggopoor 
district. In most parts of this district the whole waste land 
is called Janggala, where covered with trees it is called Kat
ban, where covered with thick long grass reeds or bushes, 
especially '-tamarisks, it is called Bangjar, and where small 
bushes are thinly scattered, the waste is called Jhangti; but 
these terms are not applied with much accuracy, nor are the 
distinctions of' great use. It is estimated, that there are 585 
square miles of inundated land occupied with reeds, bushes, 
and tree. - 383 square miles of this are on the north side of' 
the Ganges, and' the greater part of the .remainder is near 
that river. A large proportion is covered with tamal'isks; 
about an equal quantity with reeds. A less share with stunted 
woods of the Kayar (Trees, No. (3), and about an equal 
quantity with rose trees, and finally the largest share is covered 
witlt very coarse bad grass. The woods may perhaps amount 
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to 70 square miles, exclusive of an equal quantity of rose 
trees, which do not rise to a height that can entitle them to 
be called woods, although the perversity of the English 
language requires that a bush bearing roses should be calie(t 
& tree. 

In woods, thickets of bushes, and dese~ted villages, which 
have become totally wild, th,ere are 1731 square miles of 
land sufficiently level for the plough, and there are 114.6 
square miles; of hills, that are covered with woods. Including 
the tamarisks we hare therefore in all forests and thickets 
almost 8100 square miles. By far the greater part of these is 
kept in a. very stunted condition by the following causes. 
In many places the species, that grows, never reaches to the 
size of a tree, which is especially the case with the rose and 
tamarisk. In many places, especially on the hills, there is no 
soil capable of supporting large trees. This cause, however does 
not operate to a very great extent. Every year in spring tIle 
whole forests are burned. This destroys all rotten branches 
and leaves, and certainly tends greatly to improvt ~he air. to 
keep open the country and to meliorate the pasture, but it no 
doubt checks the growth of the tree. It would indeed appear 
wonderful to anyone, who saw the conflagration, at a time 
when every thing is parched like tinder, how any tree can 
escape destruction. It is supposed by many, that these fires 
are spontaneous. • 

The extracting rosin from the S1IOrea robusta tree keeps 
a large proportion of that valuable timber in a very stunted 
condition, as the tree is always killed by the operation. This 
is a perfectly wanton abuse; for II tree, if allowed to grow 
large, would give the rosin equally well, and when the rosin 
bas ceased to flow, might be cut down with equal advantag~ 
as if rosin had not been extracted. The extraction of 
Catechu is managed with as little economy. , The people, not 
only before the trees have acquired an adeqqate size, begin 

• to cut them, but they even dig up the roots; yet it is probable, 
that one square mile planted with the Mimosa, wllich yields 
this drug, if diviaed into 20 equal portions, one of which 
should be cutevery year, would supply 10 times the quantity, 
that is now made in the country. ,The rearing tbe silk called 
Tasnr keeps the trees employed iQ a stunted colidition. The 
soil fittest (or the tree is a poor red clay, and the trees are so 

VOl. n. L 
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pruned, that they are far from injuring the crops. which here 
thrive best on such land, namely Sesamum and the pulse 
called Kurthi. A very few square miles, regularly planted 
with the proper trees, would su'pply 10 times the quantity 
now raised. and not one acre of it need be fallow, oftener than 
was necessary to prevent the soil from being exhausted. 
, rh~ Khajur in this district is an object of considerable 
importance. I have before noticed its great affinity to the 
Pkamiz Ot date, and, after having compared the fruit and 
whole plant with the description in Krempfer. I am inclined 
to th!nk, although it was considered by Linnreus as forming 
a distinct genus, that it cannot even b~ called a distinct spe
cies. and does not differ so much from the date M Arabia as 
a crab apple d~es from a pippin. The ripe fruit is exceedingly 

.sweet; but is covered by so little pulp, that it would be unfit 
for preserving •. Tlle.only difference I can observe is, that in 
the date the root is creeping, and sends up young shoots 
round the parent stock; but such I have never observed in 
thEl Khajur. If such a want in the latter does not depend on 
neglect of cultivation, ~he species may be considered as dis
tinct. and there is no hope of improving our tree to an equality 
with that of Arahia, as no good date is there reated from 
seed: but if by care young suckers could be procured, !heo 
by a $elf'ction of ~het!e from the best kinds, by copious wa.ter
ing ana plentiful manure, the quality of the fruit might be 
improved, and we might have 'proper datt's, which would be 
one of the greatest possihle improvements on the billy parts 
of Iridia. ' 

A tree is fit for being cut "'ben 10 years old. and lasts 
about !'lO years more, during which time. eyery other year, a. 
~Qtch is cut into the stem just under the new leaves .that an
nually shoot from the extremity. The Ilotdles are madt al
'ternately 00 llpposite sides of. the ,etem.< The upper cut is 
horizontal, ~h~ lower slopes gradually inward from a point at 
the bottom. unt~ it meets the upper. and a leaf at this point 
collects into a. poi; tbe juice that .ex~des, The season com
mences ahout the beginning of October. aDd lasts untU about 

, the. end of April;' aft«:r ,the first conunencement, so long 8S 

the cut bleeds,: a. very thin slice is daily taken from the sur
. face.' In from two to'seVCQ days the bleeding- stops, the tree 

i>ll allowefl . .an equal J)umher. of ~aya .rest. and ·is.; then cut 
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again, giving daily two sers (88 s. w.) ot juice. In the af
ternoon the men cut the trees and fasten the pots, and in the 
morning they carry the pots tO,the shop, where it is to be re
tailed, and a man can manage from 10 to 16 trees. The juice 
when fresh is very sweet, with somewhat the Bavour of the 
water contained in a young cocoa-nut. This is slightly bitter 
and astringent; but at the same'time has somewhat of a nau
seous smell. ' Owing to the coolness of tbe season it does not 
readily ferment. It is tberefore collected in large pots, a 
little (l6th) old, fermented juice is- added, and it is exposed to 
the sun for about three ]lours, when the fermentation is com
plete, and 1t sells at J paysa (Ill part of a rupee) for the ser, 
which is nearly it lb. avoirdupoise. A man therefore should 
daily collect about 4 anas worth; and his wages being 1 j ana, 
the retailer has 2~ anas a day on each man that he employs 1. 
but then be must pay the tax, amounting, so far as I could 
Jearn, to about one ana daily on each person employed, ."and 
he must also pay the rent on the trees, which usually amounts 
to I of, the juice or 8 anas each tree for the season. A tree 
therefore gil-es annuaTIy about 64 sers of juice, or bleeds 
about 3~ days. N a sugar is made from the juice; l ser or a 
pint of the fermented juice makes some people drunk, and 
few can stand double 'the quantity. 'Mats for sleeping on,are 
made of the leaves, and Ilre reckoned the best used in<,the 
district. ' 

The Till or Tar is the Borassus j1abelliformis, usually 
called Palmira by the English. Its stem is seldom applied 
to use, although few materials are more valuable for making 
good thatched roofs. T}le leaves are never used for thatch, 
but are made into mats, on which people sleep~ and which are 
next iq'quality to those made of the Khajur.' They are also 
used as a kind of umbrella to keep off rain. Although the 
juice .is not so sweet as that of the Khajur. the wine, it is 
said, bt'comes stronger; and it' ferments without addition, 01· 

without being exposed to the sun; but this is probably owing 
to the heat of the.season, as it begins to yield juice about the 
middle of March, and tbe season lasts for iwo months. Trees 
may be had which will bleed throughout the rainy season, and 
the juice of such is used for fermenting bread. This palm is 
often planted, in rows, by tbe sides of roads, or round new 
tanks; but by far the greater part springs spontaneously from 
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seed scattered by the animal!!, which eat the fruit. Neither 
it nor the Khajur would however appear to be native plants; 
and, where found in t~e woods, may be always traced to 
former villages. The palm does not begin to flower until be
tween 25 and 40 years old, and lives to an indefinite but very 
extended old age, far beyond the recollection of man. After 
it begi\)$ to flower it continues ever afterwards at tbe proper 
seaso~ to yield juice, as it is the flowering stem (spadix) 
which is cut, and its bleeding seems to debilitate the tree no 
more than if the flowers or fruit had been aJ10wed to form, 
which tbe operation prevents. Three times a day a thin slice 
is cut from the point of the unopened spadix, until it entirely 
withers, and a pot is kept constandy suspend:d under it. 
New spadices shoot in succession, so that the tree bleeds 
constantly for tw~ months, beginning about the end of April; 
and as I have said, a few straggling spadices occur through
out the rainy season. I think that in the account of Puraniya 
I have mistaken the season in which this juice ill extracted, 
which I should think must be the same in both districts. J t 
must however be observed, that in B~agulpooF it is only tile 
male spadices which are cut; but I am told, that after tile 
fruit ,is ripe, in August or September, the. female spadix may 
be cut, and would bleed without injuring-the tree.' A tree 
gives daily about 2 sers ,or '4f Ibi~.; i1r·jui~e, "'<worth' about 2 
paysas, (each equa1lJ\ patrof 'a 'rup~e), that is, the tree, dur
ing the season, gives to the .value of about 15 anas of Tari, 
and' where cut for winel each usually pays 8 anas to the 
landlord. . 
" The fruits of a numerous class of Indian Terminalia8 are 
winged and dry~ and I have no doubt that these kinds are of 
the same genus with the. Chuncoa of America. Of these I 
have in this district observed four kinds. The first and most 
important is the Asan of the natives, which Dr. Roxburgh in 
bis MSS. calls Terminalia alala piloaa. Where allowed to 
remain undisturbed, it grows to be a very fine tree; with a 

. remarkably straight stem, and may be known at a considera-
ble Distance by its ~ark being dark brown, and cut into small 
squares by deep notches, verticalllnd horizontal. The same, 
however, takes place in a kindred species, the Moti of Mysore. 
The bal'k of both is burned. ·and the ashes· serve in place of 
lime.to chew with betIE' .. The wood is reckoned strong and 
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durable; and, although it does not take a polish, would for 
many purposes be very useful. The chief use to which the 
tree is however applied is to rear the Tasar silk, of which I 
shall bere give some ~ccount. The tree abounds chiefly in 
the part of the district that is situated east from the Chandan, 
and between that and the Rajmahal hills, and there occupies 
as large Ii space as the bamboo does towards the west. The 
animal is reared by all castes, who inhabit these p~rts, but 
in general.by th~ armed roen employed 'under Ghatwals to 
preserve the peace of tlle country. With a view perhaps 
of securing the employment to themselves, they have esta
blished certain rules of purity, as they call it, which they 
allege are absolutely necessary; and tbey allege. that any in
fringement would totally destroy the insect. Women, who 
are best fitted for such a work, are entirely excluded from it 
as totally impure, nor are they permitted to approach the 
place; and while employed in this work, the men totally ab
sta.in from the company of their wives. Again most of the 
low ,vile castes are excluded by their appetites, abandoned to 
the gross impurity of .. mimal food. The breeders eat fipar
ingly, once a day, of rice cleaned without boiling, and sea
sonp.d only with vegetables. They are considered also to 
preserve their purity by never employing the washerman nor 
barber. 

CQncernillg the method of procuring the seed cocoons, I 
found in the accounts of the natives the utmost difference. 
In Bangka it wai stated, that the only good seed was pro
cured from the forests, from whence the spontaneous cocoons 
were brought by people of wild tribes, were purchased by 
merchants. and distributed among those who rear the worms. 
From these cocoons three successive broods are reared. but 
those reared from the wild cocoons (Dhaba) are the best. the 
others, Sarillan. Jarhan and Langga, gradually degenerate. 
At Tarapoor 'and Lakardewani it was stated that the kinds 
are quite distinct, that the good Tasar (Dhaba) is always 
reared from cultivated cocoons, some of which are preserved 
through the year for propagating the bre!!d, and that the wild 
cocoons are only used for thilt purpose, when from accident 
and carelessness the proper seed is lost j and the Tssal', 
which these give, is. always of an inferior qu~lity, but is of 
two kinds, Sarihan and Langga. the las* of which is very in. 
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f~ior; and is seldom employed. Each kind, according to 
these people, breeds twice in the year. In TyezuUahgunj 
again it was said, as in Bangka, that no seed was preserved 
through the year, that in the beginning of the season wild 
cocoons were procured, but that the silk which these gave 
was of inferior value, and that the cocoons of this brood were 
chiefly, preserved for producing a second, of which the silk 
was 'of the best kind. These accounts are in direct opposi .. 
tion to each other, nor can I take upon myself to assert which 
is true, or whether any of them is false, although I am in~ 
elined to rely most on the account given in Lakardewani and 
Tarapoor; but it may happen tbat such different practices 
really previj,il, and that the influence of them on the quality 
of, the silk is quite imaginary: for I 'Would observe, that at 
Bhagulpoor all the cocoons are usually sold indiscriminately 
8S of the same value, and very often intermixed. The weavers 
indeed say, that there is a difference in the quality of cocoons, 
and that one kind (Dhaba) is more easily waund, and gives a 
larger quantity of silk, while the Sarihan produces 1 less, but 
it is of a. better quality. The me.rchanta who 4eal with the 
simple breeders endeavour probably to keep up distinctions, 
of which they avail themselves. They pay in advance for the 
whole, and give a very low price; but they no doubt are often 
defrauded by people who never fulfil their engagement •• 

Among other ridiculous imaginations concerning the insects 
propagated,. as I suppose, to impress the people with an idea 
of their purity, it is-supposed that a .Tasar female moth will 
not admit the embraces of a male of the same paternal family 
with herself. ,The breeders however very judiciously leave 
the whole adjustment of this delicate: point to the discretion 
of the females. The seed cocoons are. placed on a large flat 
basket; and when the moths burst the cocoons, they are al. 
lowed to form such connections as they please. In from. 15 
to 20 hours afterwards the males are thrown away, and from 
20 to 25 _ impregnated females are placed in a. cylindrical 
basket with a. narrow mouth, which is covered with leaves, 
ana. 'some leaves, are laid on the bottom of the basket. In 
some places an earthen pOI is preferred., On these leavell, in 
the course of the day, the females deposit their eggs, and are 
then thrown away, and the eggs are placed. in sman baskets 
made 'of the ,Bhela leaves., On the ninth day afterwards the 
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eggs are hatched I and the baskets on which they al'e lying 
are put upon & - tree, over the le~ves of which the young in
sects immediately spread. When they have consumed these, 
the worms are remove~ to other trees, and in 86 days from 
being hatched they begin to spin. In 15 days this operation 
is 'Completed, when all the young branches are cnt, and the 
cocoons are thus !;ol1ccted with very little trouble. The only 
operation at all troublesome is the removing the worms from 
one tree to another. and this might probably be avoided by 
putting no more worml at first on each tree than it sllould be 
able to maintain. The worms however must be watched, 'as 
crows and 'other birds and hornets are apt to destroy them. 
The whole space oE time occupied by tbe two crops may be 
about five months, beginning about the first of July, and end .. 
ing about the last of November. A great number of the 
cocoons preserved for seed burst, and these can only be sold 
(or about half price. Those originally intended for sale are 
,kille~ by being put in boiling water. and then dried in the 
sun. 

ID pr~uring food for these worms, the only ti'ouble is 
to select a piece of ground on which the Asan tree grows, 
intermixed with few others. These latter, and all bushes 
ough' to be removed. and all the large branches o( the asan 
tree should be lopped near the stem, and young shoots pel'
mitted to grow j for these produce large succulent leaves fit ' 
for the worm. The worms are only applied tet the same tree 
once in the two years, a whole year being necessary to allow 
tbe. new shoots to grow. 

The Bassi&; Dlentioned in my accounts of' Dinajpoor and 
Puraniya, is found in great quantities, both entirely wild, and 
allowed to grow like tqe palms, in a half-wild state, near tbe 
villages on the skirts of the forest. In the wilder parts it is 
called l\Iahul, but in the purer Hindi dialect its name is 
Mahuya. It does not grow in' any part of' the district that 
belonged to the province of Bengal, and on the north side of 
the river (here are only a very few trees. ,The Bassia grows 
to be a very fiue spreading tree; and thinly scattered over 
the poorer fields of a red soil, where it seems 10 th.rive best. 
its shade by 110 means injures tbe crops of Seaamum or pulse~ 
whieh'are those that thrive bellt on such soils. The timber 
give$ tolerable pIanka. tbat are commonly used for milking 
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doors and window shutt.er!!!, because, from being preserved, 
the trees grow to a large size. The ripe kernels are eaten 
like almonds, but are not good. They also give an oil, four 
~ers of kernels yielding one of oil. After being dried in the 
sun for some days, the kernels are beaten in a mortar, and 
then put in a common oil mill and press~d. In cold weather 
the oil is tbick like Ghiu; but in bot it becomes liquid. In 
most parts it is .only used for the lamp, baving a bitter dis
agreeable flavour i but amidst tbe forests the poor use it in 
cookery, and take out the bitt~r taste.by boiling the oil, and 
wbile boiling, by sprinkling it with a little water. It is not 
sold, tbe poor who use it, mak~ it on their own account. 
,The most important part of the tree is its flower, which falls 
.during the morning, after having expanded in the evening. 
,These Bowers being succulent, resemble round berries, and 
are filled with a thickish sweet juice, which would lIot be very 
disagreeable, ha(l it not an uncommonly strong narcotic smell, 
worse perhaps than even that of hemp. Deer, }lowever, 
monkies. and other animals, are very fond of these flowers; 
,so that the trees, where proper care is taken, require to be 
.watched. The ground under the tree should be smoothed, 
so that the flowers may every morning be collected by sweep
Jng. The flowers / are spread on mats, or on a piece of 
.cleared ground, and ,dried in the sun, and are then fit for 
sale.. A tree gives from 5 to 30 lers (80 s. w.) or about 

"from 101 to 611bs. of dried flowers; but at Mallipoor it was 
alleged that were care taken to exclude deer .and monkies, 
double this quantity might be procured. FOJ'merly, it js 

,\laid, the flowers were wont to be soJd at tbe tree for from 
6 to 3 mans, or from 'about 493 to 2461bs. a rupee i b~t in 
the year 1810-11 at., Bangka, close t~ the forests, they sold 
at Ii man; and in 1811-12, at l\1ungger, they rose to 1 maTt, 
while 11 man is, there co~sidered as the common price. In 
most places no Tent is taken for these trees, in others a trifle 
of a rupee for from 16 to 25 trees is demanded, and little or 
no attention is paid to preserving them, but the incr~ase of 
price will probably produce a' greater care. . . 

The pripcipaJ use of the Mahuya Bowers is for distillation, 
of which' an account will be afterwards given i bu~ they are 
also used in diet. People in easy circumstances, as.a luxury, 
fry the fresh flowers in buttel:, aner they have been boiled 
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in a little water to dryness. In the southern parts of the 
district .the poor. are compelled to derive from this flower a 
pOl'tion of their ordinary nourishment. In common years, for 
about five months, they use partly grain, partly the Mahuya; 
but for four or five days in the month they eat the seed of 
Sakuya. In times 9f scarcity ,si' of' their whole subsistence 
is derived from the Mahuya, /g from the Sakuya, -Ig from 
the Odail root, and -.II from grain. A few other substitutes 
are used, as will be afterwards mentioned; but to no con
siderable extent. All these substitutes are very inferior to 
grain, and the people, feeding even on the Mahuya, which is 
the best, become weak and sickly. The fresh Mahuya 
flowers are boiled in a little water to dryness, and form a 
pulp, which is eaten cold witb a little boiled pulse, if this can 
be procured. The dried flowers are boiled to dryness, and 
then beaten to a paste, which is eaten with some parched 
seed of Sesamum, if this can be afforded . 

. The Kend is one of the most common trees in the district, 
and has a very strong affinity to the Tupru of Mysore, but 
nei~her seems to have been described in such works as I 
possess. The fruit is eaten, and, when ripe, is said to be 
good; but it is generally brought green to market; and, to 
render it eatable, must be heated in a pot covered with 
embers. The tree flowers in June, and the fruit is" not ripe 
until April. The common timber has the same qualities 
with that of :Makar-Kend; but both, when allowed to grow 
large, produce a black heart, which is called Abnue (Ebenus). 
The Kumbhi of Mungger, and Kumbir of the southern 
woods, or Pelou of the Hortus Malabaricus, is pretty com
mon. The cabinetmakers of Mungger employ it for boxes. 
It takes a polish, is of a mahogany colour, well veined. and 
is not very heavy. It does not resist damp, and splits with 
the suo; but, if kept dry, is pretty durable. Its fruit pos
liesses a saponaceous quality. Its timber was (ormel'ly used 
for making the drums of the sepoy corps, and it is employed 
for wooden hoops. It is very flexible, and1 on exposure ~ 
the weather, does nO,t split. 
, The Kalamba Nembu of l\lungger has oval nOtched leaves • 

. generally blunt. The petioles are slightly winged. : The frui~ 
is oblong, but thicker towards the point, which is sharper than 
towards the Item. and is marked with many obtuse longi-
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tultinal angles. It' grows hs-Iarge as the Jamiri, ripens in 
November, and bas a fine acid juice. The Kama Nembu 
of Mungger has seldom any thorns, the lea.ves are generally 
long, egg-shaped, sharp pointed, and slightly notched. The 
petioles have a large wing. The fruit is as large as a citron, 
is shaped like a pea~, but rather sharp I1t both ends, and is 
very rough. "The juice is agreeably acid. It seems to come 
very neal' the'Limo taU'I'inU8 'of Rumph. In the plant of 
Rumph, however,· the juice is corrosive, and unfit for eating, 
which is by no means the case with ours; but Rumph'. plan~ 
is in" a state of nature, and oUrs is cultivated, which may 
account' for this difference. The N aranggi of Mungger js 

the AtJ,1'antium sinen88 minus of Rumph (Asiatic Researches, 
vol. 2, page 113).·, It is a· small sweet orange, the rind of 
which, when ripe, separates spontaneously from tEle suceulent 
part. About the vi!lages, a species of Ced1'clla is. much 
esteemed by the cabinetmakers" and takes a 'fine polish; 
The flowers lire used as a yellow' dye. . 

r The Galgal of Mallepoor is in spring a very beautiful plant, 
being' covered all over with large yellow flowers, without 
leaves.. It approaches very near to the genus, called StewQ'I'tia 
by botanists, but its seed is wrapt in a. kind of cotton. Its 
wood is iIi no request. The sandal tree is found near some 
monuments 'of saints, at Bhagulpool', and in the common dia
lect of the place is called by the same name exactly, wllich the 
English use. I am assured by a native workman of l\Iungger, 
that Bome years ago a tree' of this kind grew near Pirpahar 
in that vicinity, and, having reached to about a span in dia
meter, was cut, and found to possess a very good quality. 
This is exactly the same tree with the sandal of Malabar, 
which by modern botanists has been called Sirium mUTti. 
folium, although it no doubt is the tree which gives the most 
common and valuable sandal of commerce. The pomegranate 
ill common. The apple-tree. grows in 'a few gardens, and 
produces apples, 'little larger than a nutmeg, and not abso
lutely so bad as crabs: In" the gardens of Europeans the 
peach is common, and there are a few ill those of the natives. ' 
It by no means thrives so well as in Bengal. 'It is t~o late of 
ripening,. 89 that the showers of spring usually rot one' side, 
while 'tbe otllel' i&'green. . . 

The Kbayer; or Mimosa Catecku,' of this district, exactly 
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resembles that which I saw in Ava, and dil:fqs in a' few. 
trifling particulars from the tree of Morang, ,which. gives ~ 
similar drug. The 'wood is of no US8, except ILl yielding 
this extract, and in this district the roots. seem as much used 
&s the stems. The number of trees is very grea4 especially 
in arid barren places, in which chiefly it, seems to delight; 
but it is here very rare to find & tree of it so thick as the 
arm, which would seem tQ imply. that the quantity of Ca. 
techu prepared was very considerable. The Catechu made 
here is very inferior to that of Morang, owing partly to the 
slovenly manner in which it is prepared, and partly to a. 
general practice of adulteration. The chips are boiled in 
small earthen pots, until the Catechu is extracted~ and the 
decoction is then inspissated in a separate vessel, and poured 
thin on a bed of leaves, where it is allowed to dry. It is 
then beaten in a mortar with' a little warm water; and formed 
into balls, during which operation, a kind of earth, called 
Makar Mati, aftel"Wards mentioned, is, 'generally added to 
about one-fourth of the whole weight. A little called Papri 
is made into smull eakes. without adulteration. The people 
work from Kartik to-Phalgun (miadle of October to nrldd1e 
of March), but an interruption of two .months at least arise. 
from the rice harvest, so that each man may make 3 mans or 
270 Ibs., !forth to him 6 rs., and to the exporter 18. The 
maker pays a rent of 4 anas a year, one-half for permission 
to cut Khayer, and one-half for permission to cut fire-wood. 
1350 men make about 4000 mana of Catechu. The wood of 
the Babar is much. sought after for carts, especially for the 
naves of wheels. The gum is sold by druggists. 

The Baubinia purpurea is a small tree of little use, but is, 
exceedingly ornamental; the flowers before they expand. -are 
used as a common vegetable.' The Butea /rondosa is very 
common in the woods on both sides of the Ganges, wherever 
the soil is rich and moist, without being liable to inundation. 
Its bark is beaten to a kind of oakum, which is used for 
caulking boats. Its timber is useless. In the woods' i~ is 
reckoned the best tree for rearing the Lac insect. , . 

. The Satsal is reckoned the most valuable timber'in tbe 
district, arill is that chiefly employed by .the cabinet makers 
of Mungger. The timber admits of a good polish, resembles 
very dark mallogany, and iii durable. III the forests of this 
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district the. Bhela or Seripcarpus is abundunt. It is sup
posed, that some people if they approach. this tree, are liable 
to sores and humours; but the opinion is accompanied by 
several ridiculous circumstances, which render the whole sus
picious. The fruit is sold in the markets as a medicinf', and 
for staining line~~ The timber is only applied to the most 
coarse pUl'poses. 

The :mango has been ex'tended beyond aU reasonable 
bounds, 80 that the produce of a bigah (one-third of an acre) 
planted witb these trees, and containing perhaps 20, is not 
ill general estimated at more than 2 or 2j rs, In general the 
fruit is very bad, and it is la.te of ripening, so that the seaaon 
is short. Much of the ripe juice. is preserved by drying 
it in the sun, This preserve is here called Amawat. Green 
mangoes are also preserved by cutting and drying them in 
the sun; this preserve is called Khatai. A few are made 
into Achar; when green they are split/ stuffed with salt. 
mustard and aniseed. and then put in mustard-seed oil. The 
wood is in much request for packing-boxes, dOOTS, chests, 
and other coarse work, but notwithstanding the nume'rous 
plantations, and that there ate many old trees of great size. 
the wood can scarcely be procured, &s the Zemindars. espe
cially about Mungger, will not consent to their being cut. In 
this district mats are seldom, if ever, made of the stems of 
Cgperi or Scirpi. , . 

The Chehar or Tehar is pel'haps the greatest twining tree 
(Funts 8ilvestris, Rumph.) of India, often exceeding a foot in 
diameter, and involving many trees in its grasp. It is a spe
cies of Bauhinia, of which I find no traces in authors. The 
legumes are roasted in the ashes, and the beans e,lten; The 
leaves, being very. large, serve as platters; and strips of the 
bark are used for ropes and bow-strings. The mountaineers 
~at wild yams (Di08coreas); but such are not in use at 
Mungger. , 

The Buteo, superba, in spring is the greatest ornament of 
the fo~est. The seeds give an oil, which, anlOng the forests 
is used both for the lamp. and for anointing the body. They 
are parched before the oil is expressed. The Lac insect is 
sometimes reared on it. The bark is used for ropes, &c. 
. MI)/ERALs.-The country respecting its minerals, may be 
divided into five remarkable spaces. 1st. The Rajm~hal 
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range of hills, extending from a little below Kahalgang to 
Udhawanala along the Ganges, and from thence south to the 
extremity of the district. 2nd. The Mungger range, begin

. ning with a Ilarrow point at that fortress, and stretching 
towards the south into the Ramgar district; but from its 
centre it sends towards the east a long chain, which is of the 
'same nature, and reaches to J.athaurnath. The hills of Gid. 
haur are of exactly the same mineral appearances. 3rd. The 
space included between the two former ranges, and south 
from the above-mentioned chain, that is sent east from the 
Mungger hills. 4th. The space north from the same chain. 5th. 
The space on the north side of the Ganges, which' consists 
entirely of earth and clay. and in this part 'of the report 
requires little or no attention; as it differs in nothing re
markable from the 'adjacent parts of Puraniya already des
cribed. I may only observe, that there, as wen as jn most 
low parts of the district, a black clay fit for the potter's wheel 
is abundant, and in many parts the vessels made of such are 
stropg, and considered as preferable to those made of the 
reddish or yellowish clays, that are most commonly found in 
the higher parts of the district; this, however, I believe 
depends on its containing small siliceous 'pebbles; where it 
contains none of these, the black clay makes very brittle ware. 

It is not ro be imagined that these divisions are el'actly 
defined by certain lines, which separate totally the produc
tions most peculiar to each from those belonging ro another 
division; such exactitude is never observed in the works of 
nature j but in the mineral productions of each division there 
is a great predominance of certain minerals, although detached 
portions of the minerals of another division are occasionally 
interspersed., , • 

M.,.erals qf tke' Rajmakal cluster (Jf kills.:"-This is the 
only part in India where I hav~ seen a great mass of stony 
matter disposed in horizontal strata'; nor is it everywhere 
in these hills that this. position can be traced; it is chiefly 
observable on t~eir higher parts. There it may be in ge~eral 
traced. wherever any considerable excavations have been 
made, or w~erever there are abrupt precipices •. Such how
ever are not common;· tor' although the hills' are steep. they 
are not broken by great rocks; and the stones by which their 

,surface is covered, are gener~lly small detached masses. 
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Towards the roots of the' hi11s, again in many places t11e rocks 
are absolutely devoid of nsible stratification. 

The great mass of these biIls consists of what appears to 
me to be the 'variety of Trap, called Whin8tone in Turton'. 
translation of the System a Naturre, (vol. 7, p. 127); although 
I am not clear, that 1t is not a compact lava, (vol. 7, p. 128), 
between which stones I know of no proper limit. It is found 
in detached masses on the bahk of the river at Rajrnahal and 
Sak.:J.rigali; but both there; and in most other places, no ap
pearance of stratification can be observed. Its horizontal 
disposition may however be very clearly discerned at the iron 
mine near Partapoor, in the division of Fayezullahgunj, where 
it forms tbe horizontal floor and roof, between which the ore 
is contained. 

Very nearly allied to the above is what is called hornblende 
'in mass, which differs chiefly in being much softer, although 
it still retains a. great degree of toughness, and resists the 
action of "the air much longer. It takes a tolerable polish, 
although inferior to that of marble, with which however it is 
often confounded. On account of the ease, with which it is 
wrought, and of its durability, this stone is in great request 
a~ong the natives. At Paingti it is found in rounded masses 
immersed in a 800; substance, evidently consisting of the less 
durahle parts ofa rock oftbe same nature, now gone to decay. 
In lome places this rotten, mass has lost a11 traces of its ori
gin" and has become a deep red soil, in wbich masses of the 
hornblende are found imbedded. Masses of several feet in 
diameter' and quite sound might he procured; but the natives 
content themselves with smaller ones, which they cut into the 
stones' on which they grind the materials for making curry, 
and many other substances. On the hill named Taruya, nenr 
Paingti, has-been a quarry of this stone, from which great. 
quantities have'been taken, it is 'said during the Mogul go
vernment. The place is -conveniently situated, and very fine 
masses might be procured for building, no part !Jf the rock 
having as yet decayed • 
. The two stonell hitherto described, wbin and hornblende, 
were by WaUerius classed together and called bomstone 
(Lapis, corl/eus), and both the arrangement and nomenclature 
seem excellent, as both stones possess great, toughness with
'out being' very bard~' and as their 4;olour ,re.sembles that of a 
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hlack born. Modern mineralogists, however, in the progress 
of their science, which seems both in arrangement ~ des~ 
cription to be retrograde, have applied the name hornstone 
to other minerals, which have little or no resemblance to ~orn 
and which are flint in the mass or rock. At Sakarigali,.(dos~ 
by the edge of the water in the winter, is a curious horizontal 
Jayer of this stone not above a foot wide, but exceedingly 
difficult to break. It is filled with the exuvi~ of a fern. It 
is divided by fissures into rhomboidal masses, from 6 to 12 
inches in diameter. 

A substance, which .naturalists include, a~ong the' clays, 
Imt called Khari by the' natives, is very generally diffused. 
throujib these hills, and several quarries of it have been, and 
still are wrought. When perfect, it is a substance somewhat 
,like chalk, but is not calcareous. . \Vomen in many parts eat 
it, when breeding, as .in Bengal they eat baked. clay, aud 
$ome of it for this purpose is exported to Moorsbedabad. 
Boys when taught to write, rub it with water into a white 
liquid, with which they form letters on a blackboard. 'Native 
painters and gilders cover with this liquid the wooden work,on 
which they are about to operate, The best Khari is white. 
and although little harder than chalk, /leems to be formed of 
siliceous stones in a state of change. Among the~e hills I 
have found no specimens of the flinty horr.stone, yet I thi~k 
it probable, that formerly much has existed, for every where 
there abounds a kind of imperfect Khari, which to sight has 
eVE'ry external appearance of .the real kind, but is too hard 
for use, and in fact is in an intermediate state between the 
proper Khari and flintyaornstone. Farther in a piece of this 
imperfect Khari, which I found on the road between Sripoor 
and Majbuya. are evident ,traces of veget~ble impres~ions. 
which serves to connect its origin with that of the hornstone 
of Sakariga~i above mentioned. Still farther in 80me pieces 
of imperfect Khan. I can trace the gradations from thilt stone 
to a kind of granular quartzose concrete. very common in these 
hills. Although the best Khan is white, yet much of a proper 
softness, AS well as of the harcl and improper kind~ consists of 
various paraUellayers of different colours. sometinles plane, 
at others very curiously waved. , The colours arc. white. red 
lind dirty yeUow. . ' 

On a hill. called Kharipahar, the farthest south, "n, the 
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range, ~ow described, is by far 'the .best quarry. It is cO\'ered 
by a horizontal stratum of stone about three feet thick, under 
which it extends to an unknown depth; but in their operations 
$he people have not exceeded six or seven feet. It is. disposed 
in vertical plates from one to 'three inches thick, and separated 
by' an ochraceous matter, among which I obse.rved tral'CS of 
mosses. The plates run north and south, and are of various 
shade~ of white, but the whitest and softest alone are selected 
for market, and freed from fE'rruginous matter. This Khari 
seems to be what haturaIists call a 'porcelain clay, and of very 
line quality, and perhaps It,s ballast. might be sent with ad~ 
vantage to Europe. This quarry has been long wrought; 
and although ~situated on a ,hill belonging to the southern 
tribe of Mountaineers, and cultivated by them, has been con~ 
'sidered as the property of the Virbhum Rajas, and on the 
sale of their estate went, as a separate lot, to Lala Gourhari, 
who pays for it 29 rupees a year. He sometimes has wrought 
it on his own account, and sometimes has let it to a manager. 
Whoever works it, gives to the hill people, who quarry, f2i 
Sers of rice for each ox-load of :ftlans, and this he sells at 
Moor.shedabad for about 11 r. He annually digs about 1000 
ma?hf -(58H s.w. a ser), each weighing rather more dIaD 60 
pounds. . 

About three miles farther north, on a hill caUed Porgang, 
is anothd: quarry of Khari, which I did not see. 'Vhen I 
was in the vicinity, in Dec. 1810, it had been only latel:; dis~ 
covered, and for about six months, during which bOO mana 
had been procured. A~ MansR Chandi,' a small hill near 
Phutkipool', was a mine of Khari, which had been dug fl'om 
a kind of sloping gallery running through a curious argillaceous 
stone, that will be afterwards mentioned; but the deity of 
the hill, about 40 years ago, \Vas BupposeJ to have taken 
offence at the people prying into her secrets and the work.. 
w~s stop.t. . 

On the bill called Gadai Tunggi at no great distance from 
the above, and belonging to the northern tribe of Moun
taineers, is a fine quarry, now wrought. The hill forms the NE. 
corner of the range overlooking Rajmahal, and consists mostly 
of whin, but the surface in some placet' ,is covered with shaggy 
fragments, that appear to me to have undergone the action 
of fire,' The KhlU'i is only cov~reJ by red earth from 18 to 
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24 feet thicK. Through this earth the workmen dig a sloping 
passage, open above, and perhaps four feet wide, until they 
reach the Khari, when they dig a ganery into this substance, 
and take out as much as is wanted. Every year this must 
be repeated; as in the .rainy 'l,.eason the water fills up the 
passage, and brings .down the roof. A merchant hires the 

_ hill people to work, and, on .account of the risk, gives them 
four anas a day. The Khari here is softer, and more unctuous. 
than at Kharipahar, and being mostly in layers 'of different 
colours, is chiefly used as a medicine. In fact it is what 
naturalist~ call Bole, or perhaps Lemnian clay; for in water 
it does not fan to powder. On one piece I saw somewhat 
like the appearance of a bivalve shell, but, if such, it was so 
much decayed, as to render its nature uncertain. 

The last quarry, that I shall mention is on the hill called 
Modiram, which is a little south from Kahalgang, and forms 
the north-western extremity of the range, which I am now 
describing. This quarry is a porcelain clay, being of a less 
unctuous quality than the last; but on being put into water, 
it faUs instantly to powder. It is not however so pure as that 
()f Kharipahar, being less white; but its colour is an uniform 
pale ash, nor is it intermixed with ferruginous matter between 
the layers; and being close to the river, its price at Calcutta 
might be a trifle. It has been wrought in two places, pretty 
high.op tbe hill. The stratum in each has been from three 
to four feet thick, perfectly horizontal, and extending into the 
hill for an unknown length. The roof and floot in both are 
imperfect harsh Khari. The natives dug into the quarry, 
without leaviDg pillars, to support the roof, until that fell. 
About three years ago, they went to the, upper quarry, now 
wrought, and have made a large excavation, perhaps 20 feet 

. each way, and they will continue to enlarge it, until the roof 
falls, when they will look for some other place. The leaving 
pillars to support the roof, is a mystery far beyond their 
present attainments in the art of mining; and, when men
tioned, was received with numerous frivolous objections. 

Very nearly' allied to the above Khari, .and frequently 
indeed forming alternate layers in the same mass, of the more 
imperfect kinds, is the strong substance called by the natives 
Geru, which differs only from KeddIe in being harder. It 
has not been found in larger masses, and is in general so much 
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intermiXed with matters of another colour, to which it firmly 
adheres, that it is never sought after in quarries. Small 
fragments, that are found scattered in the beds of torrents. 
and which, in the progress of decay have been separated 
from the other matters, with which they were united, are 
sometimes collected near Kharipahar, and used as a paint, 
for which' they seem well fitted. 

I llave already said, that, some of these'Khai'is probably 
owe their origin to sand-stones, and of these there are in this 
district a great many. Some are horizontal, and of, these 
some 'Seem to be composed of the debris of siliceous rocks 
united together, partly without any visible intermediate 
cement, as an the ascent to Kharipahar, and partly by a 
cementing matter, in wMch little masses of quartz are thickly 
interspersed, as the stratum, which covers the quarry o~ Khari 
on the same hill: others again seem to be the mere Band of 
the river united by some unknown process of nature, as at 
low water mark under the hill at Paingti. In other sand-stones 
llOwever there is no appearance of stratification, horizontal 
or vertical; and such seem to me to be granitic rocks in a 
state ()f decay. The various stages may be traced at Pathar. 
ghat, under the temple of Bateswar, and the most complete 
specimen may be observed on the Pirpahar. which is a feW' 
miles above Rajmahal. 

Sand-stones in many parts of the world form the best 
material fol' .huilding; but in this district, 10 far as can be 
juQ.ged, fl'om, what appears on the surface, they are of little 
or no use. The only one. that seems to have been wrought, 
is on toe face of the hill above' Patharghat, where the edge 
of a horizontal stratum of concrete siliceous stone has been 
smoothed, and carved with numerous figures. probably of 
considerable antiquity •• The stone is certainly very ill fitted 
for sculpture: but seems to resist the weather, and probably 
would answer well in building. A stone of a similar nature. 
hut much more perfect, is found on the summit of Kangres
warikatok, which I take to be the crater of an ex~inguished 
volcano; but itl situation is too distant from water carriage 
to admit of its being used. ~ ',Besides the granites and vPrticai 
strata in a state of decay, I must mention. that under the 
:northern and I!outhern extremities of this range. at Pathar~ 
ghata and Khal'ipahar, tllere ja large: grained grey granite 
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with blackmicaceous or shorlaceous spots. At Patharghatll. 
the rock is washed by the Ganges, and fin, masses might no 
doubt be procured. In the very. southern extremity of the 
division. on the Duyarka river. is a.fine rock of solid granitel 
consisting of black shorI with many small specks of white quartz. 
It may be doubted however, whether any of the primitiv~ 
rocks form a part of this easteln range, as they are found jus!: 
on its extremities, and may- belong to adjacent mineral 
structures. 

I here observed several brepcias, with an argillaceous 
cement, containing rounded nodules of different kinds •. One 
of these was in the bottom of the cavity in Kangreswarikatok, 
a place, which I take to have been the crater of a volcano. 
Another was on the hills between Phutkipoor and ManslIi 
Chandi, which consists chiefly of what appears evidently to 
me to be a slaggy matter, that bas undergone the action of fire; 
but, ~efore I proceed to treat further on such slags, I must 
observe, that south from Mansa Chandi, at Jajpoor on' 
the borders of Virbhum and Murshedabad, there is a hill. 
which consists chiefly of a clay readily cut with a knife; but 
which On exposure to air becomes somewhat hard, and is 

, evidently of the same nature with the bricks tone of Malabart 
which I have described in my account of Mysore. It is how
ever vastly inferior in quality. This Clay has a very strong 
resemblance to the slaggy stone of ,Mansa Chandi. and some 
parts of it, that have hardened into '1iiton~ are s~arcely 

dIstinguishable, except by wanting the slaggy appearance. 
They must however be considered as a kind of breccia, as they 
contain certain ferruginous nodules in an argillaceous cement., 
To return to the slaggy matter, which I consider as having 
undergone the action of volcanic fire I I cannot say, that I 
saw it any where, very decidedly, forming great masses like 
currents of lava; but on' a great many places, I found it in 
detached blocks lying on the surface j such as on Pirpahar 
near Rajmahal, on Cbaundipahar, on the road between Sripoor 
and Majhurya: and on different parts of Kangreswarikatok. 
which 1 consider as the old crater. On Mansa Chandi and 
Gadai Tunggi, I am inclined to think, .that the masses were 
united into solid rocks; but, without digging, that could. not 
be ascertained., On the edge of what I took to be the crater 
of Kllngr~swllriklltok. I found. a stone, which Ilppeared to me 
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to be volcanic Band conglutinated; and the resemblance 
between this stone, and the siliceous concrete, that is often 
incumbent on the Khari, is very strong. This, together with 
the circumstance of the vein of Khari contained in the slag of 
Mansa Chandi, seem to imply an extension of the operations 
of fire over the whole of this mineral division of'the district. 

I have said, that Kangreswarikatok, on the western ex~ 
tremity of this range toward. Parsanda, appears to me to have 
been the crater of a volcano. It IS a conical hill about 300 
feet in perpendicular height. and very steep on all sides. On 
reaching the summit you find" that it consists Qf a great 
cavity surrounded by a thin ledge, and descending to very 
near the level of the plain. The ledge now is of unequal 
heights, having in some places given way, especially towards 
the east, where a gap, about 30 yards wide at the bottom, 
gives access frqm the outer plain with very little ascent; and 

..allows the water from the cavity to escape. Towards the su~ 
mit the inner surface of the ledge consists of abrupt rocks, 
but the bottom is filled with the debris of the portions of the 
ledge, that have fallen. Much slaggy matter is to be found 
both on the ..outside of the hill, and in the bottom of the 
cavity. 

I was informed by Isfundiyar Khan, a fine young man, 
assistant to the Suzawul, who manages the hill tribes, that 
about five years ago he heard of a smoke, that isued from a 
hill named Chapar. Bheta, about seven coss SE. from 
Karariya. He visited the place, which was not hollow, and 
consisted, as usual of earth mixed with a great many frag
ments of stone. In, the day it was not luminous. but a thin 
smoke issued continually from a space about 8 or 10 cubits 
in diameter. He heard, that in the night it 11"811 luminous, but 
he did not see it in that state. On throwing wood upon the 
hot place, in a few minutes it took fire. These appearances 
continued fot about three years, and the~ stopped. • 
. In this range of hills I saw no traces of pyrites, coal, nor 
other inflammable substance. ' I have however been informed. 
that. at Motijharna~ on the hills near SakarigaJi,' there is a 
stratum of coal; but this information I also received long after 
I bad been in the vicinity, and from a person, on the accuracy 
of whose accounts, I had several opportunities of knowing. 
that no reliance could be placed. . Besid~s the slaggy detached 
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masses, that are IIcattered over the surface of ~his mineral 
range, there are two other classes of sporadic bodies, that 
are very common, not on the higher bills, 10 far as I saw, but 
at their roots, or on very low hills, or very often on the plains. 
that are interposed. 

The first of these sporadic masses, that I shall mentionr are 
liliceous, and are usually found scattered over surfaces, in
termingled with fragments of whin, slag and imperfect Khari, 
and I suspect owe their origin to these bodies under a fusing 
heat. I found them at the bottom of Gadai, Tunggi, and 
Chaundi. Dear the iron mine of Partapoor, but above all 01]1 

the road from Sripoor to Majhua, for almost the whole of its 
extent, which is about 14.miles, just in the c~ntre of the 
northern part of this mineral range. Many transitions, or 
intermediate states, between the three substances, to which 
I have above alluded, and the more perfect siliceous Dodules 
may, I think, be observed. 'When perfect, they are more or 
less diaphallflus, or even transparent, and many of them are 
crystallized. Some of their substances are uniform, others 
are in various.coloured layers, but in general without the 
smallest interruption of continuity. These layers are some" 
times parallel, sometimes concentric, and several nodules :with 
concentric layers are often included in one mass. 'Many of 
the masses ~~e covered with stellated pits, as if tIley had 
formerly been corals; but the crystallized internal structure 
of some, that are thus pitted on the surface, seems to prove. 
that the appearance is not owing to the impression of animal 
exuvi:;e. The crystals are very various. In general they are 
clusters covering the surface; but in others they are confined 
between parallel plates; while in others they shoot from the 
inner surface of a smooth cylinder, and fill its cavity; finally 
in others they form through the substance. of the nodule very 
curious angular cavities. 

The other kind of. sporadic masses, scattered on the 
surface of this mineral tract, is calcareous, and consists of 
nodules called Ghanggat. In some places these nodules are 
small, lie on. the surface, so as t<? cover it entirely, and preven' 
vegetation" In others they are imbedded at some depth in a 
thick red soil, through which they are scattered at various 
depths. . Theb: surface is white. and very irregular, and their 
shape is. very various, often branching out like corals. . 'fha, 
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are exceedingly hard. and within of a compact structure. and 
are entirely similar to the calcareous nodules found in th. 
south of India. which I have described in my account oC 
Mysore. In the interior of the district they are generally 
found on the surface; but towards the banks of the Ganges 
are most usually immersed in the earth. and in both are used 
fol' making lime; but it is of an inferior quality, and is no~ 
",hite )lor fit for' the outside plaster, with which walls are 
encrusted; but answers well enough for.mortar to connect 
the bricks. On the hills of Pa\ngti and Sakarigali considerable 
quantities are burned. 

This calcareous matter seems to me to be a kind of tufa. 
and to have' bee~ once in a soft state. On these detached 
nodules indeed no impressions can be traced, and there is 
.trpng reaSOD to think that they are now forming, as it is 
alleged by the workmen, that the same earth from which 
they have been taken. after a lapse of some years. is found to 
,contain new ones. But farther, the very same calcareous 
substance. u{ ,,-hieh these nodules consists, is found in Vf'ry 
large ~olid masSies, in which it seems to have flowed over the 
surface of the stony matter, and to have involved many de
tached portions, or to have lodged on the surface of a rock, 
into the crevices and pores of which it has penetrated, 80 

that the two masses cohere. The external surface of such 
masses is as unequal as of that of the nodules, and resemblea 
that of some corals. ' 
. At Paingti tWQ very distinct kinds of this tufa in mass m~y 
be traced. One exactly resembles the stone of lUanihari des
cribed in my account of Puraniya~ Ilnd ,which, when I wrote 
that, I considered as a. porphyry changed into calcareous 
matter; and in fac~ it so exactly resembles the argillaceous 
breccia found in tlte hills south-west from Phutkipooi', that I 
have very little "doubt of its haying .been once of a similar 
nature. In this ar~ involved many masses of the hornblende 
in mass, which I have mentioned as constituting the greater 
part of the hills near Paingti. The masses of hornblende are 
of various sizes, from that ,of an apple to ~at of the head, 
and have been rounded b, the progress of decay, before 
involved jn -the calcareous mass. " The other kind of solid 
calcareous man found at Paingti consists of the common 
~ufa, involvwi pebbles of various natures, but mostly of the 
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Geru, or indurated reddle, that I have formerly mentioned. 
At Patharghat, again the same calcareous lubstance has
Bowed over a stratum of the red concrete sandy matter men
tioned as found there, and entering its crevices, has unit~d 
with it into one mass. ' 

This calcareous matter ~t Paingti has also formed a very 
different substance fI'om the above-mentioned tufa, or at least 
has in decay suffered a great change of appearance, forming 
a friable granular-substance; but it retains traces to show 
that it has formerly resembled that, which I suppose ta have 
been changed from the argillaceous breccia. This is a very 
considerable mass, into which the cave under the old Mudur· 
aah, described in the topography, has been dug. 

In this portion of the district the quantity of metallic matter 
in the form of ore is not very considerable, and it is iron 
alone that has been discovered. The richest mines of Virb· 
hum are close adjacent to its south-east side, and probably 
are connected with it in mineral affinity, for mines were for· 
merly wrought at Virkati in Suttangunj, and at Kalidaspool" 
in Ambar, both on the eastern side of this division; but 
these have been abandoned, and are now entirely choked, se 
as to be inaccessible. The former 'Were situated in a stratum 
strongly resembling tIle indurated clay of Jaypoor above
mentioned; ana at Jaypoor I found plates of iron ore, forming 
Ii mass con9guous to that clay, and separated from each other 
by argillaceous matter strongly impregnated with iron. They 
are not attracted by the magnet, haie a somewhat conchoidal 
fracture; very fine compact grain, no lustre, a very dark red-
dish b'rown colour, and red streak. '" 
, The finest iron mine in the district is on the hill named 
Ramkol, a little south from Pantapoor, which I have already 
had frequently occasion to mention i bU.,this also has been 
abandoned, from the slothfulness of the people. The mine 
is a horizontal stratum, some way up the hill, running to an 
unknown extent between: two solid masses of whin or trap. 
which compose the hill. The stratum of ore was said to have 
been about seven feet perpendicular thickness; but, having 
been wrought exactly in the same'manner as the 'luarry of 
Khari on Modiram, the roof has fdIlen, and the exact dimen· 
sions cannot be ascertained. The whin immediately adjacent 
to the ore is decayed, or, as the ~ative. not unaptly lay, is 
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dead, ",Mch rendered the precaution ofpillal'! still more ne
cessary. The ore is of two natures. In the upper part of 
the stl'atum it is softest as in a state of decay, is called Laliya, 
and is attracted by the magnet. In the under part it is harder, 
is called Kariya, and is-not attracted. ,This is said to be the
best ore, although it lVould appear to be specificaHy lighter, 
and should therefore contain least metal. Both are black 
with lIo common lustre, and contain small grains and dots, 
which to me give an appearance of its having undergone" 
fusion. This is probably the o'nly mine in the district which 
Europ~ims would consider worth working. 

In this part of the' district, a's well as in the third of its 
mineral divisions, there is' a very common appearance, which 
I think may possibly arise from ferruginous vapours issuing 
from the earth. In certain places aU the fragments of stone 
and pebbles, that are lying on the surface of the earth, are 
covered with a kind of brownish enamel, quite thin and super
ficial. The stones thus covered are all of different kinds, nor 
does anyone in the same space seem to escape, while limilar 
stones at a little .distance, are in no manner affected. 

In September 1810, at Masdharipahar, about 10 coss east 
fl'om KalikapoOl', in the territory ot the northern tribe of 
mountaineers, a considerable space of the surface of the hill, 
said to have been about 40 yards each way sunk downwards, 
leaving a cavity 10 or 12 cubits deep. The cavity at first was 
filled with water, but soon dried. The soil was a red clay 
mixed ~th many fragJhents of'stone; The intermediate 
country was so inaccessible, that I could not find means to 
visit t'his curiosity. . . . . 
, Minerals of the we~fern range of kills.-In the (ormer diYi

sion I have aldd, that the most predominant rock is' of the 
( nature of whin Ql' tgtp, and quartz is there rather an uncom

mon ing~dientJ at least in masses of a great size; but· here 
a large proportion is quartz, and a still greater kind of rude 
jasper, or petrosilex, called hornstone by litter mineralogists; 
and these two :siliceous stones run so ioto, one another by 
various gradations, that it is difficult, if not impossible to s~y. 
where the one begins, and the other end.. . 

It b, I imagine, difficult to saYt that these hills are in any 
degree stratified, although theY80metimes assume an appear
ance of that, form. In' genel'a( the siliceous rocka ~re inter-
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lected flY a vast number of fissures horizontal and vertical, 
cutting them into masses approaching to the form of cubes 
and parallelopepids j and, when they are exposed to tlie 
weather in a state of decay, lhe~e masses divide into layers 
somewhat like those nfwood, e~peciaIlf if the mass is exposed 
on an abrupt vertical surface; but if the surface exposed is 
porizontal, and level with the earth, the layers more resemble 
slate. 'In some places the v~rtical fissures, extending the 
whole depth of a. perpendiculal: rock, give somewhat 'the 
appearance of basaltic columns, which may be especially 
observed in the magnificent recess c811e,d Marak, about 15 or 
16 miles soqtherly from Mungger; but in fact, so far as I 
{)bserved, t\lere is nothing really columnar in the district. 
These hills are particularly distinguished from those of Raj
mahal by their rugged nature, vast masses of naked rock pro.
jecting everywhere on the surface, and forming precipices of 
great height and abruptness. 

The form which the greater part of this siliceous stone 
assumes, is that. which I have called'rude jasper, or petrasi.
lex, the horns tone of modern writers, for although these 
stones are considered as different, yet in the ~ specific charac
ters which are given, there is, as often happens, no real dif
ference. If we take the ~haracter of Wallerius, that petro
silex is found only in veins, or detached mallses immersed in 
rocks. and that jasper forma whole rocks: then undoubtedly 
our rock is a jasper; but it in general departs very far from 
the appearance of what is uSl,la11y called such. It is a rock 
striking fh'e copiously with steel. with a large conchoidal 
fracture, forming when broken sharp edges like a flint. and 
its fracture has a l'ough, earthy appearance, being composed 
of very "fine grains. In most parts it is of different shades of 
white or ash colour; but in others it inclines to livid, and still 
more often to red, but it is seldom ~hat th~ redness extends 
{)ver a whole, rock, it is ge.nerally confIned to )ayers alte .... 
nating with others that are parallel and white; or it is con
fined to spots {lr.,lakes on a white ground. ,Such more 
resemble the stones commonly called jasper; but whether it 
could be wr~ght. or I:ake It polish, I cannot say, having been 
unable to procure a workman. 

Thill jasper or ,horpstone sometimes has larger grl).ins, so 
that each is v'!ry, Qistinguishable to the naked eye, I/.nd thtn 
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it approaches near some 'of the quartz, which becomes gra4 

nulal'", but there are other stones, which are a kind of inter. 
mediate· between the two species, where a mealy or arid 
quartz approaches very near to oU,r jasper, and there are still 
others which would seem to be composed of small port,iona 
of the two ,stones huddled together, and firmly united to 
form. what natur,alists call an aggregate, as will be afterwards 
llIentio.ned. • 

The quartz, in its most perfect form, consists of a substance 
approaching to glass, the conchoidal appearances on which, 
when broken, are very minute, and are known to differ from 
the former by everyone who has taken the pains to compare 
the appearance 9f a piece of broken glass with that of a 
flint. The quartz~ of which also there are many rocks, i. 
sometimes almost pellucid like glass, sometimes white, some
iimes red, or stained with red just like the jasper, "and some
times livid. Most of it has a fat unctuous appearance; but 
some of it approaching to the jasper, hasodry earthy-looking 
particles; but, when broken, wants the _large convexities, 
that distinguish that stone. Again, other portions consist of 
small grains, united together, and some of these have the fat 
appearance, while others in the, same stone are mealy, and 
thus form what the mineralogists call an aggregate. The 
quartz again is very often mixed with extraneous matter, and 
especially with what is called mica, 'Yhich shines like gold or 
silver: When this is in very small quantities, thinly scat
tered through the body of the quartz, the rock may be con
sidered as simple; and among the whole quartz of this divi
sion very few masses of any size could be found, in which a 
few specks of mica might not be sllown i but, when the stone 
consists of abme particles of quartz and others of mica heaped 

.!ogether, and closely united, these particles form what is 
,called an aggregate; and I shall proceed to treat of these, 
after mentioning, that mere CJ,uartz is so full of fissures that 
it does not cut for building. The fort!il Gidhaur is indeed, 
in a great measure, built of it; or of the rude jasper from the 
adjacent hill: but the masses have not been squared by the 
mason; the parallelopepids, as rudell. formed by nature. 
have been employed. ' , 

, To return to .the aggregate stones, both what I have called 
granular quartz, and granular jasper petrosilex or hornstone, 
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may be considered as an aggregate; although it is usual to 
confine that term to rocks, in which more than one kind of 
matter has been aggregated. When the stone is compounded 
of glassy quartz, intermixed with mealy quartz or hornstone, 
which in such cases I do not know how to distillguish, the 
term will be more readily admitted. In this part of. the dis-
trict there are many such rocks, and they are sometimes 
coloured: in the same manner as the jasper. In Rome casea 
the mass consists of thin alternate layers of this aggregate, 
and of simple fat quartz, as on the detached hill caned 
Khejuri, a little south from Tarapoor. 

·1 have already mentioned, that large masses of quartz, 
which do not contain any mica. are seldom found; but. when 
the mica and quartz are, as it were. intimately combined in 
minute parts placed parallel to each other, they form a stone 
which has' been called schistose mica. and on the hill Rauta, 
a part of the transverse chain reaching to Jathaurnath. may 
be found stones in all the intermediate stages from pure gra
nular quartz to the pel'fect schistose mica. A little east from 
Rauta, near a hill called Barai. this last substance is found 
in a considerable mass, forming a small hill called Barapahar. 
and is wrought fol' making the stones of hand-mills. It is 
by the natives called. the Dudi stone, and is divided into 
irregular trapezoidal flags. separated fron;I each other, first 
by vertical fissures, -wh~ch run east and west, at from two to 
four feet from eacti other i secondly, by other vel·tical fis-
sures which cross the former. at right angles. generally at 
greater distances; and finally by horizontal fissures, at the 
distance of from six inches to one foot; but these flags are 
so much eShattered by subordinate fissures, that solid masses. 
fit even for making the stone of a hand mill, carlnot be every 
where procured. This stone cuts readily with a chisel, and 
does not readily tarnish in the air. It has a pale greenish 
hue from' the mica~perhaps approaching somewhat, to the 
nature of chlorite. ' .. In some places. it is stained red. The 
same kind of stone is found at Tahuyru: Nagar Ghat, in th,! 
same vicinity. but it is not wrought. 

Where the aggt.egate consists of two distinct matters, 
mixed together without any apparent Qrder, it is· usually 
ealled. a granitel. and some such are found on the hill Rauta 
above mentioned. especi!llly one. ~eemingly composed of q\1artz 
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and chlorite; one composed of black very heavy shari, or 
perhaps micaceous iron are. with small spots of quartz; and 
finally one composed of white quartz, with a smaller propor .. 
tion of the same black matter. These latter aggregates may 
be perhaps considered as adventitious in this division of the 
minerals, as they are on the boundary of a territory abound
ing in such, and quite different' from the general mass of 
which I am now treating. 
, The only one which 1 consider as properiy belonging to 
th~ mineral range; is ,8 stone composing the small hill called 
the Kamuya (working place) of Laheta, 15 or 16 mile. 
southerly from Mungger. It has been long wrought for the 
stones of hand-mills. The quarry is on the southern ded,i .. 
vity of the hill, runs nearly east and west. and has been 
opened in different places for a considerable extent. The 
exc::avations are now pretty large. One of them, the largest 
that I saw, 'might be 200 feet long, 20 wide, and 12 deepr 
but so irregularly and unskilfully wrought, and so clogged 
with r~bbish, that the proper extent of good stone is not 
readily determinable; and this good stone is bounded on 
each side by kinds, which in the eye of the mineralogist, 
scarcely differ; but which the workmen reject as too hard 
and difficult to work. The wo,kmen take a piece suitable for 
their purpose, wherever they can find it most easily, cut it into 
shape on the spot. and then look for !mother, until the whole 
quarry is Sf,) filled with rubbish that no more mill-stonell are 
procurable. Pioneers are then emploled to clear the quarry. 
This is also choked with large masses, which the workmen 
avoid as much as possible, as being troublesome to break. 
Fine stones for building might therefore be readily procured. 
and it seems to be an excellent material, which euts readily 
with a chisel. It is an uniform aggregate, without a ten· 
dency to schistose structure, and consists of grains of glassy 
quartz, united by a greenish grey substance, which has no 
lustre, and might be perhaps considered as of the' nature or 
powdery quartz or horns tone ; but its colour is against that 
supposition, and in many' places, I think, I can trace the 
foliated appea1"lnce of mica. It contains some small red 
spots, which seem to me to have arisen from the iron or the 
mica ,when it is decayed, having collected in' the form of 
ochre.. It wanted for building~ 'the part of the' stone above 
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the qua~ry, which is rejected by the workmen, as wanting 
fissures to facilitate its division, and by them called Kona, 
would be found the best, but its distance from the river is 
perhaps too great. 

The siliceous matter of this division of minerals also has 
some tendency to form the kinds of clay called Khal'i, of 
which there is a considerable quarry on a hill south-west 
from the hot springs of Rfshi Kunda, but which I could not 
visit. It is of an uniform bluish grey colour; but becomes 
white when powdered. It has a soft greasy feel. does not 
readily fall into powder when put in water, nor does it 
adhere to the tougue. It is chiefly used for writing and 
painting •. From the unctuous nature of its feel, this might 
be suspected to belong to a clasS' of minerals, that will be 
soon mentioned; but I think, that on the banks of the Mon, 
near the hot springs of Bhimbandh, I found the petrosilex 
in a state of decay, advancing towards the formation of such 
a substance; and at Amjhor Ghat, nine or ten miles from 
l\1ungger, I saw a red grained siliceous aggregate, evidently 
jn part changed into a kind of Khari. called there Parori 
1\1ati, which is used by pregnant women as a medicine. 

But farthelJ a Khari used in writing, is found on a hill 
caned Gel'uya. It is a strwm of an unctuous substance, 
which cuts smooth with the knife; arid although on the face 
of an arid hill, retail18 some moisture, even in March. 'Vhen 
dl·jed, it adheres to' the tongue, and instantly, on being put 
into water, falls to powder. It is of a fine white colour, 
veined and spotted like the siliceous rocks, betweell which it 
is found.. These .rocks have a I!trong resemblance to the 
argillaceous breccia, mentioned in my account of the first 
division of minerals, as being found near Phutkipoor i but 
its cement is most evidently siliceous, and it contains vein$ 
and nodules of quartz; as well as nodules of other substances. 
The wbole has ,more or less of a slaggy app~arance, and some 
of it has; in my opinion, most clearly undergone the action of 
fire. There is,' however, nothing about the hill that re-
semblelS a crater, and it is quite sporadic, in the midst of the 
third mineral division, near Jamdaha, on tbe left bank of tIle 
Chandan. I am however induced to consider ,it as ,8 de-
tached portion of the second ,class of , minerals, from its 
t'esemblance to the hill named Katauna. This hill Katauna 
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is situated a little south- from Thanah Mallepoor, in the 
centre of this mineral ilivision, although it belongs to a de
tached portion of the judicial district of Ramgar, which is 
surrounded by Bhagulpoor. There is no Khari on Katauna, 
hot has it, so far as I saw, any appearance of a crater; but 
its stone is exactly of the same hature with that on Geruya. 
Notwithstanding the copious warm springs which it contains, 
these ate the only traces of volcimic fire that I have observed 
in this mineral division. 

-The soft matter called Khari, fo~med of the siliceous rocks 
hitherto- mentioned, leads me to speak of a softer dass of 
stones. which occupies much of this mineral division, ~lthough 
oy no means so much as in the first described portion-of the 
district; 'nor did I here observe any whin; they are all of a 
softer bature. although many of them are abundantly tough. 
and difficult to break with a hammer. Commencing a little 
south from Mungger, arid going south almost to the parallel 
of Kharakpoqr, and then turning west to the banks of the 
Kiyul river, is a long uninterrupted hill. On both sides it il 
siliceous, and in one place where I crossed it, the siliceoul 
matter is no where interrupted; but in every other place 
which I had occasion to observe, the centre of the hill seems 
to consist of a much softer mawrial. 

-One of the best of these stones, is a very fine grain'ed horn
blende in mass, containing small crystals of the lame matter, 
and of a greyish black colour. There is a good quarry of it 
nea~ Masumgunj, where a few workmen have been long em
ployed in cutting blocks, from whence im~ge. of Siva are 
finished at Mungger, and sent all over Bengal. Very nearly 
allied to the above at Amjhor-ghat, a very little south from 
the above-mentioned quarry, I saw large rocks of a fine silky 
lustre, and consisting of parallel thin layers of differellt shades 
of grey, but having nothing schistose in their texture. I 
found detached blocks of the same at ·Amrakol, south-west 
some 10 or 12 miles. 

At the same place I found detached maslles or a stone, 
which differs only from the former in its layers being of dif
ferent shades of red and white. I nowhere saw the solid rock 
of this stone; but it is probable, that there is such in some 
place of easy access; as two of ,the gstes ,at Mungger, have 
been in a great measure faced, with it, and have been .oroa-
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mented with many foliages cut in relievo. It does not take a 
finer polish than the hornblende, and does not resist the action 
of the air nearly so well; but from its colours it is more 
beautiful, and fit for buildings. In this stone .had been im
bedded many small cubical masses, but they were in such a 
state of decay, that I can form no conjecture .concerning their 
nature. 

By faT the greater part of the stopes of this class, that I 
saw, were, however, schistose or slaty, but none of them, at 
least by the native artists, that I tried. could be split suffi
ciently thin for roofing slates. Some of them are, perhaps, 
argillites, but the greater part is of schistose hornblende. The 
one that is in the thinnest plates, least silky, and freest f1·om 
crystalisations, and that therefore is the nearest an argillaceous 
slate, has somewhat of a bluish hue, but in general they are 
black, or intensely dark grey, with a silky lustre, and ,ome
times of a fibrous as well as of a slaty texture; and most of 
them contain small plates, I presume, of hornblende. They 
take an imperfect polish; and, when rubbed by a pencil of 
the same substance, leave a grey streak, so that they might 
!lerve for keeping accompts. In many parts they are wrought 
by the natives, who form platters of them; or make slabs, 
with which they lay floors. In general the workmen content 
themselves with taking fragments, that have been separ~ted 
fromJhe rocks by the streams of mountain torrents, but in 
some places they have taken the pains to procure a smooth 
surface, and split masses from it-. as required. In some places 
adjacent to these proper strata of slate, I observed schistose 
matter in decay, which appeared to me as a kind of transition 
between tne slate and the adjac~nt siliceous rocks; for it was 
more harsh than the proper slate, and in some pla£es showed 
a tendency to the conchoidal fracture. In some places these 
slates contain pyrites, but not in great quantity. 

Very nearly allied to these schistose rocks are others of a 
similar c.olour, and silky lustre; but their structure is not at 
aU slaty, and consists of a number of parallel fibres, strongly 
conglutinated •. These are what I pl"esume some naturalists 
call unripe asbestos. III Bome places it is disposed iI,l,thin 
parallel layers alte,.-nating with white quartz. It is not applied 
to use. At Kaba; on the Mon river, I observed a bed of a 
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black talcose matter. with a silky lustre; and, except where 
the river had laid it bare, enclosed on every side by siliceous 
rock. Mica. which serves as a substitute for' glass, in its 

,shining sppearance is nearly allied, to the above; and, as I 
have mentioned, is very generally diffused through the masses 
of quartz. In some places I found it abundantly transparent; 
but t\l.e plates were too smaU,for use, Near Ghoramara, hoW'
ever, I learned that there was a place called Abarak, the 
name which the natives give to this substance; and in passing 
it, some of my followers found pieces tolerably large, which, 
with the addjtion of the name, induces me to think that the 
substance is procured from thence, although this was denied 
by the natives. The only stones of this portion of the dis
trict that remain to be mentioned, are the calcareous. Tbe 
detached calcareous nodules called Ghanggat, and mentioned 
in t~e former division of minerals, are in tbis ahm vel'y com
mon, and need not be again described. The calcareous mat
ter in :mass is of two kinds, both very different frolD that of 
the first division. One called Leruya, is on the border (if the 
Kamgar district, in the channel of the Ulayi river, and is said 
to be a small rock; but I did not, see the place, nor can I 
judge of the extent of calcareous matter. It is a white marble, 
with small crystalisations confusedly beaped together;and in
termixed with a little yellowish green mica, 80 that it must be 
consh}ered as an aggregate. It takes a polish; bu~ whether 
large blocks could be procured I do not know. The other 
calcareous matter in mass is called Asurhar, or Giant's bones. 
The greatest quantity is lound at a place, in the cc;.tre of 
the bills, called Asul'ni, or the female giant. As the lime, 
produced from this substance, is whiter and better than that 
made from the nodules, a great part has been removed. It 
occupied a space on the surface of the declivity of a bill; 
about 40 or 50 yards in length; and from the bottom of tile 
hill extended upwa~ds from 10 to 40 yards, and seems to 

.bave formed a crust from 2 to S feet thick, covered by a thin 
soil filled with loose masses of stone. It bas evidently been 
lluid, or, at least, gradually deposited from water, a8 it haa in
volved m~ny fragments of etoile, some earthy matter, and a 
few univalve shells, of a species with which I am not ac
quainted, and cannot therefore Bay whether they are a marine 
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or land production. * The masses of stone that have been in. 
valved, vary from the size of the head to that of a walnut, and 
the Asurhar, or calcareous tufa, does not adhere very firmly 
to them, so that in breaking. the mass being very hard, these 
nodules are generally shaken out. Near the quarry I saw no 
rock; but all the fragments involved, and those under the 
calcareous matter are of a dark-coloured siliceous matter. In 
this place I saw appearances that in some measure justify the 
native name, for one piece of the Asurhar contained what had 
very mllch the appearance of a flat bone, with It process pro· 
jecting at one end. I also observed a curious impression, a 
semi cylinder , about :1 inches in diameter. and 18 inches long, 
not quite straight, and exposed to view, as if, by breaking 
the rock, the other half of the cylinder had been removed. 
The surface of the cavity was wrinkled with transverse folds, 
like the inside of an intestine; but may have possibly been 
the bark of a tree, although I have seen no bark with such 
wrinkles. I rather suppose, that this bas been the impression 
of some marine animal. The greater part of this Asurharj as 
J have said, has been burned by Mr. Christian, a Polish mer
chant of Mungger, who; I am told, owing to the expense of 
carriage, did not find it advantageous. His overseer gave me 
a piece of it crystalized, which differs in some respect from' 
any calcareous spar that I have seen. I myself found no 
crystalized matter !n any of the Asurhar. This substa,nce is 
also found close adjoining to the hot sources of the Angjana 
river, and by the natives has been wrought to a trifling ex-
tent. It is in a stratum aboul: a' foot thick, lying on loose 
siliceous stones, to which it adheres, and is covered by about' 
a foot of soil, mixed with stones •• So far as I saw, it contains 
no animal exuvire.· On the stones, through ~hifh the hot 
water issues, both at the sources of the Angjana and at 
Bhimbandh, there adheres a tophaceous matter, .so like this 
Asurhar, tbat I at first sight concluded it &0 be the same; but 
on trial I found that it does not effervesce with the nitric or 
muriatic acids, and is probably of a siliceous nature. '. 

I have already mentioned the pyrites found in the slate, 
and they 8eem to be martial, but the quantity is very small. 
Among this class of minerals, the only iron mines of which I . 

• I have since found these shells in the rivers of Gya. 
VOL, II. N 
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beard are in the ridge, which extends east to Jathaumath; 
and as they are on the borders of the third division, which 
abounds ~n similar mines~ I suspect that they in fact belong 
to this division, and one description may serve for both. 

~[i1WraI8 of the 80uthern central division of the district.
This division, as I have said, contains in its centre one. de
tached hill, Geruya, of a nature which seems to belong to the 
class last described; but as the great predominant features of 
that division were hornstone, or quartz, and stonell approach. 
ing to hornblende in their nature, so in the division which 1 
am now about to describe, the grand' predominant feature 
consists at aggregate rocks, composed of felspar, or sharI, in. 
termixed with quartz, and sometimes with mica 5 nor in the 
whole, did I see one rock of hornblende, either in mass or 
IIchistose, nor anyone even approaching to these in nature. 
This division also abounds in iron mines, and what I have 
talled shorl may, I suspect, in many cases, be rather what is 
called black micaceous ore, and its separation from the other 
ingredients -of the compound rocks may give rise to the iron 
mines. 

Although these aggregates, containing felspar or shorl~ 
ceous matter, are the great component parts of the division, 
quartz is also very common, not only forming parts of the ag. 
gregate, but also forming alternate parallellayerll in the same 
rock, and even whole strata. I no where observed any thing 
like hornstone, or rude jasper, except on the hills, by which 
the whole civil district is skirted towarda Virbhum. I crossed 
these only in one place, between Dumka and Chandrapur, 
and therefore cannot speak with precision on the lIubject. 
There, however, although the greater part olthe rocks were 
granitic, I found a granular reddish hornstonc, exactly rCllem. 
bling many in the second division; and I suspect that a second 
long chain of hornstone projects from the east aide of the 
rocks of that division, and passes by Baidyanath and Tiyur, 
in Virbhum, to the hill in question. . 

In the wen·defined parts of this third division, the rocks 
seldom rise into bold broken precipicell, although in a great 
many parts they come to the surface; and in the channels of 
torrents have generally been laid bare. I Their internal struc· 
ture cannot, ho~ever, be so .easily traced, as that of the second 
division; but still it may readily be perceived that it is strati· 
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fied, for in some places I traced the same species of rock for III. 
great way in one direction, while in the space of a few miles. 
crossing that direction at right angles, I observed- a great 
number of different kinds, some of which reached a consider
able way, while others could. be traced in only one place. 
This implies that the strata are vertical, and that some of 
them are very wide, while others are narrow. The general 
direction of the strata seemed to run easterly and westerly. 

In some of these strata the component parts were pretty 
uniformly scattered; thus forming granites and granitels, ac
cording as they contained 3 or only 2 ingredients; but in by 
far the greater number certain plates or Hakes, as it were, 
contained a greater proportion of one ingredient, and certain 
portions a greater share of the other, forming thus what by 
some is called Gneiss. The length of these plates is alway. 
disposed parallel to the general direction of the stratum, arid 
the edges are vertical, or nearly so. There were> also other 
stones, in which the component matters were disposed in 
what may be called strire; that is, a great proportion of one 
of its component parts run horizontally through the others in 
lines parallel to each other, and to the direction of the stra
tum. Such stones have also been included under the name 
of gneiss. 

In many of these stones may be occasionally found vertical 
layers of white fat quartz, running pal"aUel to the stratum, 
and entirely separating one part of the aggregated matter from 
the other, without producing the smallest interrupti.on of sub
stance; nor is the stone more easily broken there than any 
where else. In these stones, when entire, there is-nothing 
like a schistose, or striated fracture; but in JI. state of decay, 
if exposed to the weather in certain situations, especially so 
that the rain may lodge on the surface, the stone gradually 
splits into thin plates like slate, and this seems to happen as 
readily to pure quartz, or to perfect granites and granitels, 
as to the gneiss. In other cases again, especially where blocks 
have been detached, the stone decays concentrically, and, of 
course, losing its angles first, becomes a rounded mass. As 
noue of these stones are applied to use, and are too far re
moved from the river to be thought of for carriage to a dis
tance, I need not enter into further particuIirs; I have only 
to mention, that in Lakardewanl, some of them, in a state of 
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decay, form what is called Makar Mati, and consist of grains 
of white quartz, mixed with a white powder, which appears to 
me to bl! the felspar and mica reduced to one powdery sub
stance. "This is washed from the quartz, and makes a white
wash for the walls of the houses, which, were it more generally 
used. would add much to the appearance of the country. It 
is most commonly found in iron mines, and its whiteness seems 
to be owing to the abstraction' of the ferruginous particles, 
when these united in the form of ore. 

It must be observed that in the decomposition of these ag
gregates the quartz is the part which resists destruction by 
far the longest, although it subdivides by numerous renta in 
all directions Wltil it is reduced to sand.. In many parts of 
this division the surface is covered with such sand intermixed 
with fragments of half decayed granite and masses oC quartz 
from veins not yet reduced to sand or gravel, while the fel
spar has been totally, and the mica has in a great part, been 
washed away.. Proper mica is indeed very indestructible, 
.and broken into small portions remains for ages intermixed 
with the quartz in sand, but the black shorlaceous matter of 
tbis division seems to yield more readily than even the felspar. 
Here also there are two kinds of calcareous tufa, the Ghang
gat and Asurhar. The former is exceedingly common, ge
nerally in small nodules scattered on the surface. The Asur
har, so rar as I could learn, is found only at one place. the 
fork at the junction of the Tapsitari with the Kurar, which is 
near Jamadha. It exactly enough resembles that of the 
source of the Angjana, and is covered by a little .oil; but it 
is found on a level, and is intermixed with quartz, among 
nodules of which it has been deposited. Although it has 
been occasionally wrought, the depth of. the stratum has 
never ~n ascertained, and the natives allege that the lower 
down that it has been dug, it has been found to contain leu 
and less heterogeneous matter. I saw no traces of animal 
exuvire, but I had an opportunity of seeing so little surface 
exposed, that it may very likely contain many. 

In some lands disputed between Kadar Ali and his Cormer 
vassal Rupnarayan, anll situated near the five hills (Pangch 
Pahar), I was. told that a mine uf lead had been discovered, 
and that this had added much to the bitterness with which 
the dispute was agitated: The mine was said to have been 
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discovered by the priest pf a village god, a man of very low 
caste (Mar). He conducted me to the IIpot and showed me 
a metallic vein, but I have heard it since alleged that I was 
intentionally conducted to a wrong place, and that both par
ties agreed to conceal the real mine; althougb in my tent 
even, I could not prevent the agents of the two chiefs from 
squabbling and worrying each other. This violence may 
however have been mere affectation, and what I saw certainly 
was not an object worth dispute, but the pertinacity with 
which the natives adhere to disputes concerning trifles is very 
great. I cannot therefore say whether or not I was shown 
the proper mine, I can only describe what I did see. In the 
first place it must be remarked that the ore is not that of 
lead, but the foliated sulphuret of antimony, which the natives 
call sorma. The priest "showed me where he had dug an ir
regular trench, running from east to west, about 12 feet long, 
from two to four feet wide, and from one to two feet deep. 
In this space he said that he had found three ox-loads of the 
ore in masses from the size of a filbert to that of the fist, and 
on finding only small bits be had desisted from digging. He 
said that he found it intermixed with mouldering stone, but 
whether in a continued vein or in scattered fragments I could 
not understand. The ore he considered as lead. and had 
sold it as such to a merchant, who would nO doubt sell it to 
the great, who stain their eyes with this $ubstance powdered. 
The Gangue, or stone, in which the metal is found, is an ag
gregate rock of a palish green, or in some places of a rusty 
colour, and small grain. It is in general in such a state of 
decay that I cannot venture to guess at the nature of its com
ponent parts.- In some places it coheres little more than 
sand, in others it is a soft stone. In almost every part of the 
gangue small detached bits of the ore may be found, and on 
digging and clearing away a part I found a vein about one
fourth of an inch thick, inclining from north to south at about 
an angle with the horizon of 50°, and apparently running east 
and west. The extent of the gangue I cannot state, as it 
appears on the surface at the" pl~ce only where It has been 
dug. About 15 yards from the place, towards the south-east, 
is a rock of a very fine grained aggregate with a white opaque 
ground, and some greenish micaceous matter, probably a com
position of felspar in decay with chlorite. In a torrent east 
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from the mine, and perhaps 30 feet perpendicular below the 
surface, are two decaying. rocks, one a fine grained whitish 
granite with black shorlaceous specks, and I believe some 
small garnets; the other consists entirely of black shorlaceous 
masses united together, and of a foliated texture. The five 
hills are immense naked masses of granite, and may be con
sidered as belonging to the mineral division next to be de
scribed, which extends obliquely to the soutb, as it advances 
east from Jathaurnatb. Without digging at some expense, 
there is no saying how the mine might turn out, but there is 
nothing in its appearance to promise its heing rich. A vein 
on the surface, thus suddenly diminishing, is, I believe, eon
sidered as a bad sign. Not is a mine of antimony of any 
considerable value. 

In many parts of this mineral division iron ore is found, but 
generally in such small masses that it would not answer foJ' 
European manufacture, and the whole usually procured in a 
year would not perhaps fill much more than one or the Carron 
furnaces. Although the mining, or rather the gathering of 
the ore, is always conducted by the same persons, who smelt 
it and procure the charcoal, I shall defer giving an account 
of the processes until I treat of the arts, and shall here con
nne' myself to an account of the mines. Adjacent to the 
branch of the second division, which strikes east to Jathaur
nath, are several mines, at Kuji, Osla or· Majra, at BelhaJ'. 
Beldiha, Mongrar, Asnahatari and Rangga, where in all there 
may be 70 families that smelt iron. I had only an opportunity 
of examining the first mentioned place, but wal!l told that the 
others were exactly similar. The I!Imelters ()f Kuji winnow 
the sand brought down by torrents from the hills called Bara 
and Bharam, and during the winnowing very dexterously 
throw out the light siliceous matter, while the ore remains 
behind in sma1l grains. On breaking these they appear of a 
black foliated texture, and are attra~ted by the magnet. The 
hlack iron ore in form of sand is found very common in some 
other parts of this mineral division of. the district, especially 
after rain in the torrents of Lakardewani, but although it 
approaches very Dear the above ore, and only differs in ita 
grains being rather smaller, it is in general neglected, yet 
these BIlIaU grains found on the surface are generally admitted 
to make the best iron. The pebbles found intermixed with 
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the are at Kuji are mostly qnartz, but I found some which 
consisted of quartz aggregated with the black shorlaceoul 
foliated matter, which I suppose is the common source of the 
iron are of these parts. 

A little jway south from Kuji is Paharidihi, from whence 
iron mine, extend all the way to Chandan village along the 
west side 'of the Chandan river. In this space there are at 
least 150 families of smelters. At Pahari-dihi the people 
collect the are from torrents, just like those of Kuji, but it is 
found in grains as large as barley. After separating the 
quartzose matter by winnowing, these grains are broken be
tween two stones and again winnowed. They consist of the 
same black foliated ore 8S that found at Kuji, and are at.
tracted by the magnet. At Sejuya, seven miles from Jamdaha. 
the ore consists of similar small grains, but it is found mixed 
with earth and pebbles, in veins running three or four feet 
under the surface. The people dig shafts about, a cubit in 
diameter until they reach the vein, which is from one to two 
feet thick, and they cut out the whole as far as they can reach. 
or venture to go from the little shaft. They then make 
another, and thus proceed over the field. The substance 
taken from the vein is then dried and winnowed, and then 
beaten and re..winnowed, as at Paharidihi. A little south 
from Bhungri Simar I found the mine used by the smelters 
of that place, which is in the same line, and it differed in no
thing from the mine last described, except that the metallic 
grains, instead of being mixed with clay, were contained in a 
white quartzose sand. Such is the nature of the mines on 
the west side of the Chandan river. 

In the division of Lakardewani, on both sides of the river, 
are many mines; but it was said that there are only about 
100 houses of smelters. Those of Nuni Bay that they dis-
cover the ore by observing some of it on the surface, and 
then follow the vein by digging little shafts, as I have before 
described. The veins are nearly horizontal, generally cQvered 
by three or four feet of soil and clay. and the sides are of 
the same; but nnder the vein are usually fragments of quartz, 
thickly imbedded in clay. These veins or beds are never 
known to extend more than a bigah (45 yards) in length, anc! 
seldom reach so far; they are from 1 to II cubit in diameter, 
do not run in a straight lin~ and often send off lateral 
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brl,lDChes. The veins are never found on hills, nor near 
solid rocks. The Makar Mati, or decayed aggregate rock, 
is often found in the vein, but always in small nests, seldom 
containing above two or' ~hree mans. The whole vein is not 
ore, this is found in masses, intermixed with clay, and some
times with fragments of quartz. The mixed_matter is taken 
out and dried, and then' the earthy matter is separated by 
winnowing. The ore is then beaten small, and winnowed 
again, when it is fit for the furnace. The workmen are fre
quently interrupted by water, and have not attempted any 
means for draining their mines. The ore is reckoned of two 
kinds, Asul or principal, and Dusra or secondary. It is sup
posed that three parts of the latter give -only as much iron, 
as two parts of the former; but it has never entered into the 
imagination of the worlcmen to ascertain the proportion, 
either by weight or measure. I examined a mine of the Asul 
ore belonging to the smelters of Pokhariya, about four co!!a 
north-west {rom N uni. The ore ;s in irregular smooth con
cretions, from the size of a nut to that of a small biscuit; and 
is intermixed with clay and quartz, so 3S to form a hard Bub
stanCe that requires to be cut with a large chisel. The 
internal substance of the concretion consists of shining foliated 
black masses, much like that of the ores which I have hitherto 
described. It is attracted by the magnet. 

About five miles west and southerly from N uni I examined, 
mines of the Dusra ore, belonging to the smelters of Chanda 
Bathan, in the Mauza of PandOl·iya. The one consisted of 
grains like barley, mixed with clay, and internally of a very 
fine earthy fracture, and pale reddish brown colour. Their 
specific gravity is small j but the particles are slightly at
tracted by the magnet. At Gaml'a, south from Dumka., 
about six miles, I examined another mine of iron, which dif
fered somewhat from the above. The ore was found in 
horizontal strata, not above a foot thick, and covered only 
by from 1 ~ to 18 incbes of a red clay soil. The nlinertl said 
that they never had gone' deeper, having in many places 
found abundance of the ore. This ore is in small masses, 
like those at Pokhariya. but its structure ilJ like that of the 
Duara one of Chanda, Bathan. It is not however attracted 
by the magnet. These masses also, before they are put into 
the furnace, require to be broken and winnowed.· 
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. At Dumka I visited a mine of a very diH'erent description, 
and which might perhaps give ~ supply to a forge of some 
considerable dimepsions; but it is not much valued by the 
natives, and has last year been deserted. For the space of' 
about 40 feet square the people ~ave made small ('xcava
tions, and have taken out the ore to th!l depth of about a 
cubit. So far it consists of angular masses, from the size of 
the fist to that of'the head, and compacted together i but the 
fissures are filled with earth, which renders the ore easily 
wrought. Below this depth the mine becomes more compact, 
and the natives neglect itl as too troublesome; nQr has its 
thickness been ascertained. Neither has its horizontal ex
tent been determined. Ore has been taken from the side of 
a tank, about 100 yards distant, and it is probable that the 
stratum extends at least so far. This are bas every appear
ance of a slag that has been in fusion, and is not attracted 
by the magnet. I saw nothing near it of a volcanic appear
ance; but it is at no great distance from the hills of the 
eastern mine.ral division, among which there seem to me to 
be many traces of volcanic fire. The reason of its having 
been deserted, seems to have been its' hardness, and the size 
of the lumps, wbich, before they are put in the furnace, re.
quire to be broken to small grains, and to be winnowed. In 
this mineral division also, the enamel mentioned in my ac
count of the first division, as investing' pebbles lying on the 
surface, may in many places be observed . 

• llinerals of the northern intermediate division.--The pro
per minerals of this division, like those of the last, consist of' 
aggregate stones; but they rise in broken peaks, exceedingly 
rugged; nor Can any of them be traced as extending to a 
distance in a peculiar line; each rock or cluster of rocks is, 
as it were, insulated, and it would appear, that merely the 
summits of the rocks come to sight, and that their roots sink 
very abruptly, as the rocks are in general at very consi
derable distance II fi'om each other, and between them is 
found a level country, consisting of soil, in which no frag
ments of broken rock are to be found, unless we consider ' 
clay and sand to be such. The most remarkable of these 
clusters are the three rocks in the river at Kahalgang, three 
small billa there on the continent, the hill of Bhader, the 
peaks of Barkop. a rock between Kahalgang and Bb~gul-
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poor, the two rocks at Sultangunj, Dholpahari, north from 
Kharakpoor, Chauthiya, 'south-east from Tarapoor. Rang
ganatb, Ungcbanath, and Gauripabar. all south from the 
same, Mandar, west from Bangka, and Pangcbpa.har, south
west from thence. The two hi.lls, named Kharai, south-west 
fr0ll\ Bhagulpoor, and Khajuri, south-east from Tarapoor, 
are of a different nature, and seem to me scattered portions 
of the s,econd division. The aggregates of the fourth divi
sion, as well as of the third, are both granites and gneisses, and 
some of both are very well fitted for building; but in this 
climate both have a great disadvantage; when exposed to 
the air, they soon are covered with a black mould, that ren
ders them very ugly. Fine blocks of grey granite. with a 
pale reddish cast, might be procured close to the water's edge 
from the rocks of Sultangunj and Kahalgang; and the rock 
of Dholpabari is a beautiful fine-grained gneiss, very fit for 
building, and at no great distance from water carriage. In 
this part of the district also, calcareous detached nodules are 
common. and. 'on tbe little hills, wbich overhang the river im
mediately below Bhagulpoor. are burned for -nlaking lime. 
I DO where saw the calcareous tufa in mass. nor are there 
any mines or pebbles encrusted with brownish enamel. 

The most curious mineral phenomenon in thii part is found 
in certain places which are covered with carbonate of soda, 
ealled by the natives Kurwa Mati, and collected occasionally 
by the washermen of the vicinity, and used by them to clean 
linen. It is said to be found a little south from Bhagulpoor. 
and I examined the places between Patharghat and Paingti, 
where it is also found. These last places are on the skirt. 
of the first division, and nlight be considered al belonging to 
it; but the same substance found south from Bhagulpoor 
connects the production with the fourth division. The most 
remarkable place is in Mauza Habipoor. said to be about five 
coss west from Paingti. It is on the edge of the plain, 
inundated by the Ganges, but adjacent to the high land, and 
extends about 50 yards in one direction by 30 in the other. 
Between it and a creek. which joins the Ganges, are lome 
fields higher rather thaD the saline space; but at least three 
or four days every year the floods rise over both, cover the 
saline space from knee to waste deep, and of course sweep 
away every saline particle. In the month of October, how-
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ever, the saline matter begins to eHloresce on the surface, 
which is covered with short grass. The washermen scrapt; 
the surface, and beat the saline matter from among the rootll, 
and throughout the whole dry season this rna, be occasionally 
repeated; but in the rainy season, even when the space is not 
covered with water, no saline matter is procurable. The 
most singular thing is, that near the middle of the field in 
January I found a small well, which appeared to have been 
lately dug. It was not more th3n three feet deep, and con. 
tained about one foot of clear sweet water. I was assured 
by the neighbours, that similar water may be procured in 
every part of the saline space, and that every dry season 
those, who labour the adjacent fields, dig a well, such as I 
have mentioned, which gives them a supply of water, but 
is filled by the next inundation. The saline matter is there
fore constantly forming; but it is only in dry weather that it 
can accumulate, and it is found entirely at the surface. I shall 
not, however, until farther investigation, take upon myself to 
say whether .the component parts come entirely from the 
atmosphere, or whether the metallic basis of the soda rises 
in vapours from the earth, passes through the water as an 
insoluble substance, and on reaching the surface, instantly 
unites with the part of the air, usually called oxygen, and 
thus forms the soda. 

SPRINGS AND WELLS.-In the hilly parts there are many 
springs, but few arevery considerable, and the number is not 
sufficient to give the inhabitants a copious supply of water; 
and as they have not there attempted to dig wells, they are 
very indifferently supplied, and are often under the necessity 
of going far in search of this most valuable necessary of life. 
In the plains, at a distance trom the river, abundance of 
water is found in wells, and in general at a very little depth, 
and of. good quality; although at Ratangunj the well water 
is hard and ill-tasted. Near the Ganges, in most parts the 
wells are deep, and their water is often hard and very indif
ferent, especially if found in red sand or elay'. At Gopalpoor, 
near SuryagarJua. about seven years ago, a tank was dug 45 
cubits deep, and DO water having been found, a well was sunk 
four or five cubits farther. A stake was then driven two cubits 
into the ground when the water gushed out, and in ~bout 
three hours filled the tani. It was expected th"'t tbe water 
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of this tank would have been uncommonly good i but the 
spring seems to have failed, as in the dry season the tank 
does not contain above 8 or 10 cubits of water, and that as 
usual exceedingly dirty. 

In this part I shall chiefly confine myself to an account or 
the hot springs, which in fact are numerous, but are confined 
to eight places, of which the five first are contained in the 
second mineral division, the next two are contained in the 
third -division i and the spring mentioned last belongs to the 
first mineral division, which perhaps shows, that the strata of 
minerals found on the surface extend a very little way 'only 
into the bosom of the earth. 

The first-hot spring that I shall mention is Sitakunda, the 
fables concerning which have been already detailed in my 
account of the topography of division Mungger. It is situ
ated on a plain near the Ganges, about four or five miles 
from Mungger i but all 'through thtl plain at little distances, 
are scattered small rocky hills of quartz or siliceous born
stone, and the stones from among which the hot water issues. 
are of the same nature i but, so far as I can Judge, are aU de
tached pieces. A cistern of brick has been built to include the 
springs, and forms a pool about 18 feet square, so that one 
catmot judge so well of their nature, as in the places that will 
be afterwa.rds mentioned i but it would not appear that any 
one spring in this division differs from the others by any ma
terial circumstance, only that Sitakunda is at a little distance 
from any hill,- and all the others issue from the bottom of 
rocks. At different places many air bubbles rise from the 
bottom, and generally many issue' at one time, with irregu
lar intervals before the next explosions. Near where these 
issue, the water is always rather hottest. I visited this spring 
first on the 7th of April. a little after sunrise. The thermo
m~ter in the open air stood at 68° Fahr., and in the hottest 
part of the reservoir, where many air bubbles rose it stood 
at 130°. The priests said, that about eight days before it 
had become cooler, and that the heat would gradually dimi
nish until the commencement of the rainy season. I visited 
the spring ~gain on the 20th of April at 8unset, the wind 
having been all day hot and parching; the thermometer jn 
the air !toad at 84°; in the well it rose to 122°, On the 28th 
of April I visited it again a little after sunset. the wind blow-
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ing strong from the east, but not parching. The thermome
ter in the air was at 90°; in the well it only rose to 92°. The 
water still continued clear i but soon after. owing to the re
duction of the heat, and the natives being of consequence 
able to bathe in the well, the water became so dirty as to be 
no longer drinklble by an European. Indisposition for some 
time prevented me from being able to revisit the place; but 
in the beginning of July, on the commencement of the rainy 
season, the water in consequence of a return of heat, became 
again limpid I and on the 21st of that month, a native sent 
with the thermometer, found at sunset that it stood in the air 
at 90° and in the water at lt~2°. In the evening of the 21st 
of Sept~mber, the thermometer stood in the air at 88°, in the 
cistern at 138°, and the numbel' of ail bubbles had very 
evidently increased. The priests, in order to magnify the 
wonder of the hot spring, have made several cisterns round 
it, and these at all seasone contain cold water, but exceedingly 
dirty i nor could I perceive any appearance of their containing 
springs; the water which they contain, seems to be the rain 
preserved from evaporation. 

I saw no appearance of earthy depositions from the waters 
of Sitakunda ; but it is very likely that there may be such on 
the stones in the botto~, as such depositions are seen at more 
considerahle hot springs of the district. It is indefd usually 
supposed, that Sitakunda is pure water; but on evaporating 
about 41 quarts to about! pint in a clean iron vessel, I pro
cured about half a dram of earth. This effervesced with 
nitric acid; which however dissolved only a part; the resi~ 
duum of the water after evaporation was tasteless; nor did it 
show the smallest cloud on the addition of a nitrate of silver. 
The water is however clear. and the heat prevents it from 
being polluted by the natives, or other animals. 

About five or six miles south from SitakuDda, at the western 
foot of the ridge running south from l\1ungger, and at a pl:ce 
called-Bhurka. is the second hot spring, which arises from 
three sources that unite in one pool, perfectly in a state of 
nature, and .,fofm a stream nearly of the same size with that 
of Sitakunda. Two of these come from under a' rock of red 
and grey rude jasper, and are not accompanied by'air bubbles; 
the third rises at a little distance from some I!pout,.ground 
which occupies a considerable space, from ,different parts of 
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which the water ouzes accompanied by air bubbles, which do 
not issue regularly, but: by a kind of explosions, repeated at 
short intervals. On the 9th of April in the morning, the 
thermometer, in aU the three sources rose to 112". In 
this spring also I observed no stony deposition from the 
water .. 

The third hot spring is at Rishikunda, about a mile south 
from the last, and at the foot of the same hill. This spring 
haa. been made a. place of worship, and a reservoir has been 
built to collect the water into one pool. This is about 140 
feet square, but is rather ruinous, and the springs are unable 
to heat so large a body of water, so as to prevent vegetation 
or bathing. The pool, therefore. especially on the sWe most 
remote from the sources, is overgrown with aquatic plants 
and bushes, filled with vermin. The bottom of the pool is in 
some places sandy, in others rocky, and the water seems to 
issue all along the western side, from different crevices in the 
rock. The air bubbles rise from the whole extent of the pool 
near the hill, and come mostly from the bottom, for a space 
perhaps 30 feet wide, and 140 feet long; and had the pool 
been confined to this extent, its heat would have kept it 
clean. Where the air bubbles issue f1'om among sand, they 
form a small cavity like a crater. In the centre is a small 
rising witl} sundry perforations, through which the air always 
rises in small bubbles j but every now and then a kind of 
explosion takes place, an accumulation of air bursts the small 
rising of the, centre; forces" its sand to the surface of the 
water and when it subsides, adds to the size of t11e little cir
cular mound by which the crater, is surrounded. 'Vhen I 
reached the pool, in the morning of the 8th of April, the 
thermometer in the air stood at 72°. In the water, where it 
issued from the crevice of a rock, it rose to 11 0"; and in one 
0t the craters, to 114°, In this spring also I observed no 
deposition from the water. The stream appears to be rather 
more considerable than lit Sitakunda. 

About 15 or 16 miles south from Rishikunda are the hot 
springs of Bhimbandh, by far the finest in tIle d~trict. They 
issue from the bottom of a small detached hill. on its east side 
and at a little'distance f1'om the Mon river, which receives 
their .ater.and" which' rises from another detached hill, a 
little way farther south. 'fhe hill from which the hot springs 
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issue, is situated east from the great irregular central mass of 
the M ungger hills, and is named l\lahadeva. It consists, so 
far as can be seen, of quartz or ,Jiliceous hornstone. The 
hot water issues from four different places, at some distance 
from each other i and at each place, it springs from lDany 
crevices of the rock, and from' between various loose stones, 
with which the ground is covered. Each of these four sources 
is by rar more considerable thaD Sitakunda, and many air 
bubbles accompany the water, which is limpid and tasteless i 
but evidently contains earthy matter. as the stones, from 
wllence the very hottest parts issue, are encrusted with a 
tufaceous deposition,which very much resembles the calcareous 
tufa; but does not effervesce with the nitric acid, unless the 
separation of a few globules of air, on its firstjmmersion can 
be considered as such. These globules, however, appeared 
to be merely air contained in the little pores of the deposition 
which remains unalte.red in the acid, and is probably siliceous. 
I have no doubt, however, that the water of Bhimbandh, as 
well as that of Sitakunda, contains also calcareous earth; but 
tllis, being more soluble than the siliceous, is not so soon 
deposited. The stones, from among which the water issues, 
are warm; but not near so much as the water, nor so as to 
be disagreeable to the touch. The thermometer on the morn
ing ofthe 21st of March, in most of the sources st~od at 144°; 
but, when immersed in places, where many air bubbles isstJed, 
it rose to 150°. , 

The water"of the Mon river,-near the springs, is somewhat 
hotter than the atmosphere. In the latter, about eight o'clock 
in the morning of the abDve mentioned day, it stood at 76°; 
in the river it rose to 82° •. In one place of the stream Ioberved 
some air bubbles rising, and there, although the stream is 
pretty considerable, the thermometer rose to 98? 

The 5th hot spring is at Malinpahar, about seven miles 
east and north from Bbimbandh, and this spring is the sou"rce 
of the Angjana river. It is not so large as the Bhimbandh, 
but exceeds much any of the other hot springs. It issues from the 
bottom of llalinpahar, a part of the central cluster of the 
l\Iungger hills; where, a space of about 20 yards in ,length, 
and 20 feet in width is covered with fragments of rack, and the 
water may be heard running under' these.' and in sOllie places 
seen through the crevices, until it comes to the lower side, and 
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unites into little streams, that soon join. ,The stone, from 
among which the water issues, is a kind of jasper of a horny 
colour stained with red. On the 12l2nd of March, at sunrise, 
the thermometer in the air being at 62', on being placed Oft 

the stones rose to 800
, on being immersed in the water flowing 

among the stones it rose ·to 146°, arid on peing placed in a 
crevice of the rock, from whence the wat~r issued accompanied 
by air. bubbles. it rose to 1500, which at all the springs is pro
bably the maximum of heat, and die others probably as well 
as Sitakunda suffer a diminution of temperature, when the 
season advances. On the stones, where tHe w.ater issues, I 
here also observed a small quantity of earthy deposition. 
About !O yards east fl:om the hot springs is a bed of calcareous 
tufa, that bas been already mentioned. In pulling out a stone 
that had been surrounded by this concretion. I found it warm. 
although perfectly dry, and the thermometer on being placed 
in the cavity. rose to 90°.. ' 

Of the two hot springs, that are contained in the :lrd mineral 
division ,of, the district. I visited only one, which is· called 
Tapnai. This, in the dialect of the vicinity, is said to imply 
merelJC heat; although Tap in the more polished dialects is 
now generally confined to the heat of fever. The spring is 
situated in Palasi Mawz&, about a mile east from Lakardewani, 
just beyond a fine little river called the Gurguri. The water 
rises from a field sloping gently towards the river, and, com
mences cold from some spouty ground, and, having passed 
through this for a little way, reaches a rock of gneiss in a state of 
decay. At the side of this rock; the spouty ground is about 
10 feet wide, and the- water and sand are hot, ,while at ir
regular intervals air bubbles issue from the latter, not very 
numerous, but pretty large. When most of these issued, in 
the dusk of the evening ofthe 128th' of November, the thermo
meter. which in the air stood at 72°, rose tQ 148°.. The 
stream, . forme'd by the oozing from this spouty ground, 
appeared to be somewhat less considerable than that of 
Sitakunda. 

The other hot' spring of this division is said to be in Mauza 
Nunbil, SE. from Nuni about 15 COBS, on the south side of 
the Kendq rivulet, at Kendughat, and near the village called 
Sapchala. The hot spring belonging to the 1st mineral 
division I did not visit. as ~ did, not hear 'Of it. until I had 
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passed to a gl'eat distance from the vicinity of wlJere it is. 
The spring is called Unahi, and is said to be situated in the 
lands of a village called Pukhariya, which for many years has 
been deserted, and is situated about four coss N.W. from 
Bel;ya Narayanpoor, a $reat i~on manufactory in Virbhum. 
The water of the spring is said tQ be very bad, which would 
seem to imply, that it 'f.Ilay have strongmineralimpregnations, 
but the natives detest the limpid and tasteless water of Bhim
bandh and Malinpahar. "and prefer the water of a muddy 
tank. 

From all the c1rcumstances attending these springs, I think 
it probable. that the heat is first communicated· to some 
gaseous fluid, and this rising, until it meets the "Water of a 
spI'ing; heats it, and issues in part along with it .. The original 
cause of the heat may, therefore, be seated very deep in the 
earth; in the superficial strata there are certainly no materials' 
to the mutual action of which it can be attributed. 

VOL. H. 
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CHAPTER V. 

AGIUCULTVBB, IMPLEMBN~8. IRlllGATIO)l, CATTLE, JETe. 

In the statistical table, (see appendix) I have supposed, 
tbat there are in this district 2974 square miles actually oc
cupied for cultivation, houses, gardens and plantations, besides 
145 equtre miles belonging to the tribes of mountaineers, and 
cultiyatea with the hoe. In my account of the topography 
I have however had occasion to mention, that fot ,the last two 
or three years, on account of a deficiency of rain, a very great 
proportion of the rice land has not been Bown, and thi. will 
reduce the extent cultivated for these years to 27!t2. Such 
occurrences, however, being very rare, in the general tables 
of occupation and produce I have taken the extent and 
amount on the average of years, when tbe whole has been 
culti;'ated; and in order to form an estimate for such unfav
ourable seasons, we may deduct from the quantity of rice 
stated in the tables tbe produce of 252 square miles, or 
483,840 bigahs. 

ARTICLES CULTIVATED.-The proportion ofland, that gives 
two complete crops in one year, seems to be smaller here 
than in Puraniya; but the custom of' mixing several things, 
as one crop, on the same field is more prevalent than in any 
place .. that I have yet seen i and there are a greater variety 
o{ articles cultivated. A considerable quantity of seed is 
sown, without previous cultivation, in both the manners men
tioned in my account of Pur.aniya, and in this district the 
practice seems to have~ been extended farther, not only in 
proportion to the quantity of land, but to the number or 
articles sown. This seems to arhfttfrom a greater degree of 
indolence; but I DO where beard of th~re being tl~lds so far 
neglected as to produce spontaneous crops of rice.· 

PLANTS~C1JLTIVATEO FOa GRAIN.-Rice. although of less 
importance, 'than in the districts hitherto surveyed, ia by far 
the greatest erop.- It is of six kinds, which differ in season of 
reaping. . . 
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At Rajmahal the merchant gives 60 sers of rough rice, and 
receives 37l oC clean. According to my estimate .the cleaner 
has on this ratber more tban 16j (16. 6) per cent. of the grain.. 
Three women there clean 60 sere (92 So w.) a day, so tbat 
each Cor a whole days work gets aOOost 6 lb. (5.9) of clean 
rice. Very little of the rice is prepared into Cbura Lawa or 
l\Iurhi, and the poor for breakfast use chiefly meal, either 
parcbed or without having undergone that operation, and 
made either into cakes (Robl. or into a kind of pudding 
(CbbaUu). Rice is seldom made into meal. 'Vheat, next to 
rice, is the I:ulmiferous plant culuYated in the most consider
able quantity. It is used in tbe same manner as itJ'fPuraniya. 
At llitjmahal and Mungger abundance oC Mayda or fine flour 
may be procured; and there are bakers"who make bread both 
after the European and Hindustani Cashion. At the capital 
also there are bakers; but the Mayda must be brought Crom 
otber places. Wheat is sometimes sown without any previous 
culture, and near the Ganges, on some overflowed land. 
requires only one or two ploughings; but in higher parts it 
requires 'seven or eight. In the interior again. on the low 
land near the torrents, tbe fields of wheat are watered once 
or twice a month; and sometimes tbe field is watered imme
diately beCore it is ilOWn. In most places towards the western 
side oC the district, on both sides of the river, the wheat is 
sown in drills, which are about a span's distance from each 
other. Barley is very little sowl without previous culture, 
and some after one or two ploughings. Like wheat, where 
the land is stiff, it is usually sown in drills. A great deal is 
sown mixed with the field pea; both are reaped together, 
and the grains are used intermixed, and called Jaokerao. In 
tbe westero parts of the district this is one of the common 
foods of the poor. _ l\laize is most suited for the higher lands 
of this district wherever the soil is good, and in time will no 
doubt supersede most of the others, especially rice. which at 
present is top much cultivated, and ought to be confined tg 
favourable spots.. The maize is used both in cakes (Roti) 
and puddings (Chbattu), and the people have entirely lost the 
prejudice of considering it unwholesome. 

The next culmiferous crop is }Iaruya. or the Eleruine oC 
GlI!rtIter, which by the northern tribe of mountaineers is. called 
Kodom.· On the plains it is reckooed ooly of one kind; but 
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on the hills of the northerl',1 tribe of mountaineers it is divided 
into two kipds, one of which is gathered in Aghan (middle or 
November to middle of December), the other is gathered in 
Bhadong, or three months' earlier. My authority for sup. 
posing that the Kodom of the mountaineers is the Eleusine. 
is their saying, that it is the same with the l\Iaruya of the 
plains; but such a difference in the time of ripening leads me 
to suppbse that the Kodom, which ripens about the end of 
November, is not of the same species with the other, and may 
perhaps be the Gundli to be afterwards mentioned, which 
ripens at that season. The Kheri mentioned under Puraniya 
is in thi'district the next most considerable of the culmi
ferous crops. It is It very poor grain, and can only be used 
boiled like rice; its meal is very bad, and the straw is bad 
fodder. 

The poor millet called Kodo, next to the Khen," is the 
most considerable of the culmiferous crops j and much is 
sown on the low lands near the Ganges. It is a species of 
Paspalum, and perhaps may be the species which in the En
cyclopedie Methodique is named coromandellianum:l1lthough 
in so~ points it differs from the description given in that 
work.. It is used both boiled like rice and parched, ground, 
and made into It kind of pudding. It does, not form cakes. 
It sometimes occasions 'Vertigo or intoxication, and this quality 
is confined to some parcels of the grain j aU those who eat of 
such being affected, and t1l.e same field will one year produce 
intoxicating Kodo, and on the next that which is perfectly 
innocent. This narcotic quality is by the natives attributed 
to the grain on certain fields, llaving been infected by a kind 
of snake called Dhemna; a large poisonous serpent. This 
opinion is however very improbable, and the intoxicating 
qU;Rlity seems more likely to proceed from some spontaneous 
seed, not readily distinguishable, being intermixed with the 
Kodo or certain fields. The straw is eaten by cattle. 

Gl'eilt pains are bestowed on, thp cultivtltion of China 
(Panicum rniliaceum), considering that it is a poor grain i but 
it thrives here more than any where else that I have yet seen. 
'l'he fields are divided into little'square plats like a garden, 

.. The ~rder oC luccession iudicates the deg~ee of ruttivlltioll of each 
article.-[ ED. J 
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and regularly watered. The produce is s!lid to be very great, 
and from the seed, which is shaken in reaping, a s)fond crop 
which comes up without any cultivation or trouble, is called 
Labher., and is cut about the end of September. China is 
chiefly used in what is called Mara. The grain is first boiled 
a litde, the water is then poured off, and the grain is heated 
in the same pot. It is then tbrown in small quantities into a 
hot earthen vessel, the bottom of wbich is covered with sand, 
and is parched, which bursts the husks and makes the grains 
swell. The husks are then separated by rubbing or beating. 
This Mara, mixed with sour curdled milk, is much used at 
marriages, and in many parts of the district is cons;aered an 
indispensable part of the marriage feast, perhaps from this 
grain ha~ing been the first that was reared in the country. 

Janera (Holcu8 SorgAum) is a very inferior grain, and 
seems to be gradually giving way to the maize._ The Bajr. 
(Holeru spicatus) is to be found in a few gardens as a kind of 
curiosity, out in such small quantities that it cannot be in
cluded in the tables of produce. Tbe Gundli· (Panicttm 
miliare), is chiefly confined to the southern parts of the dis
trict, which in soil resemble l\Iysore. The smalles~ of the 
eulmiferous crops is the KauD or Kangni (Panicum italicum). 
a grain much superior to mo .. t of those mentioned. The 
number of small birds that are most rapacious after its grain 
is assigned as the reason of its being neglected. It is chiefly 
reared by the hill tribes, the northePD of which call it Petaga. 

The leguminous plants are very important. and, as in Pu
raniya, the most common is the Mash Kulai (PAa~eoIUII) 
which in the Hindi dialect is most usually cahed Usid. or 
l\Iakh. There is a variety of it called Aghani Kalai, which 

• diffen in its seed, instead of being green, it is brown, and it 
ripens about a month earlier. The Arahar (C!Jtisus Cajan) 
grows with uncommon luxuriance. Great quantities of the 
Khesari (Lathurus Satina) are reared, especially among rice 
stubble, as are also two varieties of the Cicer ariet;llu7IJ.. The 
common pl'a ( PUu",) has white seeds, like the garden pea of 
Europe (PUvm 8atiDum). The Til, or Sesamum, which, in 
the hilly parts of ·the district, thrives remarkably on new
cleared land, especially on a red soil, however poor. 

-------- --_.---
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The plants yielding oil are numerous. Ricinus in the parts 
near the Ganges is a 'Very considerable crop, and I have no
where seeti it growing with such luxuriance as in the division 
of Gogri. The oil made is good and clear, and is excellently 
fitted for the lamp; so that it may be burned in the houses 
of Europeans, and in glass lamps without disgust: but such 
is seldom, if' ever, employed by the natives. This fine oil 
has, I.helieve, been of tell sold as castor-oil, procured by 
expression; but Bhagulpoor is famous for sophistication; 
and after careful inquiry I have reason to think, that this is 
not an expressed oil, and th.at the following is the process. by 
which it is extracted. Break the hard inner shell (integu
mentum) of each seed between two stones, pick out the ker
nels, and beat these in a large mortar, adding a little water to 
form a tenacious paste. Put 2i sers of the paste in an earthen 
pot, with 4 sers of water, and boil for about three quarters of 
an hour. Then scum off the oil, which swims on the lur
face: From the 2i sers of seed between 8 and 10 chhataka 
(1 ser = 16 chhataks) of oil are procured. It is evident, that 
such 'a process could not be used in any country where manual 
labour possessed value. 

The rates for harvest vary as in Puraniya; but in general 
towards the west are not quite so high, and nominally are 
often so low as the sixteenth bundle, and sometimes' as the 
twentieth; but the bundle which the reaper takes, is much 
larger than the 15 or 19 which the farmer gets, which per
haps makes the former 'about equal to ~ or fu and the latter 
to 'I'll' of the whole, wllere the master thrashes. The lara .or 
gleaning is also carried to a greater extent. and I saw some 
fields cutting, where at least fu of the grain was left. This is 
not however aU loss to the master; as in many parts the 
gleaners give him a share. The reason of this seems to be, 
that the lands have often been assessed' by a certain portion 
of the neat produce; and this gleaning was a combination 
betwe.en the farmer and gleaner, in' order to" defraud the 
landlord. In the eastel'O part of the district tbe harvest is 
. reckoned equal to ~ of the crop; but this Ii m<?stly a nominal 
charge. a great part being reaped by the 'o~nf'rs, or by se1"oo 
vants hired by the year., The whole grain is here trodden 
out by oxen. The granaries of unbaked clay (kutbi) are in 
universal use; 'in some of the eastern parts, however, grain is 
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kept in a kind of large basket, made of straw, which stands 
in the house like the granaries -of unbaked clay. In most 
parts of the district, on account of the white ants t tet"mel)~ 
grain cannot be kept in pits; but in the low inundated Jands, 
where these destructive insec~s cannot harbour, the pits are 
used in the dry season. 

In the whole course of my survey, I have as yet seen no 
gardeners so expert as those of M1!ngger. They are of the 
Koeri cast, and possess some little stock. Formerly they were 
employed in cultivating the poppy, and took annually two 
crops from their land, one poppy,.the other maize or maluya; 
but, the poppy having been prohibited, in its stead are reared' 
wheat, baygan, ricinus, onions, garlic, and other vegetables. 
Each man has usually 4 or S bigahs (110 cubits square), or 
from about 7l (7.562) to 91 (9.453) bigahs, Calcutta measure. 
and he requires two strong cattle, which both plough, and 
water the land; for in the dry season the whole is watered 
with a leather bag. A great deal of the labotft' is performed, 
with the hoe, and his wife and children assist iu weeding and. 
gathering the produce. The gardeners pay a rent of from 7' 
to 9 rupees a bigah. and of course must be very industrious. 
The erope o£wheat are exceedingly heavy, and certain. 01 
the 5 bigahs, 8 for the first crop will be maize, 1 maruya, and 
J ricinus, mixed with sem. Of the maize land 1 ~ bigab give: 
as a second crop, wheat, 1 baygan, and} saffiower,· mixed, 
with a few amaranths, or other greens. The maruya is suc" 
ceeded by garlic, or onions. mixed with karela and radishes. 
The Bem and ricinus occupy the whole year. The crops are 
every year changed; land yielding wheat and maize one year' 
gives pulse and ricinus, or maruya and onions another. The 
prGduce of each bigah. customary measure, cannot be esti
mated at less than 20 rs. a year. The soil is good, hut not 
better than a very great part of what is now waste; and the 
wells are very deep, being from 25 to 30 cubits, as is usual 
near the great river. This shows what might be done. . It is 
true, that in the interior there would be little sale for the 
vegetables j Dui: a bigah of this size cultivated with grain, and 
with the same p~s, would no doubt produce to the v.alue of 
12 or 14 1'8. 

Ginger K here reared only for the consumption 01 th~" 
cOUntry, and is commonly planted in mango groves, shade be-
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jng favourable for the growth of most plants of tIle scitami~ 
neous order. The plant here also is hairy. Turmeric is only 
reared for the consumption of the country, and not in a quan~ 
tity sufficient for the demand. Capsicum is' seldom cultivated 
in large fields, but small plots are common. 

At Mungger are reckoned two kinds of onion, the bhagal
puri and patniya, the former little, and the latter large. Botb 
are cultivated in two manners. One is by sowing the seed, 
and transplanting the young onions; such are called Dhemra. 
The otber method is by dividing the root into slips, which 
may be done at all seasons. Such onions are caned Saga, or 
Sachi. Many onions are sent to Calcutta. The same ill the 
case with ~arlic. l\fethi, or fen~greek is cultivated not only 
in gardens, but in separate fields. 

Of the Ajoyan, (or Ammi indicum), considerable quantities 
are sown on the muddy banks of the rivers, as the inundation 
retires. The' Channani of the farmers is the same with the 
Randhuni of Ronggopoor, and is cultivated in fields j but the 
druggists sell the sweet fennel by the name of Channani. 
Dhaniya, or Coriander, and the Saongp, or anise, are com
mon, The Jira is confined to the very borders of Gaya. The 
seed resembles that of cummin, or perhaps is the same. The 
most common Baygan, at Munger, is called Golbhanta. It 
has prickles, and is therefore a kind of the Solanum Insanum. 
It is shaped like a pear, and may usually weigh half /I 

pound. This is the Golta of Puraniya. The Chenggas which 
has a cylindrical black fruit, and prickles on the leaves, is 
the Baramasiya of Puraniya. The Baramasiya of this district. 
has a fruit shaped like a horn, 'polygamous flowers, and no. 
prickles. It is therefore a Solanum Melongena. Itl fruit is 
greenish, or dark red. The species which in European lwt
houses is often called the egg-plant, from the resemblance of 
its fruit to the egg of /I common fowl, Is pretty common, but 
has no peculiar name. The European potato (Solanum) has 
come'into very general use at Mungger and Bhagulpoor, and 
at both places considerable fields are raised, and the roots 
are preserved throughout the year. They are not so large as 
those of Patna i but some are sent to Calcutta, and to several 
intermediate places •. The cultivation bas only for a very few 
years exten~ed to the natives; and they never are used as the 
staple article of food j they serve only when fried in oil, salt, 
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and capsicum, as a seasoning for grain. They are called Gol. 
Alu. The Shukurkund Alu (Convolvulu, Batatas) is com· 
monly reared in gardens i but no extensive fields are occupied 
with this root, which seems to be giving way t9 the potato 
most common in Europe. ~ a.ms (Di?8CO'l'ea,) aTe not in 
great variety. 

What at Mungger is called Pekchi, seems to be a smaller 
variety of the Komorbhog of R09ggopoor. The bulbs are 
small, many adhering in a cluster to a bunch of stems, and are 
ripe from August to October. The Aruya of this district 
which is the most common, seems to be different from that so 
named at Nathpoor, and is the Mu~khi of Dinajpoor. Cuttings 
of the roots are planted about the end of January, and are 
watered once in four days, until the rains commence. Many 
shoots spring up close to the parent, and under these many 
proliferoul bulbs are formed, larger than those of the Pekchi, 
although the plant is much smaller. They are fit for use 
about the end of September, and weigh from 1 to 11 11..18. 
each. They are dug, when ripe, and. kept for about three 
months. The petioles or leaf stems are seldom used. It is 
said~ that a bigah will give 50 mans of root, worth 8 anas a 
man, which is at the rate of about 27£ mans,worth 13~ rupees. 
from the Bigah, Calcutta weight and measure, or at the rate 
of 6842 lbs., worth 59} rupees an acre. The ground is 
manured with cow dung and ashes. The 01 (Tacca sativa) 
of Rumph, is raised in small quantities, in corners about the 
houses, as the man is about Calcutta: but so little pains' afe 
bestowed on It, that the root always retains a considerable 
acrimony. It is said to be good only on a black free soil, 
which in this district ill not common. Radishes are not near 
80,ommon all in Dinajpoor, but in most parts of the district 
many small plots are to be found. They are all of the red 
kind. The carrot is cultivatell in fields, is much eaten by the 
people, and what can be spared is given to cattle~ Ifwatered 
two or three times in the season, the carrot will give 100 mans 
a bigah,' Mungger measure and weight, or double the pro. 
duce of the Arum above stated. The value, by wholesale, 
is about 8 r. at the rate of 2 r. for J 00 heaps, of about 10 s~rs 
each: but this land gives another crop in the-year, that which 
is cultivated with the Aruya produces nothing else. O~her 
statements, not likely to be exaggerated, make the produce ~ 
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more, or 600 heaps a bigah. The carrots are ripe about the 
end of January, and will keep throughout the .pring, when 
fodder is scarcest. Plantains are very scarce., 

In the villages ;cattered through the woods of Bangka aDd 
Lakardewani, two kinds of Dolichos. called Kursa, are reared 
about the hedges" and their beans are used as Tarkari. The 
smaller or Chhota..Kursa has at least a great resemblance to 
the DQIichos pruriens, and the hair on its fruit produces the 
most violent itching; but it differs in so many particulars 
from the Cacara pruritus of Rumph (vol 5. page 393), and 
the Nai corana of Rheede (vol. 8, page 61), that I consider 
it as a distinct species. 

The Kurss. although exceedingly like the other, ditfen in 
the hair ,?f the fruit, which is soft, and excites no itching. 
Neither species is worth cultivating, the beans being very m.. 
different. Rheede attributes invigorating powerS co those of 
his plant. and it is probably some such idle Dotion that io-
duces the people here to use so wretched a vegetable. . 

Plant8 cultivated as g,.een8~The Amaranthi are by far 
the most COmmon. Spinach is Dot much used, because it 
will only grow in the dry season. The Basella is called 
Foyi, and the Chenopodiums are a good deal used. The 
Gulpha. is the Purslane, and ita leaves are often used as a 
green, as is also Fenugreek in the cold seasoD. Fennel 
leavei are sometimes used as a green. 

Plants used 'WIG an acid seaso~ing_There are stilllewer 
tban in Puraniya, and mangoes are almost the only thing in 
request. The leaves of the Chandana (Hibi,cUI cannabin«.). 
which is cultivated for making ropes. are occasionally em
ployed. J'he Europeans have paid some more attention to 
their gardens than in Puraniya; but they are 8ti~, very back
ward in their fruits. I have already mentioned most of the 
fruit tree. that have been introduced. Mr. Christian, ot 
l\Iungger has figs, and several gentlemen have grapes, which 
are tolerably good i but both the figs and peaches would 
require shelter from the rain. by giving them II western or 
liouthern exposure. from whence rain selJoUl comes, and by 
placing them against a wall covered by an arch. The COlD

mon Europeau vegetables thrive well enough' during the dry 
season; but asparagus has made little way I and it is tbe 
only one that grows d;uring the 'rainy seuoll. Artichukes 
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are in abundance, and continue all the heats of spring. It 
seems ex.traordinary that this plant, which thrives uncom
monly in the very cold and moist climate of the highlands of 
Scotland, should in India prefer the most sultry and arid 
seasons and places. In Bengal Proper, it can scarcely be 
brought to produce. , 

The fruits reared by the natives are very much the same 
with t~ose of Puraniya, and equally neglected, so that I have 
no occasion to repeat what has been said on that head. The 
only additions. that I have to make. are respecting those of 
the cucurbitaceous kind, which near the Ganges are much 
cultivated. The water melons (Tarbuj) are very good. The 
best kind of melon is here called Kharbuja. and seems to me 
to be the Cucumis Dudaim of Willdenow. It is depressed 
at the poles. and its smell is "ery fine, but it is insipid, and 
very poor eating. The Phuti Kangkri 'or Dam, differs ftom 
the plant, so called at Puraniya. in the shape of its fruit, 
which instead of being oval is cylindrical, and it is often two 
feet long, by a. diameter of from four to six inches. It has 
an agreeable smell, but is still more insipid than the Khar~ 
buja. The Mithuya Kangkri of Mungger is, I suspect, the 
Cucumis jle:I:uosus of \Yilldenow; but differs very little from 
the two above plants, except that its fruit has little or 
no smell, and in place of being cylindrical, or depressed, 
tapers to a point. Although its native name would seem to 
imply its being sweet, the fruit is exceedingl! insipid. The 
common cucumber is very abundant, and tolerably good. 
Boiled or stewed it is one of the best vegetables that the 
country produces. Some of those, who make garl~nds near 
the towns ~eep small plots, where they rear flowers for sale. 

The only.plants cultivated as m,edicines to any extent are 
the Nigel/a sativa, and common cress. The fonner, it must 
be observed, in the dialect of Maghadba, is called Mangrela~ 
while tbe name Kalajiri, by which it is known in Puraniyay 

is in this district given to the ConYl1!a anthelmintica of bo
tanists, the Sungraj of Bengal. In the gardens, besides the 
cress, which is by far the most common, there are raised the 
following· medicinal herbs. . Cissus' quadrangularis, species 
of Zinziber. One kind. the root has a flavour of the mango. 
Gahakaran, a scitamineous plant. Israulgad, an .AristolocAiaJ" 
which seems to be thliJ Indica; but differs in some poiots 
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from tile accounts given of that plant. Isaddaula, Eup1o,,~ 
/);um Titkymaloides. Sudarsan, perhaps the Radiz tozi
caria of Rumph (VI. tab. 69), 8. species of Amaryllis. Chita, 
the Plumbago Ilcylanica. Dhanattar, lemon grass, which, I 
believe, has never heen known to flower, and cannot there
fore be referred to any botanical s):stem. Barbari, Nazbo, the 
two kinds of Oel/mum mentioned in my account of Purauiya. 

Plants cultivated for making thread or ropes are of little 
importance, and exclusive of the lmlds belonging to the hill 
tribes, amount to only about 18,000 bigahs, most of which 
during the year produce also other crops, as will be seen from 
the tables of produce. 'I'1ae Crotolaria juncea, called Son in 
Bengal, in this di.~trict is called KllSmiri, and i3 reared in 
small plots by the fishermen for making their ~ets, and is 
a}'plied to no other use. The Chandana, Amliya or Kudrum. 
of this' district is tbe IIibiscus cannabinu8 of botanists, is cul
tivated nea;ly in the same quantity as the Corchorus, and the 
crop generally occupies the ground for a whole year. The 
lIativ.es reckon its ropes stronger and more durable than 
those uf the Corchorus; but they are still harsher. and its 
llbres cannot be reduced to fine thread. 

Cotton in this district is by far the most important of these 
~rops, and the interior is very much fitted for its cultivation, 
so that at least none Reeded to be imported; but although 
IfZ,OOO bigahs are said to be cultivated on the plains, besides 
a very considerable quantity on the hills belonging to the 
northern tl"ibe of mountaineers, much is still imported. A 
·few plants of the Kukti, the wool of which has the colour of 
Nankeen cloth, are scattered thinly through the fields of the 
Gajar. 'I. have not been able to trace most of these kinds 
through their stages of growth, so as to ascertain with suffi
cient accuracy their botanical affinities. The only one in
deed, which I have been able to examine, is the Gajar, which 
differs in nothing essential from' the Gossipium of Rumph 
(vol. 4, pl. 12), which in Puraniya is called Bhadai i but the 
season of its growth, and manner .of cultivation are totally dif
ferent. It is sown about the end of June, ripens about the 
end of April, and is then cut; but for two years springs from 
the roots, giving a crop. annually at the same season. For 
the manner of cultivation, and, value of produce, I must in 
generall'efer to the tables. 
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Plants cultivatedfor saccharine juice.-Besides the palmi 
and the l\Iahuya tree already mentioned, the ollly article" 
under this head is the. sugar-cane. It is chiefly cultivated 
near the banks of the mountain rivers, where it can be sup
plied with water by means of canals, and in the vicinity of 
RajmallaJ, where it grows, with more luxuriance than I have 
any where else observed. In the interior.it is not SQ rich, 
bllt still is tolerably good, and is cultivated with some care. 
The lands there are level and rich, and under cOl'~stant crop, 
much as in Ronggopoor and Dinajpoor: but in Rajmahal 
they are swelling, and rather stiff, but the field generally, 
although not always, is allowed a year'$ rest betweeD the 
crops. In the former places the produce usually stated 
was about 5l mans a bigah (Calcutta weight and measure) of 
the extract; but this ill ridiculous; for although the natives 
stated, that the greater part of their cane is of the small 
kind like a reed (Nargori), I saw none such; ~nd my as
sistants recollect very little. I do not think, therefore, 
that less than 10 mans of the tIlioner extract (Rab) call be 
allowed for the bigah. Very little of the cake extract is made. 

There is here a greater variety of kinds than in any. of 
the districts hitherto surveyed. Of the Kajli, Kh~gri, and 
Nargori, I have already had occasion to treat. The KajIi is 
by far the best, and is confined to the vicinity of Rajmahal; 
but the mapgo of other places seems to me to be the same, 
and is chiefly used for eating without preparation, and much 
is consumed in that manner. The Paungdi and Raungda 
are tolerably large yellow canes, and one o( them at least 
would appear to be the same with the Bangsa of Puran}ya; 
but both agree with what I was able to notice c::oncerning it. 
The Keruya is a poor small cane. 

Plants us;d for smoking and chewing are or very little im
portance. The-tobacco is not adequate to supply the demand 
of the country, although in most places it seems to thrive. 
It is on the north side of the Ganges alone, that it ill culti
vated to any extent. That which produces the largest and 
mildest leaf is 'called Mandhata or I1hamakul; the smaller 
and most narcotic is called Desla or Thariya. Betle leaf sells 
yery high. 

The hemp reared for intoxication occupies only 13 bigahs 
that are avowed; but. as 1 ~ave said in my account of Pura~ 
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niya. a few plants are in many places reared in hidden corners. 
The people here only allow 2 mans a bigah, but not the smallest 
reliance can be p1ac~d ()n what they say. I neither saw. nor 
heard of any poppy, although a considerable quantity was 
fonnerly reared. Catechu, Ajoyan, Saongp and Dbaniya are 
also chewed. There are no betle-nut palms. , 

Plant. flsedfor dying.-lndigo as usual. is by far the most 
important. -. SafHower, the, Kusum of the natives, is of more 
importance here than in Puraniya. About 18,000 Jujub trees 
are used for rearing the lac insect. The mulberry is con-
fined to the eastern part of the district. . 

Implements of Agriculture.-The plough aoes not differ 
materially from those of the districts already described; but 
it is always provided with a little hit of iron. To draw 
the plough scarcely any cows, but a few buffaloes are em
ployed: The other observations made on this implement and 
its management. in my account of Puraniya. are entirely appli
cable to the ploughmen of Bhagulpoor. Wheat and barley 
are usually sown in drills; and the drill consists of a bamboo, 
baving at its top a wooden cup. into which a man drops the 
seed. The bamboo is tied to the beam of a plough, and its 
lower ena passes through the body of the plough. just behind 
'the iron, so that the seed falls into the furrow, and is covered 
~~m~ • . 

In the eastern parts of the district the l\Jayi ijI used i but 
in the western, as in Puraniya, its place is supplied by the 
b~am or plank called Chauki. In ord!.'r to save the skin ropel 
many farmers here use for dragging it an iron chain fastened 
to a hook, and they have had sufficient ingenuity when it is 
dragged by ropes made of hide, to use a hook driven into its 
upper side, and to this to fasten the rope. l\~any farmers 
have the Bida or rake drawn by oxen, and it is usually pro
vided with iron teeth. or at least the teeth are alternately of 
wood and iron; but in many parts this implement is not used, 
and there is nothipg to supply the want of the harrow. 

The reaping hook is of two kinds; the Hangsuya, which 
has no teeth, and is the larger of the two; a;d the Kachiya, 
which has teeth. and is very small. The former is most 

• Dr. n, ~'ve~: Ion; a.c~OUDt relative to indigo. whick al the presenl 
day wlmid be eupertluou8.-[ED.] -
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usually employed to cut grass; but in some parts they use for 
the latter purpose' a large sickle called Jhapau, and the~ 
Hangsuya (here represented) is used to cut corn. ,.-

/ 

( , 

,a ,"CHES 

There is nothing remarkable in the weeding iron ,(Khurpi), 
the hatchet (Kurbali), or tbe bill (Dao.) The h..'le (Kodar) 
is Qf two kind~, differing cbiefly in length of shaft.; but not 
distinguished by appropriate names. On the north side of 
the river every family has a large wooden pestle and mortar 
for beating l'ice, and the lever (Dhengki) is not in use; 
but on the southern side many families, even for their own 
consumption, use the latter instrument; and it is universally 
employed by tIlOse WllO beat for sale. 

The sugar mill (Kalu), is of the same kind with the Kol
gachh of Ronggopoor. The iron boiler is however in gene
ralIal'ger, and the number of earthen pots through which tbe 
juice passes, before it comes into the boiler, .wYere inspis
sation is completed is much smaller, seldom exceeding five. 
A set of works clears about five acres of cane in a year, and 
is usually made at the joint expence of from five'to ten neigh
bonrs who may. rear that quantity, and who unite their cattle 
and servants to clear the whole crop. The iron boiler is the 
only part of the apparatus at all valuable, and is often hired 
by the season. - . 

A small cart called Saggar in the southern forests is in 
universal use, and is employed to bring home the harvest,' to 
carry goods to market, and to bring fite-wood.' It is exactly 
on the plan of the Mysore cart .. describe a in my account of 
that country, but more rude. and consists of an axle-tree 
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with two wheels made of three planks, joined together with 
~den bolts and cut round, with a hole in the middle for 
the A~le-tree. The body consists of two sticks tied behind 
to the "\tx(e-tree, and joined together before at the yoke. It 
is draw~ by two cattle. Near the Rajmahal the farmers have 
a kind or~ggon on four wheels. very nearly as rude as the 
above-me~ti~d cart; but it is chiefly used to bring firewood 
from the forests,", The use of the small cart, however rude, is 
a great improvell}lent, and should put to shamo the farmers on 
the banks of th~ Ganges, who flatter themselves with being 
more civilized th~n the people of -the forests, and yet continue 
to carry home th~ir harvest on their heads~and shoulders • 

.Llfallure8.;-N~twithstanding the abundance of fuel, a great 
deal of the cow ~ ung is collected for burning i and except in 
Kalikapoor, on the land called Rarh, I saw"no such thing as 
a dunghill. When in other parts of the district it is wanted 
to enrich l!ny land, it is done by collecting throughout the 
night a ni:qnber of cattle on the field. No great pains are 
however }1·estowed on this i for most of the cattle that are 
,kept in Bat~ans, are not broug~t at night to th~ fields that' 
are in the vicinity of the wastes where' they feed, and their 
manure is totally lost. On the whole however, the farmers 
are rather more attentive to this improvement than those of 
Puraniya, especially on their sugar land, which is always ma
nured,. and the effects are very visible on ihe crops. Oil 
cake and fresh eat;th are given to betIe-leaf, and the latter is 
given to the mulberry. Ashes in many places are neglected; 
in others they are given to winter crops. In the high rice 
lands cane~ fiarh, which constitute the cultivated parts of 
KalikapoOr, the farmers collect cow-dung and ashes for that 
grain, and also manure it with mud from the bottoms of old 
tanks i and their con"dition shows, that they find an ample 
reward. for the little additional labour that they bestow. 
Manure is usually given to each field once in the two years. 
Wherever the land is inundated, and has received the mud 
of the Ganges (Reti), manure is considered as totaHy super
fluous. Much. mor~ attention is paid to watering than in any 
of the districts formerly surveyed. In the marshes of Raj
mahal the- Ilpring rice is watered by an instrument like a 
canoe; and on the ,banks of the Ganges by. a basket sus-
pended ~rom four ropes. . 
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The Cllnals from rivers are caned Ohar, and are made and 
repaired entirely by the owners of the land, who llPpoint 
petty officers to distribute the water. Thetle canals are 
usually from 1 to 3 coss long, and usually .. or {) cubits deep, 
and as much wide, but a few extend from 3 . to 6 coss in 
length. Their pdncipal'use is to $UppJy the rice fields during 
the rainy season, when there happens to be long iQtervals of 
fair weather, and during the month Karti'. when the rlJ.ins 
have usually ~eased. At this time the mountaiQ torrents 
contain a stream: which is turned into the canal by temporary 
dams. In the rainy season the rivers are abundantly high to 
enter the mouths of the canals. The cost of digging :therre 
was stated to be 2trs. for every 100 gURI long; by 1 wide /lnd 
1 deep_ "'rhe guz is 33~ inches, which is at the rate 346 cubi
cal feet of .earth moved to a short distance for the rupee. 
Each farmer makes small dams across the canal in order to 
force the wate~ upon his fields; and. when these have re
ceived their allowance, the dam is broken, and the water is 
permitieJ to run to the next man's possession. 

The- method used at Mungger for raising the water for 
irrigation is by a leathern bag, drawn by two oxen passing 
down' a slope, with a rope passing over a pulley or roller. 
This im,trument is called a mat, and differs from the capitu of 
Mysore iii having no contrivance, by meanl!l of a leathern tube 
and double rope, for evacuating the bag, when it reaches the 
surface.' Two men are therefore required for each mat; one 
to manage the oxen, and one who, when the bag reaches the 
surface, 'pushes it aside, and, placing it on a cistern, allows 
the water to run out by slackening the rope. He then, as the 
cattle ascend the slopa, throws the hag into th&~ell. NQ 
time is lost in this operation, but an additional hand is re
quired. The common depth of wells at Mungger is from. 25 
to 80 'cubits, and some are still peeper, and yet bear the 
expense. In the interior southern parts, all the wheat and 
sugar-cane are watered; but the implement used is a pot 
suspended. from one end of a lever. In some parts of the 
district, in place of suspending the pot to the end or a 
lever, it is lowered and drawn up by a rope passing over a 
roller, • which turns round between two forks, but is not 
thicker than Jhe arm, so as to afford very little increase of 
power. 
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Throughout the Behar part of the district, asses are pretty 
generally diff'us~d among the washermen. An ass sells from 
two to three rupees. The stock of cattle of the cow kind in 
this district, 'when compared with Bengal, is of great value. 
N ear the Ganges, on both sides of. all Jhe Behar part, the 
cattle are fully as good as those of the best parts of Puraniya. 
In the 11arts be19nging to Bengal they are inferior; but are 
not so small as in Dinajpoor or Ronggopoor. , In the forest 
districts they are of an intermediate quality, ill)d seem to have 
been rapidly improving; for Captain Browne, in his account 
of that part, speaks of the cattle as being uncommonly small, 
which at present is by no means the case. An improvement, 
indeed, might be naturally expected; as tftnce the abolition of 
plunder,. the best cattle from the banks of the Ganges fre
.quent these forests, and by an intermixture of breeds will no 
doubt render both of the same value. Tqe cattle kept by 
the tribes of mountaineers, and fed on the pastures at the 
roots of.their hills, are said to be remarkably stron.8 ... They 
are used' for carriage alone. Uncommon little pains are bf'
stowed on the n,?urishment of the sacred beasts, ahd they are 
treated with the utmost severity in exacting their lahour, but 
in other respects great attention is bestowed on' them.' It is 
only in Lakardewani that some impure taungtars have been 
permitted to work the cow, and a most violent opposition was 
at first made to such an atrocious innovation; but the obsti
nacy of the barbarians prevailed. chiefly, I believe! because 
they were thought powerful in witchcraa, and because dis
putes with such people were consi.dered as dangel·ous. This 
tenderness towards the cow no doubt has' tended to improve 
the breed; but has been counteracted by a ,ery great pr~ 
portion of the labour being performed by bulls, nor did I hear 
any where of good prices being given .for bulls reserved for 
breeding, the number of which is indeed small, I).or is thill 
compensated by many consecrated animals, although these 
are not only more numerous in proportion than)". any of the 
districts hitherto surveyed, hut' also more pampered and 
vigorous. ,The bulls' that are wrought in the plough sell 
lower than even cows, and these sell a little lower than labour
ing oxen of the same size. An estimate of the whole quantity 
of milk that the owners of the cows receive, and of it. value, 
will be found in the- Appen~ix. 
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FARMs.-The higb castes do not enjoy the same privileges 
as in Puraniya. In no part are they more exempted than 
others from paying rent for the ground occupied by their 
llouses; but in most parts of this district it is from few only 
tbat ground rent for houses is demanded, and it is only in 
some parts. chieHy in the portion of tbe district which be
longed to Bengal, that they are allowed to occupy land at a 
lower rate than others. A certain part, however, of the 
military tribes hold land by military tenure, either free of 
rent, or for a mere trifle; and the lands of both are miserably 
neglected. But besides tbese. a great deal of the land is 
rented by the high.castes; and a great deal of this is supposed 
to be at the same rate with what is paid by common culti
vators; but their rent is seldom levied with rigour, and the 
l:uismen of many of these farmers being e~ployed in the 
management of the estates, various shifts have been invented 
to lighten their burthen. None of them work with their own 
hands, and it is not customary in this district, except just in 
its southern extremity, to relet land to under tenants, neither 
are those who cultivate for a share numerous, so that most of 
the land rented by the high castes are cultivated by their 
slaves or hired servants. The higher rent paid here makes 
them more industrious and attentive than in Puraniya, and 
their stock of cattle also is very large. 

The next class of tenants consists of'the tradesmen and 
artists. Among these I have only included such of the 
Goyalas as deal in milk, for in this district a very great num
ber of that caste does not deal in milk more than any other 
farmers. A great many tradesmen work part of the year in 
their art, and the remainder at their farm. Here a great 
part of the petty traders (Bepari&) are included among tbe 
Pangniyss (or tradesmen). 

The third class of tenants consists of Chasas or plough
men; but this denomination of persons contains not only the 
tenantry wh~ are willing to labour with their own hands, but 
servants, day labourers, and slaves. In Kalikapoor I saw some 
wealthy men of.this class,like the great }.luhammedan farmers 
of Dinajpoor, and these were also of the same faith; but id 
general this class is very poor. Most of the more wealthy are 
petty dealers. and are distinguished from the petty de~lers 
of commercial tribes by being called Grihastha-beparis. in 
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place of Beparis. The fourth class of tenants consists of 
under tenants, except in the southern parts of Lakardewani. 
In the appendix will be found an estimate of the proportion 
of Jive stock belonging to the high castes, to tradesmen. and 
to farmers; and an e,LItimate of the proportion of rent paid 
by the three first classes, and of the proportion of ploughs 
held by their owners, or men of their families, by those who 
cultiva,te for a share. by hired servants or slaves, and by 
under tenants. This will explain many circumstances relative 
to the stock of farms, and will enable the intelligent reader to 
judge in what manner the burthens rail on each class of the 
tenantry. . 

The expense of implements is next to nothing, so that the 
only stock worth notice is plough cattle. III many parts the 
tenant pays, nominally at least, one half of the produce as a 
rent; but this is on valuable crops. The expense of culti
vation however, even allowing for the frauds, to which the 
high castes are incident, cannot well exceed upon the whole, 
one half of the gross produce, as in the former. The cost of 
harvest is here in general smaller; but on the whole,. eVl'n 
where the tenant does no work himself, every charge is, I 
am certain. defrayed by half of the gross produce; nor can 
the rent paid to the landlord amount to one ~alf of the re
mainder. 

There are fewer great or wealthy farmers than in Dinajpoor, 
or at least they conceal their wealth so carefully, that it is 
unknown, and in fact becomes either useless to themselves or 
others. Owing, however, to the system of advances having 
made comparatively less progress, the people are not so much 
involved in debt and difficulty. In the appendix· will be seen an 
estimate of those who pay their rent as it becomes due, from 
their own stock; of those who borrow ready money; of those 
who take advances {or the purpose, hut who at crop season 
complete their engagements; and of those who, having taken 
advances, are annually falling more and more in debt. Similar 
statements have not been formed for the distrlct. hitherto 
lIurveyed, but in all of them, I am persuaded, it would have 
IlPpeared that the first class would have been less numerous, 

• Dr. Buchanan give! tables on all those subject\!. similar to those of 
Behar; (see Note 1 Appendix) but the totals, or averages, will be suffi
cient for the formation of a general idea on the subjects referred ta. [ED.] 
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and the last class more predominant. Money, borrowed 
ill small sums to pay rent, usually pays at t\Ie rate of IlV pal·t 
per mensem. The arears of rent due to landlords are a triHe. 

There has been no attempt to regulate the size of farms, 
which are nearly of the same size as in Dinajpoor or Puraniya, 
but it is not so common a custom bere as in the latter district, 
for poor farmers' to unite stock, to en$le them to complete 
what is requisite for a plough: each man, in by far the greater 
part of the district, has as much of his own, or borrows it. 

Scarcely any of the landlords make advances to the te
nants, and those who follow this practice, are chiefly confined 
to the eastern parts of the district, and it is given only to 
new comers. It would be more useful in the wastes, where 
poor men alone can be expected to come, and where new 
settlers are much required. The advances which are made 
are usually in the form of a loan· for one yf'ar, at the rate of 
2 anas interest on the rupee, or 12~ per cent. The rents are 
much more equally assessed than in Puraniya; and in the 
same vicinity are in general somewhat in proportion to the 
value of the land, but· in different parts vary astonishingly; 
and on this subject in particular, the utmost pains were taken 
to keep me in the dark. What I have learned on the subject 
shall be detailed in my account of particular estates. In 
general, however, it may be observed, that except in a lew 
places, and on rice land, it is too low to act as a sufficient 
stimulus to industry; and it will be noted; that it is only the 
rice lands, and the parts which are high rented, that are in a 
tolerable state of cultivation. 

'Vhat I have said in Dinajpoor and Ronggopoor concerning 
the illegal exactions, alleged to be taken by the Zemindars, 
or their agents, are entirely applicable to this district; and. 
altbough the landlords have not here tbe excuse of the pri
vile'ges granted in Puraniya to the higher ·castes, I am per
suaded, that in general the people are worse used than in 
that district, and to this chiefly must be attributed the miser
able condition to which many parts of it are reduced. 

The tenants of Behar in general transact their own business 
with the agents of tbe Zemindars, and it is ·only among the 
rude tribe called Saungtar, and in the Bengalese parts of the 
district, that a kind of chief tenant is employed to transact 
the whole affairs of the community, a practice"as I have men--
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tioDed, that is common in Ronggopoor. and which seems to 
have been pretty universal in India; for the chiefs of villages, 
by whatever name (l\Iandal, Makaddam, Gauda, Shanahoga, 
&c.) known, seem to me to have been originally agents for 
the tenants, and not officers of government. or assistants of 
the Zemindars, as is now usually the case; and wberever the 
native customs have ~ been carefully preserved, and well ad
ministered, the appointment of this officer is always regulated 
by the inclination of the tenantry. In Behar, as I have said, 
the tenantry liave more confidence, and chiefs of villages have 
in general been disused. The Bengalese are more bashful; 
and it is only the Mandai that is gifted with the faculty of 
speech before a person of such consequence as the village 
clerk (Patwari); nor is it supposed that each MandaI should 
have audacity enough to find utterance before his landlord; 
so that OD ei@tes of any size there is a chief MandaI, who 
is spokesman for the others. -

The rents of this district are levied in two manners, N u
kudi and Bhauli. The former is a money rent, and is 
collected by messengers in the same miserable instalments 
that have been mentioned in my account of Puraniya, and 
which give rise to all the vexations that are liable to such a 
mode of collection: but here this rent is free from the evils 
that in Puraniya have arisen from inequalities of assessment. 
For although in the part of the district where the revenue is 
paid to l\1oorshedabad, the assessment on the high castes is 
trifling, yet the mode of having created the inequality is quite 
different, and is productive of much less evil, as will be ex
plained in my account of the estates ofthat part. 

Bhauli, is a. rent paid in kind, and is con1ined to the part 
of the district which is comprehended in Behar, and is chiefly 
confined also to rice, with very little on other kinds of grain. 
It, in fact, is similar to the division of watered crops which 
takes place in the south of India, and seems to have arisen 
from the same source, namely, the uncertainty of these crops, 
which in some dry seasons cannot be at aU taken, while in 
otbers that are favourable they are exceedingly valuable. In 
"the former the tenant could not pay a money rent, and in the 
latter, it is fair that the landlord should participate. VariOU! 
deductions before division are made from the heap, especially 
the whole expense of harvest i and, after these deductions, 
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tbe landlord in some places receives one~half, in others H; 
but then the landlord, as I have said, is at all the expense of 
the canals, and generally at all that of the reservoirs for 
irrigation, anel the harvest, one of the heaviest deductions is 
in favour of the tenant. In my account of Mysore, however, 
I have taken occasion to show that this practice is a great 
encourager of sloth; and as a means for ~ollecting the revenue 
of the state is liable to the most gross abuse. Even bere, 
where the Zemindars might be supposed capable of attending 
to the division, the collusions of their agents and the tenants, 
I have little doubt, produce numerous frauds, and have given 
rise to the following mode of avoiding the actual divisions. 
It hall been customary for the Zemindars to send persons to 
value the crops, and to make an agreement with the tenants 
for a sum of money in place of his share. The tenants, so 
long as the estates continued in the management of the Z~ 
mindars, were abundantly satisfied with this "Plan; but some 
persons, who have farmed the rents of certain estates, bave 
of late given occasion to heavy complaints; and the tenants 
allege that they are not at all consulted in the valuation, and 
are compelled to pay much more than the real price of the 
Zemindars share. Tenants who hold lands by Bhauli are in 
fact no better than the Adhiyars of Puraniya and Dinajpoor, 
only that no man's whole rent is paid in, that manner. It is 
evident, however, that the landlords, on the whole, must have 
been defrauded, as many of these tenants live as easily as 
those of districts, where the rent does not amount to more 
than one quarter of the gross pl'oduce, and is often much 
less; and many of them here are of high castes, and abun~ 
dantly indolent and careless. 

The tenures, by which farmers in this district holJ their 
land, are extremely various. I shall here only mention a few 
circumstances of a more general nature. With regard to the 
duration of the leases, some part is in perpetuity. Some of 
these are held by persons of high rank, and considerable 
possessions, being called Rajas and Tikayits, and according 
to the regulations these ought to have had their lands sepa
rated from the Zemindaries, to which they belonged, when 
the under Zemindars, at the perpetual settlement, were fl'eed 
from vassalage; but being then totally ignorant of the law 
and customs of Europeans, they were persuaded to avoid 
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applying for tMs reliet' until the time allowed had elapsed. 
This theY' now bitterly repent. Some of them, having had 
their leases confirmed by the European officers of revenue, 
yt"fuse to submit tq any renewal, and their lords are earnestly 
soliciting th'rm to accept of new leases on any terms, in order 
to set up a claim of the investitures being only for life. 
Others, who have quietly submitted to this rule, now find 
that th~y a~e harassed by claims on account of the renewaJ. 
In the wilder part of the district these variolls claims have 
produced the most violent dissensions and heart burnings. 
and nothing but the fear of a superior military force has pre
vented the parties from having had recourse to arms. These 
tenants, as I have said, are often men of considerable rank. 
but by the Zemindars are called Ghatwals, or guards of 
passes. Some of them still are hound to attend their lord, or 
to assist the officers of police, with a certain number of armed 
men; while others are. bound only to pay a certain 8um of 
money. It is most notorious that the lands of these latter are 
comparativefy thriving, and that progress is daily making in 
bringing more into cultivation, and in introducing comfort 
and the arts; while the lands held by the military tenure are 
going backwards; nor in the present state of affairs do these 
military services 8~em to be at all required; while, if any 
military force was requisite, this would be totally ineffectual. 
In these military tenures another cause of dispute has arisen; 
the landlords pretend that a certain extent has been assigned 
to each Ghatwal, or tenant, according to the Dumber of men, 
that he is held to maintain, and that on condition of the 
military service tht'" tenant is entitled to hold this for two 
anas a. customary bigah, or less than one ana for one of the 
Calcutta measure; but if any more land i. cultivated in the 
villages occupied by the military tenant., it i. liable to full 
rent. The tenants deny this, and allege that the whole vil
lages, which they occupy, \'I'ere assigned to them for the 
support of their men, and the payment of a. fixed sum in 
money, and that they may cultivate as much or as little of the 
land as they please. 

Formerly the custom of not fixing the rent until tbe crop 
had been sown was common, but fortunately it 'has now in a 
peat men'!ure gone into disuse. It mast be observed that, 
except in the lease II in perpetuity, few or no tenants~ espe· 
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cially in Behar, have any proper document either for the 
extent of their possession or the amount. of the Zemindars 
claims. The leases. as they are called, are granted to two or 
three chief men of the village hy name, with an &c. compre
hending all tbe others j • and they do not specify even the 
total of the lands, nor the total amount of the rent, but merely 
the rate of rent; and sometimes not e~en that. but only com
Diand the tenanes to work, assuring. them that the cnstomary 
rent alone will be demanded. At the tirites of payment hills 
are made out according to this ra~e, for each tenant, and after 
having paid these for one year nis rent cannot be increased 
without its being alleged that he bas cultivated more or 
hetter land than he at first did. Great room; however, is 
left for unjust demands of this nature, as in the bills there is 
nothing specified but the amount of the rent in money; and 
the practice of such vague agreements exposes the Zemindar 
as much as the tenant to fraud, as his agents and the tenants 
may enter into collusions in forming the first bills. Suell 
practices in letting leases are, I helieve, contrary to law. 

Those who cultivate for a share of the crop. those whQ are 
hired by the month or season, and those who aie usually 
hired by the day, (taking hire is considered so very disgrace
ful, that few even of the poorest farmqs will acknowledge 
that they perform any work e)l:cept on their own farms) ne)l:t 
require consideration. It is usual to bring as many ploughs 
to work on the same field as possible, for it is al!eged that 
lIix ploughs in one day will produce more effect than ope 
plough in six days; and it is the custom to transplant, w~ed, 
and reap a field at once, probably for the sake of tumult and 
bawling in which the natives delight. Poor neighbours, 
therefore, usually unite on such occasions, and by turns work 
in company on their respective possessions. 

Many tenants who have leases may be said to cultivate for 
a share, and are often supposed to give more than a half of 
the produce to the landlord; but there are very few who 
cultivate the lands of tenants for a share, and in the Behar 
part of the district they are in general confounded with under~ 
teollnts, who pay a rack rent, under the general name Kur
tali; while small tenants, who have only stock for half Il 
plough, are called Adhiyars; but in the ~engalese part those 
who cultivaae for & share are called Adhiyars, while un~r-
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tenants are called Kolayit. It is there that those who culti
vate tenants' land for a share are most common, and Done of 
the rent there consists of a share of the crop.~ 

In the Behar part of the district, ploughmen are seldom 
hired by tbEl year, bu~ generally for the ploughing season 
aloneo They usually in fact sell themselves for that time; for 
they rec~ive from 5 to' 20 "r., as a loan, without interest, and, 
~ntil they can repay that, they ought to worko every ploughing 
season for their master, receiving daily about 3 sers, Calcutta 
measure of rice in the husk, or of some coarse grain. 11 tile 
master has 4 beasts, the ploughman works 6 houl'S; if there 
are 6 beasts he works 9 hours. He does nothing for his 
master but work the cattle, either in the plough, or with the 
plank or rake; 80 that, if he is industrious, he lnay do little 
jobs in the afternoon. "'hen there is no ploughing, the ser
\'ant is usually employed to weed or transplant, getting a 
a trille more tban bis common allowance of grain. The whole 
profits on huvest is secured by the master to hia own plough
man, as rar as possible, and many contrive to have the ad
vantage of two harvests; as in the southem and northern 
parts of the district. tbe seasons of the prevailing crops Ill'e 

differeDt, so as to admit of the SaDIe persons sharing in both. 
Although the allow~ce for harvest is smaller than in Puraniya, 
yet the sharing in two harvests, and the higher allowance 
given daily, render the condition of the ploughman here some
what hetter, so tbat a man and wom~tn who have two children, 
can spend 2 rupees a month; and it is not alleged, that maDY 
of t.hem rU!l away. The money advanced defrays the expense 
of marriages, funerals, and sucb ceremonies, and is lost "hen 
the labourer dies. His allowance ot grain and harvest may 
amount to 15 r. a year. The woman makes tbe remainder, in 
which she is very much assisted by gleaning, most of tbe 
reapers having a strong fellow-feeling in leaving her a large 
quantity of ears. Owing to the extravagant jealousy of the 
men the women here can, on the wbole however, gain less 
than in Puraniya. In the Bengalese part of the district the 
ploughmen usually receive from I to 1 r. a month, besides 
food and -clothing, but are engaged tbe whole year, and per
form every kind of labour. Of course their coudition is better 
than in the western parts. . 
" In the southern corner of the district. BICIvaua and Kali-
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kapoor, although tbe language spoken is a kind of Bengalese, 
the plougbmen are called Kamiya, and Krisan, the usual 
term, is applied "to another class of labourers. These have 
neither provisions, land, stock, nor seed, but borrow the 
whole, and cultivate as much as they can. 'when the crop 
has been reaped, and the expense of this operation de
elucted from the general mass, the master takes double the 
quantity of the ·seed. The remaining produce is divided into 
three equal shares, of which two go to the master, and one to 
the Krisan; and out of this he repays whatever provisions he 
has borrowed, with an additio~ of 50 per cent. Such people 
are exceedingly poor. The reward for those who tend cattle 
is very nearly the same as in Puraniya; old men, women, and 
boys caD at least procure a supply of food by tending the 
cattle that remain in the villages; and those who tend cattle 
in the wastes have higher wages than plougbmen; and it is 
alleged, derive very considerable advantages from the milk, 
of which they defraud their masters; but they lead a hard life. 
although not one of severe labour. 

There are in this district few Chauthariyas, who, as in Pura
niya, plough twenty days on their master's field, eight on their 
own, and two on that of the person who tends the cattle, the 
master furnishing the plough and cattle: Day labourers here 
receive about the same allowance as in Puraniya, that is, 
about 3 sers of grain a day, or money and grain to the value 
of between from 1 ana to 1 ana a day. The conditiop of the 
labourer is here no worse than in Puraniya; that of the plough
man is better; nor have I heard, that day labourers here are 
paid in advance, except when wanted by Europeans. Their 
number is very considerable. 

What I have said in my account of Puraniya, concerning 
tbe manners, conduct, and education of the Zemindars, is in 
general applicable to those of iliis district; except in one 
point, in which tbe Zemindars here most eminently differ 
and honoursbly distinguish themselves. In general I found 
them most attentive and polite to me as a traveller, and more 
especially those of the highest families, and greatest pos
sessions. Some new and low men about the capital were re
served;. but everywhere else I was visited and received with 
great cordiality j and every assistance was given to suppl: my 
'Wants. 
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The general management of estates is nearly the same a. 
in Puraniya, only less of the rents, at least until very lately, 
were farmed out to middlemen, called here Mostajers i but itt 
the southern part of the district the term Mostajer is given to 
Jarge farmers. who take a considerable extent, and relet it to 
under-tenants. Some of the estates under the immediate ma
nagement of the landlords, are badly enough c~nducted; but 
all, or at least most of, those, 'whose rents are" farmed, are go
ing backwards. When the rents are farmed, the Mostajer 
generally engages to pay the whole rental that appears on the 
books Qf the estate, after ded~cting the establishment, and 
tbis is carefully preser:ved; 80 that his only legal profit should 
be what waste land he brings into cultivation. Little can 
arise from that point, most farmers leaving the estate as bad, 
and often a great deal .\Vorse, than when they took it. Besides, 
many give large sums to the owner for the farm, and of course 
make up this and a profit by vexing the tenants. These,how
ever, are often able to bear additional payments, having much 
more land than that for which they pay. 

The Zemindars, notwithstanding the indulgence that has 
been shown them in the assessment, have not the least confi
dence in tIle perpetual settlement, and take every means in 
their power to conceal their profits. Imagining that I had 
come with a view of inquiring how far their taxell might be 
increased, they were in general anxious to show me statements 
of their condition, by which it appeared that they had little 
or no profit. Some, indeed, pretended, that their lands were 
an expensive burthen. So far as I could understand, these 
statements were copies of what they bad shown when the set
tlement was made i and seem to have heen the foundation 
upon which it was conducted. I have not the smallest doubt, 
that these statements are totally unworthy of credit, and tbat 
the profits of the Zemindars, where any pains have been 
taken to cultivate the land, are enormous: but in many places 
their distrust and caution seem to have prevailed, and they 
avoid cultivating more than will just enable them to Jive, and 
pay the trifling revenue that has been imposed. Some part 
of the settlement was, I believe, made by measure, and a cer. 
tain number of bigahs have only been conveyed by the deed. 
In l1}any Buch cases I am persuaded, that an actual measure
ment would disl'over, that the Zemindars possess much more 
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than their right, and it would be of the utmost advantage to 
the country, were they deprived of the overplus. The Dum
ber of bigabs, which their rights convey, afford abundant 
means, if used with industry, of giving them ample profit: 
and of this they would more avail themselves than they do at 
present, when the immense possessions that they hold for a 
triBe, )Vere they properly cultivated, appear to them a tempta. 
tion to oppression that government could not resist. The 
nominal expense of collection in the part of the district espe. 
dally that belongs to Behar, is. not in general quite S9 high as 
in Puraniya; but still is enormous, and arises from the same 
causes. 
Pergun~h Bhagulpoor (Bhagulpoor Glad) occupies almost 

the whole of the Kotwali, !lnd Ratnagunj, and part of Kod
war, Bangka, Fayezullahgunj, and Kl\PIurgunj. In all, exclu
sive of hills, rivers, and barren ground, it may contain, abun
dantly capable of cultivation, 14,20,000 Bigahs, Calcutta mea~ 
sure, or about 900,000 of the customary measure, of which 
last about 5,50,000 may be actually occupied with houses, 
gardens, plantations, and fields, and about 3,50,000 are waste. 
Of course, some such must always remain, fo1' roads, burial 
grounds, market places, broken cornel's. and the like, but 
that need not amount to more than the 50,000 odd Bigahs, 
leaving 300,000, that are unnecessarily neglected for 5,50,000 
that are cultivated. In order to form some notion of the 
state of different parts of the pergunah, I have calculated as 
follows:-

Calcutta Bigah. I CUlltomary Bigal!. 

Total. O.:cupied Total. Occupied 

Kotwali •••••••• 1,42,l'l00 1,26,000 90,490 79,840, 
Ratuagllnj •••• 5,38,200 4,21,300 3,4J,OOO 2,6i,ooO 
Kodwllr .••••••• 1,32.700 84,000 84,100 53,230 
Baogh •••••••• 4,36,300 1,51,000 2,76,50U 95,040 
FayezuUabgunj. J,68,228 '84,114 1,06,600 53,300 
KumurguDj ~. •• 2,200 ~ 1,400 700 

14,20.428 8,67,514 9.00,1190.6,49.110 

.. The usual measure is 51 cubits the pole, 18 poles each way, 
making a Bigah. The pole is laid on the ground, so as to 
measure exactly its length; but with 80 short a pole, an!I the 
carelessness usual in native,measurements-, the line followed 
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will be seldom straight, and the lines will seldom intersect 
each other at right angles, and the deviations of both kinds 
produce, in proportion to their extent, a diminution from the 
proper size of the bigah. ,If properly measured, the cus
tomary bigah contains nearly 22,725 square feet. 

In Barkop, the leases are called Meyadi, all for a short 
!Wmber of years; and when these expire, a new bargain i. 
made}or what pays money rent (Nukudi); but three·fourths 
of the rent is'levied by a share of the crop (Bhauli), which is 
divided equally between the landlord and tenant, after de
ducting the expence of harvest; but a valuation is usually 
made, and the tenant, if satisfied, gives the amount in money. 
The money rent on lands regularly cultivated is one rupee a 
custor,nary bigah. good or bad, which is at the rate of about 
10 anas Calcutta measvre; but the Zemindar ~omplains that 
the tenants never cultivate the fields for more than two years. 
and then desert them, and go to another waste spot; for 
large deductionS' are made to all those who take in new lands. 
a trifle called Khil being accepted for the first year, and a 
very poor rent (Kum) for the second. This is intended 88 

an inducement to bring new settlers i but in fact is a powerful 
means of continuing the present waste state of the country; 
and therefo1-e ought to be most strictly prohibited. In fact 
the new land is much more productive than the old, and 
ought rather to. pay a higher rate. 

Besides these rents, the Zemindars as Chuklah(lar or chief 
~f a district, (Tappa), and as Mokaddam or chief of the con
tained Mauzas (manors), takes a cGmmission of 2} anas on 
the rupee (l,) of mGney rent, and of fl~ sers on the man (I'o) 
Gf grain that falls to. the tenant's share. At crop seaSGn 
each Mauza also presents him with, three ra., and at different 
festivals with two rs., one male goat, and one pot of curdled 
milk. The village establishment is chiefly paid by the te
nantry. Eleven (Patwaris) clerks, receiv,e i ana on the rupee 
(ali) of money rent, with 24 sers of grain on each bigab thus 
rented, and I ser cn each man (l~O) of the tenant's share of 
the crop, when the rent is paid by a division. Thirty mes
sengers (Gorayits) are allcwed a little land at the expenee of 
the Zemindar, and ! ser cn the man (TAo) of the grain cn 
lands let for a share. Four Baniyas take the same rate, and 
measure the gl'ain when it is divided. Almcst the whcle of 
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the rents are farmed out in small lots of from two to foul" 
Mauzas for a sbort term of years. The farmers make with 
the tenants a bargain for the duration of their engagements; 
and the tenants allege that they are 80 squeezed that the 
cultivation is gradually diminishing. The farmers of the 
rents have no authority to dismiss any of the "mage esta-
blishment. ' 

The general establishment, kept up to collect the money 
from the farmers of the rents, ill as follows: one Dewan 01" 

superintendent, 5 r8. a month. One Gomashtah or agent, 
'1 1"8. a mo"nth. Three accountants (Mohurers), 10 r8. 2 anas 
a month. Five Peyadahs or guards, 7l rs. a month. ' Two 
Kotwals or messengers, 125 bigahs of land. It is evident 
from these allowances, that each must have perquisites at the 
expence of the tenantry. 

In Parsanda the leases are also granted (Meyadi) for from 
two to nine years. One-fourth of tbe land pays a money 
rent. the remainder pays one-half of the crop. Rice land 
(Sali), and land (Kheri), said to produce two crops, that is 
high land in full cultivation, pays money rent from ]12 tel 22 
anas a bigah, customary measure; land of an inferior nature 
(Vari), if 'Cultivated with the crops called Korwa (Kult~i and 
Arahar), pays 2 to 4 anas i and, if cultivated with winter 
crops, it pays from 6 to 8 anas. Here .also the Zemindar 
complains that the farmers will not cultivate more than two 
years on account of the deduction of rent made for that 
period. The Zemindar is also Chuklahdar, and on that ac
count, when the crops are divided, he takes one-half of the 
gross produce, with a commission on the gross produce of 
(T~lI) I' ser on the man. The high castes. all those who 
lease lands for cultivation, tanners, potters, blacksmiths, 
wasllermen. and barbers, pay no ground rent for their houses. 
All others pay at the rate of 5'H anas a bigah. The village 
establishment is in general paid by a commission on the gross 
produce Qf the land rented by a share of the crop. 

Ten Patwaris (clerks), receive I ser on the man hh) of 
grain, and the Zemindar gives them 1 ana on the rupee 
al) of the money rent. Fifteen messengers (Gorayits) are 
allowed! ler on the man CrA.) of grain, and from 1 'to 5 bi
gahs of land each. Six Baniyas or measurers, are allowed 
1 ser on the man (Th) of the gross produce. A much smaller 
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proportion of the rents are farmed than in Barkep, and the 
estate is not in quite so bad a condition. The general esta
blishment is, one agent (Gomashtah) '71 rs. a month. Two 
accountants (Mohurers), 6 ra. a month. Two Vakeels or 
agents to attend the judge and collector, 2 rs. Sixteen Peya
dabs or guards, some receiving lands, some 2 fS. a month. 
The village establishment in Fayezullahgunj consists of six. 
(Patwaris) clerks, who receive from the Zemin~ar i ana on 
the rupee (tli) of the money rent; 52 Pasbans or messengers, 
who receive in all 380 bigabs of land. and subsistence when 
on duty at a distance from home. The chief establishment 
consists of one Tahasildar or steward, at 18 rB. a month. 
Two Peshkars or assistants, at 5j rs. each per month. Two 
clerks (Mohurers), at [) rs. each per month. One Foldar or 
valuer of money, 2 r8. per month. Six guards, at 2 rs. each 
per month. One sweeper, at 4 anas per month. Sacrifices 
(Dev-Khurch),3 rB. per month. Stationery, 2 rs. per month. 
This establishment, it must be observed, is decently paid, 
having been appointed by the collector, when lle managed 
the estate by an agent.~ The present farmer of the renta 
has relet part of them to 109 petty tyrants. The tenants on 
the assessed lands are said to amount to 2007. 

Tappa Mandar, belonging to a branch of the present fa.
mily of Kharakpoor, contains about 6t.,OOO bigahs, of which 
about 4'(),OOO may be cultivated, and its superior condition to 
Barkop and Parsanda, in its immediate vicinity, may be attri
buted to foul' causes; first, it is much higher assessed, pay
ing 1600 rs. a year; secondly, it has no sort of Ghatwali or 
irregular military establishment, a constant source of indo
lence and disorder; thirdly, the amount of the rents IS gene
rally stated in the lease, without rate or measurement; and 
fourthly, the rents are not farmed. It is ~\'Orse cultivated 
than the lands north-west from it, owing to being lower as
sessed, and it is better cultivated than the lands south from 
it, which are infested by the Ghatwali rabble. . 

Very little is let on a division of crops, and the tenurell 
seem on a good footing. By far the greater part is let at a 
,rack rent f01: a certain specified sum for each farm, without 

• J give these ... illustrations of the general 8ystelll in the ,ilIage te-
JlUres.-[E».] , 
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any rate or extent being mentioned. This tenure is called 
Moshukkushi. The leases are, however, rather too short, 
being only from tllree to seven years. A little is let from 
year to year by a certain rate for each bigah. This is caUt'd 
Bigbati. The rents are said to vary from 2 anas to 11 r. a 
bigah, the low rates, as usual here, being given only to new 
comers as an encouragement, and amount to very little of the 
whole. 

These are the outskirts of the Pergunah of Bbagulpoor, 
which are indifferently cultivated, and very lowly assessed. 
The remainder is tolf'rahly cultivated. About a tenth-part 
of it, indeed, scattered in Kumurgunj and l:ayezullahgunj, is 
only about half occupied, owing to the contagion of bad 
neighbourhood; but of the remainder, about 70 per cent. is 
occupied. The free land in the whole Pergunah, entered in 
the public registers, is 62,476 bigahs and nine entire Mauzas; 
six of these are in the outskirts already mentioned, and if all 
the land, claimed there as free, were admitted, it would oc
cupy nearly the remainder; but so far as I can judge from 
the documents before me, the fact is, that the real quantity 
there does not exceed 5000 bigahs. and is probably not so 
much. I shall therefore reduce the total amount in the well
occupied part to 38,000 bigahs and three villages, .for which 
we may allow 2000 customary bigahs; so, that the whole of 
this portion being about 570,000 customary bigahs, the free 
land will amount to about 10j per cent. of the whole, leaviug 
behind rather more than 510,000 customary bigahs. This 
portion of land is not burthened by any of the irregular mili
tary establishment, but the invalid establishment occasions a 
hea,v,. deduction. The portion however of this establi$h~ 
ment. which falls on this part of the district, I cannot exactly 
ascertain; partly -because many of the invalid villages have 
lands in. more than one Pergunah, and partly because the 
names, br which these villages are usually known, are totally 
different from their official denomination, so that I cannot 
trace the respective situations; but perhaps it may be about 
one-fifth of the whole, which will give about 29,700 bigahs 
customary measure, purchased by the Company, and 10,000 
bigahs stilI belonging to the Zemindars, but w~ch hitherto 
have produced no advantage to them. There will still re
main 470,000 bigahs at the disposal of the Zemindars, and 
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this pays to government f/5,727 rs. 13 anas, 7 pice, w'hich is 
at the rate of 5i (5.48) customary bigahs, or 8j (8.652) Cal
cutta measure for the rupee, on a soil most extraordinarily 
fertile. The rented lan~ in this part, in its present condi. 

'tionl.cannot be less than 348,000 bigahs cust\lmary measure. 
and the rent on this is not on an average less than 1 i r. 
a biga.h, giving a gross rent~l of 517,000 rs. I do not thinJ~ 
that 'I have in any degree exaggerated this rental, and from 
thence, together with the other lands of the Pergunah, a 
judgment may be formed of the care which wa~ bestowed on 
the public interests in the settlement. Had the assessment 
of the whole Pergunah been made at 150,000 rs., with an an
nual addition of 10 per cent. until it . rose to 800,000, I am 
persuaded every possible inch would have been now occu
pied, and perhaps the condition of the Zemindara better 
than at present; fo~ it being judged prudent that ~ll possible 
means should be taken to conceal the greatness of their . 
profit, vast sacrifices are made for the pu·rpose. Even in 
tbe time of Akbur, when the value of money wal compa
ratively high, 'the Pergunah, as appears from the Ayeen 
Akbery, (Gladwin'S translation, vol. 2, page 22 of.,tbe Jumma). 
was assessed at 117,403 rs. in place of 99,445 ra. which it 

'now pays# 
Perhaps one half of tlle rent is paid by a division of the 

crop, the Zemindar, after deducting harvest, taking one
half. The remainder is let for a money rent, according 
either to 20 different qualities of land, from 1 ana to 4 rupees 
a bigah; or according to the nature of the crop; the former 
is mostly adopted on the high lands, the latte.r on the inun
dated. , A great many of the leases are Gorabandi, which 
the tenants pretend to be in perpetuity; but the Zemindars 
aUege are only for life. Others are M:yadi, or for II few 
years. The village establishment here is heavy; and. when 
the rents are farmed care is taken to keep it undisturbed. 

The Patwari OJ' clerk receives from about l to j ana on the 
rupee (lh-·tlll) of money rent, and generally 2~ serli un each 
bigah let in this manner, with 11 ana a year, on every house 
rich and poor. These are paid by the tenant. He gets from 
the landlord i sers on the man (Th) ot all the grain received. 
The Gorayits 01' messengers wait on the Patwaris. and get 
each from ~ to 5 bigahs (rom rent, and! chhataks of gt'ain 
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on the'man (rhr) of'the rent in kind. The Baniyas value the 
money, and weigh the grain, and are allowed (Th) of this 
rent. The potmaker is . allowed half as much. The Chuk
lahdar knows the boundaries, and receives T:. of ~he' rent in 
grain. The Dihidar is a land measur!?r, and watches to 
prevent the depredations of cattlt'. These persons are only 
~mployed in some places, and get T~1' of the money rent, 
and l'h of the grain rent. Dakchaukis or post J,oys, get 
each from 2 to 21 bigahs of land free of rent, and, transmit 
from one to another all letters belonging to Zemindars or 
officers of' government, until they reach their destination. 
The Dosad watches the village by night, and in the day goes 
messages, and receives from 2 to 10 bigahs of land free of 
rent, with Th part of the rent in grain. All these charges 
are paid by the ~landlord. The tenants pay the expense of 
measurements, which are frequent. No~reat extent of the 
rents are farmed, and the practice is chiefly confined to the 
remote parts that are half cultivated. ' 

The properties are very s!Dall, and the owners prudent 
careful men. Few of them know anything of their family 
history, so~e of them not even the name of their grandfather. 
Many of the smaller cannot read, and in the whole of Rat
nagunj the best part of the Pergunah, no Zemindar who 
resides, has any higher education than. to be able to read 
common accounts, although several of them are Brahmans. 
Many of them are called Malekiyats or Mokaddams. These 
were formerly chiefs of Mauzas, that bad made an agreement 
in perpetuity with their landlords, and on the new setdement 
were freed from vassalage. 

Pergunah Chhai (Chihy Glad.) forms a fine estate on the 
north side of the Ganges, 'Where it occupies almost the whole 
of the extensiv~ aivision of Lokmanpoor, and a small portion 
of Kumurgunj: The land here is measured by a pole applied 
to the ground, and in some places is 120 cubits, in others 
only 110 cubits square. The cubits also differ. some of them 
being 18 inches, others containing , more; but in th~ most 
common the pole is of oj long cubits; there being fO poles 
square to each bigah, 80 that this contains 45,050 feet, or is 
a little more than an English acre, or than 3j bigahs of the 
Calcutta measure. 

Of 302,829 customary bigahs belonl!'ing to ZemindlQ"s, it was 
VOL. H. Q 
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iltat~dt that .only 105,424 were cultivated. The most com
mon pretence is, that the whole has been swept away by the 
river. The soil is indeed much lighter and more liable to injury 
froJ;l'l floods, than the southern bank of the river i but On the 
whole is of a tolerable quality. . 

In the time of Hoseyo Shah king of Bengal. to whom thitl 
part pf the country Wall subject, Chhai was divided among a 
great. many petty Zemindars, under the management of a 
'l'abasildar or steward, to whom a certain Rajput Damed 
Yasamanta, was appointed Jumadar, or !!ommandc:r of his 
guard. Some years afterwards, the concern being profitable. 
this man purchased 13 (Mauzas) manon from various owners, 
and took the ~it1e of Khan, which, although a Tartar word, 
is now assupled by many Hindus of rank, and even by Brah~ 
mans. At that time there was another Yasamanta residing 
at Dharhar~ in Tirahoot, who being a notorious robber,seized 
on some, treasure belonging to the king, who being enraged 
sent his son to punish the offender. Thill young man giving 
himself little trouBle in the difficult investigationB of the law, 
and having heard that the robbery had been committed by a 
certaia Yasamanta. took the Jumadar, who haPiened to be 
the 6rst person of the name that he found. put liun to death 
and burnt his house. During the execution a faithful female 
slave concealed the two SODS orYasamanta; and when the 
danger was over carried them to GaUl', and presenting them 
to the king, demanded justice. The king having in1(estigated 
the matter, found that his 1I0li had been guilty. and ordered 
that he should be delivered to Krishna Das, the eldest 80n of 
Yasamanta. The prince's mother applied to this Rajput. 
and procured her 80n's pardon, bestowing in r~turn the Ze~ 
mindary of, the whole of Pergunah ebhai, except. Tappa 
Dira. whicb was left to the ancient proprietor., .' 

By far the largest estate in the district is tr.~t of the Kha.., 
rakpoor- Raja, which in the family records ill usually called 
Mahalat Kbll.rakpoor, and I. irregularly,divided ,into Pergu-. 
nahs, rappas; and Mauzas, !lod occupiea the whole of Tara
poor. 8, great portion of Bangk. and l\fallepoor, witb aome, 
parts of SUI'yagarba, Lakardewani, Kumllrgunj. Gogn- and 
Ratnagunj., Thill Wall formerly the ~ property of, a family 
of. Kshetauris ... which! resided a. Kberahipahar. and the, 
Kshetauris were dispossessed by .. Rajput. The traditions 
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current in his family, which, as I have said, differ from those 
of the Kshetauris, are as follow. , 

Three brothers, Dandu, V.asudev, and Babu Mahindre, of 
the Kindwar tribe of Rajputs, and sons of a Singhal Ray, 
came from thei~ paternal abode at Sibirat, in Pergunah Sar
tyar, in the west of India, and settled at Masdi, near Kumur
gunj. Being soldiers 'Of fortune, they. took service and 
became very great favourites with' Sasangkar, the Kshetauri 
Raja of I\:harakpoor. During: a friendly intercourse, they 
had an opportunity of perceiving how his house might be 
attacked;. and on the night of the 7th of Aghan, of the Fusli 
year 910, (A.D. 1503) having collected a band of Rajputs, 
they sudd~nly attacked the honse and put the ;Raja to death. 
Dandu im,mediately proclaimed ,himself Raja by bead of drum, 
and frODi ti~e to time .destroyed 51 petty Kshetau,ri chiefs, 
who had depended on Sasangka, and seized on ~heil' estates. 
This is said to have been in the reign of Ebrahim, king of 
Delhi, when affairs were in great confusion; but it must be 
observed that in the inscription at Madhusudan, mentioned 
in the account of Mandar, the son of Vasudev is stated to 

. have been wive in 1599, which is scarcely reconcilable with 
80 early a date for these events. '.fhe date of the inscription 
is farthe~ confirmed by the accounts of tile remaining Kshe
tauris, which have been mentioned in my account of Parsanda 
and Barkop. Dandu left his conquests to his son Rup Sahi, 
who had two sons, Sanggram Sahi and Narendra Ray. The 
former succeeded in the year 946 (A.D. 1549), during the 
reign of Akbur, who hearing that in these parts there was a 
Raja of great pride, who would not pay a tribute, ordered 
Jabanggiloku\i, the Subah of Patna, to destroy the rebel. On 
this service the subah employed an officer named Bajbahadurj 
who for s~m~ 1I'\0nths attempted in vain to force the Raja's 
entrenchments, at the mouth of the recess il1 the mountains 
called Marak.kol. ' He then gave 1000 rs.o to one' of the 
Raja's soldiers, who, in the Fusli year 1008 (A. D. 1601), 
assassinated his. master. The widow, Rani Chandrajysti, and 
her aon. Toralmal. held out the 'Stronghold for six months, 
when, botb 'aideS being tired of war, -peace was made; and, 
on the kind promises of the Muhammedan officer, the family 
consented to v1sit Delhi, where Toralmal was immediately 
thrown into prison •. These transactions give no bigh idea of 
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either the vigor or regularity of lhe Mogul government, dur
ing its highest perfection, in the end of the reign of Akbur • 
• Jahanggir having released ToraJmal, appointed him a Mor. 
chulburdar, or person who fans the king with peacocks 
feathers. During the course 'Of his .attendance, being on a 
hunting party with the king, he attacked a tiger sword in 
hand. and put the .beast to death; on which occasion the king 
was so well pleased, that h'e raised him to the rank of an 
Omrao, and converted him and his three sons to the faith in 
.Muhammed, The Raja then took the name of Rozafzun, 
and was betrothed to a daughter of Bajbahadur, tI~e officer 
'by whom his father had been assassinated. The young lady, 
}lOwever, considere.l this marriage as highly degrading, and 
. would not' admit the Raja to her bed. His mother was highly 
indignant at such an affront offered to her son; 'and, com· 
plaining' to' the king, the Raja was' honoured with a less 
haughty but more illustrious bride, as slle was daughter of 
,Moradbukhsh, the king's uncle. The Raja, 011 this occasion, 
obtained the command of 3000 horse for himself, nnd of 
1000 for each of' his two eldest sons, The youngest became 
a Fakir, ancl obtained two mauzas of' free land_about 4040 
bigahs); which has reverted to the family. The whole of 
Pergunahs, Haveli, and .Kajra, parts of Kharakpoor, were 
.settled en the Raja free of rent, the former for S8.t'lak, or 
table expense, and the 'Other as Ellumga, 01' It gift. A mauza 
also was fixed, upon the family as Jaygir. and variOus com
missions were granted to them on the amount of the alieu
ment •. These commissions were Zemindan Rusurn (two anas 
on the rupee), Melkiut, Chanda, Kanungoe, Nukudi, and 
Nankar. The Raja considers the whole of t\lese as com
~letely separated from the Zemindary, and .as his',property, 
were the lands to be sold for arrear. of re,veDue; and the 
Jaygir Eltumga and Sanak are M (}ouba entered in the public 
records\ The claim to the others is doubtful, as.in all pro
bability the Zemindar; when these grants were made, ae. 
counted to the,king for the whole . proceeds. and was allowed 
the above commissions tor his 'trouble and profit; and of 
course his tlaim ceases when he no longer performs the office. 
The Raja, ",fter obtaining these favours, was allowed to 'Visit 
his estates, and bis second son obtamed the office of Mor
ehulbur.dar. In 'the ~ear 1038 (A. D. l681). Raja Aizu,n 
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died, and waH succeeded »y his eldest son, Raja Behl'Oz. 
His brother, Abdul Singha, having died. the Raja obtained 
his office, and, while he held it, distinguished himself in. 
battle, and obtained some lands, called Chuklah Medanipur,. 
in the Virbhum district, which have been since lost. He was 
then appointed Sahur Nesham, or royal standard bearer, and 
returned' to enjoy his estates. He 'had four sons, Tahuyar 
Singha, Hoseyn-kungyar, Bahurbur-kungyar, /Lnd Kungyar
Garshayestah. The family seems still to hllve had a hanker
ing after their original customs, as each.of these sons took a 
Hindu title. Tahuyar succeeded Ilis father, and had seven 
sons. The eldest went to Delhi. and became sword bearer of 
Aurungzebe.· He accompanied one of the king's .sons on Il 
hunting party and killed .. wild buffalo sword in hand, on 
which occasion he olltaineQ a grant of the estate called Garhi; 
but before he·could take possession he died oftl;1e small pox. 
He left two sons, Arjus, or Rozafzun the second, and Mu
hammedazum, or Abedsul'. The eldest became Raja, and 
succeeded to his father's office in the year 1134, during the 
reign of Muhammed Shah. In 1141 (1734) he died, and left 
hjs estates ~ his son Mozuffur, ali. but, owing to his youth, 
the, management for seven years, devolved on his uncle. 
'Vilen Mozuffur ali grew up he en~red into the service of tbe 
Subahs of Bengal, who had .then become independent, and 
served Mahabutjung" Serajuddoulah. and Jafurali Khan. 
Waen Kasem Ali rose into power, he sent into Kharakpoor a 
Tabasildar with 5000 men. to levy money, and the Raja 
retired ,to Ramgar, but was persuaded by BuaH, hi·other of 
the Subah, to come to Mungger, where he was thrown into 
prison. Soon after his family was caught and plundered I 
but about this time, the English army advancing, Kasem Ali 
retired to Patns. and in tbe confusion the Raja made .his 
es~ape. On the restoration of :Mit Jafut. &- Muhammed Aziz, 
was sent into the country in command of the troops; and he' 
plundered it. After him came a Mir HayduI' Ali, who allowed 
the Raja no aufhority; and gave" him no commission. At this 
time a 1\11'. Ba~ber, if I understand the native pronullciation, 
was at Patna, and to him Mozuffur sent his son to complain. 
The gentleman, having made inquiries, sent bac.k the young 
man with ao order, that the arrears of commission IIhould be 
paid. and displac~d the office~ {Foujdar} wno commanded in 
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Kharakpoor__ When She tab Ray obtained tIte managemellt 
of the. revenue. of Behar, Abutaleb, the officer commanding 
in Kharakpoor, lodged a complaint against the Raja, alleging 
that he was a turbulent bad man, on which account the Raja 
was again deprived of all authority, hi, house was plundered 
by the officer, and hls famil, was thrown into prison; but he 
effect\!d, his escape into the. {ares,t of Jagannatbdev. Th, 
Raja now sent an agent to Maorshedahad, and complained to 
Mozuffurjung, then the justice general (Faujdar) of the pro
-vince, who issued orders to Shetab Ray, that justice .hould 
,be; done. Accordingly Fuzulali.. the Raja's son, and the 
,family were released; and Abutaleb,. the officer who com
'1Jlalided in Kharakpool", was recalled.. This wretch; knowing 
the rate that awaited him. took poison, and his whole wealth 
was secured, by Sbetab Ray, who restored nothing to the 
.family, and sent another officer who allowed the Raja no more 
-authority than the former had one. On this the Raja Bent 
his son and Bholanath, his dewan, with another complaint to 
Moorshedabad; but by the way they met Shetab Ray, who 
sent the son btck and persuaded the dewan to accompany 
him to Calcutta. The Raja, knowing by this thU his dewan 
bad betrayed him, sent another agen' to Calcutta, who. gave 
security. and obtained an order that the management of the 
-estate should he restored t& the Raja. About this time the 
house of" Prandatta, ,the KaDungoe. or register, was robbed, 
and the officer commanding immedi/!-tely sent a charge against 
:the Raja, as having been the perpetrator, which hi. family of 
course deny; but it was believed by government. and a 
European subaltern, Mr. Clerk, with two companies of sea
poys, was sent to protect the native officer (Tahutdar), who 
was appointed to manage. 011 this the Raja retired to tbe 
forests, hut sent his son to meet the officer. WIlen Ule young 
mnn came within a day's journey of the Beapoys; Bome trea
cherous Ghatwals informed the officer that be bad brought 
~any men and intended to' fight. I On- which, the officer 
'marched by n~ht, andt surprising the party, 'put many to 
death; but the Raja's son made his escape. Then Mohan 
Singha, a Rajput Ghatwal, informed Mr. Clerk wbere the 
Raja 'Was c!,ncealed, and this officer: advancing ,Buddenly, 
~aught the Raja and sent him to Patna, where he,was put in 
irons. In 1177 (A. II. J 770) he petitioned against: the Gbat-
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,vals and native officer. They were called before Shetab 
Ray, their accusation declared groundless, and the Raja was 
released from prison, but ordered to remain at Patna. 

On the 24th of Magh 1183 (Ao D. 1776), before any investi.
gation took place the Raja. died, hilllon Kader ali having been 
born a few daye before, and having received (Tika) the marl 
or Raja from Prasad Singha" who is the head of the family, 
and still a Hindu, who receives an apnual allowance from the 
Raja. Rudramohan, the faithful security, informed Mr. Bar~ 
ton that the Raja had no son, and that the proper heir. of 
the family was Mahusen ali. a half-brothel" of Fuzulllli's, and 
who being an idiot. was a proper heir for a manager. Some 
time afterwards Mr. BarteD found his error, and in 1188 
(.t.. D. 1781), Mr. Hastings issued out an order (Purwanah}, 
directing KaderaIi to be put in possession. Such is the 
account given by the family. How far it is true I cannot say; 
but in the modern events there is nothing improbable. It is 
however very likely, that in the confusion which ensued-during 
the overthrow of the Mogul government, Mozuft'ur might have 
refused payment of the revenue;. such being. the usual prae~ 
tice whenevr there is a want of military force.- Kaderali i. 
a man of plain unaffected manners, but exceedingly obliging. 
His di!lposition is said to be mild and just, but he has been 
expensive, and is involved in pecuniary difficulties, in order 
to extricate himSelf from which he has farmed th~ rents of 
almost his whole estates to a man, who has adNanced him 
large sums of money, who has thus very great authority, and 
is said to abuse it J,y oppressing the tenants. 

According to the space which Kharakpoor occupies on the 
map, it contains about 47,69,'Ootr bigahs Calc,utta measure, of 
which I conjectuxe about 8,97,000 may be rivers, marshes, 
hills, rocks, or barren land, and 38,72,000 fit for the plough. As 
the whole pays only to government 68,155rs. lOanas 13 gs. 
we may readily epnclude, that it is' in a wretched state of 
cultivation; and, so far as I could learn, not more than 
16,50,000. biglihs are occupied. The con'dition perhaps, 
'Would on the ~hole have been worse. had not vast alienations 

• The history of thie family has been given entire, ae it will serve to 
,hew the manner in which many estates have come into the possession of 
tlleir present occapie1'll, and llow Zemindal'8 or tax-ptherers, were ('ou
gerted juto the actual pr()prietol'8·otland.-(Eu.) 
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taken place, 80 tbat the assessment is somewhat more dt:cent 
011 the remainder, and there some stimulus has been given to 
industry, the example of whicb, and its advantages, prevent 
the other parts from being totally abandoned. 

The estate called Chandwe Pasol, belonging to Div (Lord) 
Rupnarayan. so far as I can conjecture, amounts to almoat 
,. ,ro,ooo Calcutta bigabs, of which 1.17,000 may be rivers, hills, 
rocka..or otherwise barrep, and about 25,000 may be cultivated. 
He has a great extent of the fine land on the banks of the 
Chandan, and these are fully occupied, and let for rent. The 
cultivated lands scattered thinly through the woods, are in 
general given free of rent to the younger branches of the 
fumiIy"to servants. and to the armed rabble thd keeps up 
his notions of self-importance. 
, III the asse~sed land Rupnarayan grants leases Cor, from 
two to four years to each tenant, specifying 'by conjecture 
the extent of the possession, and the rate at which luch u i8 
cultivated, is to pay. \Vhen the lease expires, the rate may 
~e altered; but this is not usually done, there being, few 
tenants and milch land. The estate is divided into Hven 
Pergunahs; but be posseses only one Pergunalt in whole, 
of the others he has only portions. The measure differs in 
each, tl?e largest being 125 cubits square, ,and tbe smallest 
99. The.latt~ is that used in Chandwe Pergunab, of which 
he possesses the whole, and. the ratel by which he lets the 
land there, .-re ali follow; . 

, Customary Calcutta 
bigah. bigah. , 

Ric& and lugar-cane ~and.. best anas 48 0 32 7 
Do 2nd. 32 0 '20 18 
Do ' 3rd. 16 0 10 9 
Do. 4th. 8 0 D H 

'1'wo crop Iud. best, '., I. 24 0 16 ,3, 
Ditto. worst. • 8 0 5 4, 
Wheat Illld barley, beat 12 0 1 161 
DiLto, worst 3 0 1 19! 
Maruya. best. ',. , - ' " 6 0 3 18i 
Ditto. worst, - .' , 3 0 1 19! 
Mustard ,. .' ." 1~ 0 ~ T 161 

These are the principal rates paid in money,- ~ost kinds 

I ha,e givell rhi. IS one of many iIlustratloD.' by the author of the 
urioUli rentl of land OD one est,a~.-E .. 
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of pulse pay a certain quantity of grain for each bigah, and a 
little is let by a division of the crops. On the whole, the 
great crop being rice, the rents should not be less on an 
average than 12 anas a Calcutta bigah. The Zemindar how. 
e'Ver pays for keeping the canals in. repair. None of the rents 
are farmed; and, had the armed rabble been dismissed, RUjl. 

narayan must have had the credit of being the best landlord 
as a manager in the district •. His manner of living bas no 
sort of splendour, but he is lavish to religIOUS mendicants 
with whom the country, from being the route to Baidyanath 
and Jagannath, is dreadfully infested; but still he has pro~ 
bably large hidden treasures. It must be observed, that he 
pays 8,168 rs. a year for 633,000 bigahs of land capable of 
being ploughed, or 1 r. for 771 bigahs; for I belie'Ve, that he 
is burthened with very little fl"ee land, except ~hat ~ssigned 
by himself for his establishment. Pergunah Kajra is a very. 
fine estate, it contains !e5,OOO customary bigahs, and at least 
!eO,OOO of these are cultivated, being in the immediate neigh .. 
bourhood of Suryagarha, where very considerable" a~tivit, 
prevails. , 

The leases are usually for a short term of years, from four 
to sevent and the Zemindar alleges, that when a lease expires, 
he may increase. the rent; but he seldom does so. because 
tenants are difficult to procure. The le~ses are gh:en to one 
or two men in a manor (Mauza) with an &c., mention only 
the rates, and only what is cultivated pays rent. ,.A few have 
leases for a certain farm without its extent being mentioned, 
but the amount of the rent is specified, a tenure which is here 
called Thikabandi. A few others have extent and rent de
fined, are called Mokurruri, and here are considered as per
petual. The rates, Oll what is paid by money rent, are fixed 
according to the value of the soil; which in some places is 
divided as far as !eO qualities, in others as far only as eight, 
and the rates are low; but this is of little consequence, as by 
far the greater part of the rents are collected. by a division of 
the crop, and are therefore very high, when the Zemindar is 
not defrauded; but on such an extensive estate the frauds 
are enormous.' 

The village establishment is ~s follows: the estate -is di
vided into Chuklahs, over each of which presides 3 Chaud
huri or Chuklahdar. Some of these are paid in land called 
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Nankar, and are besides allowed 8 per cent. on the rupte 
paid by the tenant. Others are allowed 2 anas on the rupee. 
In fact both pay annually a sum of money to the Raja, who 
thus keeps his accounts Jow. Under the Cbuldabdata are 
Mokaddams or head men ~f manors. and Patwaris or clerks;. 
but sometimes one Moladdam has two clerks, and one clerk 
usually manage. two or three manors (Mauzas). The Mokad
dam ,akea from the tenant ~ ana on the .rupee of money rent* 
and 1 aer on the man of grairl. before division, or lif of the 
crop. Some ~f them have also free landL The clerk is al
lowed half as much as the Mokaddam. Each is allowed a 
Tabalu or servant, 'wbO" receives from 1 to £) bigahs free oC 
tent:. For every two or three small manors there is a watch
maD {Pasban), and large manors have two or three. Their 
dlity is to wa~ch the villages by night, and to collect money 
i3 the day. From the Raja they are allowed from t to '1 
bigabs each, and Th· part of the-"grain before it is divided; 
and each tenant gives the watchman of his village 2~ sera or 
grllin. Alniost the whole rents, are farmed, which excites 
loud complaints. * I 

Pergunab Furrolhabad Serku Orambar is not mentioned 
in the Ayeen Albery. It belonged to the Register o£ ten
.i:xteentbs of Bengal~ and his representatiYe still retains the 
property of all that is in this district amounting to about 
100,000 customary bigahs (79 cubits square) of arable land. 
The estate is, very fully occupied.. One-fouTth of the tenants 
have leases, in general such jUt are called Meyaill; but no 
term is stated in the lease, and the agents of the landlord 
say, ~bat they may be turned out at will, the intention of the 
lea,se being merely to ascertain the rent that is to be paid 
duriDg occupancy. The remaining tenants have no leases; 
hut at the end of the year take a receipt (Farugkhut), for what 
they have paid, and it is understood, that next year no more 

• III 80me parttl of the tountry, a common part of tbevillage estabUllhment 
is a man to encourage tb' ten&ntry to wotk, or rather by repeated exhorta
tions lI;od, dunning, to compel them to labour. Their indolence, owing to 
too low rents, would reDder tbis a very u.sefulservice wereje effectual. but I 
believe it does very little good, and the maR is usually l>aci6ed by a little 
grain. When he has no 1lther employment be ~ called Halsahana I but in 
general in order to give him mOre weight, lbia oflicet is aLso charged with 
collecting the rent, &lid i, thea called PihidiM", 
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rent can be demanded •. The agents say, that 1\Ir. Turner, 
when acting judge, determined -these receipts to be of no 
avail, and that at the expiral of the year. the landlord might 
re-let his lartds at whatever he eould obtain. A contrary 
decision in a similar ease, in the western part. of the district 
has been given by the present judge. The law on this point 
would therefore seem to be ratbel' uncertain. There can be 
no doubt. that the decision of !,Ir. Turner is most adapted for 
the benefit of the country. 

The rent of one-fourth is fixed on the Hari or bigah. 
without reference to the crop. Some of this pays a com
mission, some does not. wnere there is no commission, the 
tenant gets from 1 to 6 bigahs for the rupee, all tolerable 
land being above 10 anas for the bigah. Where the com
mission is taken, the rent is frOIB 2 to 10 anas Ii bigah. The 
commission varies from 4 anas (Seway) to !! rs. (Tetaki) on 
each rupee of rent. Three-fourths of the lands are let by a 
certain tate on the bigah. according to the crop with which 
it is sown; and part of this also is let without commission, 
part pays. When there is commission, ordinary farmers pay 
~ rupees for each rupee rent, 1\Iandals or managing tenants, 
pay 1 rupee on each rupee of rent. and the high castes pay 
1 rupee on each rupee. The following are the rates where 
commissi9D ill exacted. 

. . Re Rent and Commission. • 
uta High Castes. Mandala, ParlJle1'3. 

Rice and Mustard ••• ;. 6 10 6 171 II 0 16 10 l
Ao G, A. G, A. G. A. G. 

. Wbeat,Barley, and Chi~.. 4 10 D 12t 9 0 13 10, 
Sesamum and Lioseed • ,. " 0 5 0 8 0 12 0 
Masur aud Kbesari. ~ • • ", 3 0 3 15 6 0 9 0 
Sama, Kodo, aad Kangui.. 2)0 is 21 io ~ 7 10 

'. 
" Very little produces two crops.. All ranks pay bouse. rent. 
in general very high, about (j rs. a bigah j but thq high 
castes pay only about half as much. 

AGRICULTUR..K or THS HILL TRIBEs.--The southern ~ribe. 
in BOme respects, have made less progress than the nOJ.!theln; 
in other respects they have advanced farther. Their hill .. 
are cultivated 1!ith less care. n.either do they rear cotton nor 
Cytisus Cajan, which are two of . the most valuable cropiJ that 
tht: northern tribe possesses I but many of them have adopted 
the plough, and use it not only te cultivate rice in low land, but 
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to cultivate swelling grounds at' the bottom of their hills, 
after these have been enriched by a long fallow, and have 
been overgrown with trees. On both the hills and swelling 
lands, after two crops, the field is allowed to remain waste 
for from five to seven years, during which the trees shoot up 
to the size of large coppice. In Asharh and Sravan (14th 
June. 15th August). the men cut down all the trees on the 
space intended to be cultivated. In Chaitra ".and Vaisakb 
(13th March, 12th May), both ·men and women are employed 
burning the dry sticks. Then in the hills, with the early 
rains, the w,pmen chiefly dig small holes, at little distances, 
by means of a stick pointed with an iron about·three fingers 
broad; and in each hore they put some seeds of Ooronrl 
(Maize), Jonola (Holcus Sorghum), amI Kalai (the kind of 
pulse, which in the Hindi dialect is called Bora). They then 
sow the sUl'face broad cast with two kinds or millet called 
Kheri and Kangni. Sometimes they reverse the progress, 
and sow the millet first. Next year they only plant the 
Maize and Sorghum, after which the field is allowed another 
fallow. On the swelling ground the field is slightly ploughed. 
and in the winter between the two crops rape-seed and Sesa
mum are Sown broadcast. A field of this kind is called a 
Van, 'and evel'Y other year the cultivators move their buts to 
the new field. These huts are very wretched, but have near 
them some plantains, capsicum,' and vegetables. Part of 
their food consists of wild yams. The pulse is reared chiefly 
for market, to procure them a supply of salt, iron, clothes, 
and finery j but of the two last articles they procure very 
little. Their chief means, however, of procuring.foreign ar
ticles is by' making charcoal, which would afford them an 
ample supply, were they not totally abandoned to drunken~ 
ness; and in preparing drink consume a great part of their 
grain .. 110 that the charcoal which they make is chiefly sold 
for rice. 

The n~rthern tribe is more industrious and sober, a4hough 
both men and worn"en often get very drunk. They cultivate 
the hills alone, and it is surprising what crops are produced 
on the- steepest declivities, covered so -thickly with loose 
stones that you can scarcely walk excep! by stepping from 
one to another. The field is' cleared exactly in the same 
manner as among the southern tribe. On the two first years 
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it is planted with a variety of articles. Small holes, two or 
three fingers deep, are made in the interstices between the 
stones; and in each are dropt 10 or 12 seeds, taken by chance 
from a promiscuous mixture of the following articles. Maize, 
called by these people Tekalo, is in the greatest quantity, 
and is of two kinds, one gathered in Asharh (14th June~ 
14th July), the other in .Aghan (15th November" 14th De-
cember). N aitu, a species of Holcus, called' in the plains 
Gehungya Janera, is reaped ~n Paul!lh (15th December, 
12th January)" The Kusora, the species of pulse called in 
the plains Bora, is reaped in Aghan ,(1 5th ,November, 14th 
December). . The Kodom, or Eleusine Corocanus, which ~ 
of two kinds; one gathered in Bhadra (16th August, 15th 
September); the other in Aghan (15th N~vember,.14th De
cember). The Petaga or Panicum italicum, is ,gathered in 
Bhadra (16th Augu~t, 15th September). The smallest, of 
these articles is the Lahari or Cytisus Cajan, which is of 
two kinds; 'one gathered in Paush (15th December, 12th Ja
nuary), the other in Chaitra (13th, March .. J I tIl April). 
Although the quantity of the last mentioned seed is compa
ratively small, it grows so luxuriantly, that, when I visited 
the hills, after all the other crops had been removed. nq 
traces' of them could be discovered, and the 'whole fields 
were covered with a rich close crop of 'this valuable pulse. 
On the third year the best fields are sown with potton, an<1 
the poof are allowed to run wild, as is also done with the 
best, after the cotton has been .removed, and the trees are 
allowed from 8 to 12 years to recover. I have nowhere seen 
more thriving fields of cotton, and have no doubt that its 
sale might' procure an ample supply of all foreign commo
dities that these p~ople want; but they exchange part of 
their grains for rice, and supply the lowlanders with timber 
and charcoal. The men cut down and burn the trees, make 
charcoal, and carry this and timber to market; but pass a 
great part of their' time in hunting. The women 'sow and 
reap. "Rich people occasionally hire the poor, and give a 
woman two paysas a day (.,1, part of a rupee) to plant; but 
she works only until noon., At harvest she works the whole 
day, omd will bring' home from 40 to 6Q. baskets of ears, 
each gh.ing about 3 lIers (104 s. w.) or 8Ibs. of grain: for ber 
trou~le 8h~ receives one basket. '. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

STAT. e, THB Aft1'S, IlANUPACTVRB8 AND COIlIlBRCB IN 8J1AOULPOOa. 

ARTs.-For an estimate of the number of artists, see 
Append~x. " ., 

Sculpture, statuary, and painting, are on. as bad a footing 
"as in the districts hitherto surveyed. The painters are em
ployed as in PurAniYlL ot music there is an extraordinary 
abundance. Mirasin. are a kind of dancing and musical girls, 
who perform before Muhammedan women of rank. They 
are confined to Rajmahal, where there are two sets, contain
ing five girls. The common dancing girls, Bai, are.much on 
tbe same footing as in Puraniya, but are rather inferior, and 
all profess tlle faith in Muhammed, except two lets, at Bha.
ghulpoor, of the kind called Rumzani. These happen to be 
the best in the district. In the southern part of the district, 
are a few sets of another kind of Hindu dancing girlsl . called 
Kheloni. 'they are exceeding bad dancers and singers, but 
endeavour to excite a laugh by some jokes suited to tbe capa
city or the spectators, who are easily pleased. '1;here are 
none of the sets of propel' dancing boys (Bhaktiyas); .but; 
sevt'ral boys dance and sing. Among these are the Jhuma
riyas. Each set consists of two or three men, who are musi
cians, that beat the drums called Tabla, and Mandira, and of 
two boys, who dance and sing dressed to represent Krishna, 
and Radha. The songs relate to the amours of thes~ deities. 

" These "sets are employed at marriages, and receive about 
eight Rnas a day, and food. They are mostly"wel\vt>rs, and, 
"When not. etnployed in their musical profession, exercise the 
I$huttle. • 
" The Bbongrs are" impudent rellows, who make wry faces, 
squeak like pigs, bark like dogs,' and perform many other 
ludicrous feats. They also dance and" sing, mimicking and 
,turning into ridicule the dancing boys and girls, on whom they 
likewise pass many jokea. and are employed on great occa
sions. or the Pirergayan, employed by the l\loslems to sing 
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the praises of their saints, there is only one set. At Rajmahal, 
however, are ten houses of Piranis, the men, women, and 
children of which sing in honour of certain saints. whenever 
anyone is afraid, and hire them to perform this kind ofwor
ship, which is performed in the houses of the"Piranis. No 
woman who has any concerJ;l for her reputation, performs on 
any musical ins~rument; 1}ut women of some low tribes sing 
at marriages and festivals: ~here are a great IpRny dissipated 
young men, who, in their cups, sing and beat on small drums; 
but men of rank and gravity totally reject such indecorous 
levity. 

I heard of no persons who live by singing the praises of 
ancient heroes: The Daphalis are a kind of low Muhamm& 
dans, who beg on the strength of singing amo!ous ditties, ac
companied by a tambourine. The Nariyals are men of the 
Goyala and Beldar tribes, who are employed to d~nce at mar
riages, and receive a share of the feast. The Bazigoors are 
jugglers, tumblers, and balancers. who amtise the' people; 
and it must be remarked, tbat they have fixed their residence 
in the wildest parts of the country.... Thefe they keep their 
children and old people, while some young men and girls stroll 
about the eountry, during the fair season. The girl& are 
those who in common shew all the feats of activity, and often 
those of dexterity j but in the latter they a.re much inferior to 
strollers from Madras and Delhi, who sometimes visit the 
country. ' The Chambas amuse the populace with tame beBra 
and monkies, and sometimes cut themselves before timid per
sons, in order to .extort charity by compassion. One at 
Mungger" called a GorBjwaleh. procures money from such 
persons by threatening to run a spike into his breast. At 
Mungger, the people of one house live by making a coarse 
soap. The house contains four persons, men and women, who 
in eight days can make a batch. They take one man (84 s. w. 
the ser) of tallow (861 lb.) worth 51 rs, and linseed Qil (if sers 
(H~ lb.) worth 1 r. They bO,n these in a Jar~ iron vessel for 
4- days, ad4ing to them gradually a ley, made by filtering water 
through 25 sera (53 lb. 14,1 oz.) 'of quick lime, worth 11". 
mixed with 20 sers (43 Ib. iI! ()z.) of coarse carbonate of soaa, 
worth 1 r. • Then the vessel is exposed three days to the sun • 

.; They are the gipeie8 of the East.-(ED,] 
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to dry~ Next,day, it is boiled again, and becomes thick, when 
it is made up into balls of from l to !lIb. weight. The mate-
1'ials cost 8 rs, the firewood costs 4 anas:.. the workmen pro
cure 1 i mans (150 lb.) of soap. worth lOr. 11 a., so that their 
profit is 2 r. 7 a. They haveJl- ready sale. 

The barbers of the Ben~es~ part of the district, Napit, 
are a8 haughty as in other parts o(that country; but the N ais 
of Behar are _ more condescending, and better operators. 
Among them are a few of the Muhammedan faith. They 
make good wages, and some, having acquired wealth, have be
come ashamed of their profession, and betaken themselves to 
the study of .Jib era I sciences. In somlparts there are a kind 
of surgeon barbers, called Jurrah. 

In the Behar.part of the district, bracelets'(churi) ofa coarse 
kind of glass called Kangch, are a good deal used. In my 
account of My sore, I have given the process used. There are 
t'everal kinds of Kangch. The cheapest and most easily made 
is black. and, perfectly opaque. The wOl'kmen take of set. 
(8-llo\ lb.) ofimpure carbonate of soda (Sajimatti), and pow
der it. They thed place it in the crucible of the furnace, and 
heat it for twelve hours, stirring it occasionally, until it melts. 
They then take it out with an iron ladle, and throw it into cold 
water. They then powder it again, and afterwards put it into 
the crucible. It melts in three or four hours; but is kept in 
this state all the day, and is frequently stirred with t~e ladle. 
In the evening. it is taken out ill ladlefuls, poured on the 
ground, and allowed to form cakes called Thaka. Next day, 
the cakes are put again into the crucible; an'd, wheD 'melted, 
are formed into rings, as I have described in my account o£ 
Mysore. The impure soda gives I of its weight of glass. 

The furnace is made of unbaked clay over a hemispherical 
hole, that serves for a fire place. The upper part of the 
furnace also is hemispherical, and within (lOP-B' not exceed a 
cubit in diameter. The crucible fills the whole space from 
side to side, so that the fiame does not reach the materials 
which it contains, a~d only envelopes its bottom and sides. 
Four little walls on the outside, about four incbes thick and 
six: inches deep, strengthen the buter part of the furnace, 
dividing it into four spaces. At the bottom of o!le is a hole, 
through which the fuel is thrown into the fire-place; and the 
sJDoke comes out by another hole, whicb is formed at the 
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bottom of the opposite space. Aboye tbis is a large hole, by 
which the materials are introduced into the crucible; but tbis 
is afterwards sbut by a plug of fresh kneaded clay, which 
can be removed to stir the materials or to take out the melted 
mass. At the two other sides, opposite to each other, are 
two apertures, through which the melted glass is taken with 
a rod,to make the rings, a workman sitting at each. These 
always remain open. 

Anothel' kind of glass is greenish, and a little diaphanous. 
To make tbis the workmen take 'about 7 I\ers of the impure 
soda, and make it into a paste with a little water, forming it 
into eakes' of about i ser weigbt. These are put into the 
crucible, and in about 24- minutes become red. The fire is 
kept up until night, but is then allowed to go out. In the 
morning the cakes are taken out and powdered. The powder 
is tben put into the crucible, before noon melts" and is taken 
out and thrown into water. The slag is theq powdered and 
dried. Next day the powder is again put into the crucible, 
and melts before noon. It is stirred all day, and in the even
ing is taken out and poured on the groun'd to fol'm cakes. 
If the last melting is continued long, tbe green colour is pale, 
and is caned white; .if continued for a shorter time, it is 
deeper, and is' called green; but inclines to blue. 

There'is another green glass, of a bright grass colour 
(Zumcwrodi) and more diaphanous. The process goes on 
as in the fOl'mer case, until the materials have been thrown 
into water and powdered. To tbis powder is added -{If of a' 
blac,k carburet, or, perbaps, merely a peroxide of copper, 
prepared as follows: take a quantity of copper, and make it 
into very thin plates; take a piece of moistened cotton cloth, 
cover it with turmeric made into a paste with water, and then 
sprinkle the surface with salt (muriate of soda); place on tbis 
the copper, cov~r tbis with salt; that with a paste of turmeric, 
and tbat with cloth; tben heat them on the outside of the 
furnace for four or five days. During tbis the vegetable 
matters are reduced to charcoal and have penetrated the 
copper, which i .. then powdered and is quite black. 

Another glass, ofa bright deep blue (Asman;), is made in 
the same manner, only the matter added is a metallic slag 
called Rung, which comes from the west of India, and sells 
at f& ra. a ser. It probably cimtainl cobalt; but, previous 
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to being put with the other materials, is powdered with a 
little muriate of soda, and becomes black. The powder, when 
heated, emits copious fumes, but has neither the smell of 
arsenic nor sulphur; 3.sers of the powdered glass require 3 
chbataks of the Rung, powdered with a little salt. 

Another glass, of a brownish purple (Uda) colour, and 
,somewhat diaphonous, is made by adding a stone called 
Seng'r, which comes from the Ramgar hills, and sells at Il 
ana a ser. The stone is powdered, and about l ser of this 
powder is mix.ed '}\'ith I ser of the powdered glass, after it 
hils been thrown into the water. 

The work~en make a160 two enam~ls, tbat are applied to 
the surface of some of the rings. One is yellow, 5 chhataks 
oflead are melted in an ohlong earthen shallow crucible. To 
this is added I chhatak of tin, and the alloy is calcine,I for 
between four and five hours. When calcined, and heated to 
redness, it is taken out, powdered, put into the crucible of 
the glass furnace, and heated to redness. Then ii!l added a 
cllhatak of powdered white quartz, and the mass is stirred 
about for three hours. It is then taken out with a ladle, 
poured on a smooth stone or iron, and cooled in water. The 
workmen, having melted one ser of the palest green glas5, 
added 'i ser of the above materials, which makes the yellow 
enamel. The green enamel is made in the same manner, 
only to the melted glass are added, not only the prepared 
lead and tin, but i chhatak weight of the black powder of 
copper prepared as before mentioned. These glass rings are 
often coated with lac coloured gaudily, or ornamented with 
tin,and copper foil. 

, . The tanners, as usual, are of two kinds. Those who make 
shoes, ropes, drum-heads and saddles, and cover baskets, in 
the western parts are called Chamar, anel in the eastern 
Muehi. Some at Mungger make very neat shoes, after the 
European fashion; and partly there, partly at Bhagulpoor. 
nre about a dozen pouses, the people of wLich make neater 
sho~ ot the native fashion than are made .in any of the dis. 
tricts hitherto surveyed. < Th,gse in the villages, forming the 
great mass, live chiefly by making shoes anti ropes for the 
farmers, and form a regular part of the villag~ establishment. 
Theyar@ paiJ chiefly in grain, and each family may make :I rl. 
a month. The good workmen in towns makeS or 61S. a month. 
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The distillers are, in proportion to the population, more 
wealthy and numerous than in any of the districts hitherto 
surveyed; and they distil entirely from the Mahuya flowers 
(Bassia). The dry flowers, with from equal to double quan
tities of water, al'e put in ·round earthen. pots with rather 
narrow mouths, and exposed to the weather to ferment. This 
process is finished in from four to eight days, according t(} 
the heat of the weather. The whole fermented mass, flowers 
and wllter, is. put into a stIlI, and the .spirit is drawn slowly 
off. It is never rectified, and after distillation is always very 
much diluted with water, owing to which it will not keep 
above 15 days, and it is best when fresh from the still, If 
rectified, or even if kept undiluted,'t would preserve longer, 
but the customers wOlllcl not have enough for their money. 
The. dilution is usually a quantity of water equal to that, of 
the spirit. The water is sometimes put into the recipient 
before the distillation commences, and at others is added 
when the operation has finished. :rhe still is a large earthen 
pot, as here represented, placed, inclining a little to one side, 

over a fire place, confined by two walls of clay. The head 
of the still is a small earthen pot inverted on the mouth of 
the larger, and luted witll clay .. Three tubes, more or less, 
of hollow bamboo pass from the head to an equal number of 
narrow mouthed unglazed earthen pots, that serve as reci
pients, and are placed in a shallow cistern containing water. 
A boy attends and pours water alternatel, over the pots. 

The estimates 'of profit and loss. which I received, vary a 
good deal, as might be naturally expected. At Bangka, a 
man, who pays 8 anas duties a day, gave me the following 
account: 2Q sers (80 s.w. a ser) of dried flowers are. used 
daily. They are put into fout pots, each containing 13 sers 
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of water. \Vhen fermented, they are distilled, one pot being 
drawn off at a time, of course the still is drawn off four 
times a day. At each time 5 sers of liquor is procured, that 
is flO sers a day. To this he adds 3G sers of water, which 
gives 60 bottles of liquor. He sells the bottle for 2 paysas, 
so that the 60 bottles bring 1 t. 13 a. His monthly gain is 
therefore 54 r. 6 a. II!s. expense is .as follows: to 15 mans 
of Bowers, 12 r. j firewood, 2r. 13 a.; a servant's wages, 2r.; 
pots~ 15 a.; duty, P r.,; total, 32 r. 12 a. Profit, 21 r. 10 a. 

At Jamdaha, a distiller:, which paid at. the same rate of 
duty, uses a larger still; as, at each time it contains 10 sers 
of Bowers; but then Jhe .. owner distils only twice a day, and 
seems t~ draw off the spiri~ mOre slowly, and. by this means 
brings over also more of the water, so that froin the 20 sers 
of flowers; d~ily distilled, are obtained 32 sers, of spirit, to 
which is added, an equal quantity of water, that renders it a 
very poor stuff.. Although the owner thus proc~res 6 .. sers 
of liquor, qe can only sell 56 sers, as every man who drinks, 
must be allowed more than the measure, for which he pays. 
,The Bowers, when I was at Jamdaha, having risen to 1 r. for 
40 sers, he had raised the price to 2~ paysas a sera His daily 
sales, therefore, were equal to 140 paysas, of which 68 were 
then equal to a rupee, so that his sales amounted to rather 
more than :2 r. a day. His expenses were-Bowers, 8 a., wood. 
5 g., servant, 1 a., pots, &c .• IS g~, and duty, 8 a., total 1 r. 
2 a.; profit about 14 anas a day. . 

At Mungger, a man who pays 5 rupees a day as duty, says 
that he daily draws off 14 stills, each containing 15 sen of 
flowers. If the best liquor is required, he only draws off 4-
sers from each still; but what is in most common demand, is 
made.as follows: 16 sers of cold water are put into the reci
pients, and the di~tillation is continued, until the liquor pro
cured amounts to 28 sers; but these can only be sold for 24. 
The' price, being i ana a ser, amounts to 12 anas for each 
still, or in all to 101 rupees a day. The usual price Of the 
flowers being 40 sers for the rUllee, the expense will be as 
follows :-flowers, 5 r. 4 a.~ ,Servants, 5 a., po'ts, 1 a., fuel, 7 a., 
and duty, I) r., total, 11 r. 1 a.; so that he loses daily 9 anas: 
but this is quite absurd, more especially, as I am informed by 
one of them, that, besides the du~ies paid to government, it is 
customary to give a sum to the native officer, who superintends 
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this branch of revenue; and that last year, on this account, 
no less than 1500 rupees were given in l\fungger. Tbe 
other accounts are probable enougb, as the profits mentioned 
would allow considerable deductions. 

In Kalikapoor, one family prepares a fermented liquor 
(Pachoi) from grain,'wbich is 'Dot diiltilled. The oilmakers 
are fully as poor as tbose of Puraniya. It is only at Mungger 
and Rajmahal, that a few- have two milIs, and many mills are 
provided witb only one_ beast: About {.; purchase the seed, 
and sell the oil, Iff grind for ~ire ... Except the mill and beast, 
with perbaps one or two rupees' worth of seed and oil, they 
have no capital. Some even hay. not a beast, but turn the 
mill witb tbei! own hands. -The Dabiyars, who make curds 
and boiled butter, are numerous, and have more capital than 
those of Puraniya. 

The Halwais, who prepare sweetmeats after tbe fashion of 
Hindustan, are numerous. They make also. a small quantity 
of the sugar called Chini, which has been formerly described; 
and also some of a coarser kind called Shulkur, which is that 
most commonly used in this district; but I had no opportu
nity 'of learning the process. 

Worker, .. " more durable materials .---blacksmiths and car
penters are so intermixed, that it is with difficulty tbat they 
can ~e separated; for those who make the implements of 
husbandry, in some places are called Barhai, and in others 
Lohar. In some places the same persons make the whole im
plements of agriculture, wood and iron, and coarse work of 
both kinds; while in others tbe two professions are separate, 
although in general the people are considered as belonging to 
the same caste. These country tradesmen form a regular 
part of the manorial establishment, and are usually paid in 
grain for the implements of agriculture. 

At l.\lungger and Bhagulpoor, are some workmen wno make 
household furniture, superior to what is made in tbe districts 
hitberto surveyed; and tbese persons make a great deal after 
the European fashion, which they sell to passengers, and 
sometimes send to Calcutta. The articles chiefly made are 
chairs, stools, couches, and bedsteads; but they also make 
some tables,. although the pieces of timber that are procur
able are not of a suflicien~ s~e, and in order to form a· leaf, 
must be joined. The furnitu.re is neat and cheap. The 
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same people, if desit'cd, will make palanquins and carriages, 
and when looked after, and furnished with sound materials, 
are clever workmen. There are at Bhagulpoor about thirty 
workshops, and at Mungger about forty. In each shop are 
from two to ten workmen. The master sometimes hires the 
workmen, and furnishea materials and implements. At other 
times, all the workmen are partners. Journeymen's wages 
are from l~ to ~ anas a day. The.carpimters of Mungger are 
the best, and chai!,'s, stools, c(>ui:hes, and bedsteads may at 
all times be had ready made. At Bhagulpoor, well-finished 
work is seldom procutable, without being commissioned. 
Two or three shops in Gogri make the same kind of goods, 
and send them to Mungger for sale. Three houses in Bhagul
poor, and five at Mungger, have some stock, from 1 to 3000 
rupees each~ . . 

At Mungger, are seven bouses of Goyalas, or cow-herds, 
who, 'by a very curious process, make a yellow paint. Each 
house has-from five to fifteen head of cattle, male or female. 
During th~ six months following tIle middle of November. 
tbese cattle are allowed to pasture only haIr the day, are then 
tied up, and supplied with mango leaves to eat, -which the 
people say does them no harm. In the morning the men watcb, 
and collect what urine the cattle void, and procure 4 or 5 
sers (each 2 lb. 2l oz.) It is boiled until it becomes thick, 
cooled, and strained through a cloth: what remains on the 
strainer, is the paint, which is called Piyuri, and is made into 
little balls. • Some say, that the urine gives -{-6 of its weight 
of the paint; others admit only of lr;, or even Q£ llf' Mer
chants make advances at the rate of 1 r. for from 1 to Ii aero 
Each house makes from 3 to 4< man, a year, which, when 
dear, is to the value of from 120 to 160 r.; and, when cheap, 
from 96 to 128 r. 

The potters, both at Rajmahal and Mungger1 make some 
wares of a fine quality, especially a kind of bottles for hold
ing. water (So~ahi), which, being porous, render it cool. Those 
of Rajmabal are uncommonly light, and very porous, so that 
they look neat, and produce a consid~able coolness. At 
Mungger, they make two kinds of thes'e~bottles; both are 
black. The one kind is small, and exceedingly. light; but it 
is smoothed on the outside, and does not allow· the water to 
~vaporate freely, so that it produces little' coolness. '. The 
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other is coarser and heavier; but allows more free evapora
tion. These bottles exactly resemble in shape the black gug
lets (Kuzah) of Calcutta, well known to almost everyone who 
lIas visited lmlia, as being sent from Calcutta to all parts fre
quented by Europeans. A. p.otter of l\fungger, who makes 
these bottles, amI also implements for ~moking tobacco, says, 
that he does not make common Fots. He makes his ware of 
a smooth black clay, which he finds near Chandi-than. It con~ 
tains no sand nor pebbles. 'He form: the-ware on the wheel, 
as usual. The larger kind'of bottles, when formed, liave ap
plied to their surface some of the fine ..river sand, which con
tains much mica. The smaller kind has a substance called 
Gabi applied. 'This Gabi is a red clay, found near Sitakunda, 
which is mix;ed with water, and forms a pigment, wllich is ap
plied bymeans of a cloth. It is smoothed by ~ubbing it with 
oil. After drying for some days, ihe vessels are pU,t in a small 
kiln, with alternate layers of fire-wood, and covered like a 
charcoal-maker's kiln, with earth. '''hen the workmen think 
that the vessels are sufficiently baked, the rents in the cover~ 
ing are repaired, and some oil-cake is put into the kiln, which 
occasions a prodigious smoke, and stains the vessels black, 
nor does the smoke affect the water which is kept in these 
vessels. He says, that the IJeople of Rajmahal make the 
smaller kind only; but make them red, white, and black. The 
red are merely made of the clay, without 'any coating, or with
out be.ing smoked. The white, before being burned, are 
washed with a pigment of Khari, or porcelain clay. The 
black are made in the same manner as here, and do not cool 
the water so well as either the white or red. The art has been 
lately introduced at Mungger. 

The Baruyi, who sell betIe, prepare in general the lime that 
is used with that substance. In Behar, stone-lime,-or a kind: 
of potash, prepared from the bark of the Asan tree, are mos/;; 
commonly used; and it is almost alone in the parts south from 
Rajmahal, that shells are collected for the purpose, The 
seven houses' of lime-makers in that part of the country,' col
lect and burn these shells: The others are employed to burn 
stone-lime, of whi$.f have given an account among the natu~ 
ral productions. At present, the calcareous nodules called 
Ghanggat, an: almost alone selected, and the two chief places 
where these ~re burned, are Bhagulpoor and Sakarigali. At 
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the latter place, on an abrupt hank of the river, just above 
high water mark, there is a horizontal bed of clay, among 
which the calcareous nodules are thickly impacted. In the 
floods, the workmen occasionally dig into this; but with fear, 
as the bank has occasiol}ally fallen, and proved fatal. They' 
therefore do not work- at that season, unless when the demand 
is very urgent. When the floods, subside, a great abundance 
of the, nodules is always found lying'among the sand, under 
the bank. 'Th~se mignt no doubt be th~n collected to serve 
the burners throughout the year; but -such' an. expense of 
capital as would be required for the hire of the collectors, is 
very seldom incurred by the artists of India. 'At Sakarigali 
it is said, that there 'a~e only five houses of lime burners; but 
these are in fact merchants who perform no part of the work, 
and hire the neighbouring peasantry, and people of the hill 
tribes, so that from 2 to 300 people, men, women,. and chil
dren, are ,often employed. They have seven hattas, or kilns, 
sunk Into the ground, and their sides secured with well
kneaded Clay •• T~ey are circular, about 10 feH deep, 8 in 
diameter at the bottom, and 12 at the top. At eq1!-al di<i
tances rQund are 4 holes, which descend on the outer side of 
the clay to the bottom, and there pass through this wall', into 
the cavity of the kiln, and give an abundant supply of air: 
but, although the kilns have been built on a sloping ground, 
it has no~ entered into the imagination of th~ natives to make 
a passage, through which the burned lime might be drawn 
from the bottom of the kiln. Of course a great deal of very 
disagreeable labour and time is employed ill taking it up into 
baskets. Billets of wood and calcareous nodules are thrown 
intermixed into the kiln, and, when it is filled. the wood is 
set on fire, lind allowed to burn without covering up; nor are 
the natives in this operation at all aware of the advantages of 
a smothered heat, which- .hare been so well illustrated by 
Buffon, in his valuable treatise on heat. The expense offuel 
is therefore great, altbough the kilns are aurrounded by woods 
that are free for the workmen, and the operation" is imperfect. 
The following is a statement of tlie expense attending the 
burning of each kiln. To digging the' sand to render the 
nodules accessible. 40 days' labour, 2 r. 8 a.; to 250 days' la
bour of men, women, and"chiJdren, at from 1~ to 4 pan of 
£owries, acco,rding to' ~ge ,and sex, employed to collect the 
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nodules, 9 r.; fire-wood furnished by contract with the hill 
people, 20 r.; 25 days' labour to remove and slake the lime, 
1 r. 9 a. i 50 days' labour to s~parate the ,ill-burned pieces 
from the powder, 3 r. 2 a.; ,total, 36 r. 3 a. Each kiln gives 
from 4 to 500 mans (92 s. w. a ser), each weighing almost 
94~ lbs., for which the, meJ'chant or ,burner is paid at the rate 
of 12 r. for the 100 mana. The average value of the lime of 
each kiln'.i~ 54 r. leaving 'g. profit of 17 r. 13· a.~ or in. the me
dium. of years about 80 r. a.year for 'e,ach kiln. Out of this 
the merchants bave-to pay 10 r. for:rent. Non~ is ever made 
without the wh<!Ie price having been freviobsly advanced, and 
the burners~ veTJ seldom fully complete_their engagements, or 
are able to refund the balance. At Bhagulpoor, are 15hollses 
of lime-burners, but on a much smaller scale, as they are the 
actual labourers, and do ilot hire in assistants. 

Stone cutters are here more numerous than in the districts 
formerly surveyed; because there are several quarries. In 
the accou~t of the natural productions, I h.ave mentioned 
these q~arries, and have given Borne accollpt of the }mperfect 
manner in ,which they are wrought. The workmen very sel
dom give themse1ves the trouble to split the entire rock. As 
much as possible they endeavour to find among detached 
masses' those of a size that will suit their purpose; and, 
where these cannot be had, they take advantage of natural 
fissures in the more decayed parts of the rock, and rempve 
masses by means of iron crows. Their operations are now 
entil'ely confined to hornMende, or indurated potstone, and 
to milst9neS: but' traces remain to show, that granite has 
been formerly ,,!rought, and the blocks have been separated 
by wedges, exactly as I have described in my aocount of 
Mysore. The present workmen could cut granite square with 
the chisel; but they are totally unable to give it a marble po
lish; nor could I procure one, Jhat could do this even to cal
careous marble. They only attempt to polish the hornblende, 
arid this does not take a finer surface than that of a writing 
slate. The workmen of Bhagulpoor have for some years been 
chiefly employed h1 the Jain temple of Champanagar. Those 
of Ratnagunj make only stones for hand-mills. Those (If 
MaUepoor chiefly quarry milstones and horns tone, and form 
these matE'rials into rude blocks, which are afterwards finished 
at Mu'ngger. Plates, cups, m~rtars, .;nd weights f.re made, 
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for common sale, of the hornblende, or hornblende slate. and 
images of Siva, when commissioned, are made of the former. 
The workmanship of these images is fortunately so rude, 
that they convey very little idea of the indecencies which they 
are intended to represent. The cups amI plates are heavy, 
and are riot turned in the lathe j but they are cut with an 
exactness, that is surprising, and which I should have thought 
impracticable except by turning: and I have no doubt, that 
these workmen are capable of executing with great neatness 
any design that could be given to them. 

The white aggregate rock of Laheta is made into the stones 
of hand-mills, and those for rubbing sandal and curry stuff. 
Two of the houses at Mungger are rich, baving a stock of 
abou~ 1000 rupees. III general the stone cutters make- good 
wages i and, when they have no employment in making new 
goods, they' ar~ sure of finding work by going r,?und to pick 
the old miIl-sto.nes that have become too smooth. 

The smal~ number of goldsmiths that is to be found in most 
parts of the distri~t, will show the small extent that bas been 
made in the luxury, to which the women ofIndia are most ad
dicted, that is, the having many ornaments of gold and silver. 
In Mungger, however, the number of wOl,kmen is great, and 
the brides, from far and near. go there to be equipped. ,Some 
of them are exceedingly neat workmen, and make plate almost 
as neatly as could be done in Calcutta. These make very high 
wages, 8 anas a day j but many in the district do not get 
above i of that sum. None of them have any capital, nor 
make goods for sale; as no native would trust bullion'in their 
hands, nor to their making it up without adul~erati~n. 

Very few vessels of copper, brasi, or bell metal are made 
in this district, and the workmen are chiefly employed to 
mend those imported from Moorshedabad, and to make fe. 
male ornaments. In some places the lie two 'professions are 
considered as distinct, the makeu or menders of vessels 
being callea Kasera, and the makers of ornaments being 
called Tliahtera; but in others the terms are used as lIyno· 
nymou!. AU here are poor. 

The Rangdhaluyas or, Ranggarhuyas work in tin and 
pewter (Justah), making ornaments for women, and tin leaf. 
A man takes o'ne ser of tin worth 1 r.; & ser of lead worth 
4 anas; l anas worth of oil, which is put on the metals, while 
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in fusion, to prevent calcination j 2l gandas worth of borax, 
used in soldering; and requires 4, anas worth of cllarcoal: 
thfl whole cost is therefore 1 r. 5 anas, 7~ gs. He procures 
ly11J ser of pewter; fo~, ~h1ch the' natives here have no ap
propriate name. In five days a man makes this quantity into 
rings, bracelets and other ornaments, and his wife sells the 
work for 2 rs. ' " 

I have already had occasion to notice; that in some parts 
of the district the pfofession of blacksmith, and ~arpenter are 
united in the same persons. In ot~er parts again they are 
separated, and I have mentioned that those of, both classes 
who are employed in making the implements of agriculture 
are usually paid for their labour in grain, and are often en
titled to a eertain share of the crop, forming a regular, part 
of the establishment on each estate. From among those who 
labour at the anvil alone, I must notice two classE's who do 
not belong t~ the manorial establishment; one~of them in the 
forests forges the crude iron, as it comes from the smelters j 
the other in towns, make the finer kinds o( goods. Before 
proceeding to mention these" however, I must give an ac
count of those who smelt the iron, who in general, however, 
work part of the year ill cultivating the ground. 

In my account of, the natural productions, I have men·
tioned the very imperfect skill which the people of this dis
trict have in working their mines of iron; and the def~cts in 
the manipulation necessary to fit the ore for the furnace~ 
The heat of the furnace is so trifling, that it cannot vitrify 
the stopy Jlarticle~ of the ore, which consequently must be 
reduced to a coarse powder to separate these particles by 
winnowing. Having no means of performing this operation, 
except by beating ~he ore with a stick, wherever it is found 
in solid masses, it is considered as useless. The same people 
mine, prepare charcoal, and smelt, so that no estimate can 
be formed of the expence of the different' parts of the prQ>. 
cess; and, "being> \'ery ignorant timid creatures; very little 
reliance can be placed on the accuracy of such information 
as they gave; 'I\or can we .form any judgment concerning the 
nature or richness of the ore from their operations. as t~ey 
never have weighed nor measured either the ore that goes 
to the furnace or the masses of crude iron that: come from it. 

The furnace consists entirely of kneaded clay, and is about 
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3~ feet high. The upper extremity (see annexed drawing) 
is round, and about 18 inches in diameter. It is slightly 

concave, and in its centre is a h~le (6) about' 2 inches wide, 
which descends gradually, widening to the ground (c), where 
it may be from 9 inches to a foot in diameter .. Under the 
top the furnace contracts a little, and then it swells out like 
a bottle; but very little only towards the back and s!des, and 
a good delll towards the front, in the bottom of which there 
is a semicircular opening (d) which communicates with the 
inner cavity of the furnace (h,e). In this opening is laid a 
pipe of baked day (e), which receives the muzzles of the 
bellows i and, wben going to work, the opening round the 
pipe is ~overed with kneaded clay. Some cbarcQal is put in 
tbe furnace, and having been kindled, the bellows are ap
plied. The cavity on the top of the furnace il then covered 
with charcoal, and as this kindles, some ,of tIle prepared are 
is thrown on it, and thrust into the hole, as the fuel below is 
consumed. This is repeated until the wh01e ore intended 
for the smelting has fallen through tbe aperture; and the 
fire is kepfllp until the workmen judge that the'operation il 
eomplete. The clay and pipe are then removed from the 
front of the furnace, the mass of iron is taken out, wbile yet 
hot is cut; in two, and is then cooled in mud, a good deal of 
which penetrates its pores, and adds to the weight. ' In this 
state it is always sold. Some of the smelters allege, that in 
hoh furnace tbey always add a quantity oCiron dross. that js 
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procured in forging the crude iron i while others allege, that 
they use ore alone; and I have beard it asserted, that the 
best iron is made entirely by smelting this dross, without 
any addition of new ore; while finally some of the forgers 
assured me that the dross was totally useless. I cannot take 
upon myself to reconcile such discordances; but I saw some 
iron smelted, in which the dross was added, some in which 
the ore alone was' u;ed; and near some of the forging fur
naces I saw lying a quantity of the dross, which no one, I 
was told, thought it worth his while to remove. The bellows 
are the most ingenious part of the apparatus. ~ach consists 
of a cylinder of wood, about 18 inches in diameter, and 
6 inches high. This is hollowed, so as to leave thin edges, 
and a thin bottom. The top is covered witP. a hide, tied 
firmly round the mouth of the wooden vessel; tJUt the skin is 
not tight like a drum j on the contrary it may be drawn up or 
pushed down to a considerable extent. In its cc::ntre is a hole 
about an inch in diameter, through which is passed a wooden 
button, that holds a string tied to the en,d of a bamboo, fixed 
like the spring 'of a turner's lathe. "WIlen';t rest, the spring 
raises the skin, so that its upper surface is a hemisphere. 
The muzzle of the bellows a bamboo, about 4' feet long, 
which passes through a hole in the side of the wooden 
cylinder. Two of these bellows are placed close .to each 
other. The workman, who is to blow with them, puts his 
heel first on the hole in one skin( and depresses it. expelling 
the wind by the muzzle; he then puts liis other heel on tbe 
other hole, and thus, treading alternately on the two cylin
ders, expels the wind, while the spring raises the hide, when 
he lifts one of bis feet to throw the whole of his weight on 
the other. When it is wantf'd to increase the power, another 
worktnan stands behind, and both tread at the same time. 
This gives. as much wind as the bellows of one of our black
smith's forges, but with a very severe labour. During this 
operation the mass of metal would not appear to be ever 
melted, it is ooly so far softened, that the particles cohere in 
a slaggy porous mass. 

In Bangka, where-150 of the smelters reside, it was alleged 
by themselves, ~hat they only smelted five months in the 
year, and that they wrought in their farms. and in collecting 
Mahuya flower$ for the rcmainder. except durinl? the two 
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months of marriage feasts, when very little work is done in that 
part of the country. Other people however said, that on an 
average they wrought $!O days a month, throughout the year, 
and on an average a family, of one man, his wife, and a boyar 
girl able to assist in collecting ore/can smelt twice a day, procur
ing daily about 5 sers of 36 paysas or 72 s. w. (9! lbs. or more 
exactly 9 1

2
0\) of iron"whicJ>. they exchange usually for 71 sers 

(80 s. W., or 1~ lbs.) of rice, but when I visited the place, 
they procured only 5 sers ot that grain. As they are most 
notorious drunkards, although in other respects they live 
very poorly, we cannot allow that they make less. Each 
family therefore makes in the year about 30 m,!ns of' crude 
iron, or in a114500 mana (about 2970 cwt,), arid 2000 mans 
(about 1170 cwt.) of forged iron (64 s. w. a ser) are said to 
be exported, which confirms the above calculation. Twenty
five traders advance grain to these smelters (Kol); and sell 
this crude iron, called Bhinda. 10 the forget:s at from 1 to 
11- r. a man (the ser 64 s. w.) equal to nearly 65-?o lbs. 
The accounts in Tarapoor did not differ very materially, 
and there being in that district 100 families, they will make 
annually about 3000 mans of crude iron. In Lakardewani 
the smelters only allowed 12 manti of iron for lIach family; 
but little reliance can be placed on what they said; nor can 
it be conceived that they make less than their neighbours; 
so that, there being 70 houses, the cru~e iron annually made 
will be ~lOO mans. In the whole district we must therefore 
allow the annual produce of crude iron'to be 9600 mans or 
6336 c:wt. A family can make about 21 1'8. a month, and 
cultivate 4 or 5 bigahs of high lanil. Each pays from 1 to 
It r. as rent for ore and charcoal, 'and about 12 aoas for the 
fields, which al'e generally cultivated for a few years, and 
then fallowed, as the smelters often move in search of ore. 

Tfie Won of Kharakpoor is reckoned the best that camel 
to Mungger; and greatly superior to that of Virbhum, or 
Ranlgar. It is forged into various forms. That intended for 
plough shares (Phal) is the highest priced, 8~lIing at M ung
ger for about 6 sers (84 s. w.) almost ISlbs. for the rupee. It 
comes nearly fitted for putting in the plough. Tl1ut "intended 
to be wrought again is in larger masses, ,fapable each or 
making a hoe, hatchet, or some otber instrument, from whence 
it derives various names, lind sells at about 8 sers or 1711bs. 
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Cor the rupee. In working into coarse goods it looses one
third, and wrought into fine goods it looses one-half. 

Some blacksm,itbs do nothing else but forge the crude 
iron, while others employ part oC their time in making tLe 
implements of agriculture, and coarse utensils used in tbe 
country. They all reside, near the mines, and the crude 
iron is never sent to /l'distance for market. Five or six men 
are employed at each forge (l\Jaruya), wbich does not differ 
much from. a common Indian blacksmith's; nor is it requisite 
to strike tbe iron with a larger hammer than that which an 
European blacksmith's assistant tommonly wields, weighing 
perhaps fOllr or five pounds: Tbe crude iron is heated and 
hammered three b'r four times, and is then fit for !lale, being 
formed into little wedges, bars, or plates, according to the 
various purposes for which it is Intended. Each man, it 
was said, could make two anas a day; but they would give 
me no estimate of the quantity of forged iron procured from 
a given quantity of crude iron, on which I could place re
liance. In some places they stated, that the forged iron was 
J81f of the crmle. in others a, and thel'e is no doubt tllat the 
loss is very. great, as I evidently saw during the operation, 
but the above mentioned loss is certainly exaggerated. The 
statement, on which I can most depend, was procured at 
Bangka. A forge, with six men, makes daily 10 sers 
(64 s. w. = I ,6oVo"olb.) of each three kinds of h'on ; one fitted 
for plough-shares, one for hoes, and one for hatchets. Ninety 
sers of crude iron worth 3 rs. give 40 sers of the forged 
worth, at' the advance price, 4l rs. j and to forge this quan
tity requires 7l anas worth oC charcoal. Each man theref~re 
makes 2 anas Ii ganda a day. The t ganda may be allowed 
for the ex pence of implements, &c. They never work but 
when they receive advances. Merchants usually sell them 
tIle crude iro·n, and purchase the Corged, so soon as made . 

.The blacksmiths who are employed in making fin,:r goods, 
in general work for the use of the natives, making spears, 
swords, matchlocks, and a rude kind of cutlery. Some of 
them however- at Bhagulpoor and Tarapoor are good work
men, and capable of making anything, for which there is a 
demand. At Mungger are about 4.0 houses of blacksmiths, 
who chiefty make goods after the European fashion, -very 
coarse indeed whim compared with English work. but cheap 
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and useful. The following is a list of the articles made, with 
the most common rates of their value :"" 

Doul1le-harrel glIDS, 32rs.; tides,30rs.; single-barrel fowling pieces, 18rs. J 
muskets (Atmanari). 8rs.; Krabin (blunderbuss). 2518.; ordinary match. 
lock pieces, 4r8. ; c/ltved ditto. 6rs.; pistols single-barrel. lOra.; ditto 
double-barrel. 201"8 ; tea-kettl~s (Mug) 12aoas; ditto (Sada) 8 aOM, -fish. 
kettles,30in.long, and ISin;wideand deep, 45; -iroo ovens, 16r. ; .sauce
pans, from I to 3rs., frying-pans, (rom 1 to 3n1. ; snulfers, from * to 3rs. J 

-iron cullen~ers, 2r8.; chafing. frons,- square (Chauka Anggethi}, 6r8.; 
ditto, round (Gal Anggethi). 2r8.; ditto. high CUkbriwala Anggethi), 
6rs. 'Iii anas; -chamber stoves (Dhungya kuehl, or'grates,125 rs. ; kitcben 
stoves (Drajwala Anggethi) 15rs. ; ladles, from ito 2laoas i ramrods, from 
t to' lr.; swords, from 1 to 3rd.; spellra, from t to 1I 1'8. 8 allas; table 
knives and forks, per doz. 6rs.; breakfast ditto, ditto, 4rs. I scissors. 
4 anas; Sarota or betle-nut cutters. 2 to 6 anas; Hindustani bits for 
bridles, 4 l\JIas; ditto stirrup.irons, 6 anas ; horse sho'eB and bob nails. 
per set, 6 anal 8 pice i Hindustani spurs, per pair, ) 2 anaSI small hatcbet 
(Tanggari). lr.; hatchets (Kurali), ! to Ir., hoes. 12 anas; ,·padlocks. 
chest locks and door locks, t to Ir.; -binges, i to 5ra.; clamps for boat 
building, per ser, 5 1-3 anas ; 'nails for clinker. built boate, per ser, 6 1·3 
anas I nails, common, do. 5 1-3 anas; curry-combs (Kharara). 2 to 4 anas; 
sickles, without teeth (Hangsuya), Ii to 3 anas ; shovels for cutting grass 
roots for horses, 2 to 4 anas; large sickles for cutting grass, 4 anas; 
sickles, with teeth, 1 ana; ·palanquin and cast furniture; cork.,crelVll, 
4 to 8 anas; razors, 4 anas I tongs, 1 to 2 anas; rod for cleaning the im
plement used in smoking, i alia I coarse needles, per 100,3 anlls ~ Tllkuya 
or wheel spindles, per 100, I r. 8 anss,t 

The ~hief articles are the different kinds of fire-arms, 
mostly sold to passengers, and carried towards the west; and 
tea-kettles and chafing dishes sent to Calcutta. In each shop 
are two or three men, generally partners or persons of' the 
SRme fanlily. 'Vhen any man gets a large commission, he 
hires in his neighbours. A common labourer gets-fl anas a 
day, a clever workman is allowed 3. The barljl'els of the 
fire-arms are made by twisting a rod round an iron spindle, 
and the~ hammering it together. The bore is afterwards 
polished and enlarged by horers of different sizes. The tea
kettles are mnde in sundry pieces united by solder, which is 
a loss, as the Bolder· being copper is dangerous.' and they 
ought therefore to be tinned when used. The workmen have 
adopted dIe European bellows.' These. improvement. were 

• Mungger (Monghir) i8 the Birmingham of the EftSI. > + Those marked'thu. -,are only made IVben bespokclI. 
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introduced by the Europeans of the regiments formerly in 
garrison. 

At Mungger is a house of Koftgurs, -who plate iron tea 
kettles, and inlay gun barrels, sword blades or spears with 
gold or silver. 'At Bhagulpoor are two houses of needle 
makers, who live entirely by this p'rofe.l!sion. They have not 
yet acquired the art of formin,g the eye alter the European 
manner; but merely make' a hole through the thick end, so 
that the thread ~a~ses with dlffic~lty through the cloth. 

, Cloth j{'anufacture.-All castes are here permitted to spin, 
and near the Ganges, everywhere except in Rajmahal, it was 
stated, ,that a large proportion of the women spin cotton, 
some all day bilt most ~nly for a part; and this is an employ
ment suited well to the jealousy of the men. In Rajmahal, 
owing probably to dissipation, and in th'e forests owing to 
rudeness, the women spin very little. The wh6le spun is 
very coarse, 'and is done by means of the small wheel. The 
number of women on the whole 'was estimated at about 
160,000. But by taking an average of the various'reports of 
~he quantity of cotton required, of the thr,ead spun, and of 
the value of each. it would appear that every woman, one with 
another, ~ins annually 16 sers 121 ehhs. of cotton wool 
{841bs, 7i oz.), worth 6 rs. 9tanas .. and makes thread to the 
value of 11 rs. I i ana, having a profit of 4 rs. st anas. Wo. 
men who spin constantly of cours~ make more, and many, who 
are much otherwise employed, make less. This statement, so 
far as it relates to the quantity and profit belonging to each 
woman, seems pretty accurate; but the total number of 
women s'aid to spin, can by no means be reconciled with 
the quantity of raw materials said to be used. It was said, 
the cotton 'fool imported amounts annually to about the value 
of 276,000 rs. whil)h sold by retail, and fitted for spinn~ng, 
will amount to 845,000 rs.; and what grows in the country, 
including that reared on the hills, may be about the value by 
retail of 125,000 lB. These, according to the above calcula
tion, woufd only. employ 71,450 women, ,who would' make 
thread to the, value of about 792,600 rs. About 198,000 rs. 
worth of this will be J;equu'ed tor mixed cloth, carpets, sewing, 
&c., the refuainder, according to the average of estimates 
receivea, would make about 83!,OOO rs. of"clotb. , 

The dyers in most parts of the district are chiefly employe!! 
VOL. II. s 
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to dye-the clothes of tl'olle who attend marriage parties, that 
are exceedingly numerous; and during the three months 
\'\'hich the ceremonies last, the dyers make 'fery high wages; 
but at other times they have little employment. They dye 
chiefly with the safflower, with which they give two colour., 
Kusami a bright pomegranate red, and Golabi a pale but fine 
red like the rose; and each colour is of two difterent shades. 
They also dye with indigo, but blue is not in much demand; 
and with the flowers of the.Tungd and Singgarhar. As the 
dying cotton with safflower, and the other flowers is much 
practised at Mungger, I shall give an account ot the processci 
as they were performed before me. The safR~,!er, Cartkamull 
tinc/orit/s or Kusam, is in most demand. 

In order to dye the pomegranate red (Sorukh Qr Kusami), 
for three turbans -to cubits long by 1 wide, take of the flowers 
3 sers (84 s. w.) or 61bs. 7 i oz. value 1 r.; of impure carbo
nate of soda (Saji), 6 Cbhataks, almost 13 oz., value j ana; 
of turmeric 1 Chhatak, l'.!A oz., vahle t ana; of any vegetable 
acid, lime juice; mango, o\, tamarind, to the value of I ana. 
Wash the flowers on a cloth strainer with six pots of water, 
each containing alJout 15 sers (32Ibs. 5~ oz.), until the water 
comes off clear. This water is called Pili, and 1s used in 
dying green with turmeric and indigo. In about an hour 
after, ~~sh the same flowers with 'another liIix: pots of water. 
This water is called Dohol, and is of no use. Then~Bqueeze 
the water from the flowers, add th~ soda, and rub them toge
ther. Then place them on the strainer, and with I 01" I} pot 
of water wash out the colour, which is called Sahab, and is 
the proper dye. In this dip the three turbans, ·~nd knead 
them in the dye. Then take out the cloth, and add the tur
meric and acid; then put in the cloth again, and having soaked 
it, wring, aocI dry it in the shade. The Bame opel'ation i. 
repeated with fresh flowers, on the two following days. It 
the colour is wanted lighter, a little more water is added to 
the' Sahab I and if a bad cheap colour i. wanted, give the 
cloth 'only' one or .two dips instead of three. . 

The best Golabi or rose colour is given thU8. After haY .. 
jng extfacted the Sahab colour as above, the dyer adds to 
the same flowers another pot of water, which extracts a 
colour called PachuJa, that dyes four turbans of the same 
8i&~. They are first dipped in"the dye, then taken out and 
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an acid added, and then dipped again and dried in tIle sun. 
Each turban brings to the dyer ~ anas, and the acid costs 1. 
A paler rose colour is given by taking I ser of the Sahab 
colour, adding 5 sers-of water, and using this dye as the other. 
The dying three turbans of a bright pomegranate brings the 
dyer 4 r. 8 a., and the four turbans of a rose colour brings 8 
anas, in all 5 r. The cost is 3 r. 61. 

Naranggi, or orange colour, and Zurd, or yellow, may be 
given either with the flowers of. the Singgarhar or of the 
Tungd, both nearly of the same 'Iuality, .and used in the 
same manner; but each turban requires 4 chllataks (8! oz.) 
of the former .. while 6 t:hhataks (13 oz.) of the latter are 
necessary. Th~ flowers are boiled in 3 sers (each 21b. 2~ oz.) 
of water to 2 sers. When cooled, add 11 ser of the Sahab 
colour, prepared as above from Safllower, and 1 ser of wa
ter. In this *dip the cloth, wring· it, add some vegetable 
acid, and soak the turban in the mixture for 24 minutes; then 
wring·and dry it in the ahade. This makelll an orange ot' 
different shades according to the quantity of cold water 
added. Each turban pays for dying 4 anas. The yellow 
colour is given in the same manner, only that no Sahab is 
added, and that in place of acid 1 chhatak oC alum, worth I 
ana, is employed. The flowers are boiled with 4 sers of 
water to 8 sers. If a light yellow is wanted, a littl~ cold water 
is added to the dye when ~ool. 

The dyers of Bhagulpoor partly give the same cQlours; 
but abour 12 houses are constantly employed in dying the 
mixed cloth made of cotton and Tasar silk, which is woven in 
the vicinity'" of that town. These dyers give a coloU1: to pieces 
that are of an uniform colour (RaJtaka), and that are dyed 
after having been woven. I saw J 0 colours dyed by the fol
lowing processes.-

1st. Kakreja, a dark brown inclining to purple. Take 
25 s. w. Tairi (pods of the Cresalpinia), bruise and infuse it in 
5 sers' o( water for 4 ghuris. Then strain off the water and 
soak the clotl) in it. Then dissolve 3l S.w. of Kusis (a suI. 
phate of iron become white and powdery by exposure to air) in 
5sers of water, and put the cloth in it a few minutes; wring, 

-) ~ -

• The Indian tlres are elleel1e;nt ~d permanent.-(ED.J 
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and dry it in the sun. Then dissolve 31 S.w. of alum in a 
little hot water, add it to 5 sers of cold, and in this soak 
the cloth. Then boillfll s.w. of Sappan wood in 15 sers of' 
water for six hours, cool the decoction and soak the cloth 
in it for one ghari. Then 'wring, and add to the same c~ 
10ur,6! s.w • .of lime, stir tl1is about, and put in the cloth again: 
Then ;wring and dry in the shade. 

Qnd. Agari, a brown without {lny tinge of purple. Take 
50 s. w. of bruised Tairi i infuse in 5 sers of water for about 
S gharis. soak the cloth hi the infusion, and wring and dry it 
in the sun. Dissolve 6! s.w. ofKusis in 5 sers of water, and 
r~b the cloth in the solution for aMut 1 gha!,i.. Then infuse 
I8! s.w. of terra japonica (Kalil) in 5 sers of cold water, add 
a little lime water, and stir the infusion., Then dip into it 
the cloth, wring, and dry it in the sun. 

Srd. Uda, a bright purplish brown. Infl1se 25 s.w. of 
Tairi in 5 sers of water,' and soak in it the cloth. wring it, 
and dry in the sun. Dissolve 61 s.w. of Kusis, and use it as 
in the former operations. Then soak the cloth in the solution 
of alum, such as first used in the first operation. Then soak 
it for one ghari in a decoction of f!0 B.W. of Sappan wood, 
boiled for 15gharis in 20 sers otwater, which will Le reduced 
to 14 sers. Afterwards to a part of the llecoction add a 
little lime water, put in tMs the cloth, and dry it in the shade. 

4·th.· The- Baygani, a colour rather lighter than the above, 
approllching to Claret colour. Soak the cloth in the infu
sion' of Taid, as above. Then put it in a solution of Kusis, 
and dry it in the shade. Then soak it in a solution of 
alum, to which Bome lime bas been added.' Then boil 121 
's.w: of Sappan wood in 5 sers of 'water for six hours; when 
cool, soak the cloth in the decoction, and wring; then add a 
little lime to the same decoction, put the cloth in this, wring 
and dry in the shade. If the colour is n~t full, put it again 
into the-Uecoction of Sappan. 

5tb. Habasi, a blood red.,' Soak the cloth, a8 before, in 
the 'l!fusion of Tairi, and put it ~ a solutiop. of 6, I.W. of 
a:lum.- Then boil.~5 s.w. ot Sappan wood for 15 gbaris, inlO 
.sers of.water. Cool the decoction and add 25 s.w. of lime 
water. In this put the ~oth, wring, and dry it in the shade. 

6th. Shotari, a light brownish dr{lb colour., Take 121 5. w. 
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of terra japonica, and infuse it a whole day iw 1 ser water. 
Next day add 4 sers of water and soak in it the clotli. Then 
put !.his in a solution of6\ s.w. of Kusis in 5 sers of water. 
Then wring and dry in the sun. 

7th. Torunji, a bright gamboge yellow; Infuse 12i I.W. 

cor turmeric in 5 eers of cold water, and strain the infusion. 
Put in this the cloth. T~en put ft in a solution of61 s.w. of 
alum in 5 sers of water, to which has been added 50 s.'\f. of 
sour curdled milk. . Then dry the cloth in the shade. 

8th. Asmani, a light sky blue. Take 3i s.w. of native 
indigo infused in 5 sers water, and soak ill it the cloth, rub
bing it weIf. Thim add.to the indigo water 3} S.w. of alum 
dissolved in a little water, and 25 S.w. of milk, and rub the 
cloth again in the mixture. Wring and dry it in the sun. 

9th. Fakhtah, a bluish ash colour. Put the cloth in an 
infusion of 50 s.W. of Tairi in 5 sers. of water. Then in a 
solution of 61 S.W. of Kusis in 5 sers of water. Dry in the 
sun, and take 61 s.w. of Kachur root (a scitamineous plant 
mentioned in my account of Puraniya) powdered, and infuse 
it in 5 sers of water. Put the cloth into this, and dry in the sun. 

10th. Shishaha, a pale blue compared to lead, but very 
different. Proceed as 'in dying Fakhtah. but the cloth, after 
being taken from the infusion of Kachur, is put into an infu
sion of 121 S.w. of country indigo in 5 sere of water, and dried 
in the sun. It may be also made by omitting. the Kachur 
infusion. In the whole of these processes the dyers use well 
water alone, and most of that near Bhagulpoor is hard. The 
sicea weight is rather more than 1791 grain ,Apothecaries 
weight; and the ser contains 100 sieea weight, or 21b. 90z. 
avoirdupois weight. 21 gharis are equal to 1 European hour. 

Of the' weavers who work in Tasar silk, a few weave cloth 
entirely of that mattrrial, but the quantity is so tJ;ifling that I 
shall take no farther notice of it, and confine myself to detail 
the accounts of the mixed cloth called Bhagulpuri, bel;ause 
almost the whole of it is woven i11 the vicinity of that town; 
for out of 3,275 looms, stated to be in the district, 3000 of 
these were said to be in the Kotwali division. The women 
of the weavers mostly wind the thread.' although the men 
sometimes .assist. These people are so timid, that no great 
reliance can be placed on what they say; but I shall me'!ltion 
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what was stated by two men that came to me at Mungger 
from Bhagulpoor. 

A woman takes five pans of Cocoons (405), and puts them 
in a large earthen pot -with 600 sicca weight of water, a small 
mat being placed in the bottom to prevent the cocoons from 
being'burned. A smalL'luantity of pot ash, tied in a bit of 
cloth, ~s' put into the pot, l\Qng with the cocoons, which are 
boiled for about an European hour. They are then cooled, 
the watet .is changed, and .they are again boiled. The water is 
poured off, and the 'cocoons are put into another pot, where 

,they stand j~hree days ill the sun covered with a cloth to 
exclude insects. "On the 4th day they are again boiled, with 
200 sicca weight of water, for rather less than an hour, and 
then poured into a basket, where they are -allowed to cool, 
after which they are washed in cold water, and placed, to dry 
on a )ay~r of cow-dung ashes, where they remain spread, and 
covered with a cloth, for six hours. The woman then piCk' 
out su~h cocoons, as are not quite ready for winding, and 
exposes them for a: day or two to the sun, which completes 
the operation. 'the outer fllaments of the cocoon are then 
picke4. off, and form & substance called Jhuri, of which the 
potters make brushes used for appljing a pigment to their 
vessels. The fibres from 4 or 5 cocoons are then wound off on a 
miserable conical reel (see annexed drawing), which is twirled 

round by tIDe hand, while the thread is twisted on the thigh. 
the cocoons adjusted, and the broken fibres joined by the 
otber. The cQCoons, while windiJ~g. are not placed in watel. 
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This thread is called Lakf and after the Lak has been re-
- moved, there remains another inferior kind of filament, called 
also Jhuri, which is wound off, and is purchased by those, 
who knit strings. Even the cocoons, that have been burst 
by the moth, are wound off; but owing to the frequent joinings 
give a weaker silk. When the Tasar is neither very high 
nor very low, that is, wh~n 40.) cocoons cost a rupee at 
Bhagulpoor, a woman boils and winds this number in 10 days. 
She will obtain from 16 to 18 Paysa weight (58=100 sicc~ 
weight) of the good thread, which sells at 91 Paysas for 
the rupee. She gets besides 21 :Paysas weight of the inner 
bad thread called Jhuri, which sells for i ana. In a month, 
therefore she might wind 1215 cocoons,_ worth :I Rs. and 
would procure about 51 Paysa weight (lb. 2 ie•so1ij) of fine 
thread worth 5 rs. 6 as. and Ii ana worth of refuse (Jhuri), 
so that her profit would be 2 rs. 7i as. a month, but pots, 
fire-wood r and unavoidable interruptions necessarily -make 
some reductions; and my informants say, that the women in 
fact make only from 1 j to 11 rs. a month. It is only how
ever, wben the cocoons are about a medium price, tbat they 
have this great advantage. When the raw material.is too 
cheap, it is not saleable; wben scarce, all cannot procure 
work. The estimate iii also made"'1ln the supposition, that 
one half of the cocoons wound is of the kind called Dhaba I 
and the remainder of the kind called Sariban i the former 
winds easily, but sells cheap, being coarse; the'latter is 
wound with difficulty, but the finest goods are woven of it 
alone. Setting aside the refuse as a trifle, every rupee worth 
of the raw material, when the price is reasonable, will give 
17-9i rs. worth of thread or 100 will give nearly 179,'or the 
spinner has 79 per cent. for her trouble. The medium price 
of the 2 kinds of thread, at 9l Paysas for the rupee, ,will be. 
for the pound avoirdupois about 2rs. 6 as. _ 

The kinds of cloth, most usually made, are as follows!
Ist. Duriyas, the warp consists of three parts of cotton, 

and two parts of Tasar of different colours. The woof is all 
cotton of one' colour, so that the cloth is striped lengthways, 
and is dyed entirely by the weavera in' the thread. The 
pieces are moat usually from flO to 2~ cubits 10Dg by Ii broad, 
and on an average sell at ~~ anas. The cotton thread costs 
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22 anas, the tasar 10l anas. A, man can weave monthly 7l 
pieces. 

2nd. Namunahs are pieces from 20 to ~2 cubits long and 
11 broad,; the most common price is 44 anas. The warp 
contains about 35 parts of cotton thread, and 21 of tasar, dis
posed in stripes of a aiiferent pat~ern from those of the Duriys. 
Th<l wflof is all cotton. The (otton costs :2 t anas, the tasar 
14 anas. The dying is done by the weaver. the drugs 
costing'one ana. 'The loom makes seven pieces a month. 

Srd. Chaharkbanabs. The pieces are about 18 cubits long. 
and, of'a. cubit wide. The average value is 21 rs. Each 
loom weaves 6~ pieces in the month. The warp requires 10 
parts- of cotton, an4\ 15 parts of tasar; the woof 10 parts of 
cotton and 18 parts of tasat. so that the pieces are checkered. 
The cotton thread Is worth 6 anas, the tasar lr. 6as. The 
dying costs 4 anas., 

4th. Baftahs are pieces of all uniform colour, dyed after 
being woven. The pieces are of the same size with the 
Namunahs. All the warp is Tasar, the woof is cotton, The 
former costs 18 anas, the latter 20 anas; the dying and 
washin~ cost from 3 to 5 rs. for lilO pieces, 01' on an average 
:3 anas. The common price of the pieces is about :3 rs. (from 
!} to .5 n.) In the month & loom weaves 6} pieces. The 
foregoing, kinds are mosUy made for exportation; the fol
lowing is mostly made for country use:-

5th. Khariasri are pieces 12 cubits long, and 2 cubits broad. 
They differ in 'size and fineness from the Duriyas. The 
Tasar cosi~ 6 anas, the cotton 71 anas; the pieces 00 an 
average worth It; rs.-a'nd a man weaves eight pieces a month., 
The '!eaver dyf's this kind. , 

Several other kinds are made; but these are the most im
portant and their' .consideration is quite sufficient for' the 
purpos~s of general estimates. About i of the weavers are 
employ~d in weaving the Kharisaris; and it is said" that of 
every 1000 of the finer kinds 500 are Duriyas, a50 Namunahs, 
100 Cbaharkhanahs, and 50' Baftabe. Allowing that' 2000 
looms are employed on the finer goods, and that each works 
a proportion of the different kinds as above mell;.tioned. each 
will weave to the value of rather more tban 19 rs. a month. 
But 1000 piece~, at the above rat,es, will amount in nlue to 
2600 rs. and the expense will be as follows:-
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350 Namunnhs. . 
60 Baftahs , . . 
100 Cha.hHl'khanahs 
500 Duriyas. . . 

Tasar. --R. A 
306 4 
66 4 

137 8 
78 2 

578 2-

Cotton. I Dying. 

R. A. R. A. 
459 6 21 14 

62 8 10 0 
. 37 8 25 0 
687 8 15 lQ 

1246 14 -72 8 
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Tdtal 1897i. 

But, allowing for trifles, we may ta~e the expense at 1900 
rs. leaving 700 rs. for the weavers. At tltis rate, en 19 !."s. 

worth woven monthly, he has I) rs. 1 a. 16~ gs. for ,his trouble, 
but he works only nine months in the year, passillg the three 
hot months of spring in marriage festivals,.so that the annual 
gain of each man will be abou~ 46 J'S. beaides what his womeD 
make. but many men" whQ have two or lIIore' looms, hire 
journeymen to work, and they themselves spin and dye •. 
Journeymen ~ake about 2& 1's. a month; but in procuring a 
support are greatly assisted by the spinning of their women. 
Now 2000 looms working nine months in the year at 19 1'S. a 
month, -Will give. the total value 3,42,000 J'S. but it was alleged. 
that only 2,00,000 rs. worth are exported. Two. Moguls 
make advances to about the value of 1,00,000 rs. mostly 
Duriyas and Namunahs, to be sent to the west of India. 
The commercial resident at Maldeh advances about 10,000 
rs. mostly for Baf'tahs and Namunahs, and about 90,000 rs. 
wOl,th are sent by different smaller tJ'aders to Calcutta. As 
usual however in this district the merchants are very cautious 
in discovering the extent of their trade, and I have no doubt, 
that the above quantity is woven, and almost entirely exported. 
The raw materials required will be 49700 rs. worth of Tasar 
thread, and of cotton 1,63,600 rs. 

Ag;Un a weaver, making coarse goods for country use, 
weaves monthly eight pieces, value IS rs. Expense, (Tasar 
silk 8 rs.; Cotton thread 8 J'S. 12 as.} 6 rs. I! as.-Pront 6 rs. 
4 as. But many {}f the weavers work some of the nne. and 
some of the C~arse; I have only separated them for th~ sake 
of calculation: At this rate 1000 looms will weave in nine 
months 117,000 ra. worth. The value of the raw silk will be 
27,000 n. and of cotton thread 33.750 rs.' , -

The weave ... of cotton c\oth in this district .were stated to 
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be 621ft houses, having 7279 looms.. Taking tJle average 
amount which tIley gave of their work and profit, it was 
stated that the raw material came to 4 of the whole value of 
the cloth, whic11. so far as I can judge, may be the case. 
The weavers, however, prt'temled to a most extraordinary 
inactivity; and •• they are the musicians employed on almost 
every occasion, and especially at the tumultuous marriages of 
this distlict, I cannot assert: that they work more than ten 
months ill the year. The ave"rage value of their work Was 
stated at 1 rupees worth .of cloth monthly, or 70 rupees a 
year for each loom, which would .only give them 20 rupees 
for a subsistence. and their women are employed ill warping, 
110 that they bring in little or no addition. While employed 
in festivals they get little more than food, and what will keep 
their instruments in repair; we may safely therefore reject 
this calculation, for they in general. cannot spend less than 
from 21 to 3 rupees a. month. In a good many divillions, in .. 
deed, it wall admitted that each loom wove to the value of 
from 8 to 10 rupees a month, while in other. they were not 
ashamed to reduce the whole 'Value of the cloth wo~eD in a 
month to 4 rupees. I have before estimated that the quan
tity of cotton yarn disposable for th~s manufacture is at least 
worth 5,94,600 rupees; /lnd the thread being ~ of. the value 
of tbe cloth, this will amount to 8,82,440 rupees, which will 
give about 114 rupees worth for each 10001 in the year, or not 
.quite 11. rttpeelJ a month for the ten month. of labour. The 
prodt will be about 32 rupees a year for the labour of each 
man and his wife. Although I have allowed 1,20,000 rupees 
wOl,th of mixed Tasar cloth to be used in the district, 
altllough_ a little (5Q,OOO rupees) is imported.. and although 
the people are very Bcantily covered both by night and day, 
yet the above quantity is 80 smaJl that it will not suffer the 
smallest diminution; and it .is . probable that the quantity of 
cotton imported and number of weavers has been concealed, 

~sp~ciaily considering the number of women lIupposed to spin. 
'1'" 

• Thk intr~duction ot steam-wrought cotton and silk goods Into India 
duty free, lias des~royed much of their native manufacture I while we have 
imposed from 100 to 300 p~ cent. duty 0 .. their sugara, colfee, pepper. 
rum. &c.-[E».J 
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In the wilder parts of the district most of the thread belongs 
to the good wOmen of the country, who give 10 much a cubit 
to the weaver for his trouble. Very coarse and thin cloth$ 
from I! to 2 cubits wide, pays on this account II pan of 
cowries (ih rupees) a cubit (1 yard). The weavers are, how
ever, often paid partly in money, partly in thread. and partly 
in grain. In the more cleared part of the district. a good 
deal is made'on the same terms, but many weavers there buy 
the thread and sell the cloth as woyen. No person makes 
adyances for it. Perhaps on the whole H may be woven on 
the weavers own account. and -tw on account of the spinner. 
All the cloth is very coarse and of an uncommon thin bad 
fabric. 

The weavers of cotton carpets ( Sutru.,yis) are milch on the 
same footing as ill Ronggopool' and Puraniya. The tape
maker of Bhagulpoor makes also ropes of cotton fol' tents. 
Those who knit strings (Patwars) use not only proper silk, 
but also Tasar silk and cotton, and may make about 3 rupees 
a month. No advances are made. The chintz makers are 
on the s~me footing as in Dinajpoor. The blanket weavers 
work entirely the wool of the long tailed sheep, exactly as in 
Puraniya. 

l\'lANUPACTURE OF SUGAR.-The confectioners of this dis
trict prepare from the extract of sugar-cane, not only some of 
the kind of sugar called Chini, the process for which has been 
already detailed, but they make a good deal of a coarser 
kind caUed Shukkur. which is that chiefly used on the spot. 
1 have not been able to learn the process. 

I have nothing new to offer on the subject of Indigo. The 
works are judiciously. constructed. lmd all built of brick. 
Mr. Christian alleges dlat fine indigo cannot be prepared 
from river water; and in support of his opinion,says that he 
employed the same persons to make, indtgo, at the same 
work., and water both from 8 well and, from th4! river, and 
the uniform result was~ that &.he indigo made from the latter 
was of an inferior quality. I did not hear that any 'of th~ 
native manufacture is continued. Soda is found in some p~te 
of the district i but it is merely collected by the washermen. 
and undergoes no preparation. , 

The earth containing nitre is called ~ora. malti,' that is 
nitrous earth, or Mugtl matti, that is dead earth. On mOlit 
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old mud walls near the bottom; where many animal impuritie9 
are generally deposited, this earth eflloresces during the dry 
season; but owing to some unknown -circumstance some walla 
do not produce it. It is not found in cow-hOUSCI, because 
these are kept clean; but it is found in the places (Batkans) 
where the cattle. that feed hi the wastes, are assembled at 
night.. IUs also found about all old established villages, on 
the roads and places ,,(Ga,mdahar) where the cattTe are as
sembled as they go out or return from pasture, and where 
the eareases of the dead are thrown. The efflorescing sur
faces may be scraped once in from 8 to 15 days, during dry 
weather: but rain stops the process for some time. The 
saline earth procured from old walls is reckonfd' the best; 
but both kinds are used indiscriminately, and mixed, as they 
can be procured. About the 1st of September a space of 
from :3 to 10 kathas, or from about 5400 to 18000 square' 
feet, is ploughed round each boiler (KutAi), and is kept clear 
of weeds throughout the season. This space i. caned the 
Phar, and its use is for spreading out the saline earth to dry. 
The filtering cistern is rather larger than in Puraniya, but 
there is n6 other difference in the apparatus. In each cistern 
are put .about 1l or 3 sers of ashes from the furnace, with 
from 15 to fl5 baskets' of earth, each basket being as much as 
a rnan earl'ies on bis head, or perhaps 601bs. The earth that 
remains after filtration is eaUe(l Sithi, is collected in a heap, 
and kept until next season, when a portion is always mixed 
witb the .. fresh nitrous earth brought in from the villages, 
spread out on the Phar to dry, and then filtered. :rh~ Ras, 
l\Iuran, or ley, is boiled in unglazed eartllen pots, each con
taining 10 or l~lbs. weight;" and after some evaporation, the 
contents of from 10 to 12 of thes'e boilers are thrown into a 
large wide II\olltlu~d jar (Nantl). During the night the liquor 
cools 8n4 depOSIts Slome nitre. The liquor that retnains is 
called Kahi,. is boiled and cooled a second time, and deposits 
'!'orc;nitre. The liquor which then remains is called Jaratili, 
and is thrown on the heap of earth ca.lled Sitbi. The Bcum
mings, called Udiyan; are here thrown away as uselcsi' and 
the'people alleBe that the Khari-nemak comes from Dhar
hara, in Tirahut, and is prepared from a peculiar earth. 

The Company purchases the nitre of the second boiling 
(Kulmi), which is prepared by the same manufacturer that 
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makes the crude nitre (Kachcha). Eight or 10 sers (16 tit 
201bs.) are dissolved in a large pot of boiling water, and 
allowed to stand for about an hour and-a-balf, when the earth 
subsides. The clear solution is then taken out by" a cup. 
evaporated to a sufficient degree. al'ld put into Ii 'Vessel to coo). 
When cool. the contents are' poured on a strainet, which 
retaine the nitre, and allows the ley to run through. Tllis 
It'y also is called Jarathi. anlis throwO' on the heap of earth 
called Sithi. The remains of this ley are wash'ed from the 
nitl'e by pouring a little eoId water 00' the contentB of the 
strainer. Four Bers of raw nitre give 3 sers of Kulmi, such 
BS i, exported by the Company to Europe. 

On the north side of the river the commercial resident pur
chases the whole nitre by contract at 2 rs. 4: aaas Ii man (82 
s. w. the ser),=84Ibs. 21-01. avoirdupois. The nitre is de
livered on the spot in bulk, and the Company is at the expence 
of carriage, risk and package. The commercial resident .has 
three agents .(Gomashtahs) at Chhapra Singgiya and Man. 
These ma.ke- advances to the contractors (Asamis), who are 
aU natives of the place, wealthy and respectable Dien. Under 
the agent of Man are eight contractors. Babu Gondar, one 
of these, is contractor for seven Pergunahs, two only of which. 
Chhai and Pharkiya belong to this district. He again employs 
agents (Gomashtahs), who reside in the different Pergunabs, 
make advancE's to the actual manufacturers, receive the nitre 
from them, and deliver it to the order of the commercial resi,.. 
dent. Each of these inferior Gomashtahs, or agellts of the 
contractor. has whatever messengers he requires, he paying 
their wages i but the commercial resident furnishes ~acb with 
a badge of authority j for without that nothing in this country 
can be done. The contractor makes as much nitre as he can, 
and, refuses no man employment,· He advanclls 2H Arcot 
rupees 'for the man of 101 s. w" a ser, or rather more than 
1031bs. 141 oz. At this rate he pays sicca anas 4·2#11 for 
the large man, which he deliver$ to the Company for 36f ana!wp 
a small man, or at 45th- anas for the large man; .so that 
he has only 5,674 rs. profit on 100,000, and out of this he 
pays 'all charges of merchandize, and. risk of bad debts. 
He however.receives,in advance all the money that is neces
sary. ·So small a premium or ag.ency, would show a grellt 
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economy in the management of the Company's concerns; but, 
although I have not been able to trace with certainty the cir" 
cumsfance. I have no doubt that this is not a fair statement, 
and that some source of profit was concealed. One indeed 
will be afterwards mentioned; but it is only conjectural. 

The actual manufacturers are here called N uniyas, or sa]t~ 
men, '!ond ate of many different castes. .At each furnace are 
employed from three to fiv~ persons, men and women. The 
latter boil; th~ former collect earth and fuel, for which they 
pay nothing. The quantity made in Chhai and Pharkiya 
vafies from 800 to 1,400 mans delivered to the Company, ac
cording as the season is dry 01' wet; but the average is about 
1,300 mans, the unfavourable yeau being few. Each furnace 
therefore makes on an average 9 mans 7 sers heavy weight, for 
which tbe owners receive 26rs. 6anas (Arcot); but-these are 
commonly current. Each furnace employs two ordinary fami· 
Jies, that is two .married men and their wives; but each can 
cultivate it. small farm, or can work as a labourer during the 
season. when there is the greatest demand. 'In' fact most of 
them have 'farms of one plough. Some few of ' them have 
sbeds, under which they boil during days of occasional rain, 
that happen in the fair season; but none have places in which 
they can deposit earth for boiling in the rainy season, and 
they are too necessitous to be able to keep until then, the 
crude nitre for refining. 

EXPORTS ANn IMPORTs.-The accounts which I'procured of 
tbese were ullcommonly defective, the merchants being very 
shy, and much alarmed. In almost every case, where I had 
an opportunity of forming any estimate. I found that the 
quantities repo1'ted by the traders were rated very much 
under the real amount I and that. these people carefully con
cealed the extent of their trade. I have little reliance there-

. fore on the amounts stated in tha table; but it will serve to 
show th~ nature of the articles in demand, and their propor
tional importance, as one is likely to be as much diminished 
as the others. 

Brokers are partly employed in the eastern parts to pur" 
chase silk,' and partly in the western parts to purchase what
ever is, wanted, but chiefly grain. The Kothiwals or bankers 
are on the same footing as in Puraniya. rwo indigo planter. 
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deal in bills of exchange, and one of them to a greater extent 
than any person in the district. Of the natives one house 
belongs to the place, the others are strangen. They take 
bank notes at a small discount, of from l to 1 per cent. Both 
those who change gold and silver, and those who deal in 
copper money and cowries are usually called Surrafs, although 
Fotdar is also a term known for "the latter people. Many 
Modis, druggists~ and drapers deal in small money, and 
some of the Sunafs in their turn deal in cloth apd cotton. 
Both kinds of surrars and Modis advance money or pro
visions, to those who are living on monthly wages, or allow-
ances. . 

In the district are seven Rokari or Nukudi Mahajans, who 
lend _ money as in Ronggopoor. They have capitals of from 
10 to 50,600 rs. Two of them in MWlgger formerly dealt in 
bills of exchange, and on that account are called Kothiwals. 
but hallc of late given up that branch of q>mmeree, owing 
llrobably to lhe introduction of bank notes. 

Place8 where· Commerce ;8 carried 0".-The people here 
ine somew'hat less addicted to markets than those of Bengal, 
and deal more with shop-keepers. or with traders, who have 
Email warehouses. 

The same complaints concerning illegal exactions •. taken at 
market places, exist here as elsewhere, and it is alleged, that 
they al'e usually made in the name of God, some pretended 
religious mendicant being appointed by the Zemindar to 
collect money for the celebration of some ceremony, or for 
the support of some place of worship; but a trifle merely 
is expended, and the remainder is divided between the men~ 
dicant and the Zemindar. Farther, in every great Inarket 
the Zemindars erect sheds, and take duties from'those who 
use them; and it is alleged, that none are allowed to Bell 
article. of any amount who do not use these sheds. . The 
Company, when the duties on the market places were abo
lished, ]lurchased the land, and the right to erect such sheds, 
should be perhaps reserved to government, and might be 
made a source,.of revenue. It is farther alleged, that all 
the. understrappera of police help themselves. to whatever. 

• The ancient I'UstOiD of m8rk~t9 is prevalent in India generally; it 
,,:ould be a good policy to e.stablish fair, in centr~ towns, annually or 
blelllliaJIy.-(ED.] . 
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they want, and tbe difficulty of procuring any thing what
ever at the capital, is by many attributed to this practice. * 

During the Mogul government it would appear, that in 
towns every trade had .a chief called' by v~riou8 names, 8uch 
as Chauduri, Mistri Dangriya, &c., who :-eceived petty fees 
from his associates, represented all grievances to the officers 
of government, regulated the prices 'of labour and commodi. 
ties,'settled petty disputes, ,and supplied any large demands, 
such as when persons of rank, or bodies of troops passed. 
Some of these pe!so,ns have still the (Purwanahs) grants made 
to them or their . fathers, either by Mogul officers, or by the 
collectors ~h6 succeeded j and in the ~hree tqwns, every, 
trade still continues to obey very implicitly tlle orders of 
some such person, although now, I believ~, they have no 
legal authority; In fact, l find that tbe only thing which 
these people now attempt to do, is to fleece the Europeans, 
who may pass •• No person but these men wi1lsell anything 
to ,an European's. servant, or perform for him any service, 
and these persons fix prices altogeth'er unreasonable, must 
be always paid in advance, a~d very often perform what 
they have stipulated in a very inadequate manner. The 
only remedy is a civil action, probably to be tried two or 
three years afterwards, and in which the witnesses must 
perhaps be sent some hundred miles. This is a. complete 
bar to every complaint. At some principal market places 
on the road, one person of this description (Chaudhup or 
Dangriya) has a superintendence over the whole. and act. 
nrqch in the same manner. 1 would propose, th'at in the 
chief towns ;t least, such persons should be legally appointed 
from year to year, and. selected by the magistrate from 
among the most respectable persons of the trade or pro. 
fession; and that in the appointment the inclination of the 
members of the trade or profession should on all occasions 
be consulted. The duties of the persons selected .hould 
be the same ail in the Mogul government. In the Bame 
manner the general charge of the police in these towns 
should be entrusted to one or more chief mercllants or 
trad~rs, who should be annually appointedt with the con .. 

• The Author strongly recommenda Municipal Government for the 
principal towns.-[ED.]" 
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sent and appl'Obation of the Chandhuris, and who should also 
act as commissioners for the decision of petty suits. Duties 
of course should be levied to defray the. expense of the 
establishment in clerks imd messengers; and for keeping the 
roads through the towns ~lean and practicable. 

Coins, weights a~d measures.-The Calcutta Kuldar rupees 
are by far the most common eurrency, and not above l of 
thelQ have been marked. Other rupees'pay a Batta, or de
duction. except in the purchase of cloths; all of which are 
sold for inferior money. Gola hu almost entirely disap~ 
peared; arid, if wanted, must be purchased at from 16~ to 
161 rupees for th~ Mohur. In the Behar part of the dis
trict, copper money is much more common than cowries, 
and' even in the Bengalese part it is cun"cnt. The com
mon Paysas, or copper money are Lohiya, or 'Herba, and 
Gorakpood. The latter are pure copper, the former are 
said to be adulterated with iron. The marks' are totally 
w6ro away, and no one can tell by whol\} they were .or are 
made. The average value is 64 for a rupee i but it is COil-,,," 1 
stantly. fluHuating, according to the operatIOns of the money 
changers. In the S.W. part of the district, coin is seldom 
seen, and most commercial transactions are carried on by 
exchange of commodities. At the capital almost ev_ery thing 
is sold by an imaginary money called Taka, the name which 
in Bengal is given to the rupee. The Taka of Bhagulpoor 
contains two paysas, each paysa 64 cowries. 

Weigkts.-All that I have said in my account of Dinajpoor 
concerning weights, is applicable to this district.~ The Paseri 
varies from 5 to 14 sers. The weights in general are regulated 
by a copper coin called the Madhusahi J.>aysa, which is not 
current, and very seldom procurable; so that no proper means 
of detecting false weights exist. Some people indeed pre
tend to have iron or stone weights that are of the regular 
Btandurd, but 1 know not how they could be taken iq e"i. 
denee. it is aillo alleged, that the ser of 80 sicca weight 
is equal exactly to 46~U Madhusahi Paysas; but for the 
lake of ealculation it is usual to take 4'()~. In the formet 

• A general standard of weights and measure. thro~ghl1Ut India would 
he a gre~t advantll¥e to eommercefo-(ED,] 
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~ase. taking the s. w. at'.ll\" of a Calcutta ser, the Madhusahl 
PaysR will be nearly S09h grains. 

Except in beating rice to free it from the husk. no grain 
measureS are used, every thing is sold by weight. In the fo
rests, the women who beat rice 'receive the rough grain. and 
deliver the clean by a measure ,called Paliya, 1!hich is saia to 
contain about -Iv of 100 s. w.; but as the same individual 
measure is used in l'eceiving and delivering, its capacity is of 
no consequence. At the three towns are professed w~ighera 
(Kayals), and on many estates there is a weigher of grain in 
every manor. He is not 6worn,- nor, if detected in fraud, is 
he liable to any extraordinary punishment. ,Among the Datives 
it i~ generally admitted, that vast frauds are committed by 
the sleight-of-hand in weighers. and to this was attriby.ted 
the apparent lowness of the profits which the contractor 
for salt-petre bas. Wben I asked at other persons, wbe
ther he had given me a fair. account, and how he came to 
be contented with.5 per cent. for all charges and risks of 
merchandise, it WJ1S answered, that" he weighed the salt." A 
(ew years ago most of the weights were stamped, by order of 
the magistrate, and none, except ~uch as have been stamped, 
are considered legal. With such a want of a standard, the 
expedien.t of stamping is perhaps dangerous, leaving room 
for the most atrocious frauds and corruption. 

The land is mostly measured by a pole, and here this is 
laid on the ground, and a marIt made at each length. This 
is vastly superior to the ex.traordinary plan adopted'in Pu
raniya; and is not liable to many objections that arise from 
the use of a rope: but in this manner it is very difficult to 
measure any line straight, and every deviation is in favour of 
the landlord.. The number of rods in each Katha varies ex
tremely, and even. the cubit differs much in lengtb. The 
length of a man's for" arm and hand is the standard in com
mon use, and is supposed to be divided into sevPJ1 Girhas j 
but the cubit in use varies from seven to nine gil·aLs. In 
every other part that I have been, the bigah consists of twenty 
kathas, but in many parts of this district it contains only 
eighJ;een. No standards are to be found in the collector'. 
office, where it is only known whether the customary bigah oC 
each Pergunah" contains eightee.n or twenty·kathas. but the 
number of cubits in each katha, and the size of the cubits, 
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have not heen recorded. In some parts, however, the people 
have a yard and cubit, used chiefly f9r measuring cloth, and, 
where such are used, they were stamped at the same time with 
the weights. The people here have only one name~(Guz) for 
both measures. 

Ormccgance of goods.-As will ~ppear from the account of 
the rivers, . a great part of the district is not at all provided 
with water carriage; and, even .on the lianks of the great 
river the patives possess many fewer boats than I expected. 
The Ulaks, formerly described, are the boats most com
monly employe!I in the transportation of goods; and are in 
general small, none exceeding 1700 mans, and most being 
under 800. The Patelas are rather fewer in number than 
the Ulaks, and about the same burthen; and, as I have men
tioned in my account of Puraniya, differ only front the Koshas 
of that district in being wider in proportion to their length. 
The hire of these two descriptions of boats from Mungger 
t~ Calcutta, when the whole channel of -tbe Bhagirathi is 
navigable, is from 10 to 14 rs. for tbe 1QO mans burthen, 
reckoned by the quantity of grain which t1)e boat might 
carry. The ser is equal to 84 s. w. the 100 mans, therefore, 
are equal to 77 cwt. The distance is about 300 miles. In 
the eastern parts of the district some boats oflarge dimen
sions are used, during the floods, to convey fire-wood; but 
having beeR there in tIle dry season, I had no opportunity of 
seeing their structure. 

Both 'men and boats are difficult to procure, although many 
of the boats are professedly kept for hire, and the office of 
Ghat Majhi, here as elsewhere, would require to be regu
lated. So difficult is it to procure boats, that at Kumurgunj 
almost all the trade with Mungger and Bhagulpoor is carried 
on bi means of carts or oxen, although it stands on the bank 
of the river about half way between the two places. The. 
boats called Dinggis, such as I have described in my account 
of Puraniya, are a good deal Ilsed; but many boats' called 
Dinggis are clinker built, and on' the Pateli construction. 
On. so lllrge ana tempestuous a river as the Ganges these 
are very dangerous. Except tIle N awab at Rajmahal, Done 
ot tlle natives possess boats of any kind accommodated for 
pleasure or travelling; but il.l the eastern divisions a tilt iii 
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occasiollally put over the after part of a Dinggi, which is
then called a Pansi, and accommodates haveUers" 

Canoes are not much used, except in the eastern parts of 
the distri~t. and in the inu!Jdated parts farther west the 
people are very much confined during the floods, aDd in 
cases of an inundation uncommonly high, have in general no 
mea,!sl of escape. The Tal tree, so commonly 'used south 
from Calcutta, as a conveyance during the floods, is neglected 
every where here except. in Kalikapoor, although it is very 
common. 

In Lakardewa~i advantage is taken of the floods to float 
timber and bamboos down the torrents, but-in Karakpoor 
and Gidhaur this is entirely neglected. In Kalikapoor again, 
towards the close of the season, wllen the water becomes 
scarce, floats are conducted ~own the creeks by making 
dams, and collecting the water, so as to render it deep 
enough to carry the floatll tOr some way. When the float 
reaches the dam, another ill made some way lower down, and 
the former one is broken to transmit the float. This ill a 
very -rude commencement of the art of constructing locks •. 

The greater part of the int~rnal commerce of the district 
ill carried on by carts, and back loads; but the roadll are 
exceedingly bad. By far the most frequented and important 
foad in Bengal, leading from Calcutta to Patna by Moor
shedabad, passes through the whaie length of the I,listrict; 
but for from two to three months every year it is not pas
sable with any sort of carriage, or even with loaded cattle; 
and, even at other season8, a four-wheeled carriage or wag
gon could pass with much difficulty, and some danger. 
There is in particular a. great deficiency of bridges, and the 
descents into many of the creekS ill so steep as to impede 
'Vcry much the passage, and to diminish the load of carts. 

< In many parts there is an abundance of hard materials. with 
which permanent roadll might be made; but, as in others 
these materials are too l'emote, and a8 one bad place renders 
the whole useless as a line of communication, no attempt at 
improvement, farther than. what I have forme"rly recom
mended, s~ould perhapll be made. A great part of the 
labour of the convicts, as usual is employ-.d in making roads 
near the capital and MUl}gger, which, although no doubt of 
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some use, are chiefly intended to give the European ladies 
an opportunity of taking an evening ride; and much also, as 
usual, is wasted on keeping the grounds of the Europeans in 
neat order. Were the whole bestowed on the great road, it 
might be kept in tolerable repai~, during nine mo~ths in the 
year, and might be gradually so raised, as to be easily prac
ticable at all seasons on foot. This care might be also ex
tended to the branch from Paingti to the great road, which 
opens the communication with Puraniya, and is only a ·few 
miles in length. 

Another line of public communication· is still wanted; 
there is no r~ad between Bhagulpoor and. Virbhum, so that 
the judges of circuit must return from the latter place to 
Moorshedabad before they proceed to Bhagulpoor. This 
appears to me a line of the 'ltmost importance, and its for
mation would, J have no doubt, tend very much to improve 
the neglected interior parts of both districts; but the labour 
of the convicts, I am afraid, would be totally inadequate to 
the purpose, and indeed is scarcely sufficient. with every at
tention. to keep the present great roa.d in order. Imme
diately south from Bhagulpoor is a considerable extent of 
very low land. through which a road can only be made by 
raising a mound; at present it is impassable for more than 
four months in the year. and all commerce with the interior 
is completely at a stand: After reaching the high land, 
although in general the ·soil is dry and firm. there are many 
interruptions. Many very narrow vallies of rice ground, 
wind through the swelling grounds in all directions, and, 
.until the- beginning of December. cut off all communication. 
In ev~ry part there, however. there is such an abundance of 
hard materials, that the constructing causeways across these 
vallie's would be an easy work, and timber is_ so plenty, that 
bridges could be of very little expense; for each valley would 
require at least one bridge, to allow the water to pass from 
one field to another. As a means for carrying this work into 
execution I would propose, that a tax should. be, levied on 
all pilgrims going to Baidyanath, and on this account, that 
the road should lead by that place from the caJ?itals o~ the 
two districts. Tbis, it is true, would not be the most dlrect 
line, but the ineonvenience arising from the circuit would be 
compensated by the means of facilitating the passage. and of 
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accommodating the native trnellers. AU the remarks made 
on the roads of Puraniya are applicable to this district, ex
cept that here there is very little of the sandy bare plain, 
which there so much facilitates travelling. 

Very much to the credit of 1\1r. Christian, an Indigo planter, 
he bas made a road, better almost than any in the district, 
from his factory in Chandan to the river side near ~ uryagarhll. 
The structure oUhe carts used in this district, I have already 
explained. Near the Ganges many are kept for hire, and 
receive 4~ anas a day, including i ana given for the driver's 
food. The little rude .carts in the forests are an exceedingly 
great convenience, as they go in almost any road. Horses 
are not kept for carriages 80 much as in Puraniya, although 
all through the Behar part of the district there are some. 
They are nearly of the same q1;lality with those in Puraniya. 
but rather worse, and more wretched. The mares are 
wrought, as much as the borses. • 

The Baldiya or Ladubeparis are very numerous, and have 
many cattle, which, they are willing to hire, when they have no 
speculation in view, and their cattle are very good. The 
rate of hire is the same as in' Puraniy,a. Porters are only 
used to unload boats, or to convey passengers' baggage. In 
every part of the district, except 1\1ungger. there is 'he usual 
difficulty, in procuring conveyance of any kind; but at 
}fungger, no difficulty occurs in procuring good oxen and 
porters, at a very reasonable rate. I cannot yet judge, how 
they will perform their duty. On the great road a good deal 
of attention is paid to establish proper ferries, ~nd the boats 
are very good and safe conveyances. On the more important 
ferries on the grea* river no attention greater than in Puraniya 
is shown by the police, and most of the Dinggis, being of the 
Pateli construction, are exceedingly unsafe ')0 sucb a river. 
The boatmen are appointed by the Zemindars, who annually 
receive; a rent gJ!en under the Dame ofbomage (Salami). The 
Sadabratas, or places where traveUers experience a hospitable 
reception. are not numerous. ' Some of' them belong to 
.M uhammedans, who receive the pagan as well as the faithful; 
nor, are the Hindus deficient in liberality, all sects being 
entertained, wherever the place is called a Sadabrata. Some 
places of entertainnient however receive only religious mell, 
·anu are called Akharas. On the north side of the Ganges, 
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in the division of Lokmanpoor, all religious mendicants may 
apply to the chief farmer (Jethraiyat) of the place. and obtain 
a Ilupply of food. The farmer levies the expflPse by sharea 
from his neighbours. 

The Modis here do not entertain strangers, so that in the 
greater part of the district travellers are but poo·rly accom
modated. This is especially the case in the Mallepoor division., 
where no one except some foreign traders at Mallepoor will 
receive into his house any stranger even a Brahman. This is 
owing to an excessive jealousy of their women. On the great 
road however more attention is shown to the real convenience 
of travellers, than in any part of India, which I have yet 
visited; and regular inns (Sarays or Bhathiyarkhanahs) are 
kept at convenient diatances. Each inn consists of a number 
of distinct chambers; which are let by the night to any 
trll;veller or company, 8 or 10 persons travelling together 
often occupying one chamber. The chamber usually con .. 
sists of a wretched straw hut, 7 or 8 cubits long and 5 or 6 
wide, and is in general totally destitute of furniture j a few 
only afford a little straw or a mat to sleep on; but some, kept 
by obliging nymphs. have bedsteads, where favourites are 
received. The Bhathiyaras or keepers are low Muhammedans, 
such attention to strangers being incompatible with- Hindu 
reserve j and many of their women, but by no means the 
greater part, refuse no favour to a liberal customer. Each 
keeper, according to his means, has a number of chamber!!! 
which are usually disposed in a row (Alang); and in most inns 
are several keepers, whose rows of chambers surround squares 
or wide lanes, in which the cattle or carriages of the travellers 
stand. Hindus pay from 1 to 2 Paysas (if); to it rs.) a night 
for each chamber, and Muhammedans pay double, becallse 
the Bhathiyarin cooks for them. The keeper generally retails 
fire-wood. ~obacco and the charcoal balls used in smoaking 
and purchases for his guests whatever other articles they 
want. Some of them also retail earthen ware, and shoes. 
Hindus of the highest rank can sleep in such places. when 
no pure person will give them accommodation; but they of 
course can receive little or no assistance from the keeper, who 
cannot bring water that the guest will use, nor can the 
Brahman cook in the inn. He must gd" to some pure place, 
and for that purpose usually selects the side of a river, which 
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in this country. is die most common abode of Cloacina. In 
tbe Muhammedan government there had been erected an inn 
of brick at {tajmahal, which was a square surrounded' by 
numerous small ehambers, managed exactly in the same 
manner as above described. These have now become quite 
ruinous, and the 'keepers have, erected huts in the square. 
Col. IIutchinson, late superintendant of the invalid establish
ment. built two wretched inns of brick, totally destitute of 
elegance, and containing very small accommodation. They 
aye much neglected, and the keepers prefer their straw huts i 
because. as they alIe~eJ every petty messenger belonging to 
the police or any otber public cstabli$bment, insisted on using 
the chambers without payment, and even accommodated their 
horses in the rooms. 

At the (lifferent invalid villages near the great road the 
same gentleman, built a number of bungaloes, intended par,t1y 
I believe. for his own accommodation, when he visited hi. 
charge, and partly for the accommodation of European 
gentlemen travelling the great road. These bungaloes pro
bably have cost the public much. and the accommodation, 
which they afford, is, very trifling. Were they at regular 
convenient distances, so that officers travelling from Berham
pore to Dirapore might go on horseback by stages, and find 
every night a place of accommodation, and were this kind of 
accommodation extended on one hand to Delhi, and on the 
other to Calcutta, it might be useful, although without reliefs 
of horses, and accommodations to enable a person to travel 
without servants, little more progress could be made, than in 
travelling by water. As no change of horses can be procur~d, 
and as no man can go the road ~ithout waiting for servants 
to bring him food and raiment, these bungaloes mayan the 
whole be considered 311 not at all facilitating the progress 
of the traveller, althougq no doubt they have on some 
occasions proved a convenience to persons laying horses 
for short distances, or to those going post by palanquin, when 
these have been overcome with heat and fatigue; but the 
service of which they haTe been, has been so trifling, that their 
construction must be considered as a waste of money, and 
even their repair would be superfluous. ~lost of ~hem are 
now very ruinous. 
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BOOKJI • 
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CHA~TER.. I 

ARII-h,. ''rOOOdnUUlI'; RIVERS, I,AKES AND .MAftJHBS •. 

- ~lIIiTEOR6LtJGY:&C 

'l'liJ exteItt of C~lulrry..survp'ye~ c~"!prebe~gJbit part of 
the district of\GorukhpGo~, whleh IS 'sltu/ited .... ta'the'll(ft or 
nortb or.the nYer Ghoghl"lt. Ll'he greates:t le"i'igiii 'of' thIs 
dIstrIct m-a, ~i~e~t;:lme" fiO~ \be ,Qandakl,"-'at ·ParaSQ!lIt. to 
Nawara'mahli; at; Lec"bbiPOOl'/1l~d Jria dlrectlOrr-of about, 
east by south IlJId north by wes~ IS l$J nules;; and the gre..atest 
bread,th, crosslI1g .t~e aJ>OV)l )ulq at l"Jg,hlang.les, from KUflIl!
gunJ on the Gha~~ra to (he hln, soini( miles east fro1ri Butaul, 
IS 95 mdes. Tl~ solltherli corner, at t1ie Juncho!l.p~ the lIttle 
bandakl wlth,the Ghaghratt QQtlorduJg yo Major Renne1l6 is 
In 26° 8' north latitud.e , accOl'dvtg to tht\ map c.onstructed by 

., ( - '" my assistants. Its' Qortherl;l e~elWl:f, ~ear Butaul, extends 
almost 1~ 30':l farthen ~nortb trt~ eastern extremity on the 
great .Ganda~I" SCC.OI dmg to 'Majo~ Rennell, IS 3° 46; west 
frpm the mefKhan d Calcutta, and, accordmg ~o.my map, It 

~ . 

• Dr Ducpanan lOUJlct tllat this portion cOlllpreheoded frorn 7 to 8000 
square rnuea-tbat.it "-as nil! merely separated by a. great nver, but dIf
fered con81dera",ly In physICal: aspect, CU~lDs. &c It was not surveyed 
h} Major Kennell, and lIut very unperfl!t'tly known Even Dr Buchanan 
could not define,lts bounuarlea wIth precIsion -[ED] 

t Thls rlv,er IS now usually wr~tten Gogra 
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extends 2° 2ft farther west. By tracing the boundaries on 
the map last mentioned, the space, of which I am now giving 
an account, extends to 7438 square British miles, besides the 
lands usurped by Gorkha, about 1200 square miles. It may 
be necessary to give the following observations of Dr. Bucha
nan on this district:-

" With regard to the statements of the various kinds of soil 1 have (01-
lowed what was said by the native., whom I consulted, having no reason 
to think that it was materially erroneous; nor can a traveller, in passing 
througb the country, judge accurately on this point. The statement8 given 
by the natives concerning the extent of cultivation, owing to tbe nature of 
the management employed in collecting the reven,ue. I have considered as 
much more liable to doubt; and it must be observed that, contrary to what 
I expected, tbe owners of the land appeared to me often to represent their 
estates much better cultivated than they really are, with a view" I suppose, 
of obtaining immediately a permanen1i aettlement. The 8tatements agaio 
given by the officers of revenue I consider 88 liable to very numerous 
objections. They are said -indeed to be founded on what are called mea: 
8urements; but I am assured by authorities which I am inclined to believe, 
being that of several of tbe persons employed, that these measurements 
were in general mere conjectures, in which the judgment of th~ surveyor 
was liahle to be 8trongly biased by money received or in \lain demanded. 
In general, therefore. I have followed my own conjectures, formed in care
fully traversing the countIl" Where there were placell that I could not 
conveniently see, and which I had reason to believe were in a state ditferent 
from those that I examined, I have made allowances; but of eourde my 
conjectures are liable to considerable nncertainty." 

! 

SOIL.-The extent of barren land, absolutely unfit for cuI. 
tivation, is small: there are few Of no ravines, and hills only 
occupy 16 square miles., Land containing soda is considered 
barren, although this is by no means, the case, as I hav~ 
remarked in Behar. I.t ,is, however, chiefly fitted for the 
cultivation of rice in. the rainy season. In the pry, the soda 
being allowed to e~ot:esce, no doubt checks every kind of 
vegetation. Calcareous nodules never here infect the soil, 
as, so far as I know, they are found only in the beds ofl-ivers. 
In the bottom of wells, and in the rivers near the bills, there 
are often found gravel and small stones j but, except on t~e 
very roots of the hills. these never appear on the surface, nor 
interfere with the husbandman. 

There are here two kinds of a strong free soil. The one 
containing little sand ;.;md its clods •. when dry, are exceed
ingly hard, so as to build good walls jf,6belterecl from the 
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ram; but when moist it possesses little or no tenacity. It 
very quickly parts with moisture, consisting of a dry clay 
mixed with sand, so that the crops, which grow on it in the 
dry season, require much watering, and tpe pasture burns up 
soon after the ceasing of the periodical rains. It is, however, 
far from being a P20r soil,Jls, when watered, it not only gives 
heavy crops, but is much. less readily exhausted by repeated 
cropping than any other soil in the district. In the places 
where fallowing is best understood, it produces from eight to 
ten years after a fallow of two years, and for the first three 
gives annually two crops; while the fine free vegetable mould 
requires two or three years fallow after three years of culti
vation. The soil in question is also more favourable for 
plantations, and produces very stately trees. There is a great 
deal of a rich vegetable mould, which is very retentive of 
moisture, so as to produce some verdure' even in the worst 
seasons, and to yield crops of wheat and barley 'Without irri. 
gation, although by' this operation the crops are always con.. 
siderably improved, ex.cept in inundated lands, where the 
trouble is unnecessary. This soil seems to be a favourite 
residence of earth worms (Lumbrici), which in waste fields 
raise it into little heaps, a foot perbaps high and three or 
four inches in diameter, that often cover the whole surfacet 
and render travelling on it exceedingly' troublesome. This 
rich mould is seldom covered with forests, and in a state of 
nature seems chiefly productive of long coarse grass or reeds, 
which, if burned in February, send forth fine tender shoots 
in the lleats of spring. There is much clay land, which in 
.general is almost as l'etentive of water 8S the fine vegetable 
mould, and indeed the two run into each other, the stiffer 
kinds of vegetable mould being often called clay. The clay 
is more favourable for the production of ~rees tban the free 
mould is, and many forests grow on this soil. No soil of a 
red colour was observed on the surface, although earths of 
",is kind may be procured by digging. 

ELEVATIoN.-The only elevation which can be called a hill 
is Maddar, a 'corner of the Himadri mountains, or Emodus, 
which for some ~ay form the northern boundary of the dis" 
trict, and send this corner through a projecting angle to the 
bank of the Gandaki. Maddar, altlfough it has a plain to 
the nOl,th and south', is connected with the great mass which 
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rises, one mountain heaped on another, till it reaches the 
summits -covered with perpetual snow; hut the elevation of 
this projecting angle is inconsiderable, not exceeding 12 or 
15 hundred feet perpendicular, as in general may be the ~a~e 
with the hills of Emodus next the plain of this district. Like 
them, it is exceedingly steep and. arid, and rises suddenly 
from the plain with no detached rocJ<:s, and very little broken 
ground at its bottom. Although it is very steep, it presents 
few or no precipitous rocks, but is intersected by deep ra-
vines. ,The trees on it are not very large, and stand at con
siderable distances; while the earth between, in the dry 
season at least, appears bare, and is destitute of verdure. 
The appearance of these nearest mountains, therefore, from 
the plain adjacent, except as affording variety from the tedious 
uniformity of a level overwhelmed with plantations, is not 
agreeable. This country, however, in every part enjoys the 
advantage of having the most magnificent view of the snowy 
peaks of Eroodus, and during the season which I passed in 
it, the atmosphere having been cleared by frequent heavy 
rains, I bad more opportunities of enjoying the stupendous 
grandeur <Jf the scenery than I ever before experienced. 
From the banks of the Ghaghra. and Gorukhpoor the lower 
hills ,are invisible, but the snowy mountains are most distinctly 
visiblE\ with all their tremendous precipices, angles and re
cesses. At Lotan the lower hills appear as a black mass at 
the foot of the mountains: at Pall the form of each dark MIl 
is visible, and although some of the lower hills bad their tops 
crowned with. snow in winter, implying, I presume, in that 
latitude, an elevation of from seven to eight thousand feet, the 
immense ridge of Emodus towered far above them. The 
utmost.magnificence, however, of rude nature that I have ever 
seen, is the view frQm the Gandaki, in passing up that river 
by the foot of Maddar. The dver is larger. I think, than ~he 
Thames at Chelsea, and much nner, being perfectly dear. 
Its' banks are partly abrupt rocks; partly levels coverciI 
with very ~tately forests, while every turn opens a new view 
of the snowy peaks seen over an endless variety of dark 
shaggy mountains, which in most countries would be con~ 
sidered as stupendous. , . 

Tile whole country, Illcept Maddar, may be considered -as 
level, although in the eastern parts there are some very 8in-
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gular ridges, to which I have no where seen anything analo
gous, except on the banks of the Teth immediately below the 
town of Callander in Scotland; and concerning the formation 
of these I have heard nothing satisfactory. These ridges 
have very much the appearance of having been the work of 
men, and some of. them n!ar Callander, by persons totally 
ignorant of such works, lJave been called a Roman camp; 
but from their form there can, I think, be no doubt, that 
the whole of these ridges are natural productions, as no 
pOll sible use can be assigned for works so cons'tructed. The 
ridges in tllis district are pretty numerous; but many are 
very short. I saw however two of'very considerable extent. 
One is on the south-west side of the Hirna between Nichlaul 
and Munsurgunj. This is about two miles in length, and 
there are several smaller detached ridges on the north-east 
side of the river; but the whole is not parallel to the stream, 
nor does it cross at right angles, and seems totally uncon
nected with the river, which is triHing. The ridge winds 
very irregularly, and is from 20 to 40 feet in perpendicular 
beight, and from 100 to 300 yards wide. 

The other long ridge I crossed on the road bet:ween Par
raona and Kesiya about 2} miles from the former place. It 
extends east and west, from where I crossed, as far as I could 
see, and winds very irregularly, being about !t30 yards wide 
and 60 or 70 feet high. Tbere is not at these, ridges the 
smallest appearance of any excavation on either sille to indi
cate their being a work of art, nor could any reason be as
signed for works of such a form. These ridges consist of a 
light sandy soil, and are considered as barren; but this barren
ness arises more from theh' declivity, which prevents artificial 
irrigation, than from the nature of the soil, which pr6lduces 
very good trees; and where they properly. planted, there ele
vation in so level a country would render them very striking 
and beautiful objects; but it is the very best of their level 
fields, that the natives have in general chosen to waste on 
the plantatioIU!, with which the country is overwhelmed, and 
these ridges produce little but poot pasture and thorns. 
Enough has just been planted to show, that trees would 
thrive. 

TIle level country is very flat, but <fttly a small part is sub
ject ,to inundation from the rivers. Owing however to the 
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flatness ot the country, the rain is long running off, so that 
many parts during the periodical rains are covered with water, 
which I have Dot included among the inundated lands. The 
low lands here are perhaps not so rich as those on the banks of 
the Ganges in Shahabad; but still are very valuable, and, as in 
all cases they require less trouble, and in many, none for their 
irrigation, they are better cultivated, although their crops are 
more uncertain than those o'n tbe liigher lands. The differ
ence in the proportional extent of ~ultivation in the two kinds 
of land, is in fact much greater as the whole occupied lands 
in the inundated parts consist of fields; while a very large 
extent of the high lands; there stated to be occupied is 
wasted in plantations, which have been so much multiplied, 
that the greater part of~theit produce is no longer saleable. 
In the inundate~ lands, where the soil is clay or vegetable 
mould, no crops require artificial irrigation; but where they 
are of an atjd nature, wheat and barley require this assistance, 
although 'some ~tber crops thrive without such an expense. 

In the lands exempt fwm regular inundation, winter crops 
are always the better of artificial watering; altliough, where 
the ,soil is.,.etentive of moisture, this- operation is sometimes 
neglected, even with wheat and barley, and is never given 
to Chana; but where the soil is not retentive of moisture, 
watering is ipdispensable for everything. 

This bigl) land is divided into three stages, which in. fact 
depend ~hiefly on their elevation. although their distance 
from the respective villages, to which they belong has also 
some effect. The villages are always in fact built in high 
places, and each usually occupies the highest spot that is 
near the centre of its territory •. The land nearest the .viI ... 
lage. and therefore the bighest, usually extends from the 
village 4 or 500 yards, and receives the chief attention of the 
inhabitants; and being generally more or less manured, and 
carefully watered, usuaUy gives two crops in the year. The 
lands next to these generally produce only one crop, either 
of such kinds as are reaped in Slimmer, or spring. The mO,st 
remote and lowest lands are cultivated with winter rice, on 
which' no grell.t pains are bestowed, or with some kinds of 
pulse, that require still less trouble. : . 

Although most~ of the inundated land is ne~r the Ghaghra 
and Gandaki,. it must be obsene<l, that ill tIle sout1,ern part 
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of the country there is very little rice, while towards the 
hills this grain forms the principal crop. The reasOn of this 
is, that the inundated land is chiefly fitted for the crops, 
which are sown after the waters retire, and that the higher 
land intermixed with, it rises into little swells, which for the 
cultivation of rice would require reservoirs, such as are used 
in Behar and Shahabad, none of which have been here con .. 
structed. while the lands towards the hills are 80 very level, 
that the rain-water does not run oft'until the crop of rice has 
time to ripen. 

RlvERs.-Io treating of the rivers of thill district, I shall 
first describe the Ghaghra, then the Rapti, then the lesser 
Gandaki, and finally the larger Gandaki. 

Ghaghra.-The accounts ,of the great river, which passes 
the ancient city of Ayodhya, that I have received, differ not 
only very much from the maps of Danville and Rennell, but 
disagree very much among themselves. The confusion is 
increase~ to the most perplexing degree by very different 
names being not only given to different parts of the same 
river; but even the very same portion by different people and 
tribes is called by different names, Finally the natlive maps, 
that I have received of the country; through which the remote 
branches of this river flow, Ilre more imperfect than those of 
the country either to the east or west, so tllat what I ha.ve to 
advance on the subject is liable to great doubt; but as the 
information, if true is curious, I think, that until more accurate 
information is obtained, it should not be neglected. : 

At the city of Ayodhya this great river among the Hindus is 
usuany called Sarayu (Soorjew, Rennell), and this name is in 
use ,in their sacred language; but by the Muhammedans it is 
called Ghaghra, from the Sangskrita word Glrarghara. This 
name Mr. Gladwin (Ayeen Akbery) wrote sometimes Geh
gher. sometimes Goghar; and Major Rennell writes it Gogra. 
The mountaineers from the east side of this river assure me, 
that neither name is known on the hills, and that the Sarayu 
celebrated in their legends is formed by the junction of the 
Bheri river, which I take to be the Soorjew of Major Rennell, 
with the Karanali Salasu, or Sanbhadrik, which is no .doubt 
the Gogra of that eminent g~ographer, all the remarkable foun
tains emitting Hame at. Dulubasandra 'are sItuated near' its 
bank. The inhabitants of the low country aI_so in general 
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agree with l\Iajor Rennell, in calling the eastern branch the 
Sarayu, and the western the Ghaghra, but the western branch 
which they mean, is quite different from that on which 
Dulubasandra is situated, and at any rate its principal branch 
on the mountains is the Kalinadi. Both these authorities 
therefore, that is, the mountaineers east from the river, and 
the people of the low country agree, that a great river coming 
from the west, ~nd named tbe Ghaghra, unites with the Sa~ 
rayu, coming from the east, and that this latter among the 
Hindus is considered as the principal river, and communi
cates its name to the united st.ream, while the Muhammedans 
adopt the opposite opinion. and continue the name Ghaghra 
to the river at Ayodhya. A learned and intelligent Brahman, 
however, IIariballabh of Kuman, from the mountains on the 
w~st side of the river, and perfectly acquainted both with the 
country and the legends, says, that the names Sarayu' and 
Ghaghra are applicable to the same river, through the whole 
length of i,ts course. That it rises by two petty sources in 
tbe Pergunahs of Karuvirpoor and Danapoor, on the hills 
north from Almorba; but far removed from the snowy peaks 
of Emodus. These two torrents uniting at Bagheswar form 
the Sarayu, which continues to run east., receiving the Panar 
a small channel producing gold. and the Ramagangga of con
siderable size. Some way east £i'om the junction of the latter, 
the Sarayu receives a river much larger than itself" which 
rises from the perennial snows of Emodus, and is called tbe 
Kalinalli. The united stream is the Sarayu, or Gharghara, 
and passes south-westerly towards the plains, nor does my 
informant know more of its course; but, that it passes by 
Ayodhya to join the Ganges at Dadri. he hal learned from 
legend. 

The account of the most intelligent boatmen that I coulJ 
procure at Ayodhya. is as follows. The boats which load 
timber, can proceed no higher up the Ghaghra tban MunJiya 
ghat" which is in the Bareli district, about 18 coss, or 27 
miles, road measute, from Pilibhit. The channel is there very 
wide, but the stream is not large, and is not above two cubits 
deep:. The territory of Gorkha commences about seven or 
eight co~!I from Mundiya, at a large forest named Langsnr, 
from which much timber comes. About twelve coss below 
Mundiya. the Ghaghra receives from the mountains a branch 
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called Neaula, down which much timber comes from the ter
ritory subject to Gorkha. Twelve coss lower down, it re
ceives the Kauriyar, and immediately below its mouth a third 
named the Geruya enters. Timber is hrought down both 
these rivers, and on the latter, in the dominions of Gorkha, 
are two great forests, Amba and Palamu. I suspect, that the 
Kauriyar and .Geruya; and perhaps even the. Neaula are only 
different mouths of the same river, which in the mountains is 
called Setigangga, or the white river. - The Hindus have given 
the preference to the Sarayu; which is said to be the smallest, 
nor is the larger branch any where fordable below the mouth 
of the Bhakosa. The united channel begins to form the boun
dary between this district and the territories of the Nawab 
Vazir,just at the city of Ayodhya, where its channel and stream 
Beem fully larger than that of the Ganges at Chunar. For 
about 18 miles below Ayodhya its width is from one to three 
miles, as it surrounds two very large islands, the property of 
the uppeJ;' of which is disputed by the landholders of the two 
governments; but the lower is the undisputed property of the 
Mul)ammedan prince. About ten miles above where the 
Ghaghra comes to be the boundary, it sends oWa channel 

• Dr. Buchanan- adds in a note his reasons, namely, that" between 
the Neaula .and Geruya is a town named Bharthapoor, no doubt the 
Bartapour of D' Anville, who makes the three rivers form an i~land; nor, 
~o far ad I ean learn, is there any other considerable river in the mountains 
.betlVeen,the Sanhhndrik, on which Dulubasandrais placed, and the Kalinadi 
or Gbaghra. The illustrious French geographer, indeed, places Duluha
sandra on the same river with Bharthapoor, but all the natives of the hills, 
w110m I have bad an opportunity of consulting, allege, that in this he is 
mi~taken. About six coss north from the mouth of the Geruya, is a town 
named Padnaha, belonging to Gorkha. These three riven euter the Gha
gbra in the Company's dibtrict of Bar eli. About 27 cuss below the mouth of 
the Geruya, and in tbe territory of the Nawab Vazir, the Ghaghra receives 
the Bhakosa; and in the same territory, about 23 coss above AyodhYlI, 
it receives tbe Saravn of tIle eastern mountainers and lowlanders, as well 
a8 of Danville an<.- RenllelJ. This river, as I have already mentioned, is 
lIIid to be formed by the union of the Sallbhadrik and Bheri,lIn account of 
which wiU be found in ;lle appendix. Below the junction of tbis river it is 
universally agreed among the Hindus, that tbe name of th~ rivl'r is Sarayu. 
With the Muhammedans the western branch bas communicated to the 
united stream tllllilarue by which it is usually known among the lowlanders. 
115 it was thia branch." 

VOL. H. v 
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merely called the Sota, or branch, wllich runs parallel to the 
l11ain river for above six: miles, forming for more than foul' the 
boundary between the two governments, when it joins the 
Teri rivet'. I crossed this branch on the 11th of December, 
where it was about a quarter of a mile wide, and perhaps a 

. fourth of the channel might be covered with water knee deep, 
but nearly stagnant. 

The Teri' comes to the boundary of this district, about 14 
miles from where it .... eceives the above-mentioned branch of the 
Ghaghra, and at the boundary receives from the north-west 
a mat'shy channel called the Nawara jhil, which forms tIle 
boundary for about four miles. The united channel called 
Teri is inconsiderable, and winds much, partly along the boun
dary, and partly on both sides of it, until about four miles 
from where it receives the branch of the Ghaghra called Sota. 
It there joins with a similar branch of that river called Bha
gala, which for some way serves as the boundary. The 
united channel is called the Teri. On the 11 th of December 
I found it about 200 yards wide, and one half of the channel 
was covered with water knee deep, and having a pretty strong 
current. 

Abou't half a mile below the junction of the Terl with the 
branch of the Ghaghra called Sota, it receives from the north 
a small river called the N akaha. which has a very short course 
of about three miles; but in the beginning of December con
tains a small stream. Immediately before it joins the Teri, it 
receives a rivulet, which hali a much longer course than itself; 
but contains 'less stl'eam, and has no proper name, but at 
Nawabgunj is usually called the powder-magazine rivulet 
(Barudkhana hala) from a building or that kind erected on its 
bank by th-e Nawab's father. Its stream at Nawabgunj is 
very inconsiderable, but further north it enlarges, into many 
long, wide, and shallow pools, filled with aquatic plants. and 
called Uttara gangga, or the northern river. It commences 
by receiving the draining from a kind of lake in the form of 
an horse-shoe, which is called the Parbati jbil. This again 
communicates with another similar lake called the Arangga 
jhil, by a drain, which receives a little rivulet called Chiriya
hagina. Parbati also receives the .drainings of another kind 
of lake called Mabadeva jhiJ. which receives two rivulets. All 
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these branches of the Nakaha are of the utmost importance 
to agriculture, containing, so long as is requisite. a large sup
ply of water very near the level of the fields. 

About two miles below the mouth of the Teri, the Ghaghra 
receives a small river named the Ghaghuya nala, or nara, as 
the word is here pronounced. This has a course of four or 
five miles, and is the drain from a large piece of water or jhll, 
lI'hich goes by many names after the different villages on its 
bank. Both this piece of water, and the Ghaghuya, which 
drains from it. Ilre of great use to the farmer. Below the 
mouth of the latter, the Ghaghra sends off a slI}aU branch or 
Sota, which has no peculiar name, and its course is not two 
miles in length. 

After passing the two large islands below Ayodhya, the 
Ghaghra, for about 80 miles in a direct line to the mouth of 
the Rapti. has no interruptions of that kind. and is a clear 
channel usually about ; of a mile wide. In two places. how
ever, it sends off narrow branches called sotas. which, after 
short courses. rejoin the river. 'and are of no use to agricul
ture, but do a good deal of harm by cutting the fields. It 
would seem, however, very practicable to shut their enils, so 
as very soon to obliterate their channels. One of them sepa
rates from the river about two miles below the lower island, 
and rejoins it about four miles lower down. The other sepa
rates about nine miles above the mouth of Rapti. into 'Which it 
falls a few hundred yards above the junction with the Dewha. 

About 140 miles above the upper end of the latter, the 
Ghaghra is joined by the Koyane (Quannah R.). a fine little 
river. which with' its numerous branches fertilizes all the 
south-eastern parts of the district, and wllich shall be now 
described. It reaches the boundary of this district about 
13 miles west from Dumuriyagunj, and for between 9 and 
10 miles forms the boundary between tbe dominions of the 
Company and those of the Nawab Vazir. It there sends to 
t11e south a small branch named the Jehada, which joins the 
Bisui aftet a ceurse of about three miles, its whole length 
forming tIle boundary between the two governments. This 
bounddry then ascends to the north-west along the Bisui fM 
about 20 miles. 

The Billul in the upper I)art of its course is nearly as large 
as the Koyane, and is entirely in the country of the Nawab. 
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After it receives the Jehada, its remaining course of five or 
six miles is entirely through the Company's territory. In 
this part of its course it has a channel perhaps 50 yards wide, 
and in the end of December contains a narrow but rapid 
stream about three feet deep. Although it contains many 
Ilquatic plants, especially the VaIisneria spiralis, it is per
fectly'c1ear. It would at aU seasons be difficult for loaded 
cattle to pass in any part. A little before it joins tbe 
K.oyane, it receives from the south-west a small stream called 
the Batparoya, which has a course of four or five miles. 

The Koyane, before it receives the Bisui, is a similar 
channel and stream, but this is a little wider and deeper, nor 
without boats or bridges wonld it be at all practicable for 
loaded cattle. A little below the junction of the Bisui the 
Koyane receives from the north-east a rivulet called the 
Bengwora, about the same size with the Batparoya. It is a 
small muddy channel, which in the end of December I found 
nearly dry. Below this the Koyane in the beginning of Ja
nuary contained a fine stream, which I could not cross on an 
elephant without boats. 

About 13 miles below the junction of the Bisui the Koyane 
is joined by the Rawai, which rises near Lalgunj, and has a 
course of, about 22 miles in length. About five miles from 
its mouth .it sends to the left a branch named the Majara, 
which, after receiving a rivulet named Gehadi, joins the 
Koyane about two miles higher up than the main stream of 
the Rawai. This latter is about 50 yards wide, but in the 
end of November the stream is not more than 12 or 15 feet 
broad, although it is clear and rapid. From the marks it 
has ~eft, it would appear ~o swell enormously in ,the rainy 
season. Between the two mouths of the Rawai the Koyane 
receives from the north a rivulet called the Manari, which, 
although small, is very useful to tbe farmer; as its water is 
near the level of the fields, and is collected by dams, afford
ing a plentiful supply in December and January. 

About four miles below the mouth of tbe Rawai the Koyane 
communIcates with one of its branches named the Kathne, 
by Ii channel named Sahiyabahiya, which is eight or nine 
miles long, and. forms tbe boundary betweeu the div~sion8 of 
Basti and Sanichara. The Kathne rises in' the northern 
part of the division of Basti, and, after a course of 10 or 
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J~ miles to the south-east. swells out into a kind of marshy 
lake five miles in length. Below this its channel is con
tracted, and in January is neaTly stagnant but deep. This, 
however, is probably owing to dams thrown across, partly 
for irrigation, partly for catching fish. As these dams are 
mere mounds of earth, its stream even in the rainy Sl'ason 
cannot be very consideraWe, hut on that account it is the 
more valuable, as it is ncar the level of the country. "'here 
the stream is rapid, as in the Koyane, it forces its way into 
the soil so far, that the raising it. for irrigation is attended 
llith much labour. A very little below the mouth of the 
lake the Kathne communicates with the K"oyane by the chan
nel named Sahiyabahiya, which has been already mentioned; 
and after that has an uninterrupted course of about 16 or 
17 miles, when it entirely joins the Koyane. 

About 11 miles above the mouth of the Kathne, and lObe
low the separation of the cbannel caned Salliyabahiya, the 
Koyane receives from the right a river named the l\(anaura 
or l\Ianorama: This enters tbe western boundary of the 
district from the territories of the Nawab Vazir, and about 
five m~les from thence passes l\lanikapoor, where it is a 
small channel, in wbich the water is collected for irrigation 
by dams of earth. About se, en miles south-east from Ma
nikapoor it is joined by a very inconsiderable rivulet named 
Sajai, which has a course of about 14 miles oflengtb, but in 
the dry season may be passed without notice. 

Nearly opposite to the mouth of the Sajai the l\Ianaura 
receives the drainings of two extensive marshy lakes named 
Dinnagar and Payer. About three miles lower down it re
ceives a stream fully as large as itself, which comes also' from 
the territories of the Nawab Vazir, and for about four miles 
senes as a boundary, while it has a course of about 14 miles 
entirely within this district. It is highly useful to the farmer, 
admitting of having its water collected by mounds of earth, 
and affording a plentiful supp1y in December and January. 

After rcceivi~g the Chamnai the l\Ianaura passes south
east for about 20 miles through the centre of the Khamariya 
division. In this part of its course it is in general about 
20 yards wide. and full of weeds, but rather deep, and cannot 
be forded except at some parts, where it is' usually wider; 
at Koraiya Gbat the ford in the beginning of December was 
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about two feet deep, About a mile after entel'ing the divi
sion of Mahuyadabar, the Manaura receives fwm its right Ii. 
small stream called the Ramrekha, which arises by two heads. 
that unite at Khamariya, from whence to its junction with 
the Manaura is about 10 miles, and from thence to Mahuya
dabar is about an equal distance. At this place the Manaura 
in the.end of November was a fine stream .20 yards wide, 
! feet deep, and rather clear. 

Between the Manaura and Koyane there is a rivulet called 
the Machhai, which runs east through part of the divisions 
of Khamariya and Mahuyadabar, and is lost in the latter, 
without communicating with any rivel'. It it! lost in a large 
marshy lake called Chanda. Between the mouth of the 1\la
oaura, and that of the Kathne, the Koyane communicates 
with the Sarayu by two channels called Maldaha, which con
tain a good deal of stagnant water, swelling occasionally into 
narrow marshy Jakes, and highly_ useful to the fanner. 

Below the mouth of the Kathne in November I crossed 
tile Koyane. where it was about 50 yards wide, but con
tained much water, being at least 6 feet deep. In some 
parts, however, it is said to have only .. foot and a ,half of 
water, but at aU 'seasons canoes ean pass up and <lown, and 
in the rainy seRson it could be navigated by large boats; but, 
so far as I could learn, it is never applied to the purpuses of 
commerce; and disputes about the property have pA"cvented 
the produce of the forests nn its banks from being brought 
to market, except in carts. About four miles below the 
mouth 'of the I\athne the Koyane receives from its right a 
rivulet named the Keyane, in which in November I found 
the water about 30 feet wide, and knee deep. About seven 
miles before entering the Ghaghra, the Koyane receives also 
from the right another similar rivulet called the Jbijara. 

Opposite to the tnouth of the Rapti the Sat.yo divides 
into two branches Burrounding an island, the property of 
which is disputed between the people of this district and 
those of the province of Benares~ ... hich reaches to the great 
river about the upper end of the island. Somewha.t there 
about the great river, aeeording to the Hindus, changes ita 
oamet and the remainder of its course to the Ganges is called 
the Dwiwaha, or Dewha (Dewah R.) 01' divided. People 

. are not entirely agreed about· the exact place ... here the 
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name Dewha tohould commence, because thcre are several 
branches of it that pass through the southern part of thilt 
district, and the province of Benares, and differences. of opi
nion prevail concerning which of these should be called the 
proper Sarayu I but they all unite, and join the Ganges at 
Dadri or Dardara Kshatra, which is called the junction of 
the Sarayu and BhagiratJIi, is peculiarly holy, and, on tIle 
time proper for bathing at the sacred place, attracts an im
mense ~oncourse of pilgrims, while the mouth of the Dewha. 
attracts no peculiar notice, and is DO better than any other 
part of the Ganges. 

From the mouth of the Rapti to the eastern boundary of 
this district the Dewha bas a course of about 22 miles, sepa
rating from Gorukhpoor the province of Benares, and it is a 
channel from three-quarters to a mile wide, witll only one 
small island. wllich is claimed. 110 far lilS I know, without dis
pute. by the people of this district. The stream is certainly 
somewhat wider, and as deep. as that of the Ganges, where 
tbe two rivers unite, and the current of the Dewha is the 
most rapid. In fact its sources in the Karapali Ilre more 1"00 

mote than those of the Ganges. and from beyond the first 
l'idge of snowy mountains, while those of the Ganges proceed 
from its southern face. 'Vere we therefore to follow the 
ideas of some modem geographers, we should consider this 
as the true Ganges, and give some other name to the sacred 
stream that passes Prayag and Haridwar. just as these geo
graphers refuse the name of Nile to the sacred river of 
Abyssinia. 

Notwithstanding its size, no commerce is carried on in this 
district by means of the upper part of·the Sarayu, except in 
sending a little fire-wood and thatch to Ayodbya. and the 
adjacent Muhammedan city of Fyzabad. On the bank of 
the part of the river called Dewha, some trade is carried on 
by water; but so far as I can learn. there is not one boat em
ployed in commerce, that belongs to any town, which is on 
the bank of th.e great river within the territol'Y of which I alll 
now giving an account, unless ferry-boats should be consi~ 
dered as such. It must be admitted as some excu~ that 
tbe nalligation of the Ghaghra is attended with some danger, 
as it abounds with calcareous tufa, forming thick crusts like 
,"oels. Even where these are cOllfined to the banks, the 
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stream is so rapid, that boats are driven against them and 
lost; but in this river these crusts in Borne parts extend 
across the channel, and even approach the surface in the 
middle of the stream. There is a very bad rock of this kind 
a little below Payana, and about four coss above Bhagulpoor. 
In the dry season this bank comes within a cubit of the sur
face, and, being never visible, its si.tuation is indifferently 
known. In the rainy season,' however, when the stream is 
most violent, boats pass over it without danger. Below Bha.
gulpoor again there is in the river another ledge of calca
reous tufa or Kangkar, AYhich is less dangerous in'the dry 
.season, because it is then visible; but in the floods it is very 
bad. It is situated opposite to KaringuJU. a village on the 
right bank of the river, and nearer that side than to this 
district. . 

THE RAPTI.-The proper name of this river in the sacred 
language is the Airawati, so called after the elephant of the 
god Indra, by whom it is said to have been formed. The 
name is the same with that of the great river of Ava; and 
although our river is much inferior to that magnificent 
stream, it is still very considerable, and might be of the ut
most advantage to commerce, were the inhabitants of its 
banks capable of availing themselves of the conveyance which 
it offers. Although very considerable, it does not issue from 
the hills covered with perpetual snow; but is formed by the 
union of two rivers, the Mari and Jhingruk, which have 
courses of' cbnsiderable length among the lower mountains, 
and join a little,. before they reach the plain subject to the 
Nawab Vazir. After a long course, the Rapti comes to the 
eastern' boundary or this district, along which it runs for 
about 10 miles; and then, bending more to the east, it passes 
for about 47 miles through the divisions of Dumuriyagunj, 
and Bangsi. and between those of Magahar and Mansur
gunj, DOl' during this space does it receive any branch. The 
river in the heats of spring is in many part!l fordable; but 
its. currenr is very moderate, 80 that, although it contains 
many faUen trees, the navigation would be attended with 
little dange~ for small boats, and in the rainy and cold s~asons 
large boats ~ight easily frequent it. Except limber, how
ever, nothing is exported nor imported by its means, although 
two places of some tradt>, Dumuriyagunj aIllI Bangsi, stand 
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on its banks. At the former the channel is about. 200 yards 
wide, and in the end of December was half way filled with 
water 9 or 10 feet deep. At. Bangsi the size of the channel 
is nearly the same, but the banks are lower, aDd in the 
floods are inundated to a great extent, while the plain on 
both sides is intersected by several old channels, that would 
appear at one time to have contained the river. 

At It point. where the divisions of Magahar, M\lnsurgunj, 
and Lotan join, the Rapti receives the Ghunggi. a 'river, the 
branches of whi~h fertilize a great extent of country. What 

. is reckoned the source of the Ghunggi by' the nativesj. is 
peither the largest, nor most remote of its branches, nor does 
it proceed from the mountains, but rises from the plain in 
the north-west part of the division of Pali, where it is called 
Ghaghar. After a course of about 17 milcs to' the south 
and west, it joins the eastern branch of the Tinay, and the 
united stream assumes the name Ghunggi. The Tinay or 
Tranai, as it is called by the mountaineers, springs from the 
hills of Palpa, enters the plain at Butaul, and soon after 
dividE's into two branches, the eastern of which is said by the 
police officers of Pali to form the present boundary of their 
jurisdiction towards the territory usurped by Gorkha, al
though the officers of that government, I believe, extend 
their claims a good way farther east. This eastern branch 
of the Tinay has a course of about 20 miles to meet the 
Ghaghar, with which it forms the Ghunggi •• The united 
stream. after a course of almost five miles, but in a corner 
now in possession of Gorkha, receives from its left a river 
named the Danda, which, rising in the plain~ of the Pali divi
Ilion. has a course of about 23 miles, "the two last of which 
are in the lands now occupied by Gorkha. 

The Ghunggi from receiving the Danda passes through 
these lands for about four miles. and then receives from the 
east a small rivulet, which forms their southern bouI/dary, as 
does the Ghunggi for above two miles after this junction. 
It then turns south-west, passing through Lotln, and be
tween that division and a detached part of Munsurgunj for 
about 10 miles. A~ Lotan it is a deep channel, which, in 
the erid of January contained a rapid wide stream, but it was 
fordable, and had been swollen by rains, which hlid fallen a 
few days before. 
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At the end of the 10 miles above mentioned, the main 
clumnel of the Ghunggi turns suddenly to the west; but th~ 
original channel, called Purana-Ghunggi, winds about 10 mile. 
to the south-east. where it is rejoined by tIle main stream. 
This. after passing four miles thl"Gugh the detached part or 
Munsurgunj, receivel a river called Kungt'a, which has 1\ 

course of about nine miles from the north and east. and is 
formed by the junction of the westem Tinay with the Telar. 
About Ii third of its' coune from t~e junction of these two 
rivers, the Kungra communicates with the l\1ekhara by a 
channel named the Budhiyari. 

The western Tina), comes from Butaul as above mentioned 
and passes for about 20 miles through the country usurped 
by Gorkha, where it receives several branches, all of whicb 
seem to rise from the southern face of the hills next to the 
plain. On coming to the boundary of what renlains in the 
company's possession, it sends to, the west a branch named 
Ghol"hawa, which anastomoses with the TeIar. and forms the 
boundary its whole length. After the separation of the 
GMl·hawa, the Tinay runs south and west 10 miles, first 
separating the division of Lotan from the lands possessed by 
Gorkha. and then passing entirely through the former. Near 
Kharati its cbannel is about ~OO yards wide, and in January, 
before any rain had fallen, contained a pretty clear stream, 
about 20 yards wide and knee deep. It contains many shells 
and a few pebbles. 

The Telar, which unites with the western Tinay, to form 
the Kungra, comes from tbe land. usurped by Gorkha; and, 
where it reaches the present frontier, is joined by the 
Gborbawa branch of the Tinay. From that place it forms 
for some way the present boundary between the Company and 
Gorkha. On coming to the boundary between the div~ions 
of Lotan DhuHyabbandar it is joined by the Koti. which 
rises in the usurped lands of Gorkha,. and for some way 
forDls th~ boundary between these and the di"isioo of Dhuliy~ 
abanda,·. tfiat is to say in its present reduced state. It after
wards forms the boundary between this division and Lotan, 
until it joins the Tinay to form the Kungra. In this part of its 
count', where I crossed it, the channel is about 20 yards wide 
and the water, which extends across. reaches in January to 
about mid-thigh. and has a gentle stream. A rope made of 
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the stems of woody climbing pl,mts is stretched across, and 
fixed at each end to a tree, and by this people in floods draw 
themselves over, there being no ferry. Where it reaches 
the boundary of Dhuliyabhandar, it is joined by a rivulet 
flamed Sisaya, which for some way separates the remaining 
part of that division, from what has been seized by Gorkha; 
and a little lower it is joined by the Marthi, which, after a. 
long course through the- usurpations of that, people, passes 
through a comer of what remains to the company. 

About a mile below the junction of the Klmgra the Ghunggi 
receives the Jemuyar, which rises in the plains usurped by 
Gorkha, and, after some course through these, sepal'ates 
them from the part still remaining under the authority of the 
Thanahdar of Dhuliyahhandar. It then receives from its 
right the Mahasaing, which separates the division of Bangsi 
from the usurpations of Gorkha. Below the' junction the 
Jemuyar separates the divisions of Bangsi and DhuliYllbhan
dar for about III miles, during which it receives from the 
former a rivulet named Dhi. Below this the channel is nar
row but deep, and in January contains only some stagnant 
pools of water, a~d no stream. At the southern COl'ner of 
Dhuliyahhandar the Jemuyar receives from Its left a petty 
rivulet named Mekhara, which, as already mentioned. com
municates with the Kungra by means of the Budhiyari. From 
the mouth of the Mekhara the Jemllyar, for about six miles, 
runs through the division of Bangsi to join the Ghunggi. 

About six miles again below the mouth of the Jemuyar the 
Ghunggi receives a river called the old (Buri) Rapti, although 
I cannot learn, that it has any communication with that river; 
but it may possibly be one of its old channels. It comes to 
the eastern frontier of the (listrict about }4. miles north from 
Dumuriyagunj, and for about nine miles forms the northern 
boundary of the Bangsi di;ision. It then passes entirely into 
that jurisdiction, on receiving a river called Arra, which for 
a long way fieparates the lands usurped by Gorkha from the 
territories of the N awah Vazir; and, for some miles before 
it joins the Bud Rapti, separates the latter from the division 
of Bangtli. The -Bul'i Rapti, after entering this division, 
runs ahout 10 miles to the ruined town of Sanauli, where 
dUl'ing the rainy season, it is so large, as to admit of a' good 
deal of timber being exported. Immediately below the old 
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fortress of Sanauli, the Buri Rapti receives from its right a 
rivulet named Sikri, wMch has a very deep but narrow and 
n1'uddy channel, although in January it contains no stream. 
A\>out eight miles below Sanauli the Buri Rapti receives the 
Bangangga Qr arrow river, which comes from the lower hills 
of PaIpa, and, after running some way through the lands 
usurped by Gorkha, passes about 20 miles through the division 
of BangsLBetween the Arra and Bangangga is a river 
named the Surahi, which enters the division of Bangsi from 
the territory usurped by Gorkha, and soon after is lost in the 
marshes north fl'om Sanauli, nor does its current reach tlle 
.Buri Rapti. 

Six or seven miles below the mouth of the Bangangga, tlle 
Buri Rapti receives from its left the Haba. 'It must be ob
served, that this part of the united stream is by many called 
the Bangangga, as most of the water would appear to come 
by that stream. The channel immetliately below the junction is 
about 100 yards wide, and in January contains a pretty con
siderable stream, although it is fordable, but oxen cannot 
pass with loads, and a ferry is therefore employed to trans
port the goods,. Timber comes down both the Buri Rapti 
and Bangang~a. The Haha in the uppel' part of its course, 
where it separates the division of Dumuriyagunj from R'lngsi, 
is caned Parasi. Within Bangsi it receives from its )·jght a 
rivulet named the Ekrari; and some way below it is known 
by the names of Ghaghar and Haha. It is a channel about 
20 yards wide with a fine clear stream about 10 feet wide 
and knee deep, which in some places is raised by dams for 
the purpose of irrigation, and much more, than is now done, 
might be easily effected. ' 

l~rom the mouth of the Halla the Bangangga or Buri 
Rapti has a course of a.bout three miles to join dIe Ghunggi, 
in which its name it! lost, althougl~ it is by far "tIle most con
siderable river. From receiving the llangangga'to joining 
the old Ghunggi the present channel has a course of al
most 10 miles; and' from thence, to where the Gbunggi 
joins the Rapti, is three miles farther. After receiving the 
Gbunggi the Rapti runs south, and runs in that direction for 
about 10 miles, during which it communicates with the lake 
called Bakhira, Bangrachh, or l\Iotijhil, by two cha-lUiels. 
The uppermost is called Gaighat; the lower, where it issues 
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from the lake is called Chorma, but about its middle it spreads 
out into a marsh called Marar, and the channel between that 
and the Rapti is called Ghiuha. By these large boats might 

. enter the lake during the whole rainy season. After this 
bend to the south the Rapti turns west for 6 miles to Gorukh
poor; and, dUl'ing this space, communicates by several chan
nels with the Ami, and a lake called Nawar. The uppermost 
of these- channels is raIled Sar, and passes direct between the 
Rapti lind Ami, but is vel'Y inconsiderable. The next of 
these channels, comes from an old hi'anch of the Rapti, and 
falls into the Nawar lake. It is called Sengwabhengwa. 
The third channel faUs into the same lake, and is called 
Jokaha. In the rainy season boats can pass tlwough these 
passages and lakes to the Ami. 

A little above the town of Gorukhpoor the Rapti receives 
the Rohin or Rohini, which rises from ·the southern 
face of the mountains in the division ofPali, and after a course 
of about 20 miles is joined from its left by the Mahawe. 
This rises in a similar manner, and about the middle of its 
course is joined by a rivulet called the Pushn, which sends 
to its left a branch called the New (Naya) Pusha, which joins 
the Jharui, that will be afterwards mentioned. The Rohin, 
after ~eing joined by the Mahawe, runs about 12 miles, S\V. 
through 1?aIi and Latan; and, wliere the latter division meets 
Niehlaul and Munsurgunj, is joined by the Payas. Between 
the two junctions the Rohin is a narrow channel sunk deep 
in a clay soil, and in the end of January contains a dirty 
stream knee deep. 

rr:he Payas is formed by the junction of the Jharui and Mu~ 
lay rivulets. The former rises from the southern face of the 
hills; and soon after is joined by another rivulet named the 
Pangruya, and also by tbe new Pusha lately mentioned. 
Below this it is a channel deep sunk in the soil, and in its 
whole coufse, as well as its continuation the Payas, it forms 
the boundary between the divisions of PaIi and NichlauI. 
After about a third of its course it receives from its left a 
rivulet called ·Chakdahawa, which is formed by two branches, 
the Chandan and Bangangga. The former in February I 
found a fine clear stream, a 'Very few feet below the level of 
the country; the other is a wide shallow stagnant channel 
e<lually well fitted for the .irrigation of the fields. Somewhat 
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below the middle of its course the Jharui divides into two 
branches, which about eight miles below reunite. That to 
the right is named the Sigari, Ilnd that to the left is the Tengra.. 
After the re-uqion the formeN name prevails, and continues 
.for about three miles, when it joins the Mulay, and forms the 
Payas. 

The Mulay is an insignificant rivulet, which rises on the 
plains. and communicates with the little Gandaki by a channel 
named the Chitari. About 'six miles below the mouth of the 
Payas the Rohini is joined from its left by the Beliya, a rivulet 
of considerable length, but trifling size, which rises in the 
division of Nichlaul. About ~11 miles farthef south the 
Jtohini receives from the same side a similar rivulet named 
the Chiluya, the whole course of which is in Munsurgunj, as 
is a180 that of the Temar, by which it is joined from its right. 
From the junction of the Chiluya, until the Rohini unites with 
.the Rapti, is about nine miles, and here the Rohini, even ill 
spl'ing, contains much water, so that its passage requires tIle 
assistance of ferl'y boats. Gorukhpoor. although a consider· 
able town on the bank of the river navigable at all seasons, 
has no boats employed in any commerce except the timber 
trade, and very few frequent the place for any other purpose. 
The channel of "the Rapti at Gorukhpoor seems to b~ about 
200 yards wide; but at all seallons contains (leep water. In 
the dry season the current is trifling. although below the town 
even in the heats of spring large boats can pass j but in a few 
places there are deep fords. 

About 12 miles below Gorukhpoor the Rapti receives from 
its right a small channel named the Jbewura. through which 
the drainings of the Nandor lake empty themselves by two 
streams, that Mite near the Rapu. In this pal·t of its course 
the river begins to be more frequented by boats, and although 
no marts have been established on its ba.nks. some strangers 
bl'ing boats to carry away grain, and boats are built for sale. 
and go away loaded., Between 3 and 4 miles below tile 
mouth of the Jhewura the Ami enters the Rapti from the 
same side. It is a small river fed entirely by springs from the 
plains at' this district, but contains If, copious aud convenient 
supply. of water for the 'use of -the fartner. It rises 2 or 3 
lniles south front Dumuriyagunj. and after a course of sbout 
£4, mile. is joined by tbe river Budh. In this part of its 
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course, so far as I saw on the road between Dumurryagunj 
and Hanpoor. it is a small marshy channel, which in the rainy 
season overltow8 its banks to a considerable extent. About 
midway it receives a rivulet nameclthe Jemuyar. The Budh 
rises about eight miles east from the source of the Ami, and 
has a course of about 16 miles, during which it is joined from 
the left by two rivulets, the Barar and Kanhati. The former 
in January contains a small clear stream, the latter contains 
only stagnant pools. 

Below the junction of the Budh canoes can at all seasons 
pass up and down the Ami, amI some way below the junction 
the channel is about 60 yarda ",·ide while in the beginning of 
January the water extended from side to side, and was so 
deep as to require my elephant to swim. The water how
ever was nearly stagnant. In the course of four miles here 
it receives three rivulets. The uppermost from the right is 
very inconsiderable, and has no appropriate name. The next 
comes from the left, is called Gongra, and in January contains 
only stagna!!t pools. The third from the right is called Sikri, 
and is formed by the junction of the Sabkanara amI 1\Iakri. 
About seven miles below the mouth of the Sikri, the Ami 
communicates with the lake of Bakhira by a channel, called 
Bangti, and three miles lower down it. communicates "'ith 
the Kudra by a channel, at tirst called Belariya; but which, 
spreading out into a kind of lake is then called Chanda Tal, 
lind afterwards contracting, is named the Rani Tal. This 
channel with the Kudra and Ami surrounds a triangular space. 
which contains the town Magahar, and is five miles in length. 
Tbe Kudra has a course of 12 or 13 miles, joining the Ami 
from its right. It is a small but deep channel, and in the 
middle of March contains stagnant pools of water, with dry 
spaCt's between. 

At l\lagahar, tbe Ami in March was swollen by the rains 
that had late)y faUen, so as to covel" a slight wooden bridge; 
but at all seasons it requires a ferry for heavy carriages. It 
is alleged to rise considerably every January and February, 
even should there bave been no rain; but not so much as tbia 
year, when much llad fallen. This if correct, is a curious 
circumstance. The natives attribute the-rise to a great quan
tity of aquatic plants (Cyperi, Scirpi, Spargamum,) which 
early in spring vegetate in the nearly stagnant water with 
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great vigour. I nowhere, however, saw the channel entirely 
filled with these plants, there were among the plots in which 
they grow, many clear passages abundantly ample for the 
stream; nor, even dill the plants occupy the whole channel, 
are they of a nature to confine the water. Rather more than 
eight miles below the junction of the Kudra, the Ami from 
the right, receives the Jamura, and in !he intermediate space 
has two communications with the Rapti' j one by the -Bar 
already mentioned, the other'by the Sua through the Nawar 
lake. 

The Jamura has a course of about 44 miles from the boun-' 
dary between Basti and Dumuriyagunj ; but in that part «If its 
course it is called the Gareya, and is very inconsiderable; nor 
is it anything enlarged in the lower part of its course. In the 
course of two or three miles below the mouth of the Jamura. 
the Ami communicates with the Rapti through the Nawar 
lake by two channels called Kungras. The lower. which I 
saw, is a channel 30 or 40 yards wide; and in March coo
tained a great deal of stagnant 'water filled ,,:ith aquatic 
plants, and had its sides overgrown with aquatic trees. 

At Onaula the channel of the Ami may be 80 or 40 yards. 
wide, and in March is filled with water from side to side. It 
is deep, but nearly, stagnant. From thence to its junction 
with the Rapti are about 10 miles; io which space it receives 
three rivulets. 'The uppermost corning from the left, has no 
name: The' other two are from the right, and are called 
Dogari and Karmahi. About seven miles be18w the mouth 
of the Ami, the, Rapti receives' from its right a ,rivulet na~ed' 
the Selani, which communicates with t,he Tarena by a channel 
named Garanggari, and this again sends a branch called 
Kungriya to join the Rapti, about tltO miles below the mO}Jth 
of the Selani; which in November is a small dirty stagnant 
water coqrse. ' 

About eign.t miles below the moutI1 of the KungrlYIi. tne 
Rapti receives ffom its left a river named the Kathne, and it 
must be observed, that on the opposite side of the, Itapti 
there is a river of the same' name, which implies its being 
fitted for boa.ts conveying timber, although at present neither' 
is by any means 'ada~te\t for this purpose. The ellStem 
Katllne, about 10 miles from its mouth, without any 'assign. 
able reason, changes its name to Pharen;' and in the lower 
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part of its coUl'se ill a narrow but deep channel, wbich. where 
I crossed in November, was not fordable; but the ferry-men 
say that in spring it is not navigable. 

The Pharen rises near Munsurgunj, and in that part of its 
course in Ma,rcb is a small river nearly stagnant, and deep 
sunk in its channeL A little below Pipraj. it receives &om 
its rigbt a similar rivulet named the Kaphur •. About 18 miles 
below it receives, fi-om. the right also, a river named the 
Gorra, which comes from a large marshy lake that is east 
from Gorukhpoor, and abOH~ the middle of its course receives 
the Tura, which rises near Munsurgunj. It has ~ wide 
channel; but in March has nO stream. and in most parts is 
dry. About' a mile below the mouth pf the Kathne'the Rapti 
receiv~s a small channel. which is in fact the drain from a 
large marshy lake called Bheri. but is called. the Dewha, 
probably from that great river having once run in its direction. 
The Bheri lake receives a river~named the Tarena, which in 
November is a pretty large but. dirty stagnant water course. 
It has a. course of about 24 miles, and communicates with the 
Selani by the channel Garanggri, as has been 'already men .. 
~~ . 

Opposite to the mouth of this old Dewha, the Rapti receives 
a small rive\- named the Majhane, which rises a little north
east from Mensurgunj, but is there very inconsiderable. 
Some five or six miles lower down. at the rqad from Kesiya 
to Gorukbpoor. it isa winding channel, which although nearly 
6tagn~nt in Mat'ch, contains even then a good deal of water 
little sunk below the level of the fields, and therefore would' 
be highly useful tu the farmer, who had i!1duslry to Ilpply it 
to his fields; but its vicinity is mostly wllste. About 30 miles 
from its source, for what reason I know not. the Majhane 
changes its name to Bethtiya, which ~t Rudrapoor, although 
it hils-received no tributary stream, is a deep though narrow 
channel. containing in November so much water t1l.at an ele
pbant in crossing must swim. The ferry-men say, that boats 
of 100 mans burthen can ascend at all seasons: 5 coss higher 
than RudrapooJ i and a good deal cf timber is floated down, . 
but no otber commerce is carried on by its means. A little 
way below l{udrapoor th~ Bethuya is joi~d by the KUrna, 
which rilles in the Ilorth-east ·part ,of Gajpoor, and is a small 
channel. in November nearly stagnant, but near the .~evel of 
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the country, and overgrown 'with tufts of long grass. About 
four miles before it joins the Bethuya. the Kurna sends off 
the Gumaya, which joins the Rapti, about a mile below the 
mouth of the Bethuya. From thence the Rapti. to its mouth 
has a course of about five miles, in which its appearance does 
not differ materially from that at Gorukhpoor. 

Lesser Gondak8.-Although·the lesser (Chhoti) Gandaki 
is but a small stream I have given it ~ separate head, because 
it is quite distinc~ from any of the greater rivers. It rises 
from a fine :perennial spring at the bottom of the mountains 
in the division of Nichlaul, and is there most usually called 
the Buri or old Ga~d!iki, although on account of t118 moun
tains, it is impossible that it could have ever been a ch:annel 
of the greater Gandaki. After running about seve~ miles 
south:-west, the Buri Gandaki receives from its right a rivulet 
named the Khejuri, which, like the Buri Gandaki. is a chan
nel 15 or 20 yards wide. In February it contained much 
water nearly stagnant, but well fitted for irrigation. About 
,five miles aft!;;r receiving the Khejuri, the Chhota Gandaki, 
for s.o it is here caned, communicates with the Mulay by an 
ingonsiderable channel named the Chitari. 

About 16 miles lower down the lesser Gandald is joined by 
the upper branch of a rivulet, the nomenclatllre' of which is 
vel"y confused. It rises a little nor~h from ~ichlaul, and is 
there called A,mu. but soon changes its name to Kekhra. 
About five miles south from NieMaul the Kekhra divides 
into two branches, of which that to the right pre8erv~s the 
Ilame, while the other is at first called Nari, hut in the lower 
part of its course is named Ghagi, and after a course of about 
10 miles joins the lesser Gandaki, as above-mentioned'. 

Rather. more than a. mile lower down the Gandaki reJ(eives 
"the other branch of the Kekhra, which in the upper part of 
its coune preserves tbat name, but changee it first to Man 
and then to Chamar buruyar (or drown the cobler). About 
five miles lOWilr down, the lesser Gandaka receives a consi":" 
derable rivulet named the Hirna, which bas a course of about 
15 miles. Near its source it. is a small channel little sunk 
u~der the surface. and in the middle of February contained 
-a very small atream. with a good deal of water in stagnant 
pools, but ~uch rai~ had recently fallen. A very little below 
~he Hirna. and alsQ from the l"ight side, the Gandaki receives 
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a petty rivulet 'named the Kbanuya. By the various tributary 
streams above mentioned tbe lesser Gandaki is considerably 
enlarged. It is little sunk below the surface, and towards
tbe end of February contained a pretty clear stream, about 
40 feet wide and more than knee deep. 

About 18 miles below the mouth of the Khanuya the lesser 
Gandald receives, also from the right, a considerable rivulet 
named 'the Maun, which has a course of about 25 miles long, 
and is well titted for the use of the farmer, as it contains iii' 
the dry season a little stream near the surface, whic1l, by 
dams, may be readily 'turned into canals. Less. tban a mile 
above tbe' mouth of tbe l\filun, , tIle I~ser Gandaki divides 
into two branches, wbich reunite below, forming ,an island 
about 26 mile;; long and almost 10 wide. The channel to tbe 
right preserves tbe name Gandaki, and, as has been men
tioned, receives the Maun. About nine miles Jowet down, 
the Gaiidaki receives from the right a rivulet 'named Dohar, 
a small sfu'ty channel overgrown with grass, buJ; .wllich in' 
November contains much stagnant water, very near the level 
of the country. In this part of its course, the lesser Gandaki' 
in some parts is-a channel 100 yards wide, which in March 
contains a clear gentle stream, 30 yards wide and 2 feet deep, 
running on pUle sand; in other parts it is much narrower, 
the' channel being cIay, and there the water is deep, but eveli 
in November nearly stagnant and ratber dirty', 

About eight miles below the Dohar, the lesser Gandaki 
receives frOIlt its right a rivulet named the Dewrangchi, !n 
~he uppet part of its course, and the Kangclii in the, lower. 
It has a course of about 38 miles, and rises north from Mun
surgunj, along with the Majhane formerly mentioned. It is 
there«ery inconsiderable. At Belawa it is a small. channel, 
little sunk. and overgrown with tufts of long grass; but -in 
November contains a good supply of stagnant water. The 
left branch of the lesser Gandaki is called the 'Khanuya. ' 
Near Kesiya it is a very small channel, which in March is 
dry. About nine miles below, where it separates from, the 
Gandaki, the J(hanuya ts joined, from the left, by a rivulet 
named the Gbagi, which has a course of about six miles; but. 
about two miles from its' source is joined by a rivulet named-
the Bangri, which is ] 2 or 13 miles in length, but very incon
siderable in size. About eight miles below the mouth of the 
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Gbagi, the Khanuya receives from the k·n: a rivulet, which 
has a coul'.,e of about ten miles, partly in this district, partly 
in that of Saran, and partly along tbe frontier. In the upper 
part of its course tt ill named Sanda, in the lower Kesiya. 
'rhe remaining part of the Khanuya is also partly along the 
frontier, partly in Saran, and partly ill this district. At Se
lempoor, about six. miles below the reunion of the two 
hranches of the lesser Gandakl. this river may be 150 or 200 
yards wide. A~ all seasons it may be navigated by canoes, 
although it ball little current and is full of weeds. and in the 
rainy sellson boats of 1000 mana burthen could frequent it ; 
b~t scarcely any goods are exported or imported by its means. 
1fro,ni Selempoor'to tl:" mouth of the lesser Gandaki is about 
ten miles, dUl'ing the' last seven 'of which it forms the boun
dary between this dititrict and Saran. 

'The large; Gandaki or Narayani.-This is a grand river, 
the most remote source of whicb, named Damodarkund, is 
beyol;ld tbelnowy mountains, in the'territories of a chief pi 
Bhotan. or 'rhibet, named the Mastang Raja', and now tri
butary to Gorkha. After'a long and winding course through 
the immense,' chasms between the peaka of Emodus, and 
through the inferio~ mountains, where it receives numerous 
tl'ibutary- springs, it is joined at Dewghat ~by t~e Triaul
gangga. a river larger than itself, which comes from the 
higher parts of the snowy mountains, north from Kathmandu. 
From'Dewghat downwards the 'great riv~r' is navigable in 
canoes, and, in a small territory u'surpeillast year by Gorkha. 
at Bhelaunji, becomes navigable for boats of considerable 
burthen. .I have already described the magnificent Icenery 
on its banks, between this place and where it reaches the 
plain; aqd there it seems' to m'e' to contain fully as much 
water as the Ganges after its union with the Yamuna at Alla
habad j' but as ita banks are high, ,and as the chaimel in 
'~ebruary contains water almost its 'whole width; the breadth 
of the stream in tlu~ rainy season is much lesil than that which 
,the' Ganges th~n attains., It then however !lcquire~ a for
'midable rapidity, which rendel'S the 'navigation dangerous. 
,In I<:e~rual'Y th~ ,wllt''!r is 10 or 12 feet (leep. aild the current, 
1alt~ough gentle, ill vel'Y, slrong •. approacbi'ug' near. 'but not 
,,reaching tha~ degree of l'llpidity, which occasions a rippling 
noise. The water is perfectly clear. and the bottom consist.. 
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chiefly of large water-worn pebbles. All the upper part of 
the river is usually named Narayani, after the Supreme 
Being;, or Salagrami. after stones which the Hindus wor~ 
ship, and which are found inite channel, from where it passes 
the singular fountains of llame and water at Muktanath, to 
where it enters the plain. It is only below tllis that the name 
Gandaki is known for this riyer; nor is it ever ,used among 
the mountaineers, except by such as are acquainted with the 
continuity of the stream, and adapt their conversation to the 
understanding oC the people in the 10~ country. ' 

Lower down, I am. told, ,there are several passes on 'the 
Gandaki that are dangerous for boats on account of stones or 
rocks, for the nativell use the same word to express both; 
nor coul~ I obtain any ~atisfactory information on the. subject, 

.the people here possessing no boats, nor carrying on any 
commerce by its means, that of timber excepted j and the 
boats employed in that trade come entirely from- Saran. 

The Gandaki or N arayani, in passing Maddar hill ~eparatetl 
this district from lands originally belonging to'the Ramnagar 
or Tanahung Raja; and which should form a part'of S~ran 
as belonging to Ramnagar, which paid tribute to the- Com
pany i but these lands were usurpt'd by Gorkha,' when it!! 
~h,ef seized on the independent territory of Tanahung be
longing to the' Ramnagar Raja. l;rom Maddar hill down
wards. for about 23 miles the main channel of the Gandaki 
forms, so far as I know, the undisputed boundary between this 
district and Saran. About four miles below Maddar hill, the 
Gandaki divides into two channels, which re-unite after forming 
a sandy island 4 miles long and II wide. The eastern chan
nel c~ntains the principal stream, although the' western is 
widt', and contains many water-worn pebbles; but in Febru
ary the stream- that it contains is very trifling. Som~what 
more thao three miles below this isLmd, the Gandllki forms 
another about nine miles long, and between three and fo~r 
broad. The western channel there is very narrow, and is 
called the Kbayara. 

About four miles below this second island a tbird, and 
much more vaiuable one commences. This is about 28 miles 
long, and six miles wide. The great channel of the Gandaki 
at prest'rt passes for about 21 miles along the east side of 
this ibland, and then -dividing into tw~, lSeparllth frolll the 
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upper part of the island a IImaller portion, eight miles long 
and three wide, which belongs to this district without dispute; 
but the upper part of the island consisting of two territories, 
the Taluks of Lahadba and Bhetaha is violently contested. 
A decision of the magistrate of this district has confirmed the 
c1~ms of the Zemindars here; but actual possession is in 
favour of those of Saran. This part of the island on the west, 
is bounded by what is called t\le old Gandaki, and this until 
of late is acknowledged to have been the main channel of the 
river; but it is. alleged', that wherever the main channel may 
go, is the legal boundary. 

About 16 miles from its head this old Gandaki receives the 
Jharai, which rises near Parraona, and its source is a channel 
about 80 yards wide, and sunk very deep. In February the 
stream might be 20 feet wide, knee deep, and not iapid. It 
there receives a rivulet named the Bangri, which has a 
long course of 19 miles, but is very inconsiderable. After 
receiving the Bangri, the Jharai runa three or four miles, 
before it joins the old Gandaki, and, after .running in its 
channel for about an equal distance separates again, having 
once been entirely distinct from this river. After the separa.
tion, the Jharai runs about 12 miles through the division of 
Parraona; and then enters Saran. where it continues about 
17 miles; after which, under the name of·Jhara or.Jbarai. it 
forms the boundary between the division of Selempoor and 
Saran for seven miles, and then re-enters the latter jurisdic
tion. After the two branches of the Gandaki unite at the 
bottom of the long island, its channel fo~ six miles forms the 
boundary between the division of Parraona and Saran, and 
below this .it halon both sides the lands of the latter juri.
diction. 

The Rivera i" general.-From what has been said in detail, 
~t will appear that the rivers of this district differ considerably 
from the great torrents as they.may be caned, of other ilia
p1ctll. Although their channels, except those of the Ghaghra 
Rapti and Gandaki, a-:e not to be compared in size with those 
of m~y rivers in Bhagulpoor and Behar, their streams are 
in general perennial, and, they are thereby. considerably more 
valuable for agriculture and commerce, although the natives 
hav:e availed themselves very little of the advantages, which 
~hey offer (or. either purpose. The ..difference tha& exists 
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between the river. of this district, and the torrents of the 
Vindhyan mountains, arise. from the springs in this district 
being fed from alpine sources, while those of the south 
depend almost entirely upon the periodical rains. The fre
quent anastomoses· in the small rivers of this district seem tl) 
arise from its greater flatness. TIle direction of the current 
in the channels forming these anastomoses is very uncertain, 
running at one time one way, and at another time in the con
trary direction, according as more or less rain has happened 
.to fall at toe sources of the rivers which they connect.: , 

LAX'ES AND MARSHES.-J~ this district pieces of water ,hat 
never become dry, are very n\1tnerous; but in generat they 00 
not entirely resemble either the lakes or marshes of Eul'ope. 
They have ·however, a stronger resf'DIblance to the ~ormer 
than to' the latter. In the rainy season they ,are of great 
extent and pretty deep; bue even then they are.n many part!! 
bid by reeds, Bome aquatic trees, and many aquatic herbs. 
As the long dry season advances, their size contracts greatly, 
and, except in a few parts they become very 'shallow~ and in 
many dry, while every day they are more and more obscured 
by the vegetation. This consists partly of reeds (~rrmdo), 
and other grasses (Panicum, Or!pra), rushes (Alisma, Dama-
801Ieuj'It, Sagittaria), cyperus. scirpus, sparganium; hushes 
(AescllYlJomene, Rosa), and trees (Baringtonia, Cepkala~ 
til us), aU of ;Which project above the water; partly of water 
lilies (Nelumbium, Nymphea, Manyantkes), whose leaves 110at 
on the surface. partly of plants that 110at entireTy de tache? 
(Pistia, Salvinia, AlISolla), and partly of numerous herbs that 
grow under water (Yalianeria. Serpicula, Ckara. Potamoge
ton, Aponogeton, Zannichelia, ~c. ~c.) In their great in
equality, of size at different seasons, and in the i11rdefined 
state between land and water, which the shallower parts of 
)Dost' of them Q.vergrown with projecting plants offer to the 
.iew, these pieces of water differ from the well-defined lakes 
of Europe; but they differ also much from bogs or marshes. 
in having nothing offensive or sinking on their sidescand 
bottoms, which notwithstanding the immense quantity of vege
tables and animals that they contain, consist of a fine clay, 

'. Bra~chjllg oft" and ,unDing into each other, l1li the b~o~d-ve..sels Qt 
the body du,-(ED.) 
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which immt'db.tely on being exposed to the air becomes tirln, 
nor does it ever emit any offensive vapours. The vicinity of 
these pieces of water is therefore perfectly healthy. 

THE AlR AND WEATHER.-As might be naturally expected, 
the climate bears a much stronger resemblance to that of 
Puraniya than to that of the western provinces neli\' the 
Ganges. Its southern parts, however, enjoy the pre-eminent 

, advantage of being very healthy, "nd are pt'rhaps as much 
1S0 as any of the hot climates of Asia. The winds in general 
are either from the east or west; and, ~when the wind, which 
is most prevalent, changes, it does not draw round gradually 
by the north or lIouth, but comes at once from the direction 
contrary to that which is prevalent, &. short calm only inter
vening. The west winds are the most prevalent from the 
middle ofFe'6ruary to the middls of June. The east windl 
then become the most prevalent until the middle of October. 
During the remainder of the year the east and west winds 
are nearly balanced, and they are not so strong as during the 
months when' the winds blow more regularly trom one quarter. 
In mos\ parts north or south winds are only known occa
sionally with falls of rain. 'The latter, when they happen 
from the middle of August to the middle of Septemhl'r, clq 
much injury to the crops. In the immediate vicinity of where 
the larger Gandaki issues from the hills, itl channel there, 
and that of the Trisulganga running north .and louth, a 
north wind, is by far the most prevalent, especially in the 
morning. Even the trifling channel of the Tinay is able to 
oceasion an alteration in the course of the wind, and I am 
assured that at Butaul there is every morning a north wind. 
The lower part of the Gandaki turns ~o much to the east 
that it 'Produces no alteration on the winds of the parts 
adjacent to its banks. In spring as usual in the north of 
'India there are strong squalls. which most commonly come 
from the north..west; but some of them this season eame 
trom the east. ' 

The periodical rains usually continue from the middle of 
~une to the middle oIOctober, and are lesl liaLle to fail 
than in Bebar and the western provinces, 80 that the crops 
of rice are 'much more certain, and the certainty, it must be 
observed, increases more and more, the n('arer to the hills 
the place i8 situated. RaiD from the middlo of OctobeJ' to 
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the middle of Novl'mber is considered as desirable; but 
seldom happens. Rains in the cold season are much more 
frequent than in the southern and western parts of Behar, 
and usually fol1o\v east winds. They in general do good to 
the winter crops; but produc~ very little spring. This year 
in Februuy the falls were very copious, and the climate _was 
exceedingly mild, the thermometer never, so far as 1 saw, 
sinking below 55° at tiight~ and rising to Mo in the day, 
yet on the bare pastures scareely the least vegetation couM 
be obsl'rved, and the leaves were falling from rpany trees; 
towards the end of March. however, some verdure-was ob

'senable in the soutb; and in the north it i~ said to be very 
-considerable "throughout the heats of spring, the vicinity of 
the hills affording more moisture than prevails in the south, 
wlle1'e' the verdure of Marqh in a great measure disappears, 
ftIlJ the parching winds arise in April. The squalls of spring 
81'8 $eldom accompanied by rain or hail, nor does the latter 
raU with the showers of winter, so that it is aD uncommon 
phenomenon. Fogs are not more common than in Behar, 
and occur 'chiefly in winter. In the southern parts dews 
Beldom occur after March. and are never copidUs; but near 
the bills they ar~ abundant, and continue through spring. 

The heats are nowhere so intense as on the banks of the 
Ganges, and they are more and more, moderate the nearer 
you approach to the hills.· Even at Gorukhpoor the t'ut 
winds of spring are not hot and parching, and near the hills 
even with a west wind the nights are cooL The people e"pry 
where allege, that their crops are occasionally injured by 
frost; but I obsen:ed nothing approaching to that tempe
rature. In winter, however, when the west winds blow for 
some days strong. the air becomes sharp, and water; exposed 
after boiling, is readily converted into ice; but such weather 
is not more common than in the vicinity of Calcutta • 
. ' Gorukhpoor, altbough _ near a large- marsh, and. although 
.surrounded by woods, is one of the most healthy stations 
which we posseSIl, and the sepoys on duty have no"!;here been 
1II0re exempt from sickness. This degree of salubrity is sup
posed to e~tend in a line. parallel to the hills anel Ghaghra. 
aAd the nearer the place approaches to the latter it is the 

- 'more healthy, while the nearer to the bills any place, is, it is 
the more li~ble to fevers. .. This js directly the reverse of 
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what is agreeable to the feelings of an European at least j to 
whom the climate at aU seasons appears the more mild and 
temperate, the nearer he approaches the mountains. The 
circumstance also is very different from what occurs in Behar, 
where the immediate vicinity of the great river is much less 
healthy than the interior of the country. Neither can the 
healthiness of the southern parts of this district be a~ 
counted for by its beinfl better cleared, as woods exist there 
fully as much as in the north . .' Indeed I suspect, that we are 
yet far from having discovered the circumlltances upon which 
the relative salubrity of different countries depend. It would 
seem, however, to be' pretty generally the case in warm cli
mates, that low lands Dear mountains occasion very numerous 
fevers, for it is not the mountains themselves that are ade
quate to produce this disease. Many of the hills in India 
are indeed worse than the plains near them. All- the 11i1l
forts in the south of India are I believe of this nature J and 
Rautas is said to have been. terrible to everyone not born on 
the place; but Ajayagar aDd Kalingjar in the same range of 
mountains, and without an, apparent cause of difference, 
have by oup' troops been found uncommonly healthy. The 
mountaing also to the north of this district are extremely 
salubrious. and a few hours ascent removes one entirely from 
the danger of the bad air, which prevails at their foot, and is 
called the Aut. -

It must however be farther observed, that the' same place 
at different periods is subject to considerable v81'iation in the 
degree or salubrity which it enjoys; and that, without any 
very evident reason, a place for a seriel of years changes 
from healthy to sickly, or from sickly to health,.- Thus 
within the memory of man Calcutta and the country south 
front it were much more unhealthy than the ~icinity of Moor
shedabad; but for a good many years the case has been en
tirely re!ersed. With regard to. the relative salubrity of 
different parts in this district. it must be farther remarked, 
that, CfEt~ri8 paribu8, the western parts seem to be healthier 
than the eastern. and I believe the same remark may be ex
tended all the way from the Sarayu to the Brahmaputra. 

• Tbis has beep particularly remarked in tbe Wei' India M';'da_ 
[Eu.] 
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,CHAPTER II. 

HISTORICAL A~D TOPOGRAPHICAL' NOTICES 01" THB DISTRICT 01' 

GOnVKHl'OOIl. 

This district f(lrm~ a co~s~derable' part,of the territory, 
which in aflcient legend is called Mapa Kosala. In tIle Des
mala of the Sakti Sanggam TantEa this is stated to extend 
east from Gokarnes. a temple neal' Pilibhit; west from the 
Gandaki, north frqm the Ganges. and south from the hills 
of Mahasurya. According to the Bangsalata composed by 
Udayanacharya, one of the great doctorll most successful in 
establishing the authority of the modern Brahmans. Kosala 
extends north from the Vindhyan hills, or those south from 
the Ganges, south from Himadri Or Emodus and the Air&. 
w'ati or Rapti.. He does not. mention th~ east or west; 
boundaries, and as the Airawati 1'U11S' nearly south from Hima
dri. the geographical ideas of this great luminary have been 
rather <!onfused. He was probably however .right in ex
tending ,the limits of Kosala across the Gangef to the Vind
hY8n mountains, as, in travelling through thil£ country, I 
could hear of no ancient division of territory, that intervenes 
between Kikat, extending to the east side of the Karmanasa 
alld Malawa. which extends east to the Yamuna in the lower 
part of that river's course. 

This very extensive and fertile region has always been 
considered as the proper patrimony of the family of the sun. 
lis it is called. which for a very long period governed Jarge 
portions Qf India; and at times produced its paramount lordl!. 
The history of the Hindus has beetl thrown into such COII

fusion by an attempt to, reconcile the actual succession of 
their princes with a modern, system of astronomy~' as"mQst 
ably explained by Mr. Bel!tley in tl;1e eighth volume of the 
Asiatic Researches) that the utmost cliffic\lIty attends aU At. 
tempts to reconcile with any thing like reason such ancient 
accounts as have been preserved in the monstrOU$ and mo· 
dern legends called the Purans. The ,difficulties attending 
this subject may be fully appreciated, by examining the dif~ 

" , 
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fetent attempts of Sir 'Villiam Jones in the second volume, 
of Major Wilford in the fifth volume. and of Mr. Bentley in 
the eighth voillme of. the Asiatic Researches, alth'JUgh in 
the latter the real source of the difficulties seemll to bave 
been fully discovered. Still, however, many greltt clifficuhie. 
exist, which these authors have not fully explained. and of 
which the two first' do not seem .to have been fully aware; 
Sir. William Jones 'Seems. without examination, to have 
adopted the accQunt given of ,~be . Indian dynasties by R&d
hakanta, in his Puranat·tjla-pl·akasa, as the doctrine generally 
received by the Hindus' on- the subject, and alleges (Asiatic 
Researches, ;vol. ~,. page ~6), that it begins_ with an absurdity 
so monstrous as to overthrow the whole system, he then en
deavours t~ tum the whole or the early pedigree into .an 
allegory, dt:nying altogether the existence of many princes, 
because their names signify'light, sky, sun, moon,. and 10 

fortb; although he might have considered, that sucb na,mes 
are sometimes used for men among ourselves, and among the 
present Hindus are very common. The grand objection to 
the system of Radhakanta is. however,! hilt baving adopted as 
a maxim, . that there WaS always a supreme king of each of 
tile families of the sun and moon, so that India, according to 
him, was governed like Lacedremon, by two chiefs of two fa
m.ilies possessing equ&1 power; and that each dynasty con
tained -exactfy the same number of generations in the re
spective perioda, into whicq the history is divided. This is 
a fable like. many others, usually called opinions universally 
received among the ,Hindus, which Mr. Bentley (Asiatic 
Researches, vol. 8, page 244) so justly exposes. But the 
receiving it, as an universally acknowledged opinion. led ~ir 
William Jones, from the imperfect lists composed by Radha
'kanta, to doubt whether any such personages as tbe Indian 
princes of tbe families of tbe sun and moon existed (Asiatic 
Researches, voL 2, page 131)~ Had Sir Willam consulted 
the variolUl genealogies contained in the different Purans, he 
would bave found, tbat this opinion, by which he was stag
gered. rested entirely on the imaginatiou of Radbakanta,,ur 
of aome person from whom he borrowed it, and could not be 
supported by the remains of history in the P&lrans. -So far 
as 1 can learn from P~ndits, that I have employed to extract 
the Hindu genealogies f.rom their books, there "fa$ only one 
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paramount king admitted at a time, and in general the suc
cession to this power was totally Irregular, not 'only between 
the two great families, but among the branches of the same 
family, and. as I ha~e mentioned in the account of Shahabad, 
was as irregular as the Buccession in Ireland during the 
government of th~ families descended of Heber and Heremon. 
I,t would e~en appear, that the succession to the supremacy 
was not strictly confined to the two families of the sun and 
moon, as Pandu and his 'successors were ill 'fact· descended 
of Vayasa; and also that many intervals occurred, in which 
no one king possessed paramount" aut'bority. 

The table given by Major' Wilford is highly vaiuable J 
although, when he says, that it is extracted from the Vishnu 
Pul'an, the Bhagawat, and other Puranas, without tlie least 
alteration whatever, we are only to understand" that Major 
Wilford made no alteration on the table, after it was extracted 
by his assistants frol!1 the Hindu records; for ~he genealogies 
contained in the· different books, to which he alludes, diffe .. 
BO much from each other. that no, one table cOuld be con .. 
structed from them without making numerous" alterations. 
This interesting table is however exceedingly valuable' in 
showing how nearly these genealogies, by taking tIl8 human 
age at a jus~ valuation may be reconciled with the. real eras 
pointed out by Mr. Bentley, on astronomical data.' It must 
however be evident, that both systems are liable to some doubt. 
In the !irst place there is a very great dillic'uIty in establislJillg 
any calculation upon the number of generations contained in 
the Hindu genealogies, owing to the very great carelcssness, 
with, which they have been constructed. Besides numerous 
transpositions it woutd seem, that in many parts, what in one 
Genealogy is detailed as a succession of several generations, 
is given in Imother genealogy as a list of brothers, so that by 
the forlner process the length of a dynasty is monstrously 
enlarged. " Again in some genealogies a whole dynasty is 
represented by a' single" name,' which occasions the most 
absurd anou:lir.,nisms to be commonly received as canonical, 
by such as have studied only a part of these genealogies. 
These anac4tonisms /ire so distressing. that some learned 
person's have considered as quite vain the attemp~ of founding 
any thillg like It regular chronology on the Hindu genealogies. 
I h~.I!e however, that this judgement j" too harsh, and that a 
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careful, perusal of all the remains may lead to sometlling as 
satisfactory as chronologies of equal antiquity usually admit. 
So far as I can at present judge, for I have not yet procured 
any thing like a full copy Qf the genealogies, the eras, even as 
curtailed by Major Wilford and Mr. Bentley, would require 
to be considerably reduced. I consider it necessary to reduce 
the former from the numerou,s. interpolations of brotllers and 
coUaterals in place of sons. The argument of Mr. Bentley 
goes only to show the manner', in which some former systems 
of chronology, detailed.Jn the Graha l\Iungjari, have been 
deformed by the present systeJIl of Varalla Mihira; but these 
ancient systems were also mere astronomical fictions, and, 
although their application to history was not attended with 
such monstrous difficulties, as the present system, there is 
nothing in its nature to show, that' it is in any degree con
nected with what' actually happened.. One grel1t difficulty 
occurs relath'e t9 the deluge, which Mr. Be~tlel and Major 
-Wilford agree in placing immediately before the government 
of the family of the Sun in Kosala commenced, ~o that they 
consider the 'government of Swayambhuwa and his successors. 
kings of Vithora (Betoor Rennell) near Kanpoor. as in the 
antediluvian age, while Swayambhuwa they calI Adam, and 
Vaiwaswata father of the first king of Kosala, they call Noah. 
One of the legends. on which this opinion rests has been 
given by Sir W,'illiam Jones (Asiatic Researches, vol. 2, page 
117); but this, as explained by the Pandits, whom I have 
consulted, is not reconcilable with the opinion above men
tioned; and these Brahmans insist, that no general deluge 
(Pralaya) has~ taken place since the time of Swayambhuwa. 
The m~stake consists in supposing, that Satyabrata (Satjavrata) 
and Vaiwaswata are the same person, and that whatever is 
related of one, may be attributed to the era of the other. 
But the Brahmans say, that these two personages, although 
the same soul in different transmigrations, lived at very ~mote 
periods, Satyavrata having been saved in an ,Ink by God, 
when the deluge happened, while in his subsequent birth as 
Vaiwaswata, after an interval ormany ages, be beCilme a law
givel' (Manu or 1\Iamu) .. and fOl!oded the city 'of Ayodhya. 
It must be farther observed. tha~ although the legellll con
cerning the escape ~f Satyabrata or Satyarupa has a strong 
resemblance to the history of Noah, he is far from being 
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considered by the Hindus as being like Noah the second father 
of t1le human race. but he is said to have died without 
children, and was born again in the family of the Sun; while 
Lwayambhuwa was created to. people the world after the 
deluge; and from him were descended the first kings of India. 
who governed at Vit~ora; and who .were perhaps natives, 
although it is possible, that they. may have' been Assyrians. 
In place therefore of allowing tlie family of the Sun to have 
governed from the time of the deluge, and that the Treta yug 
or silver age extended to that event, we must, I imagine, allow 
t~e golden age or Satya yug, and the "government of the de
scendants of Swayambhuwa to be.subseq!lent to tha~ period, 
and of course must bring the time, when the kingdom of 
Ko~ala, was founded, much latte. than Major Wilford and 
Mr. Bentley do. Could we depend on the accuracy of the 
numbers, as SirWilliamJones observes, there is a circumstance 
Inentioned by Abul Fazil, that could throw much light on this
subject. It would appear that, the Brahmi'ns, whOlD that 
person consulted, had not always applied to ,.the history of 
their princes the astronomical fictions of Varaha Mihira, and 
they placed the birth of Budha, I presume the grandson of 
Atri, and son in law of Vaiwaswata first king of Ayodhya, 
in the year 1366 before the birth of Christ (Asiatic Researches 
vol. 2. p. 125). This entirely coincides with. the opinion I have 
above atated, and places the commencement of the historical 
silver age, commencing with Budha, in the 136Gth year before 
Christ, in place of the 2204th as given by Mr. Bentley from the 
astronomical systems of the Graha Mungjari. Such a reduc
tion' on the era of the silver age, and foundation of the king...; 
dom of Kosala I am far from thinking absolutefy necessary; 
but on the whole I am inclined to believe, that it approaches 
nearer the truth than the systems of Major Wilford or Mr. 
Bentley, although I mu~t confess, as I have mentioned, that 
the coincidence of the two systems, 'founded on principles 
totally ,different, affords a strong presumption in favour of the 
result. . 

In I:Iind~ leg.('nd the appearance of certai!,1 persons named 
Brahmadikas .created by God, and c\?mmonly called~the pro
gl:!nito:'s of J!very living thiug •. f,?rms a remarkable era. but. 
the account~ concernina these personages are totally dissonant, 
as may be seen in tl~ acco~nt of Major Wilford (Asiatic 
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Researches, vol • .5, page' 24,6). One authority makes the 
three sons of Swayambhuwa to have been the Brahmadikas, 
placing them thus at the commencement of the golden, and 
not at the beginning of the silver age j and I have already 
stated my opinion, that these were the aboriginal inhabitants 
or earliest conquerof~ of India, but other authorities give 
another class totally diffeJ'eut, and alwa'ys containing Marichi, 
Atri, ,Anggirasa, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kritu, and Vasishtha, 
while othel"S add Daksha, Bhrigu, and Narada. The de
scendants of these l>ersonages governed India both in 
spirituals and temporals from the commencement of the silver 
age until about the time .when tIle Greeks "made .their a~ 
pearance, and numerous chiefs still claim to be of their families. 
They are all called Brahmans, either as being created. hy the 
God of that name, 01"' perhaps more probably ·as being 
persons more intelligent than those who preceded them j for 
far from being all of the sacred order, the greater part of 
their descendants were princes, statesmen and soldiers, and 
one in particulat is stated to have been a mercllant (Vaisya.) 

We have seen that Swayambhuwa, the founder of the king
dom of Vithora, by the whole of what is called the golden 
age (Satya' yug), preceded Vaiw8swclta, the founder of the 
kingdom of Kosala, and the latter was the grf'at ~randson of 
l\Iarichi, while J.!udha, who founded the adjacent kingdom of 
Kuru, and reigned at Pratisthan, opposite to Prayag, .about 
the same tim/\ with Vaiwaswata, whose daughter he married. 
was the grandson of Atri. I look upon these Brahmadikas, 
therefore, as the leaders of a colony, which at the ena of the 
golden age, settled in India, and assumed the name of Brah
mans, as being farther advanced in the 'arts than the descend. 
ants of Swayambhuwa, its more early princes. I look upon 
it also as probable, that these personages came from western 
Asia, introducing with them the Sangskrita language. gene
rally admitted to be radically the same with the Persian dia. 
leet, while the languages spoken among all the rude tribes 
that inhabit the fastnesses of India, and which are probably 
l"emains of its anc~ent tongue, have no sort of analogy to the 
languages of the" west. • In the history of Kasmira, preserved 
by Abul .Fazil, Kasyap, wllO was the son of Marichi, is saill 
to have introduced the Brahmans (that is, a colony of civilized 
men) in, to .that country, and ;the traditions of Bebar state, that. 
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he there founded a city, of which I was shown some of the re
mains. These no doubt were of much later date than the 
time of Kasyap, although he may lave been the fouuder of 
the city to which they once belonged. One of the soni\ of 
Kasyap, nall.!ed Viwaswa, is supposed to be now the deity 
presiding over the sun, owing probably to his having intro
Guced from Persia the worship. of that luminary, and, fl'om 
flattery, his descendants were usually called the family of the 
sun (Suryabangsa). His son Vaiwaswata, who, in a former 
transmigration, had been Satyabrata (perhaps Noah), founded 
the kingdom ofKosala, long one of the most powerful in India, 
and built the city of Kosalapoori, or Ayodhya. 

If I am right in supposing thatfludha was born about 1866 
years before Christ, he being the son-in-law ofVaiwaswata, it. 
is probable dlat this prince may have been born about the 
year 1399, and we Dlay allow him to have been 33 years old 
when he founded Ayodhya, and the kingdom ()f Kosala. I~ 
th~ genealogies may be found several different lists of his suc~ 
cessors, .who are coqtmonly supposed by Pandits to have suc
ceeded each other from father to son, by right of primogeni ... 
ture, not' did one prince fail to leave his kingdom to his eldest 
son for many generations (Asiatic Researches, voT. 2, p. 130)., 
This, however, seems to, be a mere supposition taken fOB 
granted, because in some of the genealogies the names follow. 
each other without any remark, for the direct line failed

c 

in 
Ambarisha, and went "to the descendants of his brother; and 
Bharata usurped the government for 14 years from his elder' 
brother Rama. The genealogies differ so much in the names, 
number of persons, and order ,of succession, that without a 
very careful examination of aH that is to be found concerning 
each person, little reliance can be placed on the particulars, 
although it is evident, that these genealogies have been taken 
from some common source; and I have no doubt, that a care
ful examination would e~llble the intelligent antiquary to re
move many difficulties and contradictions, that now appear. 

Far from the princes of Ayodhya having enjoyed an unin
terrupted succession of supreme power for nUlUerous ages, and 
from father to son, very few of them would appear to have 
been Chhatradharis, or lords paramount of India; and there 
is even reason to suspect, that the family at different peri()ds 
was subject to great disasters, and repeatedly lost the domi-

VOL. II. y 
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Dion of even Kosala. The learned of Ayodhya informed the 
Pandit of the Mission, that th.~ir city bad been three times 
destroyed, and that on these ')cclLsions all the people were 
carried to heaven with their Rajas llarischandra, Ambarisha. 
and Rama. The successors of these princes again collected 
people to occupy the city. The Pandits, whom I have em
ployed, have not been ah1e to trac~ the passages in which the 
two first catastrophes are meijtioned i but the third i8 known 
to everyone. Several traditions, however, that I have heard, 
confirm the opinion of lIarischandra having been expelled 
from Ayodhya, as he is said to have removed the seat oC go
vernment to Ellora; while his son Rohitaswa lived at Rautas. 
and his grandson founded Champa, at Bhagu)poor. in Bengal. 
That Ambarisha also met with some misfortune, is probable I 
as in the Sri Bhagwat, he is not succeeded by his son, and the 
line is carried on by Sindhudwipa, his brother, while in the 
Bangsalata, his immediate succesllOr is Ritaparna, who, ac
cording to the Sri Bhagwat, was the grandson of Sindhud- . 
wipa, and until the. time of Ritaparna. it is probable ,hat the 
family did not recover from its misfortunes. The severe treat
ment of his, wife Sita, is said to have induced that princess to 
excite her sona to rehel against their father Rama, and this, 
more probably than his piety, sent J:iim and his adherents t.o 
heaven. 4yodhya, however. was rebuilt by the son Kusha, 
who left a I)umerous offspring, that held the city until the 
reign of V rihadbala. From Vaiwaswata to Rama, incluaivc, 
the 8rT Bhagwat reckons 5.5 princes, the Mahabharat reckons 
69, and the Bangsalata 78; but the Ramayana of Valmika 
reckons only 36. This being it is supposed by far the most 
ancient account, is probably the most correct, and we may. 
suppose it to be free from the interpolation. of collateral sue .. 
cessions and dynasties introduced by later writers. and to be 
the actual succession of the kings of Ayodhya; unfortunately 
Valmiki gives no list of Rama' • .successors, and the Purans, 
as. u8ual, are filled with numerous discordances. VrihadbaIa. 
killed by Abhimanya in the great war at the commencement 
of the iroll age. was one pf the most remarkable auceeuora of 
Ramo.. According to the Sri Bhagwat. h. was the $nth in 
descent from Rama.. . In the Mahabharat he is the 38d~ and 
in the Bangsalata ho is the 25th. As, owing to similar causes, 
theBe numbers are probably a.s much increased all the prede-
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'cessorll of Rama, the number of princes, taking the scale of 
the Sri Bhagwat, reduced by that of Valmiki, 8S a guide, 
from Rama to Vrihadbala may have been 1'7, or from the' 
commencement of the silver to the commencement of the iron 
age, 53 princes, which, if they were also generations of 8 to a' 
century, would give a duration of 1766 years. There is no 
impossibility in admitting lIuch a duration: but I think, as I 
have said, that in all probability it must be reduced. Major 
Wilford (table in 5th vol. of Asiatic Researches) has found in 
the Purans, 59 princes from the time of Rama to that or 
Chandragupta, . contemporary nearly with Alexander. Re
ducing these by the scale of Rama's predecessors, we shan 
hltve 81 princes, which added to Rama and his predecessors, 
will give in all 6'7 princes. If these commenced their govern
ment 1366 years before Christ, and ended it 300 years. before 
this event, there will be on an average about 15l years for 
each prince, which can only be understood of reigns, and not 
of generations. On these grounds, Vaiwaswata being placed 
in the year before Christ, 1366, Rama will be placed ill '175, 
and Vrihadbala, or the commencement of the historical iroll 
age, in the year 512. But, if the antiquary prefers with Major 
Wilford to consider these 67 as generations, we must double 
the length of each period; that is, we must say, that Ayodhya 
was founded 273~ years before Christ, that Rama flourished 
1550 years before that event, and that Vrihadbala wallliIled 
in the 2024-

It must be observed, that in the Purans, little amplilcation 
seems to have been made in the family of the moon, as from 
Budha, one generation after Vaiwaswata, to Krishna, con tern. 
porary with Vrihadbala, the Sri Bhagwat reckons 55 persone, 
a difference ·of only two persons from that which is given by 
the correction that is required in the list of the family of the 
8un, by comparing Valmik.i with the Sri Bllligwat; and this 
coincidence, I consider as in a great measure proving, that the 
nature of the correction which I have adopted is not subject to 
material error, so far as relates to the number of successions i 
but it decides nothing as to the point of whether we are to 
consider these as reigns or as geDerations. 

The people of Ayodbya imagine, that after the death of 
Vrihadbala, their city was deserted, aJld continued 80 until the 
tiDle of Vikrama (If Ujjain, woo came in search of the holy 
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city, erected a fort called Ramgar, cut down the forests by 
which the ruins were covered, and erected 360 temples on the 
places sanctified ,by the extraordinary actions of Rama, of his 
wife Sita, of his brother Lakshman, and of his general Maha
vira. The only foundation probably fot such a tradition is, 
that Vikrama may have erected some temples, and that in the 
Mahabharat the genealo'gy of ~he family is continued no lower 
than the time of Yrihadbala; as being foreign to the subject 
of the book; but in the Sri Bbagwat V rihadbala is succeeded 
by 29 princes, and in the Bangsalata by 24. These, taken 
according to the scales of Rama's predecessors i~ Valmiki and 
the Sri Bhagwat, would give 18 princes, and this will give us 
~79. or 558 years, according as we call these successions reigns 
or generations, bringing the ~x~stence of the, family down to 
the time nearly of Alexander; but none of the latter princes 
rose to considerable power, and they were vassals of the 
kings of Magadha. Their existence, however, throws a great 
doubt on the whole story concerning Vikrama •• 

This Vikrama is usually supposed to have been the person
age from whom the era. called Sambat is derived, and, accord
ing to the reckoning used in KosaIa, this era commences 57 
years before the birth of Christ, so that the city had been then 
deserted about 280 years. How the places remarkable for 
the actions of the God could be traced after such a long in
terval, and amidst the forest, seems rather doubtful; and the 
douh~il1 be increased, if we suppose that the latter Vikrama, 
the son-in-law of the Emperor Bhoj, was the person who con
structed· the temples at Ayodhya. This I am inclined to 
think was probably the case, for although Rama was probably 
worshipped before the time of the elder Vikrama, yet hiswor
ship, as that peculiarly distinguisliing a sect of bigots, seems 
to have been first established by Ramanuja ahout the time of 
the latter Vikrama, who may from thence be supposed pecu~ 
liarly eager to discover the traces of the deity of his own sect. 
Unfor,~unately, if these temples ever existed, Dot t~e smallest 
trace of them remains to enable us to judge of the period when 
they were built; and the destruction is very generally attri~ 
buted by the Hindus to the furious zeal of Aurungzebe, to 
whom also is imputed the overthrow of the temples in Bena
res and Matbura. What may have been the case in the two 
tatter, I shall not now take upon myself to say, but with respect 
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to- Ayodhya the tradition seems very ill founded. The bigot 
by whom the temples weve destroyed, is said to have erected 
mosques on the 'situations of the most remarkable temples; but 
the mosque at Ayodbya, which is by far the' most entire, and 
which lias every appearance of being the most modern, is as
certained by an 'inscription on its wans (of which a copy is 
given) to havE; b~n built by Babur, five generations before 
Aurungzebe. This renders the whole story of VikPama ex
ceedingly doubtful, especiallya:lwbat are said to be the ruins 
of his fort, 00 not in any essential degree differ from those 

. said to have belonged to the ancient city, that is, consist en-
tirply of irregular heaps of broken bricks, covered with 'soil, 
and remarkably productive of tobacco; and, from its name, 
Ramgar, I am inclined to suppose that it was a part of the 
building actdaIIy erected by Rama. 

Although I did not fail to visit the place, and whatever the 
Hindus reckon remarkable, I did not choose to take any mea.
surements,. so as to draw with any accuracy a plan of the space 
which the ruins occupy, as tlle doing so might have given of. 
fence to the government of the Nawab Vazir, in whose terri
tory, separated from this district only by the river Sarayu, 
they are situated. 

I may in a general manner observe, that the heaps of bricks, 
although much seems to have been carried away by the river, 
extend a great way, that is, more than a mile in length, and 
more than half a mile in width: and that although vast quan
tities of materials have been removed to build the lVIunamme-

, dan Ayodhya or Fyzabad, yet the ruins in many parts retain 
a very considerable elevation; nor is there any reason to do\.tbt, 
that the structure to which they belonged, has been very 
great; when we consider, that it lIas been ruined for above 
2000 years. None of the HiJidu buildings at present existing 
are in the least remarkable either for size or architecture, and~ 
they are all not only evidently, but avowedly, quite modern, 
that is, they have been all erected since the reign of Aurung
zebe, or most of them even within the memory of man. .AJ
though they are built on what I have no doubt are the ruins 
of the palace that was occupied by the princes of the family of 
the sun, their being built on the spots, where the events which: 
they are intended to celebrate, actually happened, would ha.ve 
been extremely doubtful, even had the elder Vikrama builll 
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temples on the varil)U/I placea w~ had been destroyed· by 
Aurungzebe, so that that: the spots _cted by Vikrama might 
be known by tradition; but the whole of that story be~ lia
ble to strong suspicion, we Dlay conaider the present ap!*0-
priation of names to different places all no better founded than 
the miracles, which several of them 
are said to commemorate. 

It is uid that in digging for bricks 
many images have been disco.,ered. 
but the few which I was able to trace 
were too m\lch broken to aiceriain 
what they were meant to represeult 
except one at the convent (Akhare) 
of Guptar, where Lakshman is au,.. 
posed to have disappeared. ."is 
represents a man and woman ear~. 
on one stone. The latter caRla 
'lll\lewh;Jt on 11(·1' head, and neither 
hi!' :my rp.·em hlance to what I have 
before seell. The only thing except 
these two figures and the bricks,that 
cuuld with proba bility be traced to 
the ancient city, are some pillars in 
the mosque built by Babur. Theile 
are of black stone, and of an order 
which I have seen nowhere else, and 
,rhich will be understood from the 
accompanying drawing. That they 
have heen taken from a Hindu build
ing, is evident, from the traces ofima
ges being observable on some of their 
bases; although the images have 
been cut off to satisfy the conscience 
of the bigot. It is possible that these 
pillars have belonged to a tempht 
l)Uilt by Vikrama; but I think tbe. 
existence of such temples dQu1)tltrl, 
and, if they did not e.ist, it i" proba
ble tha.t the pillars were takep fl'4MD 

the ruins of the palace. They.Ulit 
Qnly I) feet high. There i» a Si'l!fr:' 
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lingga called Nageswar, which is called on by all the pilgrims 
to witness their faith, when they hue perfo.rmed the usual 
ceremonies; an~ tllis is supposed to be the oldest image of 
the place. As Laksbman the brother of Rama is supposed 
to have founded one of the orders of Yogis, the.re is a proba
bility that the great God waS a principal object of worship at 
the court of his brother, and this image may actually have 
then existed, as from its form, if kept from the weather, it 
may have lasted from the first origin of ~ings i but it leads to 
no conclusions, and may be of very modern date. Could :we 
believe what is said of the chief objects of worship now at the 
place, ,they would be of singular curiosity. They are images 
said to represent Rama, Lakshman, and Sita, made by the 
first personage, and thrown by him into the Sarayu, when. he 
was about to 'proceed on an ~pedition to the Indus. In mo
dern times they were divulged to a fortunate merchant by the 
ordinary course of dreaming. He drew them from the river, 
and built a temple for them, which was destroyed by Au
rungzebe, but the images were allowed to escape, and Ahalya; 
the widow of Holkar, lately built for them a' small temple, 
which is only opened at peculiar times, and only to the faith': 
ful. Setting aside the dream, the escape of the images front 
Aurungzebe, as they are made of gold, renders the story very 
problematical. They are about a span high, and were so co
vered with flowers, and shown in so dark a' place, that my peo
ple who went to worship could form no opinion either as ta 
their shape or materials. 

I procured a good many old copper coins, and. many were 
said to be of the Hindu kings; but on examination .. except 
two, all appear to contain ~rabic inscriptions, but in very old 
characters, and I had seen similar ones at Agra. One said to 
have been found in the Sarayu retains a defaced figure in the 
human form i and another the figu7'e of a lion. These are pro
bably Hindu coins, bllt they contain no legend, nor any thing 
to indicate that they belonged to princes of the familyofthe sun. 

The person who finally expelled the family of the sufi from 
Ayodhya, is not stated by tradition, nor, so far as I can learn, 
in legend, but the learned of this district have heard ot the 
dominion of the Cheros, although this impure trihe· bas here 
left no monuments of its power, the place being far removed 
from the .seat of government. 
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Although Kosala is usually said to have been ibe peculiar 
patrimony of the family of the sun, yet it would not seem to 
have entirely belonged to the kings of Ayodhya, nor even to 
collateral branches of that family i for it would appear that 
Benares, even during the height of their power, belonged to 
a Kasi Raja, from whom the town probably derived its origin. 
-although its worshippers pretend that it has existed from aU 
eternity, and through aU the changes which the world has 
undergone. This Kasi Raja •. according to the Sri Bhagwat. 
was the sixth in deF~ent from Budha, ancestor 01 the family 
of the moon, whom I have supposed to have been born 
1366 years before the birth of Christ. In the same work is 
contained a dynasty of many princes, the descendants of 
Kasi, and all considered as Rajas of that place; but the 
number of princes iii totally inadequate to reach to the time 
of Krishna, by whom a Kasi Raja was killed; for from Budha 
the common ancestor, to Krishna inclusive, according to the Sri 
Bbagwat, are 55 persons; while from Budha to the last Kasi 
Raja, named Bhargabhumi are only 23, and in the Bangsalata 
there are only 21. In Mahabharat however, the genealogy 
is given at greater length, and is extended to 31 generations. 
I think, that here generations must be allowed, because Gan
dini, daughter of Vibhu, one of these Kasi Rajas, and 26th 
in descent from Budha, was married to Saphalka brother of 
Biduratba; the ancestor of Krishna in the ninth degree; but 
Saphalka being the 48th in succession from Budha, and his 
wife the !27th generation, coincide remarkably well. At the 
same rate 31 generations wo.uld place Vatsabhumi the last 
Raja in. the list of tbe :Mahabharat, 854 years after Budha, 
and in the time of Krishna. 

The name of the Kasi Raja killed by Krishna is no where 
mentioned, but it may very likely bave been Vatsabhumi. His 
death by no means put an end to the dynasty, and he left a 
son named Sudakshina, who revE'nged his father's death by 
burning Dwaraka the stronghold of Krisbna. He again re
torted by burning Kasi. No more mention it is said, is made 
of l~is family in the Sri Bhagwat, where this story is con
taint'd; but it is probable, tllat the family may bave continued 
for some time longer, and their dominions are said to have 
extended from Benares, all the way to the hills, so that they 
poslIcsscll aU the south and ealit sides of Kosala: To confirm 
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this opinion, there are in the eastern parts of this district 
several monuments attributed to a Kasi Raja, and.as there 
are among these monuments two large fortifications, we 
may suppose it to have been h~re that Sudakshina retired, 
when his capital was destroyed by Krishna. A common tradi
tion however, here is, that the Kasi Raja, who occupied these 
fortresses, lVSS named Vasishtha Singha, a younger brother of 
the Ayodhya family. who attacked the chief of the family of the 
moon, that held the holy city, and seized his dominions. After 
some time however, tbis branch of the family of the moon re-

o covered its ancient capital, and drove V uishiha to the north
easterll part of the principality, where he attempted to establish 
a new Kasi, near what is now called Rudrapoor; bllt the place 
in former times was called Hangsakshatra. A Pandit of Bhi!
wQpar says, that. an account of these transactions is contained 
in the Brahma Sarbaswa Sanghita, Ilnd he refers them with
out doubt to the time of the princcs of Ayodhya. ,who 
succeeded Vrihadbala, that is, according to my theory, 
between the 512th and the 280th year before the birth of 
Christ. 

It must be observed, that the city of Kasi seems early to 
bave been granted to a collateral branch of the family of the 
sun, and I am told, on the authority of the Kasikhand, a part 
of the Skanda Puran, that it was held by Dewadatta or Di
wodas&, the son of Urusrawa. the ninth in descent from Vai
waswata. Diwodasa having erected a temple of Budha, at 
what is now called the proper (Nij) Kasi, which city for many 
ages continued a chief seat of that worship, the great God 
WIlS offended, and Kasi was ttansferred to the family of the 
moon i but, if we may judge from the monuments in this dis
trict attributed to Jhe Kasi Raja of the Ayodhya family, this 
illustrious race would appear to have all along retained the 
same heresy, and were no doubt followers of the Budbas, 
although all the sects' of this religion previous to Gautama, 
would seem to have admitted the worship of the Dewatas, 
and especialfy of the great God. 

Notwithstauding what the Pandit of Bhewopar says, melst 
people attribute the monuments .in this district to t~e Kasi 
,Raja, who contended with Krishna. Both the fortresses are 
generally attributed to the same. person, and are calle!I S,,
hankot f bnt this implies only, that they were fortressCi 
belonging to a mighty personage. Some indeed attribute 
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4>ne of these forts, which is in the Munsurgunj division, to • 
chief of the Sakarwar tribe, who, they say, held the Satasi 
Raj before the Sirnets, by whom it is now possessed. It i. 
also said, that, the first Sirn~t chief succeeded by marrying a 
daughter of the last Sakarwar. who had no male issue. The 
works however seem much larger than those thllt have been 
left by any of these pure tribes, who are now in possession. 
Even the Kasi Rajas did not enjoy their share of Kosala 
without competitors. A Brigumuni, one of the seven Riahis 
usually alleged to have 'been created bi Brahma at the com
mencement of things, is said to have held Dadri or Dardar. 
on the banks of the Ganges, where he performed his cere-
monies, on the spot called Bhriguaeram or Bhadrason (Bage
rllssan, Rennell), while Ilia family dwelt at Bhargapoor, now 
taIled Bhagulpoor in this. district. The idea, that these 
persons called the seven Rishis were all of the most utreme 
antiquity, and coeval, seems to have arisen from confounding 
them with tIle seven Brahmadikas before-mentioned, and the 
reason of this confusion seems to be that two of the eeven 
Richis, Atri and Maridhi, were also Brahmadikas; but 
Bhrigu must be referred to a latter age. lIis 80n was Sukra 
his Richika, his Jatpadagni, his Parasurama, The' family we 
may readily luppose continued in possession of the country 
so long at least, as some monuments near Bhagulpoor are at
tributed to the last-mentioned person, one of the incarnations 
of Vishnu, WllO was a universal conqueror. He is U$U8]), 

placed before Rama Chandra; but this opinion is scarcely 
tenable, and seems to have arisen from the ehortness of tile 
gen£'alogy between him and J11~rigu, suppos£'d to have been 
contemporary with Marichi, the ancestor of Rama. But Via
wamitra, the spiritual guide of Rams. had & sister, who was 
married tQ Richika the grandfather of ParaslJl"ama, who must 
therefore have been nearly contemporary with but late., tban 
Rama: and Viswamitra t:ontemporary with Richika grandson 
9f l~hrigu, one of the seven Rishis, according to the Sri Bha
gWl.lt, was descended of Atri one of the Brabmadikas in tIle 
lGtll degree. while the first Kasi Raja was descended from 
the same pereon in the 7th, degree. The family of Bhrigu, 
therefore, held part of the lands between Kasi and the hills. 
during the time that the greater part of that tract belonged 
to tile Kasi Rajas. The inscriptions on the works, attributed 
by some to Parasurama, are unfortunately in a eharacter DC) 
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longer legible i but I can scarcely believe that they are of 
such antiquity as seven centuries before the birth of Christ, 
which even on the shortest allowance would be about the time 
of that furious priest. WhoeTer erected them, would appear 
to have been a worshipper of the Budbas. It is alleged by 
the chief family in the neighbourhood, that it is descended of 
this god, and it traces its origin to a certain Mayura Bhatta 
descended of Parasurama, who, like his ancestor was 8 Brah. 
man, and even a saint living in silent contemplation (Muni). 
His descendants giving themselves up to temporal affairs, are 
reckoned Kshatriyas or Rajputs, and they pretend to have 
been Rajas of. the adjacent country for 98 generations or suc
cessions. I shan treat farther on this subject, when I come 
to speak of their estates and tribe. ' 

The Kasi Rajas are said by the traditions of this district 
to have been expelled- by a people called Gorkha, whom I 
take to have been the same with the Siviras, and were liB 

ealled as being followers of Gorakhnath. At Kasi these have 
left very numerous marks of their power, and a- few remain 
in the parts ofthis district that seem to have been subject to 
the princes of that city; but none can be traced in its western 
parts, whicla probably continued longer ander the CheI"os, 
w~o had destroyed the kingdom of the family of the sun in 
Ayodbya, as well as that of the moon in Magadha. The 
Gorkhas seem to have been soon expelled from this district 
by a people called Tharu, who are said to have descended 
from the hills, and extended themselves over every part north 
of the Ghaghra at least. Of this people very numerous 
monuments are shown, and from these they would appear to 
have been an iJJdustrious po~erful race, as the number of 
great buildings of brick, which they have left is very con .. 
siderable, nor do they seem to have been under the necessity 
of securing their private buildings or towns by fortmcatiOlis. 
A few of thflse people still remain in this district, and many 
in the northern parts of Mithila., by which jt is h!lunded on 
the east. and it must be observed. that Mithila also was a 
part of the patrimony of the family of the sun, and was held 
to the commencement of the iron age at least, that is On the 
moat moderate computation until about 500 years before the 
birth of Christ, by a dynasty called Janaka descended of Vai. 
1I'.&8wa1.. The Tbllrus pretend to be in faet the proper 
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descendants of the sun, and their having expelTeu the GOl'khu 
from their usurped estdes, and their having descended for 
this purpose from the hills, are not incompatible with tllat 
pretension. Their claims to rank however are treated with 
the utmost contempt, because they are an abomination to the 
Brahmans, and illdulge in all the impurities of eating and 
drinking. This would to me prove very little, because I hal'e 
little doubt, that the rules of, purity in eating and drinking 
now iIi use, were established after the time of the old Kasi 
Rajas; and the monuments of the Tharus bear every mark 
of the most remote antiquity; while it is very possible that 
they might have for a time retired to the hills to escape the 
fury of the Cheros, and that they may have issued thence 
again when a favourable opportunity offered. Farther in most 
places of this district there are no traces of any people, who. 
existed between the time of the family of the sun and the 
Tharus, while" the monuments of the latter bear every mark 
of the most remote antiquity, and entirely resemble such as 
are attributed to the descendants of Vaiwaswata. So tbat it 
may be supposed, that they were not expelled, but only ren
dered tributary tC!, the Cheros. I am however persuaded, 
that the claim of this tribe to be of the family of the sun is 
groundless; becau~e they retain in their features strong marks 
'Of a Chinese or Tartar origin, although it must be confessed 
that these marks are somewhat softened, and that the faces 
of the men especially do not differ so much from those of 
Hi~dus, as those of a pure Chinese do. Still however, a dif-" 
ference is observable even in the men~ and in the women and 
children is very clearly marked. I am inclined therefore to 
refer this irruption of the Th~rus to the time when the Chi
nese Hiuentse, with the assistance of Yetsonglongtsan, king 
of Thibet, invaded India, that is about the middle of the 7th 
century of the Christian era, (Asiatic Researches, vol. 8, p. 
li2). The only prince of the Tharus, of whom tradition has 
preserved any knowledge, is l\fadana Sen, a perfect Hindu 
name, as is also that of his lady named Karnawati; so tha~ 
if I am right in supposing him of a Chinese or mountain tribe, 
he must, have adopted the language of his subjects. His 
chief priest, Rasu, is said to have been of the impure tribe 
called Musahar, and there can be no doubt, if the tradition 
which points out this priest's temple ~e correct,. that he wor.-
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shipped the Budhas, as it is well known, the Chinese have 
done since the first century of the Christian era. 

The Tharus seem from the nature of their works to have 
held the country undisturbed for a long time, when part of 
them were expelled. by Rajputs, wh() had adopted the rules 
of purity; part by military Brahmans and part by an impure 
tribe named Bhar; which has been mentioned in the course 
of my reports. The military Brahmans who were chiefly of the 
Domkatar tribe, seem to have been at first the most successful 
in seizing on the territory of the Tharus. But after a time the 
Bhars in most places prevailed, and drove out the Domkatars."" 

Afterwards the Bhars were totally, and the military Brah
mans in a great measure were expelled by Rajputs of pure 
birth, many of whom have held their possessions very lung, 
but in general dependent on other countries ... In particular 
it would seem, that for· some time previous to the Muham
medan complest by far the grearer part of Kosala was sub· 
ject to .Kanoj, and formed .the province of that kingdom, 
which was called Sarwariya, and this is the only old' name by 
which the vulgar now know the country. Although the 
kingdom of Kanoj was overturned, the dependent chiefs of 
this district, seem to have been very lately, and very imper
fectly s~bdued by the Muhammedans; for it would appear, 
that in the 40th year of Akber, wIlen Abulfazil composed his 
account of India, the whole land rent amounted to 268,169 fS., 
of which the share paid by the vast extent north from the 
Ghaghra seems to have been a perfect trifle. Towards the 
bills some of the impure tribes retained their possessions 
until long after the establishment of the Muhammedan power; 
for.oafter the capture of Chetaur, about the beginning of the 
fourteenth century of the Christian era, when the Chauhan 
tribe, to whom that city belonged, fled for refuge to the 
northern mountains, it was found, that the country called 
Champaranya, including the north-east part of this district, 
and the north.west of Saran, belonged to an impure chief, as 
I have mentioned in the account of Puraniya. This chief is 
here usually confounded with Madalla Sen the Tharu, be
cause there are in Champaranya several monuments of that 

• Dr. Buchanan supposes that the people of Puraniya called Bhllwar are 
the larue with the Bhars of this district.-[ED.] 
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prince; but he must long have preceded the arrival of the 
Chauhans, as some of his strongholds are in the vicinity of 
the Ghaghra, which long before that time had bten con
quered by the pure tribes. The prindpality of Champa
ranya was seized by the Chauhans, but traditions differ very 
much, even among the chiefs of that tribe, who still buld the 
lands, concerning the manner in which the transfer of pro
perty was made. 

The pure tribes, as I have said, for some time made a 
powerful resistance to the encroachments of the Muham
medan kings; but as the influence of the sacred order in
creased, and as their increasing numbers diminished the 
power of the state, by their obtaining the lands, which for
merly had supported fencibles (Kshatris), the authority of 
,the Moslems ~~s enlarged; still, however, until the English 
took possession in the beginning of this century, each chief 
lived in a fortified den, surrounded by woods and thickets of 
thorny bamboos; nor did they .ever pay a revenue,. until it 
was extorted by force, while the country was daily growing 
worse and worse. Major Rutledge, who took possession, when 
the district was ceded by the Nawab Vazir, most judiciously 
commenced bis administration by destroying these. strong- ' 
holds, and removing all hopes of resistance to the law. The 
southern parts of the district have in consequence improved 
considerably j but the northern have suffered much in eon
sequence of an usurpation of large estates by the Raja of 
Gorkha, who governs Nepal, and all the mountains of the 
n()rth. The efforts of the British Government to bring about 
an amicable arrangement by conciliatory measures, having 
been attributed by the people to fear, the doubts, which 
)jave arisen, have occasioned very great distress, and driven 
thousands from their habitations and property; and should 
even the measures of' government succeed, which i. very 
doubtful, much time will be required to restore confidence 
and population, while the losses of the sufferers can never be 
compensated. 
. It must be observed. notwithstanding the ferocity usually 
attributed to the Muhammedan conquerors of India, that 
scarcely any family of note among the native chiefs, who pos
se~sed the country before the conquest, had become extinct, 
or been depdved uf its lands during dIe loog period \Which 
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followed under ltfubammedan control. But that, during tbe 
Hindu government, eacl1 change haad been followed by the 
complete destruction or banishment of the family that was 
subdued. Although many of the chiefs pretend to be de
scended of the family of the sun, nODe of these allege, that 
their ancestors have retained uninterrupted possession; 011 

the contrary they all admit, that their ancestors had retired 
to the west, from which they again returned, after an intenal 
of many ages. The Cheros or other immediate successors 
of the family of the sun have entirely disappeared, as have 
the Siviras, by whom they were succeeded. "" few Tharus 
still remain on the skirts of the hills, reduced to ignorance 
and poverty. The military Brahmans' in most parts have 
become entirely extinct, except near Behar, where the !!UP

port of their warlike brethren in that province has enabled. 
one or two families to reserve & little property. The Ehars. 
who co-operated with the military Brahmans in destroying 
ilie Tharus, have sulfered still more, and are reduced to a 
few miserable families, who live in the skirts of the forests 
by collecting the natural productions of these wilds. It is 
also to be observed. and I think to be. much regretted, that 
the operations of our systems of finance and law have done. 
more in twelve years to impoverish and degrade the native 

.chiefs, who succeeded the impure tribes, th~n the whole 
course of the Muhammedan government. 
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CHAPTER III. 

TOPOGRAPHY: 011 THl!: DIVISIONS OF THE COUNTRY. 

DCVISION UNDER THE K01'WALI* OF GORUKHPOOR • .-.:..Exccpt 
what has been e1eare<l about the cantonments and the houses 
of Europeans, which may be about one-fifth of the division, 
and the town, which may occupy as much, the whole is over
whelmed with mango, plantations, which in some placea have 
begun to decay, and are intermixed with other trees that 
have sprung up spontaneously. The town therefore con
tains almost the whole population, and is nearly a mile each 
way, besides the cantonments, which are on its west side. 
It is situated, on some high land upon the left bank of the 
Rapti, a fine navigable river, but only a corner of the town 
is adjacent to. the bank, the extent of high ground being 
there small, and widening farther back from the river. The 
situation, however, is good and healthy, and would be more 
agreeable, were the forests and plantations cleared away, as 
they exclude ventilation, occasion many muskitoes, and har
bour great numbers of monkies, which are exceedingly trou-, 
blesome;. but the natives would object strongly to any such 
measure i and it has been by an act of power, that the magis. 
tratcs, since the English took possession, have cleared even 
the town, and the space necessary for the cantonments. 

In 1805 an estimate was made. and the town was then 
supposed to contain ,1-568 houses. it has increased since, 
and by a list given by the .chief .man of each ward (Mahal), 
it is now supposed to contain 6121 houses, at die rate of 
about 71 persons for each, besides Europeans and soldiers 
and their followers. The buildings are very mean, and the 
streets in general are crooked, dirty, and filled with impedi
ments; but they are not so narrow as in many Indian towns. 
The houses, with respect to the streets, are placed very irre. 
gularIy. Ten, besides those of Europeans, are 'of brick with 
6at roofs, se-.:cn of two stories, and three of one story; 200 are 

• Native officer of police. 
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partly of the above fashion, and partly have tiled roofs; one 
house in 32 may have brick walls, but the roofs are entirely' 
tiled j one in eight consists of mud walls two stories high, 
and all these have tiled roofs, except about five, which are 
thatched. Ten out of 16 are mud walled huts covered with 
tiles; three out of 16 are mud walled huts thatched; and 
one out of 16 is a thatched hut with walls made of hurdles. 
Many pf the mud walls are exceedingly rough i but some are 
neatly smoothed, and a few painted with 'grotesque daubings. 
'Vhen new, like others in this district; the tiled roofs are 
uncommonly neat; but they are very', soon spoiled by the 
mo~kii!s, who from their insatiable curiosity, and restless 
mischief, turn over the tiles, and render the roofs the most 
unseemly and useless in the world. 

There ~re two mosques of some size. b~t one ill a complete 
ruin; 'and the other. although still frequented. is ruinous. 
and has never been any ornament to the plac~. It is indeed 
the heaviest piece of brick and mortar that I have ever seen~ 
The Imam Vara. intended to commemorate the sons ot Fate
muh, ,and built by Suja Uddoulah, is handsome and large, 
and is kept in excellent repair by a person who has a large 
endowment. It would be very ornamental were it not sur
rounded by a chaos of filth and misery that adheres to its very 
walls. The fort called Basantapoor. on the banks of the 
Rapti. is usually said to have been built by Kazi Khulil-Ra
bum. wbo was governor of the district (C~uk1ahdar) about 
150 years ago; but it is mentioned by Abul Fazil as existing 
in the time of Akber, and could only have been repaired i~ 
the time of that prince's great grandson. It continued ever 
afterwards to be the residence of the.. chief officer of the dis~ 
tricti but when the English took possession (1802), the for
tifications had become ruinous. Major Rutledge pulled down 
a part. and built some rooms in the European maurier, but 
still itJs a very sorry place, although it serves the collector 
as an office and treasury. Round the town the magistrates 
have made some' good roads, and tbe llouses of the Europeans 
are scattered on the east, soutb and west side, of the to'\l'n. 
especially on-the last, where tbe military cantonment and. 
jail are situated. I bave seen no station wbere the houses 
of the Europeans bave so poor an appearance, or where the 
ground.s about them are so destitute of O}'Dament. 
, VOL. II. Z 
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The name Goruk:'poor is no doubt d"erived fl'om the per~ 
lSon;.lge named Gorakhnath in the '\Iu]gar language, and Go~ 
rakshanath in the Sangskrita, who is said to have resided 
Borne time at tM place performing penance. The fable. 
which his follo"',ers relate concerning this perso~ are so ex
tra.\/lgant, frol..i their supposing that he is the only true God 
who has alw;lys existed, tha~ nothing sat1sfactory can be de
rived from this source' concerning the'.duration of the town 
of GoruJrbpoor. It is s\1pposed by his disciples that he re .. 
sided h/re.all the silver age, and that the Newars, who now 
occu~y Nepal proper, were then in possession of the adjacent 
rate of the country, No monument however of this people 
is shown in this district, nor· among them .did I ever h~ar 
that they had been addicted to tb~ worship of ~his person. 
aJ',d I suspect that' this is a fable invented since the family of . 
(~orkha obtained possession of ~epal. It is very possible 
that the ancestors of this family may have received its tutelar 
deity from this place ,when the mountaineers or Tharus were 
in/ possession j for, although called Rajputs, there is little 
doubt of this family having been originally barbarians (l\~lech. 
has) of the mountains. I should have supposed that this 
religion and thlil name of the place had heen derived from the 
Gorkhas, who are supposed to have preceded the Tharus in 
the eastern parts of the district, and who were probably the 
same with the Siviras; but I see no traces of that people; 
about the place, nor is there indeed any building or image in 
the division that can pretend to be' a relic of antiquity, and 
tlle Mahanta, or priest of the temple of Gorakhnath, acknow
ledges ,that- it bad been long c;oncealed, and was only dis ... 
closed to sinners about 400 years ago. The town before the 
time of Akb~r had become of note, as it was then,the chie£ 
place of a disJrict (Serkar). . 

One of the Mahomedan mosques, whic~ has now become 
enti~ely ruinous, is near the fort, and has been partly built 
of stone, rather neatly carved. From an inscription 00 the 
gate it would appear to have been built in the year of tbe 
Hijri 922, which is probably about the time that the fort waa 
:first erected. The,· mosql1e now frequented i~ ~lled the 
house of God (Khodai Musjed), - and. as I ha"e said. is a 
most clumsy building, and ratheJ:' fuinol,ls. although it was 
e~ected only: HiQ yean, aso,l>r tIle person who repaired the 
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fort, and has been since l·epaired. The office of Khadem 
was first IJeld by a saint named Shah Maruf, whose descend
ants in the 11 th generation now hold the office, and are the 
chief Pirzadahs in the place, having multiplied to nve houses, 
and being wen endowed. This mosque had also attached to 
it a priest (Khutib)' and crier (Nuzim), whose offices were 
hereditary, and endowed by grants of land from the kings.' 
The last of the criers having died without heirs, the office 
has been discontinued. The priest performs N emaz on 
Fridays, and on the ld and Bukurid. From 5 to 10 people 
perform Nemaz here'daily, and]J. few more on Fridays. At 
the ld and Bukurid from 500 to 700, Both Hindus and 
Moslems make offerings when they marry, or when in dis
tress. The keeper of the Imamvara, Shah Roushunali, has' 

.]arge endowments. He. is a. native Persian, now very old. 
and exceedingly reserved towards infidels. He seldom re-
sides in the lmamvara, but usually supports there from 15 to 
20 Fukirs, all unmarried, as he himself is. During the It} 
days of the ~Iohurrum these distribute daily from 25 to 80 
mans (each '118/0 lb.) of boiled ~ice and pulse (Khiohri) sea
soned with butteI', salt. and spices, and from 4< to 5 mans of 
sugar and molasses in sherbet. . 

A saint and martyr named Sellar Musyud Gazi resided 
here some time, but is buried at Baharaich in the dominions 
of the Nawab Vazir. For a long time, however, 50,000 peo
ple have annually assembled on a field near the Rapti, to 
celebrate his memory. Lately two monuments (Rouzahs) 
have been erected at the place, one by a shoemaker (l\Iuchi), 
the other by a huckster (Daphali), and both begin to have 
Borne profit. The assembly is on the first Sunday of Jeth. 
and is ~hat the Muhammedans of Bengal call the marriage 
of Gazimiya, and no festival except the Mohurrum is more 
generally in use on the banks of the Ganges, owing 'probably 
to the ~aints having been the father of Firoz, king of Delhi. 

A . monument has been built here in commemoration of 
Shah Budiuddin Mudar, who founded an order of religious' 
mendicants, and was in high repute 8S a fanatic about the 
time wben Timur invaded India (A. 1>. 1398): This saint is , 
buried at Mukunpoor near Kanpoor, but at the inonumen~" 
here from 2 to 3000 people asse~ble on the day of the saint., 
There are besideli about !'.IDO small brick Musjeds, which 
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name is given to every place consecrated to religion, such as 
places of prayer, tombs of holy men, &c. At three 01" fOllr 
of them one or two people pray daily. Few of them have 
keepers (Khadems), an<\ none of 'them any other kind of 
pries*. 
Th~ chief place of worship among ~he Hindus is the 

(~haurll or Sthan) seat or pla~e'of Gorakhnath. The build
ings are not large; but are neatly kept, and have every ap
pearance of being quite modern. The Y ogis. ~ho are the 
owners, do not deny this) hut point to the place where the 
god sat during the silver age, as the objeet of worship.' There 
is no image. Tbe chief priest is called a Mahanta, and he 
keeps with him about !O Yogis. He has three entire Mau· 
zas. and three detached portions free of assessment, and from 
200 to 250 people go every TUE;sday to make offerings; some. 
of them are Muhammedans. There are besides two fairs 
(Mela). On the Sivaratri 10,000, and 9n the Dasahara of 
spring 4000, asseIPble. The temple is situated a little way 
north from the town, and near it is B> pond dug by persons 
unknown, 'or rather it is pretended, miraculoulilly formed. It 
i$ called MlUJsarawar, and many who repair to the seat of 
Gorakhnath, bathe in it as they return. Some neat new 
buildings' are erecting near it for a convent of Ramanandis, 
wbo seem to be thriving. An attempt has been made at this 
place to introduce to notice a Sivalingga. placed there by the, 
Empero-: Vikrama; but the plan seems to have failed. 
, A certain scribe named Madhavdas, who once had the. 

management of the revenue, has lately dug a tank, wllich he 
calls Suryakund. In order to sanctify his work~ he incurred 
~ considerable expense in collecting water, fro~ the most 
celebrated Tirthas. This, it is supposed. has answered the 
purpose, and about 2000 people. mostly women, :hatbe in the 
pool on the 6th of the increasing moon in the month Bhadra. 
Tpere are about 10 Linggas, but all have not temples. nor i$ 
any of them noted. There ill a place dedicated to Hathi 
devi, and ~he property of two women, one of the sacred order, 
the otber a maker of garlands. The former keeps the image 
in ber ho.use; b~t every Monday brings it ~o the place of 
worship. 'In the month Bhadra sbe receive. tbe offerings, 
on every occasion, of from 200 to 400 votapes; but in other 
months from 10 to ~O only attend: . A· Bengalese . BraJunaq 
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Las lately built a temple of Kali for the use of his country
men, who seem to think that this deity presides over English
men, and tbat by worshipping her the important favour of 
these conquerors may be secured. No ghosts are worshipped 
here, the citizens ,indeed scoff at even the Brahmadevatas, 
the most formidable of these spirits. 

MUNsuRouNJ.-Thisjurisdiction contains above ROO square 
miles, and may be divided into tbree portions, tbat differ 
much in appearance. On the bank of the Rapti is a tract, 
wllich in the rainy season is inundated, and part of it so low 
as to retain a good deal of water even in the heats of spring. 
This forms the Ramgartal near Gorukhpoor, which at the 
commencement of the fair weather, when tbe floods have just 
retired, may be six miles long and three broad. The water 

-even then is not deep, and it;.. is overgrown with 'weeds, and 
in the shaflower parts with aquatic trees. As the season ad
vances the water diminishes, and the vegetation increases, 
and in spring the fonner is very dirty_ It abounds in water 
birda; but tbe fish are not goo,d. In the dry season the low 
lands near tbe Rapti look rather dismal, having few trees, 
and too' much being covered with long withered grass or 
reeds; but they are yery fertile, although not above il fourth 
part of them is occupied., East from this low tract IS a great 
forest. oCcupying almost a third of tbis central mass of the 
district. East from the forest the country is very beautiful. 
consisting of fine plains intermixed with numerous planl.3.tioJls~ 
The plains in many parts are kept clear and neat. by the cus
tom of fallowing, it being usual to cultivate each field three 
years, and then to allow it a fallow of almost an equallengtb. 
There is however too little variety in the plantations, the 
mango being eyery wbere too pretlominant, altbough there 
are a few bamboos and palms. 

In the whole of this extensive division no habitation has 
walls oC a better material than clay, and only ten have two 
iJtorieL, 'These' are covered with' tiles, as are 50 huts; a1l 
the others are thatched, and some of them with stubble; H 
of the huts b.av~ mud walls, and T", haye walls made of hur
dles, tbe place where the people cook beiQg plastered with 
clay. As tbe thatched roofs in this district are more rude 
than any that 1 haye yet seen, architecture js no omamen, to 
the country. ' 
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Kaptangunj (Captain's Town) and Pipraich are the only 
places that can be.called towns. The former coptains about 
250 houses, or rather. huts; hut some of them are tiled, and 
for its size it carries on a good ,deal of trade. Pipraich is 
somewhat better built; but it is said contains only about 
100 houses, although, so far as I can judge by passing 
through, I should think. that it contains at least twice that 
number. The diviliion is ISO extensive. that the people at 
the office of police knew very little of the remote parts, and 
it is. possible that several places' of wonhip and antiquity 
may have escaped my notice. . 

The chief place of worship among the Muhammedans is at 
Itaya, 4< coss north and east from Gorukhpoor, in the forest. 
It is a small monument dedicated to a saint named Abdul 
Kader H!1zrut Gous Lazem pustgir. He wail buried at 
Bagdad. but he fasted 40 days and nights in the forest here, 
and the keeper says, that he is the saint's descendant. As 
such a fast is considered by the people here as rather a.n 
ordinary exertion of holy men, tha keeper. in order to en
hance the merit of his monument, has brought a brick and 
lamp from Kichhauchha in the dominions of the Nawab 
Vazir. He has 100 bigahs free from assessment, and from 
1000 to 1500 people assemble on the day of tbe long.named 
saint. The Hindus have no place of worllhip at aU remark~ 
able, or that. attracts an assembly. There are six small 
temples of Siva. and 50 hnages of the great god are placed 
under trees. There are six or seven places (sthans), where 
his spouse is worshipped under the name of Devi, but two 
only have images, nor is there any temple. Every old esta
blished village has two open places (sthans) of wOl·ship. One 
is dedicated to the Dihuyar, or ~mage deity, whose priest is 
of the dregs of impm'ity. In many places this deity is ano
nymous. In others ~e is some ghost of low degree, such as 
Bhiu Raut, Bagbaha, Samardhir, or Kasidas., The other is 
dedicated t9 some ghost of the sacred order. and his pried 
is the Brahman of the Village (Ganguya Brahman). 

The Chief monument of antiquity is a little way above Go
rukhpoor. at the junction of the Rohini with the Itapti. It 
co~sist~ of .R lat'ge. elevated space, the greatest length of' 
wluch 18 from.east to west. The greater pal't rises pretty 
high, and consi:.tli of bricks mixed with Boil. The surface 
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bf this is rather uneven; but it looks as if it had consisted of 
two large buildings separated by a ditch. The traces of for
tifications, round the portion next the river, are not distinct 
tlor certain; hut tbe eastel'n building has evidently been sur
rounded by a ditch close to its walls. To the east of this, 
beyond a small water course, are many small detached heaps, 
\vbich have probably been houses for the accommodation of 
the Raja's attendants.. On thEt wIiole~ the place seems to 
have been a large bricK castle with the 'central part strength~ 
ened by a ditch, and it has the appearance of very consi
derable antiquity. It is called the Domingar or the castle 
of the Domlady. The Doms are a tribe in the lowest scale 
of impurity, and some imagine, that these people and the 
Bhars; little better, expelled the Tharus; but better in
formed persons, I think, say, that the owners of this fortress, 
and vicinity after the Tharus, . were the Domkatar Brahmans 
or Bhungihars, who have been particularly described in the 
account of Behar. They were here" dispossessed by the 
Sirnet Rajputs. The Domkatars are now extinct in this 
part of the country; but the tradition here is, that they were 
impure livers, so that the rules of impurity in liYing, now ob· 
served, seem to have bt>en introduced by the Sirnet, who 
have held the country between 40 and 50 generations. On 
tlte western part of Domingar are the monuments of two 
Muhammed an holy men; both are brick buildings, and tbat 
lowest down is pretty large.. Both are quite ruinous, but a 
few ~ccasionally attend them. 

In this division may be traced twenty or thirty old mud 
forts, which were built in order to keep off the incursions of 
a mercantile vagrant tribe called- Bangjara. These Bang
jaras were in the habit of coming in great hordes, with men, 
women,- children, 'and cattle, under the pretence of' trading; 
but, wherever they found the country defenceless, they plun
dered, and were not repressed until a few yearlt- 1:refore the 
Englitib government, when they were severely~ chastised by 
Raja Sarbajit of Bangsi. At Rajdhani or the 'royal city, 
Bouth an4 east from Gorukhpoor about &enn cos~, are said 
to be the ruins of a fort built by a Kasi. R~a, although 
others attribute it to a Sakarwar Rajpu~, who held the coon
try, before the arrival of the Sirnet,' It is in a part of the 
division, that is detached 'in Gajpoor, and about fou'r coss 
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from that place. It is called Sahankat, and is said td be a 
rampart of brick about. a coss round, and very like the old 
fort at Rudrapoor, and like that overwhelmed by forests i 
nor do I see any reason to doubt, that it was built by the 
same person who built the Sahankat near Rudrapoor. which 
everyone attributes to a Kasi Raja.' And it must be ob~ 
served, that the Sirnets deny altogether the story of the 
Sakarwars, Ilnd claim. to themselves ,the' hOllour of having' 
expelled the impure tribes. ." 
. :rARRAoNA.-This also is a very large division. A little 
land near the Gandaki 'is yearly inundaieQ, but in general 
this is an elevate4 level territory. with however 'some high 
narrow banks, that winQ for a. considerable way in varillus 
direc;tions, and considerably add to the 'beauty of the pros
pect. A long narrow forest, containing many mimosas and 
other prickly trees, and rather stunted, winds obliquely 
t.hrough the middle of the division in its' southern part, and 
!Qwards the north runs along the frontier, but is Hot orna
mentaL The remainder of. th,e country is dear, with very 
numerous 'Plantations, among which .the fields wind in beau
tiful la.wns, especially near :rarraona, where the proportion 
occupied by plantations is enormous. - The custom of ,fallow
ing is adopted here also.' and renders the appearance of the 
country more beautiful by keeping down rank \'egetation. 

There are no large lakes; but. the south side of the divi
sion is very easily watered, the springs being very near the 
surface. ,The owners of land have three hQust."s of brick. 
That of the Parraona family, the only one that I saw, is a 
small castle at a corner of the town, and is'very ruinous. 
though still inhabited. There are 75 mud walled houses of 
two stories, of which five are covered with tiles, and 70 are 
thatche~. or, the huts -I. have mud' walls. and of these 
10 are covered with tiles, and ~oi) have wooden doors and 
window shutters. The remainder are thatched, and, if they 
have any do~r" it is a mat to shut the only aperture in the' 
hut, except the crevices in ,the roof; H differ ~om those 
hst ,nentloned in having their walls made of hur.dles; the 
place for coo/dng being plastered with clay on' the j~side. 
~ Parraona, when 1 saw it, contained about. 700 houses. ·A 
few bad two stories,>. and !l few were tiled, but by far the 
greater, part consisted of miserable thatched huts. ,00 The 
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Raja's castle occupied one corner, and the wh,ole had been 
surrounded by a ditch and bamboo hedge. Last year it had 
suffered much ii'om ih'e, on which occasion about 200 fa
milies retired to the Saran district; and, on the day after I 
left it, another very destructive fire took place, which will 
probably occasion Ii siin~lar desertion, although SaraI.l is O\'Cl'" 

stocked with peop,le; but ~liose near Parraona. are dissatisfied 
with the present management of their country. The town 
had considerable ma~ufact.u.l'es. of sugar, nitre, and cloth, 
and advances were made from the Company's factory at Gs.
zipoor for the two latter; but t\iose' fIJI' cloth have for tw4 
years been ~iscontinue4. Siml'a contains about, 100 houses; 
no otber place deserves tbe naple of a town: 

The Moslems have no place of worship at all remarkable; 
a mo'nument of brick dedicated' to Shah Burhan, ahout four 
miles east from Parraona, attracts Ii few votaries every 
Thursday night. The chief religious assembly of the Hindus 
is at Bangsi-ghat on the great Gandaki, where 50,000 bathe 
on the f~Il moon of the mont!.l Kartik. At Kaharaliya, south 
and ejlst from ParraolUl about 3 coss, there was about 15 
year.8' ago an image of the grl'at god placed .under a tree, and 
called Kubernath. Noone knew how it came there, and it 
attracted little notice. until an Atithi covered it by a small 
temple of brick, and propagated an account of its power. 
Five thousand votaries now attend at the Sivat:atli, and from 
500 to 700 in the month Vaisakh. At Pureni south and west 
about 6 coss from Parraona, tIl ere is a place Csthan) dedicated 
to the worsllip of the goddess (Bhawani), w~ere 4,OUO people 
assemble on the Dasahara of spring. Ther~ are other 10 
places dedicated to the worship of tile goddesiI, and 50 Ling
gas/of which to llave small temples of brick. Every old 
mauza has a place dedicated to the worship of some ghost of 
the sacred order. with a kindred priest annexed. Those of 
whom I heard are Harirama Misra, and Govinda Varna Misra. 
Very fe~ devil~ of lower rank presume to intel'meddle with 
villilge affairs. About half-a-mile south from Parraona Ilt 
Chhauni, whi~h during the Nawab Vazir's government was a 
military station, there is a very considerable heap of bricks 
pow covered by soil and trees, and of a .conical form..- h 
extends about 2fH,fect from east to 'West, and 128 from nortb
to south. 1& is -said. to ,have been the temple where Rasu. 
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the Musahar, who was family priest of Madana Sen; '\Va. 
wont to pray, nor is there any reason to doubt the tradition. 
J presume tllaUt has been a solid temple, because on the top 
there is no cavity except a trench, that by orders of' Sakha
)ltullah, a Tahasildar, was dug about ~o years ago in search 
of materia1§! for building. 'V hen a. good many bricks had 
beell taken, sevel'al images Were found, although the workmen 
had not penetrated into any' chamber; On the images having 
been found, the work was abandoned as impious. Some of 
tIle images were buried again; one remains near the trench, 
and some bav.e been rC1110ved by the Hindus to a small ter
race a.t a little distance from the rui~, where one of them has 
become an object of worship. ,The image remaining near the 
trench, (plate I. A.) represents a ma]e with two arms. He 
has a male and female, attendant, and on eac~ side is sup
Jlorted by two Buddhas. The one which has become an object 
of worship, and has been placed on the terrace by ~he name 
of HatM Bhawani,' is evidently a Buddha, with a triple 
umbrella over his head (plate 1.. n.)' 'V~en th~ Hindul 
erected this male image as a representation of a goddess, 
which might llave- excited the smile of a pllilosopher. the 
wrath of a Fukir, belonging to the military corps then at the 
place was kindlec4 so that he drew his sword and SInote off 
the face. This image is supported behind by severa) frag
ments, and a small image of a Buddha seated in the usual 
Jlosture. By its side has been erected an image (plate 1. 
C.) resembling those called Vasudev, Lakshmi Narayan. 
Gadadhar, &c. ~n Behar.. I requested the Tbanahdar to 
employ people to dig a well from tIle centre of the top. hnd 
to sink it from thence to the level of the adjacent plain. 
This could not be done while I remained on the spot; 'and, 
after digging about 5 cubits, the workmen came to a small 
pavement of stone, on which thet found some bones, wbere
Ul)OO they desisted. These bones probably belonged to some 
Muhammedan, who had been buried on the ruin. _ 

About five miles east and south from this ~uin at Kateya, 
it is said, Madana Sen had a fort. What are sbown as the 
remains, consist of a small square place surrounded by a slight 
~cbJ and earthen l'ampart, wllicb has p~obably-becllplanted 

~--- .... -~------.- -;- ---
• See Vol. J. PJI'tlllV. No.3: Plate'Yll. Nil. 1. 
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'" ith a bamboo hedge. Within are a few scattered bricks. 
nor has the place any resemblance to the great works of the 
impure tribes, but entirely resembles ,the modern simplicity 
of the dens, in which the Rajas of pure birth skulked. There 
are besides about 20 such old lorts, which were useful not 
only to secure the Rajas from the petty' vexations.of revenue 
officers, but from the attack, of the mercantile robbers named 
Bangjaras. who, during the governments of Suja-uddoulah 
and of his elJest son, were very troublesome. 

KESIYA.-Is a long narrow jurisdiction of small extent. 
This division in its 'appearance entirely resembles the southetn 
parts of Parraona; except, that the woods are confined to the 
eastern boundary, and that the extent of plantations is much 
smaller in proRortion. It contains no marshes or lakes of 
considerable size. Thcr~ is no house of two stories, nor is 
any built of bricks; /If of the huts have mud walls, and 15 
of them are covered with tiles. The remainder is thatched 
with grass, ;nd very few have wooden doors: some are thatched, 
and have walls made of hurdles, which near the fire-place are 
plastered on the inside with clay. 

Kes!ya, where the office of police is situated contains about 
100 huts, of which a few are roofed with iiles.. No other 
place deserves the name of 8 town. About.8 mile west, a 
little southerly from Kesiya is a eonica~ mound of bricks, 
which in the neighbourhood is called Devisthan, or the place 
of the goddess; because under a tree growing on the mound 
is a place, where as usual in this district, the ~atives attempt 
to gain the favour of the cIeity by offering rude images of 
elepha~ts made of potters' ware. This mound, except in 
being covered by trees, and in wanting a modern building on 
its summit, has a strong resemblance to that at Nij Kasi near 
Benares, and in tne same manner as at the ancient temple of 
tbe Buddhas; there ishere also, at about 400 yards west from 
the mound, the ruin (plate 2. A,) of a solid temple,· of a cir. 
cu]~r form, built indeed entirely of brick, and much smaller 
and farther advanced in ruin than that at Kasi; but in other 
respect_~' very : similar, and especially resembling it in being 
near the east -"rid of a considerable space ctJvered with heaps 
of broken bricu (plate 2. B C.) The people have no 
tradition concerning the ~ime when this building was erected; 
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,but say. that the Dewha1"a was the abode of- Matakumar, It 
person: of the military order, and that, when he was flying 
from his enemies, he was converted into stone. What is sIlOwn 
as this -miraculous stone, is a large image of a Buddha 
,carved on a block of stone lying under a tree, east from the 
ruin (plat~ 2. D). This was probably the chief image in the 
temple, and it has been thrown, where it now is, by its enemies, 
:which is probably the only f<1unJation for the story ofMataku
mar. When the image was discovered, a Raja of?arraona gave 
'Ii Brahman I;ome land, to induce him to a~t as a priest, when 
the people in the 'vicinity make offerings, which are besides 
wortb two payaas each to this servant of the heterodox Bud
dhas •. He is too ignorant to know any thing of their hetero* 
lloxy, nor, indeed, bad ~e .ever heard of their name.. The 
image,. of which a d!,awing acc.ompanies tlie view of the ruin, 
liaS under its feet a scroll, on which has been an inscription 
now vet:)' much defaced, so that only tIle first line is legible. 
It is said to. be 180 R:ama Rupa Ramu Ray. The 'figures pro
bably refer to the year of some era, but of which it is impos
sible to decide. The people think. that from the words we 
are to infer, that the image was made by a certain Ramu Ray, 
the' son of Rama Rupa. It would be difficult to decide, whe
ther we should a,ttribute this monument to the Kasi Rajas, to 
the family o~ PUl'asu Rama, or to the ancestors of Madana 
Sen, all of whom are said to have lived in the vicinity. As, 
however, I can find no such personage as Ramu'Ray, the son 
of Rama Rupa, in the genealogies of the Kasi Rajas. and of 
the descendants 'of Parasu Vama. it is probable that the 
founder was rather a Tharu. 

BELAWA.--This is a jurisdiction still smaller tban 'Kesiya. 
It is better cultivated than most· parts of the district, and 
the plantations are more moderate than usual; but still 
more numerous than is required for profit, and abundantly so 
for ornament. The country is rather uneven. in some places 
Tising into swells, and in others very low.' and copiously sup .. 
plied with water, so that it is naturally rich and beautiful; 
hut the custom of fallowing does not prevail here,' ;!'d 'most 
of the ~aste bnd.· being covered with long ·withered grass, 
looks dismal. 

No house is built of brick, nor contain.' two stories; and' 
1 _. • 
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only five of the huts are tiled. The other roofs are thatched. 
Three-fourths of the huts have mud walls; those of the re~ 
mainder are made of hurdles. Belawa is a poor sman place, 
nor in the whole division is there any thing that can be called 
a town. 

In tbe Mauza of Mandarapali., on the bank of the Dohar, 
about three miles from Belawa, is an uld temple, now·very 
ruinous. It has been a quadrangular terrace, the sides of. 
which were supported by a brick wall, three or fOllr feet high., 

, On the erea 'have been built four small pyramidical temples. 
without porches, and the upper parts of the whole have fallen. 
The chamber of that farthest Bouth has been entirely filled, 
by rubbish; but' on this have been placed the fragments- ot: 
the image so co,!!mon in Behar, which represents an enraged. 
female, assisted by a lion ~n d,estroying a man, who springs. 
from the neck of a buffalo. Whether or not ,this was the' 
image worshipped in the temple,'it is impossible to say. The. 
walls of thi chambers in the other three temples are entire., 
In the largest are two images, but both detached from. 

. the walls. nor is there any thing to show, whether they 
were originally placed in the temple as objects of worship, or 
whether tbey have been found among the ruins, alld' were at 
first intended merely as ornaments. The latter is, ho*ever, 
probable, as a half of another, exactly,like the largest, is, 
lying on the outside of the door. Both those in the inside 
are evidently intended to repreRent the ~ame personage •. 
The largest is called Rama chora," the son of Rama, and from 
thence it may with some probability be supposed to represent 
Ramu Ray, the son of Rama rupa, who erected the image of 
Buddha; near Kesiya. The image resembles those called 
Vasudev, in Behar, but on the list round the stone. from
which it has been caned, are the ten incarnations of Vishnu, 
with several other figures. The smaller image is exactly of 
the Bame form witIl the larger, but wants the figures on the
list. In another chamber of the temple is Ii loose stone, con
taining the' usual figure of lIara. with Gauri seated on his knee.,' 
and attended ~y the bull and lion. that i~ so fommon in Be-' 
hare • The Same figures, but much defaced;, are represented 
on a stone lying in a small temple. Under a large tree at the 
~. \V. corner of the terrace ,iust, no~ described. is a Lit,lgga, 

.. f t ~, • 

~ oSee Plate iii. 
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an4 N.1t. from thence is a smaller square terrace, on 
which has been a small pyramidical temple, like the four on 
the greater terrace, It now contains a Lingga. These two 
Linggas are now the objects of worship i although. when 
the temples were entire, they could, from their situation, 
have been only objects of a secondary consideration. A 
Brahman is attached as a priest, and about 250 votaries 
assemble at the Swaratri. ' Many people do not like to 
worship .the ghosts. of either the sacred order (Brahma 
devatas), or those of the impure tribes, or the low deities of 
mauzas; but several villages are provided with places and 
priests for those kinds of worship. The place that attracts 
most sacrifices is that of the goddess (Devi), who protects an 
old fortress called Bawan Maricha, that is, th~ 52 bastions, 
or Hetampoor. This fortress has been a square, surrounded 
by a brick wall, very high and thiek, as its ruins now form a 
very considerable mound, for no part is standing. There are 
no traces of a ditcb, nor of any considerable buildings th,at 
might have been within, so that tbis square area would seem 
to have been a mere military station. At the east end, how~ 
ever, where thE: only gate has been, are the remains of many 
works that may have been the Raja'S house, a;'d these are, I 
presume, what are called the 52 bastions i for I see nothing 
on the other sides tbat could be called such. Among the ruins 
of these works, is the place dedicated to the tutelary goddellS 
(Devi) of ~be fort, bf a certain Rasu, who was chief priest, or 
enchanter, (If a certain Tha;u prince, to whom the fort be
longe4. The people here have no knowledge of the Raja's 
name; but jn other places it is Slated. that Rasu was priest 
of Madana Sen, last prince of the Tharus. All these in dis
tress have ever since' applied for assistance, by sacrifices, and 
offerings of elephants made of potters' ware ~ but the priests 
for five generations, have been Brallmans. The present oc· 
eupant alleges, that a surgeon at Gorukhpoor having committed 
.sacrilege, carrying away from the ruin some bricks.!o build a 
house, incurred the wrath of the goddess. who burned his 
house, and killed his lady; but, I believe, that there is no 60rt 
of foundation for any such accidents ha.ving happenc::d. >. 

There are other )wenty small ruins attributed to the Tha~ 
rus, from whom~ the Vi~~ns. desc.ended 01' Paraaurama, reco· 
,"ered the country, but lost it again to the Pamar tribe, which 
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had several small fOl·ts, when Major Rutledge took possession. 
One still remains at Belawa, and consists of a ditch, and 
earthen rampart, with a strong hedge of thorny bamboos on 
tbe counterscarp. . 

SELEJ4POOR MAJHOLI,-Is a very long and narrow.jurisdic. 
tion, which winds round the north and west sides of BhaguL. 
poor. It is a very beatiful eountry. with numerous plantati~ns. 
The lawns between are opeD, and in the greater part waste, 
aDd covered with short grass. The cultivation is chiefly con
fined to a corner projecting east from Selempoor, into the dis
trict of Saran, by whieh it is surrouDd~d on three sides. 
There is a brick house at Majholi belonging to the Raja, but 
it has become ruinous, the family usually residing on its estatell 
in Saran. Thirty houses, with mud walls, have two stories. 
Of these ten are covered with tiles, and twenty with thatch. 
All the huts have mud walls, and 250 of them are tiled; the 
others are thatched. 

Selempoor is a corruption from Islampoor, so called from a 
Raja who was converted ·to the faith, aDd took the riame of 
Islam Khan: The original name of the place was Nagar. It 
contains about 80 houses only; but MajhoIi, on the opposite 
side of the GaDdaki, contains 200, and the two places are 
usually considered as forming one town; the one being the 
Muhammedan, and the other the Hindu part. 

,Bhingari, Kaparwar, Pipra. and BagheI, contain each 
about 100 houses. The chief place of Hindu. worsi'iip is at 
Sohanag, where there is a temple of Parasurama, wllose an .. 
cestors lived in this vicinity. and wllose de~cendants are still 
supposed to be its owners. The priest is a Bhat, and about 
1000 votariu assemble on the sd of the moon. in Vaisakh. I 
could not conveniently visit this temple, which I regret much, 
a8 from the plan drawn by the people whom I sent on purpose. 
it would appear that there has been here a work of some size. 
and probably of corisiderable antiquity,' From the account 
given by Vishnu Prasad, who drew the accomp&llying plall 
and fig"res (Plate 4. A and B.), it appears that there is a very 
considerable old tank, which, however. contains much walet', 
covered with Nelumbium, but by no means approacbing to a 
state of obliteration. Towards its S.W. end are tra~es of a 
hrick Ghat, or stair, quite destroyed. Immediately west from 
thii. nnd near it, is a quatlrangular heap of bricks, which 
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the painter tllinks may be 24 feet high, without any cavity 
on the top, or remains of walls. Still further west from this 
is the foundation of a large quadrangular building con
sisting of broken 'bljcks, without any wall remaining. It is 
4 or 5 feet high, and, is 300 feet from east to west, by 200 feet 
wide. but the west end is ratber irregular. Adjoining to the 
east end of the south side ,of this platform are the remains of 
another '200 feet square, and of the same elevation with 
the greater, only that a band 3 or 4 feet bigher than the 
general surface, crosses it towards the south end. Between 
the east end of the great platform, and the high mound near 
the tank, is a small heap of broken bricks on which is 
placed an j' jge exactly resembling that called Parasura
mao West ~JO ft>et from the the north-west corner of the 
great platform is a larger heap of bricks 7 or 8 feet high. 
There are two others west from the south-west corner of 
tIle smaller platform. and' a fourth on the side of tpe tank 
north from the old st~ir. Adjacent to the west end of the 
great platfor~ is a small modern on~ of very little elevation. 
and on its sides are two small modern temples: that on the 
west side contains a Lingga i that on tbe south' contains 
four images, three of them of exactly the same form 
(Plate IV. A.). but called Parasu Rama, Vishnu, and. Bhawani 
(goddess). This differs very little from the image called 
Jagannath at Hangsatirtha (Plate IV. C.). and no attention 
need be 'paid to any of the names given by the present wor~ 
shippers; as one of t~ese male figures is called the goddess, a 
mistake very common in nehar also, where the same figure is 
often called LakshmiNarayan. The fourth figure (Plate IV. B.) 
is called Kuber. but it has no resemblance whatever to 
the figures usually so called. Like the others it 'is accom
panied by the lion rampant of Gautama i but has also the 
goose of Brahma, which is the emblem of the Buddhists of 
Ava; The tradition, which the priest bas, is, that a chief of 
the Visens, twenty generations ago, was afflicted with the 
leprosy, when, cominlJ tllis way, he sent his servant for some 
water. The servant brought some from a small pool, and 
1mmedia~ely on drinking, the Raja was restored to health. 
On examining ,the place, from which the water came, the 
images were disc~ver~d. a~d then the tank, and the buildings 
now in ,ruin were' formed. ,The present temple of Farasu-
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Rama and Sh'a are avow('uly quite modern. This tradition 
does not agree well with what Vishnu Prasad describes. 
The ruin, he says, bears a strong resemblance to those ohhe 
Cheros in Behar, being in a similar state of decay, and there
fore must be much more ancient than the time of the Villen 
chief twenty generations ago. The style of the building and 
the images, it must be observed, have a striking resemblance, 
although larger, to those at Mandarapali in Belawa'\ and may 
likewise have been the work of Ramu Ray, the son of Rama. 
'Vhen the images, which probably belonged to the'sect of 
Buddha, became heterodox, they w('re thrown out, and after
wards discovered by the Visen chief, who named them after 
his deified ancestor, and other orthd'tlox godl:i, and placed 
them on the ruin; for one of them still remains in that situa
tiori, on the small heap. The others have been lately remo~ed 
to a place constructed on purpose. 

At Kechuyar is an image of the goddess Kulakula, to 
which many offerings are made at tbe Dasahar'l, of spring. 
Sacrifices are offered, at all seasons, by those in tlanger. 
Many villages have their ghosts of the sacl'ed order, usually 
called Brittiyas, as a title, and still more have a place dedi
cated to Yokhar, whose priests are Brahmans, but he is here 
reckoned a OraDlya Devata or village deity, as are also 
Chauwa, Goriya, Samardhir, Sokha, Sambhunath, Kasidas, 
Phulmati, l\Iahavira, and Amana Sati. This division con
tains no remain of antiquity worth notice, UxNSS the temple 
of Parasu Rama, and pel'haps at Khukhonda, three coss 
nortq from Selempoor, whel'e there is a temple of Parswa
nath belonging to the Srawaks, although none of that sect, 
so far as I could learn, reside in the vicinity. 

CHAUKI BHAGULPOOR.-Is Ii small narrow jurisdiction, at 
the south-west corner of which is a considerable island in the 
Ghaghra, the property of which is disputed between those of 
this district and the people of .Joyanpoor. The division is 
fully cultivated, better planted than Selempoor, and very 
beautiful. Forty houses have two stories with mud walls. 
Of these 10 are covered with tiles, and 30 with thatch. 
Fifty mud walled huts are covered with tiles; all the re
mainder has mud walls and thatched roofs," Bhagulpoor,· 

,. This is not in the district of Bhagulpoor, 88 the English reader might 
Illppose,-[ED.] 

VOL. 11. A A 
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where the officers of police reside, is a small town containing 
about 125 huts; but it appears neater, cleaner, and Illore 
thriving than most native towns of its size. One of the 
streets is wide. and has a _row of sheds for the hucksters on 
market days. 'Many of, the huts are very neatly roofed with 
tiles. Lar is a tOWll, which contains 1000 houses, Payna 
has 500, Rajpoor MO, and Peri 100. These are market 
towns. Among places, where there is 00 market, Kangrauli 
contains 300, Gaur,<'t 250, and Barhej and Uamnagar each 200 
houses: Five villages be~des ha~e from 100 to 150. 

Bhagulpool' is said to be a corruption from Bhargawapoor. 
lind it is said to have been the residence of the family of 
Bt'ahmans, 'fhich gave birth to 'Parasu HamaJ the incarna
tion Dc Vishnu j and the own~rs of this division; of Selem
poor, anll of .some adjoining estates in Saran, claim a descent 
from that personage. There are' near the' place several 
ruins probably of gl'eat antiquity, but nothing like the re
maim of what eouM be supposed to have been the residence 
of so mighty a conqueror, but it is probable, fz:om the nature 
of the legends conceming him" that he was constantly in 
camp. and employed' his v.ower to overturn every civil autho
rity, and to enrich the priesthood,. which will, readily ac
count, for the distinguished eminence to -which a new man 
raised himself: Still, howevel'" his -irilmedidte predecessors 
and his descendants r,ere persons ·of. consequence. Imme
diately opposite to Bhagulpoot; 'on, the. other side of the 
Dewha, and in the, district of Gazipool', is· a~ vel'Y oU ruin 
called KhaYl'agal', .and evidently a' fortress, -which Jllay con
tain 30 acres, although· part has suffered from the river. I 
sllOuld without difficulty have supposed, that this was the 
family residence, and that it had been originally connected 
with some bdck wOl'k ,pmler Bhagulpoor, in which case it 
must have been verY,large, the gt'eater-pax:l;~ having, been 
swept< away. when <thc-~araytr'· took its pr~sent course. Of 
this circumstance, the people here have €lome _tr~dition, as 
they sny that KhaYl'agar was once, Ott- the ~ Bhagulpoor side 
of the Sarayu. They bowever insist, that-- this pLice was 
built b1_ Bhagaclatta. king, of' Kamrup, when he came to the 
'assistance of IJuryodhnn at JIll\' l10mmencement ,of tIle iron 
age~ This is very possible; nor do I wiab, without evident 
necessity, to go against the authority of traditioll~ 



I 118ve alrf'ady mf'ntioned that in Se1f'mpoor th{'Te is a 
temple dedicatrd to Parasu Rama, and several of the IImaU 
relics of antiquity near Bhagulpoor are attributed to this 
personage. Immediately below Bhagulpoor the Dewba has 
ldid hare some, masses of brick rubbish, and this may possi
bly be part of the fdmily abode, the l'emainder of whi<'ll has 
been swept a\'lay by the river, but the quantity of brich is 
trifling, IInJ' they are usually considered by the natives !lS 
having bl~longed to a mud fort built abo\'e by Sudri .. hta Na
rayan, a Kumar 01' younger brother of the Bh(ljpoor family, 
who made some conquests in this" part of the cOlin try. Some 
indeed allege, that the fort originally belmlged to the Viscns 
descended of Parallu Rama, and wa,s seized by the Pamars 
of Bhojpool", ,and this ( think probable, and that 1he Visen 
chit>fs continued to live at trH~ ancient family l!eat until the 
incursion of th~ P~lDal.f", when they retired to Majholi. Neal' 
til is fort, in a g:lrtmtf, j, :£ stoil.:! villar, which is a mere cylin
t1~~ with a. j;maU Jbt tap. anel totally Jestitute of ,elega!;ee 
(Plale 5, No. I;) Tllerc m'e no traces' of buildings round it, 
and a consi.:leraNe por,tj.>u: ls 'prol)ably eunk in the grpund. 
It' 11l\/3 cfJntaim'd- a long: inscript~O!I.fn an ancient character, 
which the Pilmlits cannot entirely !'elld, many "of the letters 
being of obsolete {"fUll!. The- inscriptioll is besides very 
much defaced; partly by tlte ,~cli~n of time,' alld partly by 
some bigot ha,.:illg_ attempted to cut tlu'ough the pillar just in 
the JDiddle of the inscription. 'A part howevel' is tolerabry 
distinct, and has been copied in. t~le drawing. The zeal of 
this bigot WitS 'cooled berol'e he cut half through the pillar, 
ani I, i£ he wI'-.rnght with, a sword," as is usually alleged; he 
must have ha~ C(lPsitiuahle patience to cut so far. It is 
llOwever cOllimontJ~ believed that he de .. isted from terror, 
blood having sprung frolll the stone when he rJade a gash in 
it with 011e blow of the sword. Some' say that this zealous 
person was a Muhamllledan, others give tIle honour to a'Yogi. 
This latter opin\cn has probably arisen -from some persons 
having cltrved above the inscription. hi modern characters, 
the wOI'ds Raj Yog 1007 t but this, 1 am told. has no connec
tion with II. rerso:l of the order of Yogis, 'but implies acces:' 
SiOll to the gOVe1'llment 1001. ' N either the name of the per
son succeeding nor the era is mentioned, and tht character 
beilli:{ very different; frOID the other part of the inscription" 
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had even'tllese circumstances been known.: tht'y would have 
thrown no light on the antiquity pf the pillar. Many persons 
call it the staff' (lath) or dub (gada) of ParaSUrall1l1; but 
others say that it belonged to Bhim, the supposed son of 
Pandu, and others allege tllat it was erected by BhagadaUa, 
of whom I made frequent mention in the account of Ronggo
poor. 

,At Sabiya, east from Bllagulpoor about tbree miles, is a 
temple said to have been built about seven generations ago 
by Raja· Pratap Mal, then chief of the Visens i but it stands 
on a heap of bricks, the situation probably of some fonner 
temple, from whence it is likely the images were taken. It is 
a flat-roofed quadranguJar building, with ,one door in each, 
side, and an open gallery supported by three arches before 
that to the east. It contains eight small vaulted apartments, 
the' four central of which it is said had each an' image .. but 
0111y one 'remains in the chamber towards the north. The 
priest (Panda), who is a Brahman, knows this. image by no> 
name except Thakur, that is the god, but at Bhagulpoor it. 
was called to the Pandit the god des, Cbaturbhuji Narayani, 
while to my chief assistant it was called the' god Chaturbuja 
Vishnu. In fact it represents a male, and is very similar to 
the image called Ramachhora lately mentioned, _ ouly that 
under the left foot of the principal image there is the figure, 
of a Buddha, and that the prIncipal image is entirely de
tached from the block, on which it lIas becu carved, except" 
at the feet. A figure with similar emblems. it must be ob-' 
served, is found in the ancient subteTraneous temple at Prayag 
opposite to Ptatisthall. the first capital of the descendants" of. 
the most ancient Buddha. 

About six miles north and west-from. Bhagulpoor, near a.. 
village named Kang}lO, is" a pillar attributed also by some to. 
Parasu Rama, and by othe-r$ to BhimJ the flon of Pandu; but 
JDost people call it m,,;"'elj 'the '$tafF (lath), and' have no tradi
tion whatever concerning the person by whom it was made.~ 
It is much more elegant than the one near Bh~gulpoor (Plate, 
6, No. 2), sta~ds ereet; and is ~4 feet high., The bas~ for' 
about four feet is a 'quadrangle of !2J inches a side. and has 
a Buddha on its west face. The image"is naked, and stands 
before a large' many headed serpent) while there is-a votary' 
at' eac~ foot. _ The shaft for about, seven" feet· ill I?ctagonal., 
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and on two of the faces has an inscription of HZ lines, tolera
bly perfect, which· has been copied in the drawing. The 
character differs much from that on the pillar a~ Bhagtilpoor, 
and still more from tlle Devanagri now in use, and has s~rle
resemblance to that in the ruins of Mababalipoor south from 
Mad)·8s.· The upper part of the sbaft has 16 sides, alter
nately wider and narrower. The capital is about 6 feet long, 
and is not easily described,' but near its upper end is quadran
gular, with the figure of a standing Buddha carved on each 
face. A large spike, apparently metallic, is inserted ioto the 
top of the pillar, and it probably supported an ornament of 
the same material. The pillar has stood in a small quadran
gular area, which contains a well, and has been surrounded 
by a brick wall, and probably by some small chambers. Near 
it Brc two small tanks. One is called Purayin, or the tank of 
Nelumbium leaves. Beyond this is the village of Kangho, 
situated on a heap of rubbish, which has probably bf.!en a 
temple. The other tank is called KarIlai, and surrounds on 
three sides a space, 011 which there is a small'temple of chi
seled brick, in the usual pyramidical form; but, like those at 
Buddha Gaya and Koch in Bebal', it contains two apartments, 
one above the other. The door into the lower is not 3 feet 
high, and a window equally mean is the only aperture in the 
upper, which contains no image, and the temple is entirely 
deserted. Much of the foundation has been removed, whe
ther in an attempt to destroy altogether the building, or in 
search of treasure, I did not learn, In the lower chamber I 
found two fragments of images, which probably had been. 
broken by some zealot wbo was offended.by their heterodoxy. 
One had represented a person standing, but only the two feet 
and a female votary 'Seated at one side remained. Two per
sons had been standing behind the female, but only tbeir legs 
remain. The other fragment contained the figure of Some 
quadruped very much defaced, but probably intended to re
present a buffll.!o. 

BARAHALGUNJ is a very small jurilSdiction, a large propor
tion is subject to inundation, and the water collected in the 
floods forms in the centre of the division a kind of lake called 
the Bhel'ital, which is·abou, seven miles long and four wide, 
.but not deep. As the water dries up. some part is cultivated 
with spring rice; a culti~ation that might be Illuch increased 
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on· the lakes of this district. 011 the whole the country is 
tolerably,occupied, and the plantations for this district are 
rather moderate. Th~e is no dwelling house of brick, but 
liO ntud walled houses lIave two stories, 20 of them being 
covel'ed with tiles, and 30 thatr,hed; 500 huts with mud walls 
are tiled, so that on the whole no division in the district has 
such good houses. Of the remaining huts 11 parts Jlava 
mud walls •. and five parts those of hurdles .. and all these are 
thatched with grass. Barahalgunj is a town that contains 
200 houses, many of which are covered with tiles$ No other 
place deserves the name of a town. 
G.uPooR.~A large forest occupies the centre of the great 

mass of the division, which is on the left of the Ral'ti, and 
separates the clear part into two portions, that differ a good 
deal in appearance. That to the east of the forest is exempt 
from inundation and very beautiful, containing numerous fine 
plantations, with clear open lawns between, for only a small 
proportion is cultivated. Between tlle forest and the river is 
lower" with nt-my small stagnant [,oollt. This also near the 
forcat is, quite overwhelmed with plantations; but among 
these there is a greater proportion of cultivation. Near the 
Rapti a great extent is deeply inundated, iii bare of trees, and 
overrun with dismal reeds, while v'ery little is cultivated. On 
the right 'of the Rapti the only weods are near Gajpoor, and 
these are of no great extent. The country is higller tban on 
the opposite. side, and is overwhelmed with plantations now 
nearly wild; but among them there is a good deal of cultiva-

• tion. Thel'e is no house of brick excep' one at. Gajpoor, 
which was built by Raja Prithwl Pal of the Birnet family, 10 

, which the whole vicinity belongs. It has become an- enth-e 
,ruin. There are 50 Dlud-walled- houses of two stories, of 
>which 35 are coveretl with tiles, and 15 with thatch: 200 
mud-walled buts are covered with tiles. Of the remaining 
huts, aU of which are thatched, H have mud walls, TIS walls 
of hurdles. Gajpoor, where the officers or police reside. 
~ontains ahout 225 houses. is a sorry place, and i& so buried 
in woods, that it looks still worse than it really is. Rudrapoor 

,is the largest place in tbe di\lision, and contains about 300 
houses, nearly as sorry -as those of Gajpoor. l\Iadanpoor. 
fOl'merly the royal residence of the Tbarus, contains about 
150 buts. _ 
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The chief' place of Hindu worship is the temple of Dudnatb, 
which belongs to a convent of Atithis of the order of Bbara~ 
this •. This house bas a considerable Indowment in land, and 
besides occasional offerings, the owners clear from 6 to 700 rs. 
at the Sivaratri, when 2imO votaries usually assemble. The 
Mahanta who has also a large berd of cattle, and a flock of 
people in wbose ear he blows, is an ignol"ant impudent beggar; 
and notwithstanding his receipts has much appearance of 
poverty, although tbe convent is tiled, and rather better than 
the common buts of tbe country; but bis wbole means are 
squandered in keeping a Sadabrata. where he gives a day's 
entertainment to all tbat apply. T}:le temple is surrounded 
by a bigh wall, and consists of a sman pyramidal Mandir of 
l>rick very rude, and surrounded by a flat-roofed gallery with 
one door in each aide. The image of Siva, to whom a temple> 
of such celebrity is dedicated, of course came to its place 
without buman aid i and in the most remote ages of the world; 
but according to tbe priests it was not discovered until after 
the authority of the pure Rajputs was established. A cow 
as usual, pouring her milk on the ground, an opening walt 
made, and tbe god brought to light. It is on this account 
that the image is called Dudnath; and tbe belief of tbe votary 
is confirmed by tbe image being in a very low place. in con~ 
sequence of the earth aaving been removed wben it was 
discovered. Another. account may be given. wbich to some 
will perbaps appear more satisfactory. The wall surrounding 
the temple seems to be built on heaps of rubbish, and there 
are traces of many ancient buildings, wbich seem to have sur
rounded an open court where tbe temple now stands, and 
which is of course lower than the ruin of the buildings by 
which it was surrounded, and which have been pretty large. 
The temple whicb the pure-born chief first built was very 
sman. and is. supposed to be included witbin tbe present 
l\landir, which was formed by adding to the thickness and. 
height of the walls of the chamber.. This pious work was 
performed by Raja Bodh 1\Ial of the Visen tribe. The temple 
was afterwards repaired. by Raja Rupa, the great great grand
{ather of tbe late Raja Pahelwan Singha, who died since tbe 
English took possession. The gallery was added soon after, 
liS .inee that event there has been a auccession .,f 10 l\lshan
\as. The ruined temple, in whi~b that of Dudnath has been 
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built,' is probably of great antiquity; being in the centre of 
ruins attributed to a Raja of Kasi. Between the ollter gate 
and the gaIJery is a smallmodern temple or chapel, in which are· 
a Lingga, and some old images placed roun~. In one comer 
of the area round the temple is a small chamber, in which is 
an oM image (Plate 6; A).' representing what in Behar is 
usually ca.lled Hargauri, but called Devi by the chief priest. 
although the male deity is illS usual the most conspicuous of 
the figures. 
, Under a large tree, a little south from the outer gate of the 
temple have been collected yaTious fragments and images, 
which were discovered in the ruins. The most entire are as 
follows. One of the kind, which in Behar is usually called 
Vasudev, a Buddha (Plate 6, B), a Ganes, imd part of a dooI 
or niche. much in style of the Siviras,' 
, A little west from Dudnath is the south-east corner of the 
Sahankat. or fortress of the mighty chief, which is universally 
attributed to a Kasi Raja. Nor does tradition carry the 
possession of the country to any previous chief. The fort is 
entirely overgrown with forest, which would render it difficult 
to trace the walls i and to do so would require a week'. lavour, 
which I did not 'choose to spare. I was told by intelligent 
persons, that the walls form a quadrangle of about 'a coss 
from east to west, and rather more from north to south. In 
the corner into which I penetrated, I saw a few small heaps 
of bricks, and I am told, that there are many such t but no 
traces of any great building. The defence, so far as I saw, 
Las been a-brick wall about six feet thick, and probably very 
high, as its ruins form a high wide mound. On the north-east 
and south sides haS' been a ditch i a small river ran along the 
west face. This. jt must be observed, was pro!>ably the chief 
town of the Kasi Raja. while his residence was at the Sahan
kat in Rajdhani :Mauza. The two Sabankats may be about 
seven miles distant from each other. 

East and south from the south-east angle of the Sahankat 
in this div}sion. are many heaps of bricks and tanks, including 
Dudnath, and extending to a very considerable distance. 
The whnle is called Hangsa Tirtha, or the sacred place of the 
goose, the emblem of Brahma, whom I take to be the same 
with' the Maha Muni of the sect of Buddha. These heaps and 
tanks from their form, and TrolU the number of images that' 
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hiive been discovered in"them, I have no doubt, are the ruins 
of the places dedicated .to religion, that belonged to Kasi 
Raja, as is usually alleged. It is said on the spot, that the 
founder was an associate of Karusha, a prince of Kikat, who 
pretended to be the Krishna, and was supported in this claim 
by Kasi Raja, until both were killed by the true Krishna. 
'Vhen Kasi was killed, bis head rolled of itself to the holy 
city, whose name be bore-, for he was a saint. He had in
tended to have removed the seat of religion from Kasi to 
Hangsa Tirtha, and liS the people here say, to have erected in 
the new city 100,000 Linggas and 330,000,000 images of other 
gods; but he found that this would not have been agreeable 
to the deity. In the notices concerning the Rajas of Kasi I 
have observed, that the Nij or proper Kasi is said to have 
'Very early been founded by a prince of the family of the sun, 
who adhered to the worship of the Buddhas, and that very 
soon afterwards it became the property of Kasi, a chief of the 
family of the moon, one of whose descendants was killed by 
Krishna, but the ancestor and descendant are usually con
founded by the modern Hindus, just as they confound the 
Janaka, 'who gave bis daughter in marriage to Rama with his 
descendant, who instructed Duryodhan in the use of the bow i 
and as I have said, it is mOilt probable, that the ruins here. 
ought to be attributed to a later Kasi Raja, than eveD the 
person who was killed by Krishna. 'Vhoever he was, he 
seems like his predecessors, to have been a worshipper of the 
Buddhas, as besides the image ofa Buddha, which has been 
already mentioned, most of the other images are similar to 
those found· in the temples of Behar, or are of heterodox 
form. 

The chief temple, which has been a pretty large building; 
is about a mile :;.E. from the corn", of the fOl't, near the town 
of Rudrapoor. Like BuddhagaY3. it bas been a pyramidal 
l\Iandir, with only a very small chamber in its lower part; 
land has also been surrQunded on all sides by a number of 
lower builJings. The walls of the chamber remain in part, 
and the im..ge is in its place, but has lost its legs, and part of 
its arms..' It is in the usual fonn of those called Vasudev, in 
Behar. but on each side has the lion rampant of Gautama 
(see Pla/~ 4). It was discovered in taking bricks for building 
a new temple. and is called Jagannath, but bas not become an 
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object 01 worship, and has DO resemblance to the hiileous 
figures usually called by that name. A very long canal ex
tends east from this templer and is called Sukla-dev-Sagar. 
Another called Siva Sagar, extends north. There are two 
others (one named Kamaldaha), but the four do not enclose ~ 
space; and, although like wide ditches, the earth having been 
thrown up on both sides, they could not have l?een intended 
as fortifications. On p~t ;0£ the ruins adjoining to this old 
temple, the late Raja Pahelwan Singha built a small temple. 
the charge of which he gave to the Ram"anandis. and placed 
in it another image, which was taken from the ruins, and which 
resembles that called Jagannath, but it has received the name 
of Chhatrabhoj. Before this temple, in the area, are placed 

,.three carved stones. One is a small quadrangular pyramid, 
exactly similar to those found near Benares, on both sides of 
the Ganges, in the works attributed to the Siviras;- and I 
have already mentioned another fragment of that people, but 
according to the universal tradition on the place, the Kasi 
Rajas were succeeded by the Gorkhas, whom I consider ail 
having been the same with the Siviras, so called as followel'S of 
Gorakhnath; anil, as I have said, the original founder of 
pudnath probably belonged to this tribe, although they are 
said to havtl been expelled by the Tharus. and these by the 
Visen, before the country fell into the hands of the Sirnet 
Rajputs. But even the. temple of the Siviras had probably 
gone long to ruin, or w;!s considered as heterodox, when Bodh 
Mal~ the Vis en chief,. discovered the Siva Lingga, and erected 
over. it the small ,temple, as already mentioned. 

The two stones that accompany the quadrangu1ar pilJar be
fore the temple of Chhatrabhoj, contain similar figures. . The 
chief personage in each has a flower in each hand, like the 
images called Sur),a, in Bebltr, but differs a little from those of 
that district (Plate 7, Fig. 2). Under a tree some way north 
from t~is last temple, is an image which the natives call Naba~ 
kusa; but it represents only one person, seated like a Buddha 
(Plate 7, Fig. I). whiIe.Naba and Kusa were the two rebellious 
~ons of Ram~. king .of Ayodhya. Except the places of worshi~ 
IA H~l\gsa flrtha, Just now mentioned, the Hindus have none 
that IS remarkable. Every village has its sthan, or place for 

• See Vol. I. l'latell vii. clnd viii. of similar figul1:.d.-[Eo.1 
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appeasing the wrath of malignant spirits, but none of these 
belong to the sacred order. The canaille address them
selves to Nawardev, Chauwa, Mita, Sing Rai, Devi, Bachhila-, 
Akas-kamini, Mahavira, Samardhir, Amana Sati, Goriya, 
Kay-Iavir, Bandi Chawani, Sokha, and Sambhunath, whQ are 
eaUed the village gods (Dihuyar); but many scruple to w~ 
ship these gods of the vulgar, and sacrifice fl.t places dedicate(f 
to Kali Bhawani. 

Besides the remains of antiquity connected with Hangsa 
Tirtha, there are 20 or 25 old forts 01' castles, attributed to 
the Tharus, and usually called Dihi. The only one, howevel", 
that is considerable, is at Madanpoor, so called after Madan, 
the Tharl~ chief. It is situated south from Rudrapoor, near 
the Rapti, and at no great distance from the Dewha. On the 
outside of the town is an image of Siva called Charitranath, 
which is generally supposed to have belonged to this chief. 
The Rajput chiefs had many strongholds in and near the 
woods; but they were all dismantled by Major Rutledge. 

BHEwoPAR.-A great deal of this division is flooded in the 
rainy sea'son, ~,!d as the floods retire, many lakes are left; but 
the higher parts are much intermixed, so that the view in the 
rainy season must be singularly beautiful, the higher parts 
being fine'ly wooded, partly by a forest, partly by plantations, 
and .there is a good deal of cultivationt Two of the lakes, 
Nanaur, and Naur, are of considerable extent, 'but neither is 
deep, and in spring the latter dries up two-thirds of its 
breadth. The former is about three miles long and one broad, 
and in many parts is deep, but these parts are only narrow, 
and wind through shallows covered with reeds, 50 as to be 
scarcely. distinguishable from the shore. There are 24 or 25 
small ones, which seem chiefly to have been old channels of 
rivers. The most remarkable is Kungra, which may be balf 
a mile in length, and 200 yards wide. Its banks are high, and 
the water deep, and free from weeds. The nativ~s, being 
seldom well provided for experiments, imagined it to be unfa-_ 
thomable, and, of course, that it had. been aug by some god. 
The late Rl\ja Pahelwan Singha, however, discovered that the 
bottom might be reached; but, perhaps with a view of not 
shaking too much the people's belief, and passing for a liar. 
he gave out that it was above 100 cubits deep. ,~fou,nd it 62 
feet. As the waters of the viciuity dry up, vast qnantities of 
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fit.h retire to this aeep recess, and are fonowed by many croco
diles. There is no house" of brick. Seven houses with mud 
;walls have two stories, and two of them have tiled roofs; 
;while of the huts, eight have a similar covering. Of the re
maining huts, which are all thatched with grass, H have mud 
walls f in the remainder hurdles have been used, chiefly by 
new tenants, who ",ill Dot be at the trouble of building mud 
walls, iest they !;hould not come to a fixed abode. Bhewo
par, where tlle office of police stands, contains 125 houses, 
huddled together, and bul'ied in a tbicket, the remains of a 
hedge, by which the town was defended. The only house 
that is tiled belongs to a chief Qfthe Sirnet. <No other place 
deserves the name. of a town. 

GNAuLA.-None of this division is subject to inundation, 
.nor does it.contain any remarkable lake Dor marsh. It is en
tirely overwhelmed with trees, partly spontaneous, partly 
plantations, and among these wind narrow lawns, very poorly 
cultivated. There is no house of brick. Three bouses 
'With mud wa'lls hive two stories, but are thatched; nnd two 
.of one story are tiled. Of the remaining huts; which are all 
thatched with grass, 15 Farts have mud walls, and one part 
walls of hurdles. Gnaula, where the officers of police l'eside, 
1J0ntains about 140 huts, Dot one of which is tiled, nor bas 
two stories. Even the mud castle of the high-born cbief.con
sists of thatched buts, surrounded by a ditch and hedge. The 
town of Gnaula is so surrounded by bamboos and trees as to 
be with difficulty accessible. No other place can be called a 
town. ' 

At the convent in Rampoor is a brick chamber, where some 
images, adored by the sect of Rama. are disposed. 'fheyare 
worshipped by many, although there is no great assembly. 
A]most every vlUage has three open places for the worship of 
destructive spirits. One is dedicated to the deity of the vi'" 
Jage, a low god, whose- priests are of the dregs of impurity.· 
The second is dedicated to the spirit of some Brahman. who 
has died a violent death.. The third is dedicated to Kali, and 
bas been erected in consequence oftha English government, 
she being considered by the Hindus as the protecting deity 
cf that nation. 

GOPALPooR.-Between the Koyane and Sarayu, the coun
try is subject to inundation, and is bare and dismal, much of it 
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heing waste, ,and overgrown with withered reeds. On the, 
left of th.e KoyaDe, the country looks better, there being nu
merous plantations, and much of the waste land is covered with 
short grass. There are some small woods, but much stunted, 
and there is a good deal of poor land, covered with thorns. 
There are many small pools, and old water courses, very use
ful for agriculture, but by DO means ornamental. Gopalpoor 
contains about 150 houses, ~wo of them of brick, and several 
of them tiled. It bas been fortified by a rampart of earth, 
and a bamboo hedge, now ruinous. Shakpoor contains 250 
bouses, no other place desetves the name of a town. Two 
bouses of brick in Gopalpoor belong to the chief of the 
Kausika tribe. There are ten houses bf. two stories, with 
mud walls, of which one-half is covered with tiles, and one-half 
with thatch; ~8 ofthe huts have.tiled roofs, and all have mud 
walls.' All the thatch ;5 grass. 

There are the ruins of .about .100 petty forts (Garhi or 
Kat), which were built by different cbiefs of the Kausika tribe, 
but were finally destroyed by 'Major Rutledge. The only 
remain 0'£ antiquity at all remarkable is at Dhuriyapoor, on 
the left bank of'the Koyane. It is said to have beeR the 
abode '.If the chief prince of the Tharus. Afterwards to have 

• heen occupied by the Bbars, and finally by N;ara Chanda 
chief of the Kausika tribe, and the traces of three succel:lsive 
ruins may be" distinguished. The ruin, which may be attri
buted to the Tharus, as most usual with those of that people, 
consists merely of a large space elevated very high above the 
country, and composed of broken bricks. The elevation here 
is less extensive than several others that I have seen. but Ii 
large part may have been removed by the river, otherwise I 
should Dot think it suited by its size for a royal abode. Its 
southern extremity has undergone no alteration from the 
,works of subsequent chiefs, nor is there any trace of a ditch 
round it. On a comer of this is a email temple of Siva rather 
ruineu's, but without any appearance of considerable antiquity, 
and covered by a dome in the Muhammedan style; but the 
image would, appear'to be very old, as notwithstanding its 
simple MID,.it is very much decayed. It is therefore pro~ 
babIy coeval with the Tharus.. On the upper end of this ruin, 
and farther north along the bank of the river. the Ebara have 
constructed & fo~t" which utenJed abo~t tw~thirds of It mile 
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along the river, and has been narrow to the south, but wide 
towards the north, unless part has been carried o~r by. the 
stream, as is probable. The southern end, built upon the 
ruin of the Tharus, has hnd a rampart of brick, with a ditch 
between it and the northern end, 01' town, which has becn 
only fortified by a ditch, and rampart of earth. This is the 
largest place attributed to the Bhars that I have seen in this 
district, and has probably been their capital, rather than that 
of the Tharus. Their most powerful chief, however, probably 
resided far east at Gar Samaran, in the district of Saran. 
The castle of the Kausika chief has been built within the ruin 
of the citadel of the Bhar, and has consisted of mud walled 
buildings, surrounding two courts. It is totally ruined. 

SANIcHARA.-The banks of the Ghaghra are subject to 
inundation, and in many parts are barren or poor sandy swells 
covered with tamarisks or thorns. Even where the soil is 
good, they are rather dismal, being bare of trees, and a good 
deal being waste, and covered with withered reeds. The 
higher parts, in their centre, contain two long stunted forests 
very ugly, but the remainder is beautiful. Towards the east 
end of the division the plantations are tob numerous, and 
there is a good deal of waste land, but towards the west the 
couutry is well occupied, and the plantations are moderate. 
Iutermixed with the mango, they contain many Mahuya trees 
an(l bamboos. There is no house of brick; but 35 houses 
lJave two stories with mud walls, 10 of them covered with 
tiles, the others with thatch; 300 mud walled huts have 
tiled roofs. Of the remaining huts,- which are all thatched 
with grass, three-fourths have mud walls, and one-fourth has 
walls of hurdles. Sanichan, where the officers of police re
side, contains only 60 or 70 houses buried in a thicket. 
Huriharpoor contains 150, Mehesong 150, and Gaighat 115. 
Three ruined strongholds are the remains of the fastnesses 
formerly occupied by the Suryabangsi chiefs, to whom the 
country belonged. That at ~lahauli was for some time the 
chief family residence, and has been erected on a heap of 
brick rubbish, said to have been an ancient seat of the 
Tharus. The modern fort was surrounded by a ra111part of 
brick, within which have been several buildingfl of the.same 
material. It was deserted 30 or 40 years ago in consequence 
of 11 great sickness in the family, supposed to proceed from 
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divine angel'. The place is surrounded by forests, as a de
fence against the Muhammedan cavalry. 

MAHUYADA13AR-Very much resembles Saniehara, that is, 
it has a bare sandy tract on the side of the Ghaghra, and 
several stunted forests i~ the centre, and along the northern 
boundary. The whole, however, is as well cultivated as the 
western parts of Sanichara, and the plantations as moderate 
as there, although many still are superfluous. There are 
many small pools, and one of some consequence named 
Chanda Tal,'" which at the end of thc rainy season is reck
oned 1 ~ coss long, and one broad. The Raja has in his 
house one room of brick. There are 100 houses of two 
stories with mud walls; 70 are covered with tiles, and 30 are 
thatched. There are 5200 huts with mud walls and tiled 
roofs. Of the remainder, all thatched with grass, 31 parts 
have mud walls, and one part walls of hurdles. Mahuyada
bar is a scattered place buried in plantations, but contains 
~OO houses, many of which are tiled, and some have two 
stories. Pipal'aich centains 200. Ganespoor 200, many of 
them good. Part is surrounded by a rampart of earth, a 
ditch, and bamboo hedge, and is still occupied by many 
houses of a younger branch of the Gautamiya chief's family, 
although the property has been alienated. Nagar contains 
100 houses, among which is. that of the Gautamiya chief. 
The whole is defended like that. of his kinsmen, and the de
fences are in good repair. Uji contains 100 houses. Kap
tangunj has only 25 shops; but it is a small military station, 
and the residence of the native collector of revenue. 

KRAMARUYA entirely resembles Mahuyadabar, except that 
it has scarcely any forests, and that in place of one great 
lake it has several, which, although very long, are quite nar
row, so that they seem evidently to have been channels of 
rivers. The most remarkahle are at Hyderabad, Panchos, 
and Sisauni.· These are called Jhils. The person called 
Raja haS" a small brick house of two stories. About 100 
houses of two stories have mud walls, but only two are 
covered with tiles, the others are thatched. Only] 5 mud 
walled huts are covered with tiles, which the people here still 
consider as >unlucky. Of the remaining huts 31 parts are 

.. Tal genemlly signifies a marsh, and .'hit ;1 lake.-[ED.] 
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·thatched with grass; and one'part with rice straw; 15 parts 
liave Dlud walls, and one those of hurdles. Khamariya, 
wnere the police officers reside, including an adjacent mal·ket 
-place named Khankala, and a hamlet called Chhauni, does 
not contain Dlo'i'e than 100 huts. Amorha, which is about a 
mile distlUlt, and Sekundurpoor contain each about the same 
number. 

There is a very long winding canal, extending from near 
Amorha to Rupnaglir, anothe~ seat of the Suryabangsi family. 
who long held the vicinity. It is said to be ) i coss long, and 
is about 30 yards wide, but in Dlany places is nearly oblite
rated, and bears every mark of high antiquity, while there 
are on its sides several heaps like the ruins of old buildings, 
but very much reduced by the action of time. The Raja at
tributes the wOl'k to a person of his family nained Radal 
Singha, but it seems mu'ch too old for his time •. In digging 
on the north side of this canal, the Raja's grandfather dis
covered an image, which has been placed ina mud walled 
hut, caUed the lord's house (Thakurva~i), and is grotesquely 
clothed, being now considered as the family deity. It is a 
complete image, and not a carving in relievo as usual in Hindu 
images; nor has it any attendants (see Pla(e 7,jig. 3). It is 
about the human size, nor have I before seEm any such. The 
Raja says that its history previ,pus to its being discovered by 
his grandfather is totany unknown i but the priest calls it the 
keeper of Bali Raja. Bali was the son of Birochana, the son 
of Prabrada, the son of Hiranyakasyapa, the son of KasYllptt. 
Bali was father of Banasur, who was killed by Krishna, while 
Bali was driven to hell by Vamana, the incarnation of Vishnu" 
and son of Kasyapa, and therefore great grand uncle of Bali. 
These anachronisms probably arise from many omissions in 
the collateral branches of Kasyap's descendants, while the 
family of the ,moon, to which Krishna belonged, is detailed at 
full length. Bali however was of such consequence, that, 
after an incarnation of Vishnll sent him to hell, it was neces
sary for so great a deity to remain there and "'atch him; and 
the priest alleges that this image represents that incarnation. 
It has however no resemhlance to the other images of Va
mana that I have seen, either when represented as one of the 
10 Avatars, or 8S Oadadhar, by which name he is also called, 
on account of the arms which he carries.,· This however 'may 
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be the true form of Gadadhat', as those sO" c~J1ed in Behat' 
seem to me to have been improperly named. The pl'iest far
ther says that this image was placed here by Amharisha, a 
king of Ayodhya of the family of the sun. The Moslems 
destroyed the temple, and threw out the image, which was 
afterwards found by a potter, and placed wh~re it pow is by 
Ranjit Singha, uncle of the present. Raja. 

Although the chiefs, who have of late held ~he country, 
can themselves Suryabangsis, and claim a descent ii'om the 
family of the sun, they admit that their ancestors had be~D 
long driven to the west, and that on their return they found 
the country in possession of the Bhars.. A heap of ruigs, 
containing, it is said, about J of an acre, is att:ributed to this 
people. The Suryabangsls after their return had many small 
strongholds all destroyed by Major Rutledge, and none of 
them are now worth notice •. 

VAZIRGUNJ very much resembles in its appearance the last 
two described. The banks of the Teri, like those of the 
Ghaghra, are low and bare; the northern skirts are covered 
with stunted forests, and the great intermediate space is to. 
lerably cultivated, and has a superfluity of fine plantationll. 
although it is not so much overwhelmed as many parts of the 
district are. Long narrow pieces of water are very numerous, 
and highly advantageous to the cultivator. Many of them 
are shallow, and covered with weeds, 'but' three near Vazir
gunj are deep and clear. They are in the sllape of crescents,. 
and render the vicinity very fertile and beautiful, on which 
account the N awab Vazir had on their banks a hunting seat 
and garden, which are still kept in repair, 'although they hav: 
not been visited since the country was ceded to the English. 
In a country where the arts are so far hehind, although not 
grand, these works are very ornamental. Except this seat 
oCthe Nawab's there is no house of brick; 125 houses of two 
Btories bave mud walls, 25 of them are tiled and 100 thatched. 
Of the huts 'rlr part has mud walls and tiled roofs. All the 
others are thatched, but H have mud walls, and WI, have 
walls of hurdles. The only thatch, as usual in this district, 
is grass. Vazirgunj, so called from the neighbourhood o£ 
that prinee's seat, contains 114 houses. Shahgunj 115, and 
Namti lOS.' These are the only places tn the division that 
«:an be called towns.. ,-he chief place of worship among the 
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Muhammedans is the monument of Katila near Vazirgunj. 
Kwla or Hatila was sister's son of Musaud Gazi, a chief in 
the army of Mahmad of Ghijni, and-sister's son also of that 
bloody zealot. Musaud obtained martyrdom, and is buried 
at Baharaich. His Jlephew also became a martyr, having 
been mortally wounded in combating the infidels on the spot 
wher~ the monument io this district stands. He was buried 
with his uncle at Baharaich, at no great distance in the domi
nions of the N awab Vazir. The monument here is built of 
brick., and in good repair, but it is rude, and by no means so 
ancient as the time of Hatila. It was probably erected by 
the Vazir, who built the hunting seat, I believe the late 
Asfud Doulah. About 1000 people assemble on the day of 
the saint. 

The monument is seated 00 the corner of a ruin, appa
rently of great antiquity, the whole being reduced to heaps 
of rubbish. The. Fukir. who has charge says, that it was a 
fortress belonging to the Bayes Rajputs, to whom the coun~ 
try now belongs, and that Hatila was wounded in storming 
the place. These Rajputs however say, that it is only five 
or six generations since tbey came to this part of the country, 
having then left Bayeswar. their original seat, between Lakb
nau and the Ganges, in consequence of a famine.' They at
tribute the work to the Tharus, nor has it any appearance of 
having been a fortress, but seems rather to have been dedi
cated to religion i its present name is Asokpoor. There seem 
to have been many small buildings scattered in a line of about 
500 yards in length and 150 in breadth from north to south. 
The principal heap is -near the wes~ end, and has probably 
been a solid temple, having left a conical mound without any 
eavity in the centre. A little east from thence is a smaller 
heap, on wbich remains a large Lingg., round whicha within 
these hundred years, a wall has been built, but it ilS not an 
object of worship, and a wild fig having taken root on the 
Lingga, will soon cover it. lVhen that tree gecays. the 
Lingga will .t>rob"ably be discovered, anel then may be more
fortunate in obtaining worship, should the gTeat god continue 
110 long in fashion. About a mile from this ruin, and proba
bly connected with it in the same manner as the ruin near 
the temple of Buddha at Kasl, and that near the Dewhara 
of l\1atakumar at Kesiya is A conical heap of rubbish .. 011 
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which there is ahother Lingga that has of fate become fash
ionable. The Mahanta or chief of a great convent at Setu
bandha Rameswar, near Cape Comorin, moved probably by 
weighty arguments sent from hence, gave notice tIl rough the 
Ramanandis of Ayodhya, that he had discovered the efficacy 
of bathing in Parwatikund'on the side of Mahadeva Jhil, one 
of the lakes neal" Vazirgunj. The first assembly took place 
this year in Jyaisbtha, and amounted to 5 or 6000 people. 
After bathing in the, Kund, the' pilgrims worshipped this 
Lingga. The flock do not know llOw the Mallanta: came by 
his knowledge, nor does it enter into their imagination to 
doubt what he says, nor to inquire into the circumstances. ' 

At Nagoya is a place dedicated to the goddess (Devi), 
where in the Autumnal Dasahara many people, chiefly Raj~ 
puts, offer sacrifices of buffaloes :lnd goat$. A Bl"ahman is 
priest. Every old mauza has a place dedicated to its deity j 

but; although there is a Brahman attached to each village, 
he does not attend this low place, but the "cobblers act a$ 
priests, and the. Brahmans are content with a share of the 
profit. :Many mau'zas have also a place for the worship or 
the ghost of Ratna Pangre, a Brahman. Besides the ruin at 
Asokpoor attributed to the Tharus, I saw another, said by 
some to befong to the same peoplt'. It is called Gauradihi; 
or the tuined fort of Gaura. It is very trifling, and situated 
on, the north side of Vazirgunj. Others allege that it be
longed to Achal Singba, a Kalahangsa Rajput, which 1 think 
is the most probable opinion, as it resembles the work$ of the 
present Rajput chiefs, that is, it has been a slight rampart, 
and ditch, surrounding a few small buildings ,of brick, and 
mud walled hOuses. The rampart, ditch, and a few beaps or 
~ricks remain. 'After the Tharus, the country belonged to 
the Dom .or Domkatar tribe. The cltief of this tribe is said tlf 
have lived at Domdiba, in the N. W. part of the division. The 
rwn of his house, lor it bas' DO appearance of having been II 
fort, occiJpies a roundish space, about 600 :lIrds in circum
ference, and consists of brick rubbish, formmg an elevation 
tolerably level above, and covered with trees; It has every 
appearance of great antiquity, and entirely resembles several 
of the ruins attributed to the Tharus. A S'lnall tank~ a little 
west from the heap, is also attributed to the Dam Raja, whose' 
Dame tradition bas not preserved. The Dom· were succeeded' 
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by the Bhars, who have left no traces. Then came the Kala
hangs tribe ot pure Rajputs, who were expelled by the Visens 
from Gandha, a large PerguDah in the Nawab's country, on 
which account this tribe called their new acquisition Gandha.
hakaraj. When Major Rutledge took possession of the dis
trict, this trihe and its vassals had ahout 100 petty forts, aU 
of which except 11 mud castle belonging tQ a Kallungoe, were 
des'troyed~ No one dunt inform against this scribe, the 
'Office which he held rendering him master of the country. 

N A WABGUNJ.-This division is entirely confined to ·the town 
of Nawabgunj, which, according to the officers of police, con

·tains 1059 houses. Nawabgunj ,was founded by Suj&. ud 
;DouIah, and its situation was judiciously chosen on the edge 
of the country subject to inundation, and opposite to Fyzabad, 
his ~apital city. It served therefore as a mart, where all the 
farmers from the· northern districts of his country might bring 
their grain, and dislJose of it to the merchants of Fyzabad, 
who carried it across the various branches of the Ghaghra, 
which here may be said to occupy a space of about four miles 
:in width., This trade is still carried on with. great spirit. The 
town extends about ~ of a mile each way; and, as usual, has 
very narrow crooked streets. The place, like·all others near 
Ayodhya, swarms with religious mendicants, and the necessi. 
tous poor are numerous. It contains four house. oC brick i 
fl50 mud walled houses of two stories, of which 200 are tiled, 
and 50 thatched; about 500 tiled huts, and 300 that are . 
thatched, all with mud walls. 

MANIKAPOOlt-Is entirely exempted from inundation, but 
it contains several small marshy lakes. The most consider
able is at Manikapoor, and, the water opposite the town being 
pretty deep and clear, it looks well from the old castle. also of 
the Raja being on its banks. A narrow forest winds through 
the division, and connects itself with one of great length, tha.t 
rUlls along the banks of the Bisui and Koyane. Until the 
establishment of the English government, this forest had been 
long the resort of robbers, and the family retreat oCthe Raja, 
who was generally refractory. Besides this forest, the coun
try is overwhelmed with plantations of Mahaya chiefly, and 
trees of the same kind are scattered ~hrough many fields; but, 
the intertnediate spaces being well cultivated, it would be very 
beautifu), were not the houses uncom~onl'y wretched. 
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On the bank of the lake at Manikapoor, the Raja had two 
castles, with buildings in both of brick, and of a considerable 
size, although only one story high. The works have been 
dismantled, and the hedges, their principal strength, cut down. 
The buildings in one are entirely ruinous, and those in the 
other are not in good condition, although the Raja sometimes 
occupies them; but he lives generally in the forest, and his 
Father lived there entirely. He is there building a small brick 
house, in imitation of those used by the English. There are 
85 houses of two stories, with" mud walls; ten are tiled, and 
25 are thatched. Ten mud-walled huts have tiled roofs. All 
the remainder are mud walled, and thatched with grass -; 25 
of them have wooden doors. Manikapoor contains only no 
houses, and suffered much during different sieges, which the 
castles sustained, when the Rajas were refractory. Bhetuwara 
contains 150, and Bidwangar 125 houses. 

The Muhammedans are very few in number, and have no 
place of worship worth notice. Nor have the Hindus anyone 
that attracts an assembly. On the side of the lake opposite 
to Manikapoor, is a lingga, surrounded by a wall, as is also a 
place dedicated to (Bhawani) the goddess, which is near, and 
has no image. I went there in search of an old abode of the 
Tharus, and the priest of these temples offered himself as a 
guide to the curiosities, thinking, probably, that his charge 
was the ~mly thing worth visiting. He took me first to the 
the places of worship, and then desired me to dismount, and 
pray to Bhawani. I said, that I never prayed to that deity, 
on which he turned round and said, then worship Siva. When 
I replied that I never worshipped that god either, he stared 
with astonishment. He afterwards led me to a petty olUd fort 
(Kolhi), which belonged to a late Rajput chief, and denied all 
knowledge. of the Tharus. Being disappointed, I gave him 
nothing, and he left me muttering, no doubt considering me as 

" a most unreasonable infidel. A decent farmer afterwards 
showed the ruin of the Tharus residence, Basgit as it is called. 
It consists of a space" about 400 feet long, and 100 wide, co
vered with small heaps of brick rubbish, without any traces of 
fortification, and has probably been a large house. 

At Hatni, in the east corner of the division, is a ruin of the 
Tharu8. It is on the skirts of a forest, and may contain 150 
!lcres, covered with heaps Qf brick II. ,There are no traces of 
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fortifications. Offt'rings are s!i11 occasionally made at a place 
(sthan) dedicated to the heper of the gate (dwlll"ika) of Hatni, 
but there is no image. . 

At no great distance east from Hatni, is Gopha, another old 
ruin of the Tharus. This is similar to Batni, being a space 
t:overed with }leaps of brick rubbish, without any traces of 
fortifications, and J:overed with trees 110 thick as to prevent 
me frolD tracing its extent. It was said by the people of the 
vicinity, to be about 5000 cubits round. At Khejuri, 3 coss 
wes,t from Manikapoort at Kopa N.W. :3 coss, at Mahewa, 21 
COBS W., at Satya, 4 coss W., and at Kahowa, 5 COBS W., are 
said to be similar monuments of the same people, but 1 had no 
opportunity .of examining them. After the Tharus, this coun .. 
try was subject to the Bhars, who have left nQ traces behind. 
',l'hen came the Bandhulgotiya Rajputs, who were succeeded 
by the Visens. Both these had many petty forts, aU now de. 
stroyed. Several of them, until the English took possession 
harboured notorious robbers, chiefly illegitimate branches of 
the Raja's family. 

8ALGUNI-Is exempt from floods, but contains many long, 
l1arrow, and shallow pieces of water, highly favorable fot 
agriculture. The whQle northern boundary is skirted by a 
forest, forming Ii part of the very long wood, that l'uns along 
*lle Bisui and Koyane. The remainder is tolerably occupied, 
!l-!1d the plantations are somewhat moderate, and consist chiefly 
pf the Mango. , 

There is no house of brick except some thatched huts in 
Ii! village near the _ old ruin of Kotkas, which affords abund. 
!tnce of the material. Twenty-six houses of two stories have 
p1ud walls. Only one of them is tiled, the others are thatched. 
ifhere are 10 mud walled huts having tiled roofs. All the 
pther, huts are thatched, a few with straw, but by far the 
s:reater part ~ith grass: II parts have mud walls, and w~ part 
~alls of hurdles. Lalgunj, where the officers of police re
side. has no market, and only a few shops with 85 houses, 
.s:hiefly 'of cultivators. The name implies the nne market 
~own, and was given to it by some Nawab. who intended 
that it should be such; but he entirely faileel in hi, attempt 
Ilt improvement. Its original name was Virpur. No place 
de$erves the name of a town. . . 
- There ~re Dihis or ruined abodes of the Tharus at N agra 
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Bujruk south a little from the Thanah, at Patijiya BuJruk 
west 1 coss, at Dewgang south 2 COl'S" at Kotkas north-east 
3 COBS, and at Gurgang south-east I I coss., The three chiefs 
whQ lived at Patijiya or Patiyart at Kotkas. and Dewgang: 
are said to have been the most considerable. The ruin at 
Patiyari is a very considerable elevation of brick 'rubbish, 
which I judged by the eye to be 400 feet long, 200 feet wide, 
and 12 feet high. The people in the adjacent village say. 
that it contains 25 small bigahs, which would give ILD area of 
202,500 square feet, -in place of the 80,000, that I reckoned 
by looking at the place, so that I was probably much mis .. 
taken. It has every appearance of having been one edifice, 
nor is there the smallest trace of its having been fortified. 
Like most of the old abodes of the Tharus it stands by the 
side of a small marshy lake, which may formerly have been Ii 
tank. A small mosque, now in ruins, has been built on the 
beap, and near it is an oIll well with some traces of a cistern; 
but these probably belonged to the mosque. On the east 
sille of the heap a fortunate scribe, about 50 years ago, dis
covered a Siva Lingga. which be, a$ well as his neighbours, 
some way or other, knew to have come there spontaneously 
in the most remote ages of antiquity. Whether or not it 
had escaped the notice of the Tbarus _ is ·~tncertain; but, 
",here it stands, there are no traces of any old temple. ThEt 
scribe on so happy a discovery surrounded tbe image with II 

wall, planted a mango grove, and dug a well. N otwithstand .. 
ing all these circumstances not above 200 people assemble 
on the Sivaratri. i 

. Katkas seem$ to have been a quadrangular brick castle, 
about 140 yards long by 120 wide, and it has been su .... 
tounded by a ditch, except toward$ the west, where there is 
a small marshy lake. On the outside of the ditch are many 
bricks, but these are probably the ruins of modern villages, 
built from tIle old materials, as I see is stilI the practice. 
The elevation of rubbish is at least 16 or 17 feet perpen .. 
dicular height, and has evidently formed,one edifice. About 
eoo yards east f1'OID it is a small tank, on the north side or 
which have been buildings of brick; and on its east side is a 
Siva Lingga, said to have belonged to the Tharus. 

Dewgang, the seat of the third great chief of the Tharus. 
is of a roundish form, and about 230 yards in diameter, but 
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at least 00 feet ,in perpendicular height. There is not the 
smallest trace of fortification. It contains fewer fragment. of 
bricks intermixed with the soil than is usual in the ruins of 
the Tharus, which in general consist chieBy of bricks re
duced to small fragments; and its surface ia covered with 
fragments of earthenware, as is usual about native village. 
I presume, therefore, that it. elevation i. owing to some vil
lage having been built on the spot, and that the ruin of the 
mud walls of ~he village conc,!al the bricks. Some deep ex
cavations have been made. I "uppose in seRrch of that ma.
terial. On the heap has beeD erected a small brick mosque 
now ruined i imd south from it is a small square tomb, co
vered by a dome, and containing a man's grave. Where it 
stands, are the foundations of several brick buildings, on a 
level with the sudace. Whether or not these belonged to 
the Tharus is quite uncertain. Although these are said to 
have been the abodes of the principal chiefs, "Bome of the 
o~her ruins are no way inferior; and, although Dewgang is 
only two coss from Lalgunj, two other great buildings have 
intervened. Gurgang has been an edifice of a quadrangular 
form, about 230 yards long and 160 wide. Nagras bas also 
the appearance of hlLving been a single edifice of a roundish 
form, and of about 850 yards diameter; so that, allowing the 
building to have peen quadrangular, and the ruins in falling 
to have spread considerably, we cannot allow that the build
ing has been less than 600 feet square. 

The Tharus, according to tradition, were expelled frOID 
hence partly by the Domkatars, and partly by the 'Bhars, 
and tllese again were driven out by the Kalabangsa Raj puts, 
to which tribe the present Raja belongs. The most re
markable place of Hindu worship is in a small marshy lak~ 
at the old seat of the Tharus caJled. Gurgang. It is saw to 
be mentioned in the Ramayan of Valmiki, that Dasarath the 
father of Rama. while Iying,in wait for game Dear. river, 
shot Sravan the' son of Andhak Muni, mistaking him for a 
deer or wild beast •• Andhak, although a l\funi passing hia 
time in silen~ contemplation of divine things, was of low de
gree; but being very holy, and withal rather irascible, he 
cursed the king of Ayodhya. who had killed his son. and in 
consequence Rama and Lakshman the king" sonl passed 
14 years ill the woods, where they had many troubles. About 
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10 years ago it was somehow discovered, that in the Tharus 
old lake called Gandar Jhil in the vulgar language, there is a 
deep pool, and that it waS there .that Dasarath killed Sravan. 
It has also been discovered, that this had been the place 
where Gandharba, another silent contemplator, was wont to 
pray. On these accounts about, 500 people assemble to 
bathe in the pool on t~e new moon in Magh. The claim to 
Gandharba Muni may be very good; but in the legend of' 
Valmiki, there is a strong circumstance mentioned against 
this being the place where Sravan was killed; for it is there 
stated, that the unfQrtunate affair took place on the Tamasa, 
a river, which passes Azemgar, and is called Tangus (Tonse 
R.) in the language of men. 

DUMURIYAGUN1.-A little of this division along the banks 
of the Rapti and Ami is subject to inundation; hut it is too 
narrow to produce much effect on tIle appearance of the 
country. There are seven or eight marshy lakes; but the 
only ODe, that is considerable, is the Pathra Jhil in the north
west part of the 4ivision. It is 1 coss long. and 1 coss wide. 
There are three considerable forests; one much stunted; 
tunning along the southern boundary, and two more stately 
on the banks of the Rapti. The remainder of the country 
is beautiful, with more cultivation than is usual in the northern 
parts of the district, but less than near the Ghaghra.' The 
plantations, although in part supel'Huous, ,are somewhat nearer 
the bounds of moderation than usual in the centre of the 
district j and,' except the 1I'oods, much of the waste land 
is clear pasture, while the remaining IIm<llIer portion is co
vered with long harsh grass. There is no house of brick; 
but 225 are of two' stories with mud walls, and ,'lJ part is 
thatched with rice straw, while the remainder is thatched 
with grass. 

Dumuriyagunj, where the police officers reside, contains 
175 huts, very POOl', but forming a straight wide street. It 
has been surrounded by a ditch, rampart, and hedge of bam
boos, now neglected. It is finely situated on the banks of 
the Rapti, but does not possess one boat, except such as are 
used for ferries. Banpoor contains 100 poor huts. Wasa. 
where the Kazi resides, is not a market town. but contains 
some good'tiled buildings. The 'same is the case with a 
very large village nallltld·Ualll'Wat, which is aliso occupied by 
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Muhammedans, (:hiefly -the descendants of the saint fl'om 
Arabia, 

At Bharatbhari is a tank, where about 4000 batbe on the 
day of Rama N avami, and the full moon of Kartik. There 
are several tanks near this place, and adjacent to them is a 
considerable ruin. The people at Dumuriyagunj told the 
Pandit'of the survey, that this belonged to Bharatbhari a 
Tharu, but the people on the spot told me, that it had been 
the ab.de of Bharata the brother of Ramachandra, and it i. 
possible, as the Tharns assert; that both may be correct, and 
that the family of the sun were in fact of this impure tribe. 
The people, however, who called it the house (Vari) of Bha
rata were of the lowest order i but these often retain tradi
tions better than the more learned, who are apt to be misled 
by modern legends, of which the vulgar are entirely ignorant. 
The ruin is a large heap of brick rubbish, of a very irregular 
fort,n, but extending about 4'()0 yards from north to south, 
and 350 from east to west. There have been some detached 
buildings, especially one of considerable dim~nsions towards 
the north~west, and the sacred tal1k is at a little distance to
wards the south-east. The great mass has evidently been a 
very large house, palace, or castle, with several small tank. 
encroaching on the sides, but no traces of a ditch. Owing 
to the space occupied by courts, or to the falling in of very 
large apartments, the surface is very uneven, although I 
could not trace any symmetry of form, or remaining wall$ ; but 
so little soil covers the bricks in many parts, that my elephant 
could not walk on it without much difficulty. The elevation 
in some parts seems to be still about 20 feet perpendicular. 
The tank~ in" which the people now bathe, seems to me mo. 
dern J for, as it retains its shape entirely, 1 do not think that 
it can be above two or three centuries old. 

At Hathstll'i, in Sangskrila Hastisunda, or the elephant'. 
trunk, is another ruin attributed to the Tharus,. Jt is a beap 
of brick rubbish' about 220 or 230 yards square, and has no 
traces of a ditch. About the middle a ~ircular heap rises 
considerably higher'than the remainder, and has probably 
peen a temple. About 100 yards east from this ruin, are 
some heaps of brick rubbish, on which are two Linggas, 
which have been surrounded by a brick wall.- The people of 
tpe adjacent village, who Are JUuhammedans. attl'i~ute the 
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whole to the Tharus. About two years ago an Atithi seized 
on the Linggas, which pntil then had no priest. He has not 
procured Ij.S yet any assembly, nor has he indeed discovered 
anything remarkable about his images; but he is in the sim
plicity of youth, anll as he grows older, will probably have at 
least a dream. 

At Yamahana near Bhanpoor ~wo images were discovered 
10 or 12 years" ago, in ploughing the field of a Brah~an, who 
immediately dedicated himself to religion. On going to the 
place, I found that the field had been long cultivated before 
the images hall been discovered, and a suspicion no doubt 
arises from this circumstance, al$ it it is only just possible, 
that the plough should bave always Plissed tbem before, and 
hit tIlem at the time wbe~ they were discovered. My suspi
cions were excited by the conduct of the discoverer, and of 
an old woman who lives with him. They were exceedingly 
agitated, and would scarcely answer any question, bQt talked 
incessantly, and rather incoherently about their discovery, 
which ~hey called Rama and Lakshman. The images were 
clothed, and in a dark place, so that from tlleir appearance I 
could draw po conclusions; but the peoilla in the vicinity 
even seem to be suspicious. and" the Brahman as yet has 
feaped iittle benefit from bis discovery. 

At Pengriya an image less liable to objection was found in 
September l813. It is a stone"containing the image of a 
prince or god with four attendants, and resembles those called 
Vasudev in)3ehar, only the hand. which has the mark ofth" 
lotus on its palm is turned up. in place of being beld down. 
~t was discovered by some children at play on the side of a 
tank, among a small heap of bricks. that hall been there from 
time immemorial, and in which the foundations of a small 
temple about 12 feet by 20, may be traced. This heap was 
called Samayasthan, but the people of the village had no tra
dition concerning the person by whom the temple was built 
qr destroyed: nor was it a place of worship. although Samaya 
is one of the tutelary deities pf the low tribes most. commonly 
worshipped in this district, and is said to have been a deity of 
the Tbaru8 •. It must also be observed. that a chief of *his 
people resided a~ Hathsuri near Pengriya. There would_be 
t~l~refore be some reason to suspect that t!Iis ~mage~ resem
\l!i!1g on~ of the most common. in all old ruins; and called, 
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Chaturbhuja Lakshmi Narayan, Gadadhar, Vasudev, &c., is 
in fact the Samaya Dewata of the Tharus. The name implies 
the deity of the seasons, time, or opportunity. In the prellent 
system however, a goddess presides over tIle seasolls (Kala
rupini). Vishnu is also called Kalarupa i but although Kala 
and Samaya have the same meaning, he is never. I am told, 
called by this latter name; yet some of the images like Sa
maya bave the 10 avatars of Vishnu as ornaments. A Rama
nandi of Ayodbya. having beard of the discovery, appro
I)riated it to himself. has placed it in a hut, hils anointed it 
with oil, and adorns it daily with ~flowers. He has not, yet 
attracted many votaries. but is' an active, diligent man. 
There are several old forts which belonged to the Kalahangs8 
Rajputs, wheD they held this divisiQn i but they have been 
petty works, and are entirely ruinous. The same is the case 
w.;tb some built by the Sirnets, woo are now called Rajas. 

BALTI.-None.of tbe district is subject to be regularly 
floo~ed. There are 10 or 12 marshy lakes. but none of them 
remar~able. The extensive forest. on the banks of the Koyane 
runs tbrough the middfe of the division. A great part of it 
consists of plantations that have run wild. and it occupiel a 
great extent. The remaining part of tbe country is beautiful, 
but loaded witb useless plantations, and a large proportion of 
it is waste, partly covered with short, and partly with long 
withered grass. There are two houses partly of brick, one 
belonging to. the Raja, and one to a kinsman. The fonner is 
included in a very sorry mud-walled castle i the ,.other I did 
riot see. There are of 110 houses of two stories. of which 
10 are tiled, and 100 thatched. All the huts have blUd walls, 
10 are tiled, the remainder is thatched with grass. 

Basti contains about 500 houses, and is surrounded by a 
ditch, and bamboo hedge about half-a-mile square. In this 
area are se.eral empty spaces, and the Raja's mud cast10 
takes up a considerable portion, 80 that the hOUjes are mucb 
crowded, and the whole is more sorry than any place of the 
size in the district. and the people seem jn the most abject 
state of poverty. Pakoliya contaillB 100 houses. and is the 
only other place, dlat can be called a town. 

About a quarter of a mile south from tbe town ot Basti, at 
Manhan, is a ruiu attributed to the Tbarus. It consists of a 
heal' of rubbish about 200 yards in ilic1meter. and very inc-
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gular in form and surface, without any traces of a ditch. On 
the top is said to have been a Lingga, but some time ago it 
disappeared. ' 

At the west end of a marshy lake called Bhwilatal, about 
15 mi1es west from Basti, is another ruin attributed to the 
Tharus, and called by the same name. It is a heap of rub~ 
bish of a roundish form, and about 1,200 yards in circum~ 
ference. Its elevation is considerable, and very little soil is 
mixed with the bricks, ot which it chiefly ~onsists. The tops 
of the walls of several chambers ·mav be traced on a level 
with the present surface, and these p~obably show that the 
building has been a hous~ and not a temple as the chambers 
are small. On the south side of the heap. adjacent to a tank 
nearly obliterated, there projects from the rub~ish about 
2~ feet of an octagonal stone pillar, much w~thel'-worll, and 
baving its sides alternately wider and narrower. Jt is called 
Sivawa, and is 'considered an object of wo~hip. On a sJIlaU 
heap ofrubbish between the above-mentioned tank, the great 
ruin, and the marsby Jake, are two places of worship. One 
dedicated to an anonymous Muhammedan martyr (Bhuila 
Sahid) bas no tomb, but images of potter's ware are J)laced 
under a ,tree to obtain his favour. The other is a I.ingga 
called tbe Bbuileswar, and with the whole ruin, and a choked 
well is attributed to the Tharus. North from the great heap 
are two, smaJJer ones quite detached, but at a sman distance. 

About three quarters of a mile north-east frpm Basti is 
another ruin attributed to the Tharus, and called Laknaura. 
It may be 300 yards in diameter, but of very little elevation, 
whether from having original1y consiste~ of a number ofsman 
buildings. or from many of the bricks having been removed, 
I Cannot say. About 1000 yards beyond this is another ruin 
attributed to the same people, and called Barawa. Its dia
meter is smal1er, but the elevation ill more considerable, al. 
though it contains more earth than usual. On it is a Lingga 
'Very much decayed. About two miles beyond this, north 
and east, is another ruin called Arel, and attlibuted to the 
Tharus. - It is about 300 yards in diameter. but is higher 
than Laknaura. Some deep and large excavations have been 
made into it, probably in search of bricks. 

Besides these I heard of ruins attributed to the· ilame 
people at Naringan, Dorth~ast from Basti three coss. ' 
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The Kalahangsa- Rajputs, who noW' hold the country. had 
bui1t about 100 forts, many of which had gone to ruin, when 
Major Rutledge taD\: possession. and destroyed the remainder. 
The chief seat of the tribe is said to have been in the woods 
ahout se'Ven coss north-west fl'om Basti. It was called Sala
nagar. but the Muhammedans changed its name into Munsur
nagar in honout of Munsul' Ali Khan, father of Suja tid 
DouIah, and Vazir of the empire. The place has since been 
entirely ,leserted.,' . 

MAGAHAIt.-Towards the Rapti this division is low, but 
tolerably well cultivated. The higher parts are very much 
negt~cted, and a great deal is occupied by woods, tbat utend 
along the Ami, and Budh rivers, and at Magabar, extend to 
a great width, having been there enlarged by numerous 
plantations, that have run wild. Except in, these woods, 
which are mostly stunted, the high land is beautiful, but very 
poorly cultivatedf It has however numerous fine plantations. 
and most of the waste land is under short grass. A great 
part of the' lake called Bakhira JbiL is in this division, but I 
shall describe it in the account of Bakhira.. There are, how. 
ever, a good many small sheets of water, the most remarkable 
of which is Marartal, between Bakhira and ,the Rapti. In 
the rainy season it is reckoned to contain ahout l2000 acres, 
but two-thirds of it dry up in time to admit of their being 
cultivated. The Kazi has two house8 partly of hrick. That 
at Magahar .. consists of many small brick huts scattered in 
(lisorder, partly tiled, and partly thatched, and lIurl.'ounded 
by 8 ruinous hrick wall, with many projecting comera and 
loopholes for defence. It is very slovenly, and even ruinous, 
as are also a pretty large mosque. that serves all a chapel, 
and a family burial place, both near the house. Twenty 
hou8e8 of two stories have mud' walls, and tiled roofs; and 
50 huts with similar walls are -roofed in tbe same manner. 
The remainder is 'thatched with grass and H part. bave 
mud walls. and h part walls of hurdles. Magahar contains 
370 houses, and is 8' poor scattered place Mehedawal con
tains 500. Rudl1alJli 100. There are market places; but 
19 places, which have n& market, contain each about 100 
houses. 

At l\1agabar is a tomb of Kavir, 'whom Abu} Fazil calls 
the unitarian; and it is diffic~lt to say, whether he wa. a Mu-
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hammed an or a Pagan, as I shall afterwards have occasion to
explain. The present buildings were erected by Nawab 
Fedi Khan, who about £00 years ago was superintendent.. 
(Chuklahdar) of Gorukhpoor. They are in very good repair,; 
but are not large, and, are totally destitut.e of elegance. The 
place. where Kavir was. buried, is under the charge of a. 
Muhammedan disciple,. whose ancestors have held the office, 
ever since the funeral; while the monument of the first 
Hindu Mahanta, which cont)1ins his ashes and unburnt bones, 
is under charge. of his successor. Both are objects of 
worship, each person taking the offerings that are made at 
the place, of which he has charge. About 5000 assemble, 
annually at a fair (Mela) and there are many occasional visi-
tants. • 

The Birnet Rajas for some time resided in a' fort immedi
ately west from Magahar, and seem to have founded the town. 
The fort was ill the usual style of a quadrarl7?;le defended by 
a ditch, rampart of earth~ and bamboo hedge j but has con .. 
tained some brick buildings, and it is said ahout 16 acres of 
ground. It is dedicated, to Samardhir, but has long been 
totally ruinous. It is said, that the place was formerly occn~ 
pied by the Tharus, and then was called Ghanasyamroor. 
'Vhat was shown as the situation of this place, appeared to 
me some natural swellings west from the -Sirnets {ort, nor 
could I trace anything like what is usually seen about the 
ruins attributed to the Tharus. Under a tree is a place called 
the Thakur-dihi. or the high place of the Lord, where offer .. 
iogs are still made, and the Lord is supposed to have pro ... 
tee ted Ghanasyampoor. but tradition is silent concerning his 
name. _ About the Sirneh fort, and fronvthence tbrough the 
town to the tomb of Kilvir, there are places containing brick 
rubbish, which, if ever the Tharus resided here, must be the 
remains of their town i but this rubbish may l}e also the frag;. 
ments of building" erected .since the place was called Ma .. 
gahar. 
BA~HIRA.-A small par' of the long forest on the banks or 

the Ami is in this division~ None is. subject to be regularly 
flooded, but a fine lake occupiu a considerable part. of the
whole. About· a half however Qf this piece of water is im 
Magahar. At Bakhira it is usually called Bakhira Jhil, 'by 
which name it i$ best !.wOWD to Europeant!;. but in Magahu 
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they caU it Barachi i and the late Nawab Vazir, wllO ul:e,l 
frequently to hunt on its banks, called it the Moti Jhil, or 
pearl of lakes. It is certainly the finest piece of fi'esh water 
that I have seen in India i but it will not bear a comparison 
in beauty with European lakes; for, being fed chiefly by the 
rains, it suffers a great diminution in the dry SPSl"('f!; .and. 
although a large space is always free from weeds, the water 
becomes very dirty /lnd rather offensive from the immense 
flocks of aquatic birds by which it is covered in winter. The 
whole in December may be about seven miles long, and three 
broad; but a laJ;ge part, on the north side especially, is shal
low, and covered by reeds and other' aquatic plants, through 
which a canoe can pass only in certain narrow crooked lane. 
as it were. Towards Bakhira however ~her4; is a very large 
space so dpep that few weeds reach the surface, and the 
plantationll on the bank are uncommonly fine and numerous, 
so that the appearance from thence is very heautiful, and is 
enlivened by numerous fishing canoes and vast flocks of va
rious water fowl. The division,. exclusive of t}le woods, is 
for this district tolerably cultivate~; but. the plantations are 
rather extensive, although not so overwhelming as in some 
parts. There is no hou~e of brick; six houses of two stories 
have mud walls, and of these one is tiled; the oLhers are 
tllatched. There are 50 thatched huts with hurdle walls; 
aU the others are built of mud; 15 of them are roofed with 
tiles: the others with grass, which indeed is tbe only thatch 
used. Bakhira contains 250 houses surrounded by a ditch. 
rampart, and bamboo hedge. still very inaccessible, although 
not in repair; no other place deserves the name of a town. 

There are eight Linggas. The most celebrated is Kopes. 
warnath, near an old ruin, attributed by some to the Dom or 
Domkatars, and by others to the Tbarus, who preceded that 
tribe of military Brahmans. The ruin is in the style of those 
attributed to the Tharua, being a large heap of brick rubbish. 
without any traces of a dikh. It is about, of a mile in dia
meter, and very irregular in its shape. having many project
ing corners. Its S. W. quarter is very high; but in other 
parts it is low, and north from it broken bricks are scattered 
to a considerable distance on some high. land, although they 
do not form heaps. In that direction there probably have 
been some small houses. while the great ;nass was the chier. 
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castle. This ruin is called Kopa. A little way east ftom the 
heap is the temple of Siva, which is evidently quite modern. 
It is a small cubical building, covered by a dome, in the Mu
hammedan style, and stands at the west end of a tank dug by 
that people, its longest diameter being from east to west. 
Except the name Kopeswar (the Lord of Kopa) there is 
nothing to denote a connection with the ruin, although the 
image may be old enough. About 200 votaries assemble 
on the Sivaratri; and, still fewer attend the two Linggas at 
Bakhira. At Manggalpoor, was the residence of the Raja; 
whose garden was destroyed by a wild boar, as I have men
tioned in the account ofBasti. The Raja was naturally angry; 
and, seizing a spear, slew the boar. On his way from the 
pursuit, he met many women celebrating a festh'al, in which 
a thread 1S tied round the wrist, as in the marriage ceremony. 
The Raja joined innocently in the ceremony; but, whert he 
returned home, his two wives thought that he had taken a 
third sharer in his bed, which they considered quite super
fluous, and one of them. Chols devi, in her anger, broke the 
thread, on which, the goddess, in whose honour the thread 
had been tied, turned the face of the violent lady into the form 
of a sow,'s.. On this, Chola devi retired to the woods, but; 
aft~r ~ome time spent in prayer, was cured by Anggira Muni. 
The people ,!f Bakhira, far from a4mitting the petty pool of 
Basti to hllve been the object of the boar's depredations, con': 
tend that their great lake was the garden which this animal 
de8troye~, and on its bank they show the place where Manggal 
built a Ghat· or stair. An attempt was therefore made t6 
bring the assembly to that place, and. about four or five years 
ago, some people assembled, but they have ever since failed. 
In the year when they were succesilful, there had been a severe 
epidemic, of the small pox, and the women who play l\Iaha~ 
maya, had been induced to represent the place as holy. 

The Raj puts had several strongh.oIds, now entirely ruinous. 
The most remarkable is at Gosiyarikhas, where Siva Singha, 
a younger brother of the ArneI' family, and grandson .r the' 
elder .Jaya Singha, for some time resided. He married a' 
daughter of a Sirnet chief, and afterwards returned to hili 
native country. relinCJ.uishing an estate which had heen given 
him by Madhav, his father-in-law. ' 

BANGSI.-:-There are Baid to be 81 marshy lakes in this divi-
VOl.. n. cc 
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sion, but the largest does not exceed 400 acres, and,II1thouglt 
they might be of the greatest advantage to agriculture, they 
are o~erwhelmed with weeds, and are disagreeable objects to 
view. About a tenth part of the district is flooded every rainy 
$eason, is considered useless by the natives" and in the dry 
seaspn, is exceedingly dismal, being covered with withered 
reeds, among whic~ are scattered small trees of the Gardenia 
uliginosa, It most ugly plant, A very large and stately forest 
of Sakhuya and other valuab~e timbers, occupies a great ex
tent on the banks of the Buri Ra pti, and there is a long stunted 
wood on the boundary of Dhuliyabhandar. The remainder 
Qf the country is planted to superfluity, but very poorly culti .. 
vated, the plantations equalling in ext~nt i of the fields, the 
waste spaces between which are much more extensive than 
both; and are partly clear, partly covered with dismal withered 
long grass, and partly occupied by ugly bushes and thorns. 
In Bangsi, part of a brick house which belonged to a former 
Raja, still remains, and is occupied 'by the native collector. 
The Raja'S present abode consists of several mud walled 
quadrangular towers, of two stories, and covered with roofs 
somewhat after the Italian shape.. T~ese tl?wers are joined 
by huts of one story, with windows towards the interior. Be~ 
{ore tlle principal gate is an area, through which 'the street 
passes. It is surrounded by mud buildings, s?~e of them 
two stories high. These are accommodations for the Raja's 
officers and servants. There are in all 200 mud walled 
houses of two stories, all tliatched with grass. All the re
mainder consists of mud walled huts, which are all thatched 
in the same manner, except five that are covered with'tiles, 
but these are considered as unlucky. Bangsi is situated on 
both sides of the Rapti, the Raja at present occupying the 
northern bank, and the officers of government the soutbern. 

I It is a very sorry place, although on both sides it may contain 
600 houses. ' 

The chief remains 'Of antiquity is Kathela in the centre uf 
the great forest, on the southern bank of dIe Buri n"pti. 
It is said to have originally been a seat of the Tharus. After 
'which it became the chief. residl"Ilce of chiefs called the. 
l{athela Rajas. They are supposed to have been Rajputs i 
but no one of the family remains, and they appear to have 
been totally exterminated by tIle Sirnet chief, who took the 
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place. The Kanungoe however and Dumbar Khan, the 
most intelligent Hindu and Muhammedan at Bangsi, agree, 
that the Kathela family, having offended the goddess of their 
city (Kathela devi), was by her converted into stones, and 
that these still remain in their original forms. I presume 
neither had ever visited the plaCle. It seems to have been 
a town with many buildings of brick, and small tanks; but 
no traces of fortification; and appears to have extended more 
than a mile each way, although I could not fully trace its 
outline. The brick buildings are reduced to mere heaps; 
but the bricks are not so much broken as in the ruins usually 
attributed to the ',J.'harus. and they are" quite in a diffc:rent 
style. The ruins of Tharus usually consist of one great mass 
like what may be supposed to have been the remains of one 
great building, with some small heaps adjacent; but 
Kathela consists of* many small heaps scattered at ir
regular distances over a great extent of ground. There 
are few stones r~maining. One, which is a flag smoothed 
on one side, and cut into mouldings on tbe edges, is 
placed with one end in the ground, and is worshipped as 
Kathela Devi, the goddess who turned the inhabitants to 
stone. :Many offerings of potter's ware are placed round; 
for it is supposed that no cowherd nor woodcutter could 
safely enter the forest witbout 'procuring her favour by such 
an offering. The Bhars of Sanauli are the priests, from 
whence perhaps it may be inferred that fhe Rajas or Kathela 
were of this tribe, which is generally allowed to have suc
ceeded the Tharus. Near this stone, on the side of a tank, 
are the foundations of two small temples, the chamber in each 
of which has been only a few feet in diameter. In one is 
placed part of an image called Bhawani (goddess); but it is 
the head and breast of a male, so far as can be judged from 
what remains, similar to those which in Behar are called Va
sudev, &e. The fragments worshipp!:d in the ruin of the 
other temple are so small that it is impossible to say what 
they have been intended to represent. On a heap of brick~ 
some way distant from thence, is lying a stone spout, which 
terminates in a -crocodile's head, very rudely carved. It pro
bably served to convey out the water used in washing the 
image that stood in the temple, on the ruins of which it now 
lies. All the people. however with me worshipped it by 
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prostration, and by touching it with their foreheads. The 
~ight before they had been grievously alarmed by a tiger. 

After the destruction of Kathela, the Sirnet built a large 
mud fort at Sanauli in the same forest. It has had a deep 
and wide ditch, and a strong rampart; but within there was 
no considerable building. The town, however was large, and 
has contained some buildings of brick; but it has been long 
deserted, except by a few Bhars, who cut wood. The famity 
seat was afterwards removed to Bangsi in the open country. 
They first built a house of brick on the south side of the 
river, and seem to me to have chosen .for tIte situation a ruin 
of the Tharus, although no tradition of the circumstance re
mai~s, and the heap of rubbish on which" the town stands is 
usually attributed to the decay of the Raja's buildings. It is 
only however 50 or 60 years since the house was deserted, 
and some walls and even chambers remain entire, and are 
still inhabited; but all these, as well as the town, have evi
dently been built on the heap of rub~ish. The Rajas were 
terrified from the south side of the river by the ghost of a 
Brahman, and went to their present abode already described. 

The village of Sarayat, about 10 or 11 miles north from 
Bangsi. stands on a heap attributed to the Tharus, but very 
small, and not clearly marked, the quantity of rubbish visible 
being trifling.' At the south~end of the village is a Lingga 
very much decayed. Under a tree in'the village are some 
stones. One seems to have been the base of a pillar (Plate 8, 
No.1,) very much weather-worn; two are square flags with 
a hole in the centre of each; and a fourth contains' a female 
figure (Plate 8, No.2,) called Kali. She is seated, has only 
two arms, and seems to be playing on the musical instrument 
called Vina, and ought therefore to be called rather Saras .. 
wati. -At the nOt:th end of the village is a Lingga, surrounded 
by a wall and probably modern; at least it has not suffered 
from the weather. 'Neither the Pandit of the survey, nor I 
could learn any tradition concerning these images, which we 
met with, by accident • 
. DHtlLIYABHANDAR.-This was formerly a large jurisdiction. 

the officers of police residing at Rehera, between two estates 
or Tuppahs called Dhuliya and Bhandar j but these having 
been seized by the Raja of Gorkha, the Thanah WaB with
drawn to Mahadeva, where it now remains. and has under it 
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a small territory, which, when the country was ceded by the 
Nawab, was but in an indifferent state, and has been since 
totally deserted. The only inhabitants now are the officers 
of polIce, the illegitimate family of the head of the convent at 
Bakhira, and a man employed by the Thanahdar to cultivate 
a garden. 

Towards the boundary of Bangsi, on the banks of the Je
muyar, there is a long narrow forest. Except in this there 
are traces to show, that the whole has once been fullyoccu
pied, and that the plantations have been very moderate, for 
these still remain in full vigour. There are numerous small 
tanks,at the situation of former villages, and round these are 
some scattered trees, but seldom such as bear fruit. All the 
rest of the country is covered with reeds, which when I saw 
it, where withered and dismal, well suited to bring to recol
lection the miseries of thousands, who have perished from 
mismanagement, or lJave been driven from their native "abode 
by want of sufficient protection. 

The chief object of worship is Palata Devi in the wood 
near the Jemuyar. It was a great favourite with the Gulmi 
Raja, whose spiritual guide~ the chief of the convent of Ati
this at .Bakhira, is the priest of the goddess, and received 17 
l\Iauzas free of rent, but these are now of no value. There 
are two sman temples, but quite modern, havi~g bee~ built by 
the predecessor of the present priest, I presume at the Raja's, 
expense. They are in the Mu~ammedan style, that consist 
of a cubical chamber surmounted by a dome. They are small 
buildings, but stand on the ruins of a large temple, the foun
dations of which in some places are still a few feet high, and 
a fragment 01 a stone pillar, and the images still remain; for 
there is no doubt, that the images are very ancient. In the 
one temple a large angular stone projects from the Boor, and 
is said to be a Lingga, nor has it a greater resemblance to 
anything else; but there are no traces of the female part, 
which however, may be buried in tbe ruin under the temple, 
as the projecting part is very short. In the other modern 
building is the image called Palata, exceedingly worn by 
tbe lapse of ages, and the features totally obliterated (Pl. 
8, No.3.) It represents the goddess destroying a man. 
who has sprung from the truncated neck of a buffalo, so 
COmmon in the ,vJonuments of the sect of Buddha in Behar. 
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Before the two modern temples, at the limits of the ancient 
building is a tree, under which are portions of two broken 
Linggas. At each Dasahara there js an assembly, but that 
in autumn is trifling, whila.ln spring the multitude is very 
great, and remains nine days: 3 01' 400 shopkeepers or huck· 
sters attend, and I have heard the number' of votaries reck. 
oned at 50,000. Many buffalos, rams and goats'are offered. 

About four or five miles east from Mahadeva I saw two ele. 
vations somewhat like the ruins attributed to the Tharus, but 
containing fewer bricks. They were called Trupasandihi and 
Trupasandihika Jhunga, the latter word signifying a grove, 
for the ruin is covered with trees. On this latteJ:' is a small coni· 
cal heap of bricks, which has evi~ent1y been a temple, and on 
its ruin have been placed two Linggas, which it probably once 
contained. On Trupasandihi, or the high place of the war· 
shipper, of three gods, there are in fact three Linggas placed 
under·a tree. They are exceedingly weather-worn, and one 
of them, on the side of the phallus, has a human face. Be. 
sides these there are many fragments. Among them, I thought 
I could trace the Chakra and head of the mace 'with two of 
the han~s of the image, which in Behar is usually called 
Vasudev, &c. 

There are the ruin,S of some petty 'forts, erected by various 
Rajas arid thieves, e'specially one at Musharoya, about two 
miles from Mahadeva, which was a strong hold of.the ,Bang
jara tribe, when these predatory merchants were in the habit 
of plundering Bangsi, Satasi, and Parraona. 

LOTAN.--A considerable portion of this division is liable to 
be annually flooded .. and is very dismal being very poorly 
cultivated. and the' waste __ ' ,':"-es only. long narsh grass, 
which early in the dry season is withered. Forests occupy 
a very large proportion> especilyly in the south and east parts 
of the division, where there is one of very great extent, that 
~ontains some large timber. A small one towards the north
,,:e~t.on the 'J;'elar is much stunted. The clear part of the 
dIVISIon about Lotan and Kharati. has once been fully occu
pied; but many people have lately deserted it, and the plan
~ations are equal to almost a third of the fields that are noW' 
cultivated: No house is built of brick nor tiled, but there 
are 10 mud-walled houses of two stories. Of the huts 15 parts 
have walls of mud, and one part ~alls of burp-les; but these 
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are always plastered with clay on one side, and sometimes on 
both. All the thatch is grass. Lotan, where one set of the 
police officers resides, contains only 70 huts, very poor. 
Kharati, where the other set resides, contains 150, several of 
two stories, and the whole rather more comfortable. No 
other place deserves the name of a town. 

There are three petty forts built by different Rajput chiefs 
contending for power, and now entirely ruinous. And the 
only remain of antiquity worth DQtice is at Banarasiya in the 
north-east corner of the division surrounded by forests. I 
could not conveniently see it; but sent some people to draw 
what was remarkable; and from the plan it will appear, that 
the fort is but modern, being a small quadrangle with round 
bastions at the corners j (Plate 8, No.4,) but there are in 
the place some broken images very much weather-worn. 
Among them may be evidently distinguished a Nrtsingha, a 
Buddha, and probably one of those which in Behar are 
called Vasudev, &c. (Plate 8;Nos. 5, 6, 7 & 8.) 

P ALI.-This is a jurisdiction of a reasonable size, and 
compact form. Pali, where the officers of police resi4e was 
formerly a town which had a fort and castle, belonging to the 
Chauhan chief of Butaul and Palpa; but this has gone to 
ruin, and ihe town in the rainy season is deserted by all 
except the police officers, who retire io sheds erected on 
wooden pOlts to protect them from tigers .. In the rair weather 
10 or 12 waders come to deal with the people from the moun
tains, and occupy mud-walled huts. The other habitations, 
chiefly in villages belonging to the Tharus, are thatched huts 
with walla made of small stakes of interwoven bamboos, or of 
reed hurdles; but IWt plastered •. The huts of the Tharus 
have .straight ridges, and in general are much wider, and 
longer than those of the oth~r natives j but one hut usually 
serves for the whole residence of a family, which in the 
southern parts'of the district would have three or four huts 
round a yard. On one side of the hut is usually a garden 
neatly fenced. and containing tobacco, mustard. and a few 
plantain trees. The Tharus keep, cows, buffaloes, sheep, 
goats, fowla and pigeons, and this live ·stock occupies an open 
end of their hut, separated from the dwelling apartments by 
an hurdle wall. All the northern boundary of tJ.1e division is 
covered by a st,ately forest containing many Sakbuya tTees, 
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and on the bank of the Tinay this forest eJ{tends far south. 
There is also a thick forest in the southern part of the divi
sion between the Payas and Rohini. The remainder would 
appear to have been once cultivated; but the large space 
between the Danda and Robini would seem to have beeD 
deserted before the English took possession, and this in con
sequence of wars 'between the Chauhans and Sirnets, which 
raged about 20 years ago. This part of the country is very 
dismal, "being overgrown \\ ith withered reeds, ~n the lower 
grounds, among which are many small tanks with a few scat
tered trees on their. banks. The higher parts are covered 
with clumps of young Sak,huya. The' plantations of fruit 
trees have, been entirely destroyea.' The remainder .of the 
country looks better, although there is very little cultivation; 
but it has been lately deserted, and the plantations remain, 
nor haver the reeds acquired the same ascendancy, so that 
many fields are still clear pasture. • 

Near one of th.e lately deserted viI1a$es I observed a small 
temple of Siva, still havins'the appearance of being perfectly 
recent; and at Pali, Mah~datta ·Sen of Pa]pa commenced a 
temple, but it was never finished, nor any image placed in it. 
Every village had a low deity, usually Samardhir, wqose priest 
was a cobbler, and some of .these are still worshipp.ed. Each 
had also its pl",ce for appeasing a ghost of the sacred order, 
chiefly Tulasi Sukl1\. Besides the fortified bouse at Pali. the 
Chauhans had s~v~raI petty forts, built by their. :ervants or 
officers, ,but now entirely ruined, and never of any .conse
quence. 

NICiJLAUL or NAcHLAwALI-!s a jurisdiction of good size. 
The Kazi of Gorukhpoor held the southern part of this divi
sion as ':lsua~; by hereditary right; and .. as the person who 
h~ld the northern part chose to adhere to the Raja of Gorkha 
when that prince seized oh a p;rt of the country, the remain
der has been annexed to Gorukhpoor. 

A large island in the Gandaki is subject to be floodea, and 
is overrun with reeds and tamarisks. Much of the land to
wards the n9rth is very tq.w. and during the rainy season is 
subject to be flpoded partly by the rain water lying long, and 
partly by the sweUin$' of the torrents. This is very fit for 
rice, but it is thinly ~nhabitear and looks very dismal, being 
covered ,witn long with~red grass, among wbich in som~ 
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places are scattered ugly trees: on the higher parts however 
are a good many plantations. Near the hills of the north' 
the country is covered with fine forests, adjoining to which, 
on the bank of the great Gandaki, is'a thin wood consisting 
almost entirely of Sisau. South from thence, and adjacent 
to Nicblaul on the east, is a very large forest, chiefly however 
stunted, and containingJIlany mimosas, especially the Cate
chu. Opposite to this~ on the west of NichliluJ~ but at some 
distance, is another fC?rest, in which there is some Sakhuya 
trees, but chiefly small. The country south from these forests 
and Nichlaul is clear, and plante4 with fruit trees sufficient 
to serve 10 times the present inhabitants, although these are 
much more numerous than they were of late, many having 
retired from the' northern parts at the division, in conse
quence of tbe disputes with the Raja of Gorkba. 

There are two houses pf brick befonging to the K:anungoe, 
and eight houses with mud walls b.ave two stories, three of 
them .are tiled, and, ii,ve thatched. Four mud walled huts 
are covered' with tiles i all the other huts are thatched with 
grass,' ten parts having mud walls, arid six parts those of hur
dles. Among tile latter are some Tbatu villages; the others 
belong chiefly to new settlers', who have not yet determined 
on a fixe<l residence, but are ready' to move if any increase of 
rent, is demanded. Nichlaul or Nichla~a1i is a very Borry 
place, aIt~ough it cqntains 2QO huts •. ~t formerly had m'uch 
trade in grain, but that has failed, in consequence- o(the 
country to the north having been deserted. Near it the 
Rajas of Palpa ~or Butaul had a mud fort and castle, a very 
Borry work entirely ruined. Maharajgunj, the only other p1ace 
that deserves the name of a town, contains 125 buts. 

The chief object .of Muhammedan .orship i!, the monu
ment of Sunduli Mudal Shaq. It is. situated on a hill which 
overhangs the large Gant;1aki, and the building is very petty. 
The festival lasts for some days befo'l'e the Sivaratri, and 
about 2000 usually attend, but several of these are Hindus: 
Tbey offer copper money and handkerchiefs, which the 
keeper takes. Last year the peo»le of the Gorkba Raja be
gan to' collect, and allowed the keeper nothing; but some 
police officers from Nichlaul arriving,. the mountaineers de
@isted, although. they did not ·restore what they had taken. 
The keeper saYII.that he is the 18th in descent ,from the per-
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son who first held the office, and, it this saint was the person 
named Mudar, who flourished in the time when Timur in. 
vaded India, this would give 23 years for each generation, 
which is a reasonable allowance, where people marry so early 
as is usual in India; bnt that saint is generally allowed to be 
buried at Mukunpoor, and is called Budiuddin, while tIle 
keeper calls his saint Sunduli, anG alleges that he is buried 
here. This however is probably a mere pretence, for he ad
mits that his saint first came to Muknnpoor from Lahus, his 
native place, and then came here by the way of Butaul. On 
his arrival he dug a pit, in which he as usual fasted 40 days 
and nights; after which he died. _ . ' 

Madana Sen, the Tharn prince, is said to have h'ad a hotise 
at Kanaha on the east side of the Gandaki, some way above 
Sivapoor, and in the country now seized by Gorkha, 80 that 
I could not examine the place. His wife called Rani Karna
wati is said to have lived on bad terms with him, and chose 
for her residence the top of Maddar hill. There is there in
deed the ruin of a sman brick building like a small fort; but 
it could never have been intended for die residence of either 
a lady of rank or garrison, as there is no water near. It i& 
probable that the chief residences of Madana were ~t the 
town of Madanpoor in the Gajpoor district, and Hetllmpoor 
in Belawa: bu( it \s very likely that he might have -had a 
house at Kanaha, to which he might retire in the favourable 
season, to enjoy the mosf magnificent scenery of that vicinity: 
and. it is possible that his lady may have erected on Maddar 
hill a place, from which she might occasionany enjoy one of 
the most magnificent prospects that nature affords. As be~ 
sides the tremendous peaks of Emodus on one hand, and the 
immense Gangetic plain on the other, this hill overhangs, all 
the deep recesses and shaggy mountains through which the 
different branches of the Gandaki force a way. • , 

Several other places in this division are sh()wn as the ruins 
~f forts, which belonged to Madana and Karnawati, but they 
are very inconsiderable, and at two of them. Siva poor and 
Babuyar, small forts of' brick were lately built by lIathi Ray, 
a slave of the Palpa Raja, who having rebelled, held the 
country for sonie time .• Around the modem fort Sivapoor~ 
however, are lying many stones. which are said to have be
longed to the building of Karnawati. In the account of Par-
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raona I have mentioned the temple said to have belonged to 
this prince's spiritual guide, who, according-to the tr~ditbn 
in both places, was a low fellow of the Musahar tribe named 
Hasu (amorous). As might be expected however from his 
name, if well applied, he was a great favourite of the goddess. 
who used frequently to appear to him. The Raja being ex
ceedingly desirous of obtaining a view of her heavenly beau
ties persuaded the priest, while in his presence, to repeat the 
forms of prayer, which procured him the transporting sight. 
As he repeated the awful words ber hand appeared issuing 
from his bead, and be fell dead. The Raja was seized with 
madness, and soon killed himself, and the kingdom departed 
from his family and tribe. and was seized by the Bhar named 
Varaha Deva, who probably resided occasionally at Kathela 
in Bangsi, and Dhuriyapar in Gopalpoor; but the principal 
residence of this dynasty would seem to have been Garsa
maran. His tribe, when driven from thence, would appear 
to have resided near Ramnagar in the djstrict of Saran. until 
the Chauhan Rajputs seized on their conntry, part of which 
they still hold. These Chauhans and their servants, and the 
Sirnets with whom they waged frequent wars. have built 
several fort~, all now in ruins, and unworthy of notice. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

POPULATION, DISTINCTION OF .CL:\SSIIS, MANNERS, DISEASES, 

COSTUME, ETC. 

The estimate of the number of houses in the towns of 
Gorukhpoor and Nawabgunj has been t!lken from an account 
given by the officers of police, and does not. appear t~ .me 
liable to any considerable error. I have from thence calcu
lated the number of. people in the same manner, as from the 
number of people in Shababad I calculated the number of 
families. In tbe otber divisions my native assistants with a 
good deal of pains. took an account of the num.ber of traders 
and artists, which has been implicitly fonowed. In 'order to 
form an estimate of the other classes of society, as in the dis
tricts hitherto surveyed. I consulted many intelligent persons 
concerning the quantity of field that one ploughman usually 
labours. This however I must observe is generally v,!ry small, 
and is perhaps underrated, in which case the number of cul
tivators and gentry will be less than I have stilted; but I have 
no means of calculating how far this may be the case. The 
number of ploughmen having been ascertained, I have ,en
deavoured to allot to each class the proportion or ploughs 
which its memb~rs hold, and thus I procured an estimate of 
the number of the lower tribes of cultivators. The. higher 
tribes or gentry I have calculated from the proportion which 
they are said to bear to the cultivators. • Having taus pro
cured the number of able bodied' men, I have as ~o!,mer]y 
made an allowance for thftfemales and infirm or young males. 
Near the Ghaghra, where tbe climate is uncommonly healthy, 
I have allowed 100 able bodied men for 425 people; in the 
middle parts of the district, as about Gorukhpoor; I have 
allowed 100 ,for -MO, and towards the hills, wbere the country 
i~ more unhealthy, I have allowed 100 men only in 475.per
sons. Here, as in Behar and Shahabad, the people are 
divided into four classes: . 
• The lst, called ~shraf and 'llhaJamanush, forms a kind of 
gentry, who jn this district far excec:d any reasonable bounds. 
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so that by far the greater part are in a miserable state of ig
norana', and many in great indigence. It is only some among 
them calleJ Durbaris that can face tbe judge, collector, or 
such great pers"nagE's. A great many called Gharaiyas never, 
if possible, venture i:Jto such presence, and when they do, 
selJom find utterance; bu~ if they are able to speak at all, it 
is in a roar like a bull's, they being mere clowns. None of 
them will labour for hire; but almost all have farms, and by 
far the greater part do every kind of labour in their own 
fields, except reaping and holding the plough, both of which 
are considered as so highly discreditable that no Brahman 
nor scribe can here be induced to perform them, and very 
few even of the l\Iuhammedan gentry or Rajputs will con
descend to this degradation; by far the greater part even of 
these would rather perish of hunger. About 800 families 
are engaged in commerce, and 100 as artificers or artists; 
but they are allowed by all to be Ashraf. 

Until the English Government these higher orders pos
sessed almost the whole lands in property, and the whole 
leases; for neither the artists, tradeu, nor other Jow tribes 
were permitted to cullivate the earth, except as servants. It 
seems to have been more owing to this than to die form of 
government, although that was far from good, that the 
country became depopulated, the Company's provinces in the 
neighbourhood affording abundance of lands for Buch of the 
low tribes as chose to emigrate. The removal of this privi
lege, since the establishment of the Company's government. 
has given very great disgust to ~~ higher ranks, who are 
a good deal discontented; but it' attracted a good many low 
people from the countries remaining to the Nawab, until this 
prince has granted them similar indulgences. The l\Iuham
medan gentry consists as usual of Saiuds or descendants or 
the prophet, of Sheykbs or persons of Arabian extraction, of 
Moguls, of Pathans, and of persons dedicated to religion 
(Fukirs) or 'poetry (Bhats). Even in the short time, how
ever, that has intervened since- the English took possession, 
the insolent pride of Hindu caste has acquired Buch an 
ascendancy,' that all the Pathans, Bhats, and Fukirs, who 
hold the plough, which is the case with many of these orders, 
have been excluded from the rank or Ashraf; but I have
thought, that such an unjust distinction would only lead to. 
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confusion; as no one dares exclude from the rank of gentry 
the Rajputil or other Hindus of rank, who have wisely under
taken this valuable kind' of industry. The Hindu Ashraf or 
gentry consists of Brahmans and Rajputs, both exceedingly 
numerous, and the former very proud, of Bhats Or parasitical 
poets, of musicians (kathaks), of Khatris and Agarwalas en
gaged in commerce, and of Kayasthas or scribes. The num
bers of the Khatris and Agarwalas are very inconsiderable, 
and although they are m~rchants, ~hey are not included 
among mercantile tribes. There are besides a good many 
(in all, including the Agarwalas and Khatris, 800 houses), 
Brahmans, Muhammedans, Rajputs, and Kayasthas, who 
although in fact traders, are included 'among the gentry, and 
liave in the Appendix ,been admitted as such, so that on this 
account the actual number of traders is 800' houses more 
than mentioned in this document, and on another account, as 
will be afterwards mentioned, it requires a still greater aug.: 
mentation. 

The low mercantile tribes which form the second class are 
here called Baniya or BukaI; and very 'often both words are 
united in one term. A good many have now small farms, 
which they cultivate with their own hands in the rainy season, 
when commerce is nearly at a stand. This class should in 
fact be augmented by 800 families, who, although in reality 
traders, . are by all included among the Ashraf or gent;ry; 
and it would alF,o require to be augmented, by 1080 families 
Qf Telis, who carryon trade; hut they have also oil-mills, 
which their women ma,nMe, 110 that el\ch of these families 
trades, and at the same time manufactures. I could not 
mention them in both classes, without increasing the popu
lation; and, as the pr.oper duty of the tribe is to express oil, 
I have incl!Jded the whole among manufacturers.' About 
10120 other families of manufacturing tribes and an equal 
number of agricultural castes, are engaged in eommerce i hut 
as this is tbeir chief employment, I hne b:\cluded them among 
the traders, while I have included among the ~t:tists still more 
o~ the n'ercantile iribes, who live. hy manufact!1ring, espe
CIally the Kalwar •• who distil, and who amount to about 
760 huuses.' I 

Althougl1 the third class cvmposed of artists, is in many 
parts considered as ablAudantly 'distinct from the others, 
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there is no word appropriated to express it, and in some 
parts both traders and artists are inclu4ed in the common 
name AUlUrf. The term :rauniya is applied only with pro
priety to express the blacksmith, carpenter, barber, washer
man, and shoemaker, attached to the manorial establishment. 
Many of them have small farms, which one person of the 
family cultivates. while another wprks at his trade. Their 
women are hired to weed .and reap. 

The duty of ploughing and reaping, which is that of the 
fourth class, is considered as exceedingly mean, and so dis
creditable, that the term Chasa is rejected by them, and 
they are called Grihasthas or inbabitant~. and Khetibars or 
men of the field. Since they have been permitted to farm 
lands. many. who wer~ not involved in debt, refuse to work 
for the higher classes, who in some parts, being exceedingly 
numerous, have been under the necessity of procuring la.
bourers from the ,:ountries which are more populous; and I 
heard it alleged, that the number, which comes. from the 
Nawab's country during the rainy season is very great. and 
may amount to 54,000. These have not been included in 
the population, any more than the $oldiers or the regular 
army, and their followers. Parraona is the only pal't of the 
district that has a superabundance of labourers, and, at., 
though there is still much land waste in that division, many 
peopJe go from thence to Munsurgunj for.service. 

On these grounds I have taken the number of inhabitants 
ae 1.989,314 (see Appendix), and, by following the same 
plan as in Shahahad. I find, that these will occupy 277.099 
houses;. It must be observed. that the number of houses, 
belonging to each class, does not give a fair view of the num
ber of PEirsons respectively belonging to eaj:h. The families 
of the gentry are considerably larger, -and those of the arti-: 
ficers and traders considerably smaller. tbl\n the average 
proportion. The population, which I have assigned, amounts 
to 269 persons to the square mile, which. in Europe would be 
considerea as Ii great number; but it- is very low, where, 
ahnost the whole soil is capable of giving at least one crop. 
of grain in the year, and ,!!here- the peo£le live almost en
tirely on grain. The whole field now actually cultivated haa 
been estimated at 2417 square miles, ~hich will give rather. 
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more than 2} Calcutta bigahs for each person, nearly the 
same proportion as. in Behar, because in the 21 allotted there 
for each person, there is included the ground, occupied by 
houses and plantations, while here'the 2~ bigahs are all field. 
The number of men said to be absent in the regular army 
amounts to 248, which can produce little or no effect on a 
population so considerable. 

A great proportion of the Rajputs, military Brahmans, and 
Pathans, is willing to serve ,as irregulars or messengers, and 
u~til of late were at all times ready to draw their swords in 
the disputes of their chiefs, both with each other and with 
their government; and a good many of them had predatory 
habits: The latter have been considerably repressed, nor 
does any robber oC consequellbe now lur~ in ~he country. 
Neither doell any chief pres~me now to re~ist the civil autho
rity; but they are still apt to decide disputed boundaries by 
the sword, and several engagements havepfl~te' taken place, 
although such violence is much less frequent, a'1d is carried 
to a much smaller extent than it was in the Nawap's govern" 
ment; with which it did not seem to be an object to preserve 
the peace. So far as I can learn, it was not usual for the 
government to interfere, either to preve~t or to puni,sh the 
feuds between the chiefs, unless one of the parties paid for 
assistance, in which case it was given, more however'in the 
manner of an aUy than 'In that of the sovereign of both 
parties. The chiefs, and most .natives '01.'- rank, of the rom" 
tary tribes at least,. seem very much to regret this change in 
the administration pf a~airs ; 'and it seemrJ in fact to have 
been much less fatal to 'their interests; than the endless liti-' 
gations, in which they lire n~w involved, and in which they 
vent their. mutual heart-burnings and ancient feud&. The 
whole number of men born in this district, who are ready 
and able to enter into at least irregular military, or,predatory 
service, may amount tf> 29,000, of whom 2778 are em'ployed 
here, and 833 in ~ther districts, while not aliove 260 strangers. 
have found their way here from other places •• This 'no doubt 
-s'omewhat reduces't\le population •. The greater .pa~t 'of these 
are provided with ~word a.nd target, and a good many with 
matchlocks, but few go abroad a~m~d. Tbe numbel' of pen
men born here employed in other, districts (330)" r!1ther ex.-
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ceeds those strangers employed here (233); but in so trilling 
a number as to produce little or no effect on the population, 
although their remittances may be of considerable value. 

The manners of the women in general are very strict, and 
the men are jealous. 'People of severity complain that since 
the English government there is more laxity among the 
women than formerly, the husbands being afraid of making 
such severe examples, in cases of frailty, as were formerly 
usual; for with whatever. was done the Nawah's government 
did not interfere. At Gorukhpoor the example of the refugees 
from the hills who have. fled to escape the violence of the 
Raja of Gorkha, seems to have had a still greater effect, 
than the interference of our eou'rts; and a good deaf of in
triguing prevails, especially among the women of the mercantile 
tribes. l\Ia:Oy of the mountain heauties have a good deal of 
the Chinese or Tartar countenance, which seems to me to he 
admire4 by the. natives m~re than their own regular features, 
a taste probably introduced by the Moguls, and spread, by 
the usual imitation of the great, even among their Hindu 
subjects." 

The Rajputi hen; being of higli birth, are often courted as 
sons in law by those in the east, and receive large dowers 
with their wives. As they scorn to give their daughters in 
return, they find it difficult to procure husbanqs of a suitable 
rank i and I am credibly informt:d, that several of the highel' 
families 'were in the habit of. putting their female children to 
death, when born. Alii our courts would he apt to give them 
much trouble, should.such a pr~ctice come to light, it is said, 
that they have of late desist;d from tais cruel practice; but ill. 
its stead bde adopted one, if possible, still more barbarous. 
It is alleged, that they give the infants too little milk, and thus 
occasion "them to linger, and perish from want of adequate 
nourishment. It is scarcely possible to conceive,- that a 
mot~er could be induced to join in a piaciice so repugnant to 
the ordinary feelings of humanity; but it must be recollected.. 
dlat they.ore hrought up with the higheSt notions-of prIde, 
to the stern dictates of which tbey-.. ft~acrifice theJl1!'E'lves 
on tIle burning pile. - TIle g_~ prOpol ti .... »" Uind...-of bigh 
rank occasions many young widows, who cannot marry a 

• The History of R.l.jt>ootana uufortuu!'tely proves it to be true..-(ED·l 
VOL. 11. 2 D " 
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seconll time, and this is no doubt some check on population. 
The young widows of the low ranks usually become concu
bines. 

Inocnlation for the small pox has as yet made less pro
gress than in Bengal; and in some places is scarcely known;. 
but in general it seems to be rather on the increase, and it is 
said, would be more common, were it not for the diDiculty of 
procuring operators, all of whom come from the east. It is 
evident, that the Muhammedan faith has here had a tendency 
to check the practice, as in the divisions, where this religion 
has become most prevalent, the practice has been the least 
extended. * About the capital the surgeon has vaccinated a 
few, although the people there entirely xeject inoculation 
for the small pox, nor do they seem at all aware of the ad
vantages of vaccination, nor has any native begun to operate 
with this disease. Fevers seem upon the whole to be more 
and mvre numerous in proportion to the vicinity of the hills, 
and in the three northern divisions the people ha"e a sallow 
colour and weak appearance. The whole rainy season is there 
very unhealthy, but the autumnnal epidemic is in all places 
the most severe, and the vernal, attacks mostly children. It 
is said, that of late the fevers have mote fl'8lf!lently than 
formerly been accompanied by visceral obstructio~. EX9ept 
in towns, where there are physicians, the only rem.dy tl1ed 
in fevers is an abstinence, during which the patient is ,.IIO'lfed 
only a very little water. Few modes of treatment se~m more· 
successful. The ordinary fevers are of the remitting tbrm., 
and last from two to ten days. ~ome of a slight nature are 
called cold and hot, Sardigarmi, and require little o:r no ... 
tention. The people allc~e, that they are also IiAle to slighll 
febrile attacks, if they omit for some days to eat~'ta 
o'clock in the forenoon, especially near the equino:tes;! This 
kind of complaint is called Kharai, and is accomlamed By 
headach and bleeding at the nose. . . 

Flu xes are more common in spring than in autpmI!, and 
are PI etty frequent, although far from fatal. Like the vernal 
fever" t1ley are most ,'~ \,1mon among children. Cholera 
(PaIlgchak) IS not common. The febrile complaint called 

.. Owing to the extreme length to which the doctrine of predestination 
i~ carried by the l\1()~lell1o--[ED.] 
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~""Y'ile)dom occurs, and in most parts is said to have 
"":totaIly unknown until of late. The fever accompanied 
lily tumefaction of the maxillary glands in many parts of the 
. diJtrict is not known; but in Sanichara, and some other 
placea, I heard of' it; and it was said to prevail chiefly in the 
end ot"October and beginning of November, and to be attended 
with little danger. 

Both kinds of leprosy are pretty common, and the Kor, or 
Korhi, that in which the joints fall off, is said to be on the 
increase. Th~ people here do not separate the diseased from 
their families, and some of them continue to live with their 
wives, and beget children, who seldom escape the disease. 
Although in general they arc not exposed to want, a' good 
many of them, in order to expiate the sin, to which their 
disease is supposed to owe its origin, put themselves to It 

voluntary death. Some go to Ayodha, and more to Prayag, 
and throw themselves into the holy stream; while othe1'8 to 
whom a distant journey would be inconvenient, throw them
selves into a pit filled with fire. The white leprosy would 
not appear to be hereditary, nor is it beheld with such ab
horrence as the Kor, so that the affected, seldom, if ever, 
destroy themselves, although it is considered as a mark of 
divine anger. It is commonly called Sapheda and Charakh. 

The swellings, which affect the legs (Filpas) &c. are not 
common; but the »welling on the throat, (Ghegh) affects 
many. In some divisions this disease seldom or never occurs, 
in others it is very common, but it is not always, that it pre
vails in similar situations; for instance in Munsurgunj and 
Gorukhpoor the sweiling in the throat is more common than 
in any place in the district; but is very rare in Bhewopar on 
the opposite bank of the Rapti. It must also be observed, 
that in Bhagulpoor and Gopalpoor, where the swelling in the 
legs, &c. is most prevalent, the swelling of the throat is not 
at all common. On the banks of the Gandaki the latter 
disease is said to affect crows, kites and dogs as well as the 
human species, but I noticed no instances of the kind. In 
some places it was said, that the swelling bas disappeared, 
after tbe patient had removed from a place subject to the 
disease, to one exempt from it. Although, upon the whole 
there seems reason to think, that the remote cause of this 
disease has some connection with water springing in alpine 
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regions I yet in Kbamariya I found it attributed to drinking 
the water of a lake at Hyderabad, which seems to har '~t1e 
.or no connection with any stream coming from the 
mountains. 

Rheumatism is rare, nor did I heal' of any that had the 
..species of lameness caned Kungj, which ~s frequent in Bebar, 
Patna, and Shahabad. On the bank of tIle larger Gandaki, 
howel'er, there is a peculiar disease caUed Baudh, which 
seems somewhat analogous. The persons who are affected, 
are incapable of speaking distinctly, or of working hard; 
but, although in all respects rather imbecile, they are not 
.destitute of understanding like the idiots of tbe alps. Unfor
tunately they by no means enjoy· the same favour, and many 
(If tbem are common beggars. Some are horn in this state, 
otbers are seized when of an adult age. About 400 persons 
in all are said to be in tbis wretched condition, nor when 
once affected, do they ever. recover. An ascites (dropsy), 
seem!! to be endemic in five or six Mauzas. n~rth from Par
raona about 16 miles. The belly is ntuch distended, and 
the Ipgs and arms much emaciated. The progress of tbe dis
ease is nowever very slow, requiring many years to kill the 
patients, none of whom bave been known to lecover. I did 
not see any affected person, but from the synlptoms above 
mentioned~ as detailed by the natives, I presume, that the dis
ease is of the encysted kind. 

Condition and manner oj living oj tke people.-Provisions 
being ch!Japer here than in Shahabad, and the expenditure 
pfmoney being nearly the same, the·peeple live more plenti
fully than in that district. 'l'here are many chiefs of very 
high birth, and extensive possessions; but no one lives i~ 
the splendour ·becoming ~uch & situation. During the Mu
hammedan government tbeir undisciplined but gallant fol
lowers were always able to secure them in a considerablt1 
share of power and respectability; so that, alth6ugh the rude 
state' of' the arts. deprived them of the means ~ of suitable 
splendour, and their ~eligious creed deprived them" of the 
means of showing' the convivial hospitality of our ancient 
barons, yet theyo.had numerous attendants, both in the battle 
an~ ch~ce, their usual occup~tionl1 in th~ day, and a great 
varlety of beau tid to enlive~ their nights. The power of 
European' discipline. ha~ing rendered all resistance to law; 
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llopeless, itll stern decrees having taken place, and the high 
born chief, in custody perhaps of two or three bailiffs, whom 
be must pay for common civility, is obliged to hang on in 
daily attendance at the office of a collector of revenue, and to 
treat 0. beardless penman as.his superior in rank. Their 
kindred still hang round the Ch,_ ~ith some degree of re
gard; but that consolation will on cease; and sO far as 
they think prudent, they natural y shun, all intercourse with 
Europeans, and. still more so with the native officers of go
vernment; their chief consolation 'is in the sports, which 
their wastes afford, and their chief expenditure is in hawls, 
and the equipage necessary for the chace. There is not 
therefore one native in the' district that lives in the splendour 
becoming a person of rank. Their houses at the best had 
heen mean; and I did not see one that was not ruinous. 

The custom of going abroad armed, which was lately ge
neral among the numerous gentry even of the sacred order, 
has in a great measure been abandoned;. and many of them 
have di~posed of their arms, thinking them unnecessary for 
t}leh' domestic security; for the police in that essential point 
has been much improved since the establishment of the Com
pany's government. The people are naturally honest, ~nd 
the thieves and robbers, who formerly infested the district, 
were men, who 'openly professed the employment, and sup
ported themselves by a military force, w~ich was adequate to 
resist irregulars in' the forests of this district, but instantly 
gave way to European discipline.' The chief perpetrators 
of enormities had be'cn the traders called Bangjaras, * who 
'Went in large caravans, armed, as they pretended, for their 
defence; but ready to plunder, wherever they could no it 
with safety. They still frequent the district, but merely as 
traders;: nor has there' from their part, I believe, been the 
least reason for complaint, since the people were under the 
protection of the well known, and highly respected bayonet. 
Manl' RaJputs here make money, by marrying the daughters 
of lower men from the east i still, however, the expense of 
marriage is intolerable, and is a principal source of the debt~ 
in wbicq !' great proportion of the people 'is involved. The 
expense of funerals' and of priests is trifling, when compared 
with that in Bengal. All ranks bury ·what money they may 
have, but few, have ,any capital. It is not supposed, that 

• Brilljal'ies or dealers in grain, &C. probably.-[ED.] 
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much is lost by being buried, as the people are careful to di
vulge the secret in time. 

III the topography of the divisions I have given an account 
of the buildings, so far as they affect the appearance of the 
country. The obsenations, made in the accounts of Behar 
and Shahabad on the different kinds of houses, are in general 
applicable to this district. The castles built ofroud, or even 
of brick, make in this district no external show, as they are 
always surrounded by thiclets of bamboos, which conceal 
them from view. Iii· se~eral parts a. good many tiled roofs 
have been-introduced, both in- huts and houses of two stories, 
and they are much lIeater than those of Behar or Bengal; 
but in some places prejudices continue against employing 
them, and they are considered as unlucky. The thatched 
l"oofs as in the south of Shahabad are execrably rude, and 
unseemly, although straw or stubble ,is very seldom used, 
and grass no doubt, with care, makes a neater and better 
roof than either. The huts have s~ldom any wooden frame 
for the roof, which is supported by a beam of 'wood going 
from o~e gable end to the other. and by the top ·of the walls. 
which seldom exceed four feet in height. Each hut, as usual 
in India, consists of one apartment, and those, who can afford 
more. accommodation, build more huts in p~oportion to their 
means. 

Although in the midst of forests, very few of the hutll 
have wooden dO!lfS, and still fewer· have Bny aperture in the 
form of a. window. Very few of the mud walls except in the 
town of GorukbpoDf, are white-washed or painted, and their 
outside is in general very slovenly; but as usual in India, so 
far as J could judge by peeping through the opeD doors, the 
insides are much cleaner than might be expected from the 
external appearance. There are here none of t.he huts in 
form of bee~hives. The houses in villages here are much 
huddled togetber, and-make no sbow at a distance, being 
usuaUy buried in "plantations i but they are, not scattered 
through these as in Bengal. IIQ that nres are very destructive. 
The furniture i~ fully more defective than in Behar •. 

The petticoat (Lahangga) is fuUy as much in use aa in 
Behar, but the bodice (Korta) and veil (Urani) are confined 
to a few young women of the Muhammedan' faith, or Rajput 
tribe; nor do any Hindus, but the wonlfD of the Khatri and 
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Aganrala tribes, adopt the drawers of the Muhammedans; 
and even these, it is alleged, do so only, when they go on 
private intrigues, to which they are said to be much addicted. 
The gown (Peshwaz) is confined to less than 200 of the chief 
Muhammedan families, and to the dancing girls. The Hindu 
WOlDen, wbo wear a petticoat, use also a wrapper, which 
covers tbeir ~ead and body" but does not entirely conceal 
the face; at least all young women contrived to shew theirs 
a8 they pass.' Besides the Lahangga and Sari in cold wea
ther, they use often a mantle or Chadar. The petticoat is 
always coioured, and most commonly checkered. Those 
most valuable are of pure silk and cotton mixed, from Mal
deh, .and usually here called Atlas. Then come those made 
of Tasar silk and eotton, which are called Ganggam or Ging
gam, and are made in the country between the Ganges and 
Ghagh1'8. The coars~st petticoats are made of .cotton en
tirely in the same part of the country, and have various hard 
names according to their pattern. The longer wrapper 
(Dhoti) worn with the petticoat is alway I'! of (lotton, and is of' 
various fineness according to the rank of the wearer. The 
finer ones are always bleac;hed, and both fine and coarse are 
sometimes dyed, especially at marriages. Widows of pure 
birth are not allowed to use the petticoat, but the widows of 
low cast~s, who iue in the 'expectation of becoming concu
bines, continue to use this ,indulgence. ~hose, who use the 
coarse petticoat, are in better circumstances than those who 
lise the wrapper alone; so that it seems to have been .chiefly 
the want of means, that has at oall preserved the original 
Hindu dress among the women. The female wrapper, 1"hen 
of full size, is here called Dhoti, which term in Behar and 
Bengal is'confined to the male dress, while the female wrap
per Df full siz.e is there taUed Sari. Many, however, cannot 
afford this, and must use not only a !lIDaU wrapper (Kiluya), 
but that coinposed of several pieces sewed together. which is 
aD. abomlliation witli the ~indus, 80 that every woman of 
rank,. when she eats, cooks, or prays, must lay aside her pet
ticoat, and retain only the wrapper made without the use of 
scissors or needle. ' 

The mea also have chiefly preserved the Hindu dress from 
want of means to-purchase the l\Iuhammedan; for everyone, 
woo Cilft llOJaibly pro~ure a full dress (Jora), either by beg~ 
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ging or borrowing, uses it at marriages. The number, who 
Can afforcl to appear in this dress at visits of ceremony (Dur
bar), is however very emaIl, and very few can afford shaUs. 
Many in visits adopt the more common Muhammedan dress 
(Hindustani Posh), but in ordinaryv\llmost everyone uses the 
old Hindu fashion of a wrapper, and turban, with a small 
mantIe for the cold season. Even those Hindus,_ who cannot 
afford the wrapper of a full size, use the turban, although 
!nany have it of a' pitiful size, but it must be Observed, that 
some old tribes, such as the Musahar, do not use this part of 
dress, which here however is more "general than in.any part 
that I have sef'O, even the Pandits and men dedicated to reli. 
gion using it; while in most parts they either go bare beaded 
or use a cap with flaps coming over their ears, such as we see 
in the old sculptures of Egyptian priests. The. turban I 
have no dQubt is of Persian origin. T~e Moslems at home 
use a small conical cap, and some of the scribes, who have 
studied Persian, are beginning to imitate them in this eco
nomy. In the cold season all who ca~ afford it pave quilts, 
which they wrap' round them, night and day, when cold. 
Those who are easy, use quiits made of <:hints (Rajai), or of 
coloured cotton cloth (Lehap). Those who are poorer, use 
quilts, which, when new, are white (Sirak or Saphedi),' but 
are never washed. Thost' who cannot procure 'sucp quilts, 
use those made of rags (Gudri); put such are chiefly used 
by the low castes, who also use blankets; while those of pure 
birth, who can~ot procure Rajais or Saphedis use only a 
single (Chadar) or double 'sheet (Gelap, Khol, or Dohar). 
They use blankets for bedding, bu~ never as a covering. The 
low castes, who use the blanket, always nave a sheet (Chadar) 
under it. In cold weather the women' use little more covering 
than in the hot; the grt'ater quantity of fat, with which 
women are' provided, repdering them less susceptible of cold 
than men are. On the whole the clot~ing here is fully as 
coarse, and rather more scanty th,an in Dehar and Shahabad; 
but I do not think that it is quite so dirty, a great many 
having their linen bleached, and cleaned by the washerman. 

Most of the mt'n .and of the Muhammedan women wear 
slJOcs, but very few of the low Hindu women use sandals. 
This however seems to be more from economy than aversion, . 
lIB the women of the chief families, who CAn afford to live idle 
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and in luxury, use the gaudy slippers made after the Patna 
fashion. Ornaments of lack are. confined to the women of 
the tribes called Chamar Dom and Dosads, in the very dreg. 
of impurity. The numerou~ tribe of Ahir use the base me~ 
tals, brass bell metal and~n, alDlost alone. The other tdbes 
wear almost all ornaments of glass~ with some of the metals 
according to their rank and circumstances. Some tribes of 
the Rajputs never use the base metals, although even the 
Brahmans use them on .their legs and arms. By far the 
greater part of all the women have,at least a ring of gold in 
their nose; and perhaps 200 families have their WOmen fully 
bedecked with the precious metals, which are more plentifully 
applied to female ornament than in Shahabad. Four or five 
families have coral, pearls and dia~onds. The ornaments of 
glass are however considered as the proper ones belonging to 
women of rank, while in the prime of youth and bllauty, an& 
here it is these alone that widows al'e compelled to lay aside. 

}Ien very seldom anoint themselves with oil, except at mar. 
riages, and, as a remedy for disease, The women more or
less frequently., according to their station, anoint their bodies 
and lleads with oil, and paint tfleir fOl'eheads with red lead. 
This even by young beauties is seldom done oftener than twice 
a week, and by old ladies it is practised lIeldomer. A bit of 
coloured glass is' pasted between the eyes at the same time, 
BDd is not disturbed by washing until the next day of orna. 
ment. • Their heads of course cannot be 'washed in the inter
vals. The washing of their forehead at any time is considered 
as very- disgraceful, and the alleging such an action is consi
dered as a term of great r~prOlich; fo~ ,,:idows of rank are' 
not allowed to paint, lmd the washing off the paint is consi
dered as' an expression of a desir~ for the husband's death. 
Virgins are not allowed to paint; it ,,:ould be consIdered as 
too glaring a- declaration of their desire to attract the notice 
of men. , 

The eyes of bridegrooms. are blackened, but no other malea 
are guilty of this affectation after the age of infancy j for the 
women, when they blackerrtheir own eyes, which is only done 
occa,sionally, apply some to th?se of thr;ir children., Most of 
the women are more or less tattooed, although the operation' 
is by no' means considered indispensable j and men of rank 
have no scruples of drinking from the hand of a nymph \!bose.-
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skin is without spot. The lower women, however, take "" 
great deal of pains in a~(Jrning their skins with variou~ 
figures. The ringworm is every where troublesome to .. 
number of the men, a.nd in some places seizes on a great 
proportion of them; but it seldom 'Ilffects women. It gene
rally goes away, or is mu.ch alleviated in the raW.14leaBon. 
Psora. ~ pretty common, especially ih wintu# but of1D the 
whole is less freqQeDC; than towards. east. 

h is usual.amung the eatives of India to cover themselves 
day llfta -nigbt with the lame clothing. At night the turban, 
and such ornaments as would incommode, are laid aside, but 
no other material change . takes place. The bedding there. 
fore consists of, what is intended tQ enable them to lie easily_ 
Those who have the best kind of bedsteads, made by a car. 
penter, and all the parts of which have received some degree 
of polish, !lave usually a bad mattrass, and some pillows co. 
vered with a sheet. Cllrtains are never used by the natives 
of this district, although several Bengalese have shown them 
the example. All the other bedsteads are of the rude kind 
called Khatiyas, which are mere rude stic~s t.ied together, 
with a bottom of coarse ropd interwoven to support the bed .. 
ding. This in some cases consists of a blanket and sheet, or 
of a carpet or rug. In "Other cases the hedding is a coarse 
mat, or lome straw. Many. however cannot afford these 
lux.uries, and sleep on the ground, 8preading on this a coarse 
Dlat of Kusa Ater or Gongdari, under which in winter is 
spread some straw. Religious mendicants are not allowed 
the use of bedsteads, hut use good bedding. that is blankets 
or carpets; and manT old iiUil'm persons prefer the ground, 
as giving them less trouble: 

The quantity of butcher's meat and poultry that is con· 
sumed here is exceeaingly small. In the capital two or three 
shops sell execrable goats' meat and mutton; but it. is used 
only by Mohammed~ns and persons of low birth; and the 
Hindu gentry, when they want to eat meat, kill it themselves, 
or offer it in s'acrifiee, or kill game; but a great many altoge. 
ther reject animal food. There are no ducks; the few geese 
and pigeons that are. kept are entirely reared as 'pets; and 
pullets' are very Bcarce, even is the parts whel'e Muhamme-' 
dans most abound. The chief supply of animal foOl! consists 
of venillon and hares killed in hunting I1y tbe Rajputs, awl 
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swine which are sacrificed by the very dregs of impurity, 
suitable enougb for the manner. in which these animals are 
reared, and in a stMe of poverty, which may be aptly com
pared to the leanness of their food. The lakes of this dis
trict afford an astonishing supply of the most delicious wate,-, 
fowl, but it is only OD the Bakhira Jhil that any advantage is 
taken t)f this supply. On the whole the quantity of butcher's 
meat and poultry used, as I have menlioned in Shababad, is 
in no manner connected with the wealth or ease in which the 
people live, nor does the vast numb~ of wild animals oft'ered 
by nature fo': food at all i!ompensate' for the Ileglect of do· 
mestic stock. Except in the i!apltal no butcher lUlls regu
larly to stand the i!hance of the market; nor IS beef a.ny 
where exposed publicly for sale. 

Fish has by na.ture been provided in abundance; but this 
food is not in much request, a great many .rejecting it as con· 
trary to religion, and some as contrary to health. Owing to 
these prejudices the dewand is small, and the fishermen' are 
thence probably unskilfuI. so that a great part of what is 
taken is secured ill the marshes, as these become nearly dry. 
\Vhethel' or not the wholesomeness of the food is affected by 
this circumstance, I will not take upon myself to say; but 
such seem.s to be the opinion of the natives, and there can 
be no doubt that it affects their taste, and that fish of the 
best kinds caught among the weeds of these marshes have a 
very disagreeable flavour. The fish in the running streams, 
of the same species, are exeellent; but owing to want of skill 
are seldom- procurable. • 

. Notwithstanding the vast extent of pasture, and the num
ber of cattle, milk, during the greater part of the year, is a 
lICarce article, and the greater pal't of the curds that are used 
have h8~ the butter previously extracted. The scarcity is 
owing partly to the want of vegetation, except during the 
four months of the rainy season; and t-rtly to the people 
being unwilling te deprive the calves'of any ",ilk. The pre· 
parations -or the sugar cane enter less into the diet of the 
natives of this district than in that of any hitherto surveyed. 
They are used io the same manner as in Shahabad.. People 
living here in the most luxurious styl~ use boiled ri~e daily. 
with unleavened wheaten cakes occasionally as 1& change, and 
have as seasoning • curry of pulse. and one or two of vege-
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tables, both seasoned with butter, turmeric, capsicum, salt, 
and spices. They use curds daily, and a little coarse Bugar 
or molasses occasionally. The use of animal food is entirely 
accidental, and depends on their religious opinions more than 
their luxury, all the sect of Vishnu rejecting it, while many 
impure and miserable creatures enjoy it often. People less 
easy, use oil in place of buttet, and have no foreign,spiceries; 
and it is not always that they procure curds. Those less easy, 
have nO' curry of vegetables, and procure curds in the cheap 
season alone., Those in still greater difficulty, have rice at 
the cheapest season' onfy, or on high occasions, ind use what
evet: grain is cheapest,. while they seldom procure pulse ex
cept in harvest,- or curds except on great occasions, and the 
quantity of oil and salt that they procure is very limited. It 
must however be observed, that towards the northern frontier 
rice is at all seasons the cheapest grain, an~ there its regular 
use is no indication of wealtl~ nor luxury. ' 

The use of Ghiu or boiled butter is nearly to about the, 
same extent as in Shababad, but that of oil is more restrained r 

than in any of the distric~s hitherto' surveyed. The quantity 
considered as a full daily allowance for 10 persons young and 
old, varied in different places from 10 to 48 p. w. and Oll an 
average was 25N7f p. w. equal to fUj-h~ s.w. of Calcutta, or 
a trifle more than 10 ozs, avoirdupois weight. The second 
class is said to use from 5 p. w. to 24 p. w. average l3-No p. w. 
equal to IS·la' s. w. or 5& ozs.· The third class uses from 3 to 
12 p. w. average 7N1f p. w. equal to '71-o6fj S. w. or,rather more 
than :1 ozs. Finally; the fourth class uses from f, to.7} p. w. 
average 8·U;r p. w. equal to 3& s. w. 6r I-f'-to oz. These 
quantities; as usual in tbe estimates of other districts, include 
wl~at is burnt for the lamp; and in the fourth class, are many· 
who have their food seasoned with oil on peculiar pccasions 
alone i but that is chiefly owing to the aversion of some of the 
low pork~eating tribes to this seasoning. 

The quantity pC salt said to be a full allowance for a family 
of 10 persons, varied from 10 p. w. to SOp. w. average 21~\
p. w. or 21.\;' Calcutta s. w. or 9t\ ozs. avoirdupois. The 
second class is said to procure 41 ozs. The third clan glozs. 
The fourth class 2-f.A,pzs. All procure more or less daily~ 
There being here no monopoly on salt, the quantitY' used com~ 
pUl:ed with dlat in the districts hitherto surveyed, will tend 
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to throw light on the effects of raising a duty on this article 
by that meanSj and it will appear, although the higher classes 
in Shahabad use more salt than those here, that the lower 
classes here. are much better provided, but this is probably 
owing to higher wages arising from a scarcity of the labour
ing classes; and it seems exceetftngly doubtful whether, if 
the monopoly were removed in Bengal, any considerable dif
ference in the consumption of salt would take place. The 
salt consumed here indeed in general, pays no revenue to the 
Company, as it comes chiefly by land;and pays transit duties 
to the Nawab Vazir alone; but owing to these and the land 
carriage, the price is not very much lower than that of se~ 
salt was in Shahabad, the quantity which' costs there 5 rs. 
selling llere for about 4.· Were the salt brought by water 
from the western provinces, it 'would pay duties to the Com., 
pany, which w~uld 'probably raise it neady as high as that 
which could be' brought from, Bengal under the monopoly. 
In fact the levying,the tax by means of transit duties is liable 
to strong objections on acc,ount of inequality, as many alto
getller escape p~yment, who li1Te ~ear the salt works, or pay 
to a foreign state, as in this district. Nor could this be re
medied without the establishment of numerous custolIl-housest 
attended by a heavy expen~e to government, and by endless 
vexations to the merchant. A kind of excise has I believe, 
been attempted in the western provinces with very little 
success, and I ain inclined to beIieve~ that even there a con
/iliderabIe ~evenue may be most easily reaIi~ed, and tha.t witli 
the least ve~ation.to the subject, by means of the monopoly, 
which of course implies a prohibition of the manufacture iq 
our western 1>rovinces, or of ~mportation from the westerq 
states; except on the account of government. Capsicum is 
much le~s used as a seasoning . than in Bengal, and many iq 
a great measure reject its use~ conliidering it prejudicial to 
the eyes. • In many parts turmeric is not' used with curry 
made of,the pulse called ~rid. that is witq the curry most 
common in this district, but it is used with every other curry, 
and in other parts it i8 used with the Urid. The Muham. 
medana ~se a good many onions, and the low Hindus garlic, 
but neither is taken to such an extent as is usual in Bengal 
and Behar. 

Although the people -here are but very poorly supplied, 
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with seasoning, they have abundance of nourishment in vari
ous kinds of grain. On an inquiry after the actual coosump
tion of 19 families of a rank exempted from labour, in different 
parts' of the country, I found, that they daily co;nsumed at 
the rate of 343Y'15 p. w. or 841 Calcutta •. w., or very nearly 
811ba. avoirdupois of gratn for five persons young hnd old; 
and in the same mannel', on a comparison of 21 labouring 
families, I founa that five persons consume grain daily at the 
rate of more th:m lOlbs. avoirdupois. On this, with a very 
little seasoning and water for dl'ink, where the climate is 
healthy, they are a sfout handsome race,'of very considerable 
activity, and high courage. No substitute is used for grain 
except in famines, none of which has happened since the year 
of Sambat 1840, (A. D. 1'783), and except by a few of the 
wretched Bhars formerly lords of th~ count~y, who use the 
I:oots of wild yams for a part of their subsistence. 

The use of palm, wine, as in Shahabad, falls very much 
short of that in Behar, and' falls also much shorter in reality 
than would appear from the tabl~lI, part1~ for the reason 
stated in Shahabad, and partly because it is only from one to 
two months in the year, when the liquor is most plenty, that 
it is any where worth while to take a license. 

The quantity of distilled liquor consumed is \'ery great, Bit 

Inay be known from the number of stills, and amount of the 
duty. Thiil is so great, that it is impoilsible· that tbe low 
tribes should consume the whole, .they being much more 
willing than able to purchase this luxury. The gentry indeed 
entirely disclaim the honour of good fellowship; but, this I 
believe, ariseil from what they ought to do according to their 
creed, and is not at all conformable to practice. I saw one 
man who said 'he was '8 proprietor of land, and a scribe by 
birth, who was on the road in' the morning most notoriously 
and insolently drunk, and several of the high~born chiefs, with 
whom I had interviews, appeared to me intoxij::ated; but 
whether or not with liquor, I cannot take upon myself to say. 
The greater part of those who intoxicate themselves with' the 
hemp plant, use tliat which- grows spontaneously. 

Except a few comm~n characters, no women smoke tobacco, 
but after the age of 20 a large proportion of them chew that 
drug, as do also 'a great p~rt of the men, although these al~(t 
indulge in smoking, ,and not a few take snuff. Tb& con sump--
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tion of tobacco therefore is enOrmOlll\l, although the (bukka) 
pipe is not so incessantly in their mouth, as is usual in Bengal. 
Four pipes a day is reckoned a full allowance for a smoker, 
and each J!ipe may contain 2 p. w. (356 grains) of the leaf 
mixed with an equa! qUl!ntity of molasses. 

Betle is' far from being so much used as towards the east~ 
still bowever, many people have their mouths very frequently 
filled, although not so as to prevent articulation, and it is 
an essential at aU great occasions J but on the whole it is here 
less used than in Shahabad. 

The oil most commonly ~sed for the lamp as well as for 
eating, is that extracted frQ~ the cruciform plants, but in 
some places linseed oil is used to a considerable extent for 
both purposes: ~s is ~lso tpat of Sesamum, and the Mahuya. 
The other kinds of oil mentioned in the appendix are only 
used for the lamp; but their 'quantities are trifling. In this 
statement will be founq an estimate of the 'Proportion of dif
ferent kinds of fuel and lamp oil used in different parts of the 
district; and of the extent to which the convenience of a lam}, 
is enjoyed. Candles are not used by the highest families. 
Almost all burn a fire by their bed in cold weather. 

In the appendix will be feund an estimate of the extent to 
which the inhabitants of this district are provided with ,at
tendants, and means of ·conveyance. The equipage of the 
chiefs, as I have stated, is chiefly suited. for the sports -of 
tbe field; and, when t\1ey go out to ~the chase, they are accom4 
panied by l\ good many Brmed horsemen I but many of these 
are their kinsmen, who still adhere from affection to the heads 
of their families ... The elephants mostly belong to· the chiefs, 
or to the principal collaterar branche~ !>f their families; and 
the camels are chiefly employed to carry' their baggage. Ol)e 
of them belongs to a religious mendicant, and is employed t() 
carry the drums that proclaim his faith in the prophet, and 
his devotion.to Allah; for, 81 usual in the east, he does no1! 

hide his light in a bushel. 
N one of die horses are worth more than two or th!'ee bun

dred ropees, which in this country will purchase nothing tole
rable. The ponies, I think, are rather better than in Shaha_ 
bad; and it illlsaid that the water of the Teri, whicb passes 
Nawabgunj, is favourable for this kind of cattle; but the 
greater par" of its course is in the V~zi.r·s country. Man, of 
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the pon1es are employed for carrying goods, especially about 
the capital. The Hindus who cannot procure" a palanquin, 
when bridegrooms, do not here scruple to ride on horseback. 

One Raja has a two-wheeled chaise, after the European 
fashion, drawn Qy a pony; but no other carriage belonging to 
a.native, is drawn by a borst', and the number of travelling 
carriages drawn by oxen, is quite inconsiderable_although few 
of the gentry or even of the Pandits, have any scruple about 
going in them. The few< that are, belong chiefly t~ prosti
tutes. The old palanquin~ with a long arched bamboo, has 
now mostly gone out of fasbion, and is retained by only one 
chief. The old ones are kept by bearers, and let for hire to 
those who wish to make a conspicuous figure at their marriage, 
and give from one to three rupees for the occasion. The 
Kharkhariya, in humble imitation of the palanquins used by 
Europeans, has now become the fashion for men of rank. 
Few or none, except some chief native officers of government, 
at the cap!tal, keep hearers in constant pay; but men oflarge 
elltates give farms at a low rent to their bearers, who are ready 
at a can, and receive food when employed. The lowest kind 
of palanquins, which are small litters suspended under a 
straight bamboo, by which they are carried, and shaded by a 
frame covered with cloth, do not admit the passenger to lie at 
length, and are here called Miyaoa, or l\1abapa. In some 
places, these terms are considered as synonymous, in others., 
the Mayana is open at the sides, and is intended for canying 
men, while the Mahapa, intended for ~omenJ is surr~unded 
by curtains. On account of tbis confusion in the nomencla
ture. I have not been able to form an estimllte of the "propol'
tion of each kind. 

Free domestic servants, both male and female, are more 
numerous here in, proportion than in Sbahabad, and receive 
usually money wages, with food an (1 clothing; but the women 
receive less than the men. ,Vhere food or land is not given, 
men-servants get from'2 to 8 rs. a month, and women from 8 
to 16 anas. They beat rice, bring hOID4 water, and clean the 
house and cooking vessels. The women-servants are usually 
called Tahalin, but sometimes Laundi, although entirely frt'e; 
yet this term is also used for slaves. "The same is the case 
with the term Nufur. which is applied both to slaves, and to 
fIorse-keepers. although these are free. As there~re very few 
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slaves, the women of the gentry ar~ in general exposea to per~ 
form much dil·ty drudgery, and many of them must eVeD carry 
water from the well, a labour, howe'Ver, which is chiefly con
fined to the old; as such an exposure of youthful beauty 
would be considered as highly dangerous. por is any woman 
of rank sent out for this purpose, when the circumstances of 
the family permit it to hire a woman of lower birth; neither 
are the people here scrupulous about who carries borne their 
water, provided it be in their. o~n vessels; only the very low 
tribes are excluded. There are, besides, many.poor women, 
who live entirely by carrying home water for families in more 
easy circumstan<;es, but not able to keep a regular servant. 
These women, as usual, are called Panibharin, and each ma:; 
make from 4 to 8 anas a montb, besides as. much cloth as she 
uses, and some fooJ. They can, besides, spin a little, espe
cially wIlen they make only a low; rate of wages by carrying 
water. . 

The slaves, except on the boundaries of Saran, bave been 
entirely introduced from the province of Behar, by hig'b-born 
chiefs, who hono,ured the upstart families of that country, by 
tal!:ing tl1eir daughters in marriage, and received of course 
many marks of these upstarts' gratitude, among which were 
the slaves.' Little profit has arisen from this present, and the 
slaves, except in one division bordering on Behar, have not 

• been employed in agriculture; but wait on. the persons of their 
new lords, and 8r'c irejlted witb great kindness, nor are they 
ever sold •. In the division of Parral)na, bordering on Sarun, 
are ~50 families of s}lWes, or whom the greater part (~) is em
ployed iii agriculture. These slaves are of the Kurmi tribe, to 
whom that part of the country chiefly belonged. They all live in 
their master's house, receiving food and clothing, and are not 
suffered ~o iptermarry with free persons. The ,children belong 
to the master of the father; but no man scruples to give his
girl in marriage to another man's sla.,.e, when he wants ber. 
They are never sold, and the women attend their ladies, while 
the men work in the neld. If any female slaves are purchased 
to administer to the pleasures of wealthy Muhammedans, the 
whole transaction is so involved in mystery, that no clltimates 
could be fortned, without recourse to means of violence, that 
would be highly disgusting. It is probable, however, tha! 
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some such slaves exist, and are procured from the moun
taineers, many of whom are ready to dispose of their children. 

The number of common beggars in proportion to the num
ber of people is much smaller than in Shahaba~, being only 
estimated at 1145; but the charity of the people is so ex
hausted by religious mendicants, that the sufferings of the 
actual poor are severe, and in sickness they are as much neg
lected as in Behar or Shahabad. It is much, however, in 
fa~'our of the people of Bellawa, that many there permit the 
necessitous poor to sleep in outhouses, and give them food 
when sick. Among the religious mendicants are many Brah. 
mans, stout fellows, but too lazy to work. Some of these 
hang on about almost every village i and, althQugh they do 
,not pretend to have dedicate~ themsel"e~ to God, nor to ab
stain from any indulgence in their power, they take away a 
large share of the subsistence, which ought to be held the due 
of the lame, blind. and infirm poor. The police, in withhold
ing the scourge of justice from' such idlers, is exceedingly 
Alefectfve. 

The people here are neither so indus"trious, nor so stilrul 
in agriculture, as those of Beh~r. They are not quite so 
jealous of their women, or at least do p.o~ show it in such ab. 
surd lengths, although this passion i~ a strong fe!'-ture. in their 
character. They are more hO,nest, I think, than in any of the 
districts that I ,have hitherto visited; so that there are fewer 
robbers and house-breakers th~n us'ua};" but there is a good 
deal of petty pilfering, especially about the capital, and 
Parraona. All classes are uncolWDonly civil, and especially 
the Rajput chiefs, everyone 01' whom: that I came near, 
showed !JIe many marks of consideratifn. AU 'classes, how
ever, were more jealous ~f my views in travelling through the 
country, and ~,\ve less foatisfactory answers, than ,:ven in Sha. 
habad. This'is partly no doubt to be attributed to an inferior 
knowledge of European arts i but much also m~st be attri~ 
buted to the incessant demands for an increase of revenue, 
and the unsettled state bf property, that have continued to 
harass the people ever since the English government was 
established •. 

Education of the people.-In some divisions of this district 
there l11'e no schoolmastera to instruct the )outh in writing 
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the vulgar tongue, and arithmetic; and there children are 
generally taught by their parents, or, if there is a family of 
high rank, the children are taught by one of the clerks who 
manage the estate. In many others, the schoolmasters, called 
here Bhaiaji, do not reside, or at least do not teach, the whole 
year, and are only employed in the rainy season ;"but, on the 
whole, there is little difference in the plan followed here, frOin 
that adopted in Shahabad. 

In every place the Hindi dialect is used; but it differs much 
from that spoken either in Patna or Shahabad i and the Patna 
people understand the women here with some difficnlty. The 
dialect used by the Tharus, the most ancient tribe in the coun
try, does not differ essentially from that of the neighbouring 
reasants, for the dialect differs as usual in every 'Raj , or barony. 
The Bhars, also an ancient tribe, are the most difficult to un
derstand.· The highest and most learned ranks, such as 
Pandits, speak in their own family the vulgar dialect, nor do 
they use any other, when they write on mere worldly affairs 
to vulgar men. Some of the learned cannot, however, read a 
lettet in this dialect; and toust for this purpose procure Some 
common fellow, and entrust him with whatever secret the letter 
may contain; for the Pandit knows only the Devanagri, which 
is quite different from the Nagri, used in business. In Ben
gal. whe're the same ch~racter is used for both the sacred and 
profane languages, thilf inconvenience, wI,ich is very great, is 
not felt. The vulgar dialect ,spoken here is called Gangwar 
boli, or the language of clowns; but the women would laugb, 
if the men attempted, to speak a more refined dialect, such as 
that of Lak'nau, or Patna; or such as is used by persons ofrank 
at Gorukhpoor. This is called the Shahar boli, or dialect of 
citizens, and is attempted to' be used both in writing and 
speaking by all whO' attend the 'cO'urts of law, or the presence 
of Europeans, as far as they caD, but with Europeans and 
Muhammedans, all correspondence is in Persian. Tbere are 
songs in th~ clownish dialect, which are used at marriages by 
the wO'men, and at religious ceremonies by the persons of low 
tribes, whO' are priests for the local deities. The poems of 
the Bhlltsj and of the Mirasin dancing girls, and other public 
performers, are in the polished dialect of cities. 

In'the high dialect, composed of the city language, inter
larded with Sangsltrita, the most commO'n compositions are 
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the Ramayans of Tulasidas and Kesavadast and the Surasa
gara and Satassi, two works concerning the loJes of Krishna 
and Radha. The former was composed by a blind Brahm~n. 
whose name is unknown. for Suradas implies merely a blind 
person. The Satasai is a work of Behari, a Brahman of Au
tarvedi. and is very difficult to understand. The Ramayan 
ofKesava. is supposed to have been composed in the year 
Sambat 1658 (A.D. 1601). and is called Cllandrika. These 
works are chieHy read by shopkeepers, scribes, ami proprie
tors of land, and are not thoroughly understood by Pal1dits, 
and still less by tllOse who have not made that a peculiar 
I$tudy, and are ignorant of the sacred tougue. Many, how
ever, as usual, read these works who do not understand. It 
is on this account not uncommon for people to assemble, and 
Qne man to read, while he, or any other person who under
stands, explains the meaning in a more simple dialect. 

The Raja of Onaula, and some Brahmans in his vicinity, 
have studied not only the Prakrita, which is supposed to have 
been spoken by Ravana, of Langka; but they are skilled in 
the dialect of the infernal regions, "which is called the lan
guage of dragons (SarpablJasha), from the enemy of mankind, 
at whose court it is spoken. I procur~d a copy of the Ping
gala, a work composed in this curious tongue, with a commen
tary in the language of the gods (Sangskrita).- The book 
treats of Prosody, 80 that the delusive flattery of poetry is in 
fashion at this court, as at many others. The dialect seems 
to ~ merely a fanciful variation of the Sangskrita language. 
The study of the Persian language is on nearly the same foot
ing as in Shahabad, and this tongue is looked upon as the 
dialect proper for all persons of rank in the state; but many 
of the Rajas have not given themselves the trouble t9 acquire 
it; and all th& ... Brahmans, who_ pretend to purity: would be 
disgraced by the study of any infidel language, the knowledge 
of all such being contrary to law. The importanG.e, however, 
attached to a knowledge of Persian, may be estimated" by 
knowing, that as many people are employed to teach it; as are 
employed to instruct children in the vernacular to'.'gue. " 

The proprietors of land (N umberdars) are not better in
structed than those of Shahabad. Of the sacred ~rder, one
half can neither read nor write, and among these are many 
priests IUld spiritual guides, who hav~ the ceremonies by rote; 
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! can indite ,0 epistle, and J can sign their names, a degree 
of knowledge called here Katakshari. The Kayastha tribe, 
or the scribes, are here numerous; and in general are qualified 
for business, especially by a great knowledge in the abysses 
of chicane used in revenue accomptl, and they have had a very 
fine field in the largeness and authority of the register (Ka
nungoe) establishment, although on the whole the caUeation 
of the rents gives employment to fewer than usual, the esta.
blishments kept by proprietors of land being uncommonly 
small. Fewer therefore in proportion have applied them
selves to- study accompts than in ShahaOOd, and the num
ber of those who have gone abroad for employment, little 
exceeds that of the strangers employed here, while a very 
large proportion of the scribes, as well as of the sacred order, 
lives entirely by agriculture. I have no where seen the seribel! 
so ignorant of the state .of the country, or at least so unwil. 
ling to communicate knowledge, and this applies in a' parti.
cular manner to the chief of them employed in the public col
lections, who, notwithstanding the most full orders issued for 
the purpose \ly Mr. Grant, the collector, would communicate 
nothing on which any reliance could be placed. 

Where the na.tive officeu of police had even tolerable 
allowances, I found many of them very decent intelligent 
men; and.even some of those. whose allowances are alto
gether triHing, appeared to me men of exemplary conduce. 
In particular I must in justice mention Mit Bundeh Ali, the 
Mohurir at Bhewopar, who on a salary or eight rupees Ii 
month was respected by the people aDder his authority, and 
bore a ch&.racter not only of activity, but of integrity, that 
was highly exemplary. The ladies of the high born chiefs 
can in general write, and understand the amorous effusions 
of TulasJdas and other mystical poets; but 10 other women 
presume to acquire such knowledge, and the childless widow
hood of many of these ladies is more usually attributed to 
this knowledge, thaD to the dissolute lives of the chiefs, with 
whom they had the misfortune to be united • 

. In the Appendix will be found the result of my inquiries 
respecting the state of common education i; this district; 
and the number of schoolmasters aDn teachers. In this dis
trict I beard of five l\faulavis, who professed Arabic science, 
and Penian literature; for the common study of Persian is 
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confinecl entirely to forms for the transaction of husiness. 
These Moulavis have a few pupils; but there is no public 
establishment for the encouragement of these kinds of know
ledge. The Moulavis indeed have free lands: but these are 
considered as entirely at their own di&posal, nor has anyone 
a right to claim thcir instruction. Sobhan Ali, Muhammed 
Munir, and Kuramutullah, however, of Gorukhpoor no~ only 
supply 15 pupils with instruction, but with food. 

The Kazis hold their offic, by hereditary right, and their 
jurisdictions are commensurate with the Rajas or baronies, 
into which the country is divided, and not with present divi
sions of either police or revenue. They have suffered much 
by the change of government, as they say, that the penaions, 
which they formerly enjoyed, have heen withheld by the 
Company's government, although they have been allowed to 
retain the lands. which they held free of revenue. In this 
perhaps there is some mistake, as it would appear difficult to 
point out a principle of justice, on which the one allowance 
should be granted. and the other withheld; and the general 
intention of government has undoubtedly beel,l of the most 
liberal nature, as every claim, however absurd and ill founded, 
to a possession of land granted in pe~petuity free of revenue, 
seems to have been allowed without investigation. The 
claims of Kazis were neither unreaspnable VOt fraudulent; 
nor, as I have said, am I aware of any pretence. on which 
they can justly be withheld. They are in general men of 
respectable characters, but not learned; and few, if any, 
understand the Arabic language. 

The pr..ofessors of Hindu science are here called merely 
Pandits; but many people enjoy that title. who certainly do 
not understand any learned language or science, and it is 
alleged, that sOlpe Pandits cannot even read, but have com
mitted certain ceremonies and passages in the sacred books 
to me~ory. The schools whicli the professors keep. are 
called here Sala. In no district, whi~b I have hitherto 
visited. are there so many teachers in proportion to the n~m. 
her of people. the Pandit of the survey having met with no 
less than 94 p~rsons, who professed to teach, and who fur
nished him with a list of the books which they use, and the 
number of pupils which they have. The particulars will be 
found in the Appendix; from which it will be seen, that 
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there are 516 students, or between five and six for each 
teacher. Ramajay, my chief native assistant, however alleges, 
that the Pandit of the mission was deceived, and that a good 
many of those, who pretended to be professors, were not so 
in l'eality; but having obtained fraudulent grants of free 
land, wished to pass themselves for men of useful science, in 
order to secure their property. Thus in Gajpoor 28 persons 
called-tllemse!ves professorl!J to the Pandit, but Ramajay was 
informed, on authority which he thinks undoubted, that only 
four of these persons taught any science, although all may 
be men of learning. How far h~ .is accurate, I do not know; 
but I have little doubt, that many people here are capable of 
asserting anl' thing in order to procure lands free of rent, the 
success, which frauds have met, having given very great en
couragement to their commission. On the other hand, again, 
I have hcard it alleged, that in the Pandit's list several pro
fessors have been omitted. On the whole, although the 
Pandit may have in some instances been deceived, he has 
omitted others; and his list" although not accurate as to in~ 
dividuals may perhaps be not far from expressing the general 
state of learning. All the professors have endowments; but 
more than a half of them cannot afford to feed their pupils. 

According to Manogyadatta of.Jiva in the Bangsi division, 
himself one of the most learned persons in the district, and 
who has accompanied me to assist in composing its history 
and an account of the state of the people, there are Seven 
others of the professors eminent for learning. The highest 
science is here reckoned the theology of the Vedas, which is 
more studied, than would appear fl'om the rt"portIJ of the 
Pandit of the survey, who,.,like other Bengalese holds this 
science, if such it caD be called, in great contempt. The 
doctrines of Sangkara are chiefly followed; and the wOl'ks 
most commonly studied are the.Vedantasar, composed by a 
pupil of AwaitaDanda, a Br~hmaD of the south, who dedi
cated his life to religion; the Pangchadasi, and the teD Upa. 
nishad Bhashyas of Sangkara: The theologians here insist, 
that every word, sentence and verse in the Vedas, as they 
now exist, was formed by Brahma before the earth, and that 
Vyasa did not alter a syllable; but' only arranged the ori
ginal parts into four books. which pr~viously had been com
prehended in one. All mention therefore of events, that have 
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bappened since the creation, is supposed to be prophetical. 
Such, I believe, is the opiQion, that very generally prevails 
among the Brahmans of the south, as well 8S those here l 
and, having been communicated to the learned in Europe .. 
Wl\ls'supposed by them to imply, that the books now called 
the Vedas were the work of a great lawgiv~r named Brahma, 
who formed the' laws of the Hind,l1 nation, and introdu~ed 
science. When it was discovered, that these wor~"men~ 
tioneq many personages, wllo lived very 10)lg after the com
mencement of the Hindu 'gover{lment, as the powel' of pro
phecy could not be received by any QJle but a Hindu, it was 
justly concluded, that ~hey were not the works of the law .. 
giv~r Brahma, who in fact is a mere cr~ature of .imagination; 
t1-pd Mr. Pinkerton is fully justified in calling the Vedas 
modern forgeries, even had Mr. Colebrooke proved that they 
were written by Vyasa, and that Vyasa lived 12 centuries 
before the birth of Cbrist j -for. in comparison of thQ J:Onr. 
m~ncement of the Hind1l history, before w hieh the Vedas 
are alJeged tj) bave been written, even thi3 distant pedol! of 
Vyas,a is put as yesterday, Uut that the Vedas, which now 
exist, were written by Vyasa the son of Parasara. lu' so early. 
seems to me completely incompatible with the lnention mad& 
in thelll of the success, th~t had attended the ceremony psed 
at the coronation of Janmcjaya the son of Parikshita, by 
which he had conquered the world; for Janmejaya was granq .. 
lion of Abhimanya, wbo Was the great grandson of Vyasa the 
son of Parasal·a. and it is altogether impossible, that so re. 
~Qte an ancestor should live to 'celebrate the conquest of the 
world bI his descendant. But besides this conquest is not 
~ik.ely ton aVe peen 'meptiQlled by any cOlltewporaryauthor, 
for in all probability the supr~DJe goyernmept of India was 
not then vested in the spurious offspripg of VYllsa. but in the 
pouse of Jarllsandha. Mr. ColebroQk~ inde~~ states, tha~ 
besides the descendal)t of V yhsa l?e has hean\ from the 
Brahmans of \Luother Janmejaya son of Parikshita; but <In a 
caref~lt e~ltmination' of the ge\iealogies; eJtracted fron~ the 
furan$ by Manogyadatta; 1 can find no such per~on; nor 
can 'hat learned Pandi~ recollect any such, although ther~ 
al'~ lDllny JanDlejayae. ~8pecial1y the son of purv. king Qf 
Pratisl1tha", I1,nd th~ names ~re. so ali1..e. that they may rea· 
dily hl,lv~ misled ~pe P~lldits consult~d by l\fr. Cole"fQOkc. 
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speaking from recollection. If a Vyasa, therefore; was author 
of the present Vedas, it was not the son of Parasara, but 
some persoD, who probably lived shortly before Sangbra 
Acharya i and many in fact allege, that the instructor of 
this great doctor was named Vyasa. If s·o, the author, or 
compiler, or perhaps rather corrupter of the Vedas, lived. 
about the ninth or tenth century of the Christian era, in the 
age ~hatically called dark, and to judge from the account 
given of the Vedi18 by Mr: Colebrooke, the work is worthy 
of the age.' .'. 

It is probable, however, that before this time there existed. 
a system of science (Veda), extending, according to a passage 
quoted by Mr: Cole brooke, not· only to the four kinds of 
sacred knowledge, detailed in the .present Vedas, but to 
grammar and history, the first of which in the passage al~ 
luded to is called the chief of the (Vedas) sciences, although 
the books now called Vedas do not treat on the subject. 
The historical part, there is reason til think, was valuable; 
but being irreconcilable with doctrines, which the author 
wished to' establish, was totally new modelled in separate 
works caUed the Purans. Although aU these go under the 
lIame of'Vyasa, there is certain grounds to doubt of his 
having composed the whole, as. it seems scarcely possibit', 
that anyone man in his senses would attempt to pass on tlie 
credulity of mankind a number of b!loks, treating on the 
aame subject in manners totally discordant and contradic~,ory, 
as happens in these works. Many circumstan(l(!s mentioned 
in these Purans, 'would show the time in which Vyasa ac. 
tually lived, could any of ·these works be traced. with cer
tainty to him j and I suspect, that.not only the historical part 
(Purana) Qf the ancient system of science, but that written by 
Vyasa has been new modelled in the various works now called 
Purans, all probably very modern, and composed by various 
persons. • 

'Many of the professors explain the legendary knowledge 
of the Purans to their pupils i but the only work employed 
for this purpose is the Sri Bhagwat, the mc,sning of which. is 
SIl obscure, ,that after understanding it all the others become 
easy. The explanation followed is that of Sl'idhar Swami 
Vopadeva. No one here doubts of the f31'i Bhagwat having 

. been composed by V yasa, and the idea of its being the pro-
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duction of Vopadeva usuaUy excites a laugh. I am informed 
that this work by the Pandits of the college of Fort William 
is universally attributed to Vopadeva, and the followers of 
Sallgkara in the south have adopted the same opinion; but 
by, the followers of Ramanuja and Madhava the doctrine 
usual in Gorukhpoor is strenuously maintained. Whoever 
composed it, from the genealogies it contains, evidently lived 
towards the end of Hindu -independence, or even latel.,_ 

In this district the study of the books included under the 
name Kabya makes a separate profession, although no one 
teaches it alone. It is considered, however, as distinct both 
from grammar and law, and even from the legends of the 
Purans, although the subject and style of both kinds of le
gend are nearly similar, and both are poetical effusions, nol' 
has the word Kabya any meaning but that of poem, and the 
Ramayan of Valmiki, although the wOl·k of a 1\1 uni. is here 
included among the Kabya. The real difference, therefore, 
is not in the Kabya, being written by mere men, and the 
Purans by Munis, but in the subject. The books called 
Kabya, like our heroic poems, treat chiefly of war and Jove, 
while the Purans contain also Cosmogonies and Theogonies. 
The books studied here under the name of Kabya, and they 
are much read, are the Ramayan of Valmiki, the Raghu and 
Kumar of Kalidas, the N aishad of Sri Harsha, who was a 
Mithila Brahman, contemporary, it is supposed, with Akbur 
and the Magha, which is here supposed to have been com
posed in pa.t by a rich Brahman merchant. After he bad 
composed a great part in couplets, each 'of which contains 
the word Uchchakai or high, he was unable to proceed far
ther with this conceit, and offered 100,000 rupees to every 
Pandit who would compose another couplet judged fit to 
have a place along with his effusions; nor were the merits of 
the new couplets to be tried by the envy of the genus irrita
bile, Of by the malice of snarling critics, of which probably 
the merchant had a superabundant experience. A much 
more certain method of appreciating the value of the couplets 
w~s adopted, although in ,the timea of Horace and Virgil it 
mIght have been deemed severe. hut to the soaring genius 
of the east it is partiality, and not severity, that illl dreaded. 
The poetical merchant, ~berefore, wrote .. copy of each coup
let on a fair leaf, and threw it in the fire, which instantly 
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consumed the poorer productions, while tllose worthy of pre
servation remained untouched. This merchant was contem
porary with KaHdas, who added several couplets. The art 
of composing verse is called Chhandagrantha, and a work 
called Banibhushan on this subject is taught by one professor. 
It is written in the language of the Gods; but the Pinggala 
on the same subject is composed in that of the Devil, and is 
sometinic9 studied even on earth. 

The study of metaphysics (Nyayasastra) is considered very 
honourable, and next in dignity to that of the Vedas; but the 
labour attending the investigation has overcome the desire ~n 
tbe Pandits for reputation, and none has made great progress 
in the study. A science called Mimangsa is here consioered 
as next in dignity to the crooked paths of metaphysics. One 
man blind with age pretends to have taught it; but, pa far as 
I can learn, no one in this district now applies to this science, 
and e~en in Benares a few only are at the troul:le. It in
structs mankind in the manner of, conducting some valuable 
ceremonies tYagyang), which' few of the Hindus now possess 
nu~ans of performing. Amrita Rawa, a Maharashtra chief 
now at Benares, lately however expended 16,00,000 rupees 
on one of these ceremonies called the Somayag, which is con~ 
sidered as far from being of the highest nature. The cere~ 
monies which the science of l\limangsa teaches are performed 
according to tile Vedas, which it must be observed admit of 
sacrifice; and those who admit of the existc'nce of the Atharwa 
Veda, as is generally the case here, have magical ~eremonies, 
by which they can injure their enemies, although the use of 
tl1ese, according to the teachers of the Mimangsa, is sinful. 
The ceremonies may be performed with a view to procure 
favour both,iri this life and in that to come; but very gene
rally, I believe, are undertaken in the hope of the former, 
and differ chiefly from the kind of magic called Agam, in 
following the formll of the Vedas, while in the Agam the 
forms of the Tantras are adopted. 'The Agam is reckoned 
very inferior in dignity to ihe Mimangsa, but, the latter is 
now neglected, and the former is a good deal studied, be
cause the ceremonies directed in the Tantras are within the 
reach of ordinary fortune. Although the ceremonies by which 
the enemy of the votary may be confounded, injured, or even 
destroyed, as I have formerly mentioned j are detailed in the 
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Tantras. these works as well as the Vedas declare that sin i. 
incurred by such practices I yet, if mankind could be induced 
to confine themselves to such attacks on their private ene
mies, great advantage would ensue to society. One professor, 
Iswariprasad Tiwari of Onaula, is generally alleged to follow 
the Bamachari or Vi~bhav, and several others are luspected, 
but none openly profess it, nor would it be considered decent 
to all~e the circumstance in the professor's presence. The 
books most read are tile Mantramahodadbi, the Tantrasar, 
and Sarada Tilak. The latter is said to be one of the Tan
tras composed by the god Siva. The l\1antramahoJadhi is 
the WOl'k of Mahidhar, a Brahman of the south. There are 
besides studied the Yantrasal' of Hariprakast the Tarara
hasya, a book ot the Virbbav, tbe Syamarahasya, another 
book of the same nature, tbe Tarabhakti Sudharnava of Vy
angkat Acbarya, and the Laktisanggam, one of the Tantraa 
composed by Siva. 
, Grammar is considered the science next most creditable to 
tbe Mimangsa, and. a knowledge of it is indispensable to ac
quire any 80rt of reputation, hut some few astrologers and 
magicians do not profess to teach it. The term Sabdika, for 
those wbo profess this science, is here understood, but sel
dom used. Every man here studies the Saraswat, and almost 
everyone the Chandrika. The author, Rama Sarma Acharya, 
was a Das3nami Sannyasi of Benares, Bbattoji Dikshita, a 
Br~hman, the author of the Siddhanta Kaumudi, the Mano
rama, and. Sabda Kaustubba, was the instructor of Rama 
'Sarma, and his descendants in the 15th or 16th generation 
are said ~o be now (A.D. 1814) alive ill Benares. The natives 
reckon five generations to the century, which is probably cor
rect, where people marry so early as they do •• The work. of 
Bhattoji Diksbita, and two others, the larger' and smaller 
Sabdendusekhar of Nagoji Bhatta, especially the first men
tioned, with a commentary on it called TatwavoJhani are 81110 

much studied, and are'«)f the scbool of Pallini. This person 
is supposed t& have been a Muni, contemporary with Kriabna 
Vyasa and other great personages at the end of the brazen age 
(Dwaparyug). He composed the Ashtadbyayi often studied 
here. An explanation or enlargement of tMs was CODl}losed by 
Katyayana Muni, nea,rly contemporary, and one Qf the most 
celebra.ted Indian lawgivers. The book on grammar com-
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posed by this law-giver is called Bartika; anll is abundantly 
difficult to understand; but t!.e most profound depths of 
Panini's scbool is cont:;~ned in the commentary of Patangjali. 
Some suppose, that this person was a learned grammarian of 
the sacred order of Gonarda, who prayed earnestly to Sesa
nag, the serpent who supports this earth on his head. After
lI'ards, as he was pouring out water to the sun, he observed 
a slIlall serpent in the water, which, on being poured out 
grew very large, and had a thousand heads, all ofwhicll began 
to speak on thc subject of grammar, and the Pandit began to 
copy what was said, and this composes the work called Ma
habhashya. This is very weU, and would convince the most 
sceptical that ineffable confusion of ideas prevail in the work; 
unless it were supppsed th!lt the Brahman had 1000 pair of 
hands to copy, what the 1000 heads spoke. Others however 
Jlllege, that Patangjali was an incarnation of the serpent 
himself. It will be readily imagined, that this controversy 
cannot be determinecl, and that no mention is made of either 
circumstance in the book, which is entirely confined to the 
most difficult_ discussions of grammar contained in 25,000 
couplets. Raja Bhartri Hari, brother of Vikrama composed 
100,000 couplets in explanation, but very little of this work 
is to be found nere, and the people study the Mahabhashya 
chiefly by means of the commentary of Kaiyats Upadhya of 
Kasmira, which contains only 25,000 couplets, and is ean~d 
Bhashya Pradipa, and the commentary of Nagogi Bhatta. a 
Maharashtra, in_50,OOO couplets. which is called Bhashya 
Pradipa Dwota. The Kasmirian is supposed to have lived 
six or 7 centuries· ago. The l\iaharashtra is much later. 
The Vaiyaka~'an Bhushans are also commentaries on Panini, 
the shorter containing 3,000, and the longer 6,000 couplets;and 
are occa~ionany consulted. Balam Bhl1tta, who died about 
12 years ago' at Benares~ composed a commentary of 50,000 
couplets, which has not reached this district. His father 
had been instructed by N agoji Bhatta. No other vocabulary 
(Abidhan) except the Amarkosh is used, nOr does every 
teacher of grammar deem it necessary to teach any vocabu
lary, the pupils acquiring the knowledge of the words at the 
same time that they do thl1t of' the grammar. Those- who 
use a vocabulary, generally begin by teaching it before they 
commence the grammar. . 
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Those who study the depths of grammar, have no occasion 
for a preceptor to explain the mysteries of the law, or of 
legend, being able to comprehend the meaning of all the 
works on those subjects. But those who read only the Saras
wat or Chandrikat must have both the books on law and the 
legend of the Purans explained to them. 

The study of the books of law, called here SmartwB, is not 
considqed very honourable; but by far the greater part of 
the Pandits, even who are not professors, study their law, and 
they consult more books than seem to be in use in the districts 
hitherto surveyed. The book most commonly studied i:t the 
Mitakshara, a commentary on the law of Aagyabalkya, accor
ding to a passage in which the important point of succession 
was. decided, the landed estate going to the eldest 80n, bound 
only to provide the collateral branches in daily subsitltence. 
It is said, that lately an order from Calcutta has come to 
reverse this, and to establish the law of Manu, wllich divide. 
all estates equally. * Indeed this division is admitted in seve
ra] other passages of the Mitakshara, but was never received 
in this district. It is here ~lleged, that this }York was not 
written by Padmanabha,· but by hi~ Bon. Vigyangneswar. 
Next to the commentary of Mitaksbara, the b.ook on law 
most commonly read is the Kalamadhav cOlI\posed by a Mad. 
hav Acharya, but not the celebrated doctor of the south, who 
instituted the sect of Krishna. Xhis work profe~sea to rest 
not only on the authority of all the 20 luminaries of the Jaw, 
but on the Vedas and Purans, and seems to be what we 
would call a digest. , ' 

These are the only books commonly referred to as autho
rity, but many others are to be found, or at least the professors 
pretended to have them. Th~ Pandits here. say. that only 
the first author of the law (Dharm!lsastra), tha~ is Swayam
bhuwa, is entitled to the name of Manu, and a book supposed 
to be composed by him, but evidently a modern fabrication. 

• I paid much attention when in India to the law of equal partibility of 
·property J and am of opinion, that the highest HindG law· given unction 
it; but however, it may benefit the mass of the people, the taL-iog away of 
a testamentary disposition, destroys in a great measure tbe incitement to 
tbe acquisition of property over whicb tbe possessor call maintain an ioRIl
ence, after death haa deprived him of itt persona) cnjoyme.ot.-[En. J 
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is common. It is caUed Manu, Manu Smriti, Manavya, Ma
nawava and Manavi. The other 19 great luminaries are only 
Munis. The professors here pretended to have the laws of 
Parasara, Yagyabalkya and Katyayana. They also pretended 
to have ~ome other works on the subject, composed by mere 
Olen. The Kalaniraya, written by Gyangneswar, I suspect 
the same with the author of the Mitakshara, for the Pandit 
1)f the survey often writes carelessly:" The Samayamayukha. 
The Smritisaraddhara written by Viswambhar. The Nirnaya 
Sindhu, mentioned in the account of Behar. The works of 
Rudradhar, a Mithila Brahman. The Saroja Sundra of 
Visesh Acharya., . 

The science Jyotish (astrology), is much studied, hut is not 
in general accompanied by· any considerable knowledge of 
astronomy. Four or five men, however, are said to be able 
to construct almanacs with accuracy, and make them for their 
own use; bu~ the great object is. to foretel future events, and 
the almanacs in comYnon use are all brought from Benares. 
The motions of the heavenly bodies, however, very little in
terest the people here, and the Jyotishas are consulted; First, 
at births, to know ~he future events of the child's life. Se
condly, to find out fortunate times for the performance of any 
action ofimportance. Third, to explain fortunate and unlucky 
days from the almanac, and the time for performing certain 
religious ceremonies. They have not yet introduced the solar 
year even in common affairs, except where compelled by the 
forms of the revenue accompts; for the l\Iuhammedalls of 
India have had.sense in everything but religious affailS, to 
introduce ,a solar year. In order to find out the time of day 
at which events happen, they use a rod of Khari, and judge 
by the length of its sbadow. At night tbey calculate by the 
rising and setting of stars. • Sucb accuracy is only attended 
to, when tbe person consulting is a Raja or great man. In 
common they take the time by guess, whicb no doubt answers 
equally well. Tbe discovery of bones, in situations propo~ed 
for a new house is not much used, but is occasionally required. 

The hooks in lllquest are as follows: the Bhaswati composed it is s,lid, 
by Satanandll in the 1021 of Shalivahan ( .... D. 1099), and used in the ron
structiQli of almanacs. The Makaran, another book used for the Shme 
purpose, and composed by Makaran, a Brahman of Benares. The R.1m
binad composed by Ramjoshi, a Brahman of Kraungchadwip. The Mil-
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hurta Chintamani composed by Rama Bbatta, a Maharaohtra Brabmaa, 
in the year of SlUllivahan 1522 (A. D. 1600). It is used ia finding out 
lucky times. The l\Juburta Dipaka, and the l\luhu:rta Darpana. thelle are 
very modern books. The Durbali composed by a Rama Sevak Acharya. 
a leamed Sarwariya Brahman, who lived on the south side of the Sarayu 
about 30 years ago; is chielly studied by tbe lower order of priests. The 
Jatakas ofYaraba Mihira; there are two books of this name, the Laghu 
and Yrihata. The Lakadwipis, Tarwanyas. aod BrahmlUl& of the lWath 
dispute for tbe honour of having this great mao in tbeir tribe, H~ Cather 
was Adityadas of Kapittba neaf Ujjaio. His wife Khana 1I"..s 801>o d .. illed 
in the fates, Nilkanthi-tbere are two books of this name, the J"tak and 
Tajik. 10 the latter many of the terms are arabie or Ya""n, utile Brah. 
mans call them; both these books were eompOOled by Jliilkdll'lb, eldu 
brother of Rama Bhatta, mentioned above. The Vastupradipa ol \' AIIudev 
a Brahman of Sakadwip; it is chiefly consulted for discovering furtuoate 
times for erectinl\' buildings. The :!ihat Pangchasika of Pritbuyull. the 
Bon 6£ Varaha l\Iihira. It enables tbe sage to answer que~tions. concern· 
ing what has happened, and what will come. The BhuTana Prarljpa treate 
on the same subject, The Grahalaghava was composed by a eenain GaUef 
Bbatta. a Brahman of the south. It is a large work, and is used is lIIali ing 
almanBCII. The Lilawati used in calculations o~pace ....... eompotled b,. 
Bhaskara Acbarya. Tlti, is reckoned a profound work.lIDd !IIalltllf) adatta 
doubts very much of the persons who said they pro(w;ed to teach it, h.> iflg 
any knowledge of the subject. The Itatnamla is a work of Sripati Batta, 
a Maharashtra Brahmalt. It is very much in use for ascenaioing the far
mnate time for common undertakings. Jataka wngkar. 

Those who teach astrology alone are rec~oned inferior to 
such as profess grammar, or any of tTle higher science.i. Oue 
professor of Sakadwip teaches and practices medicine. lIe itt 
also a professor of grammar, which secures his rank. The 
l\Ioulavi, or chief officer of the Muhammedan Iaw,-in the court 
~t Gorukhpoor has'the character of being skilled in the Gre
cian (Y unani) medicine i but he is too much engaged ill busi
ness to be able to teach. He however, giyes his advice to 
friends without fee. ' 

Besides the professors who teach Hindu science, ablout 
8,Q50 persons are dignified with ~be title of Pandif; but the 
acquirements necessary to pbtain this are not great. No olle 
of them is eminent, and many cannot read & word. Indeed 
the greater part cannot read with tbe fluency necessary to be 
used in the performance of ceremonies. and although tlICY 
may hammer out tbe meaning of a letter, are unuer the ne
cessity of committing the forms of prayer to memory. Tlie 
understanding them is quite out of the queation i and pe~hal)' 
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justly, is considered of little consequence. All pretend to 
have some skill in the Hindu law, and of the valuable science 
of Jyotish. The lowest of them are called Karmathiyas, and 
resemble the Dasakarmas of Mithila; but they condescend to 
perform ceremonies for lower persons, and do so without dis
grace. These amount to about 2,800, of whom 1,300 perhaps 
cannot read the ceremonies, and none understand the sacred 
language. 

In this district it is reckoned legal for all Kshatris, or Vais
yas, to read the word of god, or of the Munis; but not to 
explain their meaning. Many of the Rajputs therefore, are 
taught by rote the portions of sacred writings used in pt'ayer; 
and several chiefs have obtained a certain knowledge of the 
meaning. The Onaula Raja at present, is the only ohe who 
has made considerable progress, and his Obstinacy in rejecting 
the advice of the sage, shows how dangerous such pretensions 
to knowledge might be,come. "It is not legal for the Kayas
thas to study the word of god or the Munis, but some old 
Kanungoes have studied some of the grammars published by 
men, and the works on the art of poetry. As in Shahabad 
it would seem, that their attention in study is entirely directed 
to the profane poets; b'ut both those in the learned, and 
more vulgar dialects are perused. 

No interlopers here ~retend to interfere' with the sacred 
order in explaining the decrees of fate by· the science of Jyo
tish; yet some'who profess it, are exceedingly ignorant, and 
are not admitted t~ the honour of being· even Karmathiya 
Pandits; but are. attached to the manorial establish~ent. and 
are called Dihuyar or ~hguhar Brahmans, or are mere 
wretches called Dakatiyas (robbers), or Bhangrariyas (pre
tenders). 

About 230 women of low caste, as in Shahabad, pretend to 
be inspired' by Mahamaya (the great mother); and to disclose 
futurity, especially in the result of disea,se. They even in 
some cases pretend to point out certain remedies, especialJy 
religious ceremonies, by which the patients may be relieved. 
and sometime; seem even to ha"ve been made tools for bring
ing ~ertain places of worship, and certain images into credit. 
Even men of decent rank are sometimes- compelled by the 
importunities of their wives to .consult these creatures about-

VOL. n. FF 
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their children, although all reasonable men hold them in the 
utmost contempt. 

The Hindus who practice medicine as a science, amount 
only, so far as I heard, to 43 persons, of whom by far the 
greater part consists of Sakadwipi ,Brallmans. Three Mu. 
hammedans are followers of what tbey ('all the doctrine of 
(Jalen and Hippocrates. These physicians are seldom ser" 
vants. In usual they make from 100 to 300 rupees a yellr, 
and have suffered much by the change of government, wbleh 
hils very much affected tIle income, as well as the power of 
the higher ranks of natives. Between 20 or 30 people, ,,110 
have no books on medicine, and if they had could not read 
them, 'exhibit drugs in disease, and are called Nardekhaa ott 
pulse-feelers, for the ceremony of feeling the pulse is in all 
cases considered as absolutely necessary. There are between 
50 and 60 surgeon barbers, who cup, bleed, a.nd treat lIores, 
and some at Gorukhpool' are said to extract the stone from 
the bladder in the old manner. Those well employed may 
make 100t 12 rupees a'month, an9rin general give up shaving. 
They are mostly Muhammedans. The midwives here do 
nothing else hut cut the umbilical cord, and are of very 
impure tribes. 

The people who innocula'e for the small-pox, are not here 
reckoned Ojhas, although they pretend, that their art consists 
in invocations and spells, calculated to conciliate the goudes. 
(Devi); for here she is seldom invoked by the name of Sitala. 
None reside bere. They are called Chhapabas, and all come 
from the east, and use incantatiolls in the Bengalese dialect. 
The practice on the whole seems to be gaining ground, ellpe. 
cially among the Hindus. ' , 

About 1,450 men pretend to be possessed of the art of in. 
cantation; and, although the greatel' part are of low caste., 
some are Rajputs, and some Br'allmaDs even are no' ashamed 
to profess the art,. and claim a pre-eminence of skill; but no 
man of decen~ e{lucation is among th~ number: 3.50 are etn. 
ployed to cute the bite~ of ,serpeets, and the remainder to 
cure the diseases supposed to arise from the influence of 
devils. Some of them pretend to take the devil. to themselves. 
The beliefin witchcraft spreads distress and dismay through 
the vulgar and weak-minded j it .eems to be confined chiefly 
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to the parts of the country nearest the hills, and in Nkhlaul 
it was alleged that 50 poor hags had the character of being 
witches. The Thal'us however, are held, even by~the best 
informed Pandits, with a good deal of fear, and are slipposed 
to be possessed, of supernatural powers like., witchcraft, al. 
though Jlot called by the sa~e name. It was said in Parraon3. 
that until lately the Tonahis 01' witches were numerous; but 
some judge sent an ordel', that no one should presume to injure 
another by enchantment. It is supposed, that 'the order hili 
been obeyed, and no 'on~ lIas since imagined himself injured, d. 
sign of the people being remarkably'easy to govern. ,.' 

The Sakhas are a kind of pretf!nders, wha's('em to be the 
remains of an 'ancient priesthood, 'whose chiefs' were called 
Guro, of whom one 0,' two still remain ,among' the Tharus; 
but the common Sokhas are of all .castes, :eveD' 'Brahmaus 
adopt,ing the profession, which is accommbdated to indolence 
and dE'ce~t. The Sokha every Monday sits under some large 
tree, beneath a canopy, and generally 'on a platform of 
smoothed, ,clay. People; whose kindred are sick, or,whd are 
involved in the troubles of law, make them offerings, and aIlt 
instructed what to do in order to escape from 'hoth evils, the 
Sokha pointing out what. deity or spirit can give the requisit~ 
assistance. The Sokhas do not rave like the women pretend. 
ing to be possessed by' the Mahamaya Jgreat mother~, aniJ. 
their number was said to amount to about 60 persons, 'The 
Guros are employed to al'ert the dangers of tigers, elephants 
and insects, when these destructive animals 'are ravaging the 
folds or fields ,of the husbandman; 
, ,RELIGION AND CASTES., 'Muhammedans • ..!....The number of 
these believing in Muhammed has been taken fl'om an esti. 
mate made in 'each division o£ the houses; said to be occupied 
by each class of the faithful, and"is probably rather undet,. 
rated. hi' this district, many converts were' formerly made, 
not only from the lower classes of artificers, but ,from: the 
agricultural tribes. This .was chiefly effected, 'in times of 
scarcity, when the~oo~ lost' caste by eating impure things, 
1I0r is there any l'eason to think, that the government of· the 
.Nawab Vazirs was, het:e at least, in any degree intolerant, or 
gave any preference to those of their own religion .. 

Not only the, converts~ but even many Moslems of .rank 
and foreign extraction. are tinged with the Hindu supersti-
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tions, chiefly, as usual, owing to the fears of the WOU1el'J, who 
in cases of danger cannot be prevented from making offerings 
to the objects of Hindu devotion, when applications to their 
own saints have failed i and the Hindus, in their turn, are 
equally willing to respect the saints of the Muhammedan 
faith. The doctrine of caste seems nearly as strongly"esta
blished among the Muhammedans as among the Hindus. 
Some of the Muhammedans also, especiaUy weavers, have 
been infected with the desire of following new routes to 
heaven, especially that pointed out by Kavir; and these use 
larger beads, feed more abstemiou~ly, and pray louder, and 
with more grimace than their neighbours. They do not, 
however, reject the prophet, and in common life follow the 
customs usual among the believeu (Momin). 

The office of Kazi is considered as hereditary, and all 
those who hold it, have some endowment in land. They had 
also salaries in money, and certain perquisites on part.icular 
days, both of' which, have been withheld since the Muham
medan government has ceased. For withholding the per
quisites, as connected with the old religion, there may be 
some reason; but why a person, who had a hereditary right 
to a salary, as I have said, should have heen delJrived of it, 
and allowed to retain lands free of rent, granted on the same 
plea with the same'salary, I do not understand.;; The dutie8 
of the Kazi here are to attest deeds, in conjunction with 
some other officers to superintend the sale of estates seized 
by the law, and to perform marriages. The two former 
duties are seldom entrusted to deputies, the last generally is; 
for the Kazi seldom attends at any marriages, except those 
of the great, and he attends the~e chi~fly 8S a friend. The 
deputies are called Nayebs or Nekah Khanis. The term 
MoIna is sometimes used i but there are no \'Iuch persons in
dependent of the Kazis. The deputy is seldom allowed 
more than one-fourth of the uues on marriages, and often not 
110 much. The dues on each marriage seldom amount to half 
a rupee. 1\1any of these deputies are weavers, lIome, how
ever, are persons of respectable birth. At funerals, any 
one, that the relations choose, or can procure, is employed to 
read the KOl'an. 

The Pirzadahs of this district are not in general 80 re
"peetable, nor well endowed as in Behar; not. from their 
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office being in less request; for perhaps !leven-eighths of the 
faithful become M:urids; but because in the neighbouring 
parts of the Vazir's country (Oude), there are several families 
of peculiar sanctity, which carry away a larg81 share of the 
profit. The number of Fukirs is very great, amounting to 
between 850 and 900 hOllses, by far the greater part married, 
and mere peasants employed in agriculture, although they all 
beg as much as they can; and the greater part is provided 
with endowments in land, but in general too petty to support 
them without labour or begging. In their present subjec
tion to an infidel nation, they are a very mild smooth set of 
people, who pour forth blessings even on those who refuse to 
give them charity, and who return prayers for scoffing. 

Prayer and ablution are more attended to than in Shaha
bad. About 790 persons are supposed to perform Nemaz 
daily i but the number of these, who do so five times a day, 
if! not great. They are reminded of their duty by f5 criers, 
some of whom have endowments; but others call upon the 
faithful, from a mere sense of duty, 'without fee or reward. 
One weaver only has found his way to and from Mecca i but 
pilgrimages to the tombs of saints are exceedingly common. 
Most of the places are in the territories oE the Nawab Vazir 
(Oude), and not very far removed from this district. 

In the mosques, or other places of worship among the Mu
hammedans, there is nothing like our forms observed; no 
priest presides to perform certain ceremonies for or with a 
congregation of the faithful, nor does anyone in these places 
explain the Koran. In a very few mosques two or three 
people may assemble daily to pray at the stated periods, and 
a public crier may call the faithful to remember this duty; 
but of the few, who attend to his call, most perform their de
votions at home. On Friday (the Muhammedan sabbath5, 
a few more attend, but each IDaD prays for himself; and, if 
there is a person endo\ved for the purpose of praying regu
larly, it is, I believe, always for celebrating a service in the 
king'e name, that is for performing, what is called the Khot~ 
bah. At the Id and Bukurid a great many assemble at some 
place of worship to pray. By far the greater number of 
mosques Bre complete ruins, ami are totally neglected, nor 
does any sanctity see·m to. be attached to them, Except the 
live Moulavis. and perha~ an equal flumbe!' of pupils, none, 
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l.doubt, understand the Koran,' although abundance read at 
least portion. of it. I beard of none who bad committed tile 
whole to memory. The <luty of fasting, and the celebra
tion'of the l\lohurrum are nearly on the lame footing as in 
Behar. 
, 'As I have already mentioned, the doctrine of caste is as 
fully established 1l1l1ong the Muhammedans of tllis district as 
in Shallllbad i but the respective ranks of tIle castes are far 
from,being welt esta.blished. Nothing can More Jully show 
the complete ascendancy, that the Hindus, and especially the 
'penmen (Kayasthas) have acquired by the change of' govern
l!lent, 'than that all the Pilthans, and even Fukirs, whu bave 
been under the necessity ,of holding the plough, are now ex
cluded from the rank of gentry (Ashraf), although many 
Rajputs lln(\ 'penmen, wbo have been guilty of the same 
meanness, retain this unk, and spurn the Pathans, before 
whom, the l)Cnmell especially, for many ages', bowed their 
Ilecka in the most abject fear. 
" The Saiuds, descended of the propbet's daughter Fate
tllah} 'ate supposed-tcT amount to about 602 houses. 'The 
Ashraf Sheykhs, 01' persons of Arabian .families, are now 
usually reckoned next in rank, and may amount to 1005 fa
milies. The Moguls, lately sovereigns, amount only to 157 
houses. None of these three 'classes use the plough. The 
Patbaus arnount to about 1776 houses; but many. having 
llcld the pl,)ugh, are now degraded. The Fukirs, amounting 
!to 876 houses, are in " eondition similar to the Patilans. 
'.\Vhatever may originally bave been their birth, the children 
for Fnkirs intermarry only with eacb other. Those who ab
:Sfain from maniage seem to be at liberty to adopt whatever 
-persons, they please. .A few have betaken, themselves to 
,commerce. There are 11 families of the l\Iuleks, who (01-
"loWed Mnlek Bayo in the conquest of India. and are reckoned 
-among the gentry. No ,less than 214 families of the poets 
'called Bhats have adopted the faitl1,I.hat having been agreeable 
:ta the persons, whom it was most profita.ble to Batter. although 
'most of'them continue to use the same forms tbat they did. 
, whe~ Hindus. They are reckoned among the gentry. although 
''many 'are reduced to nearly the state of common beggars, 
baving neither tIle stock nor skill necessary to procul'e a 

,living by agriculture i but many have smaU endowments, an~ 
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they are betaking themselves to agriculture, all fast as ~ean$ 
will admit. A very few families Qf the ~~uhaD1~ed\ln ,gI1PY'Y 
have engaged in .trade, and two, or ,three., who h~ve J>ecqme 
artists, are considered as degraded. ,A great many have free 
lands; and most have, farms, the cultivation of wJtich. they 
superintend. Those who enter into the ser\l;ice of ,E,uropeans 
as domeatics" are all, as usual, among the, impure JJ;ibes,. 
;About 7097 houses of the tribes of cultiv/ttors, w\to hFive 
been converted to the faith .. continue in the prllctice of 1jh~ir 
truly respectable employme.nt~ and do not S,"0J;J) the I>J-ough,: 
II good many have now acquired the property of .the ,sPi:!. 
They are in some plac~s' called Turuk, in' Qthcrrs Rl\utela, 
both considered as terms of reproach! but they are not l1eld 
aD low as the artists; who h~vcr adoptell the faith. rhey 
are chiefly employed as ferrymen; but, as a great part of 
the tribes of boatmen are employed in agriculture, and ~s 
they cannofbe called either traders or artists, I have place~ 
them after the cultivators. 

In this district there are only $4 famiJies of tQe useful t~~be 
of innkeepers (Bhll.thiyaras). ,nor ,Ilr!! the whole ~ven of the$e 
able to live by that profession j hut spme of them sell fire
wood and potters' ware. cut grass for horses,. ",nd prepare 
4:harcoal balls for ,smoking tobacco, Among the Hindus ~t 
would appear that there never were allY such persoDll 'as inn
keepers~ although in ~his district ~here is a peculiar, c;aste, 
,the people of which live by cutting' and selling grass. which 
is Ii part. of the Bhathiyaras' profession. ,The Bhathiyaras 
are said to have been Qriginally constituted by Sher Shah, 
when that prince' e'Stablished in~s throughout his dominions. 
, HUll>tTS.-J bave nothil1g new to offer concerning the ot;igin 
of the castes. more especially of tile Br~hmans, I shall Qnly 
previously observe. that ~ farther'examinlltion of the genealo
gies contained in the 'Writings' reckoned sacred, hliS !lff(}rded 
yery numerous instances indeed of \he sons of Brahmans be
ing Rajas, of the sons of Rajas being Brahmans, and.of.inter~ 
marriages between the ,two p,l'ofessions. This exalllina.tipn 
has also pr:odueed some instances of marriages or cqh~bi~a..:. 
tions with low. and even barbarous tribe4!. neither o"~l,lsi2ning 
loss ot caste in the parents nor cbildren; of the same person 
at different time! having been of different profess,ions; and 
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even an instance of the son of king having been a merchant 
(Vaisya). These in my opinion show clearly, that in ancient 
times there was no such thing as caste; and the same gene
alogies mention many circumstances, which show that what 
are now called the rules of purity were not observed in an. 
cient times. For instance, we find persons of the highest 
character, as Vyasa. taking to his bed his brothers' wives 
(still a.common custom among tJle impure tribes), and having 
l1y tbese-his brothers' wives two sons, Pandu and Dhritarash
ira, who succeeded as kings of India, and were ancestors of 
a long series of princes. We also find five brothel's marrying 
'One woman" as still usual in Bhotan, and this woman (Drau-

- padi) was not only of the highest birth, but is still addressed 
by the Hindus in their prayers as a peculiar favourite of the 
gods. We still further find the most illustrious prillces, 
aP'long whom were two (Krishna and Balal'ama) who have ob
tained tIle honour of gods, assembling to drink at a feast, 
and killing one another in a quarrel occasioned by too deep 
potations. The Pandits, it nlUst however be observed, al
though they readily admit the truth of all these circum· 
stances, do not admit the conclusions that I dl"aw. They 8ay, 
that at all times the great have taken the liberty of indulging 
their passions in whatever manner they please; and that in 
former times mankind, bl'ing infinitely greater than tllf'y are 
now, could with impunity indulge in illegal pleasures tllat the 
poor rogues of the prescnt degenerate age should not pre
sume to imagine: nor do they consid~r these actions as at all 
rendered legal by their having been done by the gods or the 
saints, wllose doctrine they hold themselves bound to follow. 
They very indulgently declare, that mankind are bound by 
the precepts of the law, and not by the exalJlple of the law. 
giver. Although it must be i;onf.essed. that in the actual 
practice of mankind the doctrine of the Pandits is not very 
unsound; yet I presume, that the christian reader will think 
it rather probable with me, that the sages of old. who hue 
delivered to us these accounts of their conduct, had it been 
contrary to the then established law, would as usual have 
been some,,:hat more reserved in the publication not only of 
the frailties of their "gods, who may be supposed'to have 
broali shoulders, but even of their own infirmities, and those 
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of their nearest Telations. I have endeavoured to estimate 
the number of each tribe of Hindus by the same means, that 
were used in Shahabad. 

The Brahmans· amount, it is said, 10 ahout 70483 families, or ahout 
one-lifth of the wlJOle population'; Bnd only one-tenth of the whole number 
are of the military order, which r suppose to be the remnant of the ancient 
Brachmanni. Of the JO nations into wbich the greater part of the saered 
order is now divided, the Kanojiya is by far tbe most numerous, and con
tains almost the whole of the Brahmans belonging to this dass, amounting 
to no less tban about 59,300 bouses. As usual this nation has undergone 
many subdivisions, and the mo~t remarkable are inlo Sarwariya, SanauriVIJ 
and Antarvedi. The former comprehends by far the greater part (56,360) 
and it i$ said detives its name from the countl·y called Sarwar; which im. 
plies tbe country of the Sarayu; but is restri('led to the conntry between 
the left bank of that river and the hills, that is to this district and a small 
portion of the Nawab Vazier's dominions. The term Sarwariya in tbe 
account of Shahabad was written Saryuriya, but this the people here say 
is incorrect. It mllst however be observed, that the Brahmans on both 
sides of Sarayu, belong to this division, and that the term Sarwariva is 
quite modern, heing mentioned neither in the Purana nor Desmala. The 
~anvariya Brahmans are exceedingl)' proud, and value themselves on 
observing tbe Hindu rules of purity WIth great stri(,tness. On this account, 
althougb they acknowledge, that they are a branch of the Kanyakuhja na
tion, they consider the term Kanyakubja or Kallajiya as highly offensive, 
especially because the Sanauriyas and Antarvedis, who are poor, do not 
scruple to hold the plough with their own hand; but this i$ here considered 
as altogether incompatible with the purity of good birth. Many of them, 
even men, who would in Bengal be degraded as acting at temples as priests, 
as'erted to me, that they considered not only the three lower trihes, but 
even all other Brahmans so much their inferior, that they would not drink 
watpf from any hand but that of a !'larwariya Brahman; but the very men
tion of such a cireumstance was so offensive to my assistauts, who were of 
other tribes, that J could not induce them to credit tbe circumstance; and 
they stoutly denied the veracity of my informants. - The whole of the Sar
wariyllS assume exclusively to thembelves the title of Pujyoman, as being 
the onlv Brahmans, that are the legitimate o/ljects of worship among men. 
The mQ~t illustrious among the Sarwariyas are divided into 19 Pangtis, of 
which the three highest are called Garga, Gautama, and 8andilya, pre
tending to be descended of these three persons, but this origin of the families 
(Gotras) of Hindus is exceedingly doubtful, 118 it is common to the Sakad_ 
wipi Brahmans, who are not descended of the SOilS of Brahma. The sup
posed descendants ofGarga 4!laim to be the highest, and are called Sukla, 
the Gaulamiyas take the title of I\Jisra, and the Sandilya$ that of Tripatbi, 
in tbe I'u)l('ar tongue pronounced Tiwari. These three Pangtis Dever use 
for their Gurus nor Purohits any person but tbeir OWD relations in the male 
line, or their ai.ters son, The Dext 13 Pangtis, who are of equal rank 
Bmon'" themselves, do not derive their Dames from theiT supposed ancestors, 
but from distinction, origmnlly local. although tbe people now called 
after such or such a place do not reside ncar it. Tbe three lowest 
Pangtis of the- Sarwal'iyaa also derive their names from different places. 
'l'bt'se 19 Pang-tis form only ahollt a twentieth part of the Sarwariyas. 
Those who ~waiD are called Tutahas. These are DO ways permitted to-

.. The origin of caste is still involved in so much obscuri~£that the whole 
of Dr. BuchanlUl's remarkll on the Br~hmdns are given.-.-lED.] 
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take in marriage the daugblers of the Pangtis. but sometimes a Pangti Be. 
cepts a great deal of money with a Tutaha girl, and reducea bimM:l( to) 
tbat rank. adding however great splendour to the family into whit-II h .. 
marries. AU tbe Pangtis are strict in observing the exte'rnal ceremflnH~' 
of religion, wbich tJlnnv of the Tutahas negleet. but much of tbe learnIng 
belonging to tbetrihe is·in poss8!lSion of the Tutahas, amoll~ whOID are some 
ef tbe most learned Pandies. On the whole however the ~arwari ,as poa8CSt 
much les8 learning than they dhould iD proportion to Ihl'ir great numbers. 
beingnine-lenths of all the sacred order. that rooM take Dana; for uhhe 95 
PaDdies. who prof8!lS the sciences mentioned by the Pandit of tbe .U"CV, 
70 only .belong '0 'his division of the Kanyakuhja nlltion In gencral the 
PangUs enjoy the offices of Guru and Purohit for the bilther rauks, alld it 
is only Tutahas of great learning, that presume to interfere. Wllpre the 
number lif Brahmans is 80 enormous, only a small proportion could IIv" 
by deceivinl{ tbe multitude, which is tlaeproperdulyoftbe 8rahlOllU8, aud loy 
folr the greater part, even of those employed as pri"tg, ""ho ha~e lIot lalills 
of their OWO, rent them (rom olhers, and sub.ist more or I .. "" bv theIr 
cultivation. Where their proper profession alford. them other mean., 
the Whole of the ('ultivatioD is earned on hy servants; where the family ba. 
no other resouree, tbe men, hoe, lweed and water, but al)dtaio frorn 
ploughing or reapinK. Aknost the onlv persons, who do oot farm. are 
those, wbo are well endowed. or who j,ave DO 8tock, and mus' therefore 
)i<'e as common beggau; for tbey will 00 no aecounl work for bire I lIut 
Sarwariyas of aU ranks, who are poor. are willing to carry arm., alld act 
as messellgen. The Pangtia never al't as priesta in temples, nor fonD a 
part of tbe manorial establishments (Dihuyar); but tbe Tutahas, ",ho em. 
brace these officers. are not dis~ced. 

In this district no one takes the title of Aotanedi or SananMva. botb of 
which are held in great ('on tempt ; but about 260 families, prohSt..ly belollf( 
to oue or otber, and are t'aUed merely Kaoojiya Brahmans, of whom one 
i. a professor of some reputation; and 600 famili('tl are railed Bllg..ariyu iii 
having originally come from Bagsar. not onr Buur, bUI a town 00 tlie 
fOWit bank of the Ganges above Allahabad. AU these follow the custom of 
Ihis eountry in abstaining from the use of tbe plou)(h. It mu,t be oh • .,l't"ffi, 
Ibat the province of Antarvedi. or al least the country which the Aut.lrv.·tli 
Brabmans Dowoecupy. is by no means confined to 'he spat.·e b"'w~o the 
Yamuna and Ganges, as 'he Dame implies; bat include. also tbe country 
OB the left of the latter river. ellery where aoo", Kara aod Maoikpnor, in
cluding, I believe. the whole of Lerkal'll.l\Janikpoor, Lakhnau, Khayrahad, 
and Bareli. The capital of the kinl{dolJl of Kanoj wu therefore Ilt'arly ill 
tbe eeDue of the province of Antarvedi. aod although this nalDe is often 
employed to prevent the ambiguity of using the &aIDe name (or a province, 
and for the.capital of the kingdUlD, yet the Dawe KoIooj ie of teo apl,lied 
ta tbe province, the term Antarwelli bcing highly o"Jectiooable, s. oot 
applicable to a balf of the conntry. 

A more numeroua claos. although tbey.('know'ledge Kanoj as tbpir ns. 
tion, reject the term iu their name, and (-all tbemlleives \' lI~u!hot. or 
Yujbotiya Brahmans, tliat id philosophers who ma!.e bornt otlcnllgs ac
cording to the forms of the Yajurveda. They are hOll'enr moetly very 
low ignoraot felloW8, and trade mnch in caule, but will nOl bold the 
plough. They amoust «t about 2000 families. A culony of Brahman8 
from Kanoj accompanied ,be {''hauban Rajputs, wbeo ChinlUE waa takt'll 
by the M08lelDS,aud seems to bve been the first of tbe preeenuacredon!er, 
who obtained a permanent settlement iu tbe northern mountain" at leut 
near thi!< didlrieL Tho$e of pure birth call themse1¥es llpadyay •• and 
perhaps of these 80 families have liettled bere. la tbe hill& tbe" 1'0_ 
cOll$iderable learuing. lind live wbat is called a Pille life. Of ilie Miuula 
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nation, although immediately adjarent only SO families have found their 
way bere, and they have almost all settled in Parraona, on the immediate 
frontier. They are respectable for learning, in tbis small number there 
beinl\' three professors. 

The Brahmans of tbe Saraswat nation amount only to about lO families, 
attached chiefly to the Khatri tribe. of which tbeyare the proper priests. 
Tbev seem originally to have held the ,whole country I>etween the Yamuna 
and Indus, while their chief city or resio.lenee was at Patiyala nn the Sara
swati river, from which circumstance ,they derive their name; but tbe Gaur 
nation of Brabmans, having failed in obtllining a settlement in tbat country, 
the country near the Saraswati was giveu to them, and the Sara~wati nation 
was L'6nfilled to tbe weat!"rn parts of its original territory called Punja\) ,.y 
the Mubammedans, and Pan!\,cilBl& by the Hindus. With their disciples 
the Kbatris, the Saraswat Brahmans, who remain in the west, have lately 
become followers of Nanak, the Brahmana ('ontinuing to act 88 Purohits; 
but those here adhere to more ancient, doctrines. In this district about \0 
families of Gaur Brahmans, called also Hiranyas, have followed the wealthy 
merchants of Agrohll, a great trading city in the part of the Saraswati 
eountry, where the Brabmans of Gaur 1.lbtained a permanent settlement. 
As the Saraswati nation has suffered severely by the doctrines of Nanak" 
the Gaur nation hftS suffered by the hel'Csy of the Jains, a large proportion 
of the wealthY'lllcrchantll adheTing to tbat ancient doctrine J a great deal 
worse than tholt af N anak, as in the lIorth they do not use the Brahmall'i 
fot' Purobits. ' 

None of the Kanoj Brahmans of Jleoga) nor of tbe Utkal natioll, have 
ohtained a settlement in this district; and of the five soutaern natiOds 
there Bre not above five houses of Maharashtra Brahmans, one of whom is 
spiritual guide for a lady of hi~h rank, another is a copier of Enlflisb ac
~ompts. Of the Brahmans, who dQ not belong to any of the 10 nations, 
Bnd who still would be tbought to belong to the sacred rank, by flir tbe 
most distinguished, and also the most numerous, are the Magas of 3akad
wip. who mayamount to ;3340 house8. In proportion to their number 
they are more learned than tbe Sarwariyas, ~ ~ of them professing to teal'h 
seience; bnt they are not received as Purahil:, by any persons of bigb rank. 
Tbey ale mucb consulted as astrologers, 80otbsayers, and wiSll men, 
{physicians) and are also employed to read and explain tbe legends. Like 
tbe Sarwaril'as however they almost all have farms. Some of tbem are 
rolled SumangJ(lllis fmm an hereditary office, \\hich some families enjoy. 
Tbey are not disgraced by tbe office. 

Next in rank II) these Brahmans, all of whom, whatever the pride of 
. individuals on their own dung-hills may assert, seem to have an equal 

clahn to belonO' to the sacred ordel", the military Brahmans (Bhumihar or 
Bhungibar) ar'e generally admitted to hold the next rank; although tbey 
cannot receive Dana, nor perform any .ffice of the priesthood. Many 
Pandils allow, that they lire entitled to all -other privileges of the sacred 
tribe, especially til receive the wbole of tha mysterious Gayatri, and can. 
sider the pUlting them to ~eath on any account as t?tally illegal; but many 
persons, especially the RUJputs. speak of them WIth grea' eontempt, and 
are disposed to deny them altogethu the title of Brahman, alleging that 
they were impure infidels, who held indeed all the lands of the distrIct, of 
which on account of their beastly customlJ they were justly deprived by tbe 
pure followers of \ke law. Tbe prevailing tribe was the Domkatar, of len 
already mentioned, and I hllve little doubt, that the Rajputs are right with 
T'egard to their original impurity, that i~ to BaY. that tile rules of purity 
had not been introduced, when this tribe tirst assumed tbe name of 
Brabman. It mus' be observed, that some (){ the Bbumihars, here as well 
M in Bhagulpoor, hue Ilssumed t~e rlak of Rajpuls in prefetencc to that 
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of Brahman; owin/t prohahIy, as I have said to the uncertainty, whicb 
once subsisted in tbe popular opinion concerning the tank, which the 
_acred and military professions should bear. The military Brahman. 
amount to about 7022 families, and Jive exactly like RajJluts, but nooe 
bt're condt'scend to .hold the plough. 

The Bawonas or trading Brahmans in many districts, 118 PuraniYB, wouM 
seem to be included amona the Bhumihars; but here, on aeenuot of their 
de/{l'oding profession, and their loading the sal'red /least, they 81"{' not 
admitted to tha't honour, and derive their name from eonsiAtinf{ of liZ sub. 
division8. Their whole number may be rather less than 220 famillus, of 
whom 120 or 130 may trade. Some 'pure Brahmans Bre merchants, hut 
do not de,s!rade themselves Ily loadin~ the sacred ox. The priests called 
Kantaha, Kal'atballa, or Mahapatra, although they perform BOme very 
solemn ceremonies for all ranks, and receive Dana on the O('ca'''ID, are 
reckoned still Qlore impure tban the military or even tbe mercanfile trlhe ; 
and no {Iecent person 'will drink water from their band. Tbey have 
mUltiplied like their betters fat' beyond what the gaills of their prof"'8ioQ 
will SlIpport, and are mostly farmers, but will not touch tbe plolll{h, Tbey 
may amount to 300 families. Still lower in public estimalioll, hut )U!t 
admitted to be Brahmans, are tbe Jyoshis, Satiputras. Bhan!!rariyn4. nr 
Daklltiyas (rohhers), who should live by cheating the lowest of the vul",ar, 
and they in fact do all, that they can, in the way of their calling; but most 
of them must lahour, althougb even they scorn the plough. They may 
amount to ahout 170 families. It is alleged that these Brahm!l118 are 
descended of Varaha Mihira. This great lDan discovered hv his skill In 
a~trology; that, if he begat a son a certaill day, the child w.ould be a r.ro
found adept in tbe truths of thiB science. He accordinl/,"Iv 8et out wit I an 
intention of meetinl/," his wife at the proper tIme, but could lIllt arrive hy 
that day. Being unwilling however to lose such an opportunitl of favonrin/f 
the world, the gymnosopbist mentioned tbe case to the wife 0 a CO" keeper 
with whom he lodged on the way, and the good woman rt'joj,'pd in re
ceiving (rom the philosopher the emhraces, that were de.tined to pr(j(luce 
Bhadra, the celebrated ancestor of the J yosbi tnbe. '('hi! perbon l'Otll

posed some works on the seienC'e of 981ro10gy in the v\11~<lr l"llgllal!~, and 
foretold, before Bhoj Raja wae horn, the great autb'lrIty, \VblCh that 
prince would acquire. Mungja, tbe uncle of the young prince, ht!lllll' 
Jea101l8, ordered him, when horn, to. he exposed in Ii wild, wbrre it "'u 
for some time supposed, that be had perished; but he had heeo preserVl·d 
hy a Bl'Blllnan, who after educating him reconciled him to his uO('le. Tbe 
Jynsbid or Satiputras may be o(,C88ionally .seen in Bengal, trllvelling ah"IJt 
besmeared with red lead and oil, As an example of their art I shall m~n
tion how nne of them extracted balf iii rUllee from my chief aS3i.tallt. 00 
the way from one stage to another the Jyoshi enfered into iii conver8atioJl 
with the Pandit of the suney. ItfId learned iii great mllny particflilifl ('on
cerning my as~istant's history, especially the names of his family. He 
then left the Pandit, and meeting his man, BS if by challee, !legan, as lie 
approached, to bawl out bis genealogy, which a goorJ .Ieal Inrprillcd my 
assi,tant, we being in a part of the country, where he was totally unknown. 
Tbe fellow then mentiolled aU the circumstances, whIch he had 'carllI'd 
from the Pandit, intermixinll' them witb propheties of euceCSi td the 
IISsistant's children, Bnd tbus procured the money. lfig previous interview 
with the Pandit was not discovered IInti! lome liBya afterwards, and tlien 
bv mpre chance, 

'Twenty-six hOllst'! oC Brahmans, but of "hat kind iI not kno .. :n, hMe 
6u/fered disgrace lIy makinlf ear-riugs of palm leave&, and lire eJtclu';~d 
tmm intermarriage with other, I ,till however thl'y are entitle4 ta reeeive 
the whole Gayatri, and should be exempt from capital pUQlshment. E1-
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eept those who have studied the scit'nces, or who act as priests, almost all 
the Brahmans would be willing to carry arms in irregular warfare; and, 
when the Rajas were in the habit of tilrhting, the Brahmans oClen joined 
them. Some of them (SOO) are merchants. which D('xt to arms is COIl

sidered as the most houourable profession. In this district thed disdain 
the use of the pen as much as the plough, nor have they entere into the 
law or revenue dt'partment8, but WUlOS! all have farms, and one family 
makes the glass ornaments worn on women's foreheads. These are all that 
are here admitted to be Brahmans, and the Kathaks or musicians, who iu 
Shahabad were thrust alDong the Kanojiya Brahmans, are here altogether 
excluded from th~ dignity of tha sacred order, although it is not pretended, 
that tbev or the BhalS (parasites) belong to any other, and they are per
mitted to receive the whole of Gayatri, while their death is very littltl Jess 
sinful, than tha.tof a Brahman would be. It is alleged, that these two castes 
were created at the request of Prithu, one of the kings descended of 
Swayamhhnwa, who governed India in the golden age, and they are both 
admitted to be higher than Rajputs. 'rhe Kathaks in all amount, it is said, 
to 54 houses, all of whom sing, and perform on musical instruments; and 
nve of them rear up their boys to dance dressed like girls. Three or four 
of them are said to have some knowledge of the books composed on their 
art. It would not appear, that they have the art of writing or expressing 
in characters, any air or piece of mosie, 80 that by looking lit the characters 
any other scientdic person could sing or perform it on IIny instrument. 
By far the I{reater part of the Kath .. ks live in part by farming, but they 
Dever hold the plough. They are reckoned of two kinds, Magadhas from 
the name of II country, and Gautamiyas from thp name of a holy person I 
but both, the name of the country lind the person are vastly more modern 
than Prithu, nor did I learn. how such terms came to be applied to this 
caste. 

The Bhats, the other tribe formed at the relluest of Prithu, amount to 
ahout 560 falDilies, exclusive of those, who have adopted the Muhammedao 
faith. They ore on the same footing with these apo~tates. Of both 
perhaps 32 families have become t'hintz makers. Those who are reckoned 
to belong to tbe ~ec()nd or military caste (Kshatr,yas), and who receive 
two· thirds of the Gayatri, amount to 38218 families. Of these 47 families 
are Khatris, _originally from the Punjab. In th~ir native counlrv they still 
retain Ihe same military t'haracter. tbat they did in the days of Alexander. 
and their cbiefs a,'e said to unite the spiritual to the temporal power, each 
being cousidered as the head of religion in his own town or petty btate, 
tbe authority of the Brahmans being t'onfined to tbe performance of 
ceremonie& In this country they have abandoned the use of arms, and 
are either merehanu or employed in the co!lpction of the revenue. They 
allege. that this has been the I.'tlse ever since the time of Toral Mal. who in 
tbe timo of Akbllr was the principal chillf of the tribe. He having been 
placed at the head of the revenue department in the Mogul empire, ill~ 
'roduced mallY of his vassals as subordinates in office; and they say, tbat 
the king ordered, that aU these should resign tbe s,vord, lIud become pen-. 
men. It is tbe dcscend,,"ts of thase, that have now spread into almost 
every city of the ea~t, aud south of India, as IXlUk~rs, merchants, and 
revenne officers; llod few of these have adopted the doctrine of Nanak, 
but ellher adhere to the worship DC Vishnu, or are infected by the heresy 
of the Jaills. -They pretend to he of higher rank than the Rajputs, and 
all~ge as 8 proof, that on 8 certain puhlic occasion Toral Mw offered part 
of his food III the Brahman, who w"s his spiritual guille, and who readily 
partook, while the l"rafty chief called on Man Singba, a Rajput of the 
Bame rank in the empire, to make a similar oll'er to his sage. MIIJl Singh. 
kllowillg that his offer would be rt'jected with IIcorn, declined, on which 
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Toral Mal claimed a superiority of rallk. Tbis it Inll~t btl observed, is the 
story of the Khatriil. which in al/ probability would be entirely denied by 
tbe descenrlants of Man Singha. 

In th~ train of the Palpa Rajas at Gorukhpoor, and on bis estate ill 
Nichlaul, are severd! persons of tbe mountain tribe called Khatri, who Brc 
a spurious race, as will be mentioned in the appendix I but wlw claim all 
the dignities of the military order. The Rajput are here. every where, 
and hy all ranks, admitted to be Ksbatris, altholllfb they claim aU mann~r 
of descents, except from the persons, who according to the Vedas sprang 
from the arms of Brahma. Indeed the whole of this manlier of ac(,ounting 
for the. orilfin of castes ill IiO contrary to other legt'nds. thllt some of the 
Pandits, who are most determined defenders of the Vedas, ghe it in r~alitv 
np. by alleging, that the four castes thus created did not procreate, anil 
lasted ollly fOf! tlreir natural liveR; and that the castes, winch now exi~t, 
arose by subsequent creations; but in abandoning this story cart' hilS heen 
taken tu llpproach no near .. r the abomination oireltson I and many ofthe~e 
creatioml will be found still more difficult, than that which has heen te
linquishfd. 

1 have not been able to form any estimate of the number In each of the 
numerous tribes, into whkb the Rajputs of this district are divided I but 
shall state whatever I learned concerning their origin. Those reckoned 
of the highest rank here are the Sirnets, Visens, and the Suryahang'sis of 
.Mahauli;. next to these are the Kausikas, Gautamiyas. and the /oIurya
hangsis of Amorba i but these distinctions rather refer to the purity and 
power of certain families. than to IIny other circumstances: for very few 
families have p1"eserlled themselves free from int .. rmixture, the soldier be
ing apt til please himself with beauty, in whatever rank it is found I and, 
if a man be poor, let his purity be ,what it may. few will sing in its praise. 
Although this district was the original seat of the Suryabangsl tribe, DO 
Rajput here pretends that his ancestors bave remained in the dIstrict ever 
Ilioce the time of that family's government I but in the territories of the 
Nawah Vazil". near Ayodhiya"; are many families, who allege that tll('y ha\'e 
continued to possess their lands without interrnption. 1 be Suryahangsla 
(Jf Amorha, came from theBce, but still are reckoned inferiur IU dignity 
to those of Mahauli, who obtained possessions in this district more early. 
Descended frolll the Suryabangsis of Amorha, is a tribe of Rajpuls called 
NagalBali Kungyar, whose mothen were of low'birth. 

The Raja of Mahauli says, that he is of the same family with the Jayan
agar Raja, descended of Bharata, the brother of Ramachandra. This 
prince, after Rama assumed the ~overnment of Ayodhya, went to assilt 
Yuddhlljit, his mother'. brother, kmg of Kekaya, against the Gandharhll8, 
who had invaded the country. Having expelled these, be built two cities, 
'Of which one was Srinagar, and left there his two Bons, Taksha and Pus
kal. According to the Des-ma1'll of the Saltitlanggam Tantra, Kekaya iM 
situated between the Brahmaputra river and Kamrup, that is to 8all. it Is 
the country we call Bhootan: which, in Sangskrita, is otherwise' called 
Salya; but I am .told, that Valmiki considt'rs Kekaya as the same with 
Kasmira. However such discordancies may be ret'Onciled, many pretend 
that Srinagar, near the source of the Ganges, is the city built by Dbarata, 
and that the Suryabangsis of Mahauli, came from Kumau, In that vicinity. 
If. these assertions were well founded, we might assert that the U1othl'f or 
Bharata was not of the Hindu, but of the Chinese race, and that the Raj
puts descended of Bhamta, lilled in all the impure custom8 of the 0101111-

taineers, until they returned into the plains of Hindustan; for there is no 
reasoll to think, that the doctrinel of purity were introduced among the 
mountaineers ulltil the fugitive8 from Chitaur took posit3sioll of the 
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DJiddle parts of tbese mountains. nor have they ever atacbed the Kekaya of. 
the Des-mala, wbere the people continue in primitive impurity. 'fbls ac
count, it must be ohserved, strongly confirms the pretension of tbe Tharus 
to be deacended of the family of the sun. The Mahauli chief, however, 
alleges, that the Kuwau, froID which his ancestors came, is in the vicinity 
of Jayanagar, which I consider as the most probable opinion, especially as 
there is strong reason to think, that the Srinagar of the mountains near 
the 80Ul'Ce of the Ganges was founded by Mahipat Sa Raja of G"harWllI, 
in the reign of Akbur. The Rajputs of Jayanagar have now given up 
the title of Suryabangsa, which III claimed by every impure chief, that 
assumes the title of a Kshlltri, and call tbemselves Raghubangsis and 
Kachhoyahas. Tbis hal'd title was be~towed on the Jayapoor family, h)' 
some ortbe Muhammed/ln kings, long after the Suryabangsis of Mahauli 
had left their former seat to return to KOMala. A few families, calling 
t11emselves Raghube.ngsis e.nd Kaehhoyaha.s. are fuuud in tbis district, but 
are of no importance. ' 

The Siruet RaJpnts. the most numerous and powerful in this district; 
claim a descent 111 tbe same manner from the soni of Bharata, who were 
left at Srinagar, Ilnd obtained tbe title of Sirnet fl'om some MUhammedan 
king, in wbose service tbe cbief of this tribE' was. This officer was in the 
habit oC wearing on his head a cloth of gold, named Net, and the' king; 
not choosing to recollect the Hindu name, always called him Sirnet, or th1! 
'man wearing a cloth of gold on bis head. Many allege, that the Srinagar, 
from whence this titbe came, is that near the source of the Ganges, but' 
the agent of the Sady, who now possesses the largest estate belonging- to 
the family, denied tbis, and said that it was a Srinagar in the west ot 111-' 
dia, which I presume is tbat in Bandelkhanda. The Ollaule. Raja, howJ 
ever, the chief of the whole tribe. and a person of eonsiderable learnin,lf. 
says, that they came from Asam, which agrees better with the idea of 
Bhotan baving been the abode of Bharata's sons. But in the vicinity of 
the Srinagar of the nortbern hills, tbere is a country called Asamcbbi, 
which the Onanle. Raja may have confounded with Asalll. The inhabitants 
are impure mounte.ineers, chiefly followers of tbe Lamas. 

In this district, the Baghelas are allowed to be of more pure birtb thall 
the Sirnet, but they have no authority. The highest chiefs here, are, how.: 
ever, anxious to procure intermarriages witb them. They are here uni
versally reckoned Suryabangsis; but they have been traced by Alml Fazil 
to the family of Jayachandra, king of Kanoj i while, in this district, tbe 
Rathor tribe, descended also of Jayachandra's family, is said to be of the 
f"mily of tbe moon. The Baghelas bere, are considered as the slime witlr 
those of Ringwa (Rewah R.), or Bagbel Khanda, and, tberefore, either 
Abu! Fazil must be mistaken'ia sUI'posing tbem descended of Bayiju, as 
I bave mentioned in the account of Shababad, or the tradition here consi~ 
deriDg Jayacbandra. 88 of tbe family of the moon, must be wrong. ' 

In this district the Ujjaini& or Paramarkas or Bhojpuriyas are not nu
merOIlll, although they have obtained Bome lands by force; 1m. it was of 
late only tbat they obtained bere a footing,' nor are they considered as on 
an equality with the six families above mentioned, althoulrh it is admitted 
that they are of the family of Vikrama and Bhoj. and although they cldl 
thtlmselves of the family of the sun. 'rile Kausikas are reckoned the high
est of the Somabangsis or family of the moon, and pretend to be descended 
of Kusha or Kuaike.. whose 80n Gadhi built Gadbipool' or Galr:ipoor; nor 
have his descendants ever since been expelled from KO,sala; but tlte pos
lessions which tbey hold in this district were te.ken from thtl impure tnbe 
of Bhar or Bhawe.r. The Raja knows his genealogy rio fartber tban his 
grandfather. although' it i~ we\l known thai his ancestors drove out the 
Bhara many generlltions ago. lIe is however abundantly proud, and di .. 
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dains the title of Rajput, sayillg that he is a Somabangsi or Cbamlra.bangsi 
K'shatri. . 

The Gautama Rajputs must be distinguished from tbl! Gautamiyas. who 
are a spurious breed of the saDIe family, but by low horn mothers. They 
u8ually pretend to be descended of the orthodox Gautdma, a personage 
created by Brahma, but who appeared on earth ill the time of RalDiI. 
There is a pass~ge, however, in the Bangsalata, which the Pundit of the 
survey thinks to imply, that this tribe is descended of tbe Gautama of the 
Buddhists, if tbe two persons be different, The Gaulama of the ol·thod .. K 

married a princess of the family of the moon (Ahalya, the daughter of 
l\lud~al), but in the Bangsalata it is said Gautama of tbe familv of the 
moon, and Arkabandhu (friend of che sun) was a great kinK, and' Ihat the 
Rajas, his descendants, ate called Gautamaban~i~. It is illferred frOID 
the title Arkabandhn that he was of the sect of Ifuddha. this beiuj( one of 
the titles given to Gautama in the Amarkosh. I ahvaYi before ullder~tood 
that Gautama or Sakya was the prince of the latter name in the family of 
the aUn. 8nll in the genealogy of the family of the moon, even in th~ Uanj("
salata no such per.on as Ullutama is mentioned, Knd I suspect, that the 
only COllnecttion of Oautama with the family of the moon was by /ai. mar
riage. There is also much douht concerning Sakya and Gaut"'"" being 
the same, although it was confidently asserted to lOt! in Bebar. The UIIU
tama Rajputs are still DumerOU8 on both sides of the Yamuna near the 
lower part of its course. and are said to have been once lords of the coun. 
try now called Bundelkhandll, . . 

The Chandel Rajputs are here admitted to he Somahung~is, but are 1I0t 

allowed to marry the daughters of the principal tribes, allhoujth in the 
hilly country south from the Ganges and Yamuna, and in the country be
tween tbese rivers, they still possess large territories. Their name is said 
to be a corruption from Chandara, a large estate south from Kalpi, wl.ich 
they long ago possessed. and left to a spuriou8 breed by slave girli, who 
are callt:d the Bundt'la Rajputs, and have ('ommul!lcalcd tbeir nfime to a 
large country, 1I0W called Bundelkhanda. 

'l'he Raytllaur, Ra:yathot or R"thor tribe, which gave the last Hindu 
monarch to India. is bere, !lS I ha\'e said, considered III belo!l~i"g to the 
Somahangsa. Those here are considered as low, and ure not admitted to 
the honour of marrying daughters of the higher tribes I bot !h"~fl haughty 
gentry would have 00 scruple in giving their daughters to the R.tlhon of 
MafOlvar. who have preserved their purity. 'fhe Maharori Rajlluts, who 
are also low, are here considered as quite dilferent CroUi the RathorB, and. 
if they derive their name from Marowar. are probably of dle trihs whick 
was expelled from thence by the Ratllors. The Gaharwar RaJputa are 
called Somabao~sis, and all. the highest families are willing to give thtrn 
their daugbten In marriage,' Tliey are considered as descended of the 
Kasi Rajas, who once held a part of thi, district; but the only lIuth"rity 
for such an opinion is, thal the Gllharwars were tbe la8' Hinyu Hajlll 01 
Benal"es, I\1though there is not tbe slightest reason to ,uppOIle them de
scende.&f its ancieot kings; 011 the contrarv I wa$ thf're (l,i!fIured, tbat, 
when tlie Muhammedans took the towo, there had been only tbree chida 
of that tribe, ,Chitra. Sen, Bu,{dha Sen, and Raja Banar, who coulmuui
cated bis name to the tOlVn. I was however also lII'sured, that they claim 
a descent fro~ a Nala Raja, 'and in the family of the moon there W(tl .. 

chief of that lIame, who was king of Anlarveda." The Oaharwua callie to 
{{asi from Narawa ... a town west from Go}'ali}'ar (Narwah R ); and they 
still possess by far the grelltest part of the CflUlltry /Jetweell thu& aud K." 
OD the south Side of the Ganges at least, but they hM'1! IOllg beeD npeUlId 
from Klllii, Ihe vicinity of which belongs now chielly to the Raghul>aolI'l 
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tribe, and it iH probable, tbat it WaH wilen driven from thence, tbat the Gao 
harwars came 10 this district, where tbey hold no considerable estate. The 
statement usually given here of the descent of Ibe Gaharwars from the an
'dent kings of Ka.i is, that Baladel'a Raja of that city was expelled by a 
violent king of Magadha. and entered ill to the service of Tripura king of 
Kasmira, froro whom be contrived til' seize the government of that coun
try. His deseendants enjoyed tbis for 121 generations, and his son, Aridal 
Dalan. took the title of Bbumandalesa or lord of the extent of the earth. 
After baving governed Kasmira so long, tbe family was attacked by the 
kings of Rum, Turk and Iran, when Chbatrapati Udayabban retired \0 
Kanoj, where his desl'eodants were kings for 50 generations to Raja Jaya
chandra. This prince bad tbree-sons. The first, named LakhuD, Wlii! killed 
witb bis fatber in vainly opposing the Muhammedaus. Tbe second son, 
named Ramadeva, retired to the southern part of the empire, and bis de
scendants are cbiefs of tbe Ratbors of MarOlvar. 'fbe third son was Banar 
Raja of Kaai, ancestor of tbe Gaharwar chiefs. So far as relates to the 
ancestpF8 of Jayachandra at Kan~j this story is certainly not true, as we 
know, that either Jayachalldra, or his father at fartbest, had taken that 
city from the Tomara tribe, who bad held it and the sovereignty of the 
Gangetic provinces from the time of Bhoja of Daranagar. Wbat followa 
Jayachandra respecting his sons may be true, although it contradicts both 
the accounts which I received at Benares, and the account given by Abul 
Fazil. If it were t.IIJe. the Rathor and Gaharwar Rajputs sbould be of the' 
same family; and;if tbe claim of the Rathors to be of the family of tbe 
moon reets on no better foundation, it is very little worth. The two tribe. 
are bowlWer DOW considered perfectly distinct, as tbey intermarry. 

So far as Ilearoed, ~hese are all the tribes wllD claim to be descended 
of tbe families of the SUD and moon; and it must be observed, that the 
claim of most of them rests un the most dubious foundations. Many Brah
mans allege, that no other families have any pretension to he called Ksba
triyas, but here this doctrine is not beld sound. and no Rajputs are reckoned 
higher or purer Kshatriyaa than the Visens. whe like the families of the 
Bun and moolt claim to be descended of Brahmans, but not from Atri nor 
l\'larichi. tbe ancestors of the two illustrious house~. Tbe Visens, wbo next 
to the Sirnets. are the most powerful tribe here, claim t6 be descended of 
Bhligu, by some supposed to have been one of the colony of Brabmans. 
who settled in India at the end of the goldpn age; and, altbough this is 
denied by otbers, he is allowed in all the Purans to have been created by 
Brahma. or in other words, that he came into tbe world the lord know. 
how. As however it will be found, tbat scarcely any be the tbUlgS reeeived 
as generally admitted opinions are in reality sucb, so tbis also is doubted, 
and in the Bangsulata tbe genealogy of Bhrigu is given from Atri and 
Soma Hill de~~'Cnda!'tll Sukra, Riehika, .and Jamadagnl were all. Ri~his 
or holy pe .... ODallke blmself. Parasn Rama. th~ son'of Jamadagm, wIth
Ollt giving up the title of Brahman. was a I!'reat conqueror; but his de_ 
8cendaats ulltil Mayura-Bhatta were entirely given to religi()n. What 
Ilumher {)f generatiol\s existed between Maynra and Parasu Rama is not 
mentioned, aJlbougb there is not probably toom for many, if tbe genea
logy of the chiefs of his family be correcl, as this states above 100 I!ene
rations. The Bon uf Maynr. Bhatta took the title bf Ksbatri, that is 
betook himself to arms, aod tbe family until tbe English government 
eontmued to h"Ye receur8&to these for its ddence, and with 80me sucees>, 
as they DOt only retain large possessions in the neighbourhood of Bhagul. 
pour, the ancient family seat of Bhrigu; but have a large settlement at 
Gongra or GOllgda, in the territory still belonging to tbe Vazir, and UTe 
a)80 numerous in the IVtateru di.tricts cedt'4 by tll"t prince to tbe Com
pany. In QII quarters, however, tbeir possessl" ... were I~\ely lI\ore eX\Im-
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aive than at present they are. The Gongra, and otber ne}gbboutlng chief. 
of this tribe, lire not ret-1<on~d of so pure a birth a8 those residing Dev the 
ancient seat of the family, because they succeeded to their estates partly 
1>y a mlltrial!e with 1\ daughter of the Kalahanga3 I'hief, 1I1\d Jlurtl1 in I'on
'sequence of having heen adopted IIy the Bandhulgotiyas, IS will lie aftt'r. 
wards tnelttionec). There are otber I.rancbee of the Viseus called Chauwlto 
riyas and Nayapariyas; but these are pure descendantll of tbe tastern 
branch of the fltlr,ily. 

18 tbe ac('oullt f)f Shabahad r have mentioned the Nagbangsl Rajpnts, 
•• beinl/: the remnants of the C),prOl', Ollee the kings of at least the Oan
getic provinces; and, althou/rh th"se were of an imJlUre Iribt', it blls been 
mentioned, tbat the ('bief of the Nagbangsis, the RaJa of N ftl!'poor, wllo 
no dOUbt is 8 Chero, as mo&!; of hill VllSSM, are, is allowed to be a pure 
Rl\iput, and claim. a descent from the great dragon, who p;"vp,rn~ tht' in.
fefnal regions. There al'e in this district a good many NaghRn~8i~, &llIoa 
of wbom ('all tbem~elve8 merely lily that name, '''hile oth.n I'all tbern.elves 
Vayasas, a name "bich in the accouDt of Shahahad has been writlen hlls. 
The VayasM! or Vais, however, llniversally admit that they are Naj\ha1lJ{"R. 
and that they assumed the Dame of Vayasa from Vaya8llwara, a town be
tween Lal..bllau and the Ganges, where they were lougsettled, anti frolll 
whence tbey came to this disu'iet some generations ago, in CUIlHl'lluence IIi 
1\ fumine.. Some of tbl'se, with whom I convereed, agreed with the a<"
count, which 1 received in Sbahabad, and looked UPO& thern~elvet na de-
acended of the great dragon, and as such claimed a superiority D\'cr all 
other Rajpllts, the old dragon being a penonnge of G I/:ood deal more ron
sequence thall the Rishis, from ~horn tbe othen claim a dl'$cent. They 
said, and perhaps believed, tbat sbould a. serpent, from ignordnt'e or Ims
take, hite oue of them, tbe poison would do them no injury; but I had 00 
opportunity of putting their faith to tbe trial, tba' wal proposed by the 
chIef of Nagpoor. Ol,her Vayasas, bowever, oltoyclltrr disclaimed thi' 
extraction, and gave one flllly a8 diliicult of beli~f. There _, thllY say. 
a. certain very holy pen;on named Vasishtba, well kflown to all Uiudu 8ebu. 
lan;, wile had a cow known tl) Gil, anti named I{amtlhenu. This wat! a very 
precious animal, which was coveted bv Viswalflltra, J.j,,1l' of (/odbil'oor, 
who threatened to take herhy,force. Vasishtha W8Il mU"h liflhcted a' tbi., 
and Kamdhenu' scemg his grief, asked him if be meant to part "hh Iter. 
Xo thi» he replied, that he bad no wh!1t of the klnti. hilt had no po"er to 
resist the king, on which a number of warriors inslan"y "'prung from the 
cow, overthr~w Viswamitrll, anti baving killed Dloet of bll armies allIl thil. 
oren, reduced him to become a Brabman, in whicb ~harllCter be b4!t'ame all 
eminl:nt &!lint. On this occasion the Singhar RaJI'Uti sprung from tbe 
horns 01.' tbe cow, the Hares from her borot'. e/le KaehhoyuhllS fl'om her 
tltigha, the Chandels from be'ween ber'horlls, 1I0d the l'tlakchandras from 
the root of her nose. Tbe great king Sbalivahao ~ of Ihis 11111 Irihe, and 
having had 860 wive., was allcNtor o( mall, Rlljr-w, among who III .... 
the Vayaea •• who derive tbeir Dame from VI1YlIsaw,m, lIS .hove ment;u'u·d. 
Many of the tribes mentioned in tbis acCOUDt, "8 I have already bad oe .... 
aion to state, deny tbe honour of a desl!eat from thi' I'OW, and the Itol'1 
if allid to be stated in tJle sacred writings with t:onsiderable dltlilrencea. 
Some Pauditll said, that the Clreumslanees respecting Kllmdbenu are mett
tioned in tbe Mahabbarat; hut tlul legend meDlIOlIl only that IOldit'n 
~Sena) eprang from that, be8&t" nor i6 there I'" lp.~t Milt given of her olf
spring being the ancestor," of anv of Ih(: K'll\"triya Inlte.. The slory it 
albO said to be mentioned in the Ralllllvan of Vl1llUiki, be' die lnue of t.I .. 
cow'is there stilted to bave ronsiste4 (If burbarllIRs (a.IIKbbu). aue. a. 
BarbaFI\II • .sak88, YBvllnll, Kllmboj88, lind Khat. ,Aa tbe (;berUi or old 
Nagbangsii wert 1I0.doubt Mlechha&1 thie Illay be conaideffil ft. including 
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them; bat rew Hindus will admit. Ihal SbaliYahan waa a Mlecbha. Whe. 
ther or not the Vayaaas are deseended frolo him, I must leave for future 
examination, and proceed to state the rell80ft assigned by thoie, who claim' 
a deaceoc from the cow, for their being e&Ued Nallbangii$. They say 
that a child of a Tilakchandra "as in the ha~it of feeding daily with milk 
a serpent, whicB be found in a wood. After 80me time the serpent wu 
billhly pleased, and told the child to ealJ all hi. descendants Nagbangsis; 
and that be would make him a great Raja. which at'cordingly bappened..: 
This is rather a lame story; and whetber the following is more or less so, 
I shall leave to the reader's judgment. Bhim was one dll1 poidoned by hi, 
cousin Dllryodhan, and the body thrown into the river. It !to happened. 
that in that vicinity the daughter of a dragoll had long been in the habit. 
of praying to Siva, and was a great favourite; but on that day ehe had 
oifered flowers that were rather decayed; on wWch the irascilJIe god cursed. 
ber, and declared lllat she should have a corpse for a husband. ').'he af~ 
f1icted damsel, for tbe dragons of the lower world, hoth male &lId female, 
have human sbape whenever they please. went to Siva'~ SPQuse. and tol4. 
her the bard sentence. ' On this the goddess upbraided ber hlUband for 
bestowing 80 severe a punishment on 80 trifling an offence. It ,wall there. 
fore agreed, that Bhim should be restored wlife after the fair drall"on had 
married lIia body, and he had by her a numerou. o/fsprin,. The Nag'< 
baogsi Rajput.s, in the female line, are thus descended of the devil, and, if 
Bhim's mother bad !.teen what she ought. might by the father'. side have 
been deacended of !Tie mDDn;. but the gDod mall Pandu had oothing to do 
~n lhe matter, and the lady his wife had Bbim to the god of wind. ,This..l 
am told, is tbe story, which the Nagpoor Raja wisbes to be believtod, and 
he probably thinks. that the bar of lJa&tardy 10 long ago, and in sucb cir" 
cum stances. is no grellt blot on his scutcheon. In this district this trille ia 
very numerous, but have chiefly come lately from the west. and posseil& no 
considerable estates, so that no family can be traced to the time, when ,the 
CheroB, tbeir real IIncestDrs. held the country. 

Tbere are in Ihie district", few famiJi... of the JIar", Rajputs. who po ... 
eess small estates, but none of tbem bas the .title of Raja. They are, 
however, esteemed of the highest birth, the Rdnaa, the Rathors, the Kach. 
hoyahas, and Haras being the four great ~amilie~ 'of I~.e Ajmir province. 
considered 81 the proper country of the RaJ put tribe. I he Haras mllst be 
therefore of the Jodh .. poor tribe, which was compelled to give several 
daughters in marriage to the Mogul emperors. The account given by the 
register of the country possessed by the Kalahangsas, if true, shows, that 
even in very mDdern times the sacred tribe bave assumed tile tille of 
Kahatris, and are commonly received as Buch. There was a Raja of tbe 
Domkutar tribe of military Brahmans, who took iuto his service, 3& 
.teward (Dewall', II scribe;who eame from the country west of Delhi, and 
dOD after waa joined by a Brahman. his family Purohit. This person had 
II l'eI'y hand~omp. daughter, whom the Raja in~istlld on marrying I lint the 
pri.ee4 who chJimed a descilnt .tro~ Anggir~, o',le of the B~ahlnadik~. 
6COrned .such a base aUianee; and mduQed bls fnend the scnbe to asslst 

, him in .hunning the degredation. Both pretended to be perfectly: satisfied 
with the alliance, and asked for 4 or ,6000 rupees to enable the Brahma" 
\0 procure a house suitable for the Ilccasion. _ The money l1'aa readily 
giVilO bf the amoroll& and ansWlpecting chief, a ~lron" house was built. 
aDd 600 Rajpuw,were secretly engagCld. On -the mamage day, the fooel 
1I",lllqUQrs were poisonp-d. and given to th~ attendants of the ))omkatar, 
while the Raja and his kinsmen. about 40 In number, were tOllrdered IJ,. 
the Rajput ••. The murderers iuuing, found Ihe Domkatar soldit{1i in the 
Ilf(onies of death. lind spreading over the country seized the fort$, lind put 
Ih. kse,boro women lind children to death. The ecribe Willi at lirst nj~(~. 
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Raja I bul his ,ank waa found' too low, and the priest aet'epted the office. 
The rellister (Ka'"IO~oe). who gave tbis act'ount is descended of the scrihe. 
The chiefs deacended of tbe worthy priest, who was anceator of tbe. Kala
hallgs8s. acknowl~dged their descent from AD~llira, and their having CORlIl 
from Gahamuj Badam, a place west from Delhi; bnt say, tbat they re
ceivel! an order from tbe kinl{ of that city to take possession of the countrv. 
Kalahan!{SA signifies a profound goobe, but no explanati')n is Iliven why 
tbis tribe 8hould have aSiu~ &0 strange a title. 'It must however bit 
observed, tbat among the natives the !l'oose is nol re('koned an idiot. The 
Visens have obtained a great part of the Kalahangsa estates by marrislt'e; 
lIut ill ,tbis district there still remain two chieu, who have the title of Rl£j16. 
Thl', are considered as a low trih.,. • . 

The Chauban Rajputs have been mentioned at some Jenl{th in the ac
count of Shahahad, hut t must now mention. that here they are alleged to 
be descended from fire. A certain Raja of Cbitaur had no 8011; but 
having made a hnrnt otrerin!\". with very numerous and exppnaive ("ert'
monies, a child issupd frllm tile bmes, was adopted by Ihe Raja. and I, 
ancestor of the Chauhan tribe. or at least of their chiefs; but e.ery 
person of a trihe, as usual, claims Ii descent frorn tbe .. hier. 8I1rest"rs. 
Pithaura, last king of Delhi, ,vas of this trihe, and a rollateral hranch of 
the Chitaur family, and on his death the Delbi family divitled illtl, twa 
branches. His ion Karan retired into the Duaheb or Antarved, and hi' 
great grandson Sumeru built Itaya, where hie desceudQnts {oraeveral gene
rations seem to have heen very powerful, and the chief of the rlt",ilv hae 
still some estates, wbile many of the tribe live in the viduity. Ie hlu~t. 
however. be observed, that tbe Palpa farD/ly, to whi('b the nortbprll rart. 
ofthis district I,,-)ong, and who are ~enerally received lie the Il~lI'('nd8nt' 
of tbe Chitanr Rajas, do not IIl:knowledge tbis descent from tbtl Ike I but 
pretend to be descentled from tbe family of the 8un. Tb~ir an('e8tor~ 6r.t 
resided at Ajmir, where AJava Pals was contemporary wilh Bhoja of Dar ... 
uagar. He was killed by ibe Mllhammedans, who touk Ajmir, but bi. 
family retired to Susodhiya, and from tbence to Chitaur. Acct.»'lling \0 II 
manu.cript account, said to baye beeo co'oposed by Rana Bahadur Seu, 
second ion of Mabadatta ~en, Raja of Palpa. there were 12 Raj", of Chi
taur, the tirst of whom, Raina Sen bad four sons Nail: liIen. Kamal :0\1'0, 
l\lanohar Sen, and Zalem Sen I hut Samar Bahadur, Itrother of R,wa Ua
hadllr, alleges, that RaIna Sen was the last Raja. of Cbil8ur, and tbat, Oft 
the takiug uf that city, his four 90llS retired to four different eOlllllrief. 
Tbis accuunt 1 thiuk the most probable. The Chauhau8 of 'hia dbtric~ 
are descended of Nllg Sen the elliest Bon, who settled ill the norlbern parte 
of this district, where they still have possessions, hut are looked U!?"" lit 
rather low, having bad frequent intermarriages with the impure tflto", of 
mountaineers, so that &everal of them bave perfectly Tartar or ehlnf'~e 
faces. A brother of Nag SellA, at'eorJin'g to family tradition, wen' to Kot 
Kangra among the hills of the Punjab, and 1 believe bi. descendant. still 
hold the plal'e, although disputes bave arisen between the Gorkhalese and 
Ran Jit Silll(ha, concerning who 6bould take it int(1 their protecti"". 
A notber brother went to the sonth, and I believe is ancestor of the Setara 
Raja. The youngedt brother settled al UdaYlipool', where hi! descendants 
remain with the title of Rana, and are reckoned amollg tl>e ver, het' of 
the Raj puts. Aecording'to this account the Chauhans should be the same 
witb the ChitpalVana Irihe of Major Wilford, mentioned ill Ih" aceoull' IIf 
Shabablld; and in fact Chuuhll/l I@ Dot a Sa"gskrita word, ant.! probably it 
a COrrUIJtion of Cbitl'8wana, "'hit-b signifies or puce spirit; bUI I am as
tlnred, that Amrita Rnwa Ii great Maharashtra cbief, now at Bel\are~ and of 
ibe PeHOYas family ,Is of the Chitpllwana trihe. He iii, however, eveu at tbe 
boly dty, acknowledged 118 Il Brllluu<ln, although not uf any of the 10 \I1&-
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tions of tbe eacrffl order, but of tbose tribes which were created by Paraeu 
Rama. TIle difference is perhaps not very material, and will be ,found 
oOly another modem instance of some branches of the same family being 
caUed Brahmans, wbile-others are called Rajputs. The Bhadariya Rajputs 
come from the west bank of the Yamuna below Agra, where they are 
numerous and powerful; but I have learned notbing of their origin, nor 
have they possessed tbat country long; as it formerly belunged to an im
pure tribe named Mewa, the members of which call themselves indeed 
Rajputs, but indulge in many impure customs: or, as I would say, retain 
the custom I of their ancestors. 

The Rakawars are very numerous north and east from Lakhnau, but 
are only of inferior birth. In this district are a few of the Sakarwar tribe 
mentioned in the account of Shahabad, as consisting partIr of military 
Brahmans, partly of Rajputs. Here, as well as in their origmal seat west 
from Agra, they are all reckoned as belonging to the latter caste. 

In this district are some Pari bar Rajputs. In the aCllount of Shahabad 
J have mentioned, that those pretendIng to be such were in fact Bhars or 
Bhawars, and the same might be supposed to be the case here, where the 
Bhara were once lords of the country; but the Bhars here do not pretend 
to have any kindred with the Parihars, and the latter are not only allowed 
to he B pure, but a high trihe. There are still many intermixed with the 
Gautama Rajputs oa the banka of the Yamuna below Kalpi, and these 
two tieem to have had frrquent struggles for the possession of the whole 
country, until the Chandels interfered and reduced the p~er of both; 
but near Baghelkhanda tbereis a lordship uamed Uchahara, which belongs. 
to the Parihars, and is in some measure independent. The high families 
here, however, will not give them their daughters in marriage. 

The Bandhul!{otiyas, who have been succeeded in their estates in the· 
western parts of this district by the Visens, seem originally to have come 
from the country between the Gange8 and Lakhllau towards Kanpoor, 
where they are said to be still numerous. They are considered as rather 
of low birth. There are a few Rajputs of the Tomara tribe called Tong_ 
yar in the vulgar dialect. Although the last Hindu kings of aoy note 
belonged to this tribe, it is not considered as of high rank. These princes 
were iodeed abominable heretics. . 

The Kinawars, numerous and high in the Bhagulpoor district, are here 
held in little estimation, and their number is small. There are bere some 
Bbun!{ihar Rajputs, who are probably of the same origin with the Bhungi_ 
har Brahmans, somc on becoming pure livers, having taken the former. 
and some the hitter title. Many people indeed here refu8e botD titles to. 
this tribe, and call the members merely BhuDl{ihars, as is usually done in 
the Bhagulpoor district. The aarbiya Rajputs are nut numerous on the 
northern side of the Sarayu; but there are said to be many near Kopa. 
in the southern part of the district. They are but a low race. 
, The Pandit heard also of the following tribes. none of them numerous, 
and here all considered low, nor could I learn anythiug concerninl!' either 
their origin, or the reason of their names, which are Chamargaur, Dikshit, 
Palawa, ~uruwar. Paharor, Sirmaur, Kakand, l\1et~iya. Kathariya or K .. 
tholira, Naron;' Donawar, Ghata",ar, Gargabangsl, Dhenungiya. Gaj .. 
rauliha, Bhalea.'Ultan, Solangki, 'fhapachbatri, Chakarwar, Tetiba. Chau
biya. Kusbhamaliva. Belghatiya, Pacbastariya, and Surrahaniya. The 
Dhennngiyas are probably the same with the Vayasas, so called on account 
of their descent from the cow. . 

By far the greater part of tbe Rajputs follow sages of the sacred order. 
12 }ler cent. however, may adhere to the Ramanandis, aod 8 per cent. to 
the Atithis. Except the followers of the RalD81l8Ddis they eat animal 
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food, when they 1!an procure it; but all have abandoned the flesl1 of the 
wild hog, although it is remembered. that the lower tribes of them were 
in the habit of eating this I{ame. None of them acknowledge that they 
drink spirituous liqour. Very few will eon descend to hold the plouffh. 
Tile men of bi~b birth make money by marrying tbe daughtell of rich 
ehicfs of infenor rank; but they are in grent trouble bow to dispoBe of 
their daughtl'r8, because they will not on any account give them ,to persons 
bf lower rank, and most of the higher rank wishing to marry low girl! 
with large fortuncs, there is the utmost difficulty in proeuring busband. 
for their daugbters. Hence, as i~ was not expected that the daughters. if 
unmarried. would be able to live chaste, bnt would brinl1 diBgrace on the 
mlnily, it was judged prudent by tbe,Amorha SuryabangSJ8, the Gautamas, 
the Haras, 'and the Vayasall to breed few or no daughters. but to put 
'hem to death when born. This formerly was done openly WI a matter of 
course, in which no one bad a right to interfere. Since the English govern
Iben!, they have oftcn sent their wives to be delivered hlltlle Nawllb'. 
country, or they have starved the infant"and &IIid tb3~ 'thlly}hed of disealSt'. 
Another strange eircumstance eOl\tributed, \0 tl,lli" barbarous custom. 
Among the6e IIl1ughty soldiers, the .title J>f cather-ln-Iaw (Swa5ur) is held 
liighly contemptuous, and a Rajput,",,,ould hold it perfectly Justifiable to 
cut down anyone who applied it to him. The SieBets, Visen., and 
other high castes, whil'h have not adopted this barbarous CUllom respecl
ing their feanale children, are held very necessitou8 by procuring matches 
of suitable rank, and their girls" are often married to persons, who, tllOugh 
of high birth, are very unable to support them in the splendour of rank. 
All the Rajputs are willing to carry guns; but they seldom are willing to 
Bubmit to discipline, and the higber tribes would not admit of any res
triction on their dress or customs. Some few (64 families) are tradcrs. 
Although some men of rank understand accompts, they do not enter into 
any revenue service, excllpt superintending the estates of" their chief, aor 
do they follow tbe law. 

All the Baniyas here are reckoned Vaisyas, or as belong
ing to the third Hindu caste, while the Kayasthas are here 
reckoned only Sudras. This of course gives great offence to 
the scribes, who since the Company's government have natu
rally risen into great authority, and in the reports, which 
tllese people gave, and my people having similar prejudice" 
took, onty the AgarwaJa Baniyas were admitted among the 
gentry; but this, although adopted in the tables, I am assured 
by the Pandits of the distric~ is oot fair, and the whole Bani
yas ate' here considered as entitled to. the appellation oC 
Ashraf; and I have no doubt, that the Ilame is the case in 
Shahabad, where froin similar causes I have been misled. 
The Agarwalas amounting to 104 families are the highest i 
next tG these are the :Bal'nawars. amounting to about 280 
houses, .and the Unayi. amounting to about 170 bouses. The 
remaining tribes are rather impure, and nt~arly of the same 
rank; the Agarharis.amounting to, about 530 houses, the 
.Kaliong~haI1 to I,'HO, the Jaunpurii to 24, the Kamulpuri to' 
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about So, the Runiwars to. 476. the- Kaaoranis te> 24<, the 
Rastogis to 4, the- Kamul Kalu to 32, and the Bayas t-e 00.. 
The two first ranks do not permit their widows to malTY, and 
observe the rules whioh Vaisy.a ougltt to do. On this 
account, such of them, as are orthodox, are permitted to 
learn one-half of the Gayatri, from which all the lower tribelt 
are totally excluded. The othen keep widows as coneubines. 
Being rich, a struggle has taken pl:.ce for the guidance of 
their spirituals. The Brahmans have retained abaut a half, 
but a large proportion of the Agarwalas, who are the richest, 
are her«:tical Srawaks. The remaining half is divided among 
the Ramanandie, Atithis, Kavirpa.nth, Nanak, Satyanami
panth, &c. In the account of Behar I have supposed, tha. 
the Agarwalas came from Agra; but this I find, is a mistake. 
They came from a city called Agroha (Agarowda 01." Agaroa; 
Renell's Memoir, map at p. 65), where there was formerly a 
great deal of wealth and trade. It is said, that when all, 
house there failed, each of the others contributed a brick an~ 

'five rupees, which formed a stock sufficient to enable the 
bankrupt to le-commence tr8ae with advantage. 

ID this district the Halwais or confectioners, are reckoned' 
nearly of the, same rank with the Baniyas. being inferior to 
the two highest ranks, Ilnd higher than the more impure mer~ 
chants, although they keep widows as concubines; but aU 
ranks except the Sarwariya Brahm3ns" eat the confections 
which they prepare. Their spiritual guides, if they are o! 
the sacred order, are the Pandits; but many adhere to the 
Ramanandis, Atithia. &c. Their Purohits are pure Brah .. 
mans. They may amount to 336 families, of which 70 ara 
mercbants, and 7 are sugar boilers. 
, In Gorukhpoor the Kandus are reckon~d among the Vaj,." 

ayas, although a great part of them are mere farnlers. nor do. 
their women parch grain; but many keep j;hops, and the 
term. Vaisya here st'etQ8 merely to imply merchant, and ill 
almost unconnected with easte. The Kandus are considered 
a& on e. pa, with she lower Baniyas. One half .of tbem have 
Brahman Gurus, the othera are of all the sects which the: 
Baniyaa follow. ,Their purobits are pure Brahmans. Their
widowil become concubines, hut they abstain from drinking 
liquor ip public, anI;! Rajputs do not scruple to drink their. 
water, although tbey eat the wild hog. In all there may' be 
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2, 12,\ families, of which, about 1,623 are mere farmers, 447 
are traders, and !i!4 ar~ artists. By far the greatest part, 
above 1,600 families, are called Madhyadesis, from having 
belonged to the centr~l kingdom of the wodd, in which this 
district was included. The remainder is divided among the 
Kauojiyas, Gongr, and Changchara, the last the smallest in 
~umber. 
" ,Tbe, S!ldras here are 'Usuany divided into four clal!ses, in 
the following order, the Satsudra, Sudra, Mahasudl'a, and 
Antyaja; but- the people, who assisted me in making up this 
a~count. could not with certainty refer each caste to its elasil ; 
for they never had bestowed pains to enquire concerning the 
various claims of such low persons. 

- Tbe Pandits here insist, that tbe Kayasthaa are mere 
Sudras, and that they are lower than the Kandu8; but on 
l/-ccount of their influence they are included among the gentry 
(AshraO. All who have been long settled in this district live 
pure. and are endeavouring all they can to elevate themselves 
from the dregs .of the people; but this has as yet failed or 
success, as many of their kindred from other countries, who 
come here, still adhere to their impurity, and sit on the same 
mat with the pure men of this district. Thill impurity consists 
in drinking spirituous liquors, and in eating meat killed by a 
butcher. They do not keep widows all concubines. The 
highest Brahmans will not eat in their house, and the 8weat
meats which they offer, even to the· lower Brahmans, must 
110t pass through their h/!-nds, and must be conveyed by a 
Brahman; but a Brahman admits the.m without scruple to 
sit on the same mat with him, which he will not do to any 
individual of a lower tribe, who' does not happen to be rich 
or powerful. None of them here will touch the plough; but 
they have been highly favoured ip obtaining their lanus, the 
rents having in general heen at the disposal of their kinsmen. 
There are, it is said, of this caste 10,804 families, of whom 
almost the wllOle are- of the Sribastavs tribe. Perhaps 100 
familie~.of these are called Khara Sribastav, and pretend to 
be the ~nly Jfue Sribastav, alleging that the othcrll, who are 
called simply Sribastavs are bastards, a compliment return('d 
to the Kharas by the multitude. Many of the Sribastan 
descended of some families who accompanied the Sirnets 
from. the west, call themselves Pangre, and are generally 
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allowed to be higher than the others. There may be 10 
familiel! of Gaur Kayasthas, 15 of Etanaks, two of Bhattana
gar, and about ten who are avowedly bastards (Krishnapak
Ihis). Almost all the Kayasthas have farms, and as many as 
can find employment use the pen in the revenue and judicial 
departments; for almost the whole (H) can read and write, 
and many understand Persian. A few are traders, and a few 
carry arms in the police and revenue departments, for here 
the civil officers are armed. 

The Ahirs in this country are reckoned next in rank to the 
Kayasthas. A few, as lias be~n mentioned, have become 
l\Iullammedans, but the number remaining pagan is very great. 
Their proper duty is to tend cattle, and prepare milk; but 
by far the greater part now hold the plough, although they 
are in the exclusive possession of the professions belonging to 
their caste: that is to say, no one except them is hired to 
tend cattle, although the infirm of poor families tend their 
own herds; and they here possess the exclusive right of 
milking the cow, 80 that on all occasions, for this purpose an 
Ahir must be hired, even by the low tribes. All people, 
however, may prepare the cow's milk, and may milk the 
buffalo. A few of the Ahirs deal in cattle, but as partners 
with Brahman. Some of them also are armed men in the 
service of the police; and cattle stealers are usually sus
pected to belong to this tribe. When the Rajas had feuds, 
the Ahira were usually employed to plunder. The Rajput 
chiefs have certain families of the Ahirs, the women of which 
serve as wet nurses for their children, and the men are at
tached to their persons. ,These families are called Bar
gahas, have received of course great favour, and several of 
them are very rich; but the others look down on them, as 
having admitted their women to too great familiarity with the 
chiefs. The Ahirs are also much employed to show game, as 
they are well acquainted with the forests. Many are em
ployed as carters, in bringing timber from the woods, a few 
are engaged in trad~. They are reckoned a pure tribe; but 
even Kayasthas willnot.drink water from their house, although 
any Brahma!} will f'lmploy them to carry his vessels filled with 
water. On the day of the Dewali, they eat tame pork; and 
on all occasions, such as are not of the sect of Vishnu, eat 
the wild hog. . Their Purohit!! are pure Brahmans,'and most 
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of their 'sages belong to the sacred. order; but some follow the 
Raman andis, some the 4-titbis, and a few Kavir. There are 
no 'Sages called JhuDukiyas, such as mentioned in the account 
of Behar. There are, however, some people called Jungkahs) 
who sing and beat drums at births and marriages. In all 
there may be 27,877 pagan families, of whom about 70 per 
cent. are Goyal', or Goyal, 26 per cent. are Harboras, and 4 
per cent. are Kanojiyas. The first al'e tlle highest, and tlul 
last 'the lowest,. being by aU admitted. to drink spirituous 
liquors, while the people of this. country deny that the others 
permit themselves this indulgence. which would deprive them 
of their services i but tbe Pandit' of the survey alleges, that 
even the highest of them told bim. that they were in tbe habit 
of drinking. They all acknowledge that tbey are willing to 
keep widows all concubines; and, when an elder brother dies, 
the youngel' brother takes the widow. 

Nut to the Ahirll the Kurmis here hold the highest place I 
and in Pal'raona .they obtained the whole propel'ty. although 
they were not able to secure the title of Raja. This, however, 
was bestowed on the family by the lat8 Allfud-DouIah; but it 
gave great offence to the Raj puts, and has been discontinued. 
The families most nearly connected with the chiefs of Par
raona, and some other~ who were Chaudkuris of Pergunahs, 
are reckoned Ashl'af, and scorn the plough. While II great 
lpany of the Saithawar and Patanawar tl'ibell have become 
Ilshamed of the ,term Kurmi, and l'eject all addition. to the 
nAmes above mentioned. although it is well known, that they 
are Kurmis. and many of them al'e noli ~hamed of this name. 
On the l'ight of the Sarayu this tribe is most commonly called 
Kunmi. 01' Kunbi, which, iu. the "account of Mysore, I have 
written Cunabi; for it is one of the most generally diffused 
and nUmerous tribes in India; and in Malawa baa risen to 
great power by the elevation of Sindhiya to the government, 
o~ Ujjain. This person was a Kurmi; but I am told, that at 
his capital t¥ Kurmis are now reckoned Rajput., as. they 
would have b~en here had, the Parraona family been a little 
more powerful. , There is sQme reason to Iluspect. that their 
claim is better foUnded than that ohumy who have had more 
success; for jt i. alleged by many; that they are the same witll 
the Tharus, whose claim to be descended of the family of the 
l8un, i~ suppoded,bY.J1laDY circumstallCe$ which mUli!:. be al-
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lowed to have some weight,- although I do not think them 
c:onclusive. If the Kurmis, however, are the same with the 
Tharu!!, they are at any rate descended of the most powerful, 
most civilized, and most ancient tribe, that has been sovereigns 
(lfthe country since the time at least of the family of the SUD. 

As the Tharus, however, are impure, the Kurmis strenuously 
deny the connection, they being nearly as pure as the Abirs. 
They formerly eat wild pork; but now reject it ... and will not 
acknowledge that they drink spirituous liquor. They keep 
widows as concubines. Their Gurus and Purohits are the 
same with those of the Ahirs. The families J'eckoned Ashraf, 
perhaps 110 houses, can read and write. All are willing to 
carry arms, and several do so. The Patanawars and Saitha.. 
wars, unless exceedingly poor, will not hire themselves as 
ploughmen, nor on any account act as domestics; but, except 
the Ashraf families, all are willing to plough; and, except' the 
two above-mentioned tribes, the others are willing to be dc
mestic servants. On the whole, there are about 44,335 fami
lies, of which 52 per cent. may be Saithawar, 38 per cent. 
Yasawars. 6 per cent. Gujaratis, 2 pel' cent. Dhalphor, or 
clod piercers, 1 per 'cent. Patanawars, and 1 per cent. Cha
naUSt or Chandanis. and Akharwars. The Saithawars seem 
to be the same with those called Ayodhyas, in Behar. being 
by far the most common near Ayodbya. The Yasawars are 
thought to have come from Jayasa, a 'great manufacturing 
country S.E. from Lakhnau (Jayes R.). in which case tbe 
name Yasawar, often used in the accounts of districts formerly 
surveyed, _hould be written Jayasawar, as the Pandits here 
contend should be the case •. 

Nearly of the same rank with the Kurf!1is are the Kairis. 
who cultivate kitchen gardens and fields,aridwho never become 
soldiers. They are often called Murawa; frolD the radishes. 
which they rear. They have the same priests with the Kur
miSt and eat in the same manner j but most of them are of the 
_ect of Vishnu, and altogether reject animal food. Their 
whole number may De ;10,348 families. of which 57 per cent. 
are called Kanojiya.: J6 per cent. are called Bahamaniyas. it 
ill said from a territory ,f that name in the east part of this 
watrict; 13 per cent. are Sarwariyas, named after this part of 
the country; 8 per cent. are Goyits; and 1 per cent. Jaru
hars. The Bani, who cultivate betle lea~ are here reckoned 
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equal to the Kairis. A great proportion of them are mere 
cultivators of grain, aml'some few (71 families) are mere re
tailers of the betIe leaf, very little being reared in this district. 
The families may in all amount to 1059, of which more than 
eight-tenths come from Jayasa, being called Jayasaware, a 
name which in former accounts has been corrupted into 
Yasawar. Nine-tenths of the remainder are called Chaurasia, 
frolll.R territory near Merzapoor. and the small remainder is 
from Kanoj. 

In this district, these three tribes of cultivators are reckoned 
superior to most artificers, although there are many who ob
serve almost equally the laws of Hindu purity, that is, they 
abstain from spirituous liquors, and from meat killed by a 
butcher; but they still eat the wild boar. although some are 
beginning to reject this food. 'The following are the tribes 
of this kind. They are allallowe,l to keep concubines. and 
the younger brother must keep his elder brother's widow. 
They have Brahman Purohits, and the sacre<l orders Ilre will· 
ing to give them instruction, but many of them adhere to the 
Ramanandis and Atithis. 

The Lohar, or blacksmiths, who in Behar are reckoned illt
pure, in this district, as well as Bengal. are reckuned pure, 
and are the highest among the artificers, except the confec
tioners, who hold in some measure a place between the Vai
syas and Sudras, and the Barai. They aU work at their pro
per profession; but many are als0 Carpenters, and more have 
farms, which they cultivate at leisure hours. The whole may 
amount to 1395 families. The carpenters (Barhais) occupy 
the place next to the blacksmiths, and, like them, fo1l6w their 
profession, only at their leisure hours they cultivate a little 
land for their own use. 

The people who make red lead, in number nine families, 
constitute here a separate caste of nearly the same rallk wiLh 
coppersmiths. , Coppersmiths are divided into no less than 
three 'castes. which, although they follow the different hranches 
of the profession 'without distinction, do not intermarry, and 
each contends for superiority, "although by all others they are 
reckoned on an equality., 

The Tharus, once lords of this country, and claiming to be 
the descendants o~ the family of the Sl\~, are divided into two 
kinds, the highest of which, the NalapuriYils, Ilre thrust thua 
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far down, and the others are sunk much lower. The Nala.
puriyas observe tolerably the rules of Hindu purity, and have 
Upadhyaya Brahmans, the highest of the sacred order on the 
hills, for their priests, while the Ramanamlis and Atithis, are 
their spiritual guides. They eat the wild hog,. but reject 
fowls, and the tame BOW. They may amount to, ]32 families. 

The Rawlmis, mentioned in Behar as the descendants of 
Jarasandha, are confined to the borders of Mitbila, where 
they are numerous. Here there are only 116 families, and 
these are held on the borders ofimpurity. The Khawas, like. 
the Rawanis, are all slaves, and are said to have accompanied 
the Chauhan Raja, when this warlike chief retired froin Chi
taur to the hills, and to have carried his baggage. They have 
ever since continued in the service ofhia descendants. and are 
partly employed in the cultivation of their personal estates, 
partly as the most confidential domestics. About thilty fami
lies are now settled on the private estate that the ltaja of 
Palpa still holds on the plains of this district. 

The Domra, who work in bamboos, have disgraced them
selves not only by their inordinate appetite, for they win eat 
food prepared by anyone except a washerman, but by remov
ing dead carcasses, and by being public executioners, "'hile 
their women do not scruple to confess, that they drink spi
rituous liquors. They are very few in number (76 famili,~). 
Many allege, that they were once lords. of the country, and 
that the Domkatar tribe of military Brahmans are not in 
reality different, but abandoned their impurity, when raised 
to the military rank by l\Iahananda • 
. The Hulalkhor or sweepers reject the food dressed by 
yashermen, although they make no scruples about a good 
dish} into which even a Christian has thrust his knife. Those 
called pagans amount to about 97 families. Having detailed 
the tribes of Hindus, - I now proceed to give some general 
account ot their manners, which differ more from those in 
Shahabad than the latter do from those in Behar, although 
the Brahmans of Kanoj have possess~on of both this district 
and Shahabad, while the Majas are in possession of Behar; 
but it must be observed, that the Brahmans of Sbahabad be
long chiefly to the SanaUl'iya and Ailtar.edi provinces, while 

• 00 IICcount of tbe necessity of economizing space, many pages of the 
Hindu IOnd Muhammedan tribet have been omilted.-[Eu.] 
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those ot tbis district are chiefly Sarwariyas, who cOllsider 
tbe manners of the ot}v>..r two provinces so di.sgraceful, that 
many affect to speak with contempt of these provincials, and 
would wish it to be understood, that these only are Kanojiya 
Brahmans,.while the Sarwariyas form a separate and more 
elevated race. 

Many Bengalese indeed are willing to admit, that the rutes 
oC Hindu purity and religion are more strictly observe(l hel'e 
than1n the province <fIf Behar. Considering the enormous 
proportion of the high castes, it is indeed wonderful tha~ 
more attention is not paid both to purity and to the per
fOl'blance of ceremonies. 

Almost all tbe young women, who can afl'ord it, wear in 
drells~he petticoat, although it is not a legal Hindu dress, 
anqwhich therefore they must lay aside wben they perform 
allY religious ceremony or the important office of cook; nor 
be widows permitted to use this vanity. The men also on 
aU public occasions, such as visiting the great, or at their 
marriages, endeavour, if possible, to imitate the Muham
medaa .dress, nor do Pandits, even scruple on such occasions 
to ;wear the turban and trowsers. 

The Sarwariya Brahmans, and all the sacred order here 
imitate their example, do not eat rice cleaned by boiling, 
that is purchased in the market. What is cleaned without 
boilil1g, may be anywhere purchased; yet the distinction i. 
very slight, for the Brahmans' women never clean the rice 
themselves, and low women. are employed to boil the rice 
before it is cleaned. The conscience is saved by this opera
tion being performed in ~he Brahman's house, and by ,the 
water used being drawn, and carried home in his "euds, for 
this is done by the low women employed to clean the grai? 
The Brahmans here in general decline to eat parched gram 
purchased from a sbop, and sweetmeats, consisting of grain 
and sugar .fried in oil, they altogether reject J but they use 
the confections made of sugar and curds, and they carry 
grain to the parcher'S shop, who ,prepare it before them. aml 
eat this without scruple •. T~ey never eat eith~r of the~. 
refreshments without purifying the plaoe; on wInch they Sit, 
with cow dung' and water' a ceremony that elsewhere is only 
~on$jdel'ed Jlecessa.ry at :egular meals. ,They eat goat's fl~h 
both when sacrificed, and when killed on purpose I b\\t w,U 
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Dot purchase a joint from the shop of a profe1Jsed butcher. 
They eat also deer, porcupines, and hares, partridges, quails, 
pigeons, turtle-doves, and wild ducks {)f -several kinds, aad 
tisD. It is admitted that, according to the ,written law., they 
might ea.t wild hog, lizards. tU'l"tle, and wild pullet.; but .. ny 
one, who presumed to do so, would infallibly lose -caBte. 
Two or thl'ee Pandits are shllewdly suspected of drinking i. 
the worship of the goddess; ,but they keep it 8S secret ill! 

possible; as, if clearly proven, they would undoubtedly lQs~ 
caste. From the vast numbel" of stillll, aowever, and tlw 
small number of the low tribes there can be little doubt, tbat 
many personll of pure birth drink i.u private. but.all deny 
the doing so as strongly as the Brahmans. ,The l~ajputs. 
Baniyas. Kayasthas, AWr. Kurmi, and Kairi, who, for.m '" 
Jarge proportioo of the remaining Hindus, jive Dearly on the 
same footing with the Brahmans, only.,ex.cept the chief far 
miIies of RaJputs, they make no difficulties about who clell!lll 
their rice. or about, sweetmeats and parched grains. In fact 
there are more strict livers among these loWer tribes in pro.
portion, than ia the sacred order, a much Jarger proportion ci 
the low people ,being of the sect of Vishnu, which Illtogether 
rejects animal food, and rice cleaned by boiling. The great:,.· 
part of ,the .pure Sudras pretend to be as strict ~ the Brah
mans respecting liquor.. The a.bominable tJ:ibes here forming 
a large proportion, and there being few .intermediat~ grada,
tions, the number of tame. swine is very great, and the impur~ 
illdulge their appetites as much as in Behar. . 
. The ,Brahmans, ,and all the women except ,of thE) IQWelit 

-dregs of impurity never ,smoke tobaccQ, ,except as a medicine~ 
but for this restraint they make up by chewing. The me~ 
'of all degrees .lower ,tha.n Brahmans smoke without shame,. 
Brahmans may wi,thout loss ,of caste l{ltoxicate themse\ve.$ 
with. hemp, but it iSOQly ul!ed to an)! considerable extant 
by those who have abandoned the pleasures of thE) WOl'lQ. fo_r 
a religio\UI life. . . I 

; Xhe funeral expenses here"aJi in Behar,.are very .moc4:rllte, 
nor is it 'usuli\l to read the funeral ceremony, when a corpse 
,is bumed.. even <when a faithful' ,spouse accompanies! her 
husband .on ~he ,pile •. The ceremony is read only. at the 
funerals of Rajas. or .er1 ,principal Pand.it!J.. The ~oprning 
lasts from JO to SO days .. according ~o the ,rank 9f the pllrtifl!, 
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the highest mourning least. During the mourning ten of
ferings (Pindas) are made, and thrown into the river. When 
the mourning is over, an offering is made to the Mabapatra 
Brahmans, and obsequies (Sraddha) are' performed. The 
Tithi or annual commemoration of deceased parents is llsually 
performed. /lnd also that called the Pitarpakshas as in Bebar. 
but the monthly commemorations are neglected. The mori
bu~d are treated as in Behar; and all, who can afford it. 
give a cow to the Brahma~s. Those, who are poor. give 4 
'anas, which are called the price of a coow. 

The expenses of marriage. especially of women, are very 
heavy. and, as I have mentioned, have led in some instances 
to the most barbarous practices. Persons are much blamed 
who do not procure husbands for their daughters before the 
age of puberty; but the young women, whose paTents have 
neglected, are not considered impure; and it is the lowest 
ranks, that marry earliest, both because the expense i, 
moderate, and because young widows are not among them 
condemned to celibacy. The marriage season lasts five months, 
but the heats of spring are the most common, the great 
harvest being then over, and the people of course being then 
fullest handed, while the poor farmers have then little to do. 
-The scarcity of milk in the cold season is also a strong objec
'tion to marriages being then celebrated, as milk forms a 
principal part of the feast. China is not considered as at all 
necessary. An eldest son cannot be married to an eldest 
daughter, nor can a first born son be married in the month 
Jyaishtha. Unless Ii. wife has no children, it is not usual for 
a man to take a second, nor is it here considered lawful; but 
some rich men indulge themselves, nor is any punishment or 
-atonement thought necessary, the two wives, indeed, in general 
take care, that the sufferings of the man should be adequate 
to his fault. The, marriage here is only a betrothing at in 
Behar. Consummation does not take place until after puberty. 
Certain Brahmans of the Sakadwipi race, and called Sumang
'galis, have a hereditary light to ~ome fees on marriages in 
most parts of the district, but not in all. This right is said 
'to have been granted, to them by diffel'ent Rajas. The 
'custom of widows burning with their husband's corpse is much 
honoured. and little monuments are raised over the places of 
,the sacrifice. ';l'h~se are much more numerous tha.n one 
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would expect front the number of sa~rifices said annually to 
occur, which amount to about thirteen. Many irregularities 
are admitted to favour a custom considered so honora~le; 
nor is any religious ceremony thought necessary, which pro
bably arose from the office of the priest having been dangerolls 
during the Mogul government. Our police, I believe, never 
inquires into the matter, to know whether the act on the 
part of the woman is really voluntary. 'Vidows of the 
highest castes may burn' at any period after their husbands' 
death, that they pleav, even if they have been present, when 
their husbands died; nor is this here admitted to be an ir
regularity. as it woult! be ~onsidered in Bengal. But among 
the irregularities admitted for, the sake of encouraging a 
practice thought so laudable. I may mention a widow of 
Bakhira,. who·lO or 12 years ago burned herself with her 
husband's corpse. She had an only son five or six years of 
age; and, there being no relatiqn to take care of him, she took 
the child with her on the pile. I also heard at Bangsi of a widow 
who did not burn herself with her husband, but sometime 
after his death she .lost her son, and she was burned with 
his corpse, a much more natural action than the former, which 
is altogether shocking. 

The custom of concubinage' (Sagais) is perfectly on the 
same footing as in Behar. When a.division of property takes 
place, the children by virgins get 10 shares, and those by 
widows have six I;hares. U nmarrietl women or widows, who 
have children, lose caste, nor is the father of the child bound 
to provide either for it or the mother j but the man, in any 
caste that does not admit of concubines, loses caste by fornica
tion, unless he be of a temporal power sufficient to set the 
law at defiance, as'is the case with Rajputs and Kayasthas, 
bl)th of whom have connection with even infidels without 
disgrace. No man. i~, however tolerated to meddle with' 
women of a rank higher· than,himself. AltllOugh the Hindu 
law prohibits the capital, punis~ent of women, the custom 
ffflm time immemorial, _until ,the -English government, per
mitted the near relations to. put: to death- any. female, that 
disgraced them; nor· was it considered, as at all proper for 
the government to interfere. It is indeed alleged, that several 
persons' of rank have on such an account p'ut their own 
mothers to- deathl young widows left as managers of large 

YOLo H. H Ii 
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estates during the minority of their Bon having great tempta
tions; nor, until their sofls arrival at manh'"6od, durst any olle 
presume to blame their licentious conduct, the paramour 
having usually the whole power of the estate. 

In the account of each division I have mentioned the most 
prevailing sects, and in the account of castes some farther 
explanation bas been given. The Brahmans are chieITy of 
the .'lect of Saiva, Rama is the next most common favourite, 
then the female power, a very few worship Krishna, and N a· 
oak has acquired no considerahle number of followers. There 
are here none so bigoted as not to pray to any god that may 
come in the way, nor to speak of any without revererwe. It 
must be observed, that the Hindus have two forms of lIecret 
worship (Upadesa). One, given to the three castes that wear 
the thread, is taken from the Vedas, and is called the Gayalri 
or Vaidika Upadesa, and is taught by any person who knows 
it to the youth when he assumes the thread i but it great many 
even of the sacred order soon forget it i and of the lowcr 
castes, except Rajas and rich merchants, few recollect the 
part which has perhaps once been read or repeated to them. 
The other secret form, taken from the Tantras, is only COUl

municated by the person adopted as sage or Guru, Rnd is re
peated by him into the ear of the adherent. It is therefore 
called the Tantrika Upadesa, or Gurumukhi, and in this dis
trict the most common phrase, at least among the unlellrllf'd, 
is to say that such or such a man has employed stich 11 tll'jest 
to blow in his ear. Everyone, when he assumes the thread. 
goes through the ceremony of receiving the Gayatri; but 
many decline receiving tbe Tantrika Upadesa until they ad
vance in years; because the. sage is trouble8~me, and after 
this instruction men are required to put themselves under 

.more restraint. Very many of the Brahmans nl'gll'ct pral iog 
for the remission of their sins j and the lower castes of course 
"ery seldom trouble tbem~elves about the matter. 

The number of images Qf Siva, under the form of the 
Lingga, is exceedingly grl!at~ and all who belong to this sect 
pretend to follow the doctrine of Sangkara, although the Ati· 
this, who are tllt~ guides'Jor many. and ~re every where the 
\lriests of these idols, have departed very much fl'om the rules 
of' their great doctor, and most of the Bl"ahmans know nothing 
about them. His works a.re, however .. rather more studied 
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than in the east. Although the sect of Vi~hnq is very nu
merous, the images of any gods of this class $re chiefly con~ 
fined to the convents of Ramanandis, or other religious men .. 
dicants; and these gods are most -commonly worshipped ilJ 
private under the form of the stones called Salagramas. 
Rama and Sita are by far tlle most common object of worship, 
Krishna bas a few adherents, and still fewer join Radha tq 
that god; but the most common images in temples, said tQ 
belong to this sect, are usually called Vasudev or Chatur. 
bhuja, although other!! of the same form have been variously 
named; and they all seem to me to have been taken from 
ruins belonging to the sect of Buddha; not from any connec
tion betw~en the sects, but because the images were disco~ 
vered, attracted notice, and required some orthodox name or 
other. One of them is called ParasuramlJ, although there i, 
no form of worship by which that deity could be addressed, 
nor hal! it any resemblance to the figure. under which he i. 
usually represented. 
• Although the sect of Sakti is not numerous, there are a 
good {l1any temples and images of the destructive female 
spirits, who are applied to by all when in fear. The wo.r,. 
ship of Kali has been introduced • since the ,English toolt: 
posl>ession, '" some of the wise men of the east having told th~ 
wiseacres here that she is the deity of the English, to whose 
favour they entirely owe their great· success. Until thilJ 
deity was introduced, it was not common to call the female 
power by any peculiar name; she was usually spoken of, an4 
worshipped as Devi or Bhawani. two appellations implying 
merely the goddess, although by the latter term Sitala is 
commonly understood. There may be a few images called 
Surys, but they ar~ of no celebrity; and there are many of 
Ganes, but merely as an attendant on Siva; nor did I hear 
of one person who belongs to the sects which worship these 
gods as their favourite. ., 

The most learned. that I have consulted concerning the 
Gramyadevata}l'say, that these" ancient "objects of worship' 
were originally anonymous;. and that the place consecrated 
to the worship was ~alled the Stha~ or place of the Gramya-

';fhia is /lut little complimentary. a, KaJi is one of t/le mqst Cluel DDd 
blood.tbi!sty of the Hiudu deities.-[ED] 
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devata, or Dihuyar, which latter term is almost the only one 
used here, or indeed known, except to the learned. Almost 
every old village (Asuli Mauza) in most divisions has such a 
place generally on a high spot, and under a large tree; but in 
a few villages there is no public place, and the ceremonies are 
performed in the house of the priest. In Parraona, however, 
it was said, that very few villages had a place for the worship 
of their protecting gods. It is supposed that it is only of 
late'that any of these pJaces have been dedicated to peculiar 
deities, and chiefly when inhabitants have been settled in a 
place that has long been waste, and its original Sthan neg
lected or unknown. On such occasions the magicians culled 
Sokha are consulted, and the one employed, after going 
thrQugh many ceremonies. points out the proper place, and 
following the fashion of the day, mentions some god or ghost, 
who is to be considered as the Dihuyar. The priest ill always 
of some very low caste, Chamar, or Dosad, and offers swine 
and spirituous liquor at harvest home, and other fixed OCCIl

sions, receiving from the people a certain allowance to d~fJ',\y 
the expense, even where a great ghost of some higher caste, 
or god of the Brahmans has been selected, although in the 
former case the proper priest is always of the ghost'. caste, 
and in the latter a Brahman or Atithi.· In a few of the latter 
cases, where the god selected coul(1 not with decency be of
fered pork, the usual offerings are made by the impure pricst 
at his own house, as I have above mentioned. The appoint
ment of ghosts or peculiar gods to be Dihuyars, although 
common in many parts of the district, is in many others con
sidered as quite irregular, and the places dedicated to the 
worship of these ghosts and pe~ties are considered all quite 
distinct from that of the Dihuyar. The Sokhas indeed, who 
direct the affah·, are ignorant fellows; and, were they the 
most learned men in the country, they probably would fall 
inta an equal.number of errors, as no Pandit whom Illave 
consulted can give, any rati9nal aeeolJnt of the origin of thia 
worship. of the nature of the Dibuyars, or why these deities 
are now supposed to be destitute of power. Sn Bengal and 
the south of India the" sacred order indeed cQnsiden their 
worship illegal, not~ithstanding- that to apIJease 'the fear. of 
the women it is always contipued, although often concealed; 
but here even the Pandits I/odmit. that ~he worship ia legal, 
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and at marriages, or any other of the Dasakarmas, the Ora
myadevata is invoked among the crowd of gods. At mar
riages and harvest home the Brahmans send an offering to 
the Sthan, through the priest; and the same is done when 
they are in fear, especially from sickness. The high castes, 
however, have dedicated many Sthans to different forms of 
the female power; and, as long as pos~ible, they content 
themselves with making offerings there; but in urgent dan
ger fear compels them to have recourse to the Dihuyar. They 
indeed usually lay the blame on the fears of their women; 
but that their own never predominates is rather problematical. 
In fact these Sthans are the places of worship by far the most 
frequented, and they would have become dangerous had not 
the sacred order discovered that some ghosts of their own 
wel'e vastly more powerful and mischievous than those of the 
low fellows, who had hitherto enjoyed the spoil. These 
ghosts are caned Brahms Devatas, and are never among the 
Dihuyars, having in general hereditary priests of the sacred 
order, who in many places make burnt offerings, which are 
never given to the Dihuyars, who must be contented with 
miserable little images .of elephants and horses, that the 
Brahman ghosts totally scorn. In some-parts, however, no 
particular' man enjoys this office, and each votary employs his 
Purohit, or any other Brahman that he pleases. In most 
parts of the district every chief or indep'endent (Asuli Mauza) 
village bas not yet obtained a deity of this kind; but in many 
parts a near approach is making to this improvement, wbich 
will 'probably soon altogether expel the Dihuyars, as indeed 
is said to have nearly happened in Parl'aoria, where every 
l\Tauza has a Brahma Devata, but very few have Dihuyars. 
'Vhere, however, it has made little progress, the Brahmans 
have ~ontrived to have some of their own gods introduced as 
Dihuyars, and act as their priests, which answers perhaps 
&lmost as well.' The Dihuyar never has any image, only to 
mark the place a lump of clay is placed on a platform of the 
same material. 

In most villages the peculiar deity has still no name, and 
perhaps the"origin of this .worship may l:'e referred to a time 
when the Hindus may be supposed in reality to have had only 
one god, and the reason why the priests are of the dregs of 
impurity, who scruple not to sacrific~ swine, is pe!hape that , 
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such was the custom of the ancient priesthood,' and that. in 
the regular course of succession, this custom bas remained 
unchanged. although the high ranks 11ave long abandoned 
such impurity. 

Bathing in certain places on certain days and pilgrimages 
are still more common than in Behar or Shahabad. In the 
topography have been mentioned the \'arious p1aces in this 
district that are frequented, and the numbers that usually 
attend. Out of the district Ayodhys is by far the most fre· 
quented, especially from the places in its vicinity. It was 
stated, that no 1ess than 184,000 people went there annually 
from thence, partly on the birth day of Rama, and partly on 
the full moon of Kartik. On the first occasion they worship 
at Swarga Dwara. where Rama went to heaven j on the 8e. 
cond occasion tIlt'y visit Goptargbat, wbere the cow Kamd
henu came from heaven, and where 'Lakshmarl, t.he brother 
of Rama, disappeared. The cow above mentioned is a deity, 
'Who gives to her votaries whatever good thing they want; 
12,000 persons go to Benares at every eclipse. 

About 330 persons go to Baidyanath, and all go previoullly 
either to Haridwar.or Prayag, from whence they carry a luad 
(Kaur) of water to throw on the god. - They are almost all 
hirelings, poor Brahmans, who make a profession of the busi
bess. The journey occupies about three months, and they 
receive from 12 to 15 rupees for the journey, with some shoes 
and cloth, and money to defray the expense of offering the 
'Water, and they beg as much as po&sible on the way. The 
:Rajas and wealthy Zemindars ~end ~very year i poorer per-
80ns send only occasionally.' • 

The Holi is here the greatest festiva1,' The ceremony i8 
performed on the full mOon of Phalgun, when (Hom) burnt 
'Offerings are made to all tIle gods, in order to-save the pt'op\e 
from Dhundha Rakshasi, who would otllerwise destroy many. 
Next morning the people throw red. powder; dust, and dirty 
water at each. other untillloon, after which they clean them~ 
selves, and having prayed to their own favourite god, each 
man gives II feast to his family and servants. The grand part 
of the ceremony, hgwever, con"sisJs in singing obscene abuse, 
for at least 15 days before the offering, and some continue to 
sing eight days after the offering has been made. Rich men 
hire danCing girls and boys to perform in this time; but except 
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old men all join in the obscenities and abuse, which however 
do not fail to enrage a great many. Tile women assemble 
together in the house, and 8ing and abuse each other, it is 
said, with more indecency than the men; hut they do not go 
out, nor admit men to their parties. The men on the con. 
trary go into the streets and roads, and attack wJlOever they 
meet. Nor are sacred persons exempt from abuse, especially 
Kavir, on whom the orthodox heap every abusive expression, 
in order to vex his followers. 

The Nagpangchami in most places is much reverenced. 
The head of the family bathes in th~ nlorning, and paints on 
the wall of his sleeping house lwo rude representations ot 
serpents, and makes offerings to the Brahmans. He then 
feasts his family and servants. On this day many people 
pray to the eight chief dragons in the pit; and the virgins 
throw some playthings into the water. In Bhadra the people 
celebrate the Nandotsawa or Dadhikando. This festival was 
established by Nanda Gopal, the foster-father of Krishna. 
On the eighth day of the waning moon the people fast, burn 
lights before images of Krishna or of Rama, and make offer
ings. Many people then eat, but others fast, and the night 
is passed in singing and music. In the morning the chief vo
taries carry about a mixture of curds, water, and turmeric, 
and throw them on the tumultuous crowd employed in beat
ing drums, bawling, and dancing with all their might. Since 
the English government rich men send this precious mixture 
on an elephant, which was not tolerated in the time of the 
Nawabs. Gopi Mahan ,Babu. has lately introduced this fes
tivd in Bengal, where it was not known before, and it is still 
confined to Calcutta. 

The Charakp'iIja' is not known i but some of the lower 
Bengalese this year aS$embled at Gorukhpoor, and one of them 
not being able to procure the apparatus necessary for swinging, 
thrust an iron spit through his tongue before Hathi Devi. 
It is not lawful for the Siulras to read any of tbe books com
posed by the Gods or Munisj but Borne of the Kshatris both 
read' and understand them; and maily Brahmans are employed 
to read and explain the- Purans to tbe people of high rank. 
All men of rank have the utmost objections to the forms of 
oath, which -1>ur courts require; e.specially to touching the 
Ganges water. J They wish to be put on the same footing 
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with the Europeans and Muhammedans, in taking an oath on 
the book of their law, to which I can see no possible objec~ 
tion. The compelling people indeed to perform an action, 
which they consider as a sin, in order to secure their veracity, 
appears to me a very great hardship, as well as absurdity, the 
degradation of taking such an oath naturally rendering the 
persons compelled careless of their character and word; and, 
so far as I can learn, it is scarcely possible, that any form of 
oath, or even any examinatioll'without oath, would be found 
to produce evidence, upon which less reliance could be placed, 
than that extorted with so much disgust and violence. Dis
putes are occasionally settled by the one party agreeing to 
refer the matter to his opponent's oath. This is taken either 
before some image of Siva, or at a place dedicated to the 
ghost of Bechll Upadhya, and the having recourse to such a 
means IS owing no doubt to the tediousness, uncertainty and 
expense of legal suits. ' 

The places of prayer do not differ essentially from those 
mentioned in Behar, only that .the ,SaraYIl is not sO much 
frequented as the Ganges; and some; who live near temples 
worship their peculiar God there; but by' far the greater 
part prays at hOl~e. It is only the wealthy and learned. that 
have Salagramas. The chiefs bave chapels (Mandir) with a 
priest to perform daily worship, and some attend this; but 
others go only occasionally. The Sudras are nol allowed to 
pray before the Salagrama;' and, if ~ny rich man of this rank 
keeps one, he must employ a Brahman to worship it. Many 
of them here worship a Yantra.or cabalistical figure, usually 
made on a copper plate, but some on gold, silver, or crystal. 
These may be made to represent whatever God the votaries 
please, and some sage draws the pr~per figure, which the 
workman afterwards completes; 'for ignorant people do noC 
know the proper fOI'In, which differs for each deity. ' 
. The sages (Gurus) who instruct the Hindus in religion 
ha)'e here no more profit than in Bebar, but the sacred order 
retains a much larger share of the flock; because almost the 
whole property is ves~ed in the Brahmans. and Raj p,u ts. 
Scarcely any of the formei' have deserted their brethren, and 
.flO great proportion of the latter. In the topography I have 
carefully marked the various· persons. who have in each 
division acquired the jurisdiction of Gur",s, and the degree 
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of ascendancy, which each has obtained. I shall now /:,rive an 
account, as in Behar, of those who perform the officE', but I 
must previously observe, that here the term Guru is not very 
commonly used, and that Gosaing is applied as synonymous, 
and is applied to the sages of all castes and sects. It i& not 
however applied to them exclusively; but is also very often 
given by servants to their masters, and sometimes by"ives 
to their husbands. ,', 

The Pandit Brahmans, who act as sages, although tltem
selves of different sects, have not divided' their flocks; and 
each of them gives his adherents the form of worship for 
whntever deity of the orthodox, that they please. Some of 
their followers are considered at liberty to choose whatever 
sage they please; but the greater part is considered as 
hereditary property. Even this does not here divide in 
equal shares among the sons pf the sage. The most learned 
of the family is either chosen as successor, for the whole or 
each of the flock is allowed to chose which eover of the sons 
he pleases. 'l'he Brahman~ of the sect of Siva, who follow 
the doctrine ofSangkara, have no peculiar Gurus, any Pandit, 
that they choose, giving them instruction. The Dasanami 
Sannyasis, described in the account of Behar, are here usually 
called Atithis, because the term Gosaing used in Behar is 
given here to all sages. The term Atithi implies a vagrant. 
but this iSaJIot applicable to a great many here, who have 
very good houses, and some of them have wives and families; 
but these last are held in little estimation, although they do 
not trade, and endeavour to act as sages for as many as 
posiible. Those who pretend to observe the rule of celibacy 
(Nehangga) are ~fteD suspected of private intrigues; but all, 
who adhere to the fule, are comidered as sure of eternal bliss, 
and on thi~ account are called Nirbanis. All the places, 
where the Atithis reside~ even those occupied by married 
families, are here caUed l\Iaths, and, where independent chiefs 
of the order reside, are called Gadis or thrones. The number of 
these chiefs is not great, and none of them is near so wealthy 
as the one of ~uddh& Gaya, but all have lands, and all the 
temples of Siva, and several of the Saktis belong to the order. 
The chiefs even of the inferior Maths are called l\Iahantas i 
but they are appointed by the chief of the throne, on which 
they depend, as are all'o the priests (pujaris) of the ,temples. 
A few of the inferior houses depend on thrones at Ayodhya~ 
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and a great chief at Benares has here purchased a large estate, 
which is managed by one of his pupils. Each of the thrones 
has a number of pupils, frequently employed in pilgrimages; 
and from among these the occupant appoints the chiefs of in
ferior houses, and the priests of his temples. who usually send 
to him whatever part of their profit is not necessary for their 
subsistence. Before the chiefofa throne dies, I1t> usually appoints 
some ofbis disciples to be his successor, and the installation is 
performed by the neighbouring spiritual thrones, and temporal 
chief. The Atithis are in gereral quite illiterate, but one man 
has acquired the title of Pandit, although he is not very 
eminent as a scholar. The Atithis instruct iIlJiifferently in 
the worsl1ip of Siva, and of the Sakti. A few ignorant 
Brahmans, It good many Bhumihars and Kshatris, with a large 
portion of the Sudras adhere to this order. 

At Gorukhnath is a convent of Kanphata Yogis, who are 
sages for a few of the Sudras in the worship of Siva. The 
chief is called a Mahanta, and was said to be absent, when I 
visited the place. His pupils said, that he was learned; but 
such at any rate was not their case, and I am very doubtful of 
thQ endowments, which he was said to possess. IIis prayers 
are considered by all castes as peculiarly efficacious in re· 
storing children to health. The convent appears to be 
tolerably rich, and is neater than usual. There are besides 
six or- seven married men in different parts, who instruct in 
the worship of Gorakhnath. This personage, so far 811 1 can 
learn, is by his sect ~onsidered as the supreme being. but 
endowed with body and form (Shukul). In the Satya Yug 
he resided at Peasur beyond Lahaur. In the Treta Yug he 
resided at Gorukhpoor •. in the Dwapar Yug at Hurmuj 
(Ormus) beyond Dwaraka. in the Kali Yug at Gorakhmarai, 
three months journey west from Gorakhnatll: He also for 
Bome time resided lIear Pasupatinath in Nepal, showed great 
favour to the Newars, and made them Rajas, ever since which 
his name appears on the coin of that country. The Brahmans 
of this district allege. ,that the Kanphatas are in fact of the 
Kapalika Mata, ,the members of "which chiefly worship 
Bhair8va, although they keep it secret.' The Kapalikas are 
so called, hecauslj they keep human sculls~ out of which at 
their llorrid rites they drink'- spirituous liquors, and offer 
human sacrifices. The Yogis, they say, are not permitted. 
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to marry but may communicate with whatever woman they 
please. All these circumstances are denied by the. Yogis, nor 
do I know which is true. 

It is said, that most of the Pandits of the sect of Vishnu in 
this district pretend to be of the Rudra Samprada established 
by Sangkara Acharya; but they do not follow the Dandis of 
Benares, nor have they any men that pretend to have aban
doned the world, arid the pleasures of matrimony. The 
greater part however of these persons call themseh-es of the 
Adwaita Mata, which so far as I can understand, is the same 
with the Gyangn mentioned in the account of Ronggopoor, 
alleging tllat all Rouls are portions of Parabrahma or the 
supreme God. The consequence which they draw from this 
doctrine is rather extraordinary j namely, that they may 
worship any living thing called a god, as being a portion of 
the supreme incorporeal deity, vested with a body capable 
of attending to their wants. Their opponents the Dwaitas, 
who here are few in number, allege as most christians do, that 
God and the inferior spirits are quite distinct. and they 
worship therefore only this god and his spouse, for they 
deny altogether the existence of an incorporeal Supreme 
Being, and reject the worship of all the inferior deities. The 
Pandits of die Rudra Samprada, although avowed worshippers 
of Vishnu, are offended at the term V aishnav, which they 
bestow on the Vairagis, whom they consider as greatly their 
inferiors. • 

The god Rama in this district is the principal object of. 
worship, except among the Brahmans and Kshatris, who 
worship chiefly Siva; and the Ramanandis or Ramawats have 
very nume!'ous establishments, and a great deal of bnd free 
of revenue,_the great~r. pa~ of which I am told, they obtained 
from Suja ud DouIah, to whom they contrived to render 
themselves very a~reeable. They are indeed skilful courtier~. 
Most of the lands were _therefore granted" to the convents of 
Ayodhya, near where this prince 'resided, and the convents 
or Akbaras, of that ancient city are called Gadis. The con
vents here are mostly dependent on these Gadis, are under 
mere agents, frequently changed -at the will of the superior, 
and chiefly employed (0 manage his temporal affairs. In thai 
district however, are several independent chiefs, called Ma
nantas, anti entitled to sit on a throne (Gad i). 'Vherever any 
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Rllmanandi resides is called an Akhal'a, altllOugh here the 
term Math is often used. A few Ramawats have married; 
but are held in no respect, Rnd cannot live without personal 
labour. In almost every convent however, I see some women 
ealled Avadhutins, and dedicated like the men to religion. 
All that I saw wel'e old, very unlike to excite scandal, and 
the Ramanandis have the character of observing the J'ule of 
challtity much more strictly than the Atithia, whose women 
when they have any, are never exposed to view. It is here 
alleged, that the Acharyas by whom several of the Gadis of 
Ayodhya are occupied are of the true school of Ramanuja, 
and reject altogether the doctrines of Ramananda without, 
adopting the extravagances of the Dandis, but I am doubtful 
bow far this report is well founded, Jagannath, who gave me 
the account followed in Behar, being very well informed on 
the subject, and tb~ Acharyas wearing the same marks on the 
forehead with the common Ramanandis, that is they make 
two vertical white marks with a red one in the centre. But 
the followers of Ram Anuja, in the south at least, use three 
white lines. The only Pandit Brahman of the Sri SalJ1.. 
prada adhering to Ram Anuja, of whom I heard in this dis
trict, is a man from Tailangga who has settled at Bangsi. 
The Ramanandis here in general will not give die form for 
worshipping any of the gods except Rama and Sita, but some 
consent to give that of Krishna. TIle Avadhuts are called 
not only Ramanandis and Ramawats, but Vairagi~ and Vaish. 
llavs, which ,two terms are however given to some other 
persons, and to Judge by their dress, all are Brikats except 
one convent at Gorukhpoor, which belongs to the Gudariposi 
but the Mahanta is ricli, and drttsses' like other people. His 
,disciples, however, when they g? abroad to beg, use a party 
coloured garment, com'Posed of small 'fragmentll sewed toge
ther, as if they had been cut from rags .. Ramadas of the 
convent of l\!ansllrowar at Gorukhpoor is learned, as is Rama 
Prasad Da$ lit Bangsi; but in general the Ramawats are 811 

illiterate as the Atitbis i and of the Mahantas of Ayodhya even 
not above two or three are learned: . 

Among the convents of Ram,anandis heJ'e a few are dis
tinguished by the ,name ofChaturbbuj~sl and their inhabitants 
'PIark their foreheads with three vertical white lines, like the 
::h'i Vaishnavs of the south, although tiley' entirely follow the 
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doctrine of Ramananda, and eat and drink in the company of 
those who mark their faces differently. The origin of this 
name is said to be as follows. A certain Ramawat was giving 
an entertainment to a number of his brethren; and while 
going round to distribute the food, his robe fell from his 
shoulders. As usual among the Hindus, he was distributing 
the rice and curry with his naked hands, and while these are 
besmeared with greas~ and the other ingredients of curry, it 
is beld very impure, as it really is, to touch their clothes. 
The good man was therefore puzzled how to act, when two 
additional clean new arms issued from hilJ shoulders; and 
replaced the robe! He was afterwards of course considered 
as an incarnati?n of god, and his pupils (Chela), and al~ theirs 
in succession to the present day, assume the title of Chaturb
huja or four-armed. 

The low people who wear extraordinary large beads, and 
abstain from animal food, are called Bhakats; but are not 
sages for anyone. The Sokha:;r are tIle instructors of the 
vile tribes, instructing them in the worship of their own 
gods. The Brahma Samprada has a few followers usually 
called Radhaballabhis, as they worship Krishna as the hus
band of Radha, and conjoin her worship with that of her 
spouse. The sages of this order are partly Pandit Brahmans, 
and partly men who have abandoned the pleasures which the 
sex bestows, live in Akharas, and are called Vaishnavs and 
Vairagis: Only Brahmans and Kshatris are admitted into 
this order. The generality of the Brahmans here are very 
much scandalized at this sect, which pretends that Krishna, 
not only a god but a Kshatri descended of a Brahman, and 
counting in his kindred many of the most illustrious sages of 
the sacred order, married a Sudra, the daughter ofa cowherd. 
Although, therefore, they admit tha!: Krishna had amorous 
dalliance with this damsel, and many others of no higher rank, 
they deny altogether his having. married any of' these low 
creatures, who were merely conc!lbines. Such assertions of 
course enrage the Radhaballalihis, who entertain the doctrine 
usually taught in Bengal,'although the priests here have no 
connection with the Goswamis of that couMry, come from 
Brindaban, and are evid~ntly the same with the Radhabal
labhis mentioned as a Panth in the account of Behar; but 
here they are reckoned a branch of the school of Madhav. 
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It must be however observed, that there are other RaJhabal~ 
labhis, who belong to a heterodox Panth established by a. 
certain person named Prannath. who lived in Bundel Khanda; 
but it bas not made its way into this district. 

The Sanak Samprada is nearly about as numerous as the 
Radhaballabhis. Its sages are called Nimanandis or Nima
wats; and partly have married, and partly have resisted temp
tation. I learned however, nothing else concerning this 
school, except that most of thos~ who act here as sages, if 
not the whole, are mere agents for the heada of the school. 
who reside at Brindaban. They have here however not only 
followers, but estates. Their most distinguished adherent is 
the Raja of Manikapoor. I have not here heard of any other 
sects, who teach the proper orthodox worship of the five 
great gods of the Hindus. I shall therefore now proceed to 
treat of the Panths or routes to heaven, that have been lately 
discovered, and th()se who follow most of them Are reckoned 
by the Brahmans as little better than MJechhas, while others 
are treated with more respect. 

The adherents of the Kavirpanth are far from numerous, 
altllOugh a tomb, where that personage was once buried, is 
still shown at Magahar, and is a good deal frequented. I 
found no person more intelligent than Bibekdas of' Patna, to 
give me a. better account of the doctrines of thh .. sect, which 
is here reckoned by the Brahmans a damnable heresy (Nas .. 
tik). 1 shall tberefore bere confine myself to the history 
given by the keeper of .the tomb. ' A certain Muhammedan 
weaver of Benares had married a girl in the vicinity, and was 
bringing her home, when' she,- being dry, went aside to the 
tank called Chandatal, near that city, to quench her thirst. 
She found there a beautiful child floating on a leaf of the 
Nelumbium (Kamal), which miraculously bore the infant on 
the surface of the water. . Although the .cbild was apparently 
Dew born, it could speak-on 'proper occasions, and refused to 
drink water or milk from his nurse's hand; but directed, that 
there should be brought to him -a two years'old cow, which 
of course had never bred; but he sucked her whenever he 
required nourishment. As the child thus showed an aver
sion to the faith in Muhammed, ~ B,ahman was employed to 
give it a name, and it directed, that this ehould be Kavir. 
Some years afterwards the weaver wished' to have the child 
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but Kavh.· declined this ceremony. and became anxious to 
receive Upadesa from the Pandits; but they declined en. 
trusting him with this secret. as he consorted with the Mu. 
hammedans. Kavir had therefore recourse to stratagem, 
and one night laid himself privately at the door of a ceil. 
where a holy man dwelt. Towards morning the saint, having 
occasion to come out. stumbled over Kavir, who, as usual among 
the natives on such occasions, called out. "father, father," 
(Bapre Bap); but the good man, not knowing the impurity 
ofKa.ie. answered, "do not ('all on your father, but say Rama 
Rama." Kavir seized on these words, and insisted that they 
were an Upadesa. and in fact the wh~le instruction usually 
given by the Hindu sages to the low tribes consists of the 
name of some god. which the fellows are taught to mutter 
incessantly. when they wish to pray. Kavir then became 
celebrated for his learning and sanctity. and went to Jagan
natb, where Raja Indradyumna had been in vain attempting 
to rear the celebrated t.emples; but the sea had repeatedly 
swept away the buildings. Kavir' having blessed the work, 
it has remained untouched ever since, and a monument has 
been there erected to his memory. He then visited several 
remarkable places, until he came to Magahar 540 years ago 
(A. D. 1274), and there he apparently died. His disciple.s 
were partly Moslems, partly Hindus; but the former seized 
his corpse~ and buried it according to their rites. at which 
the Hindus were enraged, wishing to have had it burned. 
While the disciples were in eager dispute about this im
portant point, Kavir. who was in fact at Brindaban, and 
had only shaken off his old body, sent them word, that 
if they would open his grave, they might save themselves the 
trouble of disputing about his body. This was accordingly 
done, and no~hing could be found, except a .delicious fra
grance. Ever since. however, the tomb has been under the 
charge of a family .of Muhammedans; but, most of the sect 
being Hindus,.it attruted little notice. until about 50 yeare 
ego, when a Hindu J\Iahanta took up his residence at the 
place, without howeyer displacing the Muhammedan. He 
was a Tery holy person. and the Hindus of the sect visit his 
tomb. His successor usually resides at Bellares, but visits 
the tomb occasionally to manage the free lands annexed, and 
he always attends at the fair, where Ilbout 5000 assemble, 
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and there are many occasional visitants, whose profits are 
managed by an agent. The Mahanta takes all the offerings 
made at the tomb of his predecessor. and the Muhammedans 
all those made at the cenotaph of Kavir. When Kavir went 
to Brindaban, he appointed 12 disciples, each of whom 
formed a Panth or route to heaven, but most people adhere 
to that of Dharmadas, a Kasongdhan Baniya. This is the 
account given by the Muhammedan, who calls himself a fol
lower of Kavir; but says, that he also adheres to the pro
phet, and Koran. Abul Fazil mentions this tomb 3S being 
situated at Ruttenpoor (Ratnapoor), nnd that Kavir lived in 
the time of Sultan Secunder Lawdi (Gladwin's translation, 
vol. 2, page- 41). This would make him much later than the 
account of the keeper states; as Sekundur Lodi governed from 
1488 to 1516; but it illl likely, that Abul Fazil may have 
been mistaken in the date, as well as the place, for no tomb 
of Kavir was ever known at Ratnapoor, now usually called 
Bangsi; while the official or Muhammed an name of Magallar 
is Husunpoor. The Muhammedan governors have, however, 
always shown a good deal,of respect for Kavir, and the pre
~ent buildings round his grave are said to have been erected 
about 200 years ago, by a Nawab Fedi Khan, who was super
intendent of the district (Chuklahdar) of Gorukhpool'. Kavir. 
besides his celebrity. as a divine. has acquired reputation as 
a poet, and is said. not .only to have celebrated the battles 
and loves of demigods and heroes, which will always be con
sidered the most interesting lhemes of poetical effusion j but 
has chosen subjects more suited to the taste of some of our 
modern composers, such as frogs, weavers and their wivt\ai\ 
and the like. He differs indeed from our worthies, and does 
not treat these subjects seriously, but imitates the blindness 
of old Homer in making sport of such characters. 

There are said to be a few persons (!of a sect called Satya
nami, which seems to. have arisen in Bdlaraich. I have not 
been able to trace it to the source; bat I hear. that a certain 
Dulandas, a Rajput. who was married, ar.:l lived at Kotawa, 
near Baharaich, was con~idered III the "chief of the sect. lIe 
was succeeded by his Bon Jagajiwanda~, and he by his son 
Jalalidas, who is now the chief. There are besides lIIeveral 
sages, some married, Borne single. The latter are called 
Vairagis .. and Fukirs. and the whole sect is distinguished by 
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tying round their wrists a black-and-white string, and a brace
let of beads, made of the Karma wood. They admit all 
castes, and even Muhammedans into their flock, and the chief 
has in fact taken a Muhammedan name. The Hindus, how
ever, continue to employ Brahmans to perform their ceremo
nies, and continue to observe all the former rules of caste. 
They reject, however, the commemor~tion of deceased parents 
(Sraddha), and pretend to worship the supreme incorporeal 
deity alone; but they sing many hymns in prai~e of Rama. 
'Vhen one man meets another, he says, " Satyanama," and the 
other repeats the same words. Dubndas is supposed to have 
been an incarnation of the Supreme God, and has left several 
books in the vulgar language. Those who pretend to be 
eminent saints, perform the ceremony called Yoga, described 
In the Tantras. In the performance of this, by shutting what 
are called the nine passages (Dwar) of the body, the votary is 
supposed to bring the breath into various parts of the body, 
and thus to obtain the beatific vision of various gods. It is 
only persons who abstain from the indulgence of concupiscence 
that can pretend to perform this ceremony, which, during the 
whole time that the breath can be held in the proper place, 
excites an eJj:tacy equal to whatever woman can bestow on man, 

Another sect, which has made a little progress in this dis
trict, is often confounded with the other, because its mode of 
salutation, Satyarama, has a strong resemblance to Satyanama. 
The first propagator of this doctrine 'was Birudas, a Rama
nandi, who was a great practitioner of the mummery called 
Yoga, and took for his favourite disciple a Muhammedan 
weaver, named Yar Muhammed, of Delhi. This man in.
structed Buladas, a Kurmi, who came from the west, and 
settled in a forest of Azemgar, near Bhurkungra. His chief 
disciple was Gulaldas, son of the proprietor of the forest, and 
a Rajput by birth. The lord of the forest having no son, went 
to the saint, and agreed, if the prayers of this person should 
procure two sons, that one of them should be dedicated to 
God, as accordingly happened. Galaldas was succeeded by 
his pupil Bhikhadas, a Brahman. This man was a great per
former of Yoga, and the sect is now usually called the' Bhik
badasi Panth, from his name. He left four favourite dis
ciples: First, Chaturbhuja, a Brahman, who succeeded to 
his throne (Gad i), and freed himself of the source of his 
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impure desires by cutting off bis wife's head# after which 
.he became a great performer of' Yoga. Second. Govin
dadhar. a Sarwariya Brahman, who set up a Panth for 
ltimself, having dedicated himself tf) God, and introduced 
some new cl,lstoms. Third, Jivandas. a Kausiki Rajput in the 
Benares district. was a wealthy man, who deserted his family t 
butadhereq to Chaturbh~ja, as his superior. Fourth. a wealthy 
Mogul; who, on becoming a Hindu, took the name of Krish
nadas, and adhered to the old doctrine. Govindadhar had a 
favourite disciple named Paltudas, who separated from his 
master, and resided at Ayodhya. He was succeeded by 
Ichchhadas. as he was by Dayades, whose pupil T«:>jadas mar
ried, or took into keeping, a Panadasi, who call. herself the 
chief' of all the sect in this district j but this, I believe, il a mere 
pretence. She is, however, an impudent stout vixen; and I 
am told, tbat the poor man has abl,lndance of reason to repent 
of his having abandoned the practice of Yoga. She il& great 
coarse hag, who daily beats him, nor in her presence darel he 
utter a word j but she takes good care of his temporals, and 
is an indefatigable beggar, although possessed of a good deal 
of land, so that hie, affairs in a worldly sense are thriving. In 
thi,s district are a few who follow both branches of this route 
to heaven. They make different marks on their faces; use 
different beads; and the Govindadasis use the salutation of 
SatYi'-Govinda, in place of that of Satyarama. The chief 
saints affect to perform Yoga. Chaturbhuja, with whom Ma
nogyadatta was acql,lainted, pretended to eat daily only two 
paysa weigbt (356 grains) of food, consisting of boiled rice 
and Ghin. The other 'persons in the convent indeed alleged, 
that this wa" a mere deception. and intended to kill him j but 
the flock was persuaded, that what he said was true, baving 
watched him .. as ~hey thought" sufficiently to ascertain the 
fact, and interfered tQ protect hi~ from the invidious attempts 
of his brethren. . . 

The Aghorpanthi, whom in f()~~er accounts I placed among 
the worshippers of Siva, by the Brahmans here are held in 
great abhorrence, and are considered as worse than Muham~ 
medans. or perhaps even th~n Christians; yet it is confessed. 
that the Rajas and their chief relations have a strong hanker
ing after their doctrine. TheX seem, like some of the old 
pbilosopher~. to have no shame, nor sense of decency. and 
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commit everything tbat shoe" the common eustoms of theit 
countrymen, on purpose to astonish the multitude. One of 
them, however, at Gorukhpoor, shocked the people so much, 
that they complained to Mr. Ahmuty, then judge, who drove him 
out as a nuisance. Most people attributed to this violence, a 
Bicknesl with which Mr. Abmuty was seized. The fellow had 
thrust himself into the hquse of Raja Pahelwan Singha, and 
had bespattered with ordure the high-born chief, who ordered 
him to be driven out, and ir was on a representation of this 
circumstance chiefly, that Mr. Ahmu"ty had been induced to 
act; yct, to the chiefs insolence towards the saint, everyone 
attributed the death of the family heir, which happened sool1 
after. Four or five families have adopted this strange doc
trint', and Jive by begging, or, rather, extorting money front 
the people; for instance. they go to a shop, and, having made 
water in their haud, threaten to throw it over all the thingi 
exposed for sale, unless the owner gives them something. The 
chief of the sect resides ae the Krimikunda, in Benares, where 
he has a house called a Math, with gardens and everything 
becoming a person of rank. In the holy city, many Brah. 
mans, Kshatris, and high Sudras, take instruction from this 
sage; but do not venture to imitate his manners. They are 
considered as belonging to the sect of Saiva, and are supposed 
to be instructed in the proper form of worshipping that deity. 
The office of Purohit, or priest who performs ceremonies, is 
what is here the most profitable, and is entirely enjoyed by 
the sacred order. Many of the Pandits, however, even of the 
ignorant Karmathiyas, do not act as Purohits; but all too 
Purohits, who officiate for the higher castes are Pandits. For 
the lowest tribes; on account of whom any of the sacred order 
will officiate, there is a £lass of Brahmans called Dihuyars, or 
Sthan-patis. or Gramjachaks, of which one is usually attached 
to every old-established Mauza. They hold the office by 
hereditary right, nor are they thereby disgraced, and their 
families may intermarry with the highest in the district, a},. 
though these high persons by luch a condescension, would 
be reduced to the rank of Tutahas; but not more lowered than 
jf they were to marry with the most learned Pandit of the 
Tutaha breed. In many places the Dihuyar receives a cer
taiD share of the J crop, and wherever i.i is customary, he per~ 
forms at the thrashing floor the burnt-offering that is made at 
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the Mauza's expense in harvest. In other places, the Dihu
yar is not paid by a'sbare of the crop; but receives some grain 
from each family, after the crop has been carried to each 
man's house. In this case, he gives himself no trouble about 
the thrashing~floor. and the farmers conduct the worship there 
performed. They make of Kusa grass an image of Yaksha, 
the under-treasurer of the Great God. They make also a 
ball of cow-dung, which they call Govardhan, and to these 
emblems of the gods they offer grain. sugar, and incense. 
Many of the other Purohits hold their flock by hereditary 
right, but these are in general men of sQme learning and their 
flock is of high rank. Such Pandits' as have a flock annexed 
by hereditary right to their family, are here called J'urohitiyas, 
to distinguish them from 'the Karmathiyas, who are employed 
by the middling ranks, and these choose whatever Ulan they 
please; but both Karmathiyas and Dihuyars are as much 
Purohits as those who distinguish themselves by this title. 
When there is no hereditary Dibuyar to receive a share of 
the harvest, some of the poorer Purohitiyas, or Karmathiyas 
hang on at the thrashing floors, and beg as mueh as they can. 
The property in a flock which is hereditary in the family of a 
Purohit, is considered as divisible in equal shares among the 
children of the priest. , -
, There are not here, no more than in Behar, any Varna 
Brahmans, nor are the priests of the temples (Parndas) dis
graced; but very few of the sacred order here accept of that 
office, except in the places dedicated to the worship of the 
Brahmans' ghosts. Of the ten Karas. or affairs of conse
quence, mentioned in the account of Behar, the Purohits only 
perform here the last seven, beginning with the Jatakarma; 
but between the Upanayana ~nd Vivaba, they insert the 
Samavarta, which is performed on the same day with the 
Upanayana. Formerly, it w~s delayed. for a year or more, 
but for one or two centuries it bas followed the other cere
mony without interval. Garbhadhana is not, as I Iilupposed 
in Behar. celebrated at the 'first appearance of tbe catamenia; 
but, whenever a woman imagines, that she has been impreg
nateq.. And in abstaining from inquiries into such a subject 
the people of this district show some deone of delicacy. The 

f '" , cont.ract 0 Sagai is not accompanied by any religious cere-
monYi but the man gives an entertaill1nent; and then, having 
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laid some red-lead on his knee to deno~e his strength ot limbs 
applies some of it on the woman's forehead, and gives her a 
new dress. The contract cannot be dissolved. 

Most people here use the ceremonies of the Yajuveda, a 
few of those of the Samaveda, none, either those of the Rikh, 
or Atharwavedas. Every Brahman, even the Bhumihar, the 
Bhats, Kathaks,and Khatris, perform the whole of these eight 
ceremonies. The Rajas, and other rich Rajputs, do the same; 
but the poorer and the Sudras content themselves with the 
Namakarana. Annapras"lna, Churakarana, and "tivaha, and 
the Baniyas add the Pangsabana and Simanta, which the 
Brahmans neglect. ~ 

Dana or gifts to the Brahmans are most commonly offered 
on the Khichri and Satuya for the honour of their god, and 
on the anniversary of their parent's death, and on the Preta 
Paksha, both in honour of their parents. The only sins that 
the people here trouble themselves about, are the killing a 
cow or man by accident. A man killing. his enemy either in 
battle or privately, on being moved by avarice or other urgent 
reason, gives his conscience no trouble about the matter. 
much less does he vex himself for perjury, theft, or trifles of 
that nature, when occasioned by causes, which are considered 
as a ju~tification; but. if he has presumed to kill a sacred ani
mal, for which action no conceivable cause can be assigned; 
or if he has killed a man by mere accident. and not instigated 
by any cause, then atonement becomes necessary. The Dana 
given on such occasions is called Prayaschitta. For breaches 
of the rules of caste Prayaschitta is not thought necessary, an 
entertainment to the caste is sufficient. . When a man builds a 
new house or a temple, or digs a tank or well, he also offers 
Dana. The ceremonies are taken partly from the Vedas. 
partly from the Tantras, as in Behar. 

The Purohit also performs ceremonies, when his pupil is in 
danger, and the Rajas' or great men are accompanied by their 
Purohits on pilgrimages. Goats, the only tame quadrupeds 
eaten by pure Hindus~ are often killed without religious cere·, 
monies; but when a bl1ffa~o is offered, prayers always accom
pany the sacl;ifice, although it is not' the duty of the Purohit 
to read these. The funeral service is only read for Rajas or 
Pandits of uncommon learning. 

Although neither Vishnu nor Siva will receive blood. yet 
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!:"en the Brahmans, who pretend to be of these sects, when 
in dll-Ilger, offer the blood of goats and buffaloB to the Saktis, 
and some even of the Vaishnavs do so on the Dasahara; but 
those of the sect of Vishnu do not eat the Resh j and those 
who offer on the Dasahara, are such 811 have lately adopted 
the worship of Vishnu, and their ancestors having been in the 
custom of making the offering, they are afraid to neglect it. 
Burnt ..offerings (Hom) are very numerous i but any Brahman 
on many occasions, may perform the «eremony without the 
assistance of the Purohit. The Rajas in lome places here 
have not only appointed certain Brahmans to receive fees 
at marriages; but have given authority to certain persons 
pamed Brahmas and Bhungidagdhas; who attend whenever 
Hom is performed, and receive part of the profits. The 
,Bhungidagdhas are partly Sakadwipis, partly Sal'waliyas. 
Jlnd the pretence for their levying fees is, that part of the 
earth is hurnt in the offering, and that the proprietor has on 
that account a right to remuneration, which he has transferred 
to these Brahmans. The Brahmaa' are all Sal'wariyas. In 
all burnt offerings there should he a Brahman to represent 
Brahml\. and he takes the share due fo that god., In most 
parts the votary chooses whoever he pleases to represent this 
deity; but in some places of this district, the office h.as been 
r~ndered hereditary, and certain families, who enjoy it, are 
called Brll,hma Brahmans. The Rajas' of the Kalahangs4 
family seem to have been those chiefly, that introduced the 
three hereditary offices of Brahmas, Bhungidagdhas, and 
Sumanggalis. It is by means agreed. who this Brahma is. 
lIome alleging, that he is the creator of the world; otbers 
saying, that Brahma is a mere term tor fire, and that there 
js no order for 'the worship of the creator. , The former .oct 
Bay, that this refers only to his worship 8S a Kuladevata or 
favourite god., It is here held proper, that besides the 
Ul'ahma, seven other Brahmans 'should on some occasions 
attend the b\Jrnt offering, while on other occasiomi a smaller 
number is sufficient. In Bengal no more than five ever attend. 
and the only one that is absolutely necessary, besides the 
votary. is the repl'l:sentative of Brahma, a tuft of Kusll. grass 
serves as a suhstitut~ for the others.. These substitute. are 
Dot admitted here; hut then the Brahman is here' easily sati&
fied. In BengaJ l1on~ can be appeased for less than a rupee. 
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The Mahapatraa are on the same footing as in Behar, but 
they are not so degraded as the Dakatiyas, who eat swine 
and drink spirituous liquors. ,Even these in the Hindu law 
are considered exempt from capital punishment, and their 
rank is held higher than that of any Raja. They are how
ever called Karatbaha Brahmans, or Brahmans like crows, 
that is who follow carcasses. Of course this is a term of 
reproacb, and not used in their presence by any, who does 
not want to enrage them. When a person dies in this country 
the son next d~ hangs on the branch of a tree a pot of water, 
making in the bottom a small perforation. The Maha Brah .. 
tnans, when the tnourning is over, break the pot. This custom 
is unknown in Bengal or Behar. 

The Brahmans here observe the. purities of Brahmachari 
during the time oo1y that is necessary to perform the religious 
cel'emonies of admission, which may be three hours. The 
Tailangga doctor however at Bangsi, who has been lately 
mentioned, although a married man, is called a Brahmacharij 
for what reason no one could say; but he is a man of some 
learning, very fair spoken, and affects a great purity of life, 
that is in eating and ceremonials; and he has obtained a 
Mauza free of revenue, and a productive flock. 

No Brahman has become a hermit (Banaprastha), but one 
gymnosophist (Para~hangsa), has appeared, no one know. 
from whence, as he does not speak. He lives in the same 
manner as the fellow mentioned in the account of Shahabad. 
and appears equally indifferent to his accommodation; but he 
\'ery prudently seated himself one day in the house of the 
Thanahdar, or chief officet of police at Manikapoor, a man 
who wishes to be considered as a Brahman, although it i. 
suspected, not only that he was born a Bhat, but a Muham
ruedan. Such a subject was highly suited for the gymnoso
phist's purpoee, as by attentions to such a character he might 
expect to have the defects in his pedigree overlooked. 

The only Avadhutins, that I saw or heard of~ are those in 
the convents of tbe Ramanandis, wh., are considered merely as 
lIervantl!; no! does any woman set up as a sage to instruct 
the multitude, except Panadasi lately mentioned. The high 
castes, including all those called Ashraf, are divided into 
companies (Pangti) which usually include all the neighbour
hood. The members of each company attend each other's 
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ceremonies; and, when anyone- of them infringes the rules 
of caste, they meet, and the most respected men direct what 
is to be done; but sometimes this occasions a schism (Dal), a 
considerable party taking the criminal's part, and another set 
rejecting him; for there is no adequate regulation for deciding 
their conduct. In this case the Pangti splits into two, and 
these sometimes contiT\ue distinct; but they usually fe-unite 
again when their passions hav~ cooled for some months. The 
lower tribes have usually their own hereditary chiefs, called 
by various names, such as Mehtur, Mahato, -Pradhan, &c.; 
but these have not arbitrary authority, and never act without 
the assistance of a Pangchayit, that is the advice of tbe 
leading men of the tribe. In large towns each trade has a 
Chaudhuri, and in smaller places there i. a Chaudhuri for 
the whole market; but, as in Behar, tIle chief object of these 
people scems to be the Beecing of travellers. 

Formerly all transgressions against the 'rules of caste, high 
or low, were punished by fine, of which the Rajas took a parti 
but since the English government this has been stopt, and 
nothing is extracted, but the entertainment given to tbe 
Pangti in the high castes, or among the low to the assembly 
of the tribe called here Bbat or Chatai. There are certain 
hereditary officers called Dharmadhikars, who point out the 
penance that must be performed by those who accidentally 
kill any animal of the sacred kind. The Dharmadhikara are 
all learned. If the heir neglects study, another man is ap~ 
pointed by a Pangchayit, or an assembly of Pandits, Rajas 
and other leading men. The accidents are 80 few, being 
chiefly when the animal happens to die with a rope round its 
neck, that the emolument must be quite trifling. 

Small Sects.-In the accounts of the districts hitherto sur
veyed, I have included among the small sects the Sikhs, al· 
though I had occasion .to learn, that in Behar they are more 
numerous than those who worship any of the five great gods 
of the Hindus, and that they are by all admitted to be ortho
dox Hindus (Astik). I now clearly perceive, that they should 
have been placed among the Pantbs, or those who follow new 
rout~s to heaven i but still, for the sake of uniformity, I shall 
mentIon them .in this place, having nothing new to offer on 
the subject. . 

The doctrine of Nanak in this district has indeed made 
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much less progress than in Behar and Shahabad, nor does 
any sage of this sect possess considerable wealth or power. 
It is however one of the least obnoxious to the Brahmans of 
all the new routes, as in no respect interfering with the gains 
of the Purohits. TIle whole sect here consists of Kholasahs, 
who have 17 meetings, and eight persons who pretend to be 
sages, but have given way to the frailty of the flesh, and 
taken wives, on which account they are of course little res
pected • 
. The sect of ,ain is confined to I$ome of the rich merchants 
from the west or India, very trifling in number, but forming 
a flock able to be copiously milked. They have two te~lples 
(Dewhara), one at Gorukhpoot. and another near Bhagul
poor. No priest (Yati) resides at the former. I have nothing 
new to offer on the subject. No christian families can be 
said to have settled in the district, there being none except 
Europeans, either in the Company's employ, or as mere mer
chants come for a time, and intending to leave the place, as 
soon as they conveniently can. 
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CHAPTER V. 

NATURAL 1'1lODt'C'l'IONS. WILD ANIMALS, BIRDS. ETC. Vi:O£TADtIl: 

KINGDOM. 

ANIMALs.-In the extensive woods and plantations of this 
district monkies are very numerous. The black. Indian beat 
is not uncommon in woods and fields. Tigers of the striped 
kind are still numerous; but the leopard or spotted kind 
would seem always to have been rare. When the English 
took possession of the country, the former were very bold 
and numerous, soon after that event a sentinel having J:!een 
carried off even in the middle of the town of Gorukhpoor. 
The native officers of police in many places say, that until of 
late they frequently were disturbed hy tigers prowling about 
the guard house (Thanah) j Put, e:tcept at Dhuliyabhandar 
and Pali, they now are no where so bold, and several of the 
European gentlemen at the station, especially those in the 
civil service, having been keen sportsmen, the number' of 
tigers has been very much reduced, although they are still 
on the whole more numerous than in any of the districts hi.
therto surveyed. The most terrible catastrophe from the 
violence of these animals, of which I have ever beard, is said 
to have happened in the Fusll year 1176 (A. D. 1769), which 
was a year of famine. Most of the herbivorous animals having 
then pel·ished. the tigers were famished, and fixing in great 
numbers upon the town of Bhewopar, in a very short time 
killed about 400 of its inhabitants, The remainder Hed, and 
for some years the town continued deserted. It is said that 
the tigers still may annually kill about seven or eight people, 
and 250 head of cattle, ,although it is all~ged, that they are 
not -?o so numerous as when the English came. Some people. 
allege, that in consequence of this destruction the wolf and 
deer have become more numerous. and that., therefore, the 
destruction of the ~igers has done no good. Others however 
admit that this is a mistake,' and that both they and their 
cattle now live in much greater security than formerly, while 
the deer were then fully as destructive as they: now are. 
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The natives of this district reckon four kinds of tiger 
(Vagh). lst, Babbra, w bich is white, has very long bair about 
the head, and is the largest of all. It is very rare, nor have 
I met with anyone that has Been it, but I beard that one was 
killed by Digvijay Raja of Bhewopar some time before the 
English took possession, and the animal is said to be occa
sionally seen by the cowkeepers. From the circumstances of 
the long bair about tbe ,bead, and of the animal having no 
spots, I should have imagined tbat it was the lion; but the 
people all say that the colour is pure white. It neitber at
tacks men nor domestic animals. The animal killed in Dinaj
poor, and of whicb the skin Willi sent by the Marquis Wel
lesley to Sir Joseph Banks, was probably of this species. 
2nd. Nongiyachhor or the royal tiger, which lives chiefly 
among reeds. or in thickets of the rose trees, that grow on 
the banks of rivers and lakes. It is in the rainy season 
chiefly, when driven from these baunts by tbe floods, that 
they enter the villages. The people of Lotan, where until 
lately these animals were very numerous, allege, that the fe
male breeds once a year, and at each time she produces from 
tbree to five young. It frequently bowever bappens tbat sbe 
kills some of them, as in play they scratcb her, and her tem
per being very irascible, sbe then gives a fatal blow. This 
circumstance I think exceedingly doubtful. Srd. Chita or 
leopard. The people of Nichlaul talk of a small kind of tiger 
called Ghunggala, whicb they say is not larger than a dog, 
but attacks both man and beast. It is found only on the hills, 
or in their immediate vicinity; and whether it be different 
from the common leopard I do not know, because little reli
ance can be placed aD their speaking of its size with preci
sion. H it is no larger than one of the common country dogs, 
like the sbepherd's dog of Europe, this animal is probably 
the ounce of naturalists, an animal of which the existence in 
India is ratber doubtful. 4th. Tenduya, a small spotted ani
mal coloured like a cat. It lives on trees, and is probably the 
Felis Bengalensis of Pennant, which agrees with the fore-
going cireumstances. . 

I heard nothing of the hyama, but the wolf is said to be 
pretty common, although I could not procure one, either dead 
or alive. ,It is said to have become more commOD since ~any 
of the tigers have been destroyed. It carries away calves 
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and kids; but I have not heard that it has here carried away 
any children. 

Jackals (Siyar) are numerous, although less so than in nha~ 
gulpoor. This animal is frequently attacked by hydrophobia, 
and several people almost every year perish from their bite. 
The people imagine that the disease lurks until the first 
thunder after the person has been bitten, and then makes its 
appearance. It is said that there is a peculiar kind of Siyar 
called'Mordahkhor or carcase eater, which preys on Muham* 
medan corpses; but all jackals undoubtedly use this food. It 
is however said, that this animal has a longer and slenderer 
tail than the common jackal, but I never could procure a 
specimen. The small Indian fox is not very common. 

Porcupines (Sahi) are found in every part of the district, 
but are not very numerous. Some few Brahmans and Raj
puts eat them; but in general this food is rejected by the 
pure and bigh tribes of this district. Harel are still nume
rous, but formerly swarmed, and were very destructive. They 
are much eaten, and are taken by dogs and nets, or even 
knocked down with sticks. Wild elephants are still very 
destructive, although their number has been considerably re
duced since the English took possession; nor do they ever 
appear in very large herds, and it is chiefly solitary ones that 
come far south. These however are the most dangerous.· 
and they every year kill four or five people, although the 
herds do no doubt most injury to the crops. Single ones are 
still often seen within a coss of the town of Gorukhpoor, and 
at times the road through the forest east from thence is rather 
dangerous. Some villages even in that direction have lately 
been deserted from fear.' Near the hills I observed several 
fields, the grain on which these animals had totally destroyed. 
Some are caught by the Raja of Butaul, the Raja of Gorkha, 
and the Begum .at Fyzabad, who have female elephant. 
trained for the purpose of taking them by ropes and nooses. 
Other persons also secure a few ill pitfalls; but the whole 
numl?er annually taken is inconsiderable, and the people are 
very unskilful in the management of the pitfalls, aa they are 
not always able to secure the animals a~ter they have fallen 

• Iu Ceylon I was told that the Solilai;", were outcasta from 8ociety. 
1In11 being thus em'aged, became "erf savage ,and destructive_ED. . 
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in, that is to say, kill them in the attempt. On the whole 
not above eight or ten are annually secured. Those who 
watch the fields to scare away the elephants, for they never 
attempt to kill them, raise a smalI. mound of earth by sur
rounding the space with a deep and wide ditch, and on this 
mound they build a small hut, where they burn a fire, and 
make as much noise as POlsible. The ditch and hut would 
certainly be little security against an enraged elephant; but. 
as no violence is offered to the animal, he never attempts to 
overcome the resistance which the ditch offers, and is gene
rally although not always scared away by the noise and light. 
The elephants here frequent chiefly the forests,· and seldom 
come on the open plains, except at night. The rhinoceros is 
not so numerous as the elephant. The farmers have suc
ceeded in reducing very much the number of wild hogs. The 
wild buffalo is said to be very numel'OUS, and to be seen in 
herds of from 2 to 300. It is reckonen very dangerous to 
meet with solitary males, which have been driven from the 
herd by a stronger competitor for female society, for these 
are apt to wreak their vengeance on whatever they meet, and 
they are said annually to kill three or four people. Even the 
tame males under similar circumstances are very dangerous. 

There are, it is said, a good many kinds of animals in
cluded by tbe natives under the generic name Harin, and the 
number is very great indeed, but almost the only ones that. 
are commonly seen, and no doubt the most numerous is the 
ordinary India!1 antelope, with lo~g spiral horns. In the un
cultivated bare plains of this district, and even in the wastes 
covered with long harsh grass, where this is not too close, the 
number of antelopes is. enormous, and often resembles rather 
the flocks' of sheep in a pasture couptry, than herds of wild 
animals. Being much pursued, they are however very shy 
and cunning. The Hindus here in general eat both sexes, 
but Bome of high birth imitate the Bengalese in rejecting the 
female. In February I observed several herds that consisted 
entirely of malea. this being the season when the young are 
produced .. _ It is alleged, that formerly the whole country be
ing covered with long harsh grass swarming with muskitoes, 
the antelope bre" only once in two years; but since much has 
been cleared, and the number of musldtoes reduced, it is 
alleged that they breed every year. This I cannot positively 
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deny, but I doubt very much the accuracy of the observation. 
There are several varieties of deer. 

In order to procure tht:se different anima]s, during the 
whole time that I was illathe district, .1 kept a man to shoot, 
and for about & month while in the wildest parts, I hired two 
men, who made a profession of killing deer. bue the whole 
produce of their labour Wen! two common antelopes. of which 
perhaps they saw 1000 every day. Neal' the w~ods the axis 
or spotted deer does some hatm, but the common antelope is 
the pest of the country. and to prevent its depredations re
quires the care of the farmer night and day. Besides watcb. 
ing their fields, they sprinkle the crops with an infusion of 
cow dung in water, for which all the deer and antelope kinds 
have a great aversion. This operation, to be effectual must 
be repeated daily, which is attended with great trouble. EVPD 
the wild buffalo rejects the crops, with which this precautioD 
has been taken. It must be observed, that neither elephant 
nor deer disturb any kind of pulse. 

Very few nets are used for taking deer. They are pur
sued chiefly with the gun; but the Bbal' and MUBahar use 
arrows poisoned with the root, which comes from the snowy 
mountains, and is called here Singgiya Mahur. These are 
the only people, who sell venison, except two Cbamars, who 
purch811e from them, and three or four Baheliyas or professed 
hunters, who chase for sale. but by far the greater part used 
is killed by the chiefs for their amusement, or by farmers for 
their own pot. In the rainy season these often assemble in 
crowds with the village curs and sticks, and. tbe deer being 
then confined by the Hoods, and terrified by the ,astonishing 
noise, they succeed in knocking some ,down. Porpoises are 
common, not only in the great rivers Sarayu and Gandaki, 
but in tbe whole course ()f the Rapti and Bu'ri Rapti within 
this district. The Mureri fishermen alone eat them; but on. 
account of their oil all catch them, both in nets. and by the 
gig or harpoon. The skill exerted in either way is so trifling, 
that the oil is very dear, and is used onl1.. as an external ap-
plication in Rheumatism. . 

There are in the district a great maDY birds of prey, and 
all the Rajas, that can afford. it, are pass~aJUlte]y fond of 
hawking. The finest hawks come from Nepal. Tbe largest 
and most valuable is a. Goshawk called here BazI which is the 
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female, and her male is called Jona. The former sell from 
25 to 75 rupees, and the latter from 10 to 40. They do not 
require to be hooded, as all the others do. The Baz takes 
cranes, wild ducks. bustards, and partridges. The Jorra 
pursues all these kinds of game, except the crane. Peacocks 
in some parts are very numerous, in others scarce; but they 
are eaten by several of even the pure castes, although most of 
the Hindus consider them as sacre;!. Partridges IUId quails are 
very numerous. The latter are not tamed for nghting. The 
number and variety of water fowl is astonishing, and mOre 
use of them is made, than in any of the districts hitherto 
surveyed. Tbe natives eat a great many of the waders, aoll 
the fishermen on the Bakhirajhil catch a great many birds, 
ducks, grebes, and coots, which in winter come from the 
frozen regions of the north, and they are able to dispose of 
great numbers. The duc.ks, which seem to be either the 
same, or at least very nearly allied to the Pochard, PintaiJ" 
Tufted-duck, Nyroca. red crested duck, and Gargany of 
Latham; and the Grebe, which that distinguished ornithologist 
calls Tippet, are caught by nets. I could not see the opera
tion performed, because it only succeeds in dark nights; 
and, when I was on the spot, it happened to be full moon. 
But a wide long net is stretched vertically between two canoes 
with its lower edge turned up, so as to form a bag near the 
watel'. Other canoes go, and disturb the birds in distant 
parts of the lake, driving them before them towards the net 
or row of nets, for _ several are usually placed in a row. 
Whole flocks are entangled at once, dropping into the bag 
and are immediately secured, by lowering the upper side of 
the net. The coot, which does ny seem to differ from the 
kind, that Mr. Latham calla common, is taken in broad day. 
It is a tame bird, and allows a canoe paddled slowly to ap
proach near, and usually, to save the trouble of rising, which 
it does with difficulty, it dives to allow the canoe to pass. 
Three or four canoes therefore paddle to~ards' a coot, and 
when it dives, stop ov~r the place, the people looking round, 
until they see it rise, on which they immediately set up a 
shout. The ],lird terr~fied at this, dives again immediately, 
and remains until it is much exhausted,. so that. when it rises. 
it is'neither able to fly nor to dive immediately. The people 
indeed give it no time to" recover, for, by calefully observing, 
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they perceive some air bubbles escape from the poor animal, 
just before it rises, and are prepared to seize its head as It 
reaches the surface., Such haste is not however absolutely 
necessary, as one, which they caught in my presence, was 
not able to move for several minutes after it was taken into 
the canoe. When it had revived, I threw jt into the lake i 
and with the utmost stupidity it immediately dived, and reo 
mained ag_in below until quite exhausted; but, as we had 
rem~ved to a distance, it recovered, and then took wing. 
One gentleman at Gorukhpoor, by my advice, raised a small 
house, adjacent to a pond, covered by a net, as a receptacle 
for the birds of the duck kin"d; and, having secured a great 
many, found that they suffered the hot season very well, be
came exceedingly fat, and were very delicious fare. 

The European gentlemen here, so far as I saw, do not use 
the kinds of thick-billed larks, that in Behar are called Orto
lans. The birds most destructive to the crops are paraqueets 
(Suga) in enormous quantities, and of several kinds, the Phi
lippine grosbeak (Baya), the peacock, in some parts several 
kinds of , turtle dove, the wild pigeon, the common crane, the 
jackdaw, and the Ledar. By some this is said to be a kind 
of duck called Si1li in Bengal and Behar, and usually called 
by the English the whistling duck, from the shrillness of its 
call. Others aUege. that th~ Ledar is a small Podiceps, 
caUed D~baru in Bengal, which breeds in the rice fields dur
ing the rainy sea~on, and r~tires to the marshes in the dry 
weather. The peacock in most placell her<:: is held sacred 
among the Hindus,. so that none of them. kill it. The wild 
pigeon, which here builds in vast numbers on the trees of 
old plantations, and consumes much' grain, is not different 
from that which builds in caves and the crevices of rocks all 
-over the hilIy countries of India, and in the high precipitous 
banks of the Yamuna river; and it seems evidently to be the 
prototype of the kinds that have been domesticated, differing 
little or nothing from that reared in the pigeon houses or 
Europe. These birds, and the num~rous destructive qua
drupeds, require almost every field to be c~lDstantly watched. 
There are many tortoises both in riv,Jlrs and lakes, and they 
are eaten by the Mureri fishermen. 

Both kinds of tbe crocodile are abundant in this district. 
In the Sarayu the Ghariyar, or lacerta gangetica, is by far 
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the most common, and the Lacerta crocodilus, called here 
N alt, very seldom does any injury in that river. In the 
Gandaki and Rapti the Nak or Nakra, as it is called in the 
sacred language, is hy far tlle most numerous, and is there 
very dangerous, and annually carries off both men and cattle; 
nor is there any piece of water so small, nor river so triHing, 
into which it does not penetrate. The Mureri fishermen eat 
both kinds, and extract the oil for sale. By others it is used 
only in medicine; but the Mureris burn it, when they pro
cure more than they can sell. In the Bakhira jhil the Nak 
is particularly numerous. The fishermen kill them readily, 
when any person likely to reward them goes to that place; 
hut they make no use of the animal, n0r on other occasions 
do they disturb it, although there can be scarce a doubt, 
that it is owing to the great number of so destructive an 
animal, that few large fish 'are to be found in so large a piece 
of water. The fishermen in pursuit of the crocodile look 
for him in shallow parts, where some spots of the land pro
ject with channels of water running between. In such places 
they find the crocodile basking on the land. On the ap
proach of the canoe he retires into the water, but goes only 
to a very little distance, and by paddling slowly on, and care
fully observing the motion of the weeds and air bubbles that 
escape from his lungs, they soon discover where he is. They 
then fix loosely, on the handle of a long paddle, a strong 
barbed harpoon iron, which is joined by a rope to the paddle; 
and, putting the harpoon gently down, find where the animal 
is. He is very sluggish, and does not move when they touch 
his side, so tha~ they draw up the instrument, and thrust it 
into his back without any dexterity. The animal flounces 
a good deal, but never attacks' the canoe, which one stroke 
of his tail would instantly send to the bottom. He often. 
however, shakes out the harpoon, after which he neither 
seems to have an increase of ferocity nor shyness, but allows 
himself, as in the instance I saw, to be struck a second and 
third time, until he is secured, and dragged on shore. He 
there flounces, and snaps with his horrid jaws in a violent 
and dangerous' manner i but, a large bamboo being thrust 
into his mouth, he bites with such violence that he cannot 
readily disengage his teeth, and gives the people time to 
sec;ure the gag by tying a rope round bis jaws. 'He is then 
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helplesL III the one.. which 1 saw caught. a ball, .fired 
through his head ffolD ',8 slDall fowling piece, instantly de. 
prived him of motion, nor did he show almost any sign of 
sensation, when immediately afterwards the harpoon Wall torn 
from his back. On the whole the crocodile seems to be a 
stupid animal, and to n)ake but a poor resistance, considering 
his great power, and the trepumdous force-of tail, jaws, and 
teeth, with which he is provided. The hardness usually at. 
tribufed to his skin will appear from the above account to 
have been very much exaggerated. I have Been the croco. 
dil~, however, move with very great velocity, and have no 
doubt, that in the pursuit of fish it uses great exertions of 
this kind j nor does it seem to be entirely destitute of cun
ning. as crocodiles have been repeatedly found lurking in the 
fords of rivers, through which high roads pass. Of this 
indeed 1 saw one instance, and am assured, that it i. not 
uncommon. 

I heard of another kind of overgrown lizard called Gohota, 
which has a head like the Ghariyal, and is of the same size, 
but wants the serratUl'es on the back. Like the Ghariyal it 
is perfectly harmless to man and beast, and by most people 
here is cOQllidered as the female of that animal; but othen 
consider it as different. Never having seen it, I do not pre
tend to give any opinion on the subject, but I never any. 
where else heard of such an animal. The people here eat 
none of the smaller lizards. Serpents are vel'y numerous 
and destrl,lctive. It is said, that they annul\lly killll.hout 280 
persons. 

N otwitbstal,lding the great numbet of rivers and ponds, the 
Inpply of fish is neither abundant nQr goo(l. This ill partly 
!;Iwiug to the want of skill in 'the fishel·mell, who Bre able tQ 
catch very few in t.he large or rapid rivers, where the fish is 
Qf a very good quality; and partly to the fish in the pondl 
and lakes being in general small and ill tasted. Even in the 
Bakhira jhn, the finest piece of stagnant water, the Rohtl 
looses. most of his splendid green gold and silver, and he· 
eomes of a. dirty sable bue j and Buch fislt arc in gt'ocral 
considered not only a. unpalatable, but as unwholesome. 
The crocodile a160. is very destructive, IlO that few fi",h of a 
large size are procurable, the smaller ones do not aeem to be 
WQr.th this JIlOulter's pursuit. • The fisheries, of however litLle 
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value they may be, are however private property j and many 
of them seem to have been given to the Rajas free of rent, al 
a means of subsistence, when they Were deprived of moltt of 
their lands, as being either unable or unwilling to pay the 
revenue that has been demanded. These chiefs, are, bowo
ever, so jealous of their incomea being known, that ill many 
places they alleged, that they took nothing whatIWei', in 
otheT!I they acknowledged small presents given at e'Ycry 
renewal of the lease, and in others they admitted, that the 
fishermen gave a share of what they caught; hut it was only 
in Barahalgunj that I COtlld procare any account of what was 
actually paid for the .. ent of fisheries; SO families were there 
stated to pay 556 rupees. 

The fish are caught chiefly ia the ponds, lakes, Or amaH 
rivers, and these become dry, and therefore are chiefly pro
cured m the cold season. Many of them are caught with 
the 'basket, 01' most simple kind of triangul&r net stretched 
between tWG bamoool6; many are also caught by nanow 
semicircular canals, dug so as to {&I'm a connecti-oll between 
the uppeJr and lower part of a small river, &eross wbieh a 
dam has been thrown, so that, as the waters retire, the fish 
must descend by the canal, in which they are secured by a 
basket or bag net. In Bakhira jhil, that seems t.Q be the 
largest body of water, in which the natives attempt to fisb, 
they use a long net, not ablWe two feet 'wide. The mesh is 
pretty large, intended to admit and secure fish of from three 
to five pounds wlight j for in this lake few attain a greater 
size. One side of the Det is held up by a. row of dry reedts 
about two inches. long, and as thick as a goose's quill: When 
the net is thrown into the water, the whole sinks slC}wly by 
the weight of the twine, of which it is made, and it smks, in a 
vertical position, the reeds keeping the side. on which they 
are, :£rom sinking so fast as the other. The net hali a bam
hoC} at each end, both to stl!eteh it and to float the ends. It 
is let out slowly from the end 01 a canoe paddling gently 
along, and four 01' five nets are usually let out, at the same 
time parallel to each other, and near the same place, so that 
the fish, being distlU'bed ill all directiGos, may strike int& the 
nets with the more force. When the nets have been thrown 
out, the canoes paddle back to the eDd first thrawtt imo the 
water, one man in each m&king a noiae by rattling' .. paddle 
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'On the gunwale. The nets are then pulled into the canoes, 
and, if any fish has stuc\t in the meshes, as it approaches the 
'side of the canoe in drawing the net, it is secured by a bag 
net fastened to. a hoop and. pole. This large net is called 
,Chaundhi. When I examined~ the process, although all the 
boats on the lake were assembled, we had little success; but 
:there 'Was a great tumult and 'noise, which probably scared 
away the fisb. Circular casting nets, like those common in 
India, are a good deal used •. 
- The fishermen of Nichlaul use the Ijar (trees, No. 37), 
·bark to stupify the ush. They make a str<,!ng infusion, and 
·throw· some of thls on the surface of a. river or lake. - All 
the fish, that come to the surface during the first night after
'Ward~', are killed, and collected in the morning.. TIle opera
.tion 'rutty be repeated in 15 days. Many other 1)lants are 
used f<w the purpose all will be seen in the account of the 
plants ;.but tl- -' e'tact form of the processes I did not learn. 
h.the nort1 .;1l.·n Pll. .. t of the distl'ict a principal demand for 
-the ash ~tns to be from the l(Iounta;.If'erS, who purchase 
both what is Jried in the sun (Sidhli), and ill the smoke 
(pakli). The fish ~hus dried are small, and. being f.n from 
well cured, are more or.less putrescent. The pe()ple, ""hom 
I saw purchasing, said, that they were intended for tbe 
.distant market of Malebum. 

According to the statements which I received, !l05 canof'S 
are employed in fishing, and there are 1625 families of fisher
men, besides 80 men in one of the divisioqs, "here the esti
mate was given in this manner, and not according to families. 
It was stated that in 702 of these families there were 1325 
me~ and at this rate the whole n~mber of Dlen will be 8147. 
Some fish only two months, and a very feY' the whole year; 
but, according to the _ statements received for 1470 of the 

-houses, the average rate of time, for which the fi~hermen are 
supported by this employment, is four mOllthB Llud ten days 
in the year. 'fe cannot allow, that each p"fSon makes less 
than 2 rs. a month, including the tear and wear of m!ts B:.d 
canoes. The fish caught, therefore, must St'lJ to the I'f'~ailerl! 
for 27,274 rs., besides as much as will pay tbe r~,It. If we 

• See my" History of the Colooies n (Demerara), for \I similar custom 
amoDgth.e Indiana on the Essequibo river.-[ED.] 
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were to judge by what Barahalgunj pays, this would amount 
to about 30,000 rs.; but the actual sum levied from the 
fishermen probably does not exceed the value of one half of 
the fish taken j and, as the rents of fisheries are usually 
farmed again and again, what" actually reaches the pockets of 
the Rajas or other proprietors, is probably much less than 
fl7,OOO rs. The fisheries in the main channel of the Ghaghra. 
and Gandaki are free i but very few can take fish in such 
extensive waters. 

Farmers of the low tribes catch fish in their own rice fields, 
as the water dries up i but entirely for their own use, and it 
is only such as fi~h for sale that pay any rent, although the 
farmers often give a share of what they take to their land
lord. Most of the kinds of fish found in this district I have 
already had occasion to mention, but the names used here 
differ a good deal from those in Behar or BengaL In the 
Dewha Rapti and Ami there are small oblong crustaceous 
fishes like prawns and shrimps. There are also a few crabs. 

Insects, especially musquitoes, are more troublesome than 
in any of the districts hitherto surveyed, and formerly were 
still worse than now. 'Vhite ants are very troublesome. 
especially devouring the roofs of the huts. 1n the northern 
parts of the district the natives complain of several kinds of 
insects or worms that destroy the corl!; but I could pro
cure no specimen. It is not every year that they do harm j 
and. when they appear, the people have no better remedy 
than the incantations of certain wise men or conjurors called 
Gurus. The Tangra is said fo be about an inch long, and is 
white, with a red head. It has neither legs nor wings, and 
eats the roots of the growing rice. The Jamuya is entirely 
black, and has wings. The Gandhi destroys the grain by 
attacking it while in a milky state. Concerning the Taba 
and Khayra I learned no particulars. The honey and wax 
are collected by the Bhars and Musahars, where such exist. 
The former in general are held to have a hereditary right to 
collect all the produce of the woods, paying a triBe to the 
Zemindars. 

The Lack insect is found spontaneous in several woods. 
A little is collected by the Bhars, and more by those who 
make it into ornaments i but the quantity procured is .very 
trifling, more from the people not thinking it worth while to 
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gather an article or so little value, than from its scarcity. In 
some parts indeed the insect is considered as a mere nuisance, 
and a£Bicta the Brahmans by adhering to their favourite tree 
the Pipal (Ficus religiosa), which it finally kills. The re
medy. to which these wiseacres have recourse, when a fa
vourite tree is affected, is 'to cut a branch, on which. the 
insect has fixed. to carry it to Prayag. and to throw it into 
the sacred stream. On this all the insects on the tree perish. 
Several decent men declared, that they believed this remedy 
to have often proved effectuaL On being puslled, however, 
they said, that they had never performed the operation. In 
general those. who collect the lack, pay Dotbing t but i,l Du
muriyagunj it was alleged, that each tree paid from 8 anas to 

. a rupee, and in Bangsi from 2 to 4 anas. Scorpions are very 
numerous, but their bite Dever proves fatal. Theft' are . 
plenty of shells fit for making lime i but the demand is very 
small. The fishermen usually collect such a8 Ilre required 
for building. The people, who sell betle, burn anJ collect 
what is wanted by their customera. 

PLA.NTs.-The forests and marshes of tbis Jistrict Ilre an 
excellent neld for the botanist, and the latter especially pro
duce a great variety of aquatic vegetables. The inundated 
land, that is waste, amounts to no less than 480 liqual'c miles. 
Of these 1 U are clear; and of the remainder by far' the 
greater part is covered with long harsh grass or reedll, in some 
pla.ces overgrown with wild rose-trees, and in more with 
Tamarisks. None of the inundated part can properly be 
£a1led a forest, yet many parts of the last mentioned desel·ip .. 
lion contain scattered trees, chiefly of the kinds numbered 
37, S9 and 105. 

Of the 1355 square miles of level land, that are exempted 
from inundation, and cQvered with ligneous plants, probably 
not above 55 produce only bushes, and 1800 are forests or 
old plantations, now quite wild, and having many (Illest trees 
intermixed. These gradually increase, and finall, altogether 
choke the Mango. 'l'he bushes are of the same llsture a8 in 
Shahabad. The hill is entirely covered with (ONllts, wMcb 
therefore, allowing for forest trees scattered O1'er the 
inundated land, may amount to aboul: )450 square miles. 
From this great extent, a moister air, and the small Dumber 
of inhabitanti, the woods here are much 1esl ltunt.d tban ia 
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Behar or Shahabad; but in some parta all the causes, men
tioned as reducing the size of the trees in these districts, 
operate to a considerable degree; and no pains havi:lg ever 
been bestowed to protect or encourage the growth of the 
kinds most useful, these are fdst decreasing in numb!'r and 
size; so that in three or four years, little or no supply of 
timber will for some time be procurable, and it is even probable 
that in no very long time all the useful kinds may be entil'ely 
eradicated, although the forests may continue of their present 
extent. 

It has not been customary in tllis district to demand any 
rent for fire-wood. . Plantations have been carried to the 
most absurd length, so that those still in good condition 
amount to about 56.3 square miles, equal to one-fourth of the 
whole cultivated fields. The principal vanity indeed of the 
wealthy natives is directed towards this superfluous and 
debtructive waste of land; for almost the whole of the planta
tions consists of Mangoes, which from their abundance are 
not saleable, and the very best wheat fields are daily con
verting into ~:lango groves. Government seems to encourage 
the waste, by placing no land-tax on the ground occupied by 
plantations. A certain quantity of trees is probably highly 
useful in a warm climate, as preserving moisture, where the 
danger of famine arises from want of raiD; but the Mango 
tree does not seem very wen suited fpr the purpose, as, if 
multiplied to a great degree, it becomes of no value, Forest 
trees therefore seem to be much preferable, whether they 
afford valuable timber. or a supply of forage in times of 
scarcity. The leaves of many trees are of this nature, and 
perhaps the preference given to the Ficus religiosa; and Ficus 
Bengalensis may owe its origin to tbis cause. I have there
fore no doubt of the propriety in an economical sense of 
laying a tax on all fruit trees, or such 8S yield a saccharine 
juice. Such a measure has here been adopted with the 
Mahuya, nor has it been found.. to diminish the numher so 
much, as to hinder a copious supply from being reared. If 
it is judged necessary to indulge the natives in plantatiohs 
free of rent, Jet the trees reared be those of some use. One 
difficulty indeed occurs, which is perhaps greater than might 
be expected. Tbe natives will not in general consent to cut 
"lIY tree, tbat has bc:en planted; and it required a very. odious 
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nertion of power to clear so muc.h ground in the vicinity of 
Gorukhpoor as was sufficient to form a parade, and a kind of 
breathing hole for the European officers of government. 
Nor would anyone consent to receive a pecuniary compensa
tion for this kind of sacrilege. Several Zemindara have 
however planted tbe Sangkhuya, and some of these planta
tions are now cutting,"wbich would seem to show, that some 
kinds of trees only are exempted from being lawfully cut. This 
prejudice renders precaution in-the formation of new planta
tions the more necessary; as, wllatever is planted, may be 
considered as irretrievably lost. It might be supposed, that 
the interest of the landholder would be a sufficient cbeck. but 
it is not so. For in the first place, were his interest really 
concerned, tbis would not pe an adequate cheek to the dictates 
of vanity and superstition; but lastly Lis interest is little if at 
all affected. lJe is a mere lessee for three or four years; and, 
if two thirds of bis estate were in plantations, he could only 
be taxed, on the renewal of the lease, for what remains in 
cultivation, and the tax is -often so heavy, that he derives 
more profit from the lands in a waste state, which are not at 
all taxed, than his share of the profit on those thut are 
cultivated. Farther old habits continue to influence the 
practice. Every Raja was formerly desirous of havilJi: his 
hQuse surrounded by thickets, almost impervious, \\-hieb 
secured biOI in a great measure from the power of a govern
ment, the troops of which were little better than tIle rabble 
composed of his OWI\ vassals. In order to procure such a 
thicket, a plantation surrounded by a bamboo hedge offered 
the most ready means, for which a legal pretext could be 
made, and many of the forests owe their origin to tbis con
trivance. Every Raja almost continues extending his planta
tions, partly no doubt, from famiiy habit, although he knows, 
that no strongholds will enable his followers to resist the 
awful force of British discipline, which he perhaps hopes 
may soon cease to operate. 

Among the variety of trees, the Harra is very common in 
the woods, and seems to b~ the same with that of Shahabacl. 
In Lalgunj. where the Bhara collect the fruit for sale, they 
say, that the tree does not produce every year, but generally 
at considerable intervals. The young fruit, when still small, 
is called Janggiharra, and is dried for sale; as is also the fruit, 
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when full grown, but not ripfl, in which state it is called Harra. 
This degree of growth happens in December, and the fruit 
does not reach full maturity until the following May; but it 
very seldom is found in that state, many animals. monkies and 
large bats especially, preying on it dUI'ing the long .period, 
which it requires to ripen. The ripe fruit is not saleable. 
The species of Terminalia or rather Chuncoa, which is called 
Asan in Bhagulpoor (No. 11) and Behar (No. 10)· is known 
in the southern parts of this district by the same name. The 
art of rearing silk worms on it is there totally unknown, 
although much of that kind of silk is used in the district, and 
although the tree grows most copiously and luxuriantly. On 
the skirts of the hills it is peculiarly fine, and natives have 
sent beams of its timber t{) Calcutta. Should they be founJ 
to answer in building, no tree is more common, nor more 
stately in India. Both in the Khas and Tharu dialects it is 
called Saja. Among the natives, at the town {)f Gorukhpoor 
a timber brought from the hills, and called Bijaysar, is in con
eiderable demand for furniture. The people of the hills 
assure Dle, that it is -the timber of their Saja, and totally 
different from what they call Bijaysal, which is a Pterocarpus 
(See No. 110).-

The Strychnos (nux vomica,) called KochiJa, is found in the 
woods of Rudl'apoor, and the fruit is ~xported as a drug. 
The Bassia with long narrow ish, and tQe one with obovate 
leaves, are hoth yery common in this district, the former 
chiefly in plantations, a~d the latter in wJ>ods; but the natives 
call both Mahuya without dist~nction; nor are the valuable 
productions of the two kinds in any respe!!t different. I have 
little to add to the observations, that I made 011 this tree in 
the account of Behar and Shahabad. I still continue to 
suspect, that the thick expressed oil of the kernels is the 
substance, of which the Chinese make their candles, and 
doubt much of the Croton sebiferum or Tomex sebifera 
yeilding any such substance. The natives of the hilll!, whom 
I consulted, said, that they have only one species of this tree, 
and that it is the same with tbat of the plains; nor have I 
been able to. discover any sufficient marks, by which the 

• Dr. Buchanan's description of tbe trees of these districts is very va
lumi"ous. and the drawings expensive. They are necessarily omitted, 
but the NOl. are retained for future reference. [En.] 
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plant described by Dr. Roxburgh in the Asiatic Researches 
is to be distinguished from the common kind. TIle oil how
ever on the plains is only used for the lamp; and I doubt much, 
whether it is not owing to a scarcity or better oil, tbat the 
mountaineers have been induced to eat, what Dr. Roxburgh 
calls butter. The Bowers of the Bassia aloe llere eaten as a 
dainty 'by the rich, and never serve as a succedaneum for 
grain, The favourite preparation is a kind of pudding called 
Lapht:hi. It is made by infusing the flowers in water to 
extract the saccharine matter, which even without fermenta
tion is of an inebriating quality. The infusion. being strained, 
is boiled, and wheat flour is added to form the pudding. 
Cattle eat the flowers readily, after the sweet bas been ex
tracted for distillation. Those who are employed to collect 
the flowers, are commonly allowed from one half to oTle-firth.ac
cording to the season of the year; that is when the flowcfII 
first begin to open, and when few remain, so that the gatherel' 
can procure only a smaIl.quantity, llc is allowcli one half; 
but when the trees are in full blow, and, vast quantities falling, 
he can with little trouble gather a great deal, he is allowed 
only one-fifth. On the whole the allowance does not excecd 
one-fourth of the gross produce. In tlle eastern parts of the 
district I am told, that the usual price is about 5270 Payas 
weight, or 1841bs. for a rupee, while in the western P!U'ts 
where the trees most abound, the price varies from SGOO to 
6000 pow. or from about 91 to 1521bs. The prOlluce of each 
tree is stated. at from.about 12} Ibs. The tree does not bear 
until from 12 to 20 years old, at least in any quantity worth 
while. 

The Ijal' of Shahabad (No. 34,) in Parraona is known by 
the same name; but. in AOlorha. it is called Ingian, a worl} 
!lot essentially different from the Hijal ofRonggopoor (No. 71) 
On the edges of the marshes in this district it is a very common 
tree, its roots being often under water the whole year. and in 
the floods the whole trunk is often covered. It growl how-
4!ver very well on lands entirely exempted from inundation. 
Its bark stupifies fishes. The Gardenia has a sapQnllCeQU8 
fruit, which is given to oxen Bnd cows, and is said to increase 
the milk of the latter. On tllis account it would seem to be 
a \'aluable plant, especially as it grows on the worst Boils, and 
produces much fruit. It is very common. 

The mountaineers rub the wood of the N auclea Parvifolia 
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to powder, and, mixing this with water, apply it to their skins 
as other Hindus do sandal wood. The powders are not t~ 
be distinguished by sight, bilt that of the Nauclea has no 
smell. The Bhorkund of the Bbagu]poor list (No. 191), i. 
here a very common tree. I have not yet seen the flower; 
but have no doubt that it is the Cinchona excels8 of Dr. 
Roxburgb, although from the structure of the fruit, I doubt 
of tlie propriety of classing it in that genus. The fruit remains 
on the tree during the whole dry season, ripening late in 
spring, when the tree is quite bare of leaves. 

In the forests near Basti I found a tree called Asogi. It 
had neither flower nor fruit; but, so far as I could judge from 
tbe leaf, it seemed to be the Same with the Sapindus alterni~ 
folius of Willdenow. The fruit is said to be esculent. The 
native name of the Shorea rebusta or "Sal of Bengal is here 
written SangkllUya. It is tbe most important tree in the 
forests of this district, and was once everywhere the most 
abundant; but the demand from. Calcutta, and the want of 
care in the management, have reduced the quantity so much, 
that very little of a large size remains, and in two or three 
years if things continue as at present, the forests will be com
pletely exhausted. Besides the custom of cutting only such 
trees as are wanted, and allowing the young growth to be 
choked by the useless trees that rema~n, the principal check 
to the growth of the timber here, is the custom of extracting 
the resin here called Karel. The wretched Bhars do this 
without commiseration, on the finest trees. They do not 
indeed make the incision quite round, so that for some years 
they do nQt absolutely kill the tree; but the rain water, which 
enters by the incision, always spoils the parts below, which 
in fact form tlie best end of the stick, and the rot is often 
conununicftted to the upper parts, occasioning a heavy los8 to 
the wood-cutter, who after baving felled and in part squared 
the timber, finds it not worth a farthing. The resin is only 
extracted every other year from the same tree; and after three 
or four extractions, the tree if not previous]y cut, dies ex
hausted. The extraction of this resin should therefore be 
altogethel' p"rohibited in this district. An abundant supply 
may be procured from the mountainous countries south from 
the Ganges, from whence the timber cannot be exported on 
account of the expense of carriage. The Bhars make their 
incision in the hot ,eason, and collect the resin, when the 
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l)eriodical rains have ceased, so that they visit each tree only 
twice. Each, it is said, I gives from 48 to 120 paysas weight, 
or from about 11 to SIbs. The burning the grass and leaves, 
in spring stunts many of the trees, and prevents them from 
attaining a full growth. One remarkable circumstance con
cerning the Sangkhuya forests of this district, deserves par
tjcular attention. In the woods on the plains, this tree 
spreads so as to afford crooked timbers for ship building, 
white on the skirts of th~ hills it grows perfectly erect, and 
is fitted for beall1s and plank. I am quite unable to point out 
the causes of this circumstance, whether it is to be attributed 
to a peculiarity in the nature of the tree, to a peculiarity in the 
soil, or to somewhat peculiar in the trees, that accompany 
the Sangkhuya in the two places. To ascertain which ofthesc 
causes, or if any Qf them produced the effect, would require 
a much longer time for observation than I passed in the dis
trict; but the subject is of some importance, as it is very 
possible, that a similar caQo~e might be found to operate on 
the other trees employed in ship-building, and might be 
applied with great advantage to the public. 

Although very tolerable oranges are raised at Ayodhya, anti 
most delicious ones in Nepal, I did not see one tree in this 
district; for the natives are totally carelell8 in gardening, 
and their only fruit is the mango, very few of which are 
exempt from being sour, stringy and resinous, so 88 to be 
altogether insufferable to an EUl·opean. The fruit of the 
fine genus Citrus, which are reared, are sought after by arti
ficers, who use their juice, and not as a grateful acid to cool 
thirst, or season food. For both purposes they are excellently 
adapted; but such do not suit the Hindu. taste. 

The peach, in this district, is to be found in the gardens ora 
few natives. The pomegranate is abundant. I observed neither 
apple, pear, nor plum, all of which would bear the climate. 

The Mimosas do not form so large a proportion of the woods 
here, as on the hills south from the Ganges. The Kayar or 
Mimosa Catechu in ihis district is by far the most common 
tree of this genus, and near Parraona especially, some woods 
contain little else. The soil, which it Beems to prefer, is. 
seldon:t good, and great advantage in the manufacture of the 
drug would arise from having entire woods composed of the 
tree, which should be regularly cut like coppices, .when they 
had arrived at a proper size. The Catechu is of a good . 
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quality, and is made in the usual manner, partly in round, and 
partly in square masses. It sells on the spot at from 6 to 8 
sers (96 p. w.) or from about 14~ to 19~ lbs. a rupee. 

The tamarind, called here Imli, is pretty common through
out the cultivated parts of tIle district, and its fruit is in 
general use, when it Can be procured; but the monkies sel. 
dam allow any to ripen. The Parkinsonia aculeata, as every 
where else in the Gangetic provinces, is spreading with a ra
pidity that is surprising, -as I have heard no particular utility 
ascribed to the tree. It certainly however is very ornamental. 
'The Rotleria tinctoria is here very common; a great quantity 
of the red powder that covers its fruit is collected for sale as 
a dye. The fruit is gathered before maturity, when it is most 
fully covered with the powder; is then dried from three to 
ten days, according to the strength of sun and wind, and 
then is beat with a stick; which separates the powder. If the 
fruit were allow~d to ripen, it would break in the beating, and 
the fragments of the capsule would be difficult to separate 
from the dye. This red powder is used also as an anthel
mintic for cattle, especially (or the buffaloe, which in the 
rainy season is much troubled with worms; two 61' three tobs, 
that is about from silt to nine drams, form the dose. 

Three hundred and thirty-nine miles of inundated land, 
and 1881 square miles exempted from that accident, besides 
broken corners, forests and plantations are in pasture. Some 
of'the inundated land has trees scattered among the reeds, or 
rather high coarse grass, with which almost the whole of it is 
covered. Of the high land perhaps ; are covered with short 
grass, and ~ with a kind of grass" by far the most com· 
mon reed in the country; and, although small quantities 
of other kinds are intermixed, the kind most worth notice 
is the Andropogon. In this district, as wherever the Hindi 
language prevails, the leaves are called Katra, the flower. 
ing stem or 'reed Siki, and the sweet smelling root Khask. 
has or Jhar. The leaves are the thatch principally used 
in this district. The roots are used by weavers for the. 
brushes with which they smooth their warp. In the marshes 
grow various'species of Arundo. Spontaneous plants are very 
little used in diet. In the marshes are considerable quantities 
of wild rice, which is of the same kind with that which I saw 
at Gaur. It is carefully gathered; for being reckoned un· 
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commonly pure, it is sought after as an offering very accepta· 
ble to the gods. , 

In ordinary times no substitutes are used for grain except 
by the wretched Bhars, once masters of the country. These 
use some wild yams i but of what species I did not learn. The 
only one, which I had an opportU'rlity of examining, seems to 
me to have a strong resemblance to the Ubium nummularium 
of Rumph (vol. 5, table 16~ and 163); It is called Bandriyaru. 
It has a small woody bulb,. beset on all sides with long thick 
fibres. At the proper season there grow from this several 
fleshy cylindrical roots, about an inch in diameter, and a 
cubit long. These are the roots eaten. The Gength of the 
Bhars is a round root, but it is said to have ternate leavel, 
and is probably another Dioscorea j but I did not see it. In 
times of scarcity, to which however this district has seldom 
been exposed, the people have recobrse to the kernels of the 
mango and the seed of the Sangkhuya. A few succulent 
vegetables are occasionally collected for curry, but to a very 
trifling extent, and not essentially different from those men
tioned in Shahabad. Those that I saw were the Momordica 
muricata caUed Bankareli, a wild Luffa (Parwar),.1l species 
of Polypodium called Kongchai, of which the young shoots 
are eaten, the Sagittaria sagittifolia called Niusa, and the 
Sparganium ramosum called Gongd, used in the same man· 
nero Besides these are used the fruit of the Perar, and of 
the DiIlenia called Agai. 

The same may be said of the leafy vegetables. Those that 
I noticed were the common green Chenopodium, the Solanum 
nigrum, with black berries, the lIfarsilea lJuadl·ifolia. flowers 
of a fine Indigofera, the Latkyru& ./Iphaca, the Yuia Sativa, 
and an Eroum called Akri. The three last grow spontane
ously in corn fields, but are collected as greens, or as forage 
for cattle, and their seed is eaten, when it ripens among other 
pulse. The Dhara, which grows in the rainy season, is said 
to be much used, but I did not see it, when in the district. 
The plant shown for it, by a person from thence, is the 
Cassia Tora.. Acid seasoning, as every where in the western 
provinces, is very little in use. The aquatic plants Nelulll
bium, the two Nymphreas, the Trapa and Scirpus mentioned 
in the account of Puraniya. are an very commt>n in the 
marsnes of this district, and are all used; but none of them 
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are improved by cultivation; and, as no rent is demanded for 
them, little attention is bestowed. In China every inch of 
these marshes would be occupied by, tbe Nelumbium or 
Trapa, both of which are there .cultivated with the utmost 
care. All the kinds of fruit used raw have been mentioned 
in th~ account of the forests. Of the spontaneous plants of 
various kinds applied to various uses the following are the 
most remarkable. 

In the woods of Parraona the Pipalmul is a species of 
Piper, the root of which is collected for exportation in consi~ 
derable quantity. It is usually said that this root, which is 
Bold, is that Df the piper longum; but whether or not this is 
universally the case I cannot say, as I saw the Pipalmul only 
in leaf, and no one from these alone can venture to ascertain 
the species in a genus so difficult, and so little known. The 
fruit. however, is said to be much smaller than that which 
comes from Yasor in Bengal, which is the true long pepper of 
our shops; but then the plant in Yasor is cultivated, and 
here is spontaneous, which may account for the difference of 
size in the fruit, without supposing a specifical differ~nce in 
the plants. The right of collecting this drug has been farmed 
to tile same merchant that bas farmed the dye called Sind uri. 
He gives 2 sers of rice in the husk for one ser of the root. 
as it is dug; but it loses one half in drying, and the trouble 
of this operation may render its price to him nearly the same 
with that of tae dye, that is, it may cost him one rupee for 
39 lhs. A little is also collected in the woods or Bangsi. 

The Gajpipar is the fruit of a species of Calla, described 
by Rumph (volume 5, table 181, figure 2), under the name of 
appendix arlJorll1ll: It is used in medicine, and is an article 
of export. The Bowers of the Grislea tomentosa of Dr. Rox~ 
burgh are used 819 a purple dye. At Lalgunj they are col~ 
lected by the Bhar, and when dry, 4 or 5 mans (each about 
31 Ibs.) are sold for the rupee. If any considerable quantity 
was required, especially if collected. clean and garbled with 
care, the price of course would be much enhanced, but it 
wOlild be an object of some use to try how far it could be 
exported to Europe. The bush at Lalgunj is called Dhaotha. 

The Cmsalpinia, which in this district is called Tairi, and 
is used by tanners, is the same that is mentioned in the ac
count of PuraniY8 under t.he name of Taiyar. The pods of 
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the Mimosa saponaria, called here Isrot and Hangis, are col~ 
lected for washing the hair. The large climbing Baukinia, 
mentioned in tIle acc~unt of Bhagulpoor, is very common in 
the woods of this district, where it is called Bangor and Me
haraun. The bark makes ropes, which are very coarse like 
those of the Butca. but are much used. The leaves serve as 
parasols, and the seeds are esculent. 
Th~ real Baukinia scandens is very common on the skirts 

of the hills. This very sing,ular plant is excellently described 
by Rumph under the name of Folium 1 .. lgulll. and may be 
readily known by its branches resembling a double barrelled 
gun, and singularly twisted like a serpent. It is owing no 
doubt to this alone. that it has obtained the credit of scaring 
these destructive reptiles. No native has ever observed' ei
ther flower or fruit, the reason of which probably is, that 
these are produced only by the "!>ranches, wllich have reached 
the tops of the hig1.l.est trees, and are thus exposed to the 
sun. The principa.-stem is often as thick as a man's body. 
I am told. that on the hills the people sometimes conduct 
branches over the chasms, through which rivers pass, allow 
them to twine round trees on the opposite side frOID the roots, 
and thus form a perilous swinging bridge, that lasts for years. 

The Justicia A4ha'toda, called Arus in this district, is very 
common in the thickets about villages, where its growth is 
encouraged. as it is supposed to purify the air. remlering it 
more salubrious. If so it is a nluable plant, as it thrives in 
the shade even of bamboos, which are generally thought to 
occasion sickness. If this latter circumstance be well founded. 
some credit is probably due to the Arus. as many villages in 
this district are surrounded by bamboos, and yet are Vf!ry 
healthy, the bamboos being accompanied by the Arus. The 
charcoal prepared from the stems of this shrub is reckoned 
very good for making gunpowder. 

The lJ/edicago alba of the Encyclopedie grows on the 
banks of several rivers, and especially of the Rapti below 
Gorukhpoor. Its bark is separated by steeping like that of 
the Crotolaria juncea, and is made into ropes. It is called 
Susuna. ' 

MINERALS.-The only rocks which aJ'e to be seen in ~hi8 
district are on the banks of the Gandaki. on which the struc
ture of t.he mountains immediately adjacent to the plain may 
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be studied in the most satisfactory manner. The blocks of 
stone at tIle foot of the hills, and on Maddar, are aU detached 
pieces, intermixed with soil; and below the mouth of the 
Sonabhadra, opposite to Sivapoor, the channel of the Gan
daki contains only water-worn stones or pelJb\es of diflerent 
sizes. The lowest ledge that I observed runs into the river, 
from the west side, a little above the mouth of the Sonabha
dra. It is calcareol\s, but has become entirely rotten, and 
forms a mass like indurated clay. Among the loose blocks 
in the channel, however, I found some that had evidently 
come from a similar rock, but that retained entire their stony 
structure. They are a fine grained lime-stone, resembling in 
its appearance the petrosilex. In the abrupt banks of the 
Gandaki higher up the great mass eonsists of clay and sand, 
in some few places of which are imbedded small rounded 
fragments ~f stone, chiefly of quartz, such as are very nu
merous in the channel of the river i but in general the sand 
and clay al'e free from admixture, and appear to me to be 
rocks in decay. The rocks are disposed in parallel strata 
running nearly north and south, but the north end inclines 
more or less to the west, Jlnd the south end to the east. The 
strata dip towards the east at an angle of about 45° or 50· 
from the horizon. These strata are no where thick, and have 
interposed between them large strata of clay or sand, form
ing, as I have said, the great mass of the .hills. Except the 
calcareous ledge above mentioned, all the other rocks that I 
noticed consist of fine grains :>f white quartz and felspar, witb 
a little black mica or hornblende. The rock, as far as Bhe~ 
longji, is no whel'e harder than sandstone, and is evidently in 
a state of decay. Naturalists, according to their theories con
cerning the origin of things, will call it granite, regenerated 
granite passing into sandstone, &c. &c. 'About a mile above 
Bhelongji is said to be a quarry, where the rock is not de
cayed, and the stones with which the old fort at Sivapoor was 
built, are said to have been brought from thence. They are 
evidently of the same structure with the decayed strata which 
I saw; but, although they cut well, are very hard, and have 
resisted the action of the weather since the time of Rani 
Karnawati without the least appearance of decay. 

The sacred stones called Salagrama are found occasionally 
not only ill .the channel of the Gandaki as low as T .. ~vini, or 
, VOL. II. L L 
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the junction of the Sonabbadra, but also on the adjacent hills; 
and a Brahman, digging a well at Lakshmipoor near Siva
poor, perhaps two miles from the river, found. one in the 
bottom. In the channel they are rar from scarce, as in a 
short time, one forenoon, my palanquin bearers found four, 
two without any apparent impression, one with the impression 
of an ammonite, and one containing several turns of the pe
trified shell. The number however is said to increase in the 
channel the farther up one, proceeds, and to be very great 
tae whole way between Damodarkund in Thibet, where the 
river rises, and the warm springs of Muktanath, where it 
enters the dominions of Gorkha. It is however probable, 
that the whole comes from the falling down of the banks, and 
that the dyer has had nothing to do with their formation. 
They indeed resemble water-worn pebbles, being roundish or 
oval masses more or less flattened. It may be supposed, that 
they are parts of a rock containing imbedded in it many am
monites, 01' having cavities impressed by that animal, and left 
empty by its decay, and that fragments of this rock falling 
into torrents are rubbed round and smooth by the action of 
the water; fOl' many of them contain no ammonite nor impres
sion. Those mos"t valuable to the natives are such as, when 
found, have no evident mark of having contained the animal; 
but by rubbing the external crust, a hole is found, opening 
into an impression, that is hollow, and mal"ked by the cont
plete animal. The stone is of a siliceous fine grained black 
natuTe, and ~erves as a touchstone; and where the ammonite 
remains it is of the same nature, and has entirely lost its cal-
careous quality. " 

The strata of the plains, composing almost the whole dis
trict, consist of clay and sand. The clay fit for the potter's 
wheel seems tQ be found only in 'small detached beds, which 
are usually discovered in digging tanks; but in these it has 
always been found in abundance; and, except on tIle hanks 
of the Ghaghra,' the wal'e it,makes is seldom brittle. The 
most common clays are of three kinds, one blackish, which is 
called Kurauta; one reddish called Suruki; and one yeUow
ish called Piyal"i. All are stiff, but the first is chiefly used 
by potters, and all sometimes contain siliceous pebbles. Some 
of the red and yellow, called Kabel. is used all a pigment in 
making p,)tter's ware, as described in the account of Dinuj-
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poor. The sands are of various colours, black, dark brown, 
yeJlowisb and whitish, intermixed with mica; but this is chiefly 
found in the beds of rivers. The yellowish sands, even as 
low as· the middle of the district, often contain siliceous peb
bles, al)d these are also found among Ii black clay at the very 
southern corner. 

The earth in many parts is strongly impregnated with !;utIli, 
which effloresces on the ~urface. It is -every where collected 
by washermen, and those who make glass ornaments; but I 
no whel·e round anyone who would confess that he prepared 
it for sale. I know, however, that a good deal is sent front 
Gorl1khpoor to the east, under the name of Rehel' matika. 
phul, or flowers of saline earth. It ill similar to that prepared 
at Nawada, in the district ofBeltar, alid is probably prepared 
in the same manner. The most extensive fields of this saline 
earth, ohvhich I heard, are in the division ofDumuriyagunj. 
I examined with a good cleal of care the appearance of one of 
the fields about two miles north from Bangsi. The whole 
tipace there, between the Rapti and Ghaghar, is a level, dlr
stitute of trees, deeply covered with water for about two 
months in the year, and has every appearance of hav~ng been 
Ilt different times swept away, and replaced by the action of 
the rivers. The soil is light, and filled with fibrous roots, as 
usual in such lands. The soda effioresces on a considerable 
surface towards the Ghaghar, and on a place that is very low, 
being partly in an old channel, some of which even in January 
contain pools of stagnant water. The surface on which the 
efflorescence takes place, is very sandy. In tllis I dug a well, 
Ilnd found about one cubit of this sandy soil. Then about 
four cubits of a brownish earth, containing more clay. Then 
11 cubit of a yellow sandy slime, in which the water rose. It 
was clearJ and had not a saline taste; but a slight effer
vescence might be perceived on adding a mineral, acid. and 
the effervescence became strong, when the water 'was re
duced by boiling. The brown earth also effervesces slightly. 

Except what is mixed with the nitre formed, in villages, no 
culinary salt is known to be produced in the earth of thIs dis
trict, nor does It contain any of the Khari, or sulphate of soda. 
In Pali, Indeed, there are some places which are said to pro
duce a sa\ine earth, which cattle lick, and this may either be 
on account of culinart or purging salts; but the earth is called 
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Reher, the name given to that containing soda. Owing, to a 
very heavy rain, that lasJ;ed while I was in that division, this 
saline efflorescence could not be seen. The nitre effloresces 
only in villages. It is alleged, that when the soil is of a nature 
that parts quickly with water (Bangri), the saline efflorescence 
produces! more salt, than when it has been scraped from a 
soil that is retentive of moisture (Bhat), and that the salt pro
cured from the former is cleaner. 

Oli the banks of the larger rivers the concretions of calca
reous Tufa, called here Gunti, are abundant, not only in de
tached nodules, but in a kind of rocks, or thick crusta, that 
in some ,places run under water far below the lowest ebb in the 
dry season. The air is not therefore so necessary to its for
mation as I thought, when I wrote the account of ShahaLad ; 
but I have not yet found reason to alter my opinion of this 
concretion being formed on soils that have been moved by a 
river. The calcareous tufa is sometimes burnt for lime. 

The springs of water are in as little request as tho.e in 
Puraniya# although there is II. very fine one at the source of 
the lesser Ganuaki; but excellent well water is every where 
procurable; nor are the wells in general deep. They are in 
general deepest near great rivers, but even there never ex
ceed 80 cubits, and at a distance from riven from 8 to 12 
cubits is the most usual depth ncar the middle parts of the 
district, towards the west they 'are in most places from 20 to 
25 cubits. It is alleged, that near the Gandaki the wells are 
shallower than at some distance from its bank, they being 
from 8 to 10 cubits near the river, and at a distance from 14 
to 20 cubits deep. Those near the Gandaki are supposed to 
receive their supply of water from thence, as those who Ilrink 
of their water, although apparently good, are subject to the 
swelling of the throat, which its water very e:vidently commu
nicates. The water of the wells at a little distance farther 
from the river, produces no such effect. ' , 

Some few wells are 'of the saline nature called Kbara, men
'tioned in th~ accou~ts of the districts formerly surveyed; ~ut 
this kind of water is not near so comnion as in Behar, nOf 
have any containing culinary salt been discovered. Such 
wells of Khara water as exist, are chiefly near the Gbagllra. 

The water is found often in sand, and often also in clay, 
nor does there seem on that account to be any diJferen,:c in 
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its quality, which, when the well is in repair, is clear and pa
latable, even although found in black clay. Where the water 
is found in sand, unless the well is lined, it is very soon choked. 
Potters' rings are not here in use for this purpose j but near 
the forests many wells ate lined with circles of wood, laid one 
above the other. Most wells are, however, lined with brick, 
laid upon a flooring of plank, which supports the foundation, 
and prevents the sand from rising. The tree chosen is the 
Jamun, which, under water, is found very durable. A good 
well· of this nature, about 27 feet deep, costs 50 rupees at 
the capital, and about 40 in country places: but many rich 
men, from ostentation, expend from 200 or 300. Such wells 
are rather wider, but perhaps not better j and by far the 
greater part of the money is wasted on the religiou!! ceremony 
of purification; even in the cheapest, somewhat is always lost 
in this idle manner. 

In some places, as Parraona, it is observed, that whel'e the 
soil is retentive of moisture, the wells are not so deep as where 
it dries quickly, although in both cases the water may be found 
in similar strata. Whether or not this circumstance is gene
ral, I have not learned; nor do I know the nature of the con
nexion j whether the depth at which the water is found is to 
be attributed to the nature of the superincumbent soil, or 
whether the nature of this arises from the depth of the subja
cent water. The water in digging wells seldom rises with 
great violence; and when it does so, it is where it is found i~ 
a stiff deep clay. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

ST,(lTE OF AGIUCULTURB, DOMESTJC ANIMALS, FENCES, RENT, &c. 

In..this district 2,982 square miles are occupied by fields, 
gardens, plantations and houses. In the Appendix is given 
an estimate of the quantity and value of the produce of the 
occupied lands. The enormous extent of useless orchards, 
the J.lroduce of which is not saleable, when included in tIle 
average valuation of each bigah, reduces the apparent pro
duce of cultivation far below the actual rate. and I have 
therefore given another calculation confined entirely to the 
value of what is actually cultivated with the plough and hoc. 
In these tables I have followed exactly as in Shahabad, what 
was I:\tated by the farmers, although there is reason to believe, 
that on the whole they di,minished the produce still more than 
that or Shahabad was lessened by the aCCQunts of its cultiva
tors. Such of the crQPs indeed~ as I saw J appeared tQ tIle 
uncQmmonl~ good. 

Yariou$ art4qles. cultivated.-Very.li.t~le la.nd indeed ia thi. 
district, produces a. second CIiOP sQwn without cultivatioll 
among the stubble o\" growing corn. unles!i Arab3r be reck
oned of this nature; but much more land thaI) in Shahabad. 
and perhaps one-eighth of the whole produces annually two 
crops, each preceded by regular cultivation. As in Sballabau 
this is generally the highest land adjacent' to the villages. 
The quantity sown on slimy banks without l>reviouB cultiva
tion is very trifling, and the articles sown are pease, mustard, 
and the carminative seed called Ajoyain., This land i. near 
the mouth of the Rapti. ._ 

Culmiferous Plants.-Although in some parts a little rice 
only is grown, yet on the whole it,is the'most considerable 
crop; and wllere it is reared, the siiuation is so favourable 
as in Bengal, that it requires no artificial irrigation. The 
larger share of the rice is here freed Jrom the husk without 
boiling, alt400gh a good deal is assisted by this operation. 
Wheat is a most impprtant crop: and jn many divisions ex-
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ceeds the quantity of rice. No wheat is sown in dl'il!S. 
although tile whole is not watered. Wheat straw is reckoned 
a better food for cattle tllan that of rice; but it is usually 
mixed with the straw of barley, and of the pulse called Chana, 
which probably improve its quality. In some pal·ts the people 
are persuaded, that wheat should be reaped only in the morn
ing, otherwise the grain will not keep. Wheat and barley 
intermixed are in pretty common use. A good deal of the 
wheat is sown intermixed with seeds yielding oil, but the two 
crops are always reaped apart. Some part of the barley is 
sown intermixed with prase, ( Pisum sativum). They are also 
parched without being ground, to form what is called Clla
bena. A species of Paspalum called K0do, Maruya (Eleusine 
~orocanus), mai:lc, janera. and millet are mucll cultivated. 

Leguminoils Crops.-The Cytisus Caian called Arahar; 
the Cicef' ftrietinum (Rehila or Chana); the Urid or Mas; 
.Masur 01' the (Ervum lens}; the Pkaseolu~ aconitifolius" 
called here Bhringgi or Mothi; the pea (Pisum) i the Pha
aeolus Mungo; the DoIichos; and the LatleWuS satiflus, are 
the principal leguminous plants cultivated. 

rfJrious farinaceous kerbs neither, culmifero'lls nor legu
minous.~There is a species of' Amaranthus, which producc& 
a farinaceous grain used in diet; it is called here Anardana, 
and may perhaps be the plant which Willdenow calls Ama
rontkus kypoc/tondriacus, altllough it differs in some respects. 
from tlle description given in the Species Plantarum. It is of' 
two varieties, one entirely of a blood-red colour, the other 
very pale green, called white by the natives. This I have 
seen cultivated by some of the hill tribes in tlle south of India. 
(Mysore Journey, vol. 2, p. 247), and I am told, that it is much 
cultivated. on the mountains towards Thibet. In this district 
it is always sown intermixed with Urid, and its bright colours 
joined to the dark greel'l of that plant, render the crop highly 
ornamental. The seed is reckoned very pure, and proper 
food for holy men, and holy days; but it is used chiefly on 
tb. latter •. when it is parched, and eaten with sour curds and 
the extract of sugar-cane, when these can be procured; but 
many use it without addition. The seed alone is of use. 

Plants producing oil.-There is a species of Raphanus, 
and'a species of Sinapis "r perhaps rather Brassiea; the Tisi 
Ol' Li,it(,m usitatissimum; a species of Eruc{/.; the Sesamum 
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called Carelu by n.eecle; the Rai or 8inapi Amboynicum; Ri
cinus; a species of Buphthalmum; these arc aU the kinds of 
grain cultivated in this district. 

The whole grain is trodden out by oxen, and the 'straw 
managed as in Shahabad. No grain is preserved in pits. The 
poor preseJ've theirs in clay vessels, and the rich in granaries: 
8,905 bigahs of land are employed in kitchen gardens, and 
2,240 bigahs in the fields are cultivated with vegetables of 
various sorts, that are used for the pot. This in proportion 
to the number of people is less than the garden ground even 
inShahabad. The rents 011 gardens are ,always higher than on 
fields j but not so high as even in the country parts of Behar. 
Many of the huts are covered with climbing plants, partly 
cucurbitaceous, partly leguminous, Lut the forf\1er are by far 
the most common, and perhaps three-fourths of the roofs are 
not thus employed, while scarcely any are reared on arbours 
adjacent to the hut~, or on the fences which surround the 
yard. 

Plants used as a warm seasoning.-The scitamineous plants 
form here the most important a.rticle of cultivation. A large 
quantity of 'turmeric is reared' in separate fields. There are 
some sm'all fields of ginger, and a sufficient quantity is reared 
in gardens for using fresll. The succulent vegetable raised 
in greatest quantity is the species of Luffa, which Rumph 
calls Petola. It is here called N ehuya, and is the lllant 
which is here commonly reared on the roofs Qf huts. 

The Europeans have tolerable kitchen gardens, but many 
of the fruits, which the country i,s capable of producing, and 
which grow at otber stations, have hitherto been neglected, 
such as the orange, plum, pear, leichee, lauquat. and avocado 
pear. I saw no pine-apples, nor ,figs; and grapes are not 
plenty. If such be the case with the gardens of Europeans, 
the wretcbed state 'of those belonging to natives may bl rea
dily guessed, especially as almost all the men of property are 
Hindus, W}IO in this part of refinement are exceedingly back· 
ward. They have not even water melons, and the common 
melon is scarcely known. 

The natives have bestowed a little more attention on flower 
gardens, and about Gorukhpoor and Nawabgunj they have a 
good many, while a few are scattered through the district, 
but I saw none neatly kept., TIle natives in tlleir garde-ns. 
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rear very few medicinal t>lants. The Changdsar or Lepidium 
sativum, is however reared, as is also the Bayada or Zinziber 
Zerumbet. The 01 or Arum 1JIucronatum of the Ecyclope
die, so common in Bengal as an esculent vegetable, is here 
reared only as a medicine •. and is planted along with the Ba
yada in corners of gardens. The expressed juice of both is 
given to children. The most common officinal herb, however, 
that is reared in gardens, is the species of Ckickoreum called 
Kasni, of which the seed is in considerable demand. Some 
of it is reared in the fields. 

Plants cultivated for tllread and ropes.-The Hibiscus 
cannabinus is cultivated to tIle greatest extent; it is always 
intermixed with the Cytisus Cajah, and forms the ropes most 
commonly used for agricultural purposes. Cotton is culti
vated to some extent but adequate to supply only a small 
part of the demand, and reared with much less care than in 
Shahabad. There are two kinds, the Jethwa and Kukti. The 
former is by far the most common, and 'is probably the same 
with the Baresha of Shahabad.; that is, it is sown along with 
the crops which grow in. the rainy season; but for this reason 
I had no opportunity of examining it. In quality it does not 
differ (rom the common kinds imported from the west of 
India, which so far indeed as I observed on the upper parts of 
'the Ganges, and on the Yamuna, are sown at the same season. 
The Kukti is the kind which produces a wool coloured-like 
nankeen cloth, and an account has already been given of it, 
when treating of Puraniya.' ' 

Plants cultivated for tlteir saccharine juice.~Besides the 
Kh!\jur palm, and the Mahuya tree, the only article of this 
kind is the sugar-cane which occupies about 4,800 bigahs. 
There llre four kinds, ,Reongl'a, Mango, ~arotiya and Baruka, 
all of which are reared in'Shahabad. All are fit for yielding 
extract. The cultivation is' managed as in that district, but 
most of the extract is of the thin kind preserved ill pots. 
_ Plants usedfor chewing and silloking.-Tobacco and betle 
leaf are the chief. In the government or the Moslems the poppy 
was also cultivated, but the continuance of this cultivation 
was found 'inconvenient, so soop as the country came under 
the Company's government, and has been prohibited. I saw 
none. and believe that 1I0ne ill smuggled,. although the people 
complain of the prohibition. 
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The tobacco on the whole is not adequate to supply the 
demapd; £01" •• although, some is sent to the mountains, a 
greater quantity comes from Saran. The plant is however 
uncommonly suited for a country, of which so much is waste; 
because the deer and other wild animals do not touch it; and 
beause the heaps of dung collected, where the cattle sleep in 
the wilds, may be applied to manure ground. for this plant, 
which .with this management grows most luxurialltly, giving 
annually twO' cuttings. 

1Jfanures.-The people here very much neglect every kind 
of manure e~cept artificial irrigation, in bestowing which, 
wbere necessary, they are tolerably diligent, the poor men of 
high caste, who form the greater part of the farmers, being 
willing to. undergo this labour. They will not however hire 
themselves out to work for their neighbours; but msuy of 
them usually unite to carryon the labour ill common, 
especially, when the implement is the basket (Borda or Dauri) 
swung by ropes, which is indeed the most common, as it iii 
that employed, wherever the field is watered from rivers, 
canals, tanks, or marshes; and three or four sets of workmen 
one above the other are often required to bring the water to 
the level of the fields. 'On some occasions, I have been 
assured, that no less than 10 stages are used; but all above 
fo~ur are uncommon. Two baskets wrought by four men are 
always employed. at each stage, the one basket being placed 
behind the other. This seems an awkward manner of working, 
but it saves trouble in forming the stages, very little more 
room being required for the two baskets, th.an would be 
necessary fOl! one. 'Vhether or not this saving counter
balances the awkwardness in working, 1 cannot pretend to 
say. The estimates, which I received. on this subject differ 
very much. The stages. vary from fl~ to 3 cubits, or from 3) 
to 4i feet, in perpendicular height. Where two stages are 
employed, ~t was in sElme places stated, that no less than 16 
men attended to. work in turns, and watered daily about 
46900 square feet i but this js where the men are uncommonly 
lazy. Ten men are the cowmon allowance, and according 
to various degrees of activity .were stated in di1ferent places 
ta water daily S!400" 41600, or 52700 square feet. Wllere 
there are three stages, and where the indolence of the gentry 
prevails, fl2 men water daily about 40,000 square feet; and in 
o~her places 18 men were stated to water. 52700 or 61200. 
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14 men al'C however the common allowance, and, according, to 
varioUlS degrees of activity water 25300, 35000, or 41600 
squarQ feet. Four stages may be wrought by 18 men, who 
are stated ~o water 28100 square feet. Water raised in this 
manner may be conveyed to nelda half Ii mile from the place, 
where it is raised. 

Very little is here watered from wells by means of the 
leathern bag raised by cattle working on an inclined plain. 
The bucket raised by a It:ver (Dhengkikar) in most parts is 
used altnost only in kitchen gardens. In Sanichara. Mahuy
adabar and Vazirgunj however many fields are watered by 
this machine, which is there more common than the basket; 
although lO men, it is admitted, can only water with the lever 
one-third part of what they could do with the' basket; hut 
tbell they raise the water double the height. What the 
quantity raised however by the same number armen would be 
were the heights equal, I CllDnot $ay, and the basket cannot 
be used iu wells, and some parts have no other supply of water. 
,The, trough in form of a canoe, here called Don, is used oc
casionally, where the water, especially in marlihes, is neat the 
surface; but even there the basket is more oomrnonly pre. 
ferred. I have however had no very satisfactory means of 
ascertaining whic" Ulilthod is th~ mos.!; econ.omical, because 
the doa is seldom used. where. there are two. Iltages. and l 
procured no estimate!! of the quant.ity 9£ land which a. given 
numbel' of me~ can water with the basket, where one stage 
alQne- ill \tsed. lli was st~d to me in Bangsi, that two. dMIl 
wrought by si~ men could water daily one half more land tItan 
12 men 1I\orking two. eets of balikets can do, the elevation ill 
both cases being the salD~" that is about 8~ feet perpendicuw. 
This IlhOWil SUeA aQ im\Ucnse superiol;ity in favou .. ' of the 
do~ as to eXC\te doubts C;OIl~erniog the accuracy oJ the s.tat.e
ment, for not above GO doW! are employed in the whole of 
that ex,tensive Ilivision. It is. true .. that III don CtlIlts ahoat 
eight. times as much as a pau- of baskets. but Iluch 0. tl'i£le 
i;;ould. be I;lQ obje.ct when p~ in competition with the saving of 
110 much IabouJr, 

TIle natives have formed no reservoirs, such a8 are used in 
Behar and SIlahabad, the 1:'aio,s being more copious and l'egU

lar; nol,' have they been fiO diligent in forming c~als i altho,ugh. 
thes~ have, llot been ~ltogethel: neglected. 1; do, PQt; think" 
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owing to the climate, that any inconvenience is felt from the 
want of tIle reservoirs,; ,but greater pains bestowed on the 
canals would be of the utmost importance; and, next to an 
increase of labourers and stock, would be the greatest im
provement of which the country 'Vll admit. The tanka are 
small and not numerous. 

In the north and eastern parts of the district, the want of 
manure renders it necessary to have recourse to fallowing, 
and iii many places one-half of the farm is in grass, and the 
other in cultivation. In otber parts a smaller proportion of 
fallow is sufficient. The pasture on fallow is of admirable 
use in the rainy season; but, during the dry weather affords 
very little l'e,ource for the cattle; and on the whole I believe, 
that the practice of fallows, if more generally diffused, would 
be highly advantageous, wherever the land cannot be flooded •• 
It is true, that under tbis manner of cultivation the general 
produce of the country would be lessened, and of course the 
number of inbabitants would be smaller; but, what appears 
to me of much more importance, the people thus maintained 
would be less necessitous; for I think, there can be no doubt 
that the lands restored to vigour by a fallow: would be 
more productive with the same labour. than those which are 
exhausted by perpetual crops. The following statements 
will show the nature of this operation: First, 100 bigahs of 
land annually under crop at 5 mans of grain a year will pro
duce 500 mans, able to feed 50 people, and the cultivation 
will require' six. ploughmen with their families, amounting to 
!4 persons, leaving two-fifths of the population for other pur
poses. Second, 100 bigahs, half in cultivation at 6 mans of 
grain will produce 800 mans, capable of feeding 30 people, 
and will require three ploughmen with their families, amount
ing to I! people, leaving one-half of the population {Ol' other 
purposes. But, besides the comforts, which a larger propor
tion of disposable persons would procure, there is here left 
one-half of the lalldfor feeding calitle, the whole pl'oduee of 
whieh is applicable to the comforts of the population in the 
second case, while in the first case, the population is totally 
destitute of such resource.' ' 

DOMESl'IC ANIMALS.-A good many of the horses are em
ployed in carrying fire-wood and salt; and &. few' in the car
riage of grain and cut grass. All the large horses are ian-
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ported, except those bred bt the judge, w)JO has a larere 
establishment of brood mares, from which, I presume, he d~
rives no great advantage, nor have his horses nor those of 
other gentlemen been included in the tables. The ponies 
Beem no better than in Be.har, although the water of the Teri 
near Nawabgunj is said to be peculiarly favourable for this 
animal, and although it is alleged, that ponies of a better 
breed than common are reared on its banks. Asses are em
ployed by washermen to carry clothes to and from the water, 
and to bring home the soda or potashes used in washing. 
They are as wretched as in any of the districts hitherto sur
veyed. The cattle of the cow kind lire fully as good as those 
of Behar. For numbers see Appendix. ~ 

Goats in general are of the long legged kind, but inferior 
both in size and beauty to those from the banks of the Ya
muna' or from the south of India. They breed once in nine 
months. The sheep are of the same kind that is usual in 
Behar; The owners allege, that they breed once only in two 
years. Swine are exceedingly numerous and wretched. Those 
entered in the A ppendix are breeding females. 

FENcEs.-A few gardens are fenced with quickset hedges. 
The number of ditches is in general very small, and in most 
parts of the district this kind of fence is chiefly employed to 
secure new plantations of mango trees, the grand object of 
the natives' care, altbough totally useless, or sugar cane, the 
most valuable crop that is reared. Near the Ghaghra ditches 
round villages are pretty common, and the mound is usually 
planted with 8 row of reeds, which conceal the space within 
from view. The roads leading immediately into the villages 
are usually fenced with dry thorns, to keep off the cattle 
going out to pasture, and returning home. 

F4RMs.-No people, except some artificers and traders, 
pay a ground rent for their houses; and many of the artifi
cers even are exempted, partly from their belonging to the 
manorial establishment, ,and partly from their renting lands 
for cultivation. Nor, except the Mahuya trees on one estate, 
do plantations pay anything. The rents ar~e almost entirely 
therefore from the arable lands,' and until the English govern
lllcnt the occupanc, of these, even as tenants at will, was en
tirely confined to the Ashraf or gentry. This restraint was 
removed as soon as Mr. Rutledge took possession, and 'many 
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people of low rank flocked into the C1>Unt1'y from that of the 
N awa.b Vazir partly 011 this account, and partly beoause the 
rents were vety much lowered. This emigration continued 
active, until the :Ilcmindats of the Nawab adopted the policy 
of the English, since which it has nearly, if not entirely, 
ceased. The competition fot tenants among the landlDrdli 
induced them also to grant leases to many 'Of the IDwer ordets, 
a circumstance which has borne hard on the gentry, and 'Oc
casions many complaints on tb'eir part, for they now cannot 
procure a sufficient number of people to cultivate their farms; 
and fOr those which are 8till procurable they must pay 'Vel'y 

high wages. 
The AshI»f -still. however, farm the greatest proportion 'Of 

the lands, and are always one way ot other favoured by pay
ing a lower rate 'Of rent. '1'hey also enjoy the advantage of 
large herds of cattle, nor do any of the lower tribes presume 
to find fault with the trespasses which these herds CQmmit; 
for they still look up with aw-e to the persons of rank, who 
until of late held great discretionary power over the IDwer 
classes. Very few of the Ashrafeither plough. 80W, or reap, 
but the greater part by far weed and water; Ilnd as the diffi
culty of 'procuring workmen must still increase, there is little 
doubt, that the number of the gentry must either be very 
much reduced, or that they must betake themselves to the 
plough, as both Brahmans and Rajputs have done in tIle 
west. 

The second class of farmers, consisting of traders, Is ex
Actly on the same footing as in Behar. The observations 
made in the account of that district on the third class of 
tenants, or artificers, are also applicable to this district. 
The farmers of the fourth class, whose proper duty it is to 
plough, are here called Gtihasthas or inhabitants, the 'Very 
mention .of ploughing being considered 'discreditable and 
shocking. The number of slaves among them is quite in
considerable; and such, as are to be found, have almost 
entirely been intrDduced into great families as dowries with 
their wives. when they honoured the people of the east by 
marrying their daughters.' Since the English government 
this class 'Of farmers has greatly improved its condition, in
deed it could OQt before have been said to exist. almost the 
whole baving been servants. Now mant have farms, and 
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few will condescend to work for mere wages, most of the 
people. who are hired in that manner, cQPIing from otb~r 
districts, wIlile the labourers of this district are usually paid 
for ploughing, sowing, and reaping, by a share of the crop. 
Very few indeed have, however, obtained a stock sufficient t'O 
trade, and almost all the farmers, who trade in grain, belong 
to the gentry. There are here, properly speaking, no under
tenants. Many indeed make their bargain with the Mahato, 
or chief man of the village, who contracts for the whole; bllt 
he is to be considered en~irely on a footing with the farmers 
of rents (Izarahdar, Mostazir) of other districts. 

In this district at present the greater part of the rent is paid 
in money. although in some places much is still paid by a 
division of the crop. During the Nawab's government the 
latter manner of payment was by far the most common, owing 
to the encouragement given to the gentry, who are always 
desirous of this kind of settlement, which favours their in
dolenc~. Since tbe cbange tbey evidently become more 
diligent in watering their fields, although the very low rate, 
at which the best lands are now let, has abated considerably 
the general industry of the country. Formerly it was only a 
few fields near the villages, that were let for a money rent; 
but this was very high. N ow the larger share in many parts 
is let in this manner; but the rents of the whole, owing to 
the great extent of waste land and the small number of people, 
han been reduced ,to a mere trifle. This cause, during the 
government of the N awab, was not allowed to operate, the 
people on each property being held in a great measure as 
a8cnpti glebOJ. Perhaps no law exil)ted to this effect, but it 
was not usual for one landlord to take away his neighbour's 
tenants i and wboever ,did so, would bave been liable to re
proaches, which would generally have occasioned the dis
pleasure of the Governor. Where the rent is paid by a share 
of the. crop in this district, the share, which the master 
receives is generally smaller than that taken in Behar, and is 
often only ~ after deduc'ting ploughing, sowing, reaping, and 
some smaller charges allowed for the manorial establishment. 
The system ot advances has not been pushed to so consider
able an extent as usual. 

The arl'cars due,by the tenantry, except where the estate 
is under the manag"ment of the officers of revenue, are very 
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trifling. No attempt has been made to regulate the size of 
farms, and few 01' none except poor tradesmen, who have been 
lately permitted to rent lands, have less stock, than suffices 
for one ploughgate., The number of large tenants, who have 
10 plOllghs or upwards, i~ very inconsiderable. 

The tenants very $eldom prOCUl;e advances fl'om the land. 
lord. The gentry are somewhat favoured in, the rate of 
rent, as I have above mentioned; hut in general no such 
ineql;alities prevail as in Puraniya, and on the whole, except 
in the favour shown to the gentry, the assessment is made as 
equable as the landlords can; but \he state of the country 
does not admit of their following their inclination. There is 
so much waste land, and so many landlords wish to introduce 
new settlers, that these will consent to give little or no rent, 
and, on the smallest increase being demanded, hOwever able 
the farm might be to pay it. they remove to another placE', 
and generally change every two or three years. This is very 
far from being advantageous to even the tenants who thus 
change. Knowing, that they are likely to remove, they never 
think of rendering their situation comfortable, the hovels, 
thereFore, which they inhabit, are to the last degree wretched, 
and they indulge.in indolence and incurring debt, being pre
pared for elopement, whenever their credit terminates. The 
old tenants who have more comfortable abodes, to which they 
are attached as their birth places, are somewhat more at the 
mercy of their landlords, and pay a higher rent, although the 
fear of their throwing up their lands, and becotlling vagrants, 
has enabled them to reduce the rent much below what it W811 

in the Nawab's government. A greater stimulus however to 
industry, a character to support, and habits' of fixed resi
dence, renUer this class much more comfortable than the new 
tenants; although. aU being gentry, they are naturally little 
suited for the pursuits, of agriculture, at least as farmers .. 

It might be expected from many. of the above mentioned 
circumstances, that I should have heard few or no complaints 
of illegal exactions being made' by· the landlords; but al .. 
tbough the complaints were by nq means sO numerous as ill 
Bengal, this was by no means tpe case, owing to the footing 
on which the landlords here have been placed. As they 
have ouly been secured in their estates for short periods of 
three or four years, they are exactly on "the same footing 
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with tllose who ill the districts hitherto surveyed farm the 
rents. Their object is to make as much IS they can during 
the period of their agreement, aDll the state of their lande at 
the end of that time is of no consequence, as their new agree
ment must be made relative entirely to that state, without 
retrospect to former assessments. That under such circum
stances the country is not in a worse state, is highly cre
ditable to the landlords, especially to many of the higher 
families,· who seem to me to retain a kindness for their 
tenants truly praise worthy. The old tenants mutually view 
their landlord with respectful attachment; and, so ·far as 
there was any hope of success, would willingly shed their 
blood in his cause; but as the superiority of military disci
pline has rendered their assistance of less importance, this· 
tie is gradually losing its influence. Still. however, it has a 
great weight, and new men, who have purchased estateS', 
have often found it impracticable to take possession, or at 
least to realise the rents; and disputed boundaries, owing to 
the tediousness of the law to which the natives are not yet 
reconciled, are still often the occasion of broils ending in 
bloodshed. 

The duration of leases has generally been equal to that of 
the Ilettlement made by the collector with the Zemindar, that 
is for never more than four years, a term too short for any 
good tenant, were there the least danger of his being turned 
away. In some parts the tenants will not now take leases for 
mpre than one year; because, the rate having been gra
dually lowering, they expect every year to obtain a deduction. 
The tenants on the whole are certainly more independent 
than in any part of the country that I have yet surveyed, 
owing partly to their tenure being in general of a good 
nature; but still more to the abundance of waste land, 'and 
facility of leaving any master that uses them ill. The low
ness of rent, however, bas been a check to improvement, and 
it is in general admitted, that, since the rents have been 
lowered, the fields have become less productive, owing no 
doubt to less cllre being bE:stowed on their cultivation. But 
~ven the facility of finding a new settlement, when discon.:. 
tented, has not altogether saved the tenantry from arbitrary 
exactions, or from what is more ruinons, the vexations of the 

VOL. n. MM 
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law beld over their heads by litigious men, who farme(l tIle 
:rents, and were no way interested in their condition. 

I am thoroughly persuatled, that one of the most practi
cable means of securing the tenants and other inhabitants 
from oppression ia to re-establish in each Mauza the office of 
hereditary chief. This person should be considered. as he 
was under every well-regulated native government, as the 
agent and protector of the other inhabitants, who from igno
ranoo -or timidity are seldom "able to protect themselves. 
Although. therefore, the office should be hereditary, in order 
to rende. it respectable, yet in all cases t.he representations 
of the people should be carefully consulted, and whatever 
person the majority of them c chooses from the hereditary 

'family should enjoy the office. Shoulil even the people lllwe 
po confidence in any individual of the family, on a represen
tation of the majority, some st.ranger should be appointed to 
hold the office, until a person of the family arose, who en
joyed the good opinion of his neighbours. AU payments to 
landlords, whether of fl'ee or assessed lands, should be made 
through these (hereditary) chiefs, who on a reasonable com
mission are usually willing to account for the whole rent, and 
with ,uch management all the tenants of a .Malum are usually 
willing to he mutual security for each other. By this means 
the most oppressive system of collecting rents by low igno
rant messengers (M:ohazil Peyadah} migllt be altogether 
avoided. nor could any doubts arise, whether or not the 
rents had been actually paid. In this district, at every Tt>

newa} of the settlement, there can be no doubt of the indis
putable l'ight of government to restore the village €stablibh
ment to this footing. Even in Bengal, where a perpetual 
settlement exists, I have no doubt of the right of government 
to interfere l for such an officerl I think was actuallyesta
blished in every Mauza, when the settlement was made, lind 
most ample allowance was deducted for hi& charge. If, 
therefore. from the negligence ot the officers employed, the 
landlords have been permitted to render these chiefs of 
Mauzas their mere creatures, and the tools ot their illegal 
exactions instead of the protectors ot the poor and ignorant, 
I cannot think that such an abuse ought to be allowed to 
continue in perpetuity. 
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The landlord of course should have a right to complain, 
and to have any mAn removed, who faiJed in his collections. . . ' but he neIther should have the power of removal at dIscre-
tion, nor even the recommendation of the successor. His 
security for the management of the estate must depend on 
tlle clerK (Patuyari) of the Mauza, and on the application of 
the law for the reCov61'y of arrears, and on this point the law 
is abundlUltly speedy. Even the clerk, whose office is gene.
rally, and always should be hereditary in a similar manner 
with that of the chief of the Mauza, should nol; be entirely at 
the will of the landlord, although he DO doubt should have 
the power of selection; but he should not be at· liberty to 
dismiss any occupant without assigning reasons sufficient to 
satisfy the collector, that he has just cause of complaint. Fop, 
if the clerk is at the mercy of the landlord, the collector has 
no means of judging concE\,l'ning the value of the lands; and 
even where the settlement is perpetual, his baving such a 
knowledge is absolutely necessary to secure the revenue OD 

a division of the estate. 
In native governments the hereditary chiefs and clerks of 

IHauzas are entrusted with consi<lerable powers in supporting 
the police and administration of justice. and with the utmost 
benefit to the country. Although. however, the want of 
such an authority in the Company's government is severely 
felt, I doubt much of the expediency, under existing circum
stances, ofrequil'ing their assistance in either way, especially 
in the support of the police. The vexation to which every 
one of them would be exposed, by hanging on about the 
court on complaints laid against them by the sharks of the 
law, would deter from accepting the office 8ny man who was 
Dot resolved to pay his way, and of course to repay himself 
by oppressive means •. Perhaps, however, they might be per
mitted with the assistance of a jury (Panchuyit) to decide 
petty differences arising among the people of their own Mauza, 
provided it should be clearly understood, that the officers of 
government should in no manner interfere. except to enforce 
the decisions of the jury. 

Although,the important officee of hereditary chief and 
clerk have been in general abandoned to the discretion of the 
persone considered as owners of the I,and, alld, although these· 
:persons have to~ally destroyed the rights of the$.C useful 
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officers, and rendered them their mere tools, some other pnrts 
of the mauza establishmept remains unaltered. The carpen
ter and blacksmith everywhere, and in most parts the priests 
of the local deities and spirits, a weigher. a barber, and ·tan
ner, receive certain allowances for their support. The l'eason 
of their not having been disturbed, seems to have been, that 
they could not be converted into tools of fraud or oppression. 
By the caprice of owners, accidents, anel other circum
stances, the extent of mauzas has been rendered totally uncer
tain. Some are entirely waste, others contain an enormous 
multitude, and many are scattered about intermixed with 
·others; but, if an attempt is to b~ made of restoring to the 
inhabitants these beneficial communities, such divisions should 
be totally disregarded, and a new arrangement, after a careful 
examination on the spot, should be formed. making each 
mauza to contain from two to three thousand inhabitants, and 
rounding as much as possible their boundaries. It might be 
afterwards left to the magistrates. when by floods or other ac
cidents the greater part of a mauza was destroyed, to anne-It 
'the remainder to some adjacent community; or, when by lands 
deposited or improved a great augmentation of inhabitants 
had taken place, to subdivide the community; but in no case 
should divisions or alienations of property be allowed to operate 
in the arrangement. 

In carrying into execution the new arrangement of mauzas, 
another grand source of oppression to the farmer, the uncer
tainty of claims on bis purse, migh.t, in my opinion be much 
Temedied. The officer employed should carefully examine the 
hnds. Such as would appear to be waste, or beld at will, or 
by a lease for a term of years, should be carefully separated 
from those which either by custom or lease are held in perpe
tuity,1lt certain rltes. The. former should be fully confirmed 
to the landlord, to dispose of in whatever manner he thought 
fit, subject, however, to all leases granted on them becoming 
void by a sale of land for arrears of revenue. This kind of 
tenure, I have no doubt, being by far the most advantageous 
both t9 the community at large, and'to the farmers themselves, 
should be extended wherever there does not exist clear proof 
of the tenant ha"ing a right in- perpetuity at certain rates. 
The prejudice in favour of the latter tenure among the te
"nantry -would render it highly unjust to deprive them of it, 
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wherever they have a fair proof of its existence, and it should 
be therefore fully confirmed to them by a decision of the offi
cer .employeil, and the terms should be fully described, not 
only in a special lease granted to each man, but in an account 
to be recorded both in the book of the village clerk, and in the 
collector's office, so that when lost in one, it might be restored 
from the other. Although the smallest force should not be 
used, I would however-recommend, that the officer employed 
in the settlement, should endeavour to persuade master and. 
tenant in all such cases, to determine what the one would be 
willing to receive as his due, and what the other would he 
willing to give, so as to avoid indeterminate claims. Where 
both llarties could be brought to agree, which I am persuaded 
would in most cases be easily accomplished, the amount should 
be valued in grain, at the market price, and the tenant should 
take a lease in perpetuity, agreeing to pay annually a certain 
quantity of grain, commutable at tIle average price of the ten 
preceding years, ascertained as tIle Fiars are in Scotland. 
The whole lands of this nature, as well as those exempted 
from assessment, should be carefully measured, and the mea
sure )'ecorded at the expense of the tenant, who could per
fectly afford this charge, in consideration of the security which 
his property would thereafter enjoy. The very il1-defined na
ture of property in this district, and the, difficulty of procuring 
any decision on the subject, may be estimated from the state 
of the lands in the town of Gorukhpoor, which will be men
tioned when I come to treat of particular estates. 

Such a survey and settlement would, it is evident, require 
much time and expense; and the operation would require to 
be conducted by upright, active, and intelligent persons. An 
union of such qualities cannot be expected in every collector, 
nor do I think that the person employed should be distracted 
with any other care. I confess also, that governors are un
avoidably very subject to be deceived in men's characters, 
and in selecting a number sufficient to carryon the work 
quickly, many ill-qualified persons would no doubt be em
ployed, and.do much harm; but every governor, after some' 
residence, might ascertain a few men properly endowed, for 
tbere are many such, nor is it at all necessary that the plan 
should be carried into execution everywhere at once. 'Vith 
respect to the serious article of exp~nse,1 have no doubt that 
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in sucn an investigation, 'much land now held witllOut legal 
title, would be discovered, tlnd brought to account I and that 
its. revenue would do far more than defray the expense. The 
persons employed ought of COline, to be gentlemen in the civil 
service, vested with high powers, and responsible only to tlle 
principal officers of government; but their responsibility 
should be great, and the magistrates and collectors should be 
held bound to forward all complaints, and to prosecute for 
such complaints as appeared to dIem well founded. 

The labourer is here better paid than in any of the districts 
hitherto surveyed. This is no doubt owing to the competition 
among the gentry. who have great difficulty in lJil'ing work· 
men, they themselves being unable to plough. There is not 
here such an extraordinary allowance for harvest, nor can tllt1 

women earn so much by gleaning, but the women of the low 
tribes have ample employment in weeding, transplanting, and 
reaping pulse and oilseeds, and make a good deal, fully at 
least as much as in Behar. 

People who live entirely as day labourers, are very few in 
number4 but some poor artists, and the seconu class of plough
men, occasionally hire themselves in this manner, Rnd are in 
such request, that their wages are as much higher in propor
tion as those of the regular servants are. None of thl'm, 110 

rar as 1 heard, are paid in .advance. Taking hire for harvest 
iii not considered discreditable, except among the gl·ntry. 
The most common day labourer that can be procured to weed 
and transplant, are women, and boys too young for bohling 
tlle plough, and these at Parraona earn daily :1 .ers (of 96 
p.w.) of grain. The custom of two or three farmers uniting to 
work on each other's fields in company, and in turns, is not 
common, except in watering, but is occasionally practised even 
in ploughing. There are few slaves employed. 

Estates in general.-In this district the extent of land ex
empted from paying revenue is generally admitted '0 be enor· 
mous, probably much more than even in Behar. I am not ill 
possession of what is stated in the puhlic records; but it is 
generally helieved that these are very imperfect, and that they 
contain only a very small proportion of what il actually held. 
Of this a remarkable example was brought to light in the 
course of a litigation, during the time I was in the district. A 
religious mendicant had procured' a grar~t of less than 300 
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bigahs. and on examination it was estimated that, under this 
pretence be held what was supposed would measure nine or 
ten thousand. Jt must be observed, that it is very often not 
only the inclination, but the interest of the Zemindars, 01' BC. 

knowledged proprietors of the land, to encourage such defa}. 
cations. Many of the lands lu'e held by those who have spi
ritual authority over the Zemindars, and to favour their claill.ls 
is a religious duty, to which the natives are generally very 
much Inclined, the more especially as it is attended with little 
or no loss. The person allowed to usurp part of the Zemin
dary land. secures the owner during the currency of his agree
ment with the public; and. when that expires, whatever has 
been thus alienated, cannot be brought to proof without an 
cxa,mination of the extent actually )teld, wllich has been never 
attempted. Even when the revenue of the estate at a new 
settlement is farmed to, Ii new man, he naturally takes the 
~state as it remains, and, confirming the usurpation, frames 
his offer in proportion to what remains'j for he not only would 
incur the odium of seizing on lands enjoyed by men respected 
{l'om their religion or rank; but his conscience in general 
would be alarmed. There is even reason to think, rhat in 
some cases the usurpations have been encouraged by the 
owners with a view of procuring part- back by a nominal sale, 
so 600n as the property had been consolidated by possession 
in trust. But farther, other parts of these lands have been 
granted to the Zemmdars, or their kinsmen, for a support, 
and it is natural for them to take as much as possible, the 
whole of what can be thus secured being clear gain. 

Besides these usurpations, which are no doubt iIIegaI, and 
might be resumed, whenever governnlent thinks the measure 
expedient, there is great reason to suspect, that many of the 
deeds by which the lands are held, are mere forgeries, made 
out by, ~lerks in the office of revenue at Lakhnau after the 
cession of the district to the English, when it was found that 
attention was paid to luch tenures. Why the records of ti,e 
distcict were not demanded, when the territory was ceded, 1 
cannot conceive j forJ although by the system adopted in Ben
gal, the recor.ds have become of le~s importance, it could 
scarcely have escaped tbe knowledge of any intelligent reve

-nue officer. that in 11 Muhammedan g()vernmen~ the possession 
of the records, is illdispensllbly necessary in realizing the reve-
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nue. By this Olnission, everything was left to tbe discretion 
of the Pergunah registers (Kanungoes). men not only rather 
corrupt, but .trongly influenced by religious scruples to favor 
pretenders enjoying a character of sanctity, as was the case 
with tbe greater part of the claimants. TIle opinion that sucb 
fraudulent deeds were frequently used, is very prevalent • 
.. The Rajas seem originally to have nlanaged dleir whole 

estates by letting each Mauza or Deha to a nritiha or# Sikmi, 
who b'l-ought inhabitants, received a handsome commission. 
and accounted to the Raja for tbe balance. Ilia office was 
hereditary in the manner usual in India, that is to say, the 
ablest man belonging to it was chosen as the agent and tepre
sentat~ve of the people i but he was held bound to lUl' port 
Ilia kinsmen, more however by a sense of propriety, than 
by any other bond, The people however. would have become 
clamorous, had he neglected this duty, and unless in peculiar 
circumstances their opinion would have produced Ilia dis
missR). In CAse of the Raja being diuatisfie(l with the ('onduct 
of a Britiha, he appointed a Mahato to pel'form the dutiell, 
and ulualIy let the Mauza to this person for a short term of 
years at a fixed rent. Ie tllia district tIle term Jethrlliyat i" 
never given to the hereditary chiefs of villages, but i. given 
to every tenant of consequence. Since the dissolution however 
of the regular Mauza establishment these often assist their 
poor and ignorant neighbours in adjusting their accounts. The 
cultivators who rented lands, and cultivated thell1 with their 
own stock and servants, do not seem ever to have had a here.>
ditary right to the land, and were removable at the will of 
the Raja, except when they had leases, which were always v(>ry 
short; but they were all gentry, ready when well uspJ, to 
(lraw their sword in their master'. defence, and were there
fore perfectly s~cure from oppression f~om their master at 
least, his authority depending entirely on thd .. at.tachment. 
The power olthe Rajas was gradually undermined by se\eral 
circumstances. First, they assigned large parts of their estates 
in appanage to younger branche~ of their families, and as 
rewards to trusty servants; and. although these and their 
descendants in general continued attached to .heir chicf, this 
did not always h&ppen, and generally their services requirl'd 
management; 80 that, although seldom refused, it WIlS oftl'fI 
given with delay, and want of zeaL Secondly. large portions 
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were assigned for the support of religious and learned men, 
totally inc~pable of defending the Rajas authority. Finally, 
the Itajas incurred debts, and had no means of paying them, 
but by alienating their Jands; either altogether. or in mort~ 
gage, always however retaining to themselves the settlement 
of the revenue with the government, and the power of levying 
this from all the proprietors in the lordship (Raj), generally in 
fair enough proportions J but in India no payment is made 
without a part sticking to every hand through wtich it 
passes. As the power of the Rajas sunk, tbat of the gover
nors (Amels) rose, and the vassals and under tenants were 
stirred up as much as possible to disobedience, so that the 
Amels had occasionally power to make settle!"ents directly 
with these lower persons, and at any race to compel the 
Rajas to more regular payments. It is alleged, that at one 
time they realized a revenue of 8,000,000 rupees; but I have 
beard no authority except a vague rep9rt for so -enormous a 
revenue, which would imply a very general and careful cuI. 
tivation, of wbich I sea no traces. It is indeed said, that 
during the government of Suja ud Doulah, the district Tas in 
a much better state tban at present, and that the rents having 
been farmed to a Colonel Hannay, that gentleman took such 
violent measures in the collection, as to depopulate the country; 
and I certainly perceive many traces of cultivation, where 
now there are wastes and woods. 

I have above said, tbat I see no traces of a cultivation 
adequate to produce a revenue of 8,000,000 rupees, although 
many parts are no doubt waste, anil covered with forests, 
which retain evitfent traces of former cultivation. Yet I 
suspect, that the country on the whole for many centuries, 
bas never been so well occupied as at present, and never paid 
110 large a revenue. The forests, which formerly were plan
tations seem to me owing to the frequent changes of uifferent 
Rajas habitations, for every man round his house planted 
thickets of mangoll anl1 bamboos, that in a great measure 
secured hini from M •• hammeuan troops; and, when forced 
by surprise, or more commonly by treachery, from one den, 
he or bis heir retired to another. In the continual feuds 
also large tracts were often sacked, and the inhabitants driven 
to other quarters, from whence they did not return, until 
llerhaps their new abode underwent a similar fate. Such an 
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accident has now befallen the frontier towards Butaul, wberl! 
in the whole division of DhuIiyabhandar only two families and 
the police officers remain. The customs and privileges of tho 
high castes, who would neither plough, nor Buffer any man 
who would perform that labour, to rent land is indeed incom
patible with a high degree of cultivation, and alone, without 
any other cause, would have reduced the country to a low 
ebb; but that existed in fuU force from before the time or 
Akbut until the English took possession. If ever the country 
was in a beUer state -it was before the rules of purity were 
established, and there are manifest traces to shoW', that 
during the government of the Tharus the people must have 
enjoyed a verlllourishing state. The great number of large 
brick buildings, which the country then contained, shew it to 
llave been in a state very much superior to anything now 
known in India. 

During 1Il1e latter part of the Muhammedan government, 
the governors (Amel) usually farmed the revenues from the 
Vazir, and on their arrival made a settlement for the time, 
which they were to remain in power. In thig there was ael4 
dom much difficulty, because neither party had the smallest 
intention of performing any part of the agreement. The object 
of the governor was under pretence of the settlement to in4 
veigle the Rajas and other landholders into his power, and 
then to squeeze them; while the object of auch of tlle Rajas 
as attended was to procure the assistance of the governor 
against some neighbour, who was their enemy. Although 
many of the Rajas and other notables would not attend, they 
never failed to send agents with every profession of obedience. 
and to make the settlement. It generally however, in the 
course of a few years happened 110, that the whole was either 
duped into a relian~e on the promises of the governor, or by 
the assistance of some enemy compelled to a compromi8e I 10 

dlat one way br other it ended in their being aqueezed t but 
there was always some moderation SllOWD in the demand II, 
nor was any attempt tnade to deprive tlu~ chief of hls dignity 
and power, except occasionally. when some violent chief was 
compelled to restore a property, which he had seized from all 
aUy of the governor. The actual amount of the revenue wal 
therefore quite unconnected witt,. the settlement J and it is 
alleged, that some governors were unable to collect as much 
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as they paid to the Nawab. This however, I presume, was 
a very unusual case; and it seems to have been more common 
for them to accumulate a great deal, of which on their return 
to Lakhnau they were usually again squeezed.-

'Vhen the country was ceded to the English, l\lajor Rut
ledge, appointed to the management, acted with great vigour 
and prudence. He instantly. while the known power of our 
discipline gave him authority, dismantled every stronghold, 
and thus established the uncontrolable authority of th:1aw, 
which gave a protection to the lower orders before unknown, 
and brought new settlers from all quarters. His claims at 
tirst were very moderate, and the principal error committed 
was in making the settlement for too short.a period. I 
do not however know, that this was his fault; but a settle. 
ment for less than ten years is quite inconsisten.t with irn. 
provement. 

On the whole I must say, that the proprietors in this dia. 
trict appear to me to have been hardly treated. Wherever 
the country is fully occupied, Buch as is the case on the 
right of the Ghlghra, [ would recommend a perpetual settle. 
ment 011 the footing of Bengal, Behar, and Benares; but 
made with less precipitancy, and after a careful examination 
of assets, with proper precautions for securing an equality of 
assessment, and with a caretili investigation of the rights to 
free lands. I would besides most earnestly recommend, that 
the settlement sbould be made, not in money, but in grain, 
under the regulations which I have already proposed to be 
used in letting lands to the cultivator. 

'Vith respect to the part of the district, which I have this 
year surveyed, a very different management would be re
quired. Any tax, which the district could afford to pay in 
the present extent of cultivation, would be no stimulus to 
exertion, and a great part of the country would continue 
waste, 88 has happened in Bhagulpoor. Even the present 
system is better; although I suspect much, that on the whole 
the cultivation has become stationary, if Dot retl'Ograde. I 
would therefore propose, that the whole should be made 
wholt ill here called Khaa, or as is said in the south oC India, 
tbat the Raiyatwar system should be adopted, or in other 
words, tbat the officers of government should Jet the ",ho)e to 
the cultivators, receive the rents, and divide the _ amount, 
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after deducting the revenue, among the different claimants. 
This of course is totally different from what Lord Teign
mouth caUs Khas management. which was merely farming 
out the rents ef the estates in small portions, as is done llOW 

in fact in larger. The system I propose, .l'equires the ,'e
establishment of the full community of each l\1auza i besides 
the usual tradesmen, and religious establishment fixed for 
each Mauza by ancient custom, it requires' the hereditary 
chief chosen by the farmers, ~he accountant appointed by the 
collector, and the watchman by the police. In this district 
there is fortunately no occasion for having recourse to the 
method of letting by rates and measurements, the gmnd 
EO,urce of oppression and fraud. The cultivators claim no 
Tight, except tllat of making the best bargain that t1wy can, 
and of enjoying their land for a term of years without any 
other demand but what has been agreed. It may be sup
posed, that there would be no adequate check t9 prevent the 
frauds of the hereditary chief of the Mauza. or Brittiya as 
he is here called; but I do not think so. :Frequent and tI n
expected visits to different villages by the conector, with tlle 
power of examining the records and tenants, and a similar 
l'ight to all concerned in a share of the profits, seem to me 
a check likely to prevent great abuses, as the chief of' each 
Mauza and accountant would have at stake a valuable here
ditary office, liable to be forfeited in cas!! of fl'aud being dis
covered. Their frauds also would be, ~f a natlu'c very diffi· 
cult of concealment from every neighbour; nor can it be 
supposed, that any man should be without an enemy in his 
vicinity, ready to procure revenge by acting as an infol'mer. 

Intermediate officers between the chiefs of villages and the 
collector will no doubt be necessary, and the proper regula
tion of these is one of the most difficult matters in Indian 
finance. In the circumstances of this district, in my opinion, 
they should be appointed by the different landholders be
longing to the division under their charge, and wllerever it 
Was possible from their own number; and great advantage 
would result if the office was rendered hereditary, subject to 
the same restrictions as .the chiefs of Mauzas. The person 
holding it ought to be considered as the proper guardian of 
the landlord's rights, to see that their lands are let to the 
best pO&sible advantage, and that each man received his 
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share after de(tucting the revenue, which be will forward to 
the collector. 

In order to be a check on these agents, general registrars 
(Kanungoes) must be employed; but I doubt, very much of 
the propriety of having one for each Pergunah or estate, as 
is at present the case. After much conversation with them 
I am persuaded, that few or none of them know any thing 
of the real state of the land, or Qf the amount of cultivation 
apd produce, ·the proper foundation of all revenue opera
tions. So far as I know, they' are mere penmen, who sit 
constantly in theil' own house; and ~now as little of agri
culture. as if they had passed their days in St. Paul's Church. 
yard. They are indeed perfectly acquainted with the cpicane 
used in making up accounts; and, when they choose, can 
throw much light on that subject, and sometimes have been 
cajoled, and oftener terrified into disclosures of great use to 
the gentlemen employed as collectors.' Much ·oftener. how
ever, they have been leagued against not only the collectors, 
but against such owners as do not secure their favour by 
cQrruption. At. present they have collt!tant opportunities of 
conversing and arranging their reports ~ith the accountants 
of villages, and of t1IllS rendering these suitable to their pur
poses. I would propose, therefore. that the whole Kanungoes 
should be confined to the office of the collector, who after 
signing the reports forwarded to him by the clerks of Mauzas, 
should deliver them to the registrars to be arranged, and con
densed into whateve\' forms may be found expedient, and 
these should be transmitted by the collector to the persons, 
for whose purpose they may be intended. A very little at
tention on the part of the collector would render all attempts 
at fraud too dangerous to be attempted. 

I have considered it as necessary, that every estate free or 
assessed should be put under the same management, because 
the conduct of the owners of free estates has proved very 
distressing to the owners of 'the assessed, and because their 
tenants have a right to protection. So soon as all restraint 
was removed by the English, the owners of free estates se
duced away the tenants on the assessed by giving them land 
at a low rate, "and thus compelled the owners of the assessed 
estates to lower their rents; and similar attempts to inveigle 
away the tenants of each other among the owners of assessed 
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estates contributl!'d to the same end, that is to a great reduc
tion of the rent. This again induced many people to come 
from the Vazir's country; until his Zemindal's followed the 
same example. This has 80 far produced a good effect, as it 
has rendered oppression less common. It has, however, not 
only diminished industry among the tenants, and introduced 
a set of wretched vagrants; but has been very distressing to 
the owners or the land. 'Vhen. many new t('nants have 
settled on an estate, a considerable rise of assessment has 
usually been expected j but there is every reason to believe, 
that in mllny cases the actual rent of the estate has been 
diminished, even where the extcnt of cultivation has increased 
a half. 

The plan, which I have thus proposed, I consider I\S a 
mere experiment i for it must be confessed, that many dim· 
culties attend the Raiyatwar system, and in particular it 
would seem to require the collectors being always perRons of 
more abilities, industry and honour, than it iSl'eaS9nabic to 
expect should generally pervade any clati8 of men. I tlo not 
$herefore propose, e1en should the plan be found to anSWf'r, 
that it should be permanently continued; but that, as soon 
as the district should be brought into tolerable order, a set
tlement in perpetuity should be made. I am indeed persuaded 
that no state of any extent, without suffering the most enor
moul! frauds, can levy the whole rents of the land, it being 
absolutely impossible to prevent many parts froID falling under 
the management of unfit persons. It may, however, be easy 
enough to find a few persons capable of managing a portion 
to very great advantage. I propose tbe northern part of the 
district of Gorukhpoor for the experiment, because in its pre
sent state the revenue ill so trifling, that if the expl'rimcnt 
fails, the loss would be of small importance; while the extent 
is so great, that should the experiment succeed, tlie advan
tage will be very high. But fartber, should it succeed, hlany 
parts of the plan thus ascertained practicable. might be ap
plied to every part of India, such for instance as the re..esta.
blishment of the small communities for the protection of the 
poor, wlIich have been recQmmended. In case of success, we 
might also have a means of making a. perpetual settlement on 
a plan, which would obviate the grand and formidable objec
tion to that salutary measure, wherever it has Jlot taken place. 
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The objection is, that when the settlement is fixed in perpe
tuity, no rise of revenue can be made in case of the depre
ciation of money. By fixing the assessment in grain this may 
no doubt be in some measure obviated; but some considera
ble difficulties attend that plan, and a percentage laid on the 
actuall'evenue, considering the inequality of the present rate, 
would be highly unjust. If the plan of management, which I 
have proposed for Gorukhpoor, should succeed, as I expect 
it would, there would be an ample revenue and an ample pro
vision for the ownerll of the land, which should be perfectly 
equalized by being made a commission on the net proceeds, 
as high as the exigencies of the state will permit. 

The management of estates differs a good deal in different 
cases, Where there is no hereditary chief (Brittiya) of a 
Mauza, the owner sometimes places it under the management 
of a temporary officer, named Mahato, Katkinadar, Thikadar, 
or Mokuddum; and even does so when the hereditary chief 
cannot be trusted. In most cases both Brittiyas and Mahatos 
may be considered as mere farmers of the rents, and contract 
at every new settlement to pay a certain sum to be owner, 
and let the lands as tlley please. In such cases the Brittiya, 
whose village is given to a Mahato. receives fl'om ! to -h of 
the gross rental, a very heavy charge. In other cases again 
the lands are managed by both Brittiya and Mahato in what 
is called the Khas or Kangcha manner, that is, these persons 
let the lands, and account to the pJ'opl'ietor for the proceeds, 
deducting their commission, so that if a Mahato is employed, 
where a .Brittiya retains his right, a double commission must 
be paid, and the commission of the Mahato is generally as 
high as tlllj.t of the Brittiya. In some vicinities the only per
BOnS considered as Mahatos are those who farm the rents; 
when these are collected on commission by a person appointell 
by the owner, he is there called Jeth Raiyat: but in most 
places the term Mahato is given to both descriptions of per
sons, and Jeth Raiyat is a title given to every wealthy or 
intelligent farmer, as I have fOI'merly mentioned. In many 
places however. especially where the estates are small, there 
is neither Brittiya nor Mahato, although 1 have no doubt that 
originally each mauza had its BI'ittiya; but many have been 
allowed to be unjustly deprived of their rights, Rnd others 
bave removed the burthen of vassalage by having become the 
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immediate vassals of the government. having settled directly 
with the Collectors for ~heir respective villages, thus depriving 
their former lord of his undoubted right. Indeed it may be 
·in general observed. that whatever persons have not been en
tered in the Collector's books as proprietors, or have not been 
appropriated to the service of the magistrate, have been left 
entirely to the discretion of the person acknowledged 81 the 
propl'ietor, who has been allowed to dispose in whatever 
manner he pleased*of all tile offices on his estate, although 
there can be no doubt of these offices having been heredi
tary. 

Wherever the old establishments of the mauzas have been 
dissolved, the money is collected from the tenants, and bar
gains made by, a clerk or accomptant (Patuyari), one of whom 
,often serves for many villages. In some places eacb owner 
appoints whomsoever he pleases as his clerk (Patuyari); in 
others the clerk is held as an agent of the register (Kanungoe), 
an!f. cannot be removed without an order from the Collector; 
and finally in some places there are two sets of clerks j some 
who actually manage the affairs of the owners, and settle with 
.their tenants, and others who make up the kind of statements 
furnished to gover~menf, whicll, as far as I can learn, have 
in general 00 sort of connection with the real state of the 
country, but are fabricated to answer the views of the register 
(Kanungoe), 'Whatever clerk ~ctual1y manages the estate, he 
is always paid by the tenant, usually receiving It commissIOn 
of l ana on the rupee, but the rate .aries in different places, 
and is often fixed on the plough. 'Yhere the estate is too 
large for the management of the owner and the clerk, a Go
ma.shtah assists the master in settling the clerk's accounts, 
and in letting the lands; but it is only on a very few estates 
that there is a Dewan, or that multitude of sharks usual in 
Bengal. 

In some places there are officers called Chaudhuris, who 
seem to have been int~nded to prevent disputes ahout boun
daries, with which 'they were supposed to be acquainted. 
How far they may be able to determine disputes between 
poor neighbours I do not exactly know; but it is notoriou., 
that the owners of large estates, who have disputes, that is 
everyone in the district, pay no attention to these officers. 
Ail their office is hereditary, it cannot however be done away 
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witllout a full remuneration, or an act of injustice, such as 
bas been too often permitted to take place with respect to 
those who held such offices, and many of the Chaudhuris, it 
is alle~ed, have been stript of their lands and other perqui-
sites. ' 

There should be a watchman in every inhabited mauza, 
and he is allowed two bigahs u,sually'of a very large size and 
free of rent j but he is considered as entirely at the disposal 
of the magistrate, whichlieemil to be an innovation; for, al
though in all native governments the watchman is bound to 
inform the magistrate of irregularities, he is also held bound 
to act'as a messenger for the owner. In many 'cases. it must 
be observed.' one messenger now serves for several mauzas, 
receiving two pigahs for each, which se~ms to leave much 
room for peculation in the native sherif or Nazir of the ma
gistrate's court •• The considerable landlords are now under 
the necessity of hiring messengers (Peyadahs), the commence
ment of a great evil; for; although thcy as yet only call the 
tenantry when wanted, and do 'not collect the rent as usual in 
Bengal i yet they are paid for every message by the person 
to whom they are sent. The excuse for this is, that no one 
Ilere is willing to pay anything without force. Besides these 
officers of use to the owner, ellch mauza retains its old esta
blishment of tradesmen and priests, on both of which much 
less innova~ion has been attempted tha,n on the more im
portant offices of hereditary chief, accountant, and watchman. 

The term zemindar is seldom used by the natives of this 
district. The chiefs, who originally held the whole, are called 
Rajas i and all the other assessed proprietors, originally their 
vassals, are called Numberdars (Lambadars) from their names 
in the Collector's books having been entered and numbered 
in 'a roll. The owners of free estates are called Mafidars. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

STATE OIl ARTS AND COIIIMJ:RCB. lIlAIIUFACTUltSe, rIlIC!!:' or 

AR1'lCLES, BTO. 

FUIE ARTs.-In the account of the topography and condi
tion of the people, aU that I have to offer on the state of 
architecture, ancient and modern, hall been anticipated. 
Sculptare is Oil a footing still more deplorable than in Sha
babad, and no one in the district is capable of making even a 
Lingga. In this district the miserable figures, that on cer
tain occasions are daubed on tIle walls of bouses, are most 
uS"\lRlly drawn by the women. The dipping the hand in 
white wash, and stamping a mud wall with the open palm, is 
considered IJ.S a very decent ornament for the house of a 
person o( high rank, and easy circumstances i and, in COIQ

parison of the cakes of cow-dung, that more usually occupy 
such situations, must be admitted as a great improvement. 

Women of all ranks sing at marriages, and other festivals; 
but they never play on any musical instrument, nor sing 
either for their o",n amusement, or for that of others. Men 
of grlj.vity amllellrning will not sing; but men of all castes. 
who are ricb and luxurious, both play and ling, and both men 
and women sing on the Holi. No person of character, either 
male or female, dances. The principal bawlers of bymns in 
this district are the different castes, who carry the palanquin, 
the potmakers, and ditchers (Beldars) who sing the divine 
loves of Ramll; and the washermen. who have hymns pe
culiar to themselves. Among tbe Moslems the venders of 
tobacco, fish, and vegetables, are the most noisy, and the 
weavers are mute, which is rather an unusual circumstance 
in tbis profession. . 
COM~ON All.'l's.-The washermen have more employment 

from the natives than in the last districts surveyed, as most 
of the peopl~ wear bleached linen, although they are not at 
much pains to have it clean, but the cloth for export gives 
very little employment to this class of men. Those who ex
tract palm wine have either 10 little skill or encouragement, 
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tbat, except in one shop in the capital, kept up, I believe, to 
supply the Europeans with a ferment for baking bread, none 
is retailed but during one or two months, when the palms 
bleed most copiously. The carpenters, who do Dot work in 
iron, make eoane household furniture, doors. windows, carts, 
and other implements of agricult1l1'e, and shoes. A few at 
Gorukhpoor make palanquins, chests, and boxes, and in this 
town me usual wages of carpenters are from 8 to 40 anas a 
day, or probably 6 rupees a month, allowing for holydays, &e. 
Many are employed by timber merchants in squaring logs, 
and a good many are employed in building boats. This is 
chieHy carried on upon the banks of the Rapti below the 
town of Gorukhpoor. The agent of a mer"hant, who had 
been ,employed to build two boats of 1000 mans burthen 
each, gave the following estimate for each. 

To 107 logs of Sakhuya timber sawed, at .. n., 428 n ; to 12~ _ ... 
(667 lbs.) of iron work, 100 rs.; to ropes and bamboos. 25 n.; to be car. 
penters by contract. 45 n.; to food for the carpenten for six months, 48 n.; 
to a present given to the carpenters at launching, 5 rs.-Total 651 n. 

'Vith the agent's expenses, however. and other con tin ... 
gencies, such as the roof, oars, &c. each would cost 700 n., 
when fit for the voyage. All the large boats here, calledDhama, 
are clinker built, very nearly after the fashion of the Patna 
Patailis, that is to say are sharp at both ends, and have a 
fiat floor, consisting of two rows of planks, the outer trans
verse and' the inner longitudinal. The small boats used for 
transporting timber are built on canoes, the sides of which 
are raised with tw. or three rows of planks, and those of the 
Gandaki especially, are very good and safe conveyances; 
but few or none are constructed in this district. They are 
called Kachhila or Malna, and good ones measure 28 cubits 
long~ 6 wide, and 40 deep. Annually, according to the de
mand, there are built from 200 to 400 boats, mostly phamas, 
for the various towns in the province of Benares. 

The Kasera. of this district are considered different from 
the Thatheras, although both work in brass and bell-metal; 
but the former chiefly make or repair vessels, and the latter 
are employed. in making ornaments; but the distinction is 
Dot strictly obse"ed. Plates or other shallow vessels are 
fashioned by the hammer, but. deep vessels must be cast, 
and are smoothed with the file. The Kaseras of Gorukh. 
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poor, Parraona, and Bakbira, make many new vessels, and 
the workmen of Gorukhpoor are reckoned better than com
mon. At Bakhir~ they make chiefly plates and cups of bell
metal. Six men are usually employed together, and in tlJree 
months make 3 mans (96 p. w. a ser) of vessels valued at 
240 rs. This requires 97l sers of copper, value 155 rI. 

6i anas; 221 sers of tin value 25 rs. 5 anas, and charcoal 
4l rs •. Profit, 55 rs. 12! anas, so that deducting a trifle for 
shop -utensils, &c. they only Hear a little more than 8 fl. a 
month for each man. 

A Thathera at the same place in each month makes 10 sere 
of brass ornaments. The value 211 rs. He requires 7 ~ scrs 
of copper worth 11 rs. 15 an as, 3l sers of zinc (Dasta) worth 
:3 rs. 15 anas, and 8 anas worth of charcoal. I1is profit is 
therefore 4 rs. 14 anas. It was, however, generally ad
mitted, that the Kaserss are more easy in their circum
stances th~n the Thatheras i and those who gave the above 
statement must have underrated their gains, probahly by UIl

derrating the quantity of work which they perform. The 
Thatheras of Bhagulpoor are celebrated for the skill, with 
which they prepare certain vessels of bell-metal for drinking 
water, and which admit"a polish like silver. They w(lutd not 
give an account of their pI'ocess. The ser used in the above 
accounts being 96 payaas is nearly 2140\ lhe. avoirdupoise. 

lI-Ianufacture of tltread, strings, tape, cloth, ~·c.-The 
greater part of the cotton SpUII here is imported, after the 
seeds have been removed; and the whole is bellten anJ 
cleaned by the Dhuniyas. before the womcn who' spin com
mence their operations. Much cotton wool is also titted by 
the Dhuniyas for stuffing quilts and pillows. In u few large 
places the Dhuniyas purchase the cotton as importt'd, and 
retail it, when cleaned, to those ""ho want it for use; but in 
general the good women purchase this material in a rough 
state, and hire the Dhuniya to beat it wilh his bow. The 
tribe has multiplied beyond its resources in the proper line, 
and some of'the Dhuniyas have become weavers. I have en
deavoured, by the same means 8S in Behar to form an estimate 
of tIle quantity of cotton thread spun, and the result is, that 
about 175,600 women spin about 1,106,l:?50 rupees worth of 
thread, and require cotton wQ01 to the value by retail price or 
645,554 rs. The average tIlerefore of one woman'. spinning 
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is little more than 6! rl!. a year, of which the cotton costing 
about 3H rs., the average profit is flU rs., from which must 
be deducted the ex pence of beating, which may reduce the 
profit to 2.fu rs. Most of the cotton being imported free 
from seed, this will make so little addition to the spinner's 
profit, that it may be altogether neglected. I do not think 
that this estimate is materially erroneous, although it is liable 
to the same objections with tbat procured in Shahabad, that 
is the quantity of cotton wool, said to be grown and im
ported, falls a half short of what such a number of women 
at this rate would require, and the quantity of thread stated 
to be required for the weavers does not much exceed one
third of what so many women would spin. This being the 
case, I have no occasion to repeat what I llave said on the 
similar circumstances in the account of Shahabad. I may 
add as a corroboration of the opinion, which rejects the state
ments of the weavers and cotton merchants, both here. and in 
Shahabad, that, unless the number of spinners were as great 
as I suppose, there would be no employment for the great 
number of Dhuniyas or cotton cleaners, nor would it be easy 
to explain how the numbers stated can procure a subsistance 
by cleaning a smaUer quantity of cotton than I suppose to 
be required. The Dhuniyas here live much like weavers, 
that is rather poorly; but it cannot be supposed, that each 
family on an average spends less than 36 rs. a year, or in all 
55,296 l'S., wpat I have allowed amounts to 55,800 rs. They 
make illd~ed somewhat by beating the cotton used for stuffing 
quilts; hut this will do no more than compensate for the 
<:otton reared in the district, which is usually cleaned by 
those who spin it. -
. The weavers in this district are entirely employed in the 
manufacture of white cotton cloth, mostly very coarse, of the 
kinds called Gaji and Garha. It was stated, that the total 
number of families of weavers amounts to 5,145 having 6,114 
looms, ami that 5,434 of these weave cloth to the value of 
522,8401'upees, and require thread to the value of 395,531 r5. 
According to this each loom makes Cloth to the value of 
about 96 re, 5 anas [) pice, requiring thread to the value of' 
'12 n. 12 anas 7 pice, and leaving a profit for each loom of 
23 rB. 8 anaa 10 pice. No person here will admit, that a 
weaver's family can be supported on so small a su~; and, 
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although the weavers contend that they make up the dffer
cnce by farming part {)f the year, and such may be the case 
with a few; yet it ea.nnot'possibly be the case with many, be
cause the whole weavers in the district would at this rate only 
make cloth to the annual value in even numbers of 588,3'{,6 rs., 
and would only require thread to the value of 445,000 rR. ; 
I have however stated, that the thread spun amounts to 
1,106,250 rs'., and a triBe (200 rs.) is stated to be imported, 
so thM allowing 6,450 rs. worth to be applied to other pur
poses, 1,100,000 rs. worth will remain for the loom. This, 
according to the weaver's account, would make cloth to the 
value of 1,454,000 r8., which is too little for the use of tho 
country. The clothing of the people cannot be estimllted at 
less than 1,900,000 rs. a year, and it is stated that only about 
1,55,500 rs. worth are impor'ted, while 35,000 are exported, 
lmd there is reason to think, that this estimate is very much 
underrated, and that more than double this quantity is sent 
to Nepal alone. The balance, with what is above supposed 
to be woven, will only amount to 1,57,j.,500, less by 325,50() 
than what 1 suppose necessary for the consumption. It i, 
very probable, that the merchants concealed their dealings to 
this extent; but as we cannot suppose that the weavers sup
port a family upon 2,{. rs. a year, so it cannot be supposed 
that 6,114 looms could weave coarse cloth to the value of 
1,574,500 rs. a year, we may therefore safely conclude, 1st, 
that the merchants both in cotton, wool, and cloth concral 
much of their dealings; ~ndly, that the weavers conceal much 
of their profit, which cannot be less than 86 rs. a year (I·om 
each loom, allowing even some profit from the fields; and 
3rdly, that the landlords conceal many of their weavers, from 
whom, according to old and general custom, they levy ~ tax, 
under the name of ground-rent, for their houses, that i'4 not 
carried to account in the revenue. The Company for some 
ye~rs made a little cloth in this part of the district, but this 
has been discontinued. A great deal ot the cloth is woven 
by the weavers on account of the good women, who give the 
thread, and pay the weaver by the piece. At Nawabgunj it 
was stated, that the usual hire was 6 anas for a piece of coarse 
cloth, f24< cubits long and 11 broad, containing 600 threads in 
the warp. A mall, according to his own statement, weaves 
from five to six pieces a month.' 
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At Nawabgunj three families of Kundigars are employed 
to smooth doth with the beetle, an instrument which nowhere 
in India that I have yet seen, has been superseded by the 
mangle. The Kundigars are chiefly employed by the chintz 
makers. -

The Chhipigar or chintz makers are confined to Nawab
gunj, and its immcdiate vicinity. In all there are 32 houses, 
'and I understood that in none there were less than three men 
employed, but I could, Dot learn the total number. Jt was 
stated that three men, on an average, usually make 100 pieces 
in a Ip.Onth. The pieces are 10 cubits long and 11 broad, an<J, 
the 100 pieces are worth 1181 rs. The cloth costs 74H rs.o 
the bleaching I r •• dyes 15 n .• three mens' labour 6~ r., pots 
3 anas, leaving a profit to the master of 21 ~ r.; but in fact 
the labourers are generally persons of his own family. I~ 
general the manufacturers receive advances from the mer. 
chant; but sometimes they work on their own account. and 
stand thl) chance of a market. A conlliderable part of the 
cbtntlll is exported, and composes most of the cloth that is 
sent out of the district. Allowing on an average each house 
to have two sets of wQrkmen of three each, which I think 
is probable, they will make annually 68.800 pieces wort!]. 
74.575 rs. 

Only one man (Newarbaf) makes tape as the sole profes
sion by which he lives; but this commodity is made by several 
taylors. The blanket weavers, as none are exported, and a 
few even imp~rted, are pretty numerous, amounting to 451 
bouses, in which there probal;lly are 800 men. They all keep 
sheep. The blankets are usually 5 cubits long and 21 cubits 
wide" and such are worth a l'upee. Each requires 2H serl! 
of wool, or about 6 Ibs" which is valued at 13 anas, but in 
fact it is not often sold. 

The Patwas, who knit strings, are similar to those of 8ha
habad. They dye the sil~ yellow with the Sind uri by the 
following process. Take 1 ser of carbonate of potash or soda, 
dissolve it in 2 sers of water. and in the solution boil ~ ser of 
,the 8ind~rf from 4·8 minutell to an hour. Then clip the silk 
in the decQction. T,he colour is permanel,1t. Seventeen bouse!! -
of sugar poilers bave a,bout 241 -poilers. ,At Pa,rraona I pro,. 
eured the Wllowing estimate 19r one boiJer. 

ProdlJce-.-50 IIIQ1I8 (98 P. w. a ser) .. Of 498 + lb. of iirst quality, 350 rs.; 
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50 do. of second quality, 319 rB. S anas; 225 do. of Kangcba Sirs or mg. 
lasses, 150 n. i 100 do. of Pllka Sirs or treacle, 66 ra. 10 anal I 425 man' 
"'" 3341 + lb. ; 879 rs: 2 anas. 

E"pense-450 mana of Rab 'Gur or thin extract of sugar cane, 675 ra:; 
Fire-wood, 20 rs.; Pots, 9 rs. i Cloth for strainers, 5 n. I Three labourers 
for eight months, 88 l'I.; Milk, 4 rs.; Ox hire for bringing home the wa,. 
terial, 6 rs.; Water plants, 4 ra. J Iron boiler lasts 4l years, 6 rs: I IH7l'1. 
4 anas. 

Some of the sugar is exported, some sold to petty traders 
(Bepafts), wh? carry it to different market places. They work 
from about the middle of January until the middle of Novem· 
ber, that is. they begin so soon as new extract can bOo had, 
and work so long as what they have been able to secure will 
last, nor do they consider the season as of any consequence. 

Jtlanufacture of Salts.-Those who make nitre employ 231 
furnaces. Each, I am told by the Company's native agent at 
Parraona, delivers from 6 to 15 mans (96 p. w. a ser, the tnaf' 

tllerefore 97i + Ibs.) of crude nitre. The average is about 
12 mans, for which the workmen receive ISrs. Of course 
they smuggle some, and sell a good deal of a base culinary 
salt, which. remains in the ley, after it has been evaporated 
and cooled three times to extract the nitre. The nitre of the 
first evaporation is called Ras; of the second, Kahi; of the 
third, Lahi, and the saline matter procured by the fourth, is 
caUed Jirathi, which sells at 1 ana a ser, or f~ rs. a man., just 
twice the Bum, which the Company allows for the nitre. The 
making this therefore is the .chief object with the workmen. 
The produce 'of the three first boilings called Abi, is mixed 
and Bold to the Company for refining. The old earth, from 
which in former years the nitre l1a8 been extracted i8 alway. 
kept, and a portion of it mixed with what is brought from the 
'Villages, before the saline matter is separated by lixiviation. 
The Company has a house for refining at Panaona; and ano. 
ther at Nawabgunj, last year the former sent' 1,500 mallli or 
refined or crystallized (Kuhni) nitre to the factory, which re.
quired 3,000 mans of the Abi, procured from this district. 
Unless the number of boilers has been underrated, each gives 
the Company )9 mans in place of Ii, as the agent alleges; 
but he knew very well what each gave, nor wail there on his 
part the smallest reason for concealment. The number oC 
boilefIJ may therefore be taken at one-half at least more than 
was reported to me, and entered il) the table. A private 
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merchant had a factory at the same town; and, when the 
monopoly took place, had, a large stock on hand. The Com~ 
pany oll'ered him the same price, that theirs made by the 
commercial resident's cost; but this was a fair offer, as the 
Company's authority and monopoly enables the resident to 
purchase cheaper than an individual can. The agent h1 Na .. 
wabgunj says that he employs 35 boilers, each of which for 
seven months in the year, gives him three or four mans (of 
the same weight as iR Parraona) of crude nitre, or about 
24 mans in the season. Of course these do not smuggle 
anytI!ing but the culinary salt; of which the agent has no 
ch.arge. But instead of 35 boilers in his vicinity, I heard of 
74 of whom 39 are of course smugglers. Taking all these 
circumstances into consideration, the 231 boilers, at 24 mans 
each, will give of crude nitre (Abi) 5,544 mans, which will give 
of common marketable nitre (Kulmi) 2,772 mans, which cost 
here about 8 rs. each. 

COMMERcE.-The amount of the exports and imports, as 
taken from the report of the traders in each division, is given 
in the Appendix, I consider this as of no better authority 
than the table of the account of Behar;* but, viewing it in 
the same light I shall proceed to make remarks on each 
article. 

All the kinds of grain impol,ted come chiefly from the ter
ritories seized on the plains by the people of Gorkha, and the 
.adjacent Rarts of the territory belonging to the Nawab 
Vazir; but some also comes from the district of Saran. Some 
of them .are exported to the part of the district beyond 
~be Ghaghra, and still more to the city of Fyzabad, inclu
ding Ayodhya; but a considerable quantity is sent to Patna, 
Benares, Merzapoor, and other tOWJlS on the banks of' the 
.Ganges. I have no means of ascertaining the quantity 
].letter than the reports stated in the tables. The oil is sent 
to Saran. 
, The sugar .. fine {Chini) and coarse (Shukkur), that is im.. 
ported, comes chiefly from the part of the district on the 
right of the Ghaghra, but some also from Sarun. That ex
ported goes chiefly to Patns; but a good deal also is sent to 
the dominions of Gorkha. .The extracC of sugar-cane comes 

• See Vol. I. Appendi"', 
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from the same parts as the suga"r, and some is exported in 
the same manner, but some goes to Merzapoor, or the towns 
in the vicinity, where the sugar is made. The treaCle and 
molasses imported, come from the same places with the sugar. 
None is mentioned in the exports, but there is reason to think 
that the manufacturers at Parrsona send some of the latter 
especially to Merzapoor. 

The tobacco, both in leaf and prepared, comes mostly from 
Saran- and Tirahut, but a little of the latter comes from the 
part of the district, that has not been surveyed. The turme
ric comes fl'om Saran, and is sent to Ayodhya, Benares, and 
the vicinity of these cities; and a little is sent back to another 
part of Saran. The amount of the indigo, I take from the quail· 
tity of plant said to be reared; 16,000 bundles of 4l cubits, 
equal to ~o,roo of Puraniya, at 257 for each man, will give a 
little more than 78 mans, which at 140 1'8. amounts to 1O,920rs. 

Timber is here a trade of considerable importance, and I 
have been kindly favoured by Mr. Fraser, surgeon at Gorukh
poor, with an estimate of the extent of the trade during the 
last year (1813), while several natives furnished me with esti
mates of the expense, which attends the various operations 
undertaken by the timber merchant, who fells, squares, and 
exports the timber. 

The Sakhuya or Sal of Calcutta is the timber of by far the greatest im
portance, I shall here contine myself to what is cut in this \Iiijtri!'l, as it 
stood at least in 1813; for part of the forestl, bas been since uaurped by 
the government of Gorkha. The following may be taken as the quantity 
exported in the yeM 1813 : 5,000 full grown straight Sal timbers from tho 
vicinity of Gorukbpoor, not IJquared (gol),l).t f"om 90 to 1000 n. a !ICon .. 
23,700 rs.; 2Q,000 small but full grown trees, not squared (ekla.), from 
the same vicinity, at from 45 to 50 re. a score, 47,500 n., 21,000 of the 
same kind, but smaller (Baren), at from 30 to 35 rs. a score, 34,125 f5. I 

12,000 of the same kind, but only two-thirds grown (Gurba), at from 55 
to 60 fB. a score, 34,125 fS. I 1,000 of the same L.illd one-tbird Kroft'n 
(Balla), at 40 rs ... Boore, 2,000 rs.; squared beams from the vicillity of 
tbe hills (Chaukar), at from 26 to ;iO r8. eacb, 22~,000 n.; 2,000 crooked 
timbers for ship building (Terhiya), at from 8 to 16 r&. each, 240,000 l'8 •• 

-Total, 605,500 rupees, ~ 
- The round logs are chiefly exported by Dative merchants, and sold at 
Patna; lInd the above-mentioned prices are what the timber 8elll for at 
thia city, and hu been stated to the credit of ,this district, although a good 
deal of the hoat hire, and some of the labourers hire return~ to other 
places. 1 could not however. ascertain tbe proportion. The roulIdlid 
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timbers, eXcllpt the kind called 'Balla, are I am told, from 15 to 21 f"et 
long, and from 12 to 14 finger breadths in diameter at the smaller end. 
They are cleared from top, branches and bark. The Ballas are (rom 15 
\022; feet long, and from 8 to 10 finger breadths in diameter. Two of 
the Dhars or other woodmen usually work together, cutting and making 
ready four of the larger kind, and 6 or 8 of the Ballas daily. Each of the 
larger logs paya 1 ana for the woodmens'labour, and 4 anas to the pro
prietor or renter of the forest. The smaller oneil pay from i to ! ana 
to the woodman, and 2 anas to the proprietor. 

When a merchant wishes to enter on this trade, be makes advances of 
from 50 to 800 re. at a time, "to petty dealeril called Maldhllnis, who are 
mostly farmrrs, of all castes high lind low; but they have all carts Bud 
cattle for carrying the logs, from where they are feUed and cleaned by the 
woodmen to tlte river, where the Maldhanis deliver the logs to tlte mer
chant, and where they are to be embarked. The Maldhani hires carters 
to load and convey the carts, wbich he furnishes. The average price of eacb 
log, as delivered at the place of embarkation, varying from 12 anas to 3 rs. 
may be I r. of which it is estimated tbat the woodman receives 1 ana; the 
carters 4 anas ; the proprietor of the forest 4 anas ; the forester (Chaud
huri), who has the charge of tbe trecs ! ana; and there remains 61 anas to 
the l\Ialdbani for his trouble and stock. Some of these Maldhanis have 
no other employment, and work their cattle all the dry season; but the 
greater part of them, who are farmers, do not commence on the timber 
until about the middle of December, their cattle until then being at the 
plough. The mercbanta ends &lmost aU the round timber to Patna, where 
he disposes of it. lIe contracts with bOMtmen for the carriage, and pay,ij 
14 anas for each log, which therefore stauds him 1 14-16 r. The whole 
sale price on an average at Patna is abont 26-16 n. so that he has rather 
more than 26 per cent. for commission, insW'ance and profit. 

The crooked timbers and squared heams are. chiefty exported and sold 
at Calcutta, by two Europeans. These gentlemen, in their extensive 
dealings, have been under the necessity of incurring a considerable e&o 
pense in boats, carts, and l"attle, as they could not trust entirely to such 
as could be hired. Before tbey incurred so heavy an expense, it became 
necessary that they should secure a supply of timber likely to repay them. 
and support 8 large establishment. The plan adopted was to take leases 
of whole forests, which it was hoped would secure the supply they wauted, 
and prevent disputes. The former view I believe bas been accomplished, 
lIut the latter has completely failed. The gentlemen thus renting the 
forcits, have of course secured fOf themselvee such timber as they wanted; 
but they have 81lowed the native merchant~ to cut the other kinds, paying 
the usual duties, a8 I have above mentioned. Some of the native mer
challts complain, that in certain circumstances they have sulfered incon
venience. and even loss, fro~ this kind. of monopoly introduced by the 
Europeans l yet J d() not think that the measure; call-be 1:OIlsidered.in any 
degree unfair, 01' that it would have belln prudent in anyone to have 
formed a large establishment. without havin~ previously secured a supply I 
Ilnd it is owing entirely to the el'ertion8 of the Europeans that thll ship 
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timber and large beame have been procflred, the native traders never veil
turing on an outlay of money that would be necessary to brillg out such 
trees. The profits I believe have been pretty cODsiderahle. 'The crooked 
timbers on an average do not cost more tban a rupee at the plaee of elD
barkation, and the freight to Calcutta is probably allout two llnd a half 
rupees, while the timber sells there for twelve rupees; lIut besidc$ the 
above-mentioned expense.8, the Europelln is subject to an enormous I'sta
blisbment, which the native merchant in a great mea.ure avoids, Slid bia 
losses by bad debts are much heavier. Tbe squared heams exported by 
Europeans are (rom 24 to 45 feet long, and from 6 to 7 band bleadths 
across. \ The crooked timbers are from 18 to 21 feet iu leugtll, and frum 
18 to 23 inches in diameter at the root. 

Besides this timber, many small trees, partly Sakbuya, but partly nl~o 
of various otber kinds, are felled and exported to the Nnwab', territoriI's 
and the adjacent districts to the south and east, and are uscd us posts 
(Rhamba) and beams (Dbarna) in the huts and Billa)) houses of the 
natives. Some of this kind of timber is also imported from the I'l1rt8 
of theNawab Vazir's dominions that bound this district tawolrds the north
west, 'I'he Sisau timbers are cut chiefly by native merchants, and sent to 
Patna. In the tables it is only valued at 200 rs ; but Mr. Fraser stu ted 
3000 trees, which at Patna bring from 110 to 120 n. a score, or 17250 n, 
Much timber it must be observed, passes along the Ghaghra £10111 the 110-

minions of Gurkha, on the borders of the Company's district of nareli, 
and part of this commerce is carried OR by the mCI'chants of Gorllkhpoor; 
but, as it passes merely along the (poutier, I shall take no further notice 
of it. 

In the tables, boats are, stated to be exported to the value 
of 2500 rs.; but this, there can be no doubt, is exceedingly 
underrated. I received information. the accuracy of which I 
bave no reason to doubt, that from QOO to 400 boats were built 
-every year by merchants at a distance, and then loaded and 
carried away to be employed in different places: 300 boats 
therefore may be placed to this account. They are from 100 
to 2000 mans burthen, but by far the g"r-eater part carry from 
800 to 500 mans: 400 mans may therefore be taken as tIle 
average. The cost of building may be taken at 70 rs. for the 
100 mans, the value therefore of the .whole may be about 
84,000 rs., in place of 2500. 

Elephants are imported from the dominions of Gurkha, and 
are sent chiefly to the west. Some, however. are .:aught in 
this district; but there are not perhaps more than sufficient 
to keep up the Btock of such M are domesticated. Kine es
pecially oxen, are a much more important article of commerce, 
almost the whole pront in cattle depending here on breeding. 
This commerce is. however, on the decline, the extension of 
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cultivation having prevented·many cattle from being exported. 
They are sent'every where to the south of this district, be
yond the Ghaghra and Ganges. The buffaloes are mostly 
young males, sent to the dominions ofGorkha, for slaughter. 

Almost the whole Ghiu is made from the milk of buffaloes. 
That imported, comes from the N.E. part of the Nawab's ter
ritory. The exports are to' Benares, Patna, Ayodhya, and 
its vicinity. The goats are :males, for sacrifice, sent to the 
dominions of Gorkha. The fish is elried, either in the sun or 
smoke, and is sent to the dominions of Nepal. The value is 
no doubt small, but probably far exceeds that in the table. 
Almost all the salt is imported from the west of India by the 
Bangjara merchants, who travel in caravans through the ter
ritories of the Nawab Vazir. The remainder is brought either 
from the last-mentioned country, or comes by water from be
yond Allahabad. The quantity imported is .probably mucb 
more considerable than that stated here, especially as some is 
probably smuggled into Saran, where sea salt alone can be 
legally imported. The small export avowed, is to the domi
nions usurped by the people of Gorkha, and situated on .the 
plains adjacent to this district. The nitre, rated at 4000 rs. 
in the table, should, of late at least, have been entirely ex
ported by the Company; but, according to the reports of the 
native agents employed, the actual quantity made is probably 
8700 mans, of which not above 500 are ulled in the district, so 
that the remainder, at 3 r. 11 man, will produce 9600 rs,' Of 
tbis, what lIas not been exported by the Company, has pro
baby 'be~n smuggled into N t>paI. 

The copper, copper-vessels, and copper-coin, all come from 
the dominions of Gorkha, being the produce of the mines of 
Palpa, Male bum, &c., and the imports probably exceed con
siderably what is stated in the tables. None of these articles 
are stated to be expMted, but this I know to be erroneous, 
for some copper is sent to Merzapoor, and everywhere through 
the Benares district and Shahabad, a great proportion of the 
copper currency has been coined, or has come from Gorukh
poor, and is called by that name, while in this district the coin 
of Palpa, or Butaul, is now in general use. A great quantity 
of the'old coin has therefore been gradually exporting, while 
new money is annually introduced to the value of about 
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45,000 rs. The vessels of brass and bell-metal are imported 
from Chhapra, Patna, and other' towns in the east. Those 
exported are partly sent't<) Chhapra, but chiefly to Ayodhya 
and its vicinity. The iron comes mostly from Nepal. but a 
little from Metzapoor. The iron vessels tome from Nepal. I 
suspect that they are much underrated in the tables. The 
tin, lead, and zinc, come from Merzapoor and Europe, al
though it is said that in the dominions of Gorkha there are 
minel!l"of the two latter metals. The ornaments made of tbe 
base metals are imported from Ayodhya. and Azemgar. 

The exports, according to the tables, exceed the imports to 
an amount more than sufficient to answer the revenue remitted 
to government, which, from this part of the district, must be 
very trifling, as the civil and military establishments in this 
part must nearly take up its whole amount. Both imports 
and exports are, probably diminished in the tables, and per
haps neal-1y in the same proportion, but the balance of trade 
in favour of this part of the district will be greater than stated 
just as 1 haye mentioned to be the case in Shahabad. Much 
less, however, is spent here by travellers than in Shahabad, 
nor does this country receive so much in proportion from na
tives that are absent on service, while a very large lIum must 
be annually carried away by the ploughmen, who come from 
other districts. There are also two heavy drains on this part 
of the district. Pilgrims carry away a good deal, and religious 
mendicants much more, especially the establishments at Ayod
hya, which have here large possessions. The external com
merce with Nepal might be, aha has occasionally been, pretty 
considerable, but no dependance can be placec\ on Ii govern
ment 80 capricious, and so constantly engaged in the enlarge
ment of its dominions, to which el'ery other consideration is 
sacrificed. The imports from thence consist 'of copper; 
",rought, unwrought, and coined, of irOll, rice, dry ginger, a. 
sackcloth called bhangra, wax, a woollen cloth called tUB, 
blankets, paper, elephants, borax, cinnaber, drugs of various 
kinds, as mentioned among the imports, Thibet cows' tails, 
and some timber, in all amounting to the value of about 
200,000 rs. The exports from this are spices, sugar~ .cotton, 
and silk cloths. tobacco. buffaloes,. goats, fish, Ii little salt, and 
the pulse called arahar; in all amounting to the value of about 
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100,000 rs. The b~lance of course is paid in money,_ althougll 
it probably falls short of the sum stated, for I suspect, that 
armll and nitre are smuggled into the country. 

Person, h!l whom Commerce'8 conducted.-There are no 
great wholesale merchants who deal in grain, and the goods 
ealled Kerana, and most of the grain is purchased by the mer
chants of other districts, who partly ,build and load boats on 
th~ lower part of the Rapti, or bring boats from a distance tq 
carry away their purchases; and partly attend the market at 
N awabgunj. Both these purchase from petty dealers, whQ 
are of three kinds, Grihastha-Beparis, Baradladu-Beparis, and 
Lerhiya-Beparis. The Grihastha-Beparis. however, in somq 
places are called Garla Mahajon. the name given in Shahabad 
to those who deal on a great scale. Here they are also occa. 
!lionally called Bariha-Beparis. They trade exactly in the 
Ilame manner with the Grihastha-Beparis of Shahabad. Their 
capitals were stated to be from 50 to 2000 n., and they pro.
bably are not so rich as those in Shahabad, still, however, 
their stock is perhaps greater than was stated. The Band
ladu, or Ladnahara-Beparis, like the Ladu Beparis of Shaha
bad, deal in all the art~cles called Garla and Kerana, as do 
also many of the Telis, or oilmen, wh9 keep cattle for trade. 
These tl"ading carriers are on the same footing as in Shaha
bad; but have smaller capitals, none being admitted to have 
more than 500 rs. besides his cattle. 

The'Lerhiya-Beparis are. all farDlers~ who have a good 
stock of cattle, which they occasionally work in the cart, and 
'by this means convey their goods to market. They deal in 
grain and fire wood, and besides their cattle and carts require 
a capital' .9£ 40 or '50 rupees. The Rakhi Mahajans of 
Bhagulpoor have cap~ta]s of from 20 to 2000 rupees; but two 
or three houses have 20,000. They deal in Garla, Kerana 
and cloth, The Ke"ma Mahajans deal mostly in cloth, brass 
and bell-metal vessels,iron 'and spices. I heard no estimate 
of their capitalsr 

The cloth merchants or Kapariyas import much more than 
i. e;xported, but they do not retail, and a.re mOIStly strangers. 
Some Qf< ,them are itinerants purchasing single pieces from 
the weavers, and selling by wholesale to shopkeepers or 
merclulDtll. These export some to Nepal. They have from 
100 to 1000 rupees capital. " The timber merchants are the 
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greatest in this district. Two of them are Europeans, and 
deal to above ~O.OOO rupees a year each. The nativu ac
cording to their own account, deal from 500 to 5000 rupees 
each, but this is much, underrated, as the whole amount of 
tueir exports exceed 10,000 rupees, and th.ey are only 20 jn 
number. The merchants who deal in firewood, or in firewood 
and charcoal, might have been considered all a part of the 
Lerhiya-Heparis, Bit they deal exactly in the lame manner, 
and -havE! similar capitals. The ,strangers, who build boats 
and load them, and also send boats for cargoes, trade largely. 
exporting most of the grain that is sent from the eastern side 
of the district, and many of the drugs. I have already men
tioned, that the boats built may annually on an average 
amount to 300, carrying in all about 120,000 man.. The 
boats, that come here for a load, are comparatively small in 
number, and were stated at about 70 or 80 of about a similar 
burthen. The grain and other commodities from the western 
side of the district are chiefly carried by the petty dealers, 
and sold by whole,sale. to the merchants of Ayodhya or Fyza
bad, on the banks of the Ghaghra. 

The Bangjara,merchants import almost the whole salt, and 
carry away turmeric and dry ginger, which they procure 
from Saran and N epa1; wifh a little grain from the northern 
parts of this district. They are persons of all c~8teB, and or 
both the Muhammedan and Hindu religion, who have many 
cattle, with which they wander about in campa or caravans, 
purchasing in one place, and selling in another. They are 
Becretly anned for their defence, and are alleged to plunder, 
when ever they can do so with impunity. In Indian armies 
many are employed for bringing lIuppnes. an employment ot' 
which they are peculiarly desirous; as by means of the forces. 
for whom they act, they very often'succeed in procuring the 
supplies without payment., Men, women, and children follow 
their cattle, and undergo great hardships, nor can any estimate 
be formed of the capital, which they possess. Until the 
British government they had constant wars in this district. 
and several of the J;lajas have fallen by their hands; ,put now 
they are perfectly quiet, fnd allege, that the disp~tes, which 
arose, proceeded entirely from the rapacity of tbe chiers wh~ 
wished to levy from them more than die customary ~ duties. 

These are all the persons who live entirely by wholeeale ; 
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but many sbopkeepers who retail import their commodities, 
selling without distinction whatever quantity may be required. 
I now proceed to treat of those who retail. 

As in Shababad~ the persons who retail grain prepared for 
the cook. Ilre c~lled Baniyas and Khichri Furosh; but they 
restrict their dealings to eatables more than in Shahabad, al
though in general they sell tobacco prepared for the pipe, 
and Borne retail cotton ... Their capitals are from 4< to 1000 rs. 
Those whose capitals exceed 40Q rs. deal also by wholesale, 
purchasing considerable quantities, and selling the commodi
ties in small lots to people of the same trade, who are poor. 
In some places these poor Baniyas are called Parcbuniyas, 
but the name is also given to all other petty retailers. AIl 
the Buzaz retail cloth in single pieces, but some export a 
little, and many import on their own account. Their capitals 
are stated at from 25 to 2000 1'8. 

The men, who both retail cloth and change money in this 
district, are said to have capitals of fl"Om 50 to 10,000 rs.; 
btlt some of the rich ones lend out part of their capital, and 
only employ a part in trade. All the Pasaris or druggists sell 
by retail. They have from 4< rs. to 1000 except one man at 
Gorukhpoor, who has 30,000 rs., and deals extensively in 
black pepper and drugs from Nepal; but still has a shop for 
retailing. Besides drugs the Pasaris often sell ghiu, sugar, 
betle nut, turmeric, ginger. capsicum, oil, and paper. 

The cotton merchants, who are richest, generally import 
on their own account, although some of them purchase car
goes imported by strangers, and they supply the dealers, who 
are poorer; but alll'etail. They are alleged to have capitals 
()f frOID 50 to 2000 r~. hut this is pl'obably underrated, as the 
trade on the whole must be considerable. The Kungjras 
chieHy retail vegetables and fruit: a few sell also fish. Their 
capitals in country places are from ~ to 10 n.; but in Go
rukhpoor Ilome have 200 rs. In this district there are a good 
many Khattiks. but only some of them sell hot seasoning: all 
sell vegetables, except those of Kesiya, who I"etail fire-wood. 
Their capitals are from ~ to 10 rs • 

• The N uniha-Beparis, who retail salt, have capitals of from 
20,to 2QO"1's. At the town of Gorukhpoor is a man who 
purchaseirtlld houses, pulls them down, and sells the bricks. 
He also contracts for making bdcks, and employs the work-

vox.,.n. 00 
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men. His capital is triHing, as he never makes bricks with
out being paid in advance. The Dahariyas arc persons 
(Brahmans, Rajputs and'Ahir) who purchase young cattle in 
this district, and export them to the south, where they retail 
them to the farmers, as has been mentioned in the account of 

. Shahabad. Those r~siding in this district have large herds 
of breeding cows, besides which they layout in purchases 
from 100 to 1000 r8. Almost an equal number of strangers 
com~.from other districts to purchase cattle I but I did not 
learn the amount of their dealings. One man purchases ele
phants, generally from the Raja of Gorkha, and sends them 
chiefly to Lakhnau for sale. He deals annually in this arti
cle to the value of about 8000 rs.; but he deals also to a 
large extent in copper coin. and drugs, heing a wealthy man. 
Pedlars in tMs district are called Bhauriyas, and besides the 
suspicious article of brass vessels, in which they deal in SlIa
habad, they sell tobacco, sugar, extract of sugarcane, apices, 
red lead, and salt. They carry their own goods, and sell from 
door to door. 'I'heir capitals are from 1 to i5 n. The arti
ficers, who retail1.heir wares in the streets or in shops, are 8S 

follows. AU the persons of these trades, however, do not 
retail. 

Bari; Sinduriyas; l.akharas I Churiharas; Malis I InkmaJ.en I Atllsh
bas; Chamars 1 Sowarwala I Naychahbund I Tambaku Furosh I Dis
tillers; Pasi; Teli I Dahiyars; Kalwai; Bharbhaj I Daldara I Nanwai I 
Bukur Kusab; Carpenters, Blacksmiths j Kaserae; Tamberaa, Rand
haluyas; Potters; and Dhuniyas. 

There are here none of the Amdeh-walehs,auch as are found 
in Bengal, and the Barad Sadu Beparis exactly resemble the 
Sadu Beparis of Shahabad, and on this account have been 
placed among the wholesale dealers. There are no Dululs, 
OJ' brokers. The only proper hankers (Kothiwals), reside at 
Gorukhpoor. One of them, Kanaiya Lal, is the collector'. 
treasurer. He has agents at Calcutta, Benares, and Patn., 
on whom he will -draw; but he is not in the habit of discount
ing. Although he has regular agents at only the three above 
mentioned cities, he can dl'aw Oll MoorshedabadJ Lakhnau, 
and Fyzabad. It is supposed tbat he ball 5000 rs. in circula
tion. Hari Nayaran also resides, but occasionally goes to 

,Calcutta. His grandfather was very rich; but his son, baving 
had the audacity to lie with a Mogul woman, was very severely 
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treated by Sujauddoulah. The grandson still, however, has 
agents at Calcutta, Patna, and Benares, and it is said has 
80,000 rs. in circulation. Ram Golam Sahu, of Lakhnau, 
has an agent at Gorukhpoor. who grants bills on Lakhnau, 
Fyzabad, and Benares. His capital in circulation here is said 
to be 10,000 rs. The above mentioned capitals are the amount 
employed in this district. Each has more employed in other 
places. Their chief employment is as agents for the Zemin
dars. They impor~ SODle fine cloth. 

In this district no persons are called Aratiyas, but the people 
called here Mahajans, Sahu, and Bahariyas, live by lending 
money. One or two men, who are so called, were said to have 
only 50 rs. capital; but this is highly improbable. Three 
men are said to have each 100,000 rs., and several have from 
16,000 to 50,000; but the greater part are stated to have from 
400 to 10,000. They lend chiefly to farmers, to enable them 
to pay their rent, and to landlOl'ds, to enable them to pay the 
land-tax; but they also deal in cloth, and the metals. Some 
of them complain much of the change of government; for un
'der the Nawab's administration, they were allowed to seize 
their debtors, and enforce payment by the lash l but at pre
sent, their debtors hold them in contempt, and dispute pay
ments by the tedious processes of the law. The former custom, 
however agreeable to the merchant, it would be needless to 
reprobate j but, without a reasonable ,means of recovering 
debts, all confidence must he lost, and great difficulties in 
money transactions of every kind will arise; for the people 
here are not much disposed to pay their debts on principles 
oC honesty. For instanct', an unfortunate merchant told me, 
that some years ago he came to this district from the Nawab's 
territory with 100,000 rs. thinking that it would be safer here. 
He lent it out on mortgage to different owners of land, making 
it payable some years hence; but as the debtors neither will 
pay him interest, nor discharge their arrears to government, 
their estates will be sold before his debt becomes due, 
and he will probably lose the whole. The SurraH, here 
are on the same footing as in Behar. None have less than 
10 ,"upees nor more than 1000; but the bankers (Kothiwals) 
ncha~ge large sums, when such are wanted. I have already 
mentioned that several people who retail cloth, act also as 
money changers. 
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Weekly.Market9.-The weekly markets (Hats, or Pethiyas,) 
and (Gunjs) marts for exportation, are very nearly on the 
same footing as in Shahabad, only that several of the Jatter in 
this district are of considerable importance. The two terms 
here also are employed in a very ,arbitrary manner. The 
trades in towns and several markets, are under the authority 
of leading men called usually Chaudhuris. The European 
travellet, and even residents, can procure scarcely any thing 
except' through these people; nor at Gorukhpoor will they 
supply anyone without an order from the chief native officer 
of police (KotwalY. At that town the office of Chauduri for 
the money changers, retailers of cloth, &c. is hereditary, and 
is said to be worth 10 r. a month. The others, Chaudhuris 
are chosen by a Pangchayit, or assembly of the trade, or ap~ 
pointed by the collector, that is, probably by some of his un· 
derstrappers, who take the authority upon themselves. Some 
of these Chaudhuris have no avowed emolument i but others 
have dues established by long custom j for instance, the car· 
penter has f.rom 2 to 4 anas on each marriage in his trade, the 
sawyer has two anas on each saw, and the Gullah has a hand· 
ful of grain from each person who imports that commodity on 
market days. Some people are now beginning to dispute the 
paYlIilent of these dues, and I doubt much if ever the office ot' 
Chaudhuris is applied to any useful purpose, except where 
the Zemindars collect duties, which in many parts of tbis dig. 
trict they still do. The duty of the Chaudhuri, however, re
quires that he shouIJ detect false weights, and settle disputes 
on market days; and I have already llad occasion to state, 
that much advantage would result from having an incorpo
rated magistracy in each town .. Perhaps the Chaudhuris are 
the remains of such which may have existed in Hindu times; 
but their power is now so limited, that it is chiefly directed to 
encourage impositions on strangers. 

Coins, Weights, and Measure8.-Bank notes are not at all 
in currency, and pay one per cent. discount, even when they 
can be exchanged, and this can only be effected at Gorukh
poor, and there not without difficulty, although they are a 
legal tender for revenue, and save all the cavil usually made 
in paying silver. The tr~asurer of the collector, being a 
hanker, and great money changerJ naturally sets his' face 
against the introduction of this kind of money. wllich dyes not 
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suit his purpose, although the Company gains 4l per cent. by 
taking the bank note, as for each sicca rupee in the note the 
collector only receives it at the rate of one Benares rupee. 
:For what reason I do not know, the commissioners of revenue 
have ordered the collector not to give cash for bank notes, 
even at the advantageous rate at which they receive the note 
in payment of revenue; yet by taking the note they would 
save the expense of remittance; and so sensible is govern
ment of this advantage, that the treasury of Calcutta reoeives 
cash, and for every hundred sicca rupees gives orde:rs on the 
Gorukhpoor treasury for I04~ Lakhnau rupees, equal in value 
to those of Benares. There is no gold at present in currency, 
and gold coins nominally valued at 16 rs. usually will exchange 
for from 16 -t~ rs. to I6H. 

The collector receives Lakhnau and Benares rupees as of the 
same value, and in some markets, where the Benares are not 
common, they are cpnsidered as being so; but in others, 
where Lakhnau rupees are not common, they pay a trifling dis
count. All along the eastern part of the district, the Benares 
rupee is the most common, while in the west the Lakhnau 
coinage prevails. The Calcutta, or Furrokhabad KaMars are 
seldom seen, and even the former is considered as of less value 
than the coin of Benares. Old 1\Ioorshedabad money called 
here Puravi, and some old coinages from the west, called 
Rekabis, are pretty common in some markets, and sell at a 
great discount, as do also a few of the old Patna coinage called 
Sunat. At Gorukhpoor, accounts are usually kept in 1\Iu
hammedshahi rupees, although the coin is now very' seldom 
seen. In Pali and Nichlaul, a few Nepalese rupees are cur
rent, although there is reason to think, from the statements of 
exports and imports which I received, that cash is annually 
sent to that country as a balance of trade. 

The coinage of copper, since the English government, has 
been stopt, and a great deal of the money has been exported, 
so that in the town of Gorukhpoor it was with much trouble 
that I could procure 200 paysas, in order to estimate the ave
rage weight. In its place has been introduced a coinage 
equally ru~e, made in Nepal, .but called Butauli, because it 
comes.th~ough that town. It is a trifle lighter than the old 
Gorukhpoor coinage, and 64 may be considere~ as the ave
rage number given for a Benares rupee; but. the exchange 
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varies daily. In remote parts of the district, more of the 
original coinage remains. ~owries are on the Bame footing as 
in Shahabad. The weights vary in every town, both in the 
number of Paysas equal to each ser, and in the number of 
sers contained in each man, and in most towns there is a heavy 
(Paka) and light (Kangcba) ser, which occasions an enormous 
confusion. All the weights are rude stones, but in general 
they have oecasionally been examined arid sealed_ by the 
Kazis,'and in some places the Zemindarsllave lately assumed 
the inspection. The magistrates seem to ha,·e given them
selves very little trouble about this important -point. Many 
indeed aUege, that the orders issued to the Kazis have gene
rally turned out a mere pretext, to give these officera a right 
to exact certain fees from all the people who use weights. At 
Gorukhpoor 1I.nd some other places, however, none but sealed 
weights are allowed. and, if less precaution is used elsewhere, 
it is probably owing to the magistrates being unable to check 
the neglect by personal inspection. The scales are on the 
defective plan usual in this presidency. 

The' farmers in country markets usually sell grain by mea
sure. The measures are made of wood, and are usually sealed, 
when that precaution is used with the weights. The most 
common is the sel, which contains from 1 to 1 ~ ser of some 
one grain. according to tbe custom of the market. The mea
sures are 'Very wide in proportion to their capacity, and are 
always heaped, which leaves great room for fraud. Sixteen 
seis are called a mani, and 16 manis make 1 don; but the sei 
is tbe only measure in use. The liquid measures are like those 
of Shahabad. In many places there are professed weighers, 
called Baya, and Baniya; but the latter term implies also the 
most common ki~d of shopkeeper, and also traders in general. 
Their establishment is not so regular as in Behar or Shahabad. 

I am not certain whether or not there is a standard for the 
land measure in the conector's office; but if there is, no atten
tion has been l'aid to it in practice, and even in the measure
ments made by order of the collectors, I am assured, that the 
only standards used were the different Kazis' arms, which 
leaves great room for fraud. The bigah everywhere uied in 
the public accounts contains 100 cubits square. All persons 
measuring cloth know 1iOW to apply their arm, so as to mea
sure a cubit of 18 inches with wonderful exactneas; but the 
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Kazis have contrived to produce cubits not only very different 
from this standard, but from each other. The bigahs llsed 
by the landlords differ much from the Company's standard, 
and from each other; and on many free estates bigahs of an 
uncommon size have been introduced among the tenants, with 
8 view no doubt of securing a great extent, although I believe, 
that they are considered by government as eIititlell only to 
bigahs of the Company's standard. In some places a measure 
called Kura is in use, ~and contains 10 bigahs. A rope is 
usually employed in land measuring, and the customs res
pecting the manner in which it is applied, differ as in the 
districts already surveyed. 

Weavers use a yard or Guz, but these vary very much in 
length, and are all very rudely constructed, so that most 
people judge of the actual size of the clotH by measuring it 
with their arm. 

C01wcyance of goocls.-The rivers, of this district would 
admit of water carriage, being much more used, than it is at 
present. 'Vater carriage is necessari1; employed for timber, 
but by far the greater part of other commodities iSol>ent by 
land carriage. The reason of this is, that most of the super
fluous grain is requh'ed for Fyzabad i and, if it were sent 
down the Rapti, the boats would be obliged to ascend the 
Ghaghra, a very rapid and tedious navigation. A similar 
objection, in a stronger degree, prevent~ the grain of the NE. 
parts of the districts from being sent to Gorukhpoor by water. 
The only grain therefore sent by water goes from the bank, 
of the Ghaghra, and of the lower part of the Rapti. Should. 
the whole country however, be brought into cultivation, and 
much grain be exported, even the smaller rivers would afford 
easy means of sending it to the towns of Behar and BengaL 
In the rainy season they are almost all navigable, and as in 
Dinajpoor and other neighbouring districts, granaries would 
be everywhere erected, and in these the grain would be coJ.,. 
lected, until the rain had swollen the rivers. The boats used 
in this district for the exportation of grain, are chiefly the 
Dhamas built here. Except in two large timber heads, pro~ 
jecting from the fore-end of the boat, they differ in nothing 
remarkable fronl the Patela of Patna. 

The'Malnas or KacbbiIas used chiefly in the timber trade, 
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and described in the account of the manufactures, are used 
for forming floats, which descend the rivers to Patn& and 
Calcutta. The logs for each float are formed into two equal 
parts, one of which is suspended from each end of two spars, 
that are lasued across the boat, one near its head, and the 
other near its stern. From the forests near Gorukhpoor the 
logs of an ordinary size, which cost 1 r. at the river side, pay 
a freight of l21 n. to Calcutta, and of 14 anas to Patna. The 
boatman contracts for this sum, and defrays all expenses. 
When timber is sent to Benares, as sometimes happens, these 
floats cannot be used in ascending the Ganges, and the logs 
must be put in boats of a large size, suited to convey them 
without their being in the 'water." A boat of 1,000 mana 
carries from SW to 30 logs, -which usually pay 2 rl. each for 
freight. 

Of late years the merchants not only of this district, but 
everywhere that J have observed on the Ganges and its 
branches, have suffered very heavy losses from the careless
ness and dissipation of the boatmen, who have become totally 
unmanageable. They have discovered the very great diffi. 
culty," if not impossibility, of their employers obtaining legal 
redress against people who have nothing, who "are paid in 
advance, and who can in general escape 'from justice by 
moving from pla.ce to place with the first boat that sails. 
There is great reason to suspect, that the owners of the boat, 
or at least the Majhii who acts for them in the command, 
connive at the tricks of the men, and taking the full hire 
allow a part of the crew to desert, giving them a trifle, and 
keeping the remamder to themselves. The owners of the 
boats are also totally careless about keeping the goods 
and the composure with which I have seen the boatmen 
sitting, while the merchant was tearing his hair, and his 
property going to ruin was truly astonishing. I would pro
-p08e as a remedy for this evil, that the European custom
masters should have special authority, and be required to 
attend and decide in a summary manner, all complaints of 
freighters against boat~owners, and of boatmen against freigh
ters; for no doubt thel'e are abuses on this side also, neglects 
on the part of the boatmen, where no redress is procurable, 
occasioning a violence that is often carried too far. 
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Almost the. only good ferry-boats in the district are those 
on the upper part of the Ghaghra, and they all belong to the 
dominions of the Nawab Vazir. On the Rapti at GOl'ukh
poor there is one very good boat, and below the town, and 
on some parts of the Ghaghra are a few of a worse descrip
tion i but in every other part there are only wretched canoes. 
Floats, however, are made by joining two or three of these. 
when any European is passing; but such pre..cautions are 
not used with common passengers. The same kind of canoes, 
more rude than any thing of the kind that I have seen, are 
the only boats used by fishermen. The ferry at Gorukh}>oor 
is hereditary property, and its -profits enable the owner to 
keep a Sadabrata; but in general the ferrymen are appointed 
by the Zemindar, and pay him more or less for the appoint
ment: 

A religious mendicant at Gorukhpoor I}.as built some very 
fine wooden bridges 011 the road east from .that town. They 
are works that do him great credit, and s\lpport the weight 
of loaded elephants, a very trying carriage. In some places 
the ferrymen have built temporary wooden bridges, that last 
during the fair season, and are of vast use, where the fords 
are bad for loaded cattle. They are paid by voluntary dona
tions given by travellers; but it would be of great use to 
encourage people to erect such bridges in many more places i 
by giving them a legal right to collect. certain dues; always 
provided, that no petty officer of government of any sort 
attends to enforce the collection. 

There are a good many roads practicable for carts in the 
dry season, and some of them are highly useful; but I sus
pect, that others nave been constructed merely for the conve
nience of gentlemen going on shooting parties. The land
holders say, that they have made, and kept the whole in 
repair, each man doing what was necessary on his own 
ground, when he was ordered i nor do they complain of any 
hardship. The common good resulting from most of them 
is so evident to the meanest capacity, that, where jobs are 
avoided, no man scruples to perform the labour.' The land
lords of course did nothing but order their tenants to work. 
If such has been the case in a district so thinly inhabited, 
and where the proprietors have of course a great extent of 
road in proportion to their means, there is no doubt but that 
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the same plan might be very generally pursued. 'What is 
wanted, is that the people should only be required to make 
roads, which. are useful to themselves, and that all should be 
required to work equally, 110 that the friends or corrupt 
favourites of low overseers should not be exempted, and all 
the burthen thrown on the friendless. The matter at present 
is left entirely to the judge, who from the nature of hill office 
can.'SeWom know whether the road is necessary or not, and 
still less whether or not it ia in repair. Some Btrong in
stances of the inconvenience arising from these circumstances 
may be seen in this district. A judge has ordered a road to 
be made. and several landlords have completed their parts, 
while others, who were tardy, had Bcarcely commenced, 
when either a new judge came, or a native officer falsely 
reported the road finished, and the whole work has been lost, 
the fragment of a road being totally useless. The duty, 
therefore, should be vested in the collector, who should be 
held bound to prosecute the people of every Mauza, who 
kept the roads leading through it in a state worse than that 
required by law. I have already said, that the roads necei
sary, are first such as lead from the offices of police to the 
capital, and to each other. and secondly those which lead 
from one mal·ket town to those in the vicinity. I have also 
stated, that these roads need not be adapted to enable a 
European to drive his carriage with the velocity usual in 
England: what ·is required, is to allow the native tl'ader to 
bring his goods to market during the fair season in carts, 
and during the rainy season, if possible, on oxen; and at all 
times to travel with safety on foot or horseback to the statiolls 
of the officers of government; who maY, require his presence. 
The duty of the collector would be to see, that aU necessary 
roads should be kept up, so far /1.S could be done without 
oppression~ .and he should be severely responsible (or any 
unnecessary calls made on the people. Along with the roads, 
ferries and bridges should be placed entirely under his 
charge. The former, under proper 1'egulation, might be not 
only rendered tolerably safe, but might produce a revenue, 
on which Zemindars, Ghat Majhis, and other persons have 
somehow or other seized, without paying any sort of atten· 
tion to the public accommodation. 

Wheel carriages are a good deal used for the conveyance 
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of goods, and would become general did the roads admit of 
them. The cart (Lerbi) of this country resembles entirely in 
structure' that of 1\Iysore, which has been described in my 
account of that country. It is not q\Jite so rude, the wheels 
baving spokes, and being of course much lightel'. They may 
be occasionally hired, but seldom without some reluctance 
on the part of the owners. A few ponies are employed for 
conveying goods. The asses belong entirely to washermen. 
By far the mOlt common conveyance for goods consists of 
cattle, that carry back loads; There are a few buffaloes, 
and many oxen, whicb are very good cattle. In many parts 
they cannot be procured for hire without the interposition 
of the police. The bire is from 2 to 2l anas a day. Porters 
are only used to carry the baggage of travellers, and, owing 
to the small proportion of the low tribes, are often procured 
with great difficulty. 

The Sadabratas in the district, where all strangers, who 
apply. may receive a day's entertainment, are as follow: four 
at Gorukhpoor, two at Bhewapar, one at Lalgunj, and one at 
Magahar. As usual, none commonly apply but religious 
mendicants; so that these Sadabratas in fact are highly per
nicious, as encouraging this most destructive vermin; and 
being very seldom of any use to such as ought to travel, 
although no doubt they sometimes are a succour to travellers 
in distress. There are a very few inns. They are exactly 
on the usual footing. In some places, 'but not in all, the Ba
niyas admit strangers for hire as in Behar. 
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The western boundary of this district is very well defined. 
It is separated from that of Puraniya by the rivers Nagor and 
Mahanonda to the junction of the latter with the Punabho
ba. Its boundary on the south with Rajshahi, is not only 
destitute of any natural marks, which indeed were not easily 
procurable i but winds about, and intersects these districts 
in a manner that is very inconvenient, both in the .dministra. 
tion of justice, and in the support of police. This I suppose 
originally arose from an inclination to accommodate the dif
ferent proprietors of estates, to whom it is inconvenient and 
expensive to possess lands in two different jurisdictions, as 
they must employ an agent at each; but as estates are fre
quently changing their boundaries, and as in the case in 
question the estates have been entirely altered, it would 
perhaps occasion on the whole less inconvenience were the 
boundary to be rendered somewhat straight, and were de
tached portions added to the district by which they are SUI'

rounded. 
On the east, this district is separated from Rongpoor by a 

river, which owing to frequent changes, that will hereafter be 
explained, has different names in different parts of its course, 
but which is usually called the Korotoya. Towards the north 
the boundary of these two districts is less clearly defined, 
but is not liable to any particular objection; as it is tolerably 
straight, and as there are no portions dE:tachcd. 

Dinajpoor, as represented in Major Rennen's maps,' con
sisted entirely of a large estate, which belonged to a family 
that resided at the town of this name; and contained between 
3 or 4,000 square miles. The Zila or present district, how
ever, is much more extensive, and by tracing its boundaries 
as nearly as 1 can, on 1\Iaj"or Rennell's map, and estimating the 
extent, I find that it contains 5,374 square B. miles. Such 
a manner of estimating the extent of the country, I am aware 
is liable to several objections; the boundary is not laid down 
by a geographer, neither is the map very correct. No person 
has a more just respect for the very high abilities of Major 
Rennell than I have, but his maps of Bengal, I imagine, were 
constructed in many parts from the reports of natiye nlessen
gers, and the course of rivers is constantly undergOIng very 
rapid changes. What 1 have her~ stated, is therero!e merely 
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an approximation to the real 6ituati~n and extent, founded 
on the best document. within my reach. 

SOIL.-The soil, when dry, is in general of a very Jight ash 
colour, often almost white, but becomes dark when moist. 
In a few places however, chiefly near the Korotoya, the soil is 
a very red and stiff clay. Such lIoil wherever found, seems 
to be called Ranggamati, and many places derive their name 
from tq.is circumstance; for in Bengal this kind of lIoi} is 
rathe, unusual. The common asb-eoloured soil, which occu
pies more than 99 per cent. of the whole district, is of two 
kinds. 

The one in dry weather becomes exceedingly hard lind un
venetrable, and retains very little moisture, so that in the 
heats of spring it iii entirely destitute of vegetation. In wet 
weather again it changes into A soft sticky mud. This is called 
Khyar and Matiyal. The first expresses its parched state 
during the dry season i the latter is said to be a provincial 
corruption for Athiyal, which implies its sticky quality during 
the rainy eeason. Another derivation is given of the first 
appellation, it is said to signify saline or alkaline, and much 
land in Bengal is no doubt of that nature; but this is by no 
means the case in Dinajpoor. 

The other ash-coloured soil contains a much larger propor
tion of sand. This is much more retentive of moisture than 
the purer clay, and in the dry season produces more vegeta
tion. Its tenacity also being diminished by the mixture of 
sand, even tbe wretched implements and cattle of the natives 
are able to penetrate it in the dry season, so that it produces 
a crop with the early rains of spring, while tile bard clay is 
still impenetrable to the plough. 

The greater part of the stiff land produces therefore only 
one crop of rice, which is sown in the middle of the rainy 
season, but with the occasional rains, that happen in winter 
and the early part of spring, some portion, ofteD ~ considera
ble one, is ploughed, and then produces two crops of rice. 
A great proportion of the mixed land produces either two 
crops of that grain,. or a great variety of valuable articles that 
grow in the dry season. 

Eleoaiion and appearance.-Although there is nothing in 
the w4o1e district that approaches to the elevation of a moUD-
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tain, yet the face of the country is by no means so level as 
many parts of Bengal, and many parts are more entitled to 
the appellation of hill, than the elevation in his Majesty's 
green park. In f"ct, some parts rise to a considerable height, 
especially a long ridge extending north from the town of 
Dinajpoor almost to Kantonogor, and a considerable eleva
tion north-east from Nalagola on the banks of the Brohmani 
river, which at least l'ise 100 feet perpendicular heigh~ above 
the level of the inundated country. Although these can 
scarcely deserve a place in the map, yet as the various 
degrees of elevation occasion a most essential difference on 
the produce of the country, they deserve the most minute 
attention in this inquiry. 

In the first place near several of the rivers, especially the 
Nagor, Mohanonda, Tanggon and the lower part of the Pu
Ilabboba, a great deal of land is so low, that every rainy 
season it is inundated to a great depth; and owing to this 
circumstance is considered by the natives as almost unfit for 
cultivation. Many people have imagined, that in level alluvial 
countries, which are liable to inundation, the banks of the 
rivers, owing to a more .copious deposition of sediment, are 
higher than the more remote parts. In many caseli this may 
be true, but in this district the parts near rivers lire generally 
not higher than those more remote, and in many places they 
are much lower. I should imagine, that about seven per cent. 
of the whole land in this district may be overflowed in the 
rains, and considered on that account as nearly incapable of 
cultivation. 

The inundated land of a stiffer soil is not all a perfect flat, 
its surface in many places rises into considerable swells, so 
that while some portions are covered witb !Q feet of watn, 
others are covered with very little, and some project like 
islands. This is peculiarly the case near the Mahanonda 
and Nagor rirers. where the most extensive inundations take 
place, and where a considerable part of this inundated land 
is cultivated. The higher spots afford situations for villages; 
but it has often )Jeen necessary to assist nature by digging 
tanks, and to raise the foundations of the houses with the 
earth thrown out by this -operation. ,It is much to be la
mented, that the cultivation of these lands could not be 
farther extended i for the Boil, although in some places 
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covel'ed by beds of sand, is in general remarkably rich, while 
in its present state the value of its produce is very small, 
being chiefly Ii wretched. pasture and long reeds, which are 
applied to several uses, as will hereafter be de6~iibetl. The 
au vantage, however, arising from either the pasture or the 
reeds is much more than counterbalanced by the destruption, 
which is occasioned by the wild animals that such waste land 
harbours, especially deer, buffaloes, and hogs. 

In this portion must be included the Chora land or sandy 
banks of rivers, which does not readily produce rank vegeta
tion, and therefore is better cultivated than the richer lands, 
in which reeds vegetate with an astonishing vigour. The 
Chora land can produce a plentiful but precarious crop of 
indigo, and a great many cucurbitaceous plants, and somE.'· 
times wheat and Darley. It is seldom, however, regularly 
rented, and can pnly be included among the land, that is 
sometimes in fallow, sometimes cultivated (Uthit PotH). 

No trees grow on this inundated land. and its appearance 
is as dismal, as its produce is of s~all value. A considerable 
portion might be embanked to advantage by the proprietors; 
and wherever the soil is good, I have no doubt, that it might 
be cultivated as the lands of Nator are; or it might be culti·· 
vated for wheat, barley, mustard-seed, and various kinds of 
pulse; for the inundation dries up in most places, before the 
season for sowing these begins. At present nothing is culti
vated in it but 'some poor kinds of rice, that will hereafter be 
described, Farther, the long reeds might be destroyed, and 
nothing allowed to grow except short grass, which would feed 
a great many more cattle than thill ground does at prescnt, 
and would give no harbour to destructive animals; but the 
right of common pasturage is a complete bar to such an im
provement. As this kind of land, however. is a COUlmon 
nuisance. by spreading disease ~nd harbouring wild bcasts, 
the proprietors might, perhaps with justice, be compelled 
either to clear it, or to part with. it to such as would under
take the cultivation; for in its present state it yields no profit 
to the owner, At present the only step taken to diminibh 
the evil is to burn the dried reeds during the heats of spring. 
This is not done with sufficient -care, neither ill it by any 
means effectual. 
T~e Doangsh or mixed soil, which occupies about 46 per 
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cent. of the whole ground in this district that is exempt from 
inundation, differs very' much in its manner of cultivation 
according to its various degrees of e\evation. I exclude from 
this the low sandy banks of rivers called Chora by the natives, 
although these are a mixture of ,sand and clay, but they are 
in general inundated. The proper Doangsh land is capable 
of pr~ducing almost every thing that agrees with the climate, 
and the vegetation on it 'is remarkably luxuriant. This in 
fact, in the present circumstances ofthe country, is a nuisance. 
The great variety of lofty flower and fruit-bearing trees, and 
the luxuriant bamboos by which the cottages are shaded. 
w~uld render their situation delightful, did not rank weeds 
and bushes, which shoot up with unceasing. vigour in every 
corner that is not in constant cultivation, prevent all circu
lation of air, preserve a constant damp noisome vapour1 and 
harbour a great variety of loathsome and pernicious animals. 
The poverty, shyness, and indolence of the natives, especially 
the two former, prevent them fl'om removing those nuisances. 
They are fond of having their houses buried in a thicket, 
which screens their women from view. These thickets serve 
them as a place of retreat on all their occasions, which adds 
very much to the noisome smells that they produce. This is 
even the case in families of considerable wealth and distinc
tion, as in this district women servants are scarcely pro-
eurable. , 

The lowest parts of the Doangsh land'produce one cr<:>p of 
winter rice, which is amazingly rich, and pulse is often sown 
amongst the growing corn, and ripens among the stubble. 
This laml is eagerly sought after by the farmers, and little of 
it is waste. The Doangsh, which is ~omewhat higher, pro
duces in general two crops of rice, which little exceed in 
value the single crop on the lower lands, and require at least 
double the labour. In place of a summer and winter crop of 
rice on this land are sometimes sown Pat and Son, plants 
used for m.aking cordage. . 

~ The parts of this soil, that arl'! n~ither very high nor low, 
and that are sufficiently near th~ house of the cultivator, pro
duce various rich crops, that occupy the soil during the 
whole year, such as mulberry, sugar-cane, ginger, and tur
meric; or they produce a crop of summer rice, followed by 
wheat, barley, mustard, and other seeds for yielding oil, and 
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various kinds of pulse, aU of which are collectively called 
Robi by the farmers of this district, as they grow in .the 
season of sunshine. A considerable portion alsQ is cultivated 
£or plants used for chewing or smoking, or al vegetables for 
the use of the kitchen. Lands of this kind, that are too far 
from the (arm-yard, and on that account recei'Ye no manure. 
produce only one crop of summer rice, or different kinds of 
the plants c;all:ed Arum by botanists, and Kochu by the 
natives, the roots of which are esculent. This is land, that 
seems to me well fitted for the cultivation of cotton, which 
~e8erves encouragement. 

The highest parts of the Doangsh 1I0il afford situations for 
tihe houses and gardena of the cultivators, and for the planta
tions by which they are surrounded. In the gardena are 
generally some plants of the Ricinus on the leaves of which 
the natives raise a species of moth (Bombyx), that spins a 
very coarse kind of silk. In a few places fishermen rear in 
their gardens a kind of nettle, which yields a sort of hemp'. 
In many parts this description of land is too extensive for 
thos~ purposes, and then it is in general much neglected. It 
is too steep for the regular and constant cultivation of grain, 
unless it could be regularly manured. A large proportioll is 
occupied by burying grounds, and as a common pasture, 
where the cattle are turned out, rather to take air than to 
procure food; as the grass, at least in the season when I saw 
it, is entirely burnt up. Where not ocaupied by graves this 
poor land is usually cultivated once in from three to five years, 
and after giving onll or two crops of rice pulse, esculent roots, 
turmeric. ginger, cotton, sesamum, is allowed again to remain 
fallow. This is also the kind of land. that is most usually 
cuhh'3ted for Indigo, The profit that ~ccruell to the owner 
frolll this land is very inconsiderable; but the cultivation is 
of great use, as it prevents those parts of the country from 
running into long reeds or bUllhes, which would harbour 
destructive animals; some part however in several rich distric~ 
is reserved for real'ing long grass. which is used for thatch 
and fuel, is regularly cut once a year, and pays a cousiderable 
rent. 
Th~a di'versit:y of elevation in some part, of the district, 

espeCIally towards the NE. where the whole soil is Doanash, . e 
occaSIOns a division into Nina and Dangga or low and bigh, 
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that has been adi>pted in the settlement of the revenue. It. 
origin is not however more regularly attended to than the 
distinction of Khyar and Poli; for all the land near the culti
'9ator's hut, that produces nluable crops, is reckoned Nina, 
and is high rented, although it is in general the highest part 
of the country. The lands that are a little elevated and pro
duce two crops of rice, are called Nina Dangga, or neither 
low nor high, and the highest lands that are only cultivated 
occasionally are called Uthit Potit, that is cultivated and 
waste. 

The stiff soil (Khyar) forms a large proportion of the parts 
or this district that are exempt from inundation, and extensive 
tracts of it, although sufficiently high to prevent floods from 
injuring the crops, are yet so very flat, that they are covered 
with water fol' four or five months in the year, and form a 
mud that is almost impassable. Sometimes the rice plains or 
this nature are intersected by narrow rising grounds, distant 
a mile or less from each other, and affording a situation where 
the inhabitants can build their houses. In other places these 
'plains are so extensive, that it has been necessary to dig 
tanks, so that the earth thrown out might afford room for the 
dwellings of the cultivators. These tanks are also extremely 
useful by supplying the inhabitants with water, not only for 
domestic purposes, but for the irrigation of the fields. The 
persons therefore by whom they have been constructed are 
justly entitled to much praise, wherever they have had the 
utility of the tanks in view; but ostentation, and the desire 
of fame, have increased the nllmber and size of these works 
to a destructive extent; especially as no one is sufficiently 
interested in their repair, which is attended with no reputa
tion. Almost every tank therefore is soon choked with 
aquatic plants, and becomes a source of noi~me 'smell, 
bad water, and disease; while there are infinitely more tanks 
than the habitations of the people can occupy, and much 
land is for ever rendered useless. It were indeed very much 
to be wished, that in this district at least the digging new 
tanks should be altogether prohibited, at least Done should 
be permitted without an investigation into the necessity for 
its construction, and without proper security being taken 
from the estate in which it is dug, for ita being kept for ever 
in repair. and free of noisome weeds. The meaSllre at present 
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taken for thilil plirpose is quite absurd. When the tank i. 
formed, a quantity of mercury is put in the bottom. This is 
only done in great tank~; and although numberless examples 
of its inefficacy are constantly before their eyes, the natives 
continue perfectly crt-dulous. However desirable it might 
be either to have the old ones cleaned or {HIed up. the means, 
I confess are not obvious. The necessity for tanks in this 
part of the country, it .ought to be observed, is much smaller 
than m many others; for in almost every part wells, con
sttucted at very little expense, produce much better water 
for domestic purposes than tanks; and with the pains that 
are bestowed on machinery in the south of India, would 
answer much better for the irrigation of the fields. At the 
same time it must be confessed, that this soil is favourable 
for tanks, the water wbich they contain being remarkably 
good, and in a few instances (Ram Sagor and Siddheswori 
Pushkorini) they produce no weeds. 

The high lands and raised banks in this stiff land are not 
favourable to most kinds of vegetation, and where the declivity 
is ·considerable are in general waste. Many kinds of. trees, 
particularly tIle jak, will, not grow in such situations, and 
bamboos do not thrive so well as in looser soil, still however 
the mango, banyan, pipol, tamarind and some others are very 
thriving, bamboos grow to a useful, though not to great size; 
and the tal and Khejur palms might no doubt be cultivated 
to great advantage, ~ere their uses known to the inhabitants. 
Besides affording a dry situation and shelter for the babita
tibns of the people, the elevated parts, where not too steep, 
produce the seedling rice that is transplanted into the field,. 
By means of artificial watering, in many parts of the country, 
this soil produces fine cotton, mulberry and vegetables for the 
kitchen, especially onions and garlic. The qanks of tanks 
.also are favpurable for betle leaf. In all such parts of the 
country however vegetables are scarce, and in many parts the 
cultivation of mulberry and of cotton, especially of a good 
quality, is altogether unknown. This last circumstance is 
particularly to be regretted, as much cotton-wool is imported 
from territories not subject to the Company. 

In this kind of land .almost nothing is reserved for pasture, 
and it is much better occupied than any other soil in this dis
trict; perbaplI 3 per cent. of it is very poor, and is allowed a 
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fallow between the crops. Other parts of the district, where 
the soil is stiff (Khyar), are more uneven, and are in general 
badly cultivated, but a considerable proportion has been level
led with great pains for producing rice; and as the soil, in 
such' situations, is not so hard as in the more level parts, and 
contains somewhat more sand, so the nature of the produce 
approaches nearer to that of the free soils, aDd most of the 
articles cultivated on the one are raised also on the other; but 
in general, where the soil is stiff, every thing excf.!pt rice is 
raised 9nly in small quantities for the immediate consumption 
of the cultivator. 

Although the produce of a given extent of groU1ld be small 
in value when compared with that of some light soils, yet I 
must say, that I in general observed the condition of the peo
ple to be best in the districts which consisted almost entirely 
of this stiff soil. The hardness of the clay, which renders it a 
good material for the construction of walls, both' of houses 
and for surrounding the farm yard, gives a comfort to the in
habitants that is unknown to the cultivators of the friable soil; 
while its dryness, without any assistance, checks that rankn~ss 
of vegetation by which the villages in a richer soil are overrun 
with weeds and bushes, that render the vicinity of the houses 
disgusting and unwholesome, and which shelter serpents, hogs, 
and various noisome or disagreeable animals. 

Rivers.-The rivers of this district are very numerous, and 
are but ill represented in Major Rennell's maps, in some mea
sure probably owing to his want of sufficient materials, b1Jt 
chiefly perhaps in consequence of changes that- have taken 
place since his time. In a country so level as this, and which 
consists almost entirely of loose materials, upon which running 
water has a powerful action, the rivers are not only gradually 
and constantly-changing their place, by wearing away different 
portions of their banks, but very frequently a small obstacle 
placed in one of their channels, forces the water to form 11110-

,ther, and as that gradually becomes wider, the former is left' 
entirely empty in the dry season, or at least has no current, and 
forms a stagnant marsh. This generally retains its original , 
name among the neighbouring people, who very naturally con
tinue to perform their religious ceremonies in the same places 
that their ancestors did, and cal,l a bank by the name that was 
given to it by their fathers. This has been a source of great 
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trouble to European geographers, who, endeavouring to trace 
a great river from wher~ it joins the sea to its most remote 
source by its principal channel, are astonished to find that 
it sometimes loseli its name altogether i 01' again, another river, 
after having for some part lost its original name, if traced fur~ 
ther, is found with its former name restored. The geogra
phers of Europe are apt to be enraged, when in tracing a river 
they find that an inconsiderable stream falling into their grand 
chaxutel changes its name, and. that the source of this smaller 
stream is obstinately considered by the natives as the source 
of the river, having either been the first to whicb they had ac
cess, or having at one period been the largest. Geographers 
are in general very uJlwilling to admit of these absurdities, and 
therefore construct their maps according to their own plan, 
with the same name following the same river from its most 
femo~e source to its mouth. It must, however, be confessed, 
that thi" improvement, until it shall have been adopted by the 
inhabitants of the _cpuntry, is attended with considerable incon
venience to those ,who wish to use the QlftpS on th~ spot, aull 
often Jeads them into most troublesome mistakes. In tho 
follolfjng account of the rivers of this district, I shall endea
vour to trace them by the names known to the natives. 

Tlte ~fokanond(l anti ita dependent Rivera.-The Nagor. 
after running for some way through the district of Puraniya, 
forms the houndary between tha~ and Dinajpoor, from the 
northern extremity of the latter, until it joins the Mohanonda 
for the space of abou't 90 British miles, without reckoning its 
various w\ndings, which are very numerous and large. During 
the dry season, the upper part of this river is not navigable, 
even for canoes; but during the inundation, hoats of conllider~ 
able purthen can go to the northern extremity of this district, 
and in this upper part of the river a little commerce is carried 
on at Mundomala. About fl6 miles below where it begins to 
form the boundary of this district, the Nagor receives a snlaU 
river na~ed Trinoyoni in the Sangskrita, and Trini in th~ 
vulgar dialect, but in common pronunciation the R and I. are 
usually transposed. Trinoyoni signifies tQree eyes, and is a 
name of the spouse pf Sib j but Tr~ni, the usual name, has no 
meaning in the ~angskrita language. This little river runs for 
about 20 miles. and in th~ ~ainy season admits of boatlil carry
jng 100 manlJ pi rice, by which a little ccnnmerce is conducted' 
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at Rupgunj. At all seasons it retains a small stream of good 
water. Below the mouth of this the Nagor admits always of 
eanOel!1 but the operations of commerce are of little import
ance. From the mouth of the Trini to that of the Kulik, in 
the space of about 34 miles, Jogodol is the only place in this 
district on the Nagor from whence any exports are made. 

The Kulik takes its rise from a marsh i"n the 8outh~west part 
of the division of Thakurgram, and after running through the 

. divisions of Ranisongkol, Pirgunj, and Hemtabad, joins the 
Nagor in the latter, at about 36 British mile~fromits source, 
and receives from Pirgunj a small rivulet named Kalayi. No 
derivation of the Kulik from the Sangskrita that I hav:e heard 
is feasible, I conclude therefore that the original name has 
been preserved. The same may be said of the Kalayi. Du
ring the greater part of the year, the Kulik is- navigable in 
canoes as far as Songkol, and in the rainy season large boats 
can go to that place, where there is some trade; but it is at 
Raygunj that it becomes navigable throughout the year. At 
all seasons boats of 125 mans burthen can come to this great 
mart, and in the inundation it is frequented by those ofa very. 
large size. This is by far the greatest mart in the vicinity, and 
exports most of the produce of the north-west parts of this 
district. 

The lower part of the Kulik is very deep; but the Nagor, 
for SODle way below its junction, is filled with shallows and dif
ficulties, and its banks being much inundated and little culti
vated, there are no towns near it in the Dinajpoor district, 
except Churamon, 01' Churamohun, until it joins the Mohan
onda; but during this space there are several communications 
between the two rivers, forming large islands, that belong to 
the Puraniya district, and by which the size olthe Nagor is 
much increased, so that boats of 200 malts bUI'then can at all 
seasons come to Churamon, and this place accordingly carries 
on a considerable trade, though much smalJet than that of 
Raygunj. In the Sangs~rita language Nagor is said to mean 
amorous, and to have been adopted in that sense by the polite 
dialect of Bengal: and this is said to be the source of the 
nanie ofthis river, as connected with some fli hIe concernIng its 
origin. The fable being improbable is perhnps ofa much later 
date than the name, which I should rather suppose is derived 
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from the original language of the country. Its water is 
reckoned good. 

Frotn where the Mohanonda receives the Nagor to where 
it is joined by the Punabhoba, it forms the boundary of this 
district. The Dame of this river is un~oubtedly Sangskrita, 
signifying great pleasure; for great happineu is promised in 
a future state to those who die with their feet immersed in its 
streaQ'l"., The upper part of its course being in the Puraniya 
district, I shall say nothing of it here; but in this district it 
is a large river, containing water that is reckoned wholesome; 
but its course is very much interrupted with sands, and in the 
dry season boats carrying more than 200 mans cannot come 
up to Maldeh. At Ayiyargunj it receives the Tanggon, 
which increases the sil~e so much, tha.t at alllleasons boats of 
500 mans burthen frequent this mart. The commerce on the 
Mohanonda is therefore very considerable, and Ayiyargunj, 
Monggolvari, Maldeh, and Nawabgunj, are marts of lome 
importance. 

The Tanggon and its Brane/tes.-The Tanggon, which 
seems to have a barbarous llame, enters this district near its 
northern extremity, and from thence to its junction with the 
Mobanon(la is 96 British miles in a direct line. In its passage 
it first crosses the division of Thakurgram, where it is a small 
river. wh~ch however admits of canoes during the whole year, 
and of boats of considera.ble burthen in the rainy season. In 
this space is Govind-Nogor, a small martj and the river is 
increased by three streams, the Roseya, the Sok, and the 
Ramdangra. The two former are small streams, arising in the 
district, and joining the Tanggon from the west i their names 
signify in the Sangskrita language, sweet juice, and grief; but 
these explanations having no rational application, their cleriva
tion is probably to be sought for in .the language that was 
spoken in this country previous to the Bengalese dialect hav
ing received a polish from the Sangskrita. The Ramdangra 
is an artificial canal, with an elevated bank on one side, and 
was constr~cted by Raja Ramnath, of Dinajpoof, as a road 
between Pran-~ogor and ,Govind-Nogor, at both of which 
places the family had seats. The canal communicates be
tween tbe Tanggon and Punabhoba, and conveys a portion of 
the latter'into the former, at least at the season when I saw it. 
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The Tanggon then passes through the centre of the division 
of Pirgunj, where it receives tbe Nachi, a small stream rising 
in two branches at no great distance. In. this division the 
Tanggon is a fine little stream like the Punabhoba, at Dinaj
poor, and at all seasons admits of goods being transported on 
it by means of floats, whicb are supported by canoes. Little 
commerce however passes this way, and Sadamohol, Ranigunj, 
and Kornayi, three small marts, export only a small propor
tion oCthe produce of the country, which is chiefly carried by 
land to Raygunj. 

After passing through a corner of the division of Kaliya
gunj, without change, the Tanggon enters Bongsihari, and 
passing through it for some way, it afterwards separates that 
division from Gonggarampoor. In this space also it under
goes little change. There are several small marts on its 
banks (Besatipara, Sihol, Berakuti. Cbondipoor. Kornayi); 
but most of tbe produce is carried to the neighbourhood of 
l\Ialdeh. The Tanggoh then passes through a great part 
of the length of tbe division of Jogodol. In this it fir,st 
receives from the west a small river called the Beliya, that 
is joined by" the Chhiramoti, both of whicb pass through 
the divisions of Kaliyagunj and Bongsihari, and ~on
tain perennial streams of water, but they are not navigable. 
Below the junction of the Beliya the Tanggon receives from 
the east a river called the Brollmani, which is in faot a con ... 
siderable branch of the Punabhoba, and about the middle of 
its course is still farther augmented by an artificial canal 
made by a merchant many years ago j but the period cannot 
now be ascertained. This canal between the Punahhoba 
and its branch, the Brohmani, increases the latter so much, 
that boats of 500 mana burthen can at all seasons ascend to 
Nalagola at the junction. .Boats.of 100 mans burthen can 
pasl through this canal to the Punabhoba at all times, amI in 
the rainy season boats of any size (3000 malU) can pass fr(,m 
N alagola by this canal. The Brohmani separates from t.he 
Punabhoba about 12 miles below' Dinajpoor, and aftel' a 
course of about 24 miles jQins the Tanggon at Bamongola. 
Even from Nalagola upwards, before it is joined by the 
canal, it contains more water than the Punabhoba, but it is 
little navigated. During the rainy season indeed the passage 
through the canal is SllOrter. From about the middle. of Oc-
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tobet until the 10th of February boatff of ~OO mana burthen 
can pass through the Brohmani, and even at the dryest 
season floats capable of transporting goods could come within 
112 miles of Dinajpoor, were it not that towards the end of 
February a proprietor of land stopa the navigation, for the 
purpose of cultivating a kind of rice, to an extent that is 
very inc~nsiderable. Being an officer of the court of circuit 
he has much influence at Dinajpoor, and his people are in
formed whene~r any gentleman is going that way, BO that 
they may remove, the dam, and avoid detection; but the 
merchant has suffered considerable inconvenience. From 
N alagola downwards the Brohmani is navigable at al1seasonll, 
and communicates lts size to the Tanggon; but it must be 
observed. that this part of itl course is frequently called 
Kangkri. In the division of Jogodol, however, there ill no 
mart of any consequence on these rivers, although during 
the dry season, Nalagola may be considered as the part of 
Dinajpoor, and there is a little commerce at Bamongola, Ra
nigunj, and Rajnogor. 

In passing the whole breadth of the division of :Maldeb, 
the Tanggon continues nearly of the same width. It receives 
from the west a small rivulet called Dokhariya, from itff con .. 
sisting of two branches, and a small branch of the :Mah ... 
nonda" which passes through the town of :Maldeh, and is 
called the Beliya. The Tanggon, in its whole course, does 
much injury by inundating its banks, which in general are 
very low; and in the lower. part of its. course, during the 
rainy season, it spreads out into a very large lake, which ex· 
tends almost from Bamongola to :Maldeh, and which may be 
12 miles long and 5 wide. 

The Punabkoba and its brancl,es.":"The next river, and 
nearly of the same size, I\lthough !lot of 80 long a course, is 
the Punabhobll, which risel from a tlJnk called Bamonpukhol' 
in the north part of Birgunj diviSIon, and joins the Moh ... 
nonda at the iouther~ extremity of the district, about 7! 
miles from its sourQe. For about the last 10 miles of its 
course- it fOrIns the boundary between the district of Dinaj
poor and Rajshahi. At its source the Punabhoba. ill a sman 
stream. and soon afterwards it has a communication with the 
Tanggon, as before mentioned. It continues, however, a 
pretty little stream, even in the elry season; but is quite unfit 
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{or navigation (except (or canoes in'the floods), until it 
reaches the town of Dinajpoor, where it receives a river now 
much larger than itself, and which is named the Dbepa. 

The source of this is more remote than that of the Punab
hoba, and is a tank called SOle4 Peyala in Thakurgram 
division, about Ii milel to the north of the source of the 
Punabhoba. The Dhepa runs south from thence. and is a 
stream more inconsiderable than the PunabOOba. until it 
comes near the town of Birgunj. where it receives a very 
large addition of water from the Atreyi. through an artifical 
canal, which is called Panjra Kata, from being situated in a 
district of that name. and Malijol from a small creek that en- . 
tered the Atreyi, where the canal now separates. This canal 
was dug by orders of a Muhammedan chief named Sadut 
Ali, and formerly contained a large quantity of water; but 
since the Bengal year 1194 (A. D. 1786-7), this has been 
diminished by an accident, that happened in the Stishta 
river (fcesta R.), which I shall afterwards have occasion to 
describe. At present, during four months of the rainy leason • 

• the Dhepa is navigable from Birgunj downwards in large 
boats. and these boats can then pass through the canal to 
the Stishta. The river continues open for canoes until about 
the end of October. but is quite unfit for navigation from 
thence until the beginning of June. The only mart upon 
the Dhepa is Birgunj, a place of little consideration. South 
from Kantonogor the Dhepa communicates with the Gorb
heswori or Gabura. a hranch of the Atreyi, by means of a 
small channel called the Kachayi, which contains water in 
the rainy season only; and which sends to the south a branch 
of the same name, that separates the town of Dinajpoor into 
two divisions. and immediately below joins the Punabhoba. 
Between the lower part of the Kacbayi and the Gabura 
Raja Ramnath of Dinajpoor formed a canal. named the 
GhorghoCll or Ghagbra. which now also has become dry, 
except in the rainy season. These cuts and channels seem 
to have been of considerable importance, when Major ReDDell 
constructed his map. -and then insulated the town of Dinaj
poor. They might be now .altogether omitted in a map aD a 
small scale. 

The Pun.hhoba from receiving the Dbepa. until it reaches 
Ghughudangga, continues much of tbe same size as the Dhepa 
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at Birgunj, and does not afford any greater facility to navi
gation; that is to say, boats of 500 mans burthen can ascend 
it for four months in the year. In this space the only mart 
is Dinajpoor, or rather one of its suburbs called Kang
chonghat. The Punabhoba below Ghughudangga (Dove
bank), does not receive any stream, but an inconsiderable 
rivulet named the Lona, and sends off the Brohmani as before 
mentioned; yet in the rainy season boats of 1000 maRS 
burthl!'h can ascend to Ghughudangga by both branches, 
whicJ:t shews the extreme lowness of the country. In fact 
from thence downwards much of the country is subject to 
inundation. 

From the commencement of this low country to Noya
hazar, about 14 miles distant, and including the two extreme 
places are four considerable marts, and the navigation be
comes easier; for boats of 1000 mans burthen can ascend 
from about the 12th of June until the middle of October. 
Boats of 400 maM can ascend a month longer, and Boats 
constructed on canoes can ascend until about the 10th of 
February. 

At Noyabazar, without any apparent addition, the river 
becomes more navigable, and floats can come to that mart at 
all seasons. About six miles below, near Kordaho, a consi • 
. derable mart, the Punabhoba sends the canal, already men
tioned, to join the Brohmani, and it sends to the east a 
branch named Bhangga Dighir Dangra, which seems to have 
been formed since Major Rennell's survey, and now is in fact 
the principal branch of the river; for during five months in 
the year boats of any size can pass through it, and those of 
200 mails burthen can continue to ascend until about tile 
10th of March. After receiving a rivulet from the east it 
rejoins the Punabhoba, about 10 miles below where it sepa
rated from that river. 1ft this space there Are on the branch 
two small marts, Bhalukdoho and 'l'eliyaghata; and on the 
old channel there is one named Jobayi. • 

From the rejunction of these two branches, to where the 
Punabhob~ unites with the Mahanonda, the river resembles 
the Tanggon at Bamongola, but is not quite so large. In 
the dry season it is a muddy narrow chan~eI with scarcely 
any stream, and winds excessively through a low country 
~~vcred with reeds, and with extreme difficulty admits of 
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boats carrying fOO mans of rice. In the hot months of spring 
even these cannot pass. In the rainy season it becomes a 
great lake, about 20 miles in length, and 3 miles in width, 
which leaves behind many mllrshes, that formerly were chan
nels of the river. In the whole of this extent, at least in 
this district, there is only one mart, Nitpoor or Nitgunj, but 
that is very considerable. A small dvulet ,enters from tIle 
east, but I did not learn its name. A little beyond the Pu
nabhoba to the east, is Matindro Khari, a rivulet which rises 
with two branches from the Purusa and Potnitola divisions; 
and after a course of about twelve miles in this district enters 
Rajshahi. 

Atrey. and us brahckes.-I now come to the most con
siderable river of the district the Atreyi, which from the 
appearance in the maps, would seem to be the direct ancl 
principal channel of the Stishta. Where this last name is 
lost, and where the Atreyi begins, I have not yet been able 
to learn. It enters this district near its north-east corner, 
and there receives from the north-west a rivulet named the 
Pathraj, which for some way forms the boundary between 
Dinajpoor and Rongpoor. The Atreyi passes for about 84 
miles through this district in a straigllt line, and in the rainy 
season can be frequented by boats of 500 mans for the whole 
way; but at Jharvui, the mart nearest its upper end, no 
vessels carrying any load can ascend after the middle of N 0-

vember. Before the alteration in the channel of the Stishta 
took place, in the year 1787-8, boats carrying 100 mans of 
rice could trade to Jharvari during the whole year. 

From the mouth of the Joyram to where the Atreyi sends 
oft' a branch called Gabura, in the space of about 15 miles, 
are Jharvari, Harirgha~erbazar, and Khansamagunj, all of 
which marts have declined much since the decrease of the 
river. , 

The Gabura or Gorbheswori rejoins the Atreyi about 14 
miles below where it separated. For four months in the year 
boats of 300 mans can pass through it. In the dry season it 
is a small stream of dirty water full of weeds, and admits of 
no navigation. It has no marts on its banks, which seem to 
have been the favorite retreat of the chief servants of the 
Dinujpoor family, some of whom had handsome houses there, 
and have now good estates, part of the spoil of their master. 
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About five miles below the separation of the Gabura a branch 
called the Kllkra, separates from the east side of the Atreyi, 
and rejoins it about fivq miles below the rejunction of the 
Gabura. It resembles that stream, but is rather larger, as 
during the rainy sesson boats of 500 mans can pass through 
it. Towards the upper part of its course it sends off a branch 
called the Ichhamoti, which, after receiving a rivulet from the 
east, and a course of 24 miles rejoins the Atreyi. This branch 
in the- rainy season admits of canoes. There is no mart on 
the Kakra nor Ichhamoti. 

The principal channel of the Atreyi seems little affected by 
these branches; and in this space are Bhushi, Pheringgir
hat, Sahebgunj, Somdiya, Fakirgunj, Kongyargunj and Tara, 
marts where there is a considerable trade. In the rainy 
season boats of from 500 to a 1,000 mans burthen can as
cend to Bhushi, small boats can go up until the end of 
January, and boats of 40 or 50 can with some difficulty reach 
Somdiya at aU seasons. 

In the remaining part of its course through this district, 
for about 38 miles, the Atreyi undergoes little change. Boats 
of 1,000 manit frequent it from about the 12th of June to the 
14th of October. Until the end of November, it admits of 
boats of 500 mans, and of 100 mans, until the middle of Ja
nuary. Until the 10th of February it admits of boats carry
ing 50 mans, and Hoats carrying that weight can navigate it 
until the Hoods- return. In the cold season, when I saw this 
river, it was a gentle clear stream, in some place. very deep, 
in others there were fine fords on a bed of beautiful hard 
sand. The channel may be about 800 yards wide, and has 
high banks of a rich soil over which the Hoods do not rise, 
since the water of the 8ti8hta altered its course. Formerly 
considerable damage was occasionally done to the crops; but 
then the soil is said to have been more fertile, and much less 
sugar-cane is now cultivated on its bank than WaiJ formerly. 
The only branch that the Atreyi receives in this lower part 
of its course is one called, in different parts, Mohanaj and 
Asuri, and Kasiyari. It comes from the north-west, and con
tains a perennial stream. In the rainy season boats of 200 
mans can ascend it for some way, but there is no mart on'its 
banks. The marts near this lower part of the Atre)-i are 
Potiram and its port Nawab~bundur, Balurghat, Mahigunj, 
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Ranggamati, Kanchonghat, Khatabari and Sibgunj, where 
there is a considerable trade. 

East from Atreyi are two small streams, that run into the 
Rajshahi district after courses of 12 or 14 miles; but are not 
of any service to commerce. The nrst called Pherusa, rises 
from 8 marsh of the same name, and is said to be artificial, 
having been dug by Dolel ~ay, proprietor of· Mosida, in 
order to drain the marsh or lake. The othe~ named Kung
dona, rises from 8 marsh called l{alna, and after receiving the· 
Gorkha, a smaller rivulet runs into Rajshahi. ' 

TIle Jomuna and its branckes.~1 next come to 8 much 
finer river the Y omuna or Jomuna, a name which is common· 
to several Indian rivers, and which has been variously cor
rupted by Europeans into Emolla, Jumna lind.Jubuna.. It is 
a small river with a gentle clea-r stream of considerable 
depth. Its water is considered as remarkably pure and 
wholesome, and its banks are the richest part of the district, 
and ~re now little subject to injury from its floods. It has 
diminished in size since the waters of the Stishta were turned 
to the east-ward, and is now probably of the size just proper 
for fertilizing the soil, without injuring the crops. It reaches 
this district at its north-east corner, separates it from Rong
poel: for about three or four miles, and runs through Dinaj
poor for 65 miles in a direct line. It first passes through the 
division of Birgunj and Rajarampoor. where in the rainy sea
son it admits canoes for the tranportation of goods; but there 
are no )}larts on this part of its course. 

In passing through the next division Hawora, it receives 
two rivulets from the east. The uppermost named Chita 
admits of canoes carrying 1<}0 mans of rice during the rainy 
season, but in the cold season it becomes dry, and has no 
mart. The southern rivulet named Tilayi is more considera
ble. It contains a stream throughout the year, boats of 4 or 
500 man. navigate it from about the 12th of June, until the 
14th of September, and boats of ~OO mans can frequent it a 
month longer. Ilawora called also Ranigunj, a very consi
derable mart, is situated on its eastern side. 

In this division the Jomuna itself is frequented by boats of 
4 or 500 mans, from about the middle of June until the middle 
of October; and canoes can ascend it, until about the 12th 
of December. but there is no mart on its banks. It 'then 
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passes for about 15 miles through the whole length of ChiD
tamon division. The boats that usually frequent this part' of 
its course in the rainy SP,llson, carry from 5 to 600 mans, and 
canoes can navigate it for eight months in the year. Like aU 
the small rivers of Bengal. it is liable to have its channel in
terrupted, and the navigation injured by trees, which are 
undermined and allowed to ran into the water. In passing 
through Chintamon the Jomuna receives no stream, but on 
its banks are Phulvari, Sujapoor, Khoyervari and l\Iuham
medpoor, all marts, but none Qf them considerable. 

The Jomuna then passes through the division of Lalbazar, 
and at the town of that name separates into two branches. 
Before the separation it has two marts Buksigunj and ,Be
lamIa, both on .the decline. The western branch is the most 
considerable, and preserves the name. Immediately below 
the separation it receives a stream named the Chiri, which 
arising in Chintamon division has a course of 18 miles, but is 
not navigable. 

On entering the division of Badolgachhi, the J omuna receives 
two other small rivers from Chintamon, which pass also 
through Lalbazar. and are nearly of the same size, having 
cour~es of from 25 to 30 miles, and during the rainy season both 
are navigable in canoes or small boats. The first or eastern 
is called Podmawoti and also Chiri, which occasions great 
confusion. The western of these small rivers is called Ghush. 
ki, and during the rainy season inundates its banks to a con
siderable extent. This branch of the Jomuna is navigable at 
all seasons for canoes, and very small boats, and in the rainy 
season admits of boats carrying 1,000 mans as far as Kisor. 
gunj. The marts on it are Kisorgunj, and opposite to it 
Syamgunj and Badolgachhi.' 

The eastern branch of the Jomuna is called Kat:,. Jomuna, 
and is said to be an artificial canal, which was made by a very 
rich merchant, ancestor ofBaidyonath Mondol, at prescnt the 
principal landholder in, the vicinity. In tae rainy season it 
admits of vessels carrying 4 or 500 maRS, and possesses two 
small marts Joypoor. and Yamalgunj or Jamalgung. At the 
former is the residence of the founder, Baidyonath Chaud
huri, which is more like the residence of a gentleman or man 
of rank" than any other place in the district. ' 
Abo~t nine miles from its separation frolll the principal 
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brancn the Kalla Jomuna joins the Tulosi, a small river, which 
rises in the division of Lalbazar from a marsh called Rok
todoho, and afterwards it forms the boundary between that 
and Khyitlal, between this again and Bodolgachhi, and for 
a short way between Dinajpoor. and Rajshahi,. and it then 
joins the western bl'anch of the Jomuna. In the first part 
of its course, the Tulosi is very inconsiderable j but it sOon 
receivell an addition from the Hal'awoti, which running thl'ough 
the adjacent angles of Ghoraghat, Khyettal and Lalbazar, 
admits of small boats during the rainy season. and has on its 
banks two small marts, Chhrishti and Pirerhat. It sends off 
a branch to the east. which from its name. Katahari. is pro
bably artificial. connects the Harawoti with another small 
river the Nagor, and is also navigable ill the rl\iny season for 
canoes. The only spring of water, that I observed in this 
district~ was on the bank of the Katahari, and it is a very fine 
one. It has escaped the notice of the natives; who in other 
parts of India would not have failed to have made it a place 
of religious worship. 

Below the junction of the Harawoti the Tulosi receives a 
small river from the east. It is 'named Itakhola, and during 
the rainy season is navigable in canoeS. Between the Jomuna 
and Korotoya. in the south east part of this district, are the 
sources of three rivers belonging to Rajshahi, and all capable 
during the rainy season of conveying goods in canoes. The 
most westerly is Degangpole!ihto, and the next is Di-ngga<;luba. 
Both of these join a river of Raj~hahi named the Bakhora. of 
which I see no traces in Major Rennell's map. The most 
easterly of these three rivers is the N agor, which receives the 
,Katahari from the Harawoti, as before mentioned. It joins 
tlte Kototoya Itt Sibgunj; but separating again immediately 
forms one of the principal rivers of Rajshahi. 

Tile Korotoga and its Branckes.-The Korotoya, which 
in general forms the boundary between Dinajpoor and Rong
poor, is very difficult to trace, owing probably to the many 
changes, that have taken place in its course. and in those of 
the neighbouring rivers. Its upper "Part passes through the 
district of Ron gpo or to the frontier of Din!ljpoor, and exclusive 
of windings, descenda along that for about. 22 miles, where it 
divides into two branches, the Kalonodi. and the Ghrinayi, 
.and at the separation it loses it name. Prewious to this it is 
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a'small river, that has suffered considerably bY' the chang~ 
in the direction of the Stishta; b~t still it swells considerably 
in the rainy season, and. then admits of boats, which carry 
100 manS of rice and canoes and floats'loaded with 50 ntan6 
(lafi pass until December.~ 'On this part of the river is a mart 
called Buksigunj. There also the Korotoya receives the 
Khorkhol'ya, which comes from Rongpool' district, and after 
running parallel to the Korotoy. for some way, joins it from 
the ~J!st.·; Small boat~ can frequent it in the rainy season, and 
it has a small mart called Fakirgunj. The Korotoya in this 
part also receives a small rivulet from Dinajpoor called the 
Sonal'bang~h. 

The western hranch of the Karotoya called Kalonodi. or 
the river of death, hIlS one mart named UttOl.'a, and seems to 
tne to have been th6 original channel of the river; for it goes 
in the direction of Nawabgunj, where we again recover the 
name! and Majo1' Rennell, brings to this 'place a small branch 
'of the Korotoyll, whieh is now lost. At present two small 
rivers the Nolsisha and Asuli join at Nawabgunj, and their 
·united streams are called the Korotoya. During the rainy 
season . both of these rivulets admit of small boats, but no 
:marts have been established all their banks. The Asuli is a 
'very large channel, lnd no doubt has at one time contained & 

larger river. The Korotoya for about 15 miles from Nawab .. 
"gubj to I!anigunj. both considerable matts, admits boats of 7 
'Or 8 hundred, mans burtllen, ~uring the rainy seallon. A 
little below Ranigullj the water of the Korotoya in the dry 
1Ieailon turns suddenly towards the east, and joins the Stishta 
by a small channel caned the Mauliya, 'While the proper 
-channel of the river ex.tending trom Ranigunj to Ghoraghat. 
is of great size .. but in many places is drYt while in others it 
contains deep and large pools of \Vatet. The eastern branch 
of the Korotoya, where that rives: loses its name, 4s I have 
before mentioned, is called the Ghrinayi, and is Ilearly of the 
liatne size with the uppet 'pert ofthe river, but has no mart. 
I\; forms the eastern boundary of Dinajpoor fol' about eight 
'miles, when it joins the large tivet'caUed Stishta. Thtt 
Stishts. is called also Jamuneswori or Yomuneswori. The 
tatter name seems to be the most proper, and the name 
Stibhta seetns to have been given to it. since the greater part 
of the water of that river has been diverted to this channel, 
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"hich happened in the year li87-8. I observe however, tIlat 
Major Rennellgives it this name in his survey, which was made 
long before the time, to which I allude, The Stishta since 
that time has increased greatly in size, and' its inundations 
have done considerable injury to agriculture. It is navigable 
at all seasons for boats of 200 mans, and in the rainy season 
admits those of the greatest burthen; yet after forming the 
boundary of Dinajpoor for 18 miles, exclusive of winding, it 
loses its name, where it joins the dry channel of the Korotoya 
at Ghoraghat. On the Dinajpoor side there is no mart on its 
bank. 

The Korotoy. after receiving the Stishta at Ghoraghat, 
forms the boundary of Dinajpoor for 15 miles, and admits of 
the same kind of navigation. On the DinaJpoor side are 
Ghoraghat, Sahebgung, Kengiyagunj, Gumanigtinj and Gujya 
aU marts where there is considerable tude. 

General Remark8.-0n the whole it must be evident, that 
changes in the course of rivers are attended with great loss, 
and inconvenience. The new channel is so much land lost, 
and the old one leaves behind it a marsh or kind of lake, 
which for ages is rather injurious than of use. At the same 
time the vicinity of the new cQurse is deluged with water from 
the smallness of the channel, and the banks of the old course 
are often deprived of fertility, and still more certainly of the 
means for conveying their produce to. market. The towns 
must therefore disappear, .nd the uncertainty of their place 
of abode seemS to be one of the reasons, which prevents the 
inhabitants of Bengal from building more substantial and com
fortable houses. The forming new cuts for the purpose of 
commerce seems on this account very dangerous, and except 
Dear the sea should in general be avoided. 

In a country however so leverand of so loose a soil, such 
sudden changes cannot perhaps' be altogether prevented. 
All, that I can propose for the purpose, is to remove in time 
the pJost usual cause of change, which is the trees that raU 
into the rivers, and which collecting sand round them form 
banks, that obstruct the channel, and Dot only occasion great 
and sudden changes in the course ot the rivers, but impede 
navigation. On the mouldering bank of every river may be 
observed trees growing close to the precipice, gradually un
dermining, and then falling in and lying to roti for the pro-
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prietors will not allow them to be cut 01' removed, while 
growing, and afterward~ they are in general of no value, 
except for fuel, and the expence o( cutting them for that 
purpose exceeds the means of the neighbouring poor. Some 
of the kinds are venerated by the Hindus, who consider it as 
sinful to cut them. I .am persuaded therefOl'e, that it would 
be an useful regulation to direct, that every land holder should 
remove_- the trees, which are growing within 20 feet of a. 
mOl,lldering bank, and where he neglected or avoided doing 
it, that a proper officer of police should clear the bank, and 
charge the proprietor a reasonable price for the labour. 

Lakes aTld Marskes.-In this district there is no proper 
lake; although during the rainy season sume of the rivers, 
especially the Tanggon and PUllabhoba, swell out 80 a8 to 
resemble very fine ones. Many marshes (Bils) then also are 
enlarged into a kind of lakes, and even in the dry season 
retain a little water in their centres. I am persuaded, that 
in these marshes there are many fine springs, although I only 
observed one. and although the natives every where denied 
baving noticed them; but in such inquiries they have little 
curiosity, and these marshes give rise to many little perennial 
streams, which can only be supported by springs. The edges 
of these marshes are often very fine lanel, and are called 
Kandor, indeed by the lower classes Bil and Kandor are often 
considered as synonymous. 

The deserted channels of lar«e rivers also contain large 
quantities of stagnant water, always in the rainy season, !lnd 
sometim~.s even in the parching heats of spring; and have a 
resemblance ~o lakes. These are properly called Jhil by the 
natives; but .. it must be confessed, that they often use Jbil 
and Bil very indiscriminately, although the two kinds oC 
place are of a very distinct nature. ' . 

Meteorology.-There have been no observations of any 
accuracy made on tbe airand weather of this district; what 
I have been able to collect, is. chiefly fl'Om the rel)Ol'ts of the 
Dativei, . totally destitute of science, and of the means for 
making accurate observations. When a country is intersected.,y very large. rivers. 1 imagine, that the. winds are much 
affected by their course •. In the south of Bengal the prevailing 
winds are llor~h and soutb. ; In Vehar or Behar the winds are 
ea$t and west, and the same i. the case in Asam. In Dinaj., 
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'poor the course of tile rivers is north and south; but the 
rivets are so small, when compared with the Ganges and 
Brohmoputro, that their influence is much checked, and the 
winds here are more variable, than in any part of India, that 
I have visited. On the whole, however, the east winds are 
by far the most prevalent, and are very usual even at the 
season in which I have stated other winds to be the most 
common. , 

The rainy season, as at Calcutta, usually begins about the 
Uth of June, is accompanied by much thunder, and ends 
ncarly about the 14th of October. The rain most commonly 
comes from the east i but towards the end of this season 
there are pretty often -light southerly winds, which increase 
the heat, and the nights then are very close and suffocating. 
In favourable seasons there ought to be one or two days 
heavy rain between the middle of October and the middle of 
November; and if these fail, the crop of rice is very scanty. 

Again from the 12th of :March to the 12th of May there 
are usually strong winds from the west, which are generally 
hot, but are often interrupted by squalls from the NW., 
sometimes arising to storms, and usually accompanied by 
thunder, rain, and often hail of a very great size. The clerk 
of division Rajarampoor declares, that he saw one hail stone 
six inches in diameter, and that during the storm, in which 
this fell, several people and cattle 'Were killed. and that the 
hail broke through the roofs of several huts. From the 
middle of May until ,the commencement of the proper rainy 
season, the winds are ligltt, and come usually from the east, 
Bnd the heat is great; but not so violent as at Calcutta. The 
heat continues strong, until about the middle of September, 
when the nights at least become somewhat moderate. From 
tIle middle of October until the middle of February the winds 
are light, and there are very heavy fogs and dews. The east 
winds are most prevalent in the beginning of this period, and 
the north towards its end. When the fogs and dews com~ 
mence early, it is expected, that there will be much rain 
early in the season; which I have found verified this year. 
The west winds usually blow cool, pleasant and dry, with a 
fine clear sky, from the middle of February until the middle 
of March. which is no doubt the finest time of the year. 
Two days fog, tbat llappened early in February, during my 
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journey, were considered as very 'remarkable. From the 
begining of November, ,indeed, until the beginning of April, 
I experienced 'the weather to be delightful. During, No
vember, December, January and February, the cold is at 
times troublesome, and the Europ~ans use fires in their 
chambers, and woollen clothing. The natives enjoy neither 
luxury, and suffer exceedingly. All night they shiver and 
lament i and in the morning continue benumbed, both in body 
arid:rrrtnd, until the sun acquires some height, dispels the fogs, 
and invigorates them by his chearing beams. 

Natives of Calcutta, who have lived here for Bome years, 
think, that on the whole the heats and thunder are more 
I!evere at Calcutta than at Dinajpoor. Whenever the east 
winds prevail, 'the people are sickly, and health is restored by 
those from the west. The most violent and only hurricane 
remembered was in November 1787 (Kartik 1194), and came 
from the N .E. 
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